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THE AIR ROUTE TO INDIA

own Empire but by the world in general, there is perhaps some juetifioation in agreeing to tell of what we hope to do, instead of waiting
until we can speak of what we have done.
I t is natural that the first Empire route should arouse great interest,
for ever since the war, which developed aviation at such an enormous
speed, and, stimulated by Sir Alan Cobham's wonderful flights, great
expectatione have been cherished that regular aeroplane services would
bring the far-flung parts of the Empire nearer together, and knit even
more firmly together the peoples that compose it.
Civil aviation is destined to play an increasingly important part in
the history of the world, and it would be most regrettable if the British
Empire, which perhaps needs civil aviation most, should be behind
other nations in its development. The United States of America has
its trenscontinental air line, operated, it is true, by the air service,
and carrying only mail; France has its long line from Paris to Conetantinople, which it keenly wishes to extend to Baghdad, and its lines
from France and Portugal to North Africa ; while Germany, unable
under the terms of the Peace Treaty to have an air force, appears to
have unlimited money to spend on the development oE civil aviation.
Already over forty internal lines are in operation. Through an associated company a line is run to Moscow, and some experimental flights
through Siberia, to Peking have actually been made. Another route
also is to run through from Stuttgart to Madrid. Belgium has its
long line in the Belgian Congo, and the Dutch, in addition to their
European services, are planning to run a long line in the Dutch East
Indies in 1928.
I t is therefore a source of some satisfaction that in addition to the
Britieh European services (which are certainly not inferior to the
services of other countries), the Cairo-Karachi line is about to be
opened, and that already there are two most successful end highly
creditable Australian services, one of them running from Perth to
Derby, a distance of over 1,400 miles. Clearly, then, it should be only
a matter of time for the English and Australian companies, perhaps
with the assistance of India, Burma, and the Federated Malay States,
to connect and provide s through service from England to Australia.
Apart from the Imperial aspect of the establishment of the CairoKsrac hi route, and eventually the England-Australia, route, there doee
not appear to be any doubt that a new and fast means of communication from one oountry to another develops trade, and therefore instead
of injuring the exieting and slower means of transport actually benefits
them.
The telegraph and telephone do not appear to have anything but a
good effect upon postal traffic, and it is hoped that in a similar way
the air eervioe will work in harmony with all other forms of transport
to the benefit of them all.
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A form of transport that operates a t 100 miles a n hour must have
its special use, but it can scarcely be expected to be no more expensive
than a 15 to 30 mile an hour system, and, in fact, it provides a faster
service but a t a higher cost.
SAVING
OF TIME.-Comparing the speed of a ship and an aeroplane
suggests to the mind a very much greater saving of time than is

actually achieved, since a ship steams night and day, whereas an
aeroplane, at present, travel0 only during daylight hours, and need8
periodical stops for refuelling. The comparison, therefore, is a ship
travelling for twenty-four hours at, say, 15 miles an hour, or 360 miles
a day, and an aeroplane flying for, say, eight hours a t 90 miles an hour,
or 720 miles a day. Under present circumstances, therefore, a journey by
air should save half the time occupied by a ship, end sinoe fast passenger
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trains maintain a somewhat higher average speed, rather less than
half the normal time taken by a long-distance passenger train, Quite
evidently, therefore, the air service between Egypt and India, if it can
be regular and reliable, should be of considerable value for passengers
to whom time is of importance, for mail, documents, and certain
classes of merchandise. I t is, however, imperative, if the desired
ends are to be attained, that regularity and reliability should be
assured.
AIR ROUTERELIABILITY.-On the European routes of the company
the following regularity was achieved in 1925 : Total flights commenced, 4,179 ; completed same day uninterrupted, 3,888 ; completed
same day after interruption, 148 ; not completed, 143. Percentage
completed uninterrupted, 93.
While the percentage of flights completed without interruption is,
perhaps, not a s good a s is maintained by the older forms of transport,
it is of sufficiently high an order to justify air travel being accepted as
a reliable method of transport, and it is interesting to examine the
causes of interruption to estimate if the same degree of reliability is
likely to be attained on the Cairo-Karachi route. I n Europe 52 per
cent. of the interruptions are due to weather, 33 per cent. to engine
installation failure, and the balance to other causes. The " weather "
interruptions in Europe are chiefly fog and low cloud, which are much
lesv evident in the Middle East. The engine installation failures, it
must be remembered, have occurred in a fleet of one, two, and three
engined aircraft fitted with engines of four different types. Most of
the engines are water-cooled, and the water-cooling system accounts
for about one-third of the failures. The Cairo-Karachi route will be
run with a fleet of new machines fitted with air-cooled engines, which
thus have one serious possibility of failure eliminated, of a type that
has already been tested under official observation for 25,000 miles
without a failure of any sort. With the company's accumulated
experience, and engines of the latest type that have been subjected to
the most rigorous tests, the engine failures should be very considerably
reduced; and since the aeroplanes will be equipped with three engines,
and will be able to continue in flight with any one of the engines
stopped, the degree of machine reliability should approach very closely
the 100 per cent. mark, while t h e weather interruptions sllould be
materially less, unless any special difficulties occur on this route that
do not occur on the European services.
TO PALESTINE.-Let US,
THE ROUTETO BE FOLLOWED-EGYPT
then, examine the actual route and see the climatic and topographical
conditions to be encountered.
From Cairo the route lies along the edge of the Delta, and crosses
the Suez Canal, and then follows the Palestine railway to Gaza. On
this section navigation is simple ; there are no mountains to cross, and
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the heat is not intense even in midsummer, fog is practically unknown,
and winds and thunderstorms are no worse than are encountered in
Europe. I t may be asked, Why do we not go via Jerusalem ? The
hilly nature of the country in Central Palestine answers the question.
There was an aerodrome at Jerusalem during the war, but it is not
suitable for big commercial machines.
PALESTINE
TO T R A N S J O R D A N . - F ~Gaza
O ~ eastward the Jordan
Hills have to be crossed, but a s they do not reach a greater height than
3,000 feet they do not offer a serious obstacle. I t would, of course,
have been desirable to have made a halt a t Amman, the capital of
Transjordan, but the aerodrome is much less suitable than that a t
Ziza, where there is an almost perfect surface.
TRANSJORDAN
TO I R A Q . - F ~ o
Ziza
~ in Transjordan the desert
begins and extends for 500 miles to the Euphrates. The western side
is a plateau a t an average altitude of 2,000 feet, and no complete
information is available of the meteorological conditions. The height
of the ground above sea-level and the heat experienced in the summer
are conditions that have not been encountered in civil aviation in
Europe, and call for aeroplanes with a greater reserve of powor than
is necessary in Europe. I n addition high winds, thunderstorms, and
sandstorms are not uuknown. Navigation over this section is also
more difficult, firstly owing to the sparsity of the meteorological information, and secondly to the absence of readily identified landmarks.
Both factors introduce a dificulty in making the necessary correction
to the compass course to allow for the drift produced by unknown and
possibly varying wind. If there were no wind a compass bearing
would be sufficient for navigation purposes. To give a readily appreciated illustration of the stretch from Ziza to Ramadi on the Euphrates,
it may be mentioned that the distance is the equivalent of London to
Aberdeen, and that there is water throughout the year a t practically
only one place, the equivalent of York in point of position but in
nothing else. When the R.A.F. first started the cross-desert air-mail
a double furrow traclr was ploughed across the desert, and thus provided n, continuous landmark, and so long as this furrow is kept in
sight a pilot has no need for navigation a s generally understood.
The only disadvantage of the furrow is that it is by uo means readily
picked up again if sight of it should have been lost. W e who follow
the R.A.F. in establishing the cross-desert air service as a commercial
undertaking have the greatest respect for what was done by the R.A.F.,
and are more than pleased to have the opportunity of expressing our
admiratiou of their work which alone has made it possible for us to
undertake the organization of this service. W e follow with the
greatly reduced. Originally the R. A.F. flew from Ramadi
to Amman-with two emergency petrol dumps in the desert. When
we start operations there will be a police post with hotel accommoda-
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tion, petrol supplies, wireless station, and meteorological instruments
and resident engineers a t Rutbah in the middle of the desert, and we
therefore, instead of having to negotiate a stretch of 500 miles of
desert, will have the 500 miles divided into two sections of 250 miles
each. While, therefore, the desert section is perhaps the most difficult
on the route, careful organization will leave nothing but the spice of
adventure in the trip.
I should, perhaps, mention that all across the desert emergency
landing-grounds have been made a t intervals of about twenty miles. The
desert formation is very curious. I n one place the ground is covered
with basalt boulders for about sixty miles. At various points there are
mud flats, which are just like solidified muddy lakes. Whether they
are the craters of extinct volcanoes, or merely depressions that have
been filled up by constant washing down of soil from higher levels, I
must leave the geologists to determine. They make, however, excellent
landing-grounds. At another point there are lakes of bitumen, and yet
again various hills with a crowning of basalt.
THE IRAQ
RIVERV A L L E Y . - F ~ OBaghdad
~
to Basra navigation is
simple, and no special difficulties are encountered except sandstorms,
which, however, can generally be forecast with reasonable accuracy.
They are the equivalent of fogs in Europe, and will have precisely
similar effects upon the regularity of the service, Fortunately they are
less frequent than fog in Europe, and their incidence elsewhere is less
than on this section where the country is soft alluvial soil. I n the
summer the heat will be trying, and will require a greater reserve of
power for " taking off," but once a height of 4,000 or 5,000 feet has
been attained, which can be done in about ten to fifteen minutes, a
much more pleasant temperature and a calmer atmosphere is reached.
PERSIA
TO I N D I A . - F ~Basra
o ~ to Bushire, and in fact on to
Bandar Abbas, Charbar and Karachi the coast is followed, and navigation presents no difficulties whatever. I t is true hills come right down
to the sea in places, and the coastal plain is swampy in others, but so
long as two of the three engines with which our machines will be
equipped function, no difficulties are to be expected. High winds,
however, on this section are not uncommon, and the monsoon region
extends between Charbar and Kerachi, and bad weather and a
certain amount of fog is to be expected a t times, with occasional gales,
heavy rain end thunder. I t wiil be remembered that Sir Alan Cobharn
met bad weather on this section, hut it is doubtful whether in the
aggregate the weather here is worse than in Europe during the winter.
Fortunately the humidity that is so oppressive on the ground becomes
lees with increased height, and travelling by air is very much more
comfortable than by sea or land.
Thus taking the route as a whole it may be said that navigation
presents no special difficulty, and the weather conditions, although
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different from those in Europe, should have no more serious a n effect
on the regularity of operation. It is to be expected, therefore, that a
reliability of 95 per cent. will be attained.
THE MACHINESTO BE U s ~ ~ . - o n eof the chief advantages of aircraft is that they can fly a direct course over mountains, valleys, sea,
swamp and desert ; but this very fact brings in its train the disadvantage that in the event of a forced descent alternative methods of
transport may not be available. To avoid this disadvantage Imperial
Airways are using only three-engined machines, which will fly on any two
of the engines, and they have gone to great trouble to select an engine
that offers great promise of reliability-the
Bristol Jupiter, a ninecylinder air-cooled radial. The machine, too, is being specially designed
by the De Havilland Company to suit the conditions to be encountered.
Briefly, the machines will be 80 feet span, 60 feet long and 1 8 feet
high. They will have a top speed of 125 miles an hour, and a cruising
speed of 95 to 100 miles per hour, and will be able, if necessary or
desirable, to reach a height of 17,000 feet. The cabins will be 16 feet
6 inches long by 4 feet 3 inches wide by 6 feet 5 inches high, and will
be capable of seating fourteen passengers. Special provision is being
made for warming the cabins in winter and keeping them cool in
summer, and for ventilating them a t all times. The machines will
carry 300 gallons of petrol, which will be sufficient to fly for about five
haul-s or about 450 miles. Each engine will develop 425 horse-power,
so that each machine will have well over 1,200 horse-power available.
I ~ I P E T ~AIRWAYS'
IAL
EXPERIENCE.-A11 the accumulated experience
of the operation of air transport on Imperial Airways E ~ r o p e a nroutes
will be used in the organization of the Cairo-Karachi route. The
e~sternof engine and aeroplane maintenance in force a t Croydon,
which has won the approval of all competent observers, will be
adopted, and will there, as a t Croydon, be such a s to satisfy an independent, highly qualified and experienced oficial of the Aeronautical
Illspection Department of the Air Ministry. Each machine will be
certified as airworthy by a qualified engineer before it is allowed to
undertake a flight. Certain routine will be carried out after every
flight, and a t predetermined intervals engines will be changed and
colnpletely overhauled, while after a specific number of hours flying, or
the lapse of a certain time (whichever happens first), the whole
machine will be subjected to a complete overhaul.
Before they are accepted by the Company all Imperial pilots must
]lave had great flying experience, and must also obtain an Air Ministry
'lcence for flying with passengers, and thereafter submit to strict
ll1edical exainination a t least once in six months.
(iovernment control of pilots and engineers licences, certificates of
airworthiness and pilots medical examination, has the Company's
approval, since it conduces to the excellent record established
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THE AIR ROUTE TO INDIA
on the British services of no accident involving the slightest injury to a
paseenger since 1924.
METEOROLOGICAL
STATIONS.-In Europe meteorological stations are
numerous, and observations are broadcast practically throughout the
twenty-four hours. These reports greatly assist the experts of the Air
Ministry to forecast the weather that is to be expected on the air
routes. The forecasts are now remarkably accurate for the periods
occupied by flights, and to obtain the same advantages on the India
route a number of stations are being established, as shown on the
map. These stations will be able to warn pilots of the direction
and force of the wind to be expected at various heights, the presence of
cloud, sandstorm, or thunder, and so enable them to take advantage
of favourable and avoid unfavourable conditions.
THE USE OF RADIOT E L E G R A P H Y . - W ~ ~communication
~~~SS
is also
of incalculable value. I t permits rapid passage of information from
one ground station to another on weather, traffic requirements, and any
other subject of importance connected with the service; and as every
machine will be fitted with transmission and receptioll apparatus
will permit the flight of a machine to be followed both by the aerodrome
of departure and that of destination, and will permit them to pass to
the pilot any desired information of sudden weather changes, etc.
I t might be mentioned that wireless telegraphy will be used on this
route in preference to telephony, as the range is greater and the
messages more certain in an atmosphere liable to electrical disturbances.
I n view of the fewer machines wishing to use the wireless facilities in
these parts, the lower speed of passing messages by telegraphy will not
be a material disadvantage.
It is perhaps needless to say thet for navigation purposes the
machines will be fitted with all the instruments used in Europe,
including the "turn indicator," which enables a pilot to remain on
a proper course and in perfect trim even, as when flying in cloud, he
is unable to see any horizon.
OF LOADAND D I S T A N C E . - B ~
civil
~ ~ ~aeroplanes
~~
THE RELATION
are licensed to carry a specific load according to their typo, and this
load includes crew, petrol, oil, passengers, baggage, freight, mail, and,
in fact, every iten1 that is put into them. Accordingly, in order that
the permissible weight is not exceeded, everything is weighed prior to
embarkation. I t will be obvioue, therefore, thet with a greater supply
of petrol on board less accommodation is available for passengers and
freight. Thus, if unequal stages are adopted, fewer passengers can be
carried where greater petrol capacity is required, and the number
of through passengers is governed by the capacity on the longest stage.
The passengers carried become less and less as the length of flight
is increased, until, in the hypothetical case, the machine which
would carry 3,000 Ibs., or fifteen passengers, over a 300-mile flight,
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will carry nothing but the pilot, engineer, and the necessary petrol
for m 800-mile flight. On the European routes flights of about
250 miles are the rule ; and in deciding for the Indian route what
stages to adopt we have many factors to consider -passengers'
convenience, the available aerodromes, important trade centres,
anticipated traffic requirements, any special equipment that must
be carried, reduction in speed that would be caused by frequent
refuelling, cost of providing refuelling points away from trade
centres, and winds to be expected. On the last point it may be
noted that, although ground distance is fixed, air distance is variable.
Thus, if a distance on the ground is 100 miles, the time required to
fly over it at 100 m.p.h. in still air will be 1 hour, but against a wind
of 20 m.p.h. the speed over the ground will be reduced to 80 m.p.h.,
and the time required to cover 100 miles is then 1hour 15 minutes.
FLIGHTSTAGES.-I need not go into all our deliberations on this
subject, but we have decided to adopt the following stages :
Cairo
Gaza
Ziza
Rutbah
Baghdad
Basra
Rushire
Lingeh
Bandar Abbas
Charbar
Pasni

Gaza
...
Ziza
...
Rutbah ...
Baghdad
Basra ...
Bushire
Lingeh*
Bandar Abbas
Charbar
Pasni ...
Karachi

...

...
...
...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...

...
..,
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

Miles.

212
91
274
241
300
... 218
... 304
... 97
... 335
... 170
... 250

...
...
...
...

I t would have been a great convenience if we could have made
a halt near Port Said to pick up passengers from the P. and O.'s ; but
no civil aerodrome can be found near Port Said, and political considerations prohibit the use of other aerodromes in the Canal zone.
In addition to the above landing grounds we are providing a
number of other emergency refuelling points for use when high winds
are encountered.
I t may also be mentioned that, as we cannot a t present change the
engines of an aeroplane as the horses of stage-coaches were changed,
we shall run the route in relays of machines as well as in relays of
pilots. The scheme of operation has been carefully worked out so that
no machine or pilot flies too long at a stretch, that adequate time ia
available for rest and adjustment, and that each machine returns in
regular sequence to the main work~hopsfor regular attention.
THE T I M E - T A B L E . - H ~now
V ~ ~briefly
~
touched upon the country

*

On the west-bound flight the stage will be :

Bandar Abbas to Daiyir
Daiyir
,, Bushire

...
...

...

...

...
...

Miles.
301
... 100

...
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over which we have to fly, the conditions to be met, the refuelling
points to be adopted, and the machines to be used, we can examine the
time-table of flight in each direction.
As the stage from England to Egypt is not a t present being done by
air, it has been considered essential to arrange the air time-table to
connect both outward and homeward with the arrivals and departures
of the P. and 0. liners a t Port Said, so that the through journey
between England and India may be completed in the shortest possible
time. Night flying is not being included in our programme at present,
and therefore the total flying per day is limited to the daylight hours.

TABLE O F TIMES ON SECTIONS

Miles. *

Total
Total
the
Total
the

...

Time

...

time going East by
clock
time going West by
clock

* Miles are computed as ground distance + 6 miles for circling aerodrome + 2 per cent.
for error.
t 8ho1vs stages where stage cannot be completed on fuel capacity without refuelling
at an intermediate halt. Based 011 a consumption of 60 gallolls per hour.
At midsummer the sun rises at 5 a.m. and sets at 7, and a t midwinter rises at 7 and sets a t 5. We have, therefore, a maximum
of fourteen hours daylight and a minimum of ten hours. Now as the
route lies roughly east and west, daylight is lost going east and gained
going west. Further, the average wind throughout the year is ten to
fifteen miles an hour from the west or north-west. Our machines will
have a cruising speed of 95 miles an hour; and in working out
our time-table we have made allowance for the normal unfavourable
winds, but have not taken advantage of the help that favourable winds
will give. The table above gives the distances of the main stagee,
and the times taken at various speeds, end the daylight gained or
lost. We have assumed what we think will be the normal speeds
realized on the various sections, and have made allowance for the
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stops for refuelling, and have compiled a time-table which we
expect to be able to realize from April onwards when our whole fleet
has been delivered. Between Jbnuary and April we shall he forced to
run a restricted service as far as Basra only, and we have allowed
slightly more margin of time for our initial service.
As you doubtless know, the Company's contract with the Government calls for a fortnightly service, and the service will leave Basra for
Cairo every alternate Friday, commencing on January 7, and will leave
Cairo for Basra every alternate Wednesday, commencing on January 12.
FAREs.-The time-table without a table of fares leaves the picture
incon~plete,and I have accordingly included a provisional table of
fares, which will enable the cost from any point to any other point to
be ascertained. It should be noted that a t Gaza, Basra, and Bundar
Abbas, where no suitable hotel accommodation exists, the Company
will provide rest-house accommodation, and they will also provide food
on the journey.
ACTUAL TIME SAVED.-I~ comparing the fares with the alternative
means of travel, the saving of time and the relative comfort will doubtless be taken into consideration. The charts on pages 10 and 11 seek
to show iu a graphic manner the saving of time achieved from any one
point to any other. I t will be noted that the saving of time varies
according to the place in India the traveller wishes to reach; but if the
air route could be extended to Delhi-and to do so would not involve
the provision of additional machines-the
saving of time would be
increased to seven days, as from Karachi Delhi can be reached in one
day's flying across the Sind Desert. You may ask, W h y do we not
then extend the line to Delhi? The answer is that civil aviation a t
present unfortunately cannot be carried on on its traffic receipts alone,
and the subsidy provided by the British Government does not permit
of any extension into India ; but if, a s we expect, a regular and reliable
service can be provided as fer as Karachi, we trust that the Indian
Government will desire to have the line extended to the capital of the
Indian Empire.
FUTUI~E
DEVELOPMENTS.
--I have endeavoured to give you an
insight into the problems we have to face in organizing this service,
and I trust I have made it clear that we have approached the problem
in no happy-go-lucky frame of mind, but with a full realization of the
conditions with which we shall have to contend, and have in our
preparations taken all possible precautions to ensure success. W e
therefore, even at this early stage, look forward with confidence to
further developments when once these initial plans have been proved.
We shall not rest content until we have connected the European
services with the India service, and stretched further out to provide a
through service to Australia, but undoubtedly the next development
will be night flying, which will still further increase the time saved
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on the present Cairo-Karachi route. Night flying is not hazardous,
and, in fact, it needs only adequate ground organization, wireless, and
navigation lighthouses to make it immediately realizable. I t has
already been done experimentally between London and Paris, and is
in regular operation in America and Germany, and can be adopted by
us when traffic warrants its adoption.
I n conclusion, I should like to pay a humble tribute to the Secretary
of State for ,4ir for what he has done for this service, and to Lady
Maude Hoare, for the wonderful inauguration that will be given to the
service by her trip with the Seeretary of State on the first of our
machines to fly to India. We highly appreciate this confidence in
our organization.
I t would be extremely ungenerous not to record the continuous and
the great work that the Director of Civil Aviation, Sir Sefton Brencker,
is doing for British civil aviation, and we trust that we shall worthily
follow up the magnificent work done by him and his staff at the Air
Ministry in connection with civil aviation.
Finally, without the pioneer work done in the Middle East by the
R.A.F., and without the assistance we have received from them in our
preliminary work, it would not have been possible for us to have contemplated opening our service in January, 1927.
Captain ACLAND
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I feel it
to be a great privilege and pleasure to say a few words regarding the
admirable paper which Colonel Burchall has delivered to us this
afternoon.
He is very shortly leaving England to take up hie post, and I think
we should be grateful to him for finding time to prepare such a deeply
interesting and detailed rQsum6 of the organization which is about to
start operating the Cairo-Karachi Air Route.
Speaking as a member of the public, yet with inside knowledge,
I am convinced that a better organization could not have been selected
than Imperial Airways with their executive officer, Colonel Burchell,
to organize and operate this new air line. They have demonstrated
without doubt during the last few years that air services can be run
with safety, comfort, and a high degree of regularity. DiEculties they
have h a d ; but theirs has been a story of steady progress, technical
improvement, and constantly increasing traffic. This has been effected
to a large extent by really good organization and attention to detail.
I t is insufficiently understood among the general public that the most
vital work in connection with an air service is carried out on the
ground ; the aeroplanes and their engines have to be kept in perfect
running order by a skilled staff, including inspectors, and only when
they are satisfied should a machine be handed over to the pilot to fly.
I think that Colonel Burchall has convinced us that in this direction
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his company has an ideal-and that is absolute reliability. To turn to
our Society-I had the privilege some six years ago of speaking to you
on air transport, and endeavoured to discuss the possibilities of this
particular route. At that time, however, for political as well as for
other reasons, it was impossible for private enterprise to make a start.
We were fortunate in that our political chiefs and the higher command
in the Royal Air Force realized the great imperial necessity for this
line, and immediately the control of Iraq was taken over by the Royal
Air Force this route was opened up and used for the transport of mails,
etc., and a beginning made. The initial steps were described to us
in Air Vice-Marshal Brooke-Popham's paper read before the Society.
And now we find that the general security of this line is to be maintained by the Royal Air Force for the peaceful and secure passage
of commerce. I t is, indeed, a matter of the greatest interest and
importance to find that, as with the sea, where the Navy protects tb.e
Mercantile Marine, so in the air the same development of policy is
beginning to take place.
As regards the airship-you have heard the stages which will be
served by the aeroplanes, and I think it opportune to say that with
this beginning we can now consider the next step-namely, the linking
up of the larger centres separated by greater distances, such as London,
Cairo, Karachi, etc., by airships carrying the through traffic, and rapid
distribution being effected from the great air junctions.
Finally, I think this evening we have a picture of progress before
ua, stimulating to the imagination, a quick means of transport both
practical and feasible, and I do congratulate our Society on having
arranged this talk at a time when the Imperial Conference is sitting ;
for, carrying the weight our inembers do, the effect on public opinion
will be a stimulus to bring nearer the ideal for which so many of us are
etriving to-day, the knitting of our Empire closer together, and not
least by making the fullest use of transport by air.
H.H. THE NAWABOF DER.QISMAIL
KHAN: I t gives me great pleasure
and honour to have heard the lecturer, and on behalf of Indians I say
that we thank him and welcolne the undertaking. We look forward to
it as one of the blessings of the British rule that we are already enjoying, and will continue to enjoy. We thank the lecturer for all that he
has given us, and for the lucid way he has shown it to us. We congratulate him on behalf of Indians and India. (Applause.)
The CHAIIIMAN
: I am very glad that the Nawab of Dera Ismail
Khan, whom we are all very pleased to see here to-day, has, on behalf
of India, put in a word of appreciation for this great project. Nearly
all of US here have connections in India and are interested in it, and
this project will undoubtedly do a great deal to bring India into closer
connection with this country, and will alao be a great help not only to
India but to those of our kith and kin serving there. I t was therefore
2
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particularly appropriate that the Nawab Sahib should say something
a s to how this scheme would be appreciated by the people of India.
But, a s indicated by Colonel Burchall, the air-way should not stop
short a t Karachi, but should be pushed on to Delhi and Calcutta, and
pave the way to the great scheme of linking up with Australia. Colonel
Burchall referred to the fact that they had stopped short a t Karachi
for financial reasons, because no air service could a t the start pay its
may. H e might enlighten us whether the Indian Government has
done anything to subsidize the scheme or help it financially. I t is
obviously one the Indian Government should endeavour to foster and
promote by all means in their power. I t is not only a great gain to us
to have this speedy connection with India, but a great security to
India bo be brought so much closer to England. I do not think any of
us have listened to a, lecture which has been characterized by so much
lucidity, precision, and detail. (Applause.) The tables in particular
a t the end which Colonel Burchall showed us, as regards rates, distances, weights to be carried-including that of ladies, who do not like
to be weighed in public (laughter)-were most informative, and showed,
a s one speaker pointed out, with what great care the whole scheme has
been worked out. I am sure that any apprehensions any of us may
have had a s to undertaking the journey to India by air have been
dissipated by Colonel Burchall to-day. Many of us are dying to make
the five days' journey to Karachi and contrast it with the awful experience of travelling down the Red Sea, fighting the monsoon, and the
unpleasant landing a t Bombay, altogether taking ten, twelve, or fifteen
days. I now ask you to pass a vote of thanks and of appreciation to
the lecturer for the extraordinarily interesting lecture he has delivered
to us, and the wonderful amount of information not only as to this
particular route, but as to the work of air-ways in general, which he
has been good enough to place a t our disposal. (Applause.)
Colonel H. BURCHALL:
Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much
indeed for the way you received the lecture. I t gives me grea,t
pleasure to tell you what I can about the air, as it is a subject on
mind is centred a t present. As to your point about
which my
the Indian Government and what they are doing towards this service
I am not absolutely clear myself. Our negotiations have taken place
with the Air Ministry, and any arrangements with the Indian Government are between the two Governments, and come outside our particular ken; but I have no doubt that as India has provided some
financial help for the airship station, that we shall be getting a certain
amount of assistance too, probably in the way of wireless facilities,
housing, and land for our terminal aerodrome. I hope, however, that
the time will come when they will want to give us more to extend our
services into India. Very many thanks. (Renewed applause.)

THE SULTANATE OF MUSCAT AND 'OMAN*
BY CAPTAIN G. J. ECCLES
GEOGRAPHICAL.-AI~~
for
O Usome
~ ~ years public interest has been
roused by events in Northern, Western, and Central Arabia, yet the
large projecting clrner on the south-east known as 'Oman has received
practically no attention at all. Isolated by the Great Sand Desert to
the westward from the rest of Arabia, she has been left alone to follow
her own customs and feuds. Although she has been nominally subject
at various periods to Persia, Baghdad, Portugal, and the Wahhabi
kingdom of Central Arabia, yet these rulers have beon for the most part
content to hold the seaports and to levy taxes, and with the possible
exception of the Wahhabis have had comparatively little influence on the
life and habits of the tribes of the interior. Geographically 'Oman
includes the Trucial cosst to the north-west aud the independent oasis of
Birairni, as well as Dhofar in the south. The latter, however, is a t present
kept by the Sultan purely as a summer resort to which he can escape
when cares of State and his family's importunities become too burdensome. We shall therefore confine ourselves to the territory over which
the Muscat Government claims suzerainty, though in fact the greater
part of it is entirely independent.

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on U'ednesday,

October 27,
1926, at 74, Grosvenor Street, W. 1, Sir Michael O'Dwyer (Chairman) presiding.
A lecture was delivered by Captain G, J. Eccles, I.A., on " T h e Sultanate of
Rluscat and 'Oman."
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies a n d Gentlemen,--The Council h a s to-day elected
thirty-eight new members, the first being the Viceroy of India, Lord Irwin.
The ~nembersinclude people froin ell parts of Asia, Africa, a n d Europe in
\shicll the Society is interested, beginning with China a n d ending with Nigeria.
The subject for our address this evening is the Sultanate of Muscat and 'Oman.
I fancy most of you, like myself, are blissfully i g n o r a i ~ tof those delectable
rcgions. Muscat, we Iil~ow,is the place where the dates come froin, and 'Oman
is the plncc where the pearls come froln ; but by the time Captain Eccles has
enlightened us, we shall know a grcat deal more t h a n wc do now about them.
('nptnin I3ccles is fortunate in havillg R unique experience of t h a t coast of Arabia,
so little known. Froin reccnt lectures we have conlc to ltnow n good deal about
tllc Hejnz, the Yemen, and even about Nejd; of the further sido of Arabia we
know very little. I3ut within the last two years Captain Eccles, who is a n
oficer of the Indian Army ,zttaclled to the Sultnn of RIuscat, a n d in corninand
of tllc hIuscnt levies, 11~1,s had the opportunity of penetrating into the interior
and cnrrying out
survey of the eastern side of Arabia. Tho results of t h a t
Aurvey he will now put before us, find illustrate with a n ad~ilirnbleseries of slides
which he has been fortunate enough to obtain.
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The range of mountains which forms the backbone of 'Oman begins
a t Ras Musandam and is known here as the Ru'tis al-Jibal. This
promontory includes the famous Malcolm and Elphinstone inlets,
where the pirates of old used to hide, and is inhabited by an aboriginal
tribe, the Shihub, who are very primitive and speak a non-Arabic
dialect. The mountain range continues in a curve parallel to the coast
to Ras Al-Hadd, the south-eastern point of Arabia. The valleys on
both sides of the ridge are studded with villages and cultivation in
varying degrees.
Between Ru'us al-Jibal and a point some twenty miles along the
coast west of Muscat the mountains recede from the sea and leave a
coastal plain called the Batinah. Close to the shore of this plain date
plantations run in a long continuous line. The population is very
mixed. The villages on the shore are chiefly inhabited by Baluchi and
negro fishermen. The Arabs live a little inland to look after the date
groves and the grazing herds of camels and flocks of goats. Well-built
but now for the most part ruined forts are dotted along the coast, in
the most important of which live the Walis appointed by the Government of Muscat.
On the opposite side of the watershed lies the Dhahirah, a flat and
stony plain sparsely covered with the usual prickly desert bushes and
shrubs. It contains, however, many villages with excellent date
plantations and gardens.
The hilly district to the weet and south-west of Muscat on both
sides of the watershed is 'Oman proper and contains the Wadi Sama'il,
which is the most populous part of the country with the possible
exception of the above-mentioned Batinah plain. The local population
when using the word 'Oman always refer to this district.
Adjoining 'Oman on the inner side of the mountains is the
Sharqiyah, a network of small valleys running from the hills.
The coast to the south-east of Muscat is a mass of hills, the valleys of
which are thinly populated by various tribes. The corner district is
known as Ja'alan.
The Dhahirah, 'Oman proper, Sharqiyah, and JaGalan are all
bordering on the great desert.
Muscat town is situated at the extremity of a small cove. The
splendid little natural harbour is formed on the east by a long island
which leaves only a narrow channel between it and the mainland, and
on the west by a long spur of precipitous rock. On the land side it is
eurrounded by bare and bleak volcanic hills which greatly resemble
those of Aden. There are no roads leading to the interior except
narrow and rough footpaths suitable only for pedestrians and donkeys.
All caravans to and from the interior use Matrah as the terminus, and
goods have to be transported by sea between the two towus-a distance
of two miles. The etreets of Muscat are narrow, tortuous, and uneven.
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There are several good though plain buildings, such as the Consulate,
the Palace, and the leading merchants' houses. M.osques are plain,
and there are no Minarets. Two picturesque and strongly built
Portuguese forts stand one on each side of the sandy beach.
They are built on cliffs some 150 feet above the sea, and were
completed in 1587 and 1588. The population is very mixed. T h e
majority are Baluchi. The negroes come next. The Arab community
is comparatively small, though there are always many visitors from
the interior. A community of Indian merchants has lived here for
generations, a s the local Arabs are very tolerant provided that those
professing other faiths and following other sects do not interfere with
them or speak disparagingly of their beliefs. The Hindus are allowed
to celebrate their feasts just a s if they were in their own country,
by illuminating their houses and letting off fireworks, etc.
Before I leave Muscat I should like to make a small digression.
Mr. Philby, in discussing in The Heart of Arabia" the reliability of
Palgrave's account of his visit to Muscat, quotes a remark made by
Colonel S. B. Miles to Sir William Haggard, in which the Colonel stated
that Palgrave talks about a road up the great precipice which overlooks
the harbour of Muscat. Let me quote Palgrave in the only paragraph to
which this can apply : " I had gone on an early walk and was sauntering
on between the gardens and wells a t the roadside where high rocks s h u t
out the further view to right and left." So far he is absolutely right.
He was walking up the bed of the Wadi Kabir, in which lie the wells
which are Muscat's water supply and where are the gardens of the
town. Here he met thrae inhabitants of the Jabal Akhdhar and
accompanied them. To quote again : During about two hours our
way led across the rough hills which encircle Muscat from the land
side, till we passed the last isolated fort on their heights and began to
descend by a narrow gorge on the level lands to the south." This is
an excellent description of the usual path taken by pedestrians who
have no caravans and therefore need not go round to Matrah to reach
the broader and more level track. I have several times traversed all
the routes along which Palgrave states he passed in 'Oman. Beneath
hie highly coloured imaginative views and his inaccurate nomenclature,
there still remains an atmosphere of verisimilitude which I find it
difficultto believe he could have created if he had written only from
hearsay evidence. I therefore disagree with Philby in his aspersions
on Palgrave's veracity.
'Two miles to the west of Muscat lies el-Matrah, the gate of the
intsrior. J n the centre of the town facing the sea the Khoja community
found. Originally from the Hyderabad Sind district of India, the
are folbwers of the Agha Khan. Their houses are built in a
mass with all the doors inward, thus forming a large fort which
Can only be entered by two gates-one in front on the sea shore, and
(1
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the other a t the back. They allorv no outsiders to enter except their
Baluchi servants.
The next port of importance is Sohar, the ancient capital of 'Oman,
120 miles west of Rluscat. I t is a straggling town, and contains a
walled-in bazaar and a large fort. Saiyid Thawaini, who was Sultan
when Palgrave visited Muscat, was murdered here, and his body was
entombed in one of the rooms of the fort. The present Wali is the
Sultan's half-brother, and administers the western half of the Batinah
plain.
The only other large port is Sur, eighty miles south-east of Muscat.
This is a t the moment the most flourishing port in 'Oman, and should
produce revenue not far short of Muscat. But the town itself is distracted by the continuous feud of the four sections of the Jannabah,
who live each in a different quarter, and snipe one another. The Wali
lives in his fort, and is esteemed of no account at all. The control
of the port and district is a t present in the hands of the Sheikh of the
Bani B u 'Ali, who likes to call himself Amir al-Ja'alan. H e has lately
been writing to the Government of India, objecting to receiving letters
from the Political Agent a t Muscat, and insisting on corresponding as
a n independent sovereign direct with the ~overnme-nt.
POLITICAL.-AS
the present political situation in 'Oman originated
to a great extent in the old tribal divisions, I must give a very brief and
incomplete r6sum6 of the history of the country.
The earliest Arab settlers were of Qahtani or Yamani stock, and
came some before and some after the bursting of the great dam of
Marib, which took place in the first century of our era. These were
followed by further streams of Ishmaelite or 'Adnani Arabs, who
settled for the most part in the northern provinces. The two stocks,
the Qahtani and 'Adnani, have always been a t feud with one another,
and the strife, intensified by religious animosity, reached its height
in the eighteenth century, when, in 1722, the 'Adnani Tamimah,
or paramount chief of the Bani Ghafir, was grossly insulted by
the Imam's regent. Swearing vengeance, the chief returned and
collected all the tribes in alliance with the Bani Ghafir. The
regent, apprehending that war was inevitable, sent to the Bani Hina
for support. So began the civil war which divided 'Oman into the two
great political factions which survive to this day. For the most part
the Hinewi are of Yamani descent and Ibadhi persuasion, while the
Ghafiri are of Ishmaelite descent, and the more important tribes are
of Sunni or Wahhabi persuasion. But there is no hard-and-fast rule.
I n some cases the same tribe is divided between the two factions, and
the continued regrouping of the parties from that time has been kaleidoscopic and extremely puzzling to the inquirer from without.
The predominant sect of Islam in 'Oman is the Ibadhiyah. They
are the descendants of the Khawarij or Seceders, who broke away
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from 'Ali, the prophet's son-in-law, and were defeated and scattered by
him. Some of them came to 'Oman. Their doctrines quickly spread,
and were adopted by the majority of the Yamani and certain of the
'Adnani tribes. One of the most important tenets concerns the
Imamate. They deny the claim of the Quraish to the Khalifate, and
object to hereditary succession in the Khalifate and the ma mate.
They do not consider a Khalifah or Imam essential, but that when
one is required any Muslim suitable in all respects may be elected from
any tribe. I n this way the founder of the present dynasty, Al~madbin
Salid, was elected Imam in 1741 a s a reward for organizing the expulsion of the Persians from 'Oman. His grandson, the great Sa'id, however, for reasons which would take too long to explain here, never took
the title of Imam, being known only a s Al-Saiyid. H e it was who
moved the capital from Rostaq to Muscat. The former place had held
this position since the first of the YaLarabahdynasty had moved it from
Nizwah in 1625. As the present dynasty weakened and tended to rely
more and more on foreign support, the interior tribes revolted and set
up an Imam of their own; so that a t the present time the Sultan in
reality has authority only in Muscat and a stretch of coast to the north
and south, which can be intimidated by British gunboats.
The present Imam of the interior, Muhammad bin 'Abdillah alKhalili, of the Bani RuwailJah, is merely a puppet in the hands of
Shaikh 'Isa bin Salil! of the Hirth. Under this powerful chieftain
a confederacy of the Hinawi tribes of 'Oman proper and the Sharqiyah
has been formed, with the Imam's banner a s a rallying point. A combined attack was made on Muscat in 1915, but the Arabs suffered
a severe reverse a t the hands of the regular Indian troops who then
garrisoned the outposts of the town. Through the mediation of the
Political Agent a treaty was signed, since when there has been no
further aggression ; but last year Shaikh 'Isa, alarmed a t threats of
Wahhabi invasion, determined to advance into the Dhahirah, and bring
by force or persuasion all the tribes of that district, both Ghafiri and
Hinawi, up to and including the Uiraimi oasis, into his confederacy.
All went well a t first. Daria, 'Ibri, and Dhank submitted, but a severe
attack of dropsy and a quarrel with one of his most powerful allied
tribes caused him to break up the expedition and hurry back to
'Oman. This ignonlinious retreat so humiliated the Imam under whose
banner the tribes had been united that he offered to resign the
Imamate, hut was persuaded to carry on by the leading Shaikha. This
was the position when I left 'Oman in May, 1926.
During the past two years the success and increasing strength of
the Wahhabis has given rise to much anxiety, more especially a s some
fifteen months ago Ibn .Jiluwi, the Wahhabi governor of al-Hasa, sent
messengers to all the northern tribeu of 'Oman demanding in the name
of hi8 master, Ibn SaLud,the payment of zakat or tithes. There is
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little doubt that if 'Oman could combine in a determined opposition
the Wahhabis would have an extremely difficult proposition ; but many
of the Trucial coast tribes are Wahhabi in sentiment, as also is the
powerful tribe of Bani Bu 'Ali in the Sharqiyah and Jalalan districts,
whilst many others would probably prefer Wahhabi domination to that
of the 'Oman confederacy. For example, the Bani Na'im in Biraimi,
when Shaikh 'Isa was advancing toward them, sent a messenger to
Ibn Jiluwi, asking for help in man-power, arms, and money. I t is not
difficult to see, therefore, what would happen if the Wahhabis made
a serious effort against 'Oman. The question a t once arises, What
attitude should we take up in that event?
There is little doubt that but for British support the dynasty of the
A1 Bu Sadid would have ceased to exist. Since 1891 we have been
bound to a guarantee of protection in a, treaty in which no definite
termination has been stipulated. The present Sultan, Taimur bin
Faisal, though a capable man and commanding respect, is weak and
is lacking1 in ambition. His family are, with few exceptions, degraded
and dissolute ; and though there are still strong men to be met with
from the more distant branches, who have not been debilitated by
luxury and idleness, they are as a whole too weak to stand against
the same popular opinion which in the beginning brought their founder
to power. Also, the hereditary principle to which we committed ourselves when we undertook the protection of the Sultan and his heirs is
foreign to Ibadhi sentiment, especially when forced on the country by
foreign and infidel power.
Again, our support of this house against the whole of 'Omani
popular opinion destroys any hope of a country united under one strong
man against Wahhabi or any other encroachments. This is Shaikh
'Isa's ideal, and not, I think, an impossible conception, though admittedly not supported by previous history.
We m u ~ tremember that the interior has been in open rebellion
since 1913, that a treaty has been signed between Muscat and Shaikh
'I[sa, which is a
acknowledgment of his independence, and that
in any case we are not in a position for obvious reasons to defend the
tribes of the hinterland. The question therefore narrows down to the
Batinah plain to the north of, and the strip of coast to the south
of Muscat, which indeed are the only districts outside the area of the
=&pits1which contribute to the state revenue. If the Wahhabis were
to enter 'Oman and we were determined to support the Sultan there
are two alternatives :
1. To defend the whole strip, which would require a considerable
increase in land forces as well ae more constant patrolling by the
gunboats.
2. To retain only Muscat and Matrah.
I n both cases the expense would fall on the British Government,
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as for some years hluscat has been declining and it is with the
greatest difficulty that the state remains solvent.
I t would take too long to study the question in all its bearings. Our
position and prestige in the Persian Gulf, the extent of our obligations
under the treaty, the importance of Muscat to us a t the present time,
are all points for consideration. I propose, therefore, to turn to the
less controversial subject of exploration.
EXPLORATION
UP TO 1925.-Badger,
writing in 1871, in his preface to
the '' Imams and Seiyyids of Oman," says : " I t is remarkable and by
no means creditable to the British Government in India, that notwithstanding our intimate political and commercial relations with Oman
for the last century, we know actually less of that country beyond the
coast than we do of the lake districts of Central Africa."
Since then other writers have quoted this remark to draw attention
to the paucity of our knowledge of this corner of Arabia, but with two
notable exceptions, which I shall mention later, very few attempts have
been made either by those on the spot or by outsiders to remedy our
dilatoriness in this respect. Mr. Philby, in the discussion on Sir Percy
Cox's paper to the R.G.S. in April of last year, notes that Sir Percy's
predecessors number no more than three. Some twenty years have
passed since the latter's expeditions, yet no one has come to displace
him as the last on the list of explorers of 'Oman. Let us briefly
review the journeys of these four with the aid of the map.
Pioneer, and most extensive traveller of all-Wellsted, with whom
may be bracketed Whitelock. Wellsted was a naval lieutenant who had
long been engaged on su'rvey work on the west and south coast of Arabia,
and had made other journeys in Hadrarnaut. His knowledge of Arabic
was small, and though not badly supplied with instruments his map is
unreliable. But Dr. Hogarth pays him the high compliment of comparing him with Niebuhr in that he did for 'Oman almost as much a s
Niebuhr did for the Yaman. I n the Shnrqiyah and Jalalan districts,
as the map shows, he stands alone, and his general information ie for
the most part accurate and full. H e and Whitelock were in 'Oman
between 1835 and 1837.
A generation passed before anyone made a journey of sufficient
importance to justify his inclusion among the names of explorers in
'Oman. I n 1876 Colonel S. B. Miles, who was then British Consul a t
Muscat, made the first of his expeditions. The retirement from 'Oman
of the Wahbabis, whose presence had prevented Wellsted from reaching
Biraimi, enabled Colonel Miles to make n flying visit to that oasis.
He was also the first to pass from Jabrin to Dhank, and to visit the
country between Muscat and Quryat, including the Wadi Taiyin, " one
of the largest, moat beautiful, and most populous valleys in Oman."
Colonel Miles undoubtedly was the greatest of past authorities on the
country. But unfortunately his book, The Countries and Tribes of
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the Persian Gulf," was written in the evening of his life, when failing
sight and illness prevented him both from setting forth even a small
percentage of his great knowledge and from correcting his notes.
Another generation elapsed before the next and last period fruitful
in exploration. I n 1901 the Rev. S. M. Zwemer, of the American
Reformed Church's Mission in Arabia, travelled from Sharjah to Shinas
by the Wadi Hatta. H e was the first to describe this valley, nor, as far
as I know, has any other account of it been written up to the time of our
expedition of last year. He also was the first to journey from Abu
Dhabi on the Trucial coast to Biraimi. To m.y mind his chief title
to fame ie that he and his companion managed the whole journey from
Abu Dhabi to Sahar and on to the Muscat coast for ninety rupees
between them.
H e was followed after a comparatively short interval by Sir Percy
Cox, whose first journey was made in 1903, and who only last year read
a paper on his travels to the R.G.S. H i s two main achievements were
firstly, the journey over hitherto unexplored country between Rrs alKhaimah and Dhank via Biraimi ; and, secondly, the fixing of the position
of the Biraimi oasis, for which purpose he carried a ship's chronometer to
that place from Ras al-Khaimah-a distance of over 100 miles.
He
is our greatest living authority on 'Oman and the last of those who can
justifiably be called explorers of the country. The detailed map of the
Rae a1-Khaimah-Biraimi route published with his paper proved most
useful to us last year, and, considering the short time taken by Sir
Percy in his journey, is marvellously accurate.
A study of the map will show that up to the date reached the
Dhahireh plateau has been crossed, 'Oman proper has had several
visitors, and, of course, the coastal plain has been thoroughly explored ;
but the main hills of the watershed, except for certain well-known routes
such as the Wadi Jizzi, the Wadi Hawasinah, and the Wadi Sama'il,
are still unexplored territory. And in this lies the interest of last
year's expedition, of which I propose to give a brief account.
D'ARCYFJX~LORATIONCOMPANY'S
GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY
OF 1925.The party was composed o f : Messrs. G. M. Lees and K. W. Gray,
geologists ; Mr. Joseph Fernandez, deputed by the Bombay Natural
History Society ; Mr. A. F. Williamson (al-Hag 'Abdullah) ; and
myself.
I was in charge of the social and political branches ; Williamson
organized the transport and messing ; the remainder were free to carry
out their strenuous technical work.
I t is a great pity that Williamson, or someone for him, does not
write the story of his life. Some twenty-five or more years ago he was
in Aden. There he became e Muhammadan and went up to Sana'a
and the interior of the Yarnan. Since then he has wandered over the
greater part of Arabia. H e has performed the Hajj-twice, I believe.
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~t the outbreak of war he was acting as agent for the Shsikbs of the
great Muntafiq tribe, and during the war he was attached to the
intelligence branch in Iraq. H i s knowledge of Bedouin life and
is very profound, and it was strange to see 'Omaois, who are
famed for their camel-breeding, bringing their camels to him and
him as to treatment for wounds and illness.
As the principal object of the expedition was a geological survey,
the main scarp of the Jabal Akhdhar naturally offered most attraction.
But, as I have already mentioned in describing the political situation,
the whole of this region is controlled by Shaikh 'Isa bin Salil) in the
name of the Imam. The former was a t that time (October, 1925) making
preparations for his advance into the Dhahirah, and on being
approached wrote politely regretting his inability to control his tribesmen should the party enter his territories. Although in consequence
all the land to the south and south-east of the Wadi Hawasinah was
barred to us, Shaikh 'Isa's advance, which coincided wit11 our journey,
was undoubtedly a help to us, a s many Shaikhs who might otherwise
have proved refractory received the party with open arms, hoping that
exaggerated reports would reach Shaikh 'Isa of the presence of Muscat
officials ia their territories, and perhaps also seeing a vague chance of
getting some help from the Muscat Government.
Williamson for the greater part, and I for the whole journey,
travelled in Arab dress, and we found that it had a great effect in
making our various hosts and visitors more friendly and in loosening
their tongues. Every day after we had camped, between the afternoon
and the sunset prayers, he and I and the Shaikhs and their followers
would sit round chatting, and many were the amusing conversations we
had. Another helpful factor in overcoming the shyness and suspicions
of the Arabs was that one of my personal following was a slave of the
Sultan's household famous for his coffee-making. He would carry all
the apparatus on his riding camel, and wherever there was a long halt
he would hastily prepare coffee for the party.
On November 3 all the transport and stores had been collected a t
Bait al-Palaj, my headquarters, two miles inland from Matrah, and on
the following morning we made a start. Paasing through Boshar (the
Besheyr of Palgrave), famous for its hot springs, where we were
hospitably received by Shaikh 'Ali bin 'Abdillah al-Khalili, brother of
the Imam, we entered the Uatiuah plain a t Sib, and followed the coast
to Khaburah, where we arrived ou the 10th. The Wali of the place,
Mudhaflar bin Sulaiyim, is the son of an African slave who rose to a
position of great influence in 'Oman, becoming Wali of Sohar and
controlling more t h ~ nhalf of the Batinah. Mudhaffar accompanied
Us throughout the whole trip. H e inherits much of the character
his father-is forceful, active, much liked by the Arabe, and became
Our general manager and trusted adviser.
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TRIBESAL-HAWASINAH
AND BAN^ 6UblR.I ' b b u r a h lies a t the mouth of the Wadi Hawasinah, which takes its
name from the tribe whichinhabits it, and up which we proposed to climb
to reach and cross the watershed. Here we were joined by Shaikll
Saif bin &fu!lammad of the Hawasinah, a Hinawi tribe, and shaikh
Ghussun bin Salim of the Bani 'Umr, a Ghafiri tribe. The two tribes
are generally a t feud with one another, and the two Shaikhs are quite
dissilnilar in character and disposition. The former proved himself
miserly, weak, shifty obstructionist; the latter a tactful, firm, and
helpful disciplinarian.
Our path led us over the Batinah plain toward the mountaine.
Leaving on our right the deserted village of Qasaf, where the bare
stumps of the palm trees bore mute testimony to the repeated failure
of the rains during t h e past ten years, we reached Ghaidhain
(555 feet), wrongly placed in Hunter's map of 1908. X description of
t h e village will suffice to portray all the villages of this area, which are
alike in essential details. I t is well built of stone and local cement
and stands on a terrace on the left bank of the Wadi about half a mile
inside the foothills. Extensive date groves and gardens lie in a reentrant behind the village and are watered by a falaj or water
channel which begins from a spring underneath the surface shingle of
the Wadi, a mile above the village, and continues underground for
some distance before emerging into an open cemented channel. Those
who are familiar with the Persian Qanat, or Kariz, will recognize the
same type. I n this case the open channel is divided into two streams
just before i t reaches the gardens, each stream watering a half of the
date groves. Hence the name Ghaidhain, l 1 The two groves." Pursuing
a leisurely course up the Wadi we passed through Suddan, described
by Wellsted, whose route we now joined, Bida'ab, sod Falaj alHadith. Here we came upon running water, and the valley bed was
and ziziphus shrubs, many of which reached
sprinkled rnith
height of 10 feet. As we approached the junction of the Wadi
Hawasinah and Wadi Dhillah the valley opened out and we passed a
large tower built for the protection of the caravan route and occupied
by three men of the Hawasinah. Two of them came down to meet us
and to receive the cuetomary douceur, which we gave them and passed
on. But the third man, either not realizing that we had paid, or
thinking it not enough, ran to a point directly overlooking the Wadi, fired
over our heads, and started screaming in the sharp, high- itched
feminine tone used by men in this country to warn their friends of the
of hostile or stranga parties. His own compsoions ran to
him from the fort, and our following etarted loud explanations from
below. Williamson and I went steadily forward and left them to
settle it.
During our passage up the Wadi Hawasinsh we had suffered much
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trouble and obstruction from Shaikh Saif, and so we mere relieved to
turn into the Wadi Dhillah, which belongs to the Bani 'Umr. From
a high hill Lees gained a good view of the Wadi Hawasinah above its
junction with the Wadi Dhillah. The hills appeared to recede somewhat from the river bed and to allow of small plots of cultivation on
the terraces. A number of villages could be seen, including Hajajah,
iAbailah, Tawi, Suwairiq, Washah, and Harm 1
The Wadi
Dhillah is narrow with vertical cliffs rising sheer from the valley bed.
It is uninhabited except for some Bedouin squatters. As we proceeded
the valley became steeper and more narrow and the going became very
bad, until we reached a zigzag path known as Najd al-Khabbain
(2,970). Here me were forced to dismount and lead our camels to the
top of the pass over the range which divides the Dhahirah and the
Batinah.
We found a pleasant camping site on the further slope and determined
to stay here e few days, as I had been having attacks of malaria, and
the transport required some reorganization. From Jabal al-Qala'ah
(4,900) Lees gained a magnificent view of the Dhahirah up to the edge
of the great desert. To the south-east the great scarp of Jabal Akhdhar
was plainly visible. The Wadis, draining west and south-west, run out
into extensive plains broken here and there by groups of small hills.
The villages of Qanat, Dariz, and 'Ibri could be seen, but Miskin was
hidden by a range of low hills.
Two miles along the scarp west of the camp we were shown a
wonderful gorge, called en-Naqs, 10 to 20 feet only in breadth, with
vertical walls rising to a height of 400 feet. From half a mile away it
is quite invisible. Breaking through the knife-edge ridge of Jabal
Ra'is it joins the Wadi Dhillah and provides for good mountaineers,
such as all the local tribesmen are, an alternative track to the Najd allihabbain. I n the narrowest part the torrent bed drops a, sheer 40 feet,
and over the precipice thus formed a chain has been hung. Well
forged with long, narrow links it is firmly secured between two rocks,
but as it is not long enough to reach the bottom a rope has been attached
to the further end. The face of the cliff is concave, so that no foothold
is obtainable. The tribesmen said that up to twenty years ago there
had heen only a rope and many had lost their lives by its breaking.
could not name the public-spirited Shaikh who had substituted
the chain.
On November 20 we packed up reluctantly and set out for
the Wadi Bani 'Umr, by which we had decided to return to the Batinah.
During the loading up Williamson tried to make one of the tribesmen
take on his camel some hens which had been bought for our messing.
But the prejudice against the carrying of any kind of fowl by a man
proved ao atrong that insistence mould certainly have resulted in a
general strike. I n the same way we could only obtain eggs if we sent
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one of our own servants to fetch them. Our way led along a wide
valley under the outlying spurs of the main ridge, which falls in far
gentler slopes on the Dhahirah side. On a small hill in the centre there
stood a strong but dilapidated fort dominating the valley. A short but
difficult pass brought us over the watershed into the Wadi Bani (Umr,
which we followed past the village of Suwaidah to Lislat (or Hail Islat,
2,300 feet). The latter had belonged to the Hawasinah, and was protected by a strong fort built on the summit of a solitary hill which rises
abruptly from the valley bed. A well had been dug in the Wadi
against the perpendicular side oI the hill and enclosed by the semicircular wall built against the cliff right up to the fort 100 feet
above. The place was captured by the Bani 'Umr some forty years
before. They have abandoned the old village and built a new and
miserable one of palm branches on the opposite bank. When I asked
Shaikh Ghussun the reason, he said that his and his father's deliberate
policy had been to discourage the use and building of strong forts and
villages, which proved only a source of weakness to the tribe, as each
petty village Shaikh comes to rely more on his own fortifications than
on the unity of the tribe, in which lies their real strength.
A little beyond Lislat the road left the Wadi, and passing the small
village of Qisah on the right, climbed over the northern shoulder of
Jabal Ra'is by a pass called Najd Bani 'Umr or Najd al-Qafs (" the
pass of the cage," 3,110 feet). This was the roughest stretch we experienced throughout the journey, and almost the whole day's trek had
to be done on foot. We re-entered the Wadi Bani 'Umr s t Furfar,
and continued along it to the low foothills, passing Lil~ban,a prosperous and well-built village, with extensive date plantations on both
sides of the Wadi. Another day's march brought us to Falaj al-Hirth
in the Batinah, seven miles inland from Saham. During the past few
days several misfortunes had overtaken us. Lees and Fernandez had
both had severe attacks of fever. Gray had upset a bottle of Indian
ink over the plane table, and Williamson one day had lost the way,
taking with him our special cook, and had not turned up till eight
o'clock a t night after darkness had fallen.
THE COUNTRY
OF THE BANI 'ALI.-We
had been joined in the
Hawasinah country by Shaikh Mul~ammadbin Hilal of the Bani 'Ali,
an Arab of the finest type, quiet, unassuming, yet naturally dignified.
He now came to me and invited ue to visit Yanqul, the capital of tho
tribe and residence of his brother Khalifah, the paramount Shaikh.
By this time Shaikh 'Isa bin Salil! in his advance from 'Oman proper
had reached Dariz. 'Ibri was still holding out, but its fall was
imminent. The Bani 'Ali had always remained loyal to Muscat, and
had turned a deaf ear to Shaikh 'Isa's enticements. But now, when
town after town in the Dhahirah was failing, I<halifahls position was
very precarious, especially as there were in Shaikh 'Isa's camp two
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rival claimants to the Shaikhly office. H e had twice appealed to
Musoat, but without avail. I n inviting us therefore his motives were
twofold. Firstly, Muscat might be induced through our influence to
give him some support; and secondly, if he made a great show exaggerated reports would reach Shaikh 'Isa, who might really think that
Musoat and even the British Government were behind him.
But whatever the motive it was a golden opportunity for us, and
we determined to start for Yanqul the following day by way of the
Wadi Ahin. A rapid journey over the plain soon brought us into the
foothills again, and we entered the Wadi at its junction with the Wadi
Hibi, which enters from the south, and contains the village of Hibi,
wrongly placed on Hunter's map. During the march Lees dismounted
and turned aside to climb a hill. His guide immediately started to
take the camels on, so that Lees was forced to turn back and stop him.
An old woodcutter then appeared, and started chatting with the guide.
Lees made another move to climb the mountain, whereupon the woodcutter ran towards him shouting abuse, and, as Lees continued on his
way, began to throw stones a t him. Lees, a tall and doubtless terrifying figure in his battered panama, turned and took three paces toward
him, brandishing his geological hammer. I t was quite sufficient. The
old man turned and ran, followed by a shower of stones from Lees.
As we approached Wuqbah the river bed narrowed until we reached
a part where there was a considerable stream with deep poole. In
order to avoid this stretch, which probably in rainy weather became
a series of rapids, a road had beell built over the side of the Wadi,
with steps made of stone and local cement (samj) at either end from the
river bed. These steps were a source of great pride to the tribesmen,
who had several times warned me to look out for them. The valley
starts to widen as it approaches Wuqbah, a village with very extensive
gardens, wrongly placed in the Wadi Dhank in the Handbook of
Arabia," and gradually broadens above the river into a plateau well
covered with jungle bushes and grasses. A short and easy pass
brought us over the watershed, which is here not very clearly defined.
A mile beyond there stretched from north-west to south-east a wide, wellwooded plain, bounded on the east by the irregular and serrated black
peeks of the eerpentine hills which form the watershed, and on the
west by a long regular limoatone scarp, known as Jabal al-Abiadh.
We sent the caravan to camp a t ar-Reudhah, a mosque end well
immediately below the centre of the scarp, whilst we turned aside and
made for Yanqul, which liee at tho southern end.
I will not weary you with a deecription of our melcome, ae it wae
almost identical with that given to Sir Percy Cox a t 'Ibri, and described
by him in his paper to the R.G.S. last year. As soon as politeness
allowed we proceeded to the house set apart for us. I t was a strong
two-atoreyed building overlooking a pleasant garden. The upper rooms
3
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were high and well-windowed. The beams were painted red, and
decorated with verses from the Quran in white. The staircase, as in
all Arab buildings, was very narrow, steep, and low. The baths constituted a, pleasant feature, which I saw in no other town. These were
formed by irrigation channels running from the main falaj directly
under the houses, where special bathing-pools were constructed. Strong
gratings were placed over the channel where it entered and left the
house. I noticed that Shaikh Khalifah could hardly speak, and wondered if he had a sore throat, but when he came to see me privately he
told me the true reason. The night before our arrival an attempt had
been ~ ~ ~ to
a dmurder
e
him by three of his cousins, who would have
succeeded but for the loyalty of the doorkeeper of the fort. There
must also have been a disaffected element among the townspeople,
as he had lost his voice in haranguing them after the failure of the
plot. The three brothers were imprisoned in the fort, and he and
Mudhaffar started to discuss their fate. Mudhaffar was all for killing
them. '' Wait," he said, " till the captain and his friends have departed, then slay them all." " Idhrib bi'l-saif wa kul 'asal." But
no decision was made, and I have never heard what happened to them.
On the following day news came that Shaikh 'Isa had captured 'Ibri.
It was too late for Khalifah to expect any help, and two days later he
set out for 'Ibri to make the best terms he could.
Yanqul stands in a strong position between the southern end of
Jabal Abiadh and a high conical peak named after the town. The fort
is in good condition and is a large rambling building with a low tower.
The gardens lie rnostly to the west of the town. Whilst Williamson
and I were occupied with interviews and conversation, Lees and Gray
climbed the scarp of Jabal Abiadh and gained a splendid view of the
Dhahirah up to the Biraimi oasis. Bearings were taken on 'Ibri and
Dariz whicb gave intersections with those taken from Jabal Qala'ah.
COUNTRY
OF THE BANI KA'AB.-We returned to the Batinah by
the Rame route and entered Sohar on December 7. Our intention
was to follow the coast to Murair a t the end of the Batinah plain and
work back to Sahnr under the foothills. But a fortunate event occurred
which
our plans. Between Liwa and Shinas Williamson and
I turned aside to visit a Baluchi Shaikh famous'throughout 'Oman for
his hoapitelity. I had only intended to drink coffee, but when I told
him so he seized my beard (by now quite a respectable one) and insisted
on our staying the night. We compromised on a midday meal,
during which I was introduced to Shaikh Magadhad,brother of Shaikh
Salim bin Diyan, Tamimah, or paramount Shaikh of the Bani Ka'ab,
whose district in the Dhahirah extends from Jabal Reudhrth to the
Wadi Jizzi in a long narrow strip among the outlying spurs of the main
mountain ridge. Ma6adhad invited us to visit his country and made
himself responsible for us in everything. We naturally jumped at the
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opportunity. Matters were quickly settled and that night it was decided
to work up the Wadi Hatta. Shaikh Ma'adhad gave me the impression
of a man of very strong passions repressed by a n equally strong will,
giving him outwardly a quiet and reserved demeanour. I n durbar he
never spoke unless appealed to, when he would answer as laconically as
possible. But his judgment was always direct and his followers held
him in respect. Only when on the trek would he break through his
reserve and talk and chant continuously.
For the third time we turned to re-enter the hills. Between Liwa
and Wadi al-Qor they are of less elevation than those further south,
but north of Fujairah they are reinforced by the Shimailiyah ridge.
Our first halt in the Wadi Hatta was a t 'Ajib, where, amongst other
things, tobacco was being extensively grown. A little above the village
the river bed narrows to a gorge, called al-Wajajah, with running water
and deep pools which the path skirted. At the near end on a shelf overlooking the gorge stands a strong tower whose only method of ingress
is by a rope thrown from a window. This tower marks the administrative boundary of the Wali of Sohar. Emerging from the gorge we
passed the village of Mashabbah, the gardens of which have been
almost entirely killed by drought, and entered an enclosed plateau
dotted with small hills. As we advanced, passing several villages and
continuous gardens, this plateau gradually merged into a wide plain
covered with desert bushes, whilst in the distance a line of sand-hills
gleamed red and gold in the sun. There was no marked watershed or
pass. The stony plateau marking the head of the Wadi Hatta simply
loses itself in the plain which slopes down towards the Trucial coast.
The reason was explained by Lees, who found recent marine shells on
the plateau at a height of 1,050 feet. This level plain is in reality a
raised beach, and the Shimailiyah country to the north must have been
an island when the sea was a t this level.
We were now very close to Sir Percy Cox's route, which passed to
the west of Jabal Raudhah. Lees climbed this mountain and overlooked Jabal Faiyah and Dubai to the west and the Gulf of 'Oman to the
east. Here we turned to the west and passed under the main ridge of
Jabal Samaini, keeping to the east of the scarp. Shaikh MaLadhadhad
tales of panther to be found, which he said took toll not only of the
flocks but also of grazing camels. The southern end of the ridge
terminates in n, peak known as Jabal Munfarid (3,700 feet). Some
miles further on the road climbed a small pass and dropped into the
plain, which here has the effect of a backgammon board, as long wedges
of sand run right up to the black serpentine hills, leaving patches of
stony, well-wooded plateau dovetailed between them. We were forced
to cross one sand dune, and then turned again into the first range of
hills, and leaving Jabal Abu '1-Mill! on our right reached Sharm,
MaLadhad's home, and the second in importance of the Bani KaLab
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s e t ~ ~ e r r ~ e n tThe
s . welcome given us was on a scale second only to that
of Ymqul, and the dancing, which was of the kind seen by Wellstedat
Suwaiq, continued throughout the rest of the day. On the same night
letters came announcing the murder of Shaikh 'Isa bin $alil> at 'Ibri,
and the hurried retreat of all his forces toward (Oman. This was most
fortunate for us, a s Shaikh Ma1adhad had apparently begun to regret
having invited us to his country and tried to persuade me to return by
the road by which we had come. But now the path was smoothed, for
although the news of the murder was false, it was true that 'Isa and
his troops had retired in confusion.
We therefore set out with light hearts for Mahadhah, where we
arrived after an hour and a half's riding over a stony plain within the
first ridge of hills. The town lies a t the side of a broad, bare
" bathah " (wide torrent bed), which may possibly be the same as that
crossed by Sir Percy Cox on the outskirts of Biraimi. The fort stands
on a small hillock in the centre of the torrent bed. On the further side
and to the west of the town rises Jabal Mahadhah, blocking any view
of the plain and sand dunes beyond. Shaikh Salim ibn Diyan we
found to be an older and more sedate man than his brother Magadhad.
More frequent journeys to Sharjah and Dubrti had accustomed him to
European manners and town-dwellers' amenities, and he was altogether more polished, more intelligent, and broad-minded, though no
less virile, than his Bedouin brother. Whilst Williamson and I listened
to the local politics and strolled round the gardens admiring the broad
and strong water channel, Lees climbed Jabal Mahadhah (3,400 feet),
and reconnoitred the Biraimi oasis and Jabal Hafit. The latter,
indeed, was constantly coming into view during our journey from ~ a b a l
Raudhah to Hail in the Wadi Jizzi, and we heard no other name for it,
nor was any rnention made of a villege named 'Uqdah. I t is, as Sir
Percy Cox has pointed out, an isolated hog-backed hill some twenty miles
in length, but he does not emphasize the difference between it and
small hills such ae Jabal Faiyah. Actually it rises to
a height of about 6,000 feet, or nearly 4,000 feet above the surrounding
plain.
Just before we left Mahadhah a message arrived from the Shaikh
of the Bani Na'im inviting us to Biraimi. Lack of time forced us
muah against our will to forego this great opportunity. Shaikh Salim
was much exercised in his mind as to the policy he should pursue
in relation to the Bani Na'im. Some two daye ago they had sent him
a letter to inform him that they had despatched a messenger to Ibn
Jiluwi, Ibn SaLud'slieutenant in al-Hasa, asking for help in arms and
man-power against Shaikh 'Isa. They now wished the Bani Kalab to
join them. The latter were already in alliance with the Bani Na'im,
and Sheikh Sslim thought that he ought to have been consulted before
so important a step was taken. His grandfather (who visited Colonel
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Mile8 at Biraimi and invited him to Mahadhah) had been taken
prisoner by the Wahhabis and led in chains to Dara'iyyah, where he
was kept for seven years, so that Salim had no love for them. I n the
earlier part of the year Ibn Jiluwi had sent his messengers to demand
xakat from the Trucial coast and from the Biraimi oasis. Certain
tribes had paid up, and it was ostensibly to prevent this and to unite
the tribes against the Wahhabis that Shaikh 'Iaa advanced into the
Dhahirah, as we have seen.
Time peesad, as Lees and Gray had to catch the mail-boat from
Muscat, so we set out for the Wadi Jizzi, accompanied for the first two
miles by our hospitable host. The track crossed a level boulder-strewn
plain. To the east a number of wadis emerged from the black serpentine crags, the lower slopes of which were dotted with villages and
date groves. Some low foothills hid the plain on the west. By some
misunderstanding the caravan had turned aside to a well other than
that agreed upon. Finding it unoccupied, we went steadily forward
until by sunset we were well into the hills again, and we realized that
we must have lost them. After much fruitless wandering in the darkness, during which all the Arabs argued their loudest, some to go back,
some to advance, and some to stop where we were, we sighted a lamp
on a hill to our right. I t had been placed there by Gray, who was with
the caravan. When we pointed it out to the tribesmen they refused to
believe it. I t must, they said, be either a star or a jinn. However, we
insisted on turning towards it, and aEter a rough ride reached the camp
very tired.
On the next day we followed the Wadi 'Ubailah, which gradually
narrows as it enters the hills, to its junction with the Wadi Jizzi,
along which many European travellers have passed. Turning aside to
visit the Persian ruins a t Hurah Barghah, described by Colonel Miles
and others, we reached Sohar on Dece~llber 23. Here we divided.
I rode back along the coast, spending Christmas Day with Wali
Mudhaffar at Khaburah. The rest embarked on a dhow, and, more
fortunate than Palgrave, reached Muscat in two days.
I must trespass on your patience one minute longer to thank Sir
Arnold Wilson, through whom the opportunity was given me of accompanying the party. I have also to acknowledge with gratitude the help
of the other members of the expedition, who have all contributed to
the description of the journey, and have given me the free use of their
negatives; and of Mr. J. N. Bower, who visited Boshar with me for
the special purpose of testing the reliability of Palgrave's account, and
k~aslent me his photographs. Finally, I must mention another member
of our Society, Mr. B. 9. Thomas, who is at present Minister of Finance
at Muscat. By his tact and knowledge he has gained a great influence
Over the Shaikhs and leading men, with whom he is constantly in
contact. He is always travelling up and down the coast, end is only
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awaiting a, favourable opportunity to go inland ; and no one is more
fitted to write a paper on the past history or present position of
'Oman.
s i r PERCY
COX:A8 I spent five very interesting years in 'Oman,
naturally Captain Eccles' paper to-night has been of the very greatest
interest to me. I think we have not only had an interesting, but a
very good lecture. (Hear, hear.) I have made one or two notes of
points I would like to mention. I n the first place, of course, it is very
satisfactory to me to know that the map which I made a good many
years ago, and produced last year with a paper I read before the Royal
Geographical Society, proved accurate. A traveller is always lucky if
the men who come after him do not accuse him of lying in some way.
(Laughter.) But I am glad to hear that Captain Eccles, so far as
he could see, found there was ground to think that Palgrave's observations regarding his travelling in 'Oman territory, in the part that he
knew, seemed well founded. I think it is difficult always to support
Palgrave ; but his book is a great joy, and I am always glad to hear
where it can be corroborated instead of given the lie to. One thing
the lecturer mentioned, the Jebel Hafit, along the base of which I
marched twice; I am astonished to find that he makes it 4,000
feet above the level of the surrounding country. I could not take any
measurements, because I had no instruments with which I could
measure the height; but I should have put it a t 2,000 feet a t the
outside, and would like to aek him how the height was calculated.
But the mere fact that I could be 2,000 feet out shows how easy it is
to go wrong in a matter like that.
The LECTURER
: I am afraid my authority for the 4,000 feet above
the other level really rests with the other two who were with me and
who were doing all the survey work. They made a point of telling
me that the height was 5,000 feet.
COX: I should like to hear later how they measured it.
Sir PERCY
On the subject of travelling in 'Oman generally, Captain Eccles has
drawn attention to the fact that it is only about once in half a generation that anyone has done serious travelling there. I was there five
years, and took such opportunities as I could get, on any excuse,
of doing a bit of travelling. But it is an extraordinarily difficult
country to travel in, and I do not see much chance of it being done
very extensively or very often. I n the first place, as Captain Eccles says,
the Sultan's writ practically does not carry beyond the walls of Muscat.
Inland those two main factions of Hinawi and Ghafiri are always
ready to get at one another's throats, and one tribe is conetantly at
feud with the next. To travel you have to make elaborate arrangements at the start to square the chiefs of tribes through whose
territories you intend to pass. That means money. As regards officers
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of Government, if you are one you cannot divest ourself of your
official capacity, and that being so the Government do not encourage
you to take on tours, or go on expeditions where you may have some
inconvenient incident, which they may be obliged to take up officially.
Incidents are a great nuisance to them. On one occasion, on one of my
trips, I was held up for six weeks by one of the sheiks to whom the
lecturer referred, Aysa bin Saleh. I refused to turn back : they
refused to let me advance through their district. They thought I was
after minerals of some kind and were very suspicious. I was travelling
on my own and wanted to explore the country. I t took me six weeks
to negotiate, through the Sultan of Muscat, before I was allowed to
go on. Such things can often happen and it is very inconvenient for a
Government official. For private travellers there is not much attraction except the more or less unknown character of the country. There
is practically no sport. You are blackmailed a good deal. With the
DJArcyOil Company the blackmail of 'Oman would probably not matter
very much. But for the ordinary traveller it is a serious consideration.
That is one reason we cannot expect a very rapid development of
exploration in 'Oman. As regards Hajji Williamson, to whom the
lecturer referred as having accompanied them, I was very interested to
hear that Hajji Williamson had been with them. I knew him well ;
he is a mau with an extraordinary past. At one time he was married
to a tribal Arab woman of one of the main tribes of 'Iraq, and has lived
as a Bedouin. H e has also been in all sorts of posts. H e is a regular
rolling stone. H e seems to have some kink in him, and an entire lack
of initiative; perhaps someone will spend some time taking down the
story of his life from him ; there is no chance, I think, of his doing it
himself. I t would be exceedingly interesting. Here is an Englishman
who has lived the life of the Arab in the desert, as well as in the towns
of Baghdad and Basra, and who does not realize how interesting his
experiences would be. But they would be of extraordinary interest to
the world in general, I think. I was very sorry to hear that the
lecturer's expedition had not been able to get to the Jebel Akhder.
There we have a very fine plateau, about thirty miles in length, on
the crest of the range, which is entirely different country, of course,
from the plains below. There is different vegetation altogether. There
also it is very difficult to remain, or has been up to now ; but I very
much hope that the D'Arcy Oil Colnpany will turn their attention to
it, becatlee they have the funds a t their command, and can make a
good job of it, which no private individual can. The interesting part
is between the place marked Izki a t the south-eastern end of the Jebel
Akhdar-straight from there to Yenqul, along the crest of the ridge.
As to the question of wearing Arab dress, I quite agree that if you can
do it, it is much easier to travel in Arab dress. But the lecturer's
expedition was there in the winter. I t is all right then, you can do
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with the Arab nqgdl and handkerchief ; but I do not know what Captain
Eccles would suggest for the hot weather. I travelled along the
edge of the desert from the bottom of the Pirate Coast parallel to the
backbone of 'Oman, down to Muscat, in the month of June, when
the thermometer was anything from 110' upwards; and I defy
you to go without something on your head beyond an Arab soof. That
is where I think the difficulty is. H e has mentioned a very interesting
subject, and rather a delicate one-the possible intentions of the Sultan
of Nejd and Hejaz, Ibn Ba'ud, in regard to 'Oman. The great
Wahhabi ruler, Ibn Sa6ud,was and is a very dear friend, and I have
discussed his ambitions with him many times. I t may be of interest
if I tell you briefly what they are. Practically he thinks that he is
justified, in principle, in regaining any territory that his forefathers had
a century ago, whether as territory or as a "sphere of influence."
'Oman was in their sphere of influence. Bereimi itself was actually in
Wahhabi hands, and that accounts for the fact that even now a large
section of the populaiiion are Wahhabi in principle. The Sheikhs
of the Pirate Coast, too, still retain latent Wahhabi sympathies, and
would show their feelings more openly. I n my time, before the war,
we had intimate reIations with Ibn Sacud; we had a treaty with him
under which we paid him a subsidy ; and it was part of the agreement
that he should not attack or molest any friends of ours, or any chiefs
who were in treaty relations with us. Our friends were to be his
friends. After the war, however, we had to reduce expenditure. We
could not go on paying the subsidies we had paid before and during the
war. We had to make reductions. One of those reduced was that of
Ibn Salud. H e was hard hit, but he quite realized that we could not
go on paying this for ever. But what he felt was, " Up to now I have
been under specific obligation not to annoy the British Government by
any policy that I pursue. As long as I enjoyed a pension or subsidy
from them it was incumbent on me to abide by their conditions; but
now that they have felt obliged to stop any payment to me, I think I
am entitled to pursue my own policy and work out my own destiny as
I think best." H e is now doing that. Up to now he has been
extraordinarily correct and statesmanlike in all he has done. We have
never been able to put him wrong. H e has made himself King of the
Hejaa, and we have recognized him as such. AS long as we aid him
the subsidy above referred to he kept hie hands off the Hejaz ; eince it
ceased he bas extended his authority over that country, and I have
little doubt but that in the course of time he will seek to extend his
authority over the interior of 'Oman. That I think will be his policy.
As regards Muscat itself, we ourselves, the French, the Dutcb, and the
Americans have all had treaties with the Sultan of Muscat since
the beginning of the nineteenth century. But the Sultanate of Muscat
has rather changed since then. The rule of the Sultan is relegated to
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the coast ports, it being practically recognized that he has no authority
over the interior. This fact, I think, would weaken our hands in any
attempt on our part to safeguard the hinterland of 'Oman against
Wahhabi intrusion. But that is a question of politics upon which I
cmnot offer a responsible opinion. One more remark and I have
finished. I noticed that the expedition came in contact with the sand
dunes at one point ; if the Lecturer did much travelling over the dunes
I was going to ask if he heard the music of the sands, as I did.
The LECTURER:
NO, we only just touched the dunes near Jabal
Raudhah and Sharm.
ADMIRALRICHMOND
: I am afraid I know very little of those parts ;
I was only a passer-by when I visited Muscat with my squadron. We,
of course, have always had a considerable naval interest in Muscat 8s
being a commanding position on the coast. The two principal bases
we have used are Muscat and Henjam. Muscat has a great history
behind it. As late as 1839 the Imam of Muscat had a naval force of
one 46-gun frigate, two of 20 guns, and two or three smaller vessels;
it is always bound to be a place which, from the point of view of the
sea, will be of interest to this country. I have listened with interest
to what Captain Eccles has said, and congratulate him on his lecture.
The CHAIRMAN
: We are very fortunate not only in having Captain
Eccles and the series of slides in which he has been able to show us
something of this very remote and unknown country, but we have also
had Sir Percy Cox, who has a unique knowledge of the coast, and
Admiral Richmond, who has seen it both from land and sea. One
point has not been touohed on which may explain its fallen greatness :
in the days when the Sultan of Muscat had an overflowing treasury,
his riches may have been due to the fact that Muscat was then a dep6t
for the smuggling of arms into Afghanistan and Persia. I s not that
the case ?
ADMIRALRICHMOND
: Not quite. The arms' question did not come
until long after he lost his naval power.
: Parties used to come from the Afghan Borderland
The CHAIRMAN
-Mahsuds, Afridis, and Wazirs-to
somewhere down the coast of
‘than to get the arms imported from Europe. No doubt they paid,
but whether the Sultan had a share in the profite one does not know.
If 00, we will not regret that that source of income has disappeared.
No doubt our knowledge of 'Oman-my ignorance was such that when
started to introduce the lecturer I called it Oman; now I know
better-has been considerably enlarged by what we have heard from
Captain Eccles. We are most grateful to him for his excellent lecture,
~ ~ also
n d to Sir Percy Cox and Admiral Richmond for their oontributions
to the discussions. (Applause.)
Before closing, I ought to announce what we decided this afternoon
at a meeting of the Council. A memorial is, as you know, to be erected
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in memory of Lord Curzon, for years our most distinguished President,
and the greatest authority on Central Asia we have had in the Society
since its foundation. The Council has decided to offer a subscription
of twenty guineas. What form the memorial will take will depend on
the amount subscribed, but I am sure the Society will say that the
Council has acted for the best in this matter. (Applause.)

ON THE TRAIL OF ANCIENT MAN IN
CENTRAL ASIA*
REPORTOF A LECTURE
GIVEN BY
DR. ROY C H A P M A N ANDREWS, D.Sc.

SIRMICHAEL,Ladies and Gentlemen, it is with a great deal more than
ordinary pleasure that I take the opportunity of speaking to you to-day,
particularly because I have had the honour to be a member of this
Society some three years. Last Monday, a t the Koyal Geographical
Society, I tried to give a ka,leidoscopic picture of the work which the
expedition under my leadership has been conducting in Mongolia for
the past five years. Inasmuch a s the search for fossils has been a
very important part of our work, I am afraid that many of the facts I
presented were dead, very dead indeed, because most of the animals
had been dead for many million years. This afternoon I hope to tell
yon something more about the living side of Mongolia, because 1
believe the members of this Society are more interested in the people
and the events that are going on and the conditions of the country

*A

meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Wednesday,
November 10, 1926, at the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, and
a lecture delivered by Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews, D.Sc., entitled " On the
Trail of Ancient
in Central Asia." Sir Michael O'Dwyer (Chairman
of the Society) presided.
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-This
afternoon we turn over
THE CHAIRMAN
a new page in the history of the Celltral Asian Society ; a, new world is about
to swim into our ken. As you know, in the pas5 we have dealt with alnlost
every part of Asia, and the adjoining parts of Europe and Africa, from Peking to
Khartouul, But there is one region of Asis, a land of mystery, which we have
not yet dealt with for soine time : that is that mystic land outside the great wall
of China, embracing Inner and Outer Mongolia and the Gobi Desert. W e know
little about it ; but some of our members, like Sir Francis Younghusband, have
in the past been in that part of the world, alld have given the benefit of their
various resenrches to us and other societies. If we know anything of that great
region we regard it, rightly or wrongly, as the nursing-ground of those warlike
and barbaric hordes who, under Attila and Hulagu and Jenghie Khan, overran
all Asia and a great part of Enrope, overwhelming-for the time being, at leastthe culture of Rome, of Byeantium, of Delhi, and of Baghdad. That is about all
we know of thnt reinote and mystic country. But this evening the veil that has
hidden thnt land fro111 our gaze is going to be drawn aside by our lecturer,
Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews. (Applause.) H e ha^ kindly undertaken to notify
to us the results of the three years' explorations and inve~tigationsof the great
mission which the American Natural History Museum has sent to investigate
lfongolia and the D e ~ e r tof Gobi. I t has been a wonderful work, and we are
privileged to-night to be able to henr some at least of the results from the
leader of that expedition. I will now ask Dr. Andrews to speak. (Applause.)
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than perhaps they would be in the fossil history. I should not
say anything about Our fossil explorations a t all if I had not been
particularly asked not to omit the dinosaur eggs. I find that dinosaur
eggs Pursue me like a ghost wherever I go, they cannot be laid,
Therefore I shall first give you a very brief account of the dinosaur
eggs, and then try to tell you something about the living people
of Mongolia, and about the people who inhabited it before the
Mongols came. I can show you with a map better than in any other
way just what we did. Twenty years ago Professor Henry Fairfield
Osborn, President of the American Museum of Natural History, propounded a theory that Central Asia would prove to be the centre of
origin, and the place of distribution for a great part of the mammalian
life of the world. H e had no facts upon which to base his theory, it
was almost entirely inductive reasoning. But he found in Europe and
along the western coasts of America animals which obviously were very
closely related, and he said these could only have had this close
relationship if they had a common origin. They must have come from
a central region and that place of common origin was probably half
way between Europe and America, and would be naturally in Central
Asia. You will see then how Mongolia does lie almost in the centre of
the world and how the arrows follow over to America by way of the
Behring Straits, which ogr work has shown has been land until comparatively recent times, and that the arrows also go southward to India
and Africa, and over to Europe. I may say it comes to very few men to
see the result of their predictions so well fulfilled as were those of
Professor Osborn. We went to Central Asia to test this theory; not
to prove it if it were not true, but to find out whether or not there were
any facts which did substantiate it. We also wanted to reconstruct, so
y,
far as possible, the past history of Central Asia, its ~ h ~ s i o g r a p h the
climate, the animal life and vegetation, so that we brought to bear
upon it s s many branches of science as would help us to reconstruct it
and thoroughly understand it. One of the reasons which have made
this area a great centre of distribution is, as we have found, that it is
probably one of the oldest if not the oldest continuously dry land in
the world. Since Jurassic timee the Central Asian plateau has been a
high and dry continent, and therefore the upland life of the closing part
of the age of reptiles has been preserved and we know just what it was,
whereas it has not been preserved in other parts of the world. We
might have gone with eqoal hope of success to other parts of Central
Asia, to Tibet, or to Chinese or Russian Turkistan, but I had been in
Mongolia for some years, and knew the country very well, so we made
our start there.
One of several reasons why Mongolia has remained comparatively
unknown up to recent times has been its situation in the heart of a
continent of vaet distances, tremendously slow transportation and
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very severe climate. If you compare a map of Mongolia and the
United states you will see it is more than half as large as the united
States exclusive of Alaska, but in all the great territory there is not
a single mile of railroad ; in the western part there is only transportation
by camels, which on a long march travel about eighteen miles a day.
Mongolia is divided into the desert and grasslands. The Gobi runs
from east to west, very arid in the western part but becoming less arid
asone goes eastward. To thenorthis the capital, the city of Urga, the
only large city in the entire territory. Perhaps to-day there are 25,000
people there, and more than two-thirds of them are lama priests.
Over in the west we have Uliassutai and Kobdo, but both these places
are small villages, which are important rather because there are
roads running to them than for any other reason. Except for these
three cities the only permanent dwelling-places are the temples which
are scattered around in the grasslands and to a less extent in the desert ;
in some of these temples Chinese traders establish themselves and trade
with the priests.
Our work was done almost entirely north of the Altai Mountains ; we
began at Kalgan, and then went on up through the Gobi, taking different
routes each year. I n 1925 we went westward and cut through the Altai
Mountains at three places. Next year we hope to go from Icalgan south
of the Altais, and while we have spent three years north of the Altais, we
expect it will take us another three years to make this southern survey.
We have run an actual survey line from Kalgan right on beyond Uliassutai and we hope to do the same thing next year in this tract, and to
conneot up the splendid surveys made by Stein and Carruthers at Ahmi.
Our expedition numbered forty men all told. We had twelve
Americans; there were two British in the foreign staff, and there were
thirteen Mongols and thirteen Chinese. Some of the Chinese were
very highly trained assistants, whom I had sent over to America, and
who had been trained in the American Museum of Natural History.
We believed that if we were going to have any better success than
some of our predecessors in scientific exploration here, we must
concentrate a group of sciences on our problem, and that every science
which could possibly have any bearing on the problem we were trying
to solve should be represented in the field, so that there could be the
advantage of correlated work-in other words, so that the palaeontologist should assist the geologist, and the palaeobotmist assist both,
00 on. Another very important factor was that if we were going
to take a group of high-powered men into the field, from whom we
expected great efforts, and many of whom had made great sacrifices
to Come, we must take them there and bring them baok in a short
time--the~ must not spend the long seven months of bitterly cold
winter in the country. I t seemed to me the development of some
means of rapid transport would solve our problem. Motor-cars were
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the things if we could use them, and we felt that with good organics
tion, with mechanics and spare parts, and all the things that would
assist us in repairing a car if it was damaged, we should be able to use
them. I am glad to say that the use of cars worked out even better
than we expected, and while the camel caravan ordinarily does about
ten miles in a day, we, with our cars, could do a hundred miles in ct
day. The result was we were able to work just ten times as fast as
previous explorers who had only camels for transportation. We were
the better able to do this because the Gobi is a, bed-rock desert, not
a sand desert such a s the Sahara-in other words, we are driving very
frequently right on the surface of rock, and the sediment is merely
decomposed rock or very fine gravel. There are sand dunes, but only
in isolated places, generally very long and very narrow ; so that very
often we could get through them if we could not get round. We h&d
to be prepared for all sorts of trouble in the field. Often we would
come to rivers, such a s the Ongingol in the Western Gobi, one of the
few rivers that come down through the desert. We used our cars as
submarines by wrapping up their hoods in canvas covers, and we found
we could go through the most amazing depth of water if we did it
quickIy. Mud is the one thing we are afraid of; so long as our car
wheels actually grip the ground they are all right, but when we strike
the late snow storms of spring or the early snow storms of winter, and
the terrain is turned into a mass of mud, or when we get into the
marshes which sometimes are found in the grassland, we get very
anxious. Still, we have had no very serious difficulties.
The sand of the Gobi does not bother us very much, there is not a
of
great deal of it. When we come to sand areas it becomes a
taking off the thirty men riding on the seven cars, and making everybody get behind the car which is stalled and push for all they are worth.
Sometimes it is strenuous work. We have had times when we have
only made ten or fifteen miles in a day, but these times are infrequent ;
two-thirds of the going is very good indeed. Our explorations have had
one very unlooked-for result. Commerce follows rapidly upon the heels
of exploration, and we had hardly returned from our first trip to the
Western Gobi in 1922 before we were besieged by merchants, most of
them Chinese, who wanted to know how to get to the different trading
etatione so that they could bring in valuable cargoes of furs, and so we
told them where they could send their petrol and what sort of cars
they could use, and gave them the benefit of our experience. The
result was that in the Western Gobi, where no cars were running
until our expedition went in 1922, there were last year nearly one
hundred cars bringing in various valuable cargoes of things which
must be brought into the market quickly. I photographed one fivepassenger car loaded with nearly three thousand pounds of stuffit is deeigned for seven hundred. (Laughter.) I t is a great tribute to
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this car that it can negotiate the Gobi Desert under these very
strenuous conditions.
1- would have been impossible for our motor-cars to go into the
desert without a supporting caravan of carI.lelS carrying petrol and
food for our large party, because in the Gobi there is virtually
nothing that one can get to eat except antelope, and sometimes
sheep. There are no vegetables of any kind, or any other supplies,
so we had to send out caravans with these things. I n 1925 there
were 125 camels carrying 4,000 gallons of gasoline, 100 gallons of
petrol, 34 tons of flour, 18 tons of rice, and other food in proportion,
for we have to carry our entire party of forty men through more
than five months' stay in the desert. The caravan must start a t least
three and a half months in advance of the motor party, for it can
only go ten miles a day, so I would direct the leader to go out and
wait for us at a certain well which we both knew of, perhaps 600,
700, or 800 miles out in the desert, and I would tell him to be there
by a certain day ; it has been amazing how well we have maintained
connections between the caravan and the motors. B y the time we
arrived there we would have finished our gasoline and food. We would
turn over to the caravan the collections of fossils we had made, and
receive gasoline and fresh food suppliea. Then, if we were staying
at that particular point for some time, we would send the caravan
on again in advance, or it might follow behind, but it was always
the supply ship from which our fleet obtained the necessary things
for us to go on. The caravan has had some very difficult times, it
has had to start out in the middle of winter, when the temperature
was forty, and sometimes fifty, degrees below zero, it has had to
fight the snows and the terrible winter gales, but under the leadership
of our splendid Mongols it has always come through on time. The
camels which we use in Mongolia, you must remember, are different
from those of the Sahara, they are very slow-moving animals, making
an average of two and a half miles an hour, and are not hot weather
animals. They are supposed to work in the winter and not in the
summer. In the summer they should feed and get their great humps
filled with fat, so that they can use them a s reservoirs for the work
in the winter when food is scarce. Unfortunately we have had to
use our camels during the wrong season-during the summer. They
cannot stand heat very well, and the result is we have had a tremendous mortality. At one time we lost all but sixteen out .of
seventy-five camels. That was under difficult conditions when we
had a strip of 400 miles of desert to go through, and there had been
rain for nearly a year. There was absolutely no food to be had,
m d I told my old camel leader that the camels must get through
to the other side of this arid region ; he said, Well, I csn go, but I
cannot bring very many camels alive." I picked out sixteen camels
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laden with gasoline and a little food, and said he must get these
through. H e promised to do it, and got the sixteen through, but they
were pretty sorry looking animals, and the others had died. I wanted
to speak one word about the old camel leader, Merin. H e is a great
character. H e has been camel leader for a number of exploring parties
that have been in Mongolia, and has been in my employ for the laet
seven years. Merin is one of those men who never promise more than
they can fulfil; he will bring our camels to the point where he has
told us he will meet us, in spite of brigands and in spite of storms.
H e has had some very interesting experiences dodging brigands ; in
1923 we were certain all our camels were lost, he had not arrived, and
after two weeks I knew that something must be wrong, so we went out
to look for the caravan. We ran several hundred miles in the care,
and then had no more gasoline and could not go on. As a matter of
fact, we had passed within a few hundred yards of where Merin
actually was, but he had heard that in front of him was a band of
four or five hundred brigands, and so had left the caravan trail and
dodged about from well to well during the night, keeping down in the
hollows and concealed during the day, playing hide-and-seek with
them, and eventually he came safely to camp with camels and
supplies. Last year when the war prevented us from getting away
from Peking he kept out in the field. H e had gone out with 150
camels and we heard nothing from him. Then reports began to
trickle in that a great caravan had been seized by the soldiers and
brigands and everybody killed, and it seemed to be certain that it was
our caravan. Just before I left China word came down that Merin
and all the other men had been killed. But just before I left New
York to come to London I had a telegram which said that Merin wa8
still alive, as I hoped he would be, in the middle of the desert somewhere; they could not get to him, but he was there, and as soon as
the brigands had transferred .their operations elsewhere, Merin would
come. (Applause.)
I will now turn to the dinoeaurs' eggs: we found them first in a
great basin surrounded by red sandstone bluffs, which we called the
flaming cliffs, because they looked exactly as if they were aflame when
we saw them in the distance. They are battlement bluffs, sculptured
by the knives of wind, frost, and rain into a thousand fantastic forms;
it wee in thie basin we found the first eggs in 1923, and a great group
of eggs was also found here in 1925. When we went out into the
field laet year our slogan was, " Bigger and better eggs." (Laughter.)
So I promised a reward to the man who discovered the best nest of
eggs, and George Olson, who is, without doubt, the champion dinosaur
egg finder of the world, discovered a splendid nest of an even dozen.
The eandetone ledge they were covered with had broken up and left
them beautifully deposited in the sand ; all George Olson had to do
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was to brush them out with a camel's-hair brush. These are far and
away the best eggs we have ever discovered y e t ; the texture of the
shell looks like an ordinary hen's egg, but I believe that when they are
studied microscopically a great many differences are found between the
dinosaur egg shell and that of any fowl, bird, reptile, or turtle. One of
the questions everybody asks is, " Why are these eggs so small ?" A
great many people think of dinosaurs only as huge reptiles, 60 or
70 feet long-the great sauropod which would have looked into a
second-storey window if there had been second-storey windows in
those days. They think a reptile of that size ought to have laid an egg
at least a yard long, and they are rather disgusted because our eggs
are only 9 inches. Some dinosaurs were large, some small. The
dinosaur that laid these eggs was of a n ancestral type, only 9 feet long,
and produced an egg 9 inches long-as you will see, an inch of egg to
each foot of dinosaur. That is not a bad effort. (Laughter.) A great
many people say, How do you know these are dinosaur eggs ?"
There are a great many reasons. I n the first place they were found
in a place where we found nothing but dinosaurs, but perhaps the
most convincing reason is that in two of the eggs we have the
fossilized skeletons of embryo dinosaurs; so that there is very little
doubt now that we have really got dinosaur eggs. We have found
several different kinds of them-some larger, some smaller. Once, in
1925, we found several forms, and a new, very elongated egg with an
extraordinarily thin shell. These eggs we found quite by chance-five
of them-but I have not time to tell you that particular story. I want
to say a word about the dinosaur that laid those egge and why they
were preserved. We have got the evidence of geology and palaeobotany
that this was a very dry region a t that time. There must have been
tremendous wind storms, as there are to-day, and what probably
happened was that the old dinosaur laid her nest of eggs and covered
it up with a thin layer of sand to let it be hatched by the rays of the
sun, just as reptiles do to-day; then came a tremendous wind storm,
and heaped up several feet of sand over the eggs. The air was cut off
and the heat of the sun. Incubation, of course, stopped abruptly. The
weight of sediment cracked the eggs, the liquid contents ran out, and an
extremely fine sand sifted in a t the same time, so that now we get a
sandstone core in them.
So much for dinosaurs. I want to say something now about the
living inhabitants of Mongolia. First I should like to give you just a
brief picture of what I think ie the moet interesting city that I have ever
encountered during the fifteen years that I have been wandering into
strange cornere of the world-that is, Urga, the capital of Mongolia.
When You come to Urga across the plain you drop down very abruptly
into the valley of the Tole, River, and on the shores of the Tola
this city ha8 been built. First you come to the Chinese section of
4
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t h e town, and I was amazed when I first arrived there to find that it
looked very much like the pictures of the villages which were built
during the North American Indian fighting days in America. Every.
thing ie stockaded with unpeeled timbers. Every house, every temple,
every shop, is surrounded by these high stockades. Probably a great
deal of it is to protect it from the terrible winds. Then, as you
go on down the street-Urga has a length of about five miles-and
leave the Chinese quarter, you go through the Russian ~ e c t i o n ;here
you see the little dwellings of the Russian peasants very much like
those in Siberia, with brilliant roofs of green, yellow, or red, and the
houses not too clean inside. As you go on further down past the Russian
section you come to what was actually a few years ago, I suppose, the
most horrible prison in the world. I have seen many poor wretches
here confined in boxes only two and a half feet high and four feet long,
with just a hole through which they could look out and have food
passed to them. I actually talked to one man who had been in one of
these coffins for five years, it was so low that he could not sit erect,
neither could he stretch out a t full length. His arms and legs atrophied
and how he could continue to live was an entire mystery to me.
Through the winter they were only given a sheepskin covering. I am
very glad to say that this horrible form of imprisonment and punishment, so far a s I know, has been abolished now. I was in the prison
in 1924, and there were only two or three of the coffins then still
visible, and these were piled up and had not been used for a long time.
The Minister for Justice told me they were not using this terrible form
of punishment any more. As you go on past the prison you come to
the main street of Urga, which comes into a great square. Here
you have a mixture of Chinese, Russian, and Mongol, all mingling
together, but, what is very interesting, keeping their separate identities.
Outside is the great temple which has been built on the hill, and is
surrounded by a city in which live about fifteen thousand lamas. This
great temple was built some years ago when the living Buddha, the
Khutuktu of Mongolia, was threatened with blindness. H e did become
totally blind. Urga, of course, is a sacred city, and this was the
residence of the Khutulrtu until, I think, May, 1923, when he died.
Another Khutuktu has not been appointed, and probably will not be,
because the Soviet Government is not a t all favourable to the encouragemont of lamaism in Mongolia ; in fact, they are doing everything they
can to discourage it. Urga was the Mecca for thousands of pilgrims
from all over Central Asia. I have seen here in this market-place
Tibetans with many di£t'erent types of dress which I did not know,
and Mongole from all over l\Iongolia-some
of thein making their
pilgrimage up to the temple, and then going over across the river to
the palace of the Khutuktu just below the Bogdiarrt. I wish I could
tell you many interesting stories about the Khutuktu, but I cannot
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begin to tell them now. The Urga market-place always reminded
me of what we in America call a Wild West show or a three ring
circus; it did not seem as if it could be happening in everyday life.
colour was amazing ; one would be standing by one of the stores,
and suddenly down the street would come a group of Mongols with
feathers in their hats and doing extraordinary antics on their ponies.
I always felt I was living more or less in a dream-world, and could not
be seeing something which went on every day. The Urga horsemarket is perhaps the most important part of the town, because the
Mongol lives on horseback, and his greatest wealth is in horses. At the
horse-market here you can buy a very good pony for about 66, a really
good stout little beast. One of the most curious and characteristic
sights in Urga is the feeding of the dogs by the lamas ; these dogs are
very savage, a great menace to human life, and we had to be careful how
we ventured near a Mongol camp or caravan without protection from
them. I think the narrowest escape I ever had in my life was once
when I was attacked by one when I was asleep. The lamas get great
credit by feeding these animals, The &longols do not bury their dead,
they throw them out to be devoured by wolves, bears, or dogs.
I am sorry to say I cannot give you the results of any original
investigation of the living Mongols, because so far our expedition has
not taken up the study of the living tribes, but I can tell you a little
about them. We have not had an anthropologist or ethnologist with us,
it is rather off our track, but the Mongols are so interesting that before
the expedition closes in 1929 I hope we shall be able to put a physical
anthropologist and an ethnologist in the field, and make a serious
study of these extraordinarily interesting people. One thing that
attracted me about the Mongols is that to-day we have life going on
almost as it went on 800 years ago in the time of Iiublai Khan. There
has been very little reason to change it, because for many thousands of
years Mongolia has been a country in which people could live only by
raising flocks, there has been no manufacturing development because
they could not stay long enough in one place. Grazing neceesitates
moving about, and they have no means of developing any art or
industry of any kind. The women's dresses and elaborate headdresses aro picturesque and very interesting, and are entirely different
in Northern and Southern Mongolia,, on each side of the Gobi. Their
hair is dressed over great frameworks, which without doubt were
originally suggested by the horns of the argali, or mountain sheep.
The woman wears on her head a silver filigree cap studded with
precious stonea for the richer people and coloured glass for the poorer
Ones. When going out she almost always puts on top of the silver cap
the saucer-shaped hat which is also worn by the men. You cannot
possibly overcolour a picture representing a Mongol woman; she
wefirs every colour of the rainbow, and except for her footwear
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is altogether satisfying to the lover of bizarre and Oriental costumes.
She wears the enormous boots with pointed upturned toes worn
by the men, which are more than a cover for the feet-they are
a receptacle for anything she cannot conveniently carry on her
person, such as a pipe or tobacco. They also provide a convenient
place to carry her lunch. (Laughter.) I have seen a woman reach
down to her boots, take out a piece of mutton none too fresh and
munch away at it. They never take a bath if they can possibly avoid
it. The male population is divided into the lamas and the black menthose who are not priests. The black men have their hair done in a
queue and are almost always dressed in a flame-coloured or blue gown.
The Mongol is always on the back of his horse ; he can sit in the saddle
twenty-four hours of the day and be happy, but put him for an hour on
the ground and he is miserable. One of our party declared he would
make an excellent cook if you could give him a kitchen on his horse.
About two-thirds of the entire male population of Mongolia is in the
priesthood. There is a custom that the firstborn son of every family
becomes a lama, in one or other of the orders, red lamas or yellow. I
should say that lamaism was probably one of the greatest reasons for
the decline of this once glorious nation. The lamas when they live in
the temples are the most dissolute and degenerate of people, but
fortunately for the countrv not all of them live in the temples. Some
of them only go there a certain number of weeks each year, and then
go back to their homes, otherwise there would not be people enough
to carry on the work of the country. Here, as in other parts of the
East, one has to be very careful about treading on their superstitions.
At every temple there are prayer wheels, such as you find in other
parts of the E a s t ; every time they are turned they are supposed to
give a man a certain amount of " face " when he ascends to heaven.
Though they have loat their strength as a nation, I think the Mongol
of to-day is physically aB good a man as he was when he swept into
Europe in the great conquests in the days oi Jenghiz or Kublai Khan.
They are able to withstand almost as many hardships, and to do almost
as rnnch strenuous riding and fighting as they did in the old days.
There was a very interesting incident of a reversion to their old tactics
in 1921. There were three thousand Chinese soldiers encamped 152
miles south of Urga, when Baron Ungern took over the city ; and there
was a very famous Mongol general with the Russians, an old friend of
mine. Baron Ungern was going to send down some Cossacks to attack
those three thousand soldiers, but this Mongol general thought he would
like to have the fun himself. He gathered 175 Mongol soldiers, of whom
only about half had rifles ; the rest were armed with sabres or knives.
They rode 152 miles in an incredibly short time, going straight on
almoet without a halt, and arrived at the Chinese camp just at daylight.
I asked the Mongol general what he did there. H e said, " We waited
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for ten minutes, then rode through the camp, shot everybody we could,

turned and rode back again and killed everybody we saw, and then rode
through the camp again. My fellows had used up all their ammunition,
but it was not necessary, because all we did was to go through with the
butts of our guns and club the Chinese." They absolutely annihilated
three thousand Chinese. I saw the place there with thousands of
cartridge shells all round, and I saw one enormous heap where hundreds
of bodies had lain. These were the same tactics they had used in old
days-a long march, a whirlwind attack, and then off again to a new
field. The old Mongol aristocracy is still very proud of its ancestry,
which dates far back into history, but the Soviet Government has taken
their power away from them ; the four kings and the princes who used
to rule Outer Mongolia have become common citizens.
Young Mongolia has rather a hard time of it, and how the children
are ever able to grow up one can hardly tell. I remember coming in
one day when it was bitterly cold, and I had on my heaviest fur garments ; but the little Mongol children were running around absolutely
stark naked. If they are able to resist and grow up to manhood they
become hardy people. Almost as soon as they are able to walk they
are tied on the back of a horse or camel, and are made to ride and
herd flocks.
I want to tell you also something about the Mongol home life and
their dwellings. They seem to have developed the very best type of
dwelling for their particular life. One must remember the Mongols
are nomads, and must move from place to place, and so their dwellings
must be such that they are taken about without trouble. They have
two kinds of tents, one a felt covering, built over a framework which
can be shut like an umbrella, and which looks rather like a beehive
and is a second type which we ourselves used. I t is designed so as to
present a sloping surface at all points to the wind, and is quite difficult
to blow down. When the Mongol pitches his yurt, the first thing he
does is to put his furniture in and build his house round it. The whole
thing is erected in an hour and the roof covered with felt. The interior
is very simple, a fire of dried dung-the only fuel we have in the desert
-a chest whicb is usually the family altar, on one side the place where
the fanlily sleep, and on the other side the place where the lambs and
calves are brought in for the night. I t is something of a community
inside the Y I H . ~ ,none too clean, and with an odour it ia sometimes difficult to stand.
The 1Iongol lives very largely on animal products ; indeed, in the
desert he has almost nothing but meat and goats' milk, he has no
nor any vegetables. Above everything else in the world he loves
mutton ; he will eat it every day of his life, never get tired of it, and be
perfectly happy. His lasso is a long pole, fifteen or twenty feet long,
with a sliding noose a t the end,
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I have very often been asked about the so-called mystic methods of

communication which they have in Mongolia. True it is when we go
there news of our coming goes in advance; people for hundreds of
miles know all about it. I t seems mysterious, but the way I figure it
out is this : the well is the only place for water, and it is commonly a
meeting-place. It is like a telephone switchboard, or a club where
people exchange gossip. The Mongols do not have very much to do ;
if one of them has got a choice bit of gossip very often he will ride forty
miles away to a group of yurts, tell the people there about it, and
spend the night and talk it over. That, I think, is responsible for the
mystic communication and the way in which news spreads in the
desert. The men are very keen sportsmen; in almost every section of
yarts they have field meetings once or twice a year, with camel-racing,
horse-racing, and wrestling tests. H e understands our methods of
sportsmanship, and I have never seen a Mongol take an unfair advantage in a sporting contest. H e is a good loser, and can take a joke on
himself, which is more than a lot of people can do.
I want to go back a few thousand years. I have given a very rapid
sketch of the living inhabitants of Mongolia ; I want now to tell you
what we found about the life that had been there in the past. When we
went there, people said, "It is ridiculous to suppose you can find evidence
of past human life in the Gobi. How could they live in the desert ?"
But a t practically every one of our camps there were stone implements
and other evidences of a long prehistoric past. I should like to go
through this very rapidly for you ; probably some of you were a t the
Royal Geographical Society the other night, where I also spoke of it.
The peculiar rectangular graves were found in the grassland of
Mongolia, and far to the eastward ; they are ordinarily more to
the west in the grasslands in the Upper Yenesei valley, where the
Russians have investigated them, but we also found them in the desert.
There were also great circular piles of stones to mark graves, many of
which we opened. Some of them gave us nothing, but in others we
found the remains of a brachycephalic people, and in one grave particularly a, splendid skeleton lying with its head on a saddle. Beside it
were bow and reed arrows tipped with iron. The interesting thing to
me as a horseman was this, when the arch~ologistbrought the saddle
down on which the head was lying, we said, That is like our M'Clellan
army saddle." When we brought it up to camp we had some M'Clellan
army saddles there, and the saddle we had found proved to be an
absolute replica of the saddle which General M'Clellan thought he had
invented at the time of the Civil. War. I t was not like a Chinese or
Mongol saddle, hut an absolute replica of our M'Clellans-a curious
thing to find in an ancient grave in Mongolia. We do not know much
about these people: we think perhaps they are representative of the
people who were here just before the Mongols; they may not go back
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more than two thousand years, evidently they were living in the
period of the Bronze and Iron Age. Near these graves we almost
invariably found a pictograph carved on the stones wherever there was
a flat surface. Here we had ibex and stag and many human figures ;
some of the game animals represented there are not existing in that
part of the country a t the present time. Yet near these stones we
never found any stone implement, although this type of pictograph is
Jmost always datad into the Stone Age. I n the same valley a s the
dinosaur eggs we found an extraordinarily interesting type of culture of
a people we named the Dune Dwellers, because we found the culture
in old sand-dunes. Our geologist told us that in this basin there had
been for thousands of years a lake, which mas probably more or less
intermittent ; these people must have lived on the shores of this lake, for
we found that where the valleys had been eroded out there were literally
thousands and thousands of stone implements, and flakes and chips
taken off by the primitive artisans when making weapons and tools.
Then again we found evidences of fireplaces, where, by making a crosesection and with very careful excavation we could find the bits of
charred woods and heaps of ashes of fires that had blazed twenty
thousand years ago. I t was very interesting to us to picture the life a s
it was then where these people had sat around their camp fires, their
primitive artisans making their tools, and this going on thousands upon
thousand6 of years, one century after another ; because we found that
we had here a most interesting cross-section going back from the
pal=olithic or upper part of the old Stone Age, through a transition
period, actually into the beginning of the new Stone Age when the use
of pottery had begun. This was right on top, so that it was a continuous development of the culture from that Stoce Age onwards. Our
arch=ologist sorted out a great number of stone and other impleillents
which we found, some finished, and, in sorting these things out, he
eventually found he could arrange them in series, and show the evolution
of the culture from this extraordinarily interesting old Stone Age culture
up into the new Stone Age. H e found, among many other thinge, stonescrapers and the stone cores from which they pushed off those long,
slender strips which they used a s knives. There were implements
dating to a11 periods of the old and new Stone Ages. A very interesting
thing to me was this : I thought we were the original discoverers of the
dinosaur eggs, just as M'Clellan thought he was the original inventor
of his saddle, but we found these people had discovered the dinosaur
eggs twenty thousand years before we were thought of, and had used
them as necklaces and ornaments, because we found bits of dinosaur
egg shell and ostrich egg shell, with neatly drilled holos in them, which
had been used in this way. I n the Stone Age we found
pottery already marked with a strong design.
What did td-~esepeople look like ? I t is difficult to say, because we
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have to use European chronology, and except from implements and
things of the sort we do not know what their relationship is. At the
same time in Europe, about 25,000 years ago, we had people who
had developed this wonderful art, and we find beautilul primitive drawings in caverns in France. Our people, we know, were not cavedwellers, because there were no caves to dwell in ; they were lakeshore dwellers, and they probably made shelters on the sunny sides of
rocks, and made shelters in burrows. But what they looked like we
cannot tell until we find human bones, for it is an extraordinary thing
that we did not find in this great culture camp any human bones. It
is probably explained by the fact that for some reason the conditions
were not proper for the preservation of bones-there
were very few
pieces of animal bones, and we should certainly have found animal
bones if the conditions had been right for proper preservation.
We have, however, found a much earlier culture than that of the
dune-dwellers, though only in a few places. We found implements made
by the Mousterian man living 100,000 years ago. As I say, we found
these in only a few places, and hope next year to delineate them very
much more fully. We can only say of this people that their culture was
like that of Europe a t the time of the Neanderthal man.
To summarize our finds of human beings in the desert shortly : We
have found that primitive human beings were in Mongolia actually as
far back as 100,000 years ago ; they were very widely distributed, and
we have found that their culture was very closely related to the culture
of Europe. One question about that relationship is, of course, which
is the older-whether they migrated from Europe, or whether they
came the other way. This we are not yet prepared to say. But I am
prepared to say we have discovered some extraordiuarily interesting
things as we have gone on a little further. We already know now
where to look and how to look, and we think that we know that our
men were more to the south in the Gobi. I have one other thing which
I think most of you have not heard of. Dr. J. G. Andersson announced
at a meeting of affiliated societies in Peking-when the Crown Prince
of Sweden was there-that just outside Peking, at a spot twenty-five
miles away, which I visited with him, they have found a human tooth
which goes back to the Upper Pliocene : that is older than pithecanthropos or any other fossil. That is of the most extraordinary
importance. My letter only gave me a brief sketch of it, but it is undoubtedly a human tooth, and a Pliocene tooth, the first definitely
human relic from the Pliocene. I t is a find of great importance in our
hypothesis of Asiatic origin. (Great applause.)
Sir FRANCIS
YOUNGHUSBAND:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and GentIemen,-I should like to make just a few observations upon the extremely
interesting lecture we have heard. I t so happened that twenty-nine
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years ago I travelled along about midway between where Dr. Andrew8
was exploring in the territory he has described in his lecture, and the
district which he will be exploring-equally
successfully we hopein the next year or two. From what 1 saw then, on my way from
Peking to Harbin, I can entirely corroborate what Dr. h d r e w s has
said as to the nature of the Gobi district. I t is not entirely sand, but
mostly a fine gravel with a certain amount of scrub, which affords
sufEicient feeding at any rate for camels and wild asses. Also in some
parts there are wild camele and wild horsea. The great feature of this
desert is the strength and frequency of the wind. There is a ~ e r p e t u a l
wind blowing practically every d a y ; and a t times there come on the
most fearful dust storms, in which it is impossible to keep a tent standing, and it is very difficult to keep standing yourself. We often had
to crouch down before the onslaught of the wind. As regards
what Dr. Andrews will find on his next journey, I should imagine that
he will have far greater difficulty as regards water, and as regards going
generally, than he has hitherto had. The track which I had to follow
took a very considerable bend northwards up towards where he was
travelling in order to avoid the exceptionally dry desert to the south.
We kept along the southern spurs of the Altai Mountains, and did just
every here and there get a little stream of water, and anyhow places
where we could dig for water. Probably further south he may find
great difficulty. However, Dr. Andrews must be well aware of that.
This evening we have had evidence of his great capacity for
organization-in his great organization of camel caravans combined
with motor-cars ; and so we may well look forward to his successfully
overcoming the difficulties which now lie in front of him. (Applause.)
A8 regards what he said about the Lamas, I was in very hearty agreement with him. I think there is not the slightest doubt that if
Moha~llmedaniemhad takeu the place of Lamaism for the last 600 or
800 years, if the Mongols had been Mohammedans instead of
Buddhists, they would have been a very much Inore warlike and very
much rougher people to deal with than they are a t present. I
think he said about two-thirds of the men, an enormous percentage,
actually become Lamas, and lead rather a lazy kind of life. Some of
them, of course, are exceedingly good men, but the great mass are
extremely indolent ; and I think the whole tone of Lamaism tends to
make the people slack and complacent. I t deteriorates their virility.
I delivered a lecture in this very hall some ten or twelve years ago on
that very point, dealing with Lamaism in Tibet. If Tibet had taken
UP Mohammedanisnl instead of Lamaism its inhabitants would have
been a more virile race than they are a t present. Then a s regards the
A1Ongolsretaining their same form of attack through these yeare, it
very interesting to me to hear what Dr. Andrews said, becauee
when we were in Tibet in 1904 there were some Mongols brought there
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by the Tibetans mounted, a s the Lecturer said the Mongols always
are, and they proceeded to attack. Their form of attack is not
very successful against machine-guns, or against a counter-attack such
as we made upon them with our men armed with rifles, but I can
see now that they were making that attack in exactly the form Dr.
Andrews described-apparently the same form of attack as they used
centuries ago. From some of those pictures which the Lecturer
showed us, and from what he said, we can partly uuderstand how it
was that these great hordes of Mongols, starting from the heart of the
world, which Dr. Andrews has been describing to us this evening,
invaded and overran all Western and Southern Asia and far into Europe
to the gates of Vienna. The fact was that the whole people moved.
They are a nomadic people-they move with tents, horses, wives, and
families. The whole people moved along and rapidly overran Western
Asia. These are a few observations, but the Lecturer has had so many
points, and it was such an extremely interesting lecture, that one could
go on talking about it the whole evening. (Applause.)
Dr. BATHER:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
do not
wish to keep you, but I think those who are leaving the room should
stay wbile I propose, if I may be permitted, a very hearty vote of thanks
to Dr. Andrews for this lecture. (Applause.) To that I would add
that I should like not merely to propose a vote of thanks to Dr.
Andrews for this lecture this evening on behalf of this large audience,
but I should like to propose a vote of thanks to Dr. Andrews on behalf
of the geologists, and, indeed, on behalf of the scientific men of this
country and the whole world. Dr. Andrews has shown us a new way.
H e has been a pioneer not only through the deserts of Central Asia, but
a pioneer in methods of exploration. We of the British Museum have
a t the present moment a great expedition in Tanganyika territory,
where we are intending to collect the bones of the dinosaurs which
lived there, We wish to proceed further west, trace the ancient river
up, and get more bones further to the west. I do not know that the
conditions are precisely the same as they are in Mongolia, but we have
learned a great deal from Dr. Andrews on the proper way to run an
expedition of this kind, and although we are a national institution, the
national museum of this country, we have to follow, and to follow
very long way behind, the Museum of New York-the American
Museum of Natural Hietory ; because they have the art of getting
money and we have not. I leave that point, though if anybody here
likes to give us any money, of course he can do it. At all events we
shall do our beat to follow the lead of this American expedition in our
own small way.
The mention of dinosaurs in Africa reminds me of something Dr.
Andrews said a t the beginning of this lecture. I t always struck me as
a very curious thing that these dinosaurs found in Tanganyika territory
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so remarkably those found right down the middle of
should
North America. You remember he showed you a t the beginning two
continents coloured green-one was North America and one was Africa.
~t is odd they should have been coloured the same ; besides, he drew
one line of arrows going down into Africa to just the place where we
are getting the dinosaurs, while the other dinosaurs are found in the
p r t of North America where the other arrows ended. How did they
net to North America-and
one might add South America, where
0
somewhat similar forms have been found? There is a Professor
Wegener, in Germany, who has an idea that the east and west sides of
the world were once much closer together-that there was no Atlantic.
But, whether true or not, that connection did not last long enough for
dinosaurs to get from North America to Africa. On the other hand, if
this theory of my friend Professor Osborn is true-and, indeed, this
expedition, which owes its inception to that theory, has apparently
confirmed it-we have a very simple explanation of this extraordinary
resemblance : we know why precisely the same kind of dinosaur is
found in Tsnganyika as in Wyoming and other parts of North America.
As a reward to those who are so kind as to stop and listen, I want to
remind them that if they come to the National History Museum, to the
Geological Department, they can there see some excellent models of
the dinosaur eggs kindly presented by Professor Fairfield Osborn, a s
well as an excellent cast of the skull of the little Protoceratops-little
that is for a dinosaur-which laid some of the eggs. As to the size of
the eggs, I would remind Dr. Andrews that a crocodile is a fair-sized
beast, and has an egg about the size of a hen's egg. If that egg can
produce a crocodile I do not see why these eggs that are nine times the
size of a hen's egg could not produce a good-sized dinosaur.
I would like to have heard a good deal more than Dr. Andrews had
time to tell us about those ancient remains of men. I am not going to
say anything about the Mongols, because I represent the dead side a s
Dr. Andrews called it-the geology. But I want to mention those
ancient forms of flint implements. There is no doubt that if this
expedition goes down to the southern part of Mongolia next year and
succeeding years, it will find further evidences. We know already
that
Licent and Teilhard de Chardin of Paris have found in Ordo8
(which you saw down in the south-east corner of Mongolia), quartzite
underneath the loess, that huge deposit of wind-borne and
water-borne sand which extends over a great part of China, and which
been formed and then ravined by rivers since the makers of those
lived there. Dr. Andrews talked about the two teeth of
Pliocene Age which were announced the other day in Peking.*

* Dr. Davidson Ijlack, of Peking, in a letter to Nature (November 20, 1926),
coneiders that the deposit at Chou Karl Tien, near Peking, which yielded the
hun-~anteeth, is as likely to he Lower Pleistocene ns Upper Pl~ocene.
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We are waiting for evidence of their age. But there is greater difficulty
in Mongolia about the evidence, because there are gaps in the succession of the Tertiary rocks up to this loess. I do not know that very
much has been found to bridge the last gap, and it is therefore difficult
to tell the geological age of the men who lived on this rook surface
before the loess was deposited-to say in what age they lived. They
may go back there possibly even as far as the Pliocene. There, at any
rate, is a long stretch of culture, as Dr. Andrews has explained, going
on from very remote periods in the same place, and there is no reason
why we should not suppose that the very earliest men of all upon
the earth were living and moving there. But what the age is we can
hardly say.
Allow me to propose an exceedingly hearty vote of thanks to Dr.
Andrews. (Applause.)
Before putting the motion I should like to say e
The CHAIRMAN:
word on behalf of the Central Aeian Society. We thank Dr. Andrews
for the most fascinating lecture he has delivered to us this evening. He said he hoped he had not spoken too long, but we all
would have wished him to go on for another hour. (Applause.) He
has dealt with the past and the present, and he has given us a most
wonderful picture of a region unknown to most of us. As he epoke
I was reminded of the old lines describing people listening openmouthed to a master of his subject : " And still they gazed, and still
the wonder grew that one small head should carry all he knew."
(Laughter and applauee.) One thing that struck me was that in one
respect his silence was even more remarkable than his speech-that
is the extraordinary modesty which he displayed. He told us nothing
of the hardships of three years' campaign in that inhospitable desert
of appalling heat and equally appalling cold. Cut off from all the
amenities of civilized life, wbat he and his companions must have gone
through in those years of research would have daunted the heart of an
ordinary man. But he did not tell us a word about it. His reticence
is a tribute to his innate modesty, and is also an explanation of the
wonderful organization which he so successfully conducted.
I was in Central Asia some thirty year8 ago, and I got a most
extraordinary tribute to the American power of organization in a place
where you would leaet expect to find it. I was in Samarkand and
wanted to go to Tashkent. There was no railway communication then,
and we had to hire a rough country cart and traverse a region, known
as the Hungry Steppe, for about 200 miles, and to come back by a
fixed date, picking up horses as we went along. When we hired the
conveyance the owner said, " When will you come back ?:' end we
replied, " We shall be nine days away; three going, three there, and
three coming back." We managed to accomplish it, end got back in
the nine days to the office in Samarkand of the man from whom we had
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hired the vehicle. When we got there he looked a t US and said, " Good
heavens, are you back ?" I said, " Yes." H e asked, " How did you
manage to get back ?" and I replied, '' We said nine days and are back
in nine days."
I t is wonderful," he exclaimed, and then added in
Russian, Soverskanns po Amerikansky "-"It
is exactly what the
Americans do." (Laughter and applause.) H e was referring to our
power of conquering the difficulties of the road and carrying out a
programme by the date. That to a Russian was a very ~narvellous
performance.
We were very glad to hear from Dr. Andrews that his labours are
not at an end, that he proposes to continue them for three years more,
and to complete that wonderful programme which is a t present only
half-way through. I n proposing this vote of thanks I know you will
all heartily support it, and I hope that he may complete the great
pleesure he has given us this evening by coming back two or three
years hence and giving us the benefit of his further investigations.
(Great applause.)
The Council much appreciate the very kind letter of thanks from the
Anzerican Museum of Natural History for the donation of ten guineas
which the Central Asian Society was able to make as a sign of their
appreciation of the great and far-reaching value of the scienti$c work
undertaken by the Central Asiatic Expeditions under Dr. Andrews's
leadership,
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IRAQ.

BY JA4FAR PASHA EL ASKERI, C.M.G.
[A paper, intended to have been read by Jrt'far Pasha, el Askeri on
November 17, 1926, before the Central A~sianSociety, but never delivered owing
to His Excellency having been summoned from London, where he wee hie
country's Diplomatic Agent, to become Prime Minister and to form a new
Ministry in Baghdad.]

MY subject is the progress of Iraq. The problem is a great one,
nothing less than t h e creation of a modern, scientific administration
in a country which was previously a n outlying portion of an oldfashioned Empire. To build u p an apparatus of government which
the inhabitants will be able t o work by themselves, or with a0
little help a s possible, is the object to which our efforts have been
directed for the past five years and will be continued to be directed.
And though I can speak of very few things a s an expert, I can
perhaps claim t o have been a s closely in contact with the general
questions of administration in Iraq a s anyone. And it was on this
account that I ventured to accept the kind invitation of the Central
Asian Society to speak to you upon the subject of the progress which
Iraq has made during these years of its infancy a s an independent
State.
L e t me start with a few figures, though I do not mean to bore you
with statistice, which will show you that when we are talking of
progress in Iraq, we are still thinking of something in the future. The
size of the country, for instance, is 150,000 square miles, which is about
three times that of England and Wales, whilst the population is only
3,000,000. I n the Nile Valley from Aswan to the sea, where you get a
riverain population living upon irrigated lands, there are some
13,000,000 inhabitants . The possible irrigable area in Iraq is certainly
not less than that of Egypt. W e may start off by saying therefore that
whet 1ra.q wants above everything else is more population. This ie a
necessary condition of progress. Obviously it will take some time to
achieve.
The first essential in a country is to provide means of cornmunication between its various provinces. We have improved communication6
very greatly in conlparison with what they were before the war. The
only railway in existence in Iraq in those days was that portion of the
Berlin-Baghdad Railway constructed between Baghdad and Sarnarre, a
length of seventy-six miles. At that time it took from three to seven
days, according to the season, to travel from Baghdad to Basra by
62
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river, ~t now takes twenty-two hours by train. I can still vividly
remember the time when one drifted down the Tigris from Mosul to
Baghdad on kalags, a picturesque but by no means rapid method
of transit, in a week. When the railway from Kirkuk to Mosul is
the latter city will be brought within a shorter time distance
fromBaghdad than is Basra. There are also railways from Baghdad to
Khanaqin, with a branch from Qaraghan to Kingerban, from which place
the line to Kirkuk has been completed and opened to traffic in
December, 1925. There is also a railway from Baghdad to the Diyala,
and the railway from Baghdad to Samarra has been extended t o
Shargat. Another branch line runs from the Hindiyah Barrage, on
the Baghdad-Basra line, to Karbala. Many bridges over the Euphrates
and Diyala Rivers have been built at Barbooti, Imam Abdullah,
Rumaithah, Jarbouiyah, Baqubah and Qaraghan. And a t Baghdad we
have a ferry capable of carrying 720 tons a day. I n all, the approximate
mileage open to traffic is 816, and the railways carry half a million
passengers and 400,000 tons of merchandise per annum. I think that
we have every reason to be satisfied with the progress that this shows.
But though railways are still the first essential for good communications, they have in Iraq a formidable rival, or rather a good ally in the
motor-car. There are very few parts of the country where the motorcar cannot penetrate, thanks to the surface of the Iraq plains. With
us, indeed, the making of roads is chiefly a matter of building bridges, a s
almost any part of the plain can be cro~lsedif canals, etc., are bridged.
In Turkish times there were few motor-cars in the country, but arabanas
traversed a few roads, notably those from Baghdad to Iiarbala and
Najaf, to Hillah, to Samarra and Telrrit, and to Baqubah and
Khanaqin. Arabanas were rarely used in other parts of the country,
though there was a small a~abanatraffic round Mosul. Now, however,
practically the whole of the country has been opened up to motor
tra%c by building numerous bridges, and there are to-day some 2,627
tniles of earth roads and 124 miles of met,alled roads which can be
traversed by motor-cars.
I should like in passing to give you a few details of the very
considerable amount of work we have done in making bridges. A great
many permanent bridges, chiefly of concrete or steel, have been built
all over the country, and there are now very few places which cannot
be reached by heavy cars. Altogether the Government has built some
300 bridges of more than six feet span. At the moment we are building
pern~anent bridge over the Euphrates in Fallujah for the transdesert convoys. I n some places, permanent bridges are a t the present
time impracticable. I n such cases floating bridges are used. I n
Turkish times there were nine of these, many of which could only take
arahfiws with difficulty. To-day we have seventeen floating bridges, all
capable of carrying the heaviest cars. I n addition we have ten flying
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ferries on steel cables, which can also carry heavy cars. Whilst dealing
with this branch of the activities of the Public Works Department, I
should not forget to mention that electrical lighting is now provided in
eight of our provincial towns, in addition, of course, to Baghdad and
Basra. And whilst in pre-war days there was practically no water
supply in the provinces, there are to-day installations in eight provincial
towns. Baghdad is now excellently served, though both here and in
Basra the system is under extension a t the moment. I n all these
things, there is reason for solid satisfaction. Admittedly our railways
and roads will undergo great extension. We are at the beginning of
their development, not the end.
I n the meantime the bedrock on which the future of Iraq depends
is, of course, agriculture. I am not exaggerating when I say that,
potentially, Iraq is to-day one of the richest portions of the earth's
surface awaiting scientific cultivation. I n the varied climate which
Iraq possesses it is possible to grow crops of various kinds. The dates
of Basra are deservedly famous, and their cultivation is possibly the
best example in Iraq of a crop which is scientifically grown. Datepalms also flourish in the Baghdad district, and around Hillah and
Amara. Large cultivators in Egypt have long discovered that their
cultivation on lighter soils is a lucrative business, and doubtless, as
irrigation spreads in Iraq, we shall do the same.
I n passing I should like to mention the really excellent fruits which
we grow. We believe our oranges to be second to none ; our grapes,
figs, and pomegranates have been the inspiration of our poets for
centuries.
Other crops which Iraq can produce plentifully are rice, wheat, and
bmley. Rice naturally depends upon irrigation. But cereals can be
grown upon the rain-fed steppe areas of Upper Iraq and on the hilly
districts along the Persian frontier, and wheat and barley are crops
which can to-day be cultivated upon a commercial scale. Thus,
in 1923, the amount of wheat and barley exported was 206,000 tone.
I am afraid that 1924 and 1925 were not good years for harvest. But
this was only a passing set-back. Wheat and barley will also be
continued to be grown, at present, in the irrigated areas in Lower Iraq
as a rotation crop. Unfortunately, our Iraq wheat, and particularly
our barley, which is of a comparatively high grade, commands a
relatively low price owing to the ineufficiently clean condition in which
it is marketed, for which the middlemen are more to blame than the
cultivators.
Improved seed and improved methods of cultivation are both
necessary, and cnltivatore, in Iraq as elsewhere, are conservative
folk. Nevertheless, the Government is alive to the importance of thie
matter, and in 1925 twenty-two new strains of Australian and Indian
wheats were tested under Government supervieion. I should add that
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the Government on its experimental farms is testing the suitability of
introducing agricultural machinery, and is demonstrating its uses to
cultivators.
Our progress in the cultivation of flax has not hitherto borne ollt
our hopes, The fall in prices and the possibility of further fall, due to
the reopening of the Russian supply, have discouraged any fresh capital
being invested in this industry.
Then there is the very important question of cotton. The soil and
the climate are suitable. There is plenty of water, and Iraq, when our
irrigation system has been developed, can be one day one of the great
ootton-growing areas of the world. Sir William Willcocks made R
careful survey of Mesopotamia before the war and prepared plans
which would have turned the district between the Tigris and
Euphrates into a garden, as it was in Babylonian or Abbaside
times. I t has been calculated that in the future, when sufficient
labour is forthcoming and the rivers have been harnessed, we might be
able to export 3,000,000 bales a year. The British Cotton Growing
Association from the start has been alive to the possibilities Iraq
affords for cotton-growing, and its help has been consistent and
unfailing.
The Government has carried out many tests to establish which is
the type of cotton most suitable to be grown in Iraq. The question is
a technical one, and I will not inflict upon you details which would be
out of place in such a brief survey a s I a m taking. I should say,
however, that we have still to find the ideal strain, suitable a t once to
the soil and climate, and also producing a high-ginning average. So
far we have been no st successful with the Webber types. I am still
hopeful, in spite of the very real difficulties which have fama us in this
matter, that Iraq cotton will one day be our chief export. But we
must expect to move slowly, and the fact that many large landowners
are interesting thelnselves actively in the cultivation of cotton is a
good augury for the future. We may say, therefore, that if we have
not made as much progress as we should have wished, we have a t least
understood the difficulties which stood in our path.
No remarks, however brief, upon agriculture would be colnplete
without giving you some details of what we have done in the sphere of
irrigation. Under the Turks no organized department existed, though
the construction of the Hindiyah Barrage was undertaken on the
advice of Sir William Willcocks. A11 irrigation was consequently
flood. When the administration was taken over the Barrage was
found to be in a very bad state, due partly to its construction -having
through lack of funds-partly to bad working, and partly to
maintenance. I t has coat the Iraq Government about
l a k h ~of rupees a year for the past six years to put it in a sound
The Government has also constructed four large main
5
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canals, all perennial, which altogether command an irrigation area of
half a million acres. A considerable amount of work has been done
too on old canals, and the spill-ways on the lower Tigris have been put
under control so that the navigable conditions of the narrows at Qalat
Saleh have been much improved, the low-water depth being now
18 inches higher than it was. The bunds, so necessary to the protection of the country against floods, are also now in a sound condition.
So, if the large irrigation schemes have yet to be realized, it may be
that, thanks to the Irrigation Department, everything is ready for
further developnlent when the time comes.
Then again, apart from our agricultural resources, there is the
question of oil. So much attention has been given to this subject that
I will say very little about it now. But, nevertheless, in any survey of
the progress of Iraq oil must necessarily figure. After all, Iraq is the
birthplace of the oil industry. Bitumen was used as mortar in
4000 B . C . a t Tel-el-Ubaid, and as the lining of baths and for floore
a t Kish. I t s use a s mortar in t h e q o w e r of Babel and a s caulking for
Noah's Ark is referred to in the Bible. The inflammatory nature of
petroleum was demonstrated before Alexander. Primitive refining ha^
long been carried out a t Kirkuk and elsewhere. The eminent French
savant, Jacques de Morgan, was among the first of European scientiste
to draw attention to the potential value of the Iraq oil fields in 1895,
and the D'Arcy Exploration Company, Limited, between 1903 and
1913, made extensive borings on the Turco-Persian frontier a t Chiah
Surkh, but without success.
During the last few years oil has been struck by the Anglo-Persian
Oil Company, Limited, in the " Transferred Territories "-that is to say,
in the territories that were transferred frcm Persia to Turkey as the
result of the final delimitation of the Turco-Persian frontier in 1914and a refinery is now in course of erection a t Khaniqin to rneet
local requirements. Sooner or later a pipe line will be laid, either
to the Persian Gulf or to the Mediterranean, from the Transferred
Territories ; the route must depend, however, largely on whether and
where oil is struck by the Turkish Petroleum Company elsewhere in
Iraq. The Turkish Petroleum Company was granted in 1925 a concession for oil in Baghdad and Mosul Vilayets, and during the next
eighteen months this Company will drill, I am informed, six test welle
~t various points selected after careful geological examination. On the
result of these test wells will depend further developments. If they
prove the exietence of oil in commercially paying quantities, further
wells will be sunk. If these likewise give satisfactory results, a pipeline will, I take it, be constructed to a Mediterranean port. When thie
arduous work, involving as it does much expenditure of capital, has
been accomplished, the Company will doubtless be paying a dividend
to its ehareholdere. I n any case Iraq will commence to draw a royalty,
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under the terms of the concession, of four shillings on every ton of oil
produced, and the income derived from this source will be, I hope, of
material assistance to the Iraq Government. We shall then be in the
same happy position as the Persian Government has been in respect of
its royalties on oil during the past ten years.
I have mentioned some of the problems which Iraq has to settle to
ensure its future prosperity. Perhaps I seem to have been talking
rather of promise than of progress actually achieved. If that is so it is
because Iraq has such enormous potentialities, and one is conscious
that if much has been done very much more remains to be
achieved.
With your permission I will now turn to one or two matters of a
more purely administrative nature. Here we can point to solid and
substantial progress. First and foremost comes the question of
defence. I t is no good our looking forward to developing our country
unless we are ready and able to defend it from any attacks from outside.
Happily in the last year our relations with our most formidable neighbour
have much improved, and to-day Iraq is on friendly terms with all the
adjoining states. Nevertheless, we realize that an army, and an
efficient army, is essential to the future peace of Iraq. I think that we
have made very considerable strides during the last few years in the
formation of that army. Aided by English officers,of ~ h o m
General Daly
is the chief, professional soldiers of Iraq have worked hard to bring an
Iraq army into being. In this, as in other things, we have had to work
slowly owing to considerations of expense. But we have already made
great progress. Our young officers, some of whom have been trained
in England, are proving very efficient, and I hear nothing but good of
them from all sides. Our programme is to have a small peace footing
army, which could be increased by mobilizing the reserves to a size
suficient to ensure the defence of the country against any likely
aggression. When a moderate form of military service by ballot is
introduced, we shall be in a fair way to realizing our ideal. Our military
strength will in case of emergency also be increased by the local tribesmen who are good fighting men. They are now being afforded
facilities for taking up agricultural holdings-facilities
which will
increase with the spread of irrigation. The personnel of our army a t
present, when it is recruited under a system of voluntary enlistment, is
representative of the various strata of the population of Iraq. About
40 per cent. consist of the town and village Arabs, some 35 per cenb.
are tribesmen, and the other 25 per cent. is made up of Kurds and
Turcomans. Such experience of fighting as the young army has
obtained in Kurdistan has spoken well of its military qualities. There
is an excellent esprit de corps amongst our officers, and the relations
between them and their British colleagues are most cordial. Though
the voluntary system is inadequate to build up suffioient reserves
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to enable the army to expand in time of war, there is to-day no lack of
recruits. I n the all-important matter of defence, therefore, I do not
think that we have any reason to be dissatisfied with the progress
already achieved.
I can speak with a certain amount of personal experience on this
question, since six years ago, when I was Minister of Defence in the
first Iraq Cabinet, I drew up a memorandum outlining the form which
in my opinion the Iraq army should take. I n some respects my
proposals, especially in the not unimportant of the rates of officers'
pay, have been found too modest. But in general the suggestions we
made then have been adopted. I t is agreed that the peace strength of
the Army should be 15,000, and that it should consist of short-term
men, serving for two years with the colours and then passing into the
reserve. So far the system of recruiting by ballot, the form of
modified conscription which was in force in pre-war Turkish times, has
not been reimposed. But it is a practical political question and one
that is ripe for solution.
Closely allied with the question of defence is that of internal
security. This in Iraq offers special problems from the size of our
territory and the sparse distribution of the population. Here again
great strides have been made, and the police enforce public order in a,
way undreamt of a few years ago. The prestige of the police amongst
the tribesmen is steadily rising, and the cases where they are unable to
deal with any infringement of public security without help from the
military are becoming more and more uncommon. The force to-day
consists of some 6,000 men, of whom rather less than half are mounted.
Again, there is no difficulty in obtaining recruits, and the Arab police
officers, with the help of British inspectors, are steadily strengthening
the discipline and the esprit de corps of the force. The Police School
in Baghdad is helping to instil into the police force the sort of technique
which in the West is naturally expected from the guardians of public
security. New Police Stations are rising in the provincial towns, a sign
to all of the majesty of the law ; I should mention in particular that at
Rutba in the desert, which guards the overland route. Those of you
who know Baghdad will agree that the police there make a good show,
not least in their efforts to regulate the traffic.
I n nothing, I think, is the progressive growth of the authority of
Government shown better than in the way the ideal of public justice
and public security is gaining ground a t the expense of the old ideas of
revenge and the redress of private grievances through the intermediary
of the " arfa," the "man of knowledge," who still plies his trade of
mediator or arbitrator amongst the beduin. The Magistrates Courts
have a growing number of cases each year, resulting partly from the
greater efficiency of the police, and in part from the increasing willingness of the people to submit their disputes to constituted authority.
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There were, for instance, 18,152 summary cases in 1925, a s compared
with 14,663 in 1924.
Of the organization of the Courts I need say little. I t is sufficient
for me to remark that the Iraq Courts are regarded a s efficient both by
Iraqis and Europeans, and that I do not think Iraq will ever be
involved in the legal and administrative handicaps which have beset
other countries in the Near and Middle East.
In the very important matter of public health we have made great
progress. Cholera, as English people know only too well, for it was
this disease which carried off that great soldier, General Maude, has
been in the past a grave menace in Iraq. But, thanks to the vigilance
of the Public Health Department, and in particular the Quarantine, the
last time it attempted to pay us a visit, which was in 1923, its ravages
were warded off. I t began in Basra, on that occasion, having been
introduced, I believe, on a ship from India, and it managed to creep u p
to Baghdad by way of the river. There it stopped, and with only
184 cases altogether to its account. Other diseases, more insidious,
though less alarming, than cholera, we have always with US. Bubonic
plague in a mild form is endemic, and we have a few hundred cases
every year, though it leaves Europeans severely alone. B y means of
vaccination we hope to stamp this out in time. Malaria, which is
found in some parts, is more of a problem. Bilharzia and ankylostoma,
which are also prevalent in the analogous environment of Egypt, are by
no means uncommon, and amebic dysentery claims a good deal of
attention, particularly in Basra. But do not think from this list of
diseases that our bill of health is a bad one. Those amongst the
members of the Central Asian Society present here this afternoon who
have been to Iraq know that our climate, though in parts it is decidedly
warm in summer, is a healthy one. And the fact that our doctors are
on the track of the diseases I have mentioned affords us the conviction
that their power to harm will be gradually diminished. Already we
have hospitals in fourteen of our provincial towns. I n Baghdad, Basra,
and hIosul there are two apiece. There is also a project for starting a
medical school in Baghdad when the tiwe is ripe. I should add that
the Government is alive to the question of eye diseasee, and that the
fight against rabies is most efficiency conducted through the Pasteur
Institute in Baghdad. We have also an excellent X-ray institute.
Both these are Governinent concerns.
I must eay something about education, a subject which I know
most English people regard with suepicion. We Iraqis, on the other
hand, who know what it means to be without it, are inclined to think
it the remedy for all our problems. If I may say so, I admire the
English in nothing more than in the way they have realized that
must discipline the character as well a s the intelligence.
Otherwise it may be worse than nothing. I n such remarks, therefore,
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a s follow I hope you will remember that by education I mean something more than mere book-learning or the ability to pass Government
examinations.
If we look at the statistics of the Ottoman Ministry of Education,
published in 1915, we find that the three vilayets of which Iraq
consisted were very backward among Ottoman vilayets. At that
time there were only in these three vilayets 160 primary schools with
6,470 pupils. To-day there are 228 primary schools with 22,712 pupils.
This alone is sufficient to show that we are alive to the need of training
our future citizens. But the progress we have made is more striking
when it is borne in mind that the schools now are adequately staffed,
and that the medium of instruction is no longer Turkish, which has, of
course, always been a foreign language in Iraq, but Arabic, and in the
Kurdish provinces, Kurdish. I n secondary education we have also
given increased facilities, and we have taken steps also to enable the
many adult illiterates, who are to be found in the towns, to attend
evening classes. About 2,400 men are a t present going to these night
schools. Almost more important than the better education of our male
population is that of our women. I think that I speak for all Iraquis
in saying that we are proud of the improvements which have been
effected in female education. We have now efficient girls' schools in
Baghdad (where an American lady is principal), Mosul, Basra, and
Amara, and the numbers of pupils is only limited by want of buildings
and of teachers. Altogether we have to-day, I quote from some recent
figures, 31 girls' schools and 4,055 students. An important side of
the instruction is that devoted to hygiene and infant welfare. I
should add that the ladies in Baghdad, realizing the importance of
raising the statue of women, have organized a society which, in
addition to its other activities, provides evening classes for women
who wish to improve their education. Then again, in order to enable
certain picked Iraqis to finish their educatioh abroad, we have this
year sent twenty-three to various higher colleges and universities. Ten
have come to England, three have gone to America, of whom two
are studying agriculture, and eight have gone to the American college
a t Beyrut in order to be trained as secondary school mastere.
One or two special problems meet us in the field of education.
There is, for instance, that of Tribal education. One cannot say at
present that the need for education is felt as a pressing want by the
tribesmen as it is by townsmen. And there are obvious difficulties in
the way of bringing attendance at school, even were it geographically
possible, within the four corners of the tribal Arab's outlook. I am
glad to know that the sons of the tribal leadere are a t the Royal Iraq
Military College. These receive a special education, suitable to their
knowledge, end a t present they form about a third of the total number
of cadets, which is in the region of a hundred. Lastly, I should like to
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point out that our future lies in the realization by all classes that
technical education is of vital importance. W e can only develop
the resources of Iraq by the use of machinery and our people must
learn to use those machines. Until that has been done, the people of
Iraq will not have achieved their economic independence.
I will not detain you long on the question of finance. You have
about this that 1 hesitate to say anything a t all- Yet
heard so
there are certain points which need to be made clear. I t is not
that the civil administration of Iraq is self-supporting
and that included in our expenditure is about half the cost of the
British Residency. I n fact not only have our budgets since 1923
balanced, but we have had relatively large surpluses which have been
a considerable, though not wholly unpleasant, anxiety to the Ministry
of Finance. For instance, the revenue in 1923 was 509.41 lakhs and
the expenditure 424.27, which left a surplus of 85.14 lakhs. I n 1924
the revenue had increased to 527.03 lakhs and we had a surplus that
year of 62.47 lakhs. I n the current financial year our revenue is
estimated at 551 lakhs and our expenditure at 2 lakhs under that
amount. I should add that in these figures are included, neither the
revenues of the port of Basra nor those of the State Railways, both of
which are self-supporting. The volume of our foreign trade shows a
healthy tendency to increase, gross exports having grown from 1.079
lakhs in 1922 to 1.420 lakhs in 1924. The excess of net imports over
net exports is another matter which has caused some anxiety. This in
1924, the last year of which I have the statistics, amounted to 492
lakhs, but the experts, in view of the " invisible exports" of Iraq being
considerable, including as they do the whole of the cash expenditure of
the British forces in Iraq and the expenditure on local labour and
purchases in Iraq of foreign capital, are not inclined to think that the
country is living beyond its means. Certain outstanding details remain
to be settled about Iraq's payment of its share of the Ottoman Public
Debt. Its charge on the revenue will, however, amount to about 5.5
Per cent. of the budget. One of the most important questions in this
sphere of the government which has yet to be settled is that of our
land policy, with regard to both the taxation of land and the distribution of Government lands. I t is now receiving most careful attention.
I should also add a word about the monetary policy which we hope to
As YOU know, the rupee was adopted during the war, and since
then it has been the ofticia1 medium of exchange in Iraq. But the
has obvious disadvantages, and we have now decided in principle
to
the pound sterling-subdivided into a token decimal coinageOur standard.
The Iraq Minister of Finance was in London this
Bummer discussing the question with the financial authorities here. It
has 'lea been proposed, and legislation on the subject will be introduced
at an
date, to institute a Currency Eoard, which will supervise
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the issue of Iraqi notes against a duly secured reserve in sterling. I
hope that if these measures secure the approbation of the Parliament
of Iraq that Iraqi notes will be in circulation a t an early date.
I n this brief survey of what has been done in the paet five yeare, I
have necessarily left much unsaid. But I think that you will agree
with me that we have begun the work of building up Iraq into a progressive state in a satisfactory way. The foundations a t any rate have
been laid. For that achievement we should be thankful. But before
I conclude, I think it my duty to say a few words about the constitutional
life of the country. Since the promulgation of our Constitution and the
election of the National Assembly the people of Iraq have taken a lively
and healthy interest in public affairs. The Parliament during many sessions has shown a spirit of seriousness and moderation in its debatee and
has a solid achievement of legislation to its credit. And above the Parliament has stood the King, who is the symbol of our national unity and
who by his statesmanlike qualities has earned the respect of all partiee,
I t is no exaggeration to say that in King Faisal, Iraq has its greateet
patriot. His ambition, for which he works unceasingly, is to see Iraq
a prosperous, progressive, and happy nation.
And, lastly, I should like in the fullest way to acknowledge the help
which Iraq has received from Great Britain and from the British
officials in the Iraq Government who have worked with such efficieucy
and enthusiasm in the various departments of the Government. Without their help I should not have been able to give you so favourable a
picture of Iraq as I have to-day. And may I add a word to say that
those who wish to visit Iraq and see for themselves what we have done
will be very welcome ? Tourists can now travel in comfort and security,
they can enjoy the sunshine and the dry, bracing air of our winters,
whilst a11 around them are sites and remains of those ancient civilizations which have given Iraq the most illuetrious history of any nation
in the world.

THE STORY OF BAYEZID ANSARI, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS PIR-I-ROSHAN A N D
FOUNDER OF THE SECT OF ROSHANIAS
COMPILEDBY A L I F SHABNAM

V E a r ~~~d
~ does not regard your forms, nor does H e regard Your
but He regards your hearts and your t ~ ~ i o n s . "
Early in the sixteenth century, about the time of the Emperor
Baber8s conquests in Afghanistan and India, the descendants in the
eeventhgeneration of one Sheikh Siraj-ed-din AnaLi (Arab) were living
at Jullundar in the Punjab, and of these the youthful Sheikh Abdullah
had been married to his cousin Banin, but, having no affection for her,
he left her, and wandering away to the north, a t last settled a s a priest
at I<aniguram, amongst the Wazirs. Banin meanwhile had given birth
to a son, whom she called a BAyexid," and, hoping to gain the love of
her husband, as being the mother of his son, followed after him, and,
suffering many hardships, found her way with the child to Kaniguram.
8he wae not successful in her endeavours, and Abdullah, having married
another wife, spurned her devotion and shortly after divorced her.
Bdyezid passed an unhappy boyhood through the enmity of his
step~notherand of her son Yakub, as well a s through the lack of paternal
affection, though his father had him thoroughly iustructed with the
ideaof his following him in the priesthood. BAytrzid was an exceptional
youth, astoniehing those amongst whom he lived by his questions and
hie piety ; but, doubtless owing to his unhappy surroundings, and the
curious restlessness which seems to overtake most seekers after the
truth," he deserted hie home, and, joining the kafilah of a horse dealer,
accompanied him to Samarkand, going from there on a trading venture
to Hinduetan. He tarried for some time a t Kalinjar, end there made
the acquaintance of a mulls, of the so-called Malhed or Iamailiyah sect,
named Suliman, evidently a Sufi of the Sufis. On BAyerid's return to
Kaniguram it wae clear that the ideaa of hie friend Mulla Suliman had
had a great influence over him, for he became a solitary recluse, living
in a cave in the mountains. After a while he laid claim to close aseoelation with God, and, a prophet having no honour in his own country,
the orthodox, getting alarmed a t his protensione, reported him to his
f~therAbd~llah,
who, in virtue of his paternal authority, seized a sword,
attacking his son, wounded him, exacting from him a promise to
hie ways and live according to the law. No sooner had
Bi~esidrecovered from hie wound, than, casting the dust off his feet,
he left Kaniguram, hie native land, and took up his abode with Sultan
Ahln@din the Mobmand country, and would probably have eucceeded
with the people as he had with their chief, had not the fear and
of the regular ulemes (teachers) inerereed with the popularity
'6
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of his doctrine. Amongst the greatest of all these was Akhum Darwaiza
Baba, a very noted Pir, who, being a Zajik, was able to put ell the
Zajike of Nanigram against him. Bhyezid now moved to Peshawar,
and converted all the Khalil division of the Ghorikhel; and, succeee
attending him, he threw off all disguise and called himself the '#Perfect
Saint" without whom there was no road to God. " Now therefore,"
said he, come unto me that I may bring you unto God : for the holy
Koran directs you to seek after the divine union, and it is only through
the intervention of a perfect Pir that thie union can be accomplished."
H e also asserted in one of his ordinances that whatever exists in form
is the mirror of divinity ; whatever is heard or seen is God, who alone
exists, while the material world is nothing but thought or idea. " The
Lord preserve the faithful," says Akhum Darwaiza, "from such an
infidel as this !" BAyezid was fond of introducing into his compoeiiion
philosophical ideas and principles maintained by the Sufi sect. I n
another passage he asserts: "Nothing exists except God, and that
besides the being of God there is no other being in existence." " God,"
says he, " remains concealed in humen nature like salt in water, or
grain in the plant, and H e is the same in all His creatures and the
sol11 of all."
This mae very much the doctrine oE that other Btiyezid, who lived
some 650 years before the subject of this story, and a great teacher of
Sufiism, who said : Thirty years the high God was my mirror, now I
am my own mirror-i.e., that which I was I am no more, for ' I ' and
God' is a denial of the unity of God. Since I am no more, the high
God is His own mirror. So I say that God is the mirror of myself, for
H e speaks with my tongue and I have vanished." " Verily I am God,
there is no God except me, so worship me ! Glory to me I How great
is my Majesty !"
Many Pathans from all over the country now joined his standard,
including the Muhammadzaie of Hashtnegar, to which city he removed
hie headquarters, and from there he issued his proclamations calling
on all to come to him. H e also assumed the appellation of " Pir
Roshan," which may be rendered " Father " or '' Saint of Light." It is
from thie title that hie sect were termed Roshania, or the Enlightened
-in fact, the Afghan illz~mimti!
Now began the great dieouesions spoken of by BAyezidJs arch-enemy,
the Akhun Baba of Swat in his monumental work, the " Makhzan
Afghani," which were carried on by the historian and his Yir, Said
Ali Tirmizi, on the one side and Biyezid on the other. Although the
Akhun claims great victories, including the naming of hie opponent Pir
Tarik, " the father of darknees," instead of the father of light, it ie
doubtful whether he was a match for tho profound knowledge end
versatile genius displayed by Bdyezid ; for, by his own confession, his
victories produced no effect on the easy-going Afghans, who were
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attracted by the lax principles of the new leader and the idea of release
from strict dogma and difficult rules.
The proceedings of Bhyezid gradually assumed a more serious
aspect, and caused the Emperor's Viceroy, Mahsan Khan, a t Kabul to
become anxious. So by prompt action he surprised the Pir in hie fort
at Hashtnagar, seized him, and carried him to Kabul. Here he was
publicly disgraced and his head ~ h a v e don one side. With consummata
skill. however, he extricated himself from the difficult situation, and,
preeerving his credit unimpaired among his followers, and defending
himself with great ability and learning, he gained the admiration of all
the learned, and secured his own liberty.
BAyezid, having effected his release, collected his disciples and
adherents, and retired to the hills of Totai, but, being pressed by his
enemies, and not feeling absolutely secure, he again retreated and took
up a strong position in the inaccessible hill country of Tirah, in a part
then occupied by the Bangash clan, a t that time one of the most
powerful of all the Afghan tribes. I n this rough and dangerous country,
being free from a11 danger of sudden surprise, he set about retrieving his
late disgrace and prosecuting his plans with increased activity. H i s
eect began to assume almost a national character, and he stood to these
wild tribesmen in the same relation that Mohammed used to stand to
the Arabs.
His treatment at Kabul had sunk deep and festered in his mind,
and no sooner had he collected his bands than he started attacks and
depredations with great vigour against all who opposed his tenets.
From this time on Biiyezid seems to have lost all sense of proportion, and his religious mania seems to have totally unbalanced his
mind. Possessed b y a violent megalomania, he announced that he
would abolish the religion of Mohammed, and substitute his own in if8
place, and he slaughtered all ulemas who opposed him. H e announced
hie intention of conquering both Khorasan and Hindustan, and of
overthrowing the Emperor Akbar. H e got even so far as to partition
the various provinces among his followers. The Moghule of Kabul,
hearing of his boaats, prepared to attack him, and entered into communication with certain of tho clans in Tirah ; but Bhyezid, being informed, determined to exact a terrible vengeance, and told 300 Bangash
tribesmen, whom he suspected, to appear before him with their hands
b~undbehind them. The simple mountaineers, deluded by the many
mystical and sylnholical ceremonies he ha,d practised, did as he had
ordered ; he had them ail murdered in cold blood, and laid their district
desolate that it was deserted by the owners and passed into the
of another race. After this terrible lesson the whole border
from Kohat to Peshawar turned to the new faith and gave up the
observances of Islam.
Bb~ezid,with a coneiderable force, now descended on the plains,
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and having ravaged and sacked several towns and districts, was retiring
to the mountains with the loot, when he was attacked by Mahaan Khan.
H i s followers were dispersed with great slaughter ; he himself escaped
to Hashtoagar, where, after a few days, he died of a severe fever,
aggravated by chagrin at his failure. His system in the end died out
amongst the Yusofzai, but flourished under the leadership of his sons
and grandsons for many years in Tirah.
I n some way Bslyezid'e son, Sheikh Omar, annoyed the Yusofzai,
who had long been his father's most strenuous partisans. They
collected a party, attacked him, routed his adherents, and killed
both him and his brother, throwing the bones of the father, which had
always been carried with great pomp and veneration before the army
into the Indus. A younger brother, Jalal-ud-din, was taken prisoner
and sent to Lahore ; but he managed to escape, and again raising the
tribesmen, increased his power very considerably beyond that of his
father, even to gaining possession of Ghazni by a coup-de-main.
Being compelled to evacuate the citadel, he was attacked in retreat by
the Hazaras and killed.
H e was succeeded by Sheikh Omar'u son, Ihdad, who was noted as
a quiet, peaceful man, and from this time on the temporal power of the
sect declined, the last record being of a descendant who accepted
service under the Emperor in the Deccan about A.D. 1720.
Followers of this sect are still to be found on the frontier, and the
story is by no means dead ; but it is not fashionable, nor openly
acknowledged, the reason being that a wave of puritanical fervour
has swept away most of the old mysticism prevalent in the earlier
centuries.
NOW,what are the logical deductions to be made from this tale
of Indian frontier life ?
We learn that a youth, with an unhappy childhood, left the paternal
home and took to a wandering life, during which be became acquainted
with certain sectarians of his faith, who led him to devote much time
to the thought and study oE religion. Brought up alnonget a wild,
adventurous people, whose heroes were the conquerors who, passing
through their lands, swept many of the young men with them to
wonderful scenes of conqueet and the undreamt-of wealth of Ind, he
no doubt early formed ambitious ideas of personal grandeur and conquest. Knowing the depths of ignorance and the ingrained superstition
in which the frontier tribes were steeped, he hoped by a mixture of
fervour and charlatanry to persuade them of his claim to supernatursl
powers. H e succeeded to a really wonderful extent, and it wee only
because he was naturally in oppoeition both to the constituted authority
of the Empire and the orthodox priesthood that he failed to make any
headway beyond tribal limite. But he shook the Emperor's feeling of
security, and caused him to put very powerful forces in motion to crush
the movement.
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THE C H ~ N G ~EAST.
~ J ~ J. A. Spender. (Cassell, 1'326.1 10s. 6d.
lN the preface Mr. Spender thus defines his purpose : " MY object was to
study the state of opinion and politics in Turkey, Egypt, and India, and to
discover,if I could, how it fared with British policy or British rule. Turkey,
~
~and India,
~ though
~
totherwise
,
very dissimilar, have one feature in colnmon.
They are all countries which for long periods have been either inextricably
mixed up with Europe, or subject to European control, and they are all attempting in one way or another to free themselves from the control."
The author has achieved his object with consummate skill, within the very
reasonable compass of 250 pages, of which one-third is devoted to Turkey and
Egypt and two-thirds to the much more complex questions of political India.
There is not a dull page in the book, nor a sentence which requires rereading
to be intelligible. One does not know which to admire most : the vivid portraiture of existing conditions and of outstanding personalities-the
Ghazi in
Turkey, Zaghlul in Egypt, Gandhi in India (each so representative of the varying
political development of the three regions)-the subtle insight with which the
movements agitating those countries since the war are analyzed, or the literary
skill with which the conclusions are presented.
The facts are well up to date, and the book forms a n accurate and fascinating
picture of events and tendencies which those who have vainly tried to follow the
kaleidoscopic changes of the years since the war will find irlost valuable. The
comparisons which a survey of the three regions suggests have doubtless been as
helpful to the author in forming his conclusions as they are informing t o the
reader. In all throe we see the struggles of a n ancient and genuine or of a
newly born and spurious eastern Nationalism to assert itself against the
inevitable advance of Western influences.
Turkey, shorn of her European and Arab possessions, has, under the iron
despotism of Murrtapha Kamal, disentangled herself from Europe and her past
by sacrificingthe Caliphate and the hegemony of Islam ; by turning herback on
Constantinople, the glorious heritage of Ottolusn rule, because it is indissolubly
linked with the Weet ; by massacring or expelling the Greeks and Armenians who
were the main factors in her coillmercial and industrial life. Those were
enormous eacrifices to make for a national ideal, and while some of them must
appear foolish and others criminal, one cannot but admire the stern resolution
that dictated them. As Mr. Spender aptly suina it up, we see character and
determination in one part of the Turkish renaissance, ruthlessness and overweening conceit in the other.
The irony of fate is that the overthrow of Greece, followed by the repatriation
One and a half million Greeks from Asia Minor and Thrace, while it hes
8eri0ual~
weakened Turkey, has enormously strengthened her hereditary enemy.
Qreecehas now a population as great as Turkey, active and progressive ; Athens
the PirmS have prospered in proportion es Conatantinople has declined.
Ia it incredible that some future poet or hietorian will write, as Horace did,
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" Oreoia orpta, for11111viotore~uo n p t u u ~oepit 3" Turkey to-day ehowe nationalisnr in ite rbpwoe, a n iron doepotieu eoarooly liiddoli beliiild n ftbyade of de~noorao~,
nnd s 00-oallod " Popular Pnrty " wliioh merely registere tho deoreea of tlie Qhaai;
for thore ie no uee for a n oppoeition, axoept to provide ~uatorielfor tlie h a n g ~ i ~ ~ n
(Aftoen ~lienlbtlreof tho oppoeition were hanged in Constnntiuople in July lent,
aftor t h e travesty of n trial).
I n Egypt to-day wo see n nationalism uiore voonl, perhape, but lee8 reeolute
find loes ell'eotive. Idlor Egypt by geogrnpl~yand hietory, ne well as by rnnterial
i n t o r e ~ t ,io so indiesolubly linlted with the Weet that ehe caunot, oven if ehe
would, disontanglo liereelf m d nseort a natio~inlindepondenao whioh, iu faot, ehe
hae nover enjoyoil.
Egypt undor Uritioh protootion hne proepered 0 0 greatly that, however ~nnoh
her politioinne nay olnmour for oo~npleteindependenoo, they are unwilling to
wake the enoritloe-of the tleehpote-whioh it wo111d involvo, or to turn their
baok 011 that Europe fro111 whioh they derive their wealth m d importanoe, Aa
Mr. Ypendor pute it, "Though the foreign atrnngleliold ie na etrong in Odro me
in (?onstnntinoplo, I oannot inlagine the Egyptien pnshae propoeing to trsnefer
their onpitnl to the Fnyuln or tlie Aeeoi~snDam." T h e Egyptian politiolan L
more modern, liiore proeperoue, more progreseive than tho Turk, thnnlcs mainlg
to Uritieh ad~liinietrrtionend Europenn orspital. Hut he wante the beet of both
worlde ; he olamoure for n oo~upleteindopenilonoe from Britain whioh, if granted,
he aould never ~nnlntainqplinet tho European powore that would l~eetento etep
into the vtacnnt plaoa, and a t the eawe time he wunte to rotnin a11 the ndvnntagen
of British proteotion. I n thie he rese~~iblee
the Indinn politioinn. But the
Egyptinn hne more reason on hio eldo, for Britain never olnlmed in Egypt Inore
t h s n the right to eeouro her own Ananoiel nnd imperial intereote. figypt, too,
though lees homogenoous than proaent-day Turkey, ie infinitely lees rent by
rsolal and roligioue divieione than Indin (Mr. Spender oonlpnree it to a ei~igle
Indinn provinae--the Fnnjeb), nnd npart from the inonpaoity for self-dofenas
(wliiolr ie oolntuon to E ~ y p tand Indin), hae etrong olaime to bo regardod ne
n nation.
Mr. Spendor h r i n p out olenrlg the ei~irilnrityhetwoon Egyptinii and Indim
nationnlie~~r. Ilotli have their 111urder gnnge ; in both " politlanl " murder in
condoned or npproved by aertnin oxtre~liiet lendere ; in both the nntivr
politioinns have got entangled in formulae whioll loglonlly load to n oolnple60
bronk with Ilritnln, while ~ ~ r oofa t tho111 nru quito awnro thnt euoh n bronlc would
bo oven luoro dlsnetroua to tlio~nthan to ua.
'rho Inditbn nitantion hna rnroly boon ao olonrly nnd, on the wliolo, 00
i~~~p~brtirrlly
presented ire In t l ~ i abook. The nuthor begine by tolling us thatI,c~olringrrt Indlr nnd oo~i~pnring
it with Europe, ono'e fuoling i~ not of
donpnir thnt tlicrre nhould be unreet, but tlint tlioro ellould be so ~nuolltranquillity ovtlr no vaet nn [wan.
Tlio Indirrn politiainn ( I ~ n o r n n of
t tho pert
of the vnet nub-cor~tinontR I I ~with no Liiatorio~~l
pornpe~tivt~)
tnkoa it for ~ r n n t e d ,
ne if it were n l~nppync~lriovor~rnnt
of I~sturoor l'rovitlc~noo,rrnd ~lnodelittle or
nottring t,n nnligl~tn~l
liinr nllout tho efTort whiol~l i n ~brouaht it nbo~itor tlie
n i a o ~ ~ n n i awl~ioli
~ r ~ i~ nt>adad to kaap it In being.
110, too, balng t~noonsoiou~
of whnt tho Ifi~roponnlrnu dona for I l l ~ r eponka
~,
lightly of ttrrowir~g otT tlre 1~:uroponn pnrtner, n r ~ d nppnrently lio tlrlnke it
n rin~plnthing to govorli fi contint~~it
nnd koap itm ponoo."
The position oould not b(+ trlore nr~oainotly s u n r n i ~ dup or n ~ o r eolelvly
exprssned. Mr. Hpender, wliils aympnthetia to their nspirntions, is not i~nduly
tender in oxpoalng the nhort-sl~hted viowa nnd irrenponnible aatlvitioe of the
Indian polibloisns (be~tnnirlgwith (landhi) wi tlr whorl1 110 oarno In oonbrd.
I'
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that theae Indian " leadere"
reeponeibilitiee
T h a t espllLille
lllnny of tllorll have pinlled their faith to n illuddla-hoaded aaaetio euoli aa
wily moll with the noute oritionl intolleote of some of the Ewwaj
QulIdlli,
tlenderlll U l ~ ( ot l l O ~ l i a e lnnd
~ e ~tlleir followere ridiouloua by their " oat-and-mouro "
tllotioe ill tile Indin11 Aosembly, and tlloir ino~~pnoity
to foriliulute nny eonetruotive polioy.
hfr, spender llnN lot been slow to rodiao, whnt mnny well-wiahera of the
pooplea hnvo been urging sinoo the lleforiue took shape, how little olaim
tlleeo ropreeentntivoe of Indin " 111kve to epeak for the rural populntion--90 per
cent, of the wllolo. I-le writee (p. 100) :
6t\Vllntever tho future ulny bring, there ie undoubtedly nt this moment
a gulf p sod bot\\reea the politil!iali nnd the peaennt whioh iualcee i t extreiuely
dnllgeroua to aoaept the opiniolls of tho one ne oo\~eringthe neede of the other,
n~ld~vlliollie u~ililtelyto be bridged until tlie pensmt lliiileelf eenda hie own
apokoei~ln~l
to tho C?onncila and the Aeaenlbly."
He illuatrntoe tl~ie nrguii~ont by quoting his own tilsperionoo of the
Lngialntivu Aaoa~ubly in Naroli lnet, wlien i t wne left to (111 Anglo-Indian
~iienibar to ohnrgo, and rightly, the Swnrnjiete, a n d tllo Q o v o r n m e ~ ~wlio
t
triioltled to then^, with enoritioing the interests of the grent ~uaeeesin their zeal
Eirr n protecrtive tariff, deaignod to boi~efita hnndful of Indian iunnufaoturera.
Tllia ie not tlia only seapaat in wllioll tlio nutlior shows a olear ineight.
He 11na eaized the htrurt of the eituntioil in pointing out (p. 960) t h a t
religion, t l ~ e ona oouatnilt nnd all-pervading fnator in Indin, renders no
nocount to politioe ; t,hnt lndina politiae nre in oonaequenoe to a largo extent
nrlitloid, for the renl linet tore of opinion nro not yet, if tliey aver will be, the
piditic~inna.
bIr. Spll~ldordisplnys eclunl imndour nnd vieion in liia roiunrlce on the ~nuolldiaauaaed L~inrohy. ITo nd~iiitethnt on the e\~iilenoet l ~ t )nvnilnble
~~
(only 0110
eido wnN prusentcd) lie wnu iu in\ our of that auinberuoiue devioe when i t waa
flmt proposed; but 110 tindn t l r ~ twhere it llrie 1i11,dnny ~lloaeuroof euooeestll!/., ill tlio Pn~?jnb,
llo~llbny,hlr~drne-tlint in duo to tlie fnot tllnt tho Governor
111~
Ignorotl
~
tlla u~lworkr~,l)ln
ayetoni nnd t r ~ n t ~his
e Alinietor~fie one Cnbinet.
110 noncrludcw, nncl fnw will dillbr fro111 1ii111,tllnt " nu 1.1 politionl devioo tho
tllilll: canlltrd 1)irwc~liy llna gront dafi3ota; nlid if it iu nllowed to oontiilue
lln~~lilo~ltlad
I1rnjr, i~lr\t,ondof iiintrli~tiilgIr1clin1la ill renp~neiblego\lcrr~i~io~lt,
as
Nr, h l o ~ l i~rtn~ldod,
t ~ ~ ~ ~ linve tl~c\osnetly opposite result of t u r ~ ~ i ntho111
y
into
irrenpo~~ailrlt+
ngit~(,orn."
Wllnt n pity 111111 tllo ruitl~ornof t,lle 1 i ~ I 0 r ~ S0110111o
ue
did not lieten to tl~oeo
~ . ~ U U I ~ tu
O I \\I llcm plric*od l)[rfortr tllc~iri by R B \ ~ O I 011
~ t of tlio nilla P~.ovinoial
Cio\@rlllllc\ntln
ill l \ j l H I!)!
I f tlloy llnd, l~ltlirl1)s I ~ O W111iglit hnre iiinde nollle
rfllll 1)l.oKl.enabownrda ealf-govc\r~\lll(\~lt,
l'illfilly, 111.. Spo~lclo~sr~griin gcmu ttr tho root of tho 111ntter ill llie
l'"ll('l'lfli0ll
lllnt bolare! nrly ft~rthar a d v ~ ~ ~ li~r o111udo towni-da prorinainl
1'\lti'nnll1~tlln pown~a of tho (It~ntrnl Cfovc)r~luiont u ~ u e t be ooiieidernbly
atrallfilllnll@tlltin i l l tho I:~lit,adSt~tcrs,RO tllrit it l1ln.y bo nblo to au~1)ontlt~
l'ro\'illl'illl
( l o \ n r ~ l ~ ~ rril~tl
t \ ~ l t,l~ko
t , O V ~ 1110
I ~ clnCion if tlle Intter fniln to fu~lotion.
'I'hfl Ibforllla S t ~ l l n ~ i ~prooondad
o
I
tlie rras~i~uptiontlint, whilo t8ho
con~tlitlltiollnl
onp\ri~ller~lt
wna
~ilndnill tho provi~~oen,
tho powers of tlio
''@~'tral~ ~ o v a r l ~wolild
a i ~ ~ rnnlnin
~t
n~liilip*irsd. 111 fnot. ne lllo Iliatory of
lnnt nix SflR1.8~ I I O \ Vthe
R , C1olrtrnl U o v l r r ~ l ~ ~llna
r ~ ~nt
l t ti~nonrtllowud iteelf
uut he llae not give^^ tlle obvioue explanntion-viz.,
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to be reduced to a shadow-"a
ghost sitting on the tomb of the old Indirrn
Empire." That, fortunately, is no longer the case.
Mr. Spender (p. 155) is undoubtedly right in emphasizing the fact that over
and above the British peraonnel indispensable for a progressive admi'nistration,
India's " pressing need is for (British) engineers, men of science, men of busineee,
etc., to combat the poverty which is the great latent cause of unrest." But in
dwelling on the inadequacy of roads, railways, irrigation, agricultural development,
etc., and comparing it unfavourably with what Lord Cromer and his engineers
did for Egypt, he is hardly fair to what has already been achieved in India
by British brains, capital, and enterprise. No less than ~1,000,000,000
sterling
have been invested in Indian railwajs (now 40,000 miles), irrigation project8
(now watering 30,000,000 acres), the great tea, jute, cotton, and mining
industries (which employ over 2,000,000 people).
To follow up his own parallel between Egypt and the Panjab. At annexation
in 1848, the Panjab had a quarter of a million acres inefficiently irrigated by the
spill of her great rivers. I n the first forty years after annexation Britieh
engineers had raised the area to 2,000,000 acres. Within the last forty it
has been raised to 12,000,000 acres (almost all perennial irrigation), so that the
Pnnjab in less than eighty years of British rule has created an irrigation system
twice as great as Egypt has achieved in 4,000 years, under the Pharaohs, the
Ptolemys, and the masterful efficiency of Cromer. Within the next ten years
the Panjab area will approach 18,000,000 acres. The " pauper " province of
India is now its granary. But these magnificent achievements are unhonoured
and unsung, quia carent vate aacro. Our people in India has been too busy
doing things to boost their achievements. Perhaps they were wrong.
The only serious error in the Indian portion of the book is the etatement
(p. 101) that the Council of State (Upper House) " is entirely official or
nominated." I n fact, over half of its members (thirty-four out of fifty-nine) are
elected, and there is a considerable Indian majority.
Few can reed Mr. Spender's description of present-day politics in India-all
the more valuable as coming from a staunch Liberal-without realizing that
the attempt, which Indian politicians have encouraged for their own purposee,
to transplant to India our British system of democratic representative Government is foredoomed to failure. The substance of the matter is set forth at
p. 249 : " Both British and Indians are on false ground when the one pretends,
and the other accepts the pretence, that India is a kind of undeveloped Europe,
which only needs to be endowed with Western institutions to go peacefully
ahead in the path of progress." Those who uttered that warning in 1919 were
condemned as heretics or reactionaries. Now that after six years of experiment
their warning is confirmed by a writer of Mr. Spender's experience, judgment,
and well-known Liberal views, perhaps it will be listened to. The fact is there
is as yet in India as a whole no national spirit, no feeling of common citizenship,
both of which are the essential bases of responsible government. If that elementary fact is borne in mind, we can set ourselves to the task of developing
provincial autonomy in confor~nitywith the varying aptitudes, traditions and
stages of progress, as shown in the experience gained since 1920.
How much less anxious one would be as to what Mr. Spender ternle "the
unhappy date, 1929,'' i f one were assured that before then the members of the
various legislatures in India and of both Houses of Parliament here had studied
this book so carefully ae to be prepared to pass an examination in it. There
would then be lees danger of the defects in the 1919 Reforms Scheme' being
perpetuated.
M. F. O'DWYER.
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G. P. Putnam's Sons Ltd., London and New York.
Those who heard Dr. Roy Chapman h d r e w s lecture at the Royal Society of
Arts to the Central Asian Society will be more than eager to read his written
a c c o ~of
t his explorations " On the Trail of Ancient Man." The lecture covered
in outline the same ground as the book, which commences by explaining how the determination was formed to test Professor Osborn's prophecy that
Asia and the Desert of Gobi, or thereabouts, would prove to contain the original
site of mammalian life from which, by land-bridges and across continents, the
mammds had spread north, south, east, and west. To those who appreciate
" bandobust" the description of the preparation will appeal, especially the
reference to Stefannson's remark that "adventures are the mark of incompetence." I n other words, that with all the resources of modern science and
invention it should be possible to be prepared against vicissitudes and unforeseen
happening.
The expedition was based on Peking and obtained the spacious house of the
late Dr. Morrison, The Tintes correspondent, as its headquarters, where it
arrived in April, 1920. Before the expedition started for Mongolia, Mr. Granger
went off to the province of Szechuan to search for pits and strata containing
fossils of primitive fauna, a search in which he was conspicuously successful, and
Dr. Andrems himself went off to the country about the Tang Ling or Eastern
Tombs, eighty miles from Peking, and in the autumn of 1921 went to the
Shensi province in search of specimens of modern fauna for the American
Museum of Natural History. The takin (Bz~rdorcas bedfordi), which Dr.
Andrews describes as the modern representative of the " olden Fleece," was
the principal object of this expedition; the takin, related to the chamois, the
serow and the goral, but resembling more a cow, has a really golden fleece, or
rather hide with shorter hair. The specimens were only obtained after
phenomenal exertion and weighed some 500 lbs.
It was not until April, 1922, that the expedition, now complete with ulembers
skilled in every branch of natural history and geology, save only for an ethnologist and an anthropologist, actually started by car (Dodge) on the long and
rough route through the Great Wall to Urga in Mongolia, " a land of painted
deserts, dancing in mirage, of limitless grassy plains and nameless snow-capped
peaks, of untracked forests and roaring streams, a land of mystery, paradise
and promise."
Thrice did the expedition penetrate far into Mongolia-viz., in 1922, 1923, and
1925-returning in the intervals to their base at Peking. Thrice did the column
of heavily loaded cars wend its way with no great dificulty hundreds of miles
into the heart of northern Mongolia, with long convoys of powerful shaggy
camels bringing up supplies ahead and behind theill to the various depots on the
line of con~inunication. Each season for five months the expedition kept out at
its exploration, with the lrlost remarkable results perhaps that have ever been
achieved. Professor Osborn's theories were alnply proved.
The prinlary object of the expedition was to look for vast fields of fossil
mammalin, and these were found exceeding all expectation, first at Irkn Dabasu
0" the eastern edge of Mongolia, not 300 miles from Peking.
Here finds of
great importance were made, no less than the bones of the dinosaur and teeth of
the titmothere and rhinoceros. I t meant " that we were standing on cretaceous
Strata of the upper part of the ago of reptiles-the first cretaceous strata and the
dinosaur ever discovered in Asia north of the Himalaya mountains
.
and had opened up a palleontolo@cal vista dazzling in its brilliance."
The expedition soon passed on 350 miles to Tuerin, " the city of the living
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god," en route to Urga, and found the camel convoy under its faithful Mongol
leader, Merin, duly waiting for them. From Tuerin the expedition pushed on
through the paeses of Balkuh Go1 to the uplands on which stands Urge, and
through the Russian and Mongol settlements to their hunting ground in the
valleys nt the eastern end of the Altai mountains. Here, close to the leke of
Tsagan Nor, they came to the great home of mammal remains they had hoped
for, and settled down to the work of the expedition.
Their finds read as one long romance, including, in addition to many remains
of adult dinosaurs, the famous discovery of the dinosaur eggs, with the shells intact,
in the debris of the "Flaming Cliffs," where natural battlements of rock stoodup
among the ruins of what were once high cliffs. Each day produced new wonders, including the bones of the giant Baluchitherium, which stood twelve feet at
the shoulder, hitherto only found in the Bugti hills of British Baluchistan.
Finally, in September, 1922, gorged with finds the expedition crawled back by the
springs of Sair Usu the 600 miles to Peking.
The finding of the Baluchitherium, Dr. Andrews explains, is most interesting,
in that it may have lived when man was evolving from the anthropoid apes, and
where its bones are, there also remains of primitive man may be found, and
this chapter contains fascinating suggestions on life in a Mongolia apparently
crowded with giant manlmalia and reptilia. Dr. Andrews indeed gives us some
drawings of what the beasts must have looked like.
I n 1923 the expedition again made for the Flaming Cliffs of the Tsagan Nor
and discovered more and more dinosaur eggs, the shells as complete as when leid
ten million years before, including even the skeletons of tiny dinosaurs unhatched
within the egg.
The romance of the story as told by Dr. Andrews must be read to be believed
and understood with all the wealth of discovery of all kinds, including the finding
of the sites of the Dune Dwellers of blongolia, who, many thousands of years
earlier, discovered the dinosaur eggs and used them as ornaments. At
Shebnrakh Usu, sonle 200 miles S.E. of Tsagan Nor, innumerable flints and
artifacts of some very early people were found, which added a new thrill to
minds overgorged with fossil wealth.
I t is e little hard in reading the book to disentangle the exploite and adventure0
of one season from those of another, but that does not detract from the charm
and colour of the description nor the excitement of the finds, which are most
successfully comtnunicated to the reader.
Eventually the expedition hopes to return to a more southerly portion
of Mongolia and the Desert of Gobi, where it is supposed the habitat of early men
may lie. I t is within tho bounds of possibility, nay of probability, that finds regarding the cradle of the human race may be discovered as startling as those of
the mammalin and reptilia. If nothing else transpires, the origin of the peculier
Mongolian race, which stretches, almond-eyed and beardless, frorn the Baltio to
the Pacific, will alone be worth the toil involved. A Biongol grave of 1,000
years ago was found in 1921, but Mongol remains of 5,000 years will throw much
light on a blank pnge of the world's history, while the possibility of Pithecua
erecttie, some link between Inan and the anthropoid apes, is not too much
to look for.
The nest expedition will complete its staff of scientists with an anthropologiet
and an othnologist.
O . MACMUNN.
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CHINESECENTRALASIA. By C. P. Skrine, I.C.S. Methuen and Co. 21s.
Within the last year we have had two remarkable books on Chinese Central
Asis by two successive Consuls-General in Chinese Turkistan.
Lieut.-Colonel Etherton dealt largely with the political significance of the
((Heartof Central Asia," and in particular with the Bolshevist thrust through
that region towards India and China.
Mr. Skrine, who left Kashgar in the autumn of 1924 after a stay of over
two years, gives us a most vivid description of the various races, settled and
nomadic, of their ways of life, social habits, their legends, arts, and superstitions.
But beyond that he set hiinself to explore many of the unknown places in the
great illountain ranges (Kunlun and Tien-Shan) which separate the Chinese
" New Dominion " from Tibet on the east and Siberia on the north, thus filling
up blanks left in Sir Aurel Stein's epoch-making investigations, and opening u p
new ground for the sportsman, the archaologist, and the geographer.
The narrative throughout shows a crispness of touch, a keen and trained
observation, and a pleasant humour that make it delightful reading, and the
reader gains information and instruction without any conscioue effort.
Mr. Slirine, like others officers of the Indian Political Department, starts
with the advantage that having served in many lands-Persia, Baluchistan, as
well as India-he could (though he does not) say, like Ulysses : " Much have I
seen and known. Cities of men. And manners, climates, councils, governments."
It is this wide knowledge of the East, its peoples and problems, that gives
writers like him so much valuable material for comparison and analysis. And
nowhere is there more scope for these than in ~ h i n e s eTurkistan, where three
empires meet (if China and Russia can still be called empires) to-day, where in
the past the three great civilizations of India, China, and Persia met and
reacted on one another, find where three great religions, Islam, Buddhism (from
Iadia), and Confucianism have struggled for the mastery.
The persistence of China to reassert her authority over this remote and, in
many respect,^, unprofitable and unpopular possession is a striking illustration
of the importance of prestige in the East. The sidelights on Chinese administration are of special interest. Thus, in his first meeting with a Chinese Amban,
the author made a faux pas by asking the Pir or spiritual head of the inlportant
Meulai sect to join them at dinner, for a high Chinese official considers it
beneath him to sit at table with one of the subject race.
The Chinese administration follows the traditional Oriental method of combining executive and judicial authority in the district officer. I n India that
officer,if he is to discharge his duty to the people in his charge, must spend
three or four months of the year in touring amongst them. Chinese officialdom
recognizes no such obligations. I n the course of two years' almost continuous
travelling Mr. Skrine only once met a Chinese Amban away from his headquarters.
The fact is thet China in her New Dominion " confines herself to the two
element~ryfunctions of raising taxation, which is light, and of maintaining
order, which is not difficult alllong R. people so docile as the easy-going Muhammadans of the tract. The Chinese officials work almost entirely through the
local Begs or tribal chiefs, whose authority is thus maintained. The Chinese
military forces appear to exist lnainly on paper, and where in evidence, to be
sodden with opium. An enlightened Amban now and then makes a n effort to
extend cult,ivntion and establish new villages ; and it is interesting to find thet,
aided by a rich soil and a plentiful water supply, cultivation end population
stedily extending. How productive the country is, is shown by the reply
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of a local Beg to Mr. Bkrine's inquiry whether maize could be obtained : " You
can get enything in this oountry except chicken's milk " !
But any further material or intellectnel progress is outside the ken of the
Chinese adminiatrator. Perhaps thie has some compensations and one may be
forgiven for hoping with Mr. Bkrine " that a corner of the earth may long
be spared in which a peaceful, contented, simple, lovable, and by no meens
uncivilized population exists without motor-care or cinemas, without newspepern
or telephones, without broadcasting or advertisements, without a mile of railwey
or even of metalled road, a land shaped in the Middle Ages, pictureeque end
quaint almost beyond belief-truly a n Arcedy of Cathay."
The Chinese Government showed wise prevision in rigorously excluding
8oviet influence and propagmda from thie Arcadie ; and though a 8oviet conml
(without a n escort) has recently been admitted to Kaehgar, one hopes that thii
will not pave the way for the infiltration of Bolshevist ideas, which have already
dominated ~ o n ~ o land
i a much of Southern China.
But Chinese officialdom itself can a t times be as ruthlees and bloodthirsty as
the worst forms of Bolshevism. The grim account of the rise and fall of the
fierce tyrant, Ma Tihai (G.O.C.), who, defying the civil authority, terrorized
not only Kashgar city, but much of the province for years, is most graphic.
This man, " one of the basest scoundrels in Central Aeia " according to Mr. Skrine,
was a Muhammadan from Yunnan, and his atrocities are no doubt paralleled by
thoee of more than one Tuchun to-day in China iteelf. Mr. Skrine rnuat have
been relieved by the fact that before he left Kashgar this ogre met the fete
he deserved.
The value of this fascinating book ie much enhanced by the admirable maps
and the many beautiful illustratione, nearly ell of which are reproductions of
photographs taken by the author himeelf.
I n this, ae in so many other respecte, he was fortunate in having hie wife ea
the capable and intrepid companion of all hie journeys and hardshipe.
John Lawrence, as ruler of the Punjab eeventy years ago, is credited with
#eying that when he came ecross e, young civil servant encumbered with a wife
and a piano, he hustled him about from one jungle ntation to another till the
young man parted first with the wife and then with the piano !
Had Lawrence been alive to-day and read Mr. Hkrine's account of hie
travels he would doubtlescl have altered hie views, and proecribed a wife (such ue
Z) in this narrative), e camera, and a plene-table aa the equipment of a young
M. F. O'D.
and energetic oficer.
Lt
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AMO~JC,
THE KABA-KOBUY
GLACIERH.BY .Jenny Vinser-Hooft. With contributions by Ph. C. Visser. Arnold. 21s. net.
There will be few readern of Mrs. Vinuor-Hooft'e delightful book who will
not experience satisfaction and admiration, but the first point that strikes us ia
the wonderful enterprise of this Dutch party, who are heartill to be congetulated. I t ie surely a rerrlarkahle fact and one worthy of notice that people from
one of the flattest countries in the world should set out to explore and unrevel
eorne of the rny~terieaof one of tho most gigantic mountain region8 in existence.
One would, however, have wishcd that it had fallen to the lot of n n r i t i ~ hparty
to have continued the work in thir area, where so many Englishmen have already
done so much; but, a~ hen so often been said, exploration is an intornationel
crrene wherein all may compete.
The Hunza area that thie Dutch party selected lie8 between the Hindu
Kueh and the Kare-koram mountains. I t is one of the most obscure p e b
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of the Himalayas, and is exceedingly ditficult to approach. It is a h 0 the
part of the Indian Empire which remains unexplored, though it has been
,,ieited from time to time by people of all nationalities, among ~ h o mmay
be mentioned
Franc$ Younghusband, General Cockerill, and Hir Martin
Hir
Francis
Younghusband in 1889 merely looked into the Rhingshal
conway.
valley and then turned his attention to the Khunjirab, eventually coming down
into the Hunze, valley through the Mintaka pass. General Cockerill, who was
there in 1892, visited the Khunjirab and Hunza valleye, and also had a glimpee
of the Gujirab. 8ir Martin C o n w y did some useful work in tho Hunza area ;
but yet there still remained much to be l ~ a r n e d There were five Europeans in the party, the work being thua divided : Ph. C.
Vieser, meteorology and geology ; Mrs. Visser-Hooft, botany and the collection
of butterflies ; Baron B. Ph. van Harinxma thoe Slooten, zoology ; and, lastly,
two Hwiss guidee. I n addition, a surveyor, Afraz Gul Khan, lent by the Survey
of India, accompanied the party.
The expedition left Hrinagar on April 25, 1925, and returned again on
October 80. Bad weather caused a delay a t the foot of the Burzil pass, where
it was impossible to use pony transport, so coolies wero hired, and eventually
O i k t was rcached. On May 20 the party continued on to Hunza, where they
were fortunbte in obtaining the help and active aeeistance of the Mir of Hunza,
who made arrangements for a band of permanent coolies to accompany them.
It wee then that the Viasere really began their work of exploration into this
glacial eea of ice. Their first base was a t Pasu, from whence they visited the
Paeu glacier. Here the expedition encountered ono of the many difficulties
of exploration in the Himalayas, due to tho unfavourable condition of the snow
early in the Reason. Consequently, Mr. Visser w i ~ e l ydecided to defer the exploration of the great Hatura glwier.
The next objective was the unknown valloye at the head of the Hunza river,
which had elways been looked upon as inaccussible by the inhabitants. The
Vieeeru soon found them~elveeat the entrance to the Khunjirab, from whence with
difficultythey found a way into the Gujirab valley, which was longer than they
had imagined. They elso discovered the source of the Gujirab and the Hunza
rivere. Following the footsteps of General Cockerill, the party then crowed into
tllc Hhingshel valley, uoing to its head to explore tho glaciers. They reconnoitred firet the Khurdopin glacier, passing on to the Verjirab glacier, which had
never before been seen by any white man, and then the Yazghil glacier.
Heturning to Pasu, they again visited the Retura glacier, the mapping of which
one of the great feats of the expedition, and took about twenty days. On
their return journey the party viaited the Hispar area, end finally reached
fJrinagar on October a0, having trevelled a distance of more than 1,200 miles,
bnd mapped 2,680 square miles of ground which wae practically terra
k o ~ ~ t aAt. the end of tho book we are given a very brief summary of the
eientific results, which is enough to whet the appetite of the specialist. The
ob~rvationnare still in tho hands of the experts, and include topogrt~phy,
dmioloKY, flora, zoology, geology, meteorology, and physiology. There is no
that when published, in particular tho topographical ones, they will add
coneiderably to our hitherto ncenty knowledge of thia region.
Trannport in the Himalayau is always o source of difficulty, but there is no
that in this case the Vissers profited by their experiences gained during
their fir*t trip to the Kara-korems in 1922. One gather8 that none of the party
knew anythin8 01 the language, which is a pity, aa a11 travellers should make
to learn uomethinq, even if only the rudiments of Hindustani, in order
to five tho natives confidence. There can be no doubt that to have this confi-
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dence is worth any amount of Government aesietance in the form of p a r w w
or pasees enjoining officials to help one.
A reviewer'e duty ie to criticize, often adversely, for the benefit of his
r e d e m , but, happily, in this case sdverse criticisms are few, and fade into the
beckground so far ae the general reader is concerned. There are two claasee of
readers of travel book-thoee
who wish to know ecientific facte, and thoee
who are satisfied with a straightforward account. I t is for the latter that Mrs.
Visser-Hooft haa written this book, and we must not therefore regard it from eny
other point of view. She has a delightful way of keeping our attention by her
human touches, and one has but to read a few pages to realize that both the
author and her husband are real explorers and pioneers. They poesees the
right spirit and the proper philosophical frame of mind which are eseentisl
requisites for this craft. There are some excellent and striking photographs,
admirably reproduced, which form a strong feature of the book.
There are, however, one or two minor thinge which cannot be paeeed by
unnoticed. The author has an unfortunate and annoying habit of peppering
her narrative with untranelated German sentences-exclamations of her Swise
guides. She is also not too fond of translating native terms for ue ; a gloseary
would have been a useful addition to the book. We should like to point
out that the distances on the maps are in kilometree, whereae in the text
they are in miles. Nowadays there seems to be an epidemic of misspelt name6
in thie region, which has also crept into thie book, where the word Kara-koram
is epelt Kara-Korum. I t is dificult to underetand why the epelling adopted by
the Survey of India is not consbtently need in all travel books. I n spiie of
these defects, the book is heartily to be commended, and we wish the author
and her husband every succesa in any future expedition they may undertake,
and can only hope that their love of exploration will take them again to this same
part of the world to clear up eome of the mysteries and topographical problem0
that still await solution.
B. IS. FEATHEBSTONE.
-.
- - - - --

A N UNEXPLORED
PASS. By Captain B. I<. Featherstone, F.R.G.S., with an
Introduction by Brigadier-General the Hon. C. G. Bruce, C.B., aI.V.0.
Meeere. Hutchineon and Co. 18s.
A book of this nature should eerve as one of the etrongest inducements to
young men to join the Indian Army. We have here the plain, well-written, and
well-illuetroted deecription of a journey each as hundreds of young officers fronl
India make, well within the capacity of a moderate purse, and, what ie more
important, within the period of the annual leave of three months granted to
officers eerving on the frontier.
What can be more delightful or more healthy than to wander away into the
glorious Himalayea, and, according to your personal predilectione, include in your
objective mme exploration or eome shooting. Many times on theee very route8
hae the writer of this review met young officers with the minimum of kit and
the meximum of energy, accompanied by one servant, the all-neceeeary ehikari,
~d a few coolies, legging it for all they were worth to some distant null&,
retnrning two monthe later with health renewed, with bronzed faceo and
hardened mueclee, and incidentally taking away eome fine trophies of the cbaae.
Captain Featherstone's particular objective was the exploration of the New
or Western Muztagh Paee. That he actually failed to carry this out is a minor
matter, a larger and more expeneive expedition led by a man of hie energy
would probably have been eucceeeful, as it wonld have been independent to
a great extent of local traneport, but the effort made is worthy of all p d a .
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~~~~~~t difficulties invariably take a prominent place in a narrative of this
natue, they are 00 often the traveller's bite no&; but we cannot help SYmP*
thieing with the villagers called upon to undertake a n arduous journey for what
to them must seem such a totally inadequate reason. Since the village of
hkole in particular has had to bear the brunt of so many expeditions, the
Royal Geographical Society might well consider the suitabilit J of giving such a
rillage one of its mhor swards, as assuredly these villagers collectively have done
much to further the advancement of geography.
The small but clear map showa the euthor's route from Srinagar over the
Zoji La down the Indue to Skardu, up over the Bkoro L a to Askole, then the
attempt on the New or Western Muztagh Pass, back down the Shigar and
up the Shyok River and so to Leh ; from thence back on to his old route, and
ao back to Srinagar again. Little new ground, it may be said, in all this, but none
the less a very readable narrative.
The neighbourhood of the Earakoram Range has been a lure to many travellers, and we should soon be receiving further information regarding the northern
area and particularly the Shaksgam from the expedition led by Major Mason,
R.E., of the Survey of India.
Rudolph Schlaginweit tried the ascent of the New Muztagh Pass in 1856,
Godwin-Austen in 1861, Younghusband reconnoitred it from both sides ; the
Duke of Abruzzi, Martin Conway, the Workmans, de Filippi, and others have
thrown much light on the neighbouring glaciers, but the pass itself remains
uncrossed by Europeans.
Nowhere in the world can be seen scenery on so magnificent a scale ; nature
verily in its wildest moods meet the eye on a11 sides. Steady nerves are indeed
necessary when the paths traverse the face of these towering cliffs or crose the
roaring torrents by shaky and precarious bridges. The inhabitants, used as
they are to these amenities of travel, often quail s t some of the worst places ;
while the white man, the leader, with his heart in his mouth, has to show
an undaunted spirit he may be far fro111 feeling. Good leadership is essential
to success ; firmness tempered by kindliness is a sure way to the Balti's or
'I'ibetan's heart. No young officer can spend his leave better than by carrying
out similar wanderings; there are many parts of the Himalayas still little
k~~w
andn many of its peaks still unclimbed, and it is a merit in the " Unexplored Pw8" that many who read it will be tempted to go and do likewise,
while those who have already accomplisbed some similar journey will read it
with Ple~ure,as it will recall to them incidents just as they occurred in their
Own Journeys. Many have done these trips, but few have written a book about
them, and very few certainly could have written so readable a book.
C. H. D. RYDER.

IN HIMALAYAN
TIBET. By A. Reeve Heber and Kathleen M. Heber. Seeley,

Service and Co., Ltd. 21s.
There can be little doubt that of all the qualifications likely to be useful to a
traveller in a atrange country-certainly in a backward one, to use the p h r ~ e
01 to-day--that of a surgeon and doctor of medicine probably ranks first. O*g
the intimate nature of his dealing8 with the natives, he is able to m q ~ e
a first-hand knowledge of their mentality which is often denied to the 0 r d i n . r ~
traveller. T h i ~applie. particulsrIy to those engaged in mission work, and may
@count for the R I I C C ~ S S of medical miasiona in foreign parts. Dr. Heber and
hi@rife have written en ~ o o u n of
t L d a k h and its people, which they describe
buching only the fringe of a11 there is to be known of the natives. The book
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is based on the experience of a twelve years' residence in the country, and in
this respect it compares favourably with the efforts of some travellers who,
on the strength of a short trip, rush into print with great confidence.
The historical sketch given at the beginning is one of the weak features of
the book. I t is a pity that the authors did not see fit to make their account
fuller and more lucid, as it does not give a good chronological idea of events to
anyone unfamiliar with this part of the world. The authors claim to omit,
from the purely travel point of view, a detailed account of the journey from
Srinagar to Leh on the ground that it has been described by so many travellers.
I n spite of this, however, thirty pages of the book are taken up with this part
of their journey. Of more interest perhaps to the traveller will be the accounts
of two trips rather off the beaten track. One of these was taken from Ladakh
through Zanskar to Lahoul, and back by way of the plains of India. The
small province of Zanskar consists of but seven villages, which were presented
to a former king in reward for assistance given to Zorowar, the Dogra general,
on his way through to the conquest of Ladakh.
The nlost interesting journey described is one made from Leh by Dr. Heber,
accompanying the representatives of the British and Kashmir Governments.
They went through Pohrang over the Kiula Pass to Drogpo to meet an official
styled the " Gaspon," who was to act on behalf of His Holiness the Dalai Lama
at Lhasa. A dispute had arisen concerning a Ladakhi who had settled in
Tibet proper, married and grown rich. The Tibetan Inland Revenue had then
come down on him, asserting that he had become liable to Tibetan taxation.
Thereupon the man crossed the border into Ladakh, followed by the Dalai
Lama's people, who arrested him and brought him back. The Ladakhi then
appealed to the Kashmir authorities and later to the British Government.
The Tibetans at first claimed that the spot from which they had taken the
Ladakhi was on their side of the border, but this was not correct. Finally, the
conference broke up without any agreement being reached, the usual exchange
of presents terminating the proceedings.
" I n Himalayan Tibet" contains chapters on a great variety of subjects, such
as professions end industries, manners and customs, domesticities, sports and
pastimes, surgical work amongst the natives, monasteries, rajahs, demon dances,
and the mystery play at Hemis. I t may be recalled that the subtitle of
Sir J. E. Frazer's " The Golden Bough " was " a Study in Magic and Religion,"
and much of whet the authors relate shows the intimate connection between
the two in Ladakh. As is well known, the soothsayer plays an important part
in the everyday life of the natives, and the Lamas derive a substantial revenue
from this source.
The general reader will find a large amount of most interesting matter,
which, unfortunately, it is difficult to appreciate, as each chapter is s, inass
of facts jumbled together and hurled at the reader. The style of the book
is very lleavy, and often one finds a paragraph over two pages long. The
index is poor-in fact, practically useless-as, for instance, the important city
Leh is omitted altogether. The many photographs are not striking, but the
map at the end of the book is good. The authors have spent over twelve years
in Ladakh, but surely this affords no reason for the use of an extraordinary
method of spelling place-names, which is entirely their own and is very
annoying. The Survey of India is the authority on such a subject, and one
wonders why travellers have apparently such rooted objections to using their
method.
B. K. F.
-
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hnasIc LIT~aal'~R8
: AN INTRODUCTION.
By H. R. Gibb. London. Oxford
University Press : Humphrey Milford. 1926.
1
book is a marvel of condensation. I n a small volume of
This
37,000 or 38,000 words Mr. Gibb gives us not only an easily intelligible
account of the structure and genius of the Arabic language, but a complete,
though necessarily cursory, survey of the vast body of literature produced in the
course of thirteen centuries by writers on grammar, philology, belles lettree,
history, poetry, theology, mysticism, law, philosophy, logic, physics, medicine.
mathematics, astronomy, geography, navigation, astrology, and alchemy. H e
describesthe birth of Arabic literature in the love songs of the Bedawin of the
desert, and its spread, with the religion of which it became the expressisn, and
wit,h which, in its later developments, it was sometimes a t variance, into Syria,
Mesopotalllia, Persia, Trrtnsoxiana, Egypt, North-West Africa, Spain, Sicily, and
India. He traces the effects of foreign influence, of Greelr science and philosophy,
Syrian mysticism, and Persian intellectualism on the literature which originated
with the pre-Islamic poets and the Qz~r'iin,and briefly, but lucidly, discusses the
principal religious movements in Islam-the clash between orthodoxy and rationalism, the Shi'a schism with its offshoot, the sect of the Isma'ilis, and that sect's
odious offspring,the secret society of the Assassins ; and the dual development of
Sufism, in one direction as a system striving to reconcile the mystic with the
orthodox life, and in the other wandering into pantheism and antinomianism.
The elight sketches of the development of strophic verse in Spain, and its
influence on Romance poetry, and of the eniightened policy of the Norman rulers
of Sicily in an age when toleration was liable to be confounded with heterodoxy,
ere suggestive, and will probably appeal inore strongly than any other part of
the book to the ordinary Western reader.
Mr. Gibb's work merits high praise. Not only will it provide the young
et~dentwith a sound foundation for the study of Arabic literature, but it will be
found by tho more mature scholar invaluable as R guide and handbook.
The author's style is clear and perspicuous, a desideratum in so condensed a
work, but one unfamiliar word appears on page 93, where a court poet is commended for the absence of " flunkery " from his works; but perhaps this is a
portmanteauword, compounded of "flummery " and flunkeyism."
WOLSELEPHAIG.

LOGHAT
EL-ARAB,a lnonthly literary, scientific, and historical review, published by the Carmelite Fathers of Mesopotamia at Baghdad.
Of this uaeful publication, now in the fourth year of its existence, we haye
received four numbers, containing, besides articles chiefly of local interest, such
as those on the topography of Iraq and the history of the press in Iraq and of
the Press of the Dominican Fathers a t Mausil, others of more general interest on
and philology, with reviews of books.
In No. 3 we are glad to discover a sympathetic notice of the late Miss Gertrude Bell, that accomplished and devoted scholar who gave of her best to Iraq'l'he hil lo logical articles which cnll for special notice are those on neologisme,
On the ~is~ron~inciation
of Arabic by foreigners, and on the vulgar dialect of
Iraq, which inay be read with profit by all students of Arabic, but in the two
last it is unfortunate that no use has been made of any system of phonetic
to represent modifications of the sounds assumed in literary
lirsbicland that no attempt has been made to explain, or at least to represent,
the
and its effect on the vocalization. I n this aspect it may be
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said that the work is good so far as i t goes, but falls short of modem soientific
methods.
The literary and historical articles are interesting and will repay study, and
the review is a worthy contribution to the literature of modern Arabic.
WOLSELEY
HAIO.
THE MIDDLEEAST.By Major E. W. Polson Newman. 1O"x 6". Pp. xv+278,
Appendices 1.-VI. ; fifty-nine illustrations and three maps. London:
Geoffrey Bles. 25s. net.
Although Trans-Jordania, 'Iraq, and Persia are included in the purview of
his book, Major Polson Newman devotes his attention chiefly to a review of
recent developments in Palestine and Syria.
I n the chapters dealing with Palestine he expresses, with some force, hie
opinion of Zionism in practice, and it is probably this section of his book which
will arouse the greatest interest. After describing the new colonies, their
inhabitants, and the manner in which they are organized, he concludes that the
economic position of the settlements is unsound and that they will be unable to
retain per~~ianently
a progressive population without the continued financial
assistance of European and American Jewry. This opinion does not strengthen
some of the arguments put forward in support of the policy which led to the
Balfour Declaration of 1917. I n his introductory chapter the writer refers to
" the obvious advantages of covering the Suez Canal by an outpost territory, in
which important elements of the population would not only be bound to her
(Great Britain) by every interest but would command the support of world
Jewry," adding the remarks that "the Declaration certainly rallied world
Jewry, as a whole, to the side of the Entente," and that " in the future Jewish
support may exceed its value in the past."
I t is generally admitted that Great Britain had no alternative to accepting
some degree of responsibility for the future of Palestine ; but opinions will differ
au to whether the Balfour Declaration was a necessary corollary to British
suzerainty or to a decision that a modicum of support should be given to Zionist
ambitions ; and comparetively few will agree that the Declaration has assisted
in the maintenance of peaceful conditions in the neighbourhood of the Suez
Canal. However this may be, the Declaration is a fait ncconzpli, not to be
ignored, and, on the other hand, our pledgee to the Aiabs lllust be observed.
I n depicting the manner in which we have attempted to carry out these obligations, Major Polson Newmen has, on the whole, observed impartiality, but he
shows a tendency to accept the Arab intelligentsia of Palestine at their own
valuation as the representatives of Arab opinion in general, and his readers will
detect an inclination to attribute pro-Zionist leanings to successive British
Governments end to the Palestine Administration. His account of the incidents
attending Lord Balfour's visit to Palestine and Damascus is of interest, and not
without touches of humour and of pathos. I t should be read by those who
advocate the innovation of lightning tour3 by Cabinet Ministers as a satisfactory
departure from the practice of placing confidence in "the man on the spot."
To the chapters dealing with Syria some local colour is given by the writer's
description of his experiences there, but, taken as a whole, this part of the book
will not add considerably to the knowledge of those who have follonred the
reports of recent events in the more reputable English journals. I t is impossible
to disagree with the criticisms of General Sarrail, and the reference to the
Bureau des Renseignemente (which we should designate the Politicfil Department) as " a glaring example of administrative inefficiency" cannot be con-
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sidered an overstatement, especially as regards the linguistic qualifications of
its personnel.
Referring to the spread of the insurrection from the Jabal Druse to the
Moslem districts nearer Damascus, the writer says : " That
antagonism to
European influence existed seemed to be beyond doubt, but it appeared more
likely that the Druse insurrection with its results was being exploited in the
interests of Pan-Islam than that Pan-Islam was the cause of the turmoil in
Syria." It appears that the ambiguous expression " Pan-Islanl " should be here
interpreted as meaning the craving of the more advanced Moslem-Syrians for s,
preponderating share in the administration of their country. The writer
suggests that tranquillity can be restored only by a n attempt to meet the
demands of the Svrian Nationalist Party, which he calls, not altogether accurately, "the demands of the Syrian people." I t is possible that concessions to
these demands would go some way to remove the difficulties by which France is
now confronted, although it may be argued that the Nationalists would probably
take whatever may be offered them and iminediately ask for more, since their
desire is for nothing less than the unattainable prize of complete independence.
It may be observed, however, in this connection that insufficient attention has
been paid to the fact that the Moslems who took the field against the French
Army of the Levant were not the Syrian Nationalist leaders themselves, but the
naturally turbulent tribal and settled inhabitants of a region where the benefits
of a stable government have not, as yet, inade themselves felt. General
Sarrail's inability to stamp out the Druse outbreak as soon as it showed itself
offered these elements an irresistible opportunity for indulging in their timehonoured customs, which, there can be but little doubt, would have been seized
without such encouragement
as, on this occasion, was received from the extremists
of the towns. A measure of autonomy for Syria may lessen the grievances of the
educated and partially educated classes, but it will not remove the potential
source of disorder which exists in the presence of a considerable population that
is mobile, well armed and elusive, and readg to lend itself to intrigues against
constituted authority, wllether European or indigenous. The wilder inhabitants
of Syria will not become peaceful and useful melllbers of society before their
material prosperity has reached a state that rendere the preservation of tranquillity conformable to their own interests. I t is to be hoped, therefore, that the
Mandatory Power will not make the mistake of adopting what appears, at the
moment, to be the line of least resistance by establishing a regime which might
~rejudicethe economic devel~plnentof the country. The internal security of
Syria depends as much upon improvements in communications and agriculture,
and satisfactory trade in the towns, as upon the attitude of the politically
minded minoritv.
The chapters dealing with 'Iraq and Persia appear to have been written to
express the point of view of 0110 whose personal acquaintance with h o s e
countries has been limited to brief visits to Baghdad and Tehran. The writer
was in Baghdad when the report of the 'Iraq Boundary Commission was
received there, but he does not give hi8 opinion of the merits of that document.
Thisis, perhaps, to be regretted. I t is in Asia, rather than in Europe, that
British interests are most liable to conflict with the aspirations of other
'OUntries1 and the 'Iraq frontier dispute is the only international controversy of
first-rateilnportanee which the British Government has, up to the present, submltted to the arbitrament of the League of Nations. A survey of the manner in
which the League dealt with this dispute would serve, therefore, as useful
means
Judging whether we can rely on the League for the maintenance of
peace.

...
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Major Polson Newman expresses himself with considerable optimism in
regard to Persia's prospects for the future. I t is not easy to share this view,
much though we may hope that he will be justified by future events. He givee
considerable prominence to the question of opium cultivation, but makes no
mention of the vital problem of Persia's relations with the Soviets and their
effect upon her political and economic stability. H e also avoids any reference
to the attitude of the tribes and outlying districts towards Persia's new form of
government.
" The Middle East " is well illustrated and contains useful appendices. It ie
intended, no doubt, for those who are unfamiliar with the complex problems of
that region, as an introduction to further study. It will be much appreciated.
A. L. R.

CEDARS,SAINTSAND SINNERSIN SYRIA. E. S. Stevens. Hurst and Blackett,
Ltd. 1926. 21s. net.
" Good wine," says the proverb, L b needs no bush," and this book, quite the
best that Mrs. Drower has yet published, does not, as the title suggests, require
" apt alliteration's artful aid " to ensure a ready sale and wide circle of readers.
Admirably illustrated and indexed, it needs only a good map to take its place in
the first rank of travel literature, for its range is as wide as the author's
sympathies, themselves almost wholly free from sentimentalism, idealism, end
other dangerous "isms " which have played so large a part in recent years in
bringing Syria to its present plight. Nowhere are false gods more generdly
worshipped by politicians than in Syria, but Mrs. Drower will have none of
them (videpp. 269 et seq.). I n no boolr on Syria that the present reviewer can
recall is the historical and racial background of current events better pre~ented
to the lay reader. Studied in conjunction with the Syrian chapters of Major
Polson Newman's recent work on the Middle East, this book may well serve ee
a guide not only to travellers but to students of foreign affairs generally. Her
observations on French administration are at once sympathetic and discerning ;
she has not failed to notice the very general ignorance of Arabic displayed by
French civil and military officers, and to compare it with the fluency of almost
all European officials in Iraq in the same tongue. The excuse offered by 8
French ofticial that his compatriots are bad linguist8 may be true-observations
in many lands tend to show that in this respect the Englishman abroad outshines all other Western nations-but it does little credit to their administration.
Space does not permit of criticism on point8 of detail of a book which is full
of challenging and stimulating ideas, but the statement (p. 69) that the Arab
does not destroy a foundered camel lest he waste powder and shot is surely
incorrect. Camels are killed for food by a knife thrust into the jugular vein at
the base of the neck-nothing is easier than to destroy a n abandoned beest
thus. But it is not done, in Islamic countries, because such action is regarded
universally as wrong. The present reviewer has frequently raised the point
with Arabs end Persians alike, noticing with what disapproval they sr~whim kill
beasts in such cese. " I t is not right," said one man, " t o take life except for
man's needs, though there be careless folk who kill for sport. Life is the gift of
God and is precious to the liver, be he man or beast ; would you put a man out
of hie pain by killing him, or let him kill himself, even though you loved him
dearly and though he must Boon die, unless to eeve his honour from hie
enemies?" Such beliefs mey be wrong-headed, but they are deeply ingrained,
end until we in the West can answer the old man's question in the affirmative
we h e l l be well advieed to cast no stone.
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Mrs. Drower'a praise of the American University a t Beirut is unstinted, but
m-t not be allowed to blind the reader to the deduction, which may be quite
legitimately drawn from a ~ t u d yof her book as a whole, that the fostering of
American ideals, whatever they may be, and the English tongue, in competition
with the culture and language of France, in a country economically and
culturally wholl~dissimilar to the U.S.A., has done more harm than good.
The g m k loci is a goddess whom Mrs. Drower has found and done something
to reveal ; she has perhaps influenced the Jesuit priests who have laboured so
long and so devotedly in Syria ; but she will withhold her co-operation from the
followers of Abraham Lincoln, charm they never so wisely.
A. T. IV.

THE PEOPLE

OF

ARARAT.By Joseph Burtt, F.R.G.8.

The Hogarth Press-

3s. 6d.
This little book has been produced under the auspices of the h n e n i a n
Committeeof the Society of Friends. Bishop Gore contributes a prefatory note.
The first part of the book comprises a brief description of the geography of
Armenia and a short history of the Armenian people down to our own timesIn the latter chapters the author discusses the problem of repatriating the
scattered remnants of this unfortunate race, and ends with a n appeal to the
Western Powers to provide the League of Nations with the money required to
carry out the work. The interesting, though tangled and blood-stained, history
of this ancient race stretches back into the n ~ i s t sof antiquity, but it is only in
comparatively recent times that the question of Armenia and the other Christian
minorities in the Turkish Empire has become such a n urgent problem for the
Powers of Europe.
In February, 1856, the celebrated Imperial Edict, or Hatti-H~umayioum,
was promulgated by the Porte. This has been called the charter of the liberties
and rights of the Christian minorities, and was due to the influence and perseverance of our Ambassador in Constantinople, Stratford Canning. This Edict
waR embodied in the Treaty of Paris in March, 1856. This Treaty, as the
author states, showed " an increased distrust of the Turk's fitness to govern,'
but by pledging themselves not to interfere in the internal affairs of Turkey the
sif~llatoryPowers eEectually deprived thelnselves of the power t o enforce the
term8 of the Hatti-Houmayioum. The result was it became a dead letter.
Lord Stratford had insisted on the necessity of the Powers reserving the right to
interfere to enforce the reform. H e saw what would be the result of the
omission, and declared he would rather have cut off his right hand than signed
the Treaty. In writing to a friend he expressed the opinion L L that despair an
their (the Christians) side and fear on that of the Turks would engender the
animosity between them, and not improbably bring on s deadly
before long." Subsequent events showed that he was right. Thus
the opportunity lost. The author sketches the history of the subsequent
of the powers to enforce refonn, but in the meantime the condition of
the Christian minorities had become inore serious, while the delicate European
prevented the Powers from taking decisive and united action. How
'lfficultthe problem was is shown in the interesting chapters 011 the Eastern
Questionin Lady Gwendolen Cecil's " Life of Lord Salisbury."
The nliser~alld discontent of the Armenians was increased in the reign of
Hamid, Illore especially through the arming of the Kurds and their
a national ~rlilitinor Hamidyeh. Harassed by the Turks on
One
and the Kurds on the other, unable to defend themselves and their
familie',as they were forbidden to carry arms, ground down by a n oppressive
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system of government and a ruinous taxation, the Armenians lived in e continual
state of dread and destitution. Even in the provinces of Russian Armenia they
were not much better off, as there they ceme under the ban of the Orthodox
Church. Lynch in his classic work on Armenia shows the state of oppression
under which they lived under Russian rule.
Later, under the Young Turks their lot was no better, while the maeeacres
and deportations during and after the Great War are fresh in the memory of all.
As the author states in his Introduction, the Armenian problem is a difficult
one. I t has not been rendered easier in the past by the misguided efforte of
their friends. Proposals to found an Armenian Empire without a clear idea of
how or where that empire was to be formed could only end in failure.
Passionate appeals to sentiment and vilification of the Turk, such as was
indulged in during Gladstone's Bulgarian atrocity campaign, only resulted in
making the Armenian position worse. The regeneration of the Turk and the
amelioration of the lot of the Christian minorities was bound to be a work of
time, and the problem could not be solved by heroic measures. The long efforts
of the Western Powers to assist the Armenian cause have ended in nothing but
the virtual extinction of the race. The reviewer, who had considerable experience of these people while on the Repatriation Staff in Iraq, agrees with the
author that the disappearance of the Armenians would be a loss to the world.
They have serious defects, such as vanity, acquisitiveness, love of intrigue,
jealousy, and a fatal propensity to quarrel among themselves, which has been
a cause of their undoing. On the other hand they are a hardy and intelligent
people, as skilled in finance as in the arts and crafts, sober and industrioue.
With their love of education and capacity for assimilating Western civilization
they formed a valuable link in Turkey between the East and the West. The
reviewer is of opinion that given the opportunity to develop in security on their
own lines the Armenians would prove to be the equal of any people now inhabiting the Near or Middle East. With the expulsion of the Greeks the
Turks can now boast that they have rid Asia Minor of the Christian population,
But will it profit them? Assuredly not. Ximenez, who knew the country
intimately during the Great War, paid a visit to Anatolia just after the Greek
debacle of 1922. I n hie book recently published, " Asia Minor in Ruins," he
describes the devastation that has been caused, and states his opinion that the
loes of the Greek population has been an irreparable disaster for the Turke, end
has put the country back 500 years. The same observation might apply to the
dieappearance of the Armenians. The reviewer hopes that Mr. Burtt's book
will assist in procuring the financial assistance so urgently required to alleviate
the present misfortunes of " The People of Ararat."
F. F. R.
T H E RIDDLE O F T H E TSANGPO
GORGES. By F. Kingdon-Ward, F.R.G.8.
Map and illustrations. London : Edward Arnold. 21s.
Captain Kingdon-Ward's latest book is in many ways the most interesting
that he has yet given us. H e and Lord Cawdor were fortunate enough to obtain
permission from the Tibetan Government to travel extensively in what is
botanically the most interesting portion of that country, and probably of the
unknown world. I n South-Eastern Tibet the flora of Western China meets and
mingles with that of the Himalaya in a climate which approaches sufficiently
near to that of Great Britain to render it probable that plants collected there
could be introduced and acclirnatised to beautify our gardens at home. Tibetan
religious scruples precluded the collection of the fauna of the country, but, e p ~ t
from the collection of plants, several points of great geographical intereet were
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elucidated. The result is this book, a pleasing blend of scientific information
and well-toldincident.
journey through Calcutta, Darjeeling, and Sikkim to G.Yant.0 is dealt
in a very few pages. The road to Gyantse has been travelled and described
by maoy, and the botany of Sikkim revealed in detail by sir Joseph Hooker in
I t was not until they had travelled Some
$ 6 Himalayan Journals."
his
distance beyond Gyantse that the travellers broke new ground.
~ hjourney
~ iup ~to Tsetang called for little notice, though a portion of it had
The next section of their journey was' down the
not been previously
T~~~~~~ valley to Tsela Dzong. For about twenty-five miles between Trap and
Daam and for a shorter distance near Nang Dzong, the river flows through
gorges, though the drop in the level of the river is not very great in either Case.
The author and his companion did not follow the river through these gorges,
where there must be some remarkable rapids, especially in the uppermost of
these two stretches. They were, however, able to make the necessary diversion
in one case over unexplored country.
Up to Tsela, Dzong the travellers were on the high and dry Tibetan plateau.
The plants of this part of Tibet are useless for horticultural purposes in Great
Britain, because, as the author explains, they require a n arctic or subarctic
climate. I t was only after reaching the neighbourhood of Tsela Dzong, where
the monsoon rains penetrate and give the amount of moisture necessary for the
more suitable and desirable plants, that Captain Kingdon-Ward was able to commence collecting in earnest. After moving to the neighbourhood of the Temo
La, primulas, meconopsis, and rhododendrons were found in wonderful profusion
and of the most beautiful species. Captain Kingdon-Ward's description of these
and of his enthusiasm and excitement in obtaining new and beautiful forms is
well communicated to the reader. The seed collector has many enemies ;
autumn snow may cover the plants he had marked when in flower in the spring;
grubs may eat the seed; the plants may fail to set seed for various reasons
which the author explains. Then there are the ordinary risks of the journey to
Europe through different ranges of climate; but great care and attention to
detail which comes from long experience resulted in only two per cent. of his
collection failing to germinate, and some of these will probably germinate in
time. There were, however, some disappointments, and he failed to obtain
unquestionable seed of one of his most striking finds, the " ivory poppy "; there
is a possibility that some seed of this may have been collected unwittingly, and
if so it may flower next year in some fortunate garden.
All this was not done without very strenuous work and great hardship. Few
the people who will eventually grow the plants which Captain Kingdon-Ward
has introduced will realize the dangers and troubles entailed in obtaining the
seeds for the first tinle from their inaccessible habitat.
At the end of June the party left the neighbourhood of the Temo L a and
moved to the Doshong La, where il~arvellousrhododendrons predominated, and
startling botanical discoveries were made. During a later trip in
October to collect seeds of plants which had been noted in flower, much hardin the Snow was encountered. Tho collection of rhododendron seed is
"Own
to be very difficult, as the time between the ripening of the seed and the
qenvy
is so short. Captain Kingdon-Ward's previous journeys in a
'lke quest h ~ v e
acculnulated knowledge which must have been invaluable.
In Augusta journey was made towards the North-West. Captain KingdonWard and
Chwdor were the first Europeans to visit the beautiful lake, the
and there is a charming photograph of the island monastery in the
lake' I n the first week of September they were again in the dry plateau land of
TsOj
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Tibet for a few days, and there they touched the main Lhasa-China, road, and
connected up with the routes of many previous travellers, and cleared up some
geographical questions connected with the watershed between the Teangpo and
the Salween.
I n the middle of November the travellers started on what was geographically
the most important part of their journey in their attempt to follow right down
the gorge of the Tsangpo, and to fill in the fifty-mile gap which was unknown.
They succeeded in following some miles down the river below the portion which
had been previously explored, after which they were obliged to leave the bed of
the river and to cross a spur, descending which they again struck the river at
the village of Payi, about midway in the unexplored fifty-mile gap.
They crossed the Tsangpo by a rope bridge and, after climbing a high spur,
descended to the junction of the Po-Tsangpo with the Tsangpo ; from here
again, after surmounting almost superhuman difficulties, they managed to reach
the river again some miles up-stream, from which point they were able to see a
considerable way up-stream towards where they had been obliged to leave the
river some days previously, and must have been able to recognize points seen
from there.
They discovered waterfalls about 40 feet high-a very great height for a
river of this enormous size. There remains a distance of about five miles et
this point which they did not actually see, and it is necessary to postulate a fall
of 132 feet per mile to account for the drop in the river level on this stretch.
This is an enormous drop for such a river, and is greater than any drop which
was measured over such a long distance. They have proved that enorinous
falls do not exist; but the detailed survey, with altitudes of the still unknown
portions of the river, still leaves a very interesting piece of exploration to be
done. The unexplored portion of the river between Payi visited by Captain
Iiingdon-Ward and Lord Cawdor, andLagung, some twenty miles down-stream,
cannot have any great falls. The drop in the river level can be accounted for by
a steady fall of about 35 feet a mile.
I t would have made this very interesting portion of their exploration clearer
if the map had been on a larger scale than 1: 500,000. On this scale several of
the places mentioned in the narrative and several important altitudes could not
be shown.
From the vicinity of the falls the party returned to the country near the
Pasum Tso, nad were prevented from travelling again over the passes at the
head of the Drukla Chu by snow ; so, after taking latitudes a t important places,
they returned, and eventually, on January 18, 1925, they reached the LhasaChina Road at Gyatnda, a place which they had previously visited on
September 2. From now on they were undertaking that most unpleasant
operntion, a winter journey across the Tibetan plateau. The author's graphic
descriptions of terrific winds carrying stinging rlust, with temperatures below
zero, recall to solme the bitter iiionths spent at Tuna with Sir Frailcis Younghusband's Mission in January and February, 1904. The joy and relief with
which they eventually reached trees and subtropical vegetation gives the
render a personal sense of relief froin the hardships of tlle plateau in winter.
A journey down thc wooded Nynnljnng valley and through a portion of Bhutan
brought the party to ihe railway in Assarn, and their long journey was over.
Apart fro111the accolint of the journey and of its botanical results, there ere
explanations of the causes of clilllate and vegetation, with scientific explanationg
of the uncertainty of seed production. Anyone attempting to collect seed in en9
part of the world should certainly read this book.
There are two chapters by Lord Cawdor, who describes the manner of living,

REVIEWS
crops, clothes, utensils, trade, etc., of the people among whom h e
tho
There
are also some useful notes on migration of t h e people. H e has
travelled.
a remarkable photograph of two wooden figures seen in Tibet which seem to be
quite unlike anything Tibetan.
There are one or two important misprints. On p. 65 the reference to the
Sang- La is hard to follow unless this is a misprint for Tang La. No Sang L a
appears on the map.
Takin are described as weighing between 600 and 700 pounds a n d standing
2 feet high. This is clearly a misprint. The height of a big Takin is about
4A feet.
I?. M. B.
CENTRAL
ASIATICEXFEDITIONS
OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM
OF NATURAL
HISTORY,
UNDER THE LEADERSHIP
OF ROY CHAPMAN
ANDREWS. Preliminary Contributions in Geology, Palzeontology, a n d Zoology, 1918-1925. Val. 1.7 Nos.
1.63. June, 1926.
Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews has presented t h e Society with a, copy of this
work, which consists of sixty-three papers by seventeen authors, giving the
preliminary results of the Central Asiatic expeditions under his leadership. Of
these papers, twenty-six deal with new mammals, birds, reptiles, a n d fishes;
six are devoted to geology ; and thirty-one describe the fossils (mostlj- mammals
and reptiles) from the Mesozoic and Cainozoic rocks.
There are much older rocks than this in Mongolia, but they have ~ i e l d e dno
fossils, if ever they contained any. I n the early part of the hlesozoic E r a those
older rocks were folded and crumpled into chains of mountains. These were
planed down by water, wind, and frost ; and then the Inore or less love1 surface
thus fornled was again raised and bent in such fashion as to produce a shallow
basin with an area estimated a t a million square miles. It was in this basin
that there were laid down those rocks that have yielded fossils to the explorers
from the American Museum of Natural History.
The first rocks thus formed in this Mongolian basin were black muds spread
out in thin layers and containing such fishes and insects as inhabit fresh water.
It is clear that there were broad shallow lakes and swamps i n which the great
water-loving dinosaurs were a t home. Later rocks were largely colllposed of
wind-blown sand and indicate arid conditions. I n those deserts lived t h e land
dinosaurs, which laid their eggs in the sand, and were sometimes overwhelmed
by the sand-drifts.
As conditions changed, the great reptiles disappeared, and in the Cainozoic
Era their place was taken by mammals. The country was diversified, with
variable rainfall, and with rivers and vegetation alternating with desert tracts.
The mammals were correspondingly various : small burrowers for t h e deserts,
horned titmotheres for the grassy plains, and the strange giraffe-like rhinocerote
-Baluchitherium-for
the wooded country. The remains of this-one of t h e
largest beasts that ever trod the earth-may be seen in the Geological Department at the Natural History Museum. There also are placed plaster-casts of
the dinosaur eggs and nest, the carnivorous reptile Andrewsnrchus (called after
leader Andrews), the egg-laying l'rotoceratops, and others.
This volume is the first fruit of the organized exploration of a n almost virgin
area undertaken by highly competent authorities under unique conditions of
and of the material resources a t their disposal. The result is worthy of
Dr.
and his distinguished collmgues.

THE TRAVELS
OF B ~ A R C OPOLO
THE VENETIAN.With an Introduction by John
hlasefield. blessrs. J. 11. Dent a d Sons. 7s. 6d.
The announcement of an edition of the travels of Marco Polo with an
Introduction by John Blasefield raised hopes that a step forward had been taken,
and a solution found for sonle of the difficulties that still exist in the elucidation
of the narrative of the illustrious Venetian. During the last generation remote
countries, such as Persia and the Pamirs, have been explored by traveller3
deeply interested in tracing Blarco's route, so that the position is very different
to what it was at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and I hoped that the
edition would have used the new information that is available.
I will frsnlrly own that I was bitterly disappointed when, on examining
Messrs. Dent's publication, I found that the text was a reprint of Marsden's
translation, published together with his notes, the latter considerably curtailed,
but otherwise unaltered.
To give an example the thirteenth and following chapters, the country
between Tezd, Kerman, and Bandar Abbas has been surveyed, and the routes
followed by Marco Polo have been traced. Yet, on p. 58, note 1, we read that
" Pottinger's map is the rnost modern we possess." That explorer, of course,
travelled more than a century ago ! Again, to turn to chapter xxix ., the Pamira
have been explored, and many Englishmen, myself anlong the number, have
shot the great sheep of llarco Polo, the ovispoli. Consequently the note on p. 91
in which the great ram is believed to be a goat is utterly out of date and
misleading ; the same remark applies to many others.
I n view of the above facts I cannot recommend this edition to members
of the Central Asian Hociety.
P. M. S.
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BOOK NOTICES
Libm~yTable.-The Council wish to thank Dr. Andrews for the
Reports of the American hluseum of Natural History's Central Asiatic
Expedition, Vol. I., which contains articles and notes by Professor
Osborn, W. Granger, W. K. Gregory, and others, including the leader
of the expedition ; and Mr. Mackenzie for Ainsworth's " Travels in
Asia Minor," both of which are very welcome additions to the library.
The following books have been received for review :

" The Vanished Empire," by Putnam Weale. 9" x 6". 379 pp.
Illustrations. (London : Messrs. 14acmillan. 15s.)
" The Changing East," by J. A. Spender. 9" x 52". 256 pp.
(London : Cassell. 10s. 6d.)
" Chinese Central Asia," by C. P. Skrine, I.C.S. Illustratione and
map. (London : Methuen and Co. 2 Is.)
Among the Karakorum Glaciers," by Jenny Visser Hooft. Map
and illustrations. (London : Edwin Arnold. 21s.)
" Beyond the Khyber Pass," by Lowell Thomas. 9" x 6". xiii +
223 pp. 116 illustrations. (London : Messrs. Hutchinson. 18s.)
An Unexplored Pass," by Captain B. K. Featherstone, with e
Foreword by Brig.-General the Hon. C. G. Bruce, C.B. 9 r x
6fi". 293 pp. Map and 25 iliustrations. (London : Messrs.
Hutchinson. 25s.)
The Riddle of the Tsangpo Gorges," by Captain F. Kingdon
Ward. 6 x 9". viii + 328 pp. Map and illustrations. (London :
Edwin Arnold. 21s.)
Travels of Marco Polo," with an Introduction by John Masefield
8" x 52". xv + 461 pp. 11illustrations. (London : Dent. 7s. 6d,)
Arabic Literature," by H. A. R. Gihb. 74" x 5". 128 pp.
(Oxford University Press. 2s. 6d.)
Ceders, Saints and Sinners in Syria," by E. S. Stevens. 94" x 6f".
291 pp. 75 illustrations. (London : Hurst and Blackett. 219.)
The Middle East," by Major Pol-,on Newman. 10" x 64". xv +
278 pp. 6 appendices, 59 illustl-ations, and 3 maps. (London :
G. Bles. 25s.)
" Land Problems in Palestine," by A . Granovsky. 8h" x 54".
xvi + 104 pp. (London : Routledge and Sons. 29. Gd.)
6 6 The People of Ararat," by Joseph Burtt.
73" x 42". lv + 184 pp.
8 illustrations. (London : Hogarth Press. 3s. 6d.)
A Book of South India," by J . Chartres Molony. 72" x 59".
252 pp. 16 illustrations. (London: Methuen. 7s. 6d.)
A History of Siam," by W. A. R. Wood, late H.B.R.1. ConsulGeneral, Chengtnai. 8$" x 6". 2'3.3 pp. 11 illustrations and
map. (London : Fisher Unwin. 15s.)
An Asian Arcady," by Reginald Le May. 10" x 6h". xiv t
274 pp. 63 illustrations and map. (Cmrnbiidge: IIeffer and
Sons. 21s.)
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MENBERSare asked to send any change of address t o the Secretary and
to notify the office a s soon a s possible if they do not receive lecture
cards and JOURNALS.
JOURNALS
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Esq., and Miss Nina Mylne.
The Council wish to thank Mr. Houston for an autograph letter of
Mr. Wyman Bury's, written in 1916, which they were very glad to have
for the Society.
Contributors only are responsible for their statements in the
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SYRIA*
THE situation in Syria is of the greatest importance to the British
Empire because that country is located on our route, or on the flank of
our route, to the East. Moreover, whilst a short stretch of the
Baghdad Railway lies actually in French territory, a much longer
section of that line forms the northern boundary of, and is therefore
more or less commanded from, Syria. And then the zone under
discussion is situated adjacent to the British mandated areas of
Palestine, Trans-Jordan and Iraq, where the problems are in some ways
the same as those existing in French territory. Lastly, Damascus, the
largest town under the control of the French, is the centre of a
Nationalist movement which has its influence not only in Syria, but in
Egypt, Palestine and the Middle East generally.
The position of the French a t the time of, and shortly after, their
arrive1 was complicated by a variety of circumstances. They were
unpopular with the Moslems and particularly with the Druzes on
account of their attitude assumed towards and in connection with the
Christians since the sixties of last century. The presence of the Emir
Feisal (now King Feisal) a t Damascus created widespread difficultiee.
Furthermore, French prestige suffered heavily as a result of the treaty
made with the Turkish Nationalists in the autumn of 1921-a treaty
under which a considerable area of Syrian territory was handed over
to the Government of Angora. Finally, the facts that Syria of to-day
i8 much smaller than the pre-war zone known by that name, and that
Syria, Palestine and Trans-Jordan are now separate ~ o l i t i c a lunits,
have affectedthe prosperity of the people and therefore influenced them
against the new state of things.
The mandated area is divided into four separate states-the
Greater Lebanon, Syria, the Alaouitea and the Djebel Druze. These
Btates are practically linked together only by the persons of the High
Commissioner and of his staff, and politically and administratively
there i8 no such thing as Syria except in so far as the name applies to
One of the four units under the French Mandate. With regard to the
Principles of Government, whereas the 13ritish in Palestine have not
any theoretical or real power to the inhabitants, the

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Wednesday, December
lQ26,at the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., Sir Michael
o'Dw~er,~reaiding. Mr. H. Charles Woodm delivered a lecture On
luhich lecture theae notes form a synopsis.
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have nominally delegated certain functions to the Syrians, whilst at the
same time they have actually kept the real authority in their own
hands. The French High Commissioner and the Frenoh army are
thus in fact the Government of the whole mandeted territory, but in
most of the States there are native administrations, at the headquarters
of which the High Commiesioner is represented by a Frenoh Delegate,
who ie an all-important personage.
I t has already been shown that the Mandate was established under
great dieadvantagee, and it must alwaye be remembered that the unrest
and discontent which have developed in Syria during the last few
years are due partly to questione over whioh the Frenoh had no control
and partly to oonditions for which they were in a measure responeible.
In addition to the diffioulties above enumerated, the immediately postwar British occupation complicated the situation, since that was a
period of liberal expenditure, and since British troops of all ranks,
being comparatively well paid, were in a position to be more ext r a ~ a g a n t than the French administratore and the French army.
Moreover, Turkish intrigues have been constant, the Syrian Nationalists
have been encouraged by the taste for self-government which they
realized a t Damasous during the rdgitne of the Emir Feisal, and the
highly desirable abolition of the favourable position enjoyed in Turkieh
timee by the upper olasses, usually known as the Effendis, has oreated
eerioue oppoeition among these territorial leaders in Syria and in
Paleetine and set them free to agitate against the French and Britieh
Administratione.
The French were powerless to prevent euch conditions being used to
their dieadvantage. But their polioy has certainly been inconsistent,
and whilet General Gouraud and General Weygand--eepecially the
latter-performed their duties efficiently and secured the confidenoe of
the people to a wide extent, the appointment and the rdgime of
General Ssrrail were dieaetroae. H e antagonized the Christiane by
his anti-clerioaliem, and he offended the Moeleme by hie lack of coneideration for their eueceptibilitiee. In addition some of the Frenoh
fnnotionariee have tried to govern the oountry in 8 Colonial epirit, and
oertain of the local officiale, many of whom have been Turks, have
received their appointmente rather on account of their eyrnpsthy for
France then of the confidence whioh they enjoyed with the people.
And then the introduction of a currency based upon the French franc,
the value of which has enormously declined since that introduotion,
hae brought about heavy loeeee for the gyriane, many of whom em
shrewd bueinese men, and this has reaoted seriously against the
preetig~ of the Mandatory Power. Finally, the enlargement of the
Pre-war autonomous Lebanon into the presont Greater Lebanon State
done a great deal to increase the hoetility of the Moelems and the
l h z e e ~ g a i n e French
t
authority.

SYRIA
reasons responsible for the situation in Syria
*heSe rere the
immediatelyprior to the Jebel Druze outbreak in the summer of 1925But there were other and partioular oauses of diecontent in that State*
is the smallest of the unite which make Up the Frenoh mandate.
The Druzes had been promised En autonomJ', for which
prnbab1y
were, and are, not fitted, and this autonomy Was never properly and
fully given. The French Governor, Captain Carbillet, appointed in
1993, did a good deal for the people and the country ; but he could not
speak the language, and was not popular with the people. When
of the Druzee, who are very jeelous of their feudal
onstoms, the abrogation of whioh they greatly fear, were sent to negotiate with General Sarrail, the then High Commissioner either refused
to see them or received them without the courtesy whioh is expected
in the East. At the outbreak of the revolution in July, 1985, the
Frenoh forces, which then perhaps numbered 14,000 to 15,000 all
told, were too weak to deal with the situation, and the earlier defeats,
partioularly during the attempts to relieve Sueida, encooraged the
inaurreotionaries.
The events whioh took place in Damascue in October, 1995, and
above all the bombardment of that oity on the nineteenth of that
month, oonverted what had been a Jebel Druze revolt into a Syrian
national insurrection. The French became panic-stricken ; tanks were
sent through the streets, and the town wee attaoked by artillery
and from the air. These l a ~ t e dabout twenty-four hours ; there
were serious casualties, and an area measuring roughly 300 yards
square suffered severely. Opinions will always differ on the subjeot,
but if ie was a military necessity, a s it probably was, to bombard the
city, the authorities are seriously blameworthy for allowing the development of a situation leading to this neoeseity, for not issuing a
definite ultimatum to the inhabitants beforehand, and for not warning
the loreign communities in advance. After this, while General Sarrail
Wa8 removed from his ofioe, fighting spread to s wide area of the
mandated territory, and at one time the Frenoh were in real danger.
However, reinforcements, which should have been sent in large numhers direotly after the trouble began, gradually arrived, and with their
Presencethe ~ t u a military
l
situation became assured.
period of M. de Jouvenel's High Commissionership, whioh
lasted from December, 1925, until the late summer of the following
year, wag principally occupied by detaohed fighting and by peace
"gotiation8 whi~hled to no tangible results. But Hie Exoallency
with great diffioulties, and if the oonfidence of the people in
decreased rather than inoreased a t this time, M. de Jouvenel
loyally with the British authorities in the neighbouriog areas.
suoOe8sor, N.Ponsot, arrived in Ootober, 1926, he found a
"tubtion in which the country was under the military control of aboub
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50,000 French troops, who could, and probably can, prevent anything
except isolated outbreaks. The great question before the French
Government, therefore, is whether this force shall be maintained at an
expense which is already a, heavy drain upon the exchequer, or whether
serious concessions shall be made to the Syrians. The adoption
of the latter alternative would necessitate an amnesty, in which the
leaders would have to be included, and the granting of a wider
autonomy at least to the State of Syria. Such an autonomy would
certainly require French supervision, but if it were accompanied by

the eetablishment of a suitable native ruler at Damascus, it might
prove a solution of a problem which has now become complicated in the
extreme.
I n co~clusion,it must be said that, whatever have been the faults of
the French, their difficulties have been enormous. The country under
their Mandate may have been in a disturbed and an abnormal state for
eighteen months, but prior to the outbreak of the revolt public eecurity,
justice, and general conditions were undoubtedly better than was ever
the case in Turkish times. The Syriane are not fit to govern or defend
themselves, and although they make special complaint bgainst the
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French, they would object equally, or almost equally, to any other
Mandatory responsible for their affairs. The French were our allies
during the war, their presence in Syria is decidedly advantageous to
the British Empire, and it is better for us to understand their difficulties rather than to criticize them.
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-Before
the discussion
bsgina I would like to make an apology on behalf of the ~ o u n c i lboth
to the lecturer and to the audience for the shortcomings of the lantern
operator, We have really placed Mr. Woods under great difficulties,
but he contended with them manfully, and we are most grateful to hima
But we are all sorry this should have happened. The remarks of the
lecturer will provide e most fruitful field for discussion and criticism.
Sir ARNOLD WILSON: Mr. Chairman, I am sure we all feel grateful
to Mr. Charles Woods for having given us such a dispassionate view of
events in Syria. For me it was almost too impartial; I do not think
we can usefully discuss even current history without a healthy bias,
which our lecturer has done his best to exclude. Current history is a
sequence of contingencies which may or may not be fortuitous ; their
interpretation depends in large measure on the tendencies of the
historian, whose views lend the spice that aids digestion. I quite
agree it is no use condemning French policy, because we have no constructive criticism to offer ; their position in Syria to-day is the result
of misreading and misunderstanding history and national sentiment.
They thought the events of 1860 justified them in going to Syria as the
redeemers of Syria. They turned out to be quite wrong. There is a
Roman inscription, not 05cia1, but by a soldier, scrawled on a rook
near Damascus, which may be freely translated, " The Syrians are a
rotten crowd." (Laughter.) That was the opinion of the common
-g~ldierof Rome about A.D. 200, and I gather it is the opinion of
the French soldier who to-day is the lineal descendant of his
Roman predecessor. There is no sort of unity in Syria, and as far
we can see there never has been in all its long history from Old
Testament days onwards. The unity of Syria might have been accomplished, in a measure it was accomplished in Iraq, in the years
the Armistice, by two or three years of intensive administration under economic pressure; but such administration a s there
has heen has displayed separatiet tendencies, and there has been no
Oconomicpolicy, with the result that Syria is still in practically the
same condition politically as it was in Old Testament times. The
Christiansof the Greater Lebanon, the Moslems of the Greater
LebbnOn,the townspeople and tribes in and around Aleppo, Home,
Hama, and Alexandretta, the Druzee and Damascenes, all revel in
Beparatistambitions ; they have a passionate desire to be left alone to
go their own gait; and at least half of them by independence mean
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liberty to control the affairs of their neighbours. The Druzee, with
whom I have a considerable sympathy, having seen something of them
c~nda good deal of people who resemble them, have lived from the
remotest ages a t the intermittent expense of their neighbours ; and to
prevent them from doing so involves far more military and economic
pressure than the French can bring to bear. The Christians have
flourished exceedingly in Lebanon, partly under the tuition and tutelage
of the Great Powers, who forced Turkey after the events of 1860 to
give them certain privileges. Those privileges they have now lost, and
it is not surprising they should resent the levelling tendencies of their
redeemers.
I do not fully share Mr. Charles Woode's views a s to the great work
done by the American Mission a t Beirut, and the Syrians themselves,
looking at it from their own point of view, may well think they have
done more harm than good. For U.S. citizens to start a College and
to impart advanced views, made in the U.S.A., into Syria, whilst
divorcing themselves from all responsibility for the inevitable result, is
of very doubtful advantage to the country. You will recollect that
when the question of the French Mandate was under discussion it we8
a U.S. citizen, Mr. Crane, who led the Commission whose activitiee
raised hopes which the U.S. Senate had no intention of assisting to
fruition. The Commission asked the people whom they would like ae
Mandatory. " Anyone would be better than the French," replied the
majority. " Very well," in effect replied the League of Nations, " you
shall have the French." I s it surprising that the Commission left a
bitter feeling behind ? As to men like Shahbandar, whom I personally
respect, it doea not lie in the mouth of any European combatant in the
Great War to criticize what Shahbandar has done in Syria in defenoe
of his policy; it does not become any of us to criticize what others
have done in Syria ; we all have something to regret. As regards the
bombardment of Damascus, it ie a very real relief to see how little
damage wee done ; I was certainly under the impression that the
area was far greater. I t would have been better if photographs,
such as Mr. Woods has shown us had been published in place of the
panoramas which appeared in English newspapere immediately after,
indioating that the bombardment had been far more extensive. I do
not think we can poseibly exonerate the French from full responsibilit~
for the bombardment. I was not there myself, but I have had s good
deal of first-hand information on the subject. To turn heavy guns on
to the most ancient city in the world without notice, to kill at very
short notice a thouaand people or so, practically all of whom were
innocent of any sort of offence, is to commit a crims against civilization
which no amount of white-washing by the League of Nations oan
wipe out. (Applause.) Not only foreign inhabitants, but the
whole population should have had notice. I t waR a terrible mistake,
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convinced that had the French military authorities on the
sod I
spot been under the full control of the French High Commissioner, and
the damage involved by letting loose the military
had he really
arm, it would never have occurred. The fact that there is a French
neither soldier nor politician, in the employ of
high
coontry abroad is to me a novel thought. (Laughter-) Such men are
not uncommon in the service of His Majesty abroad, but my own brief
is that the French official abroad is generally one or the other.
Finally, if 1 have any views on Syria, they can be deduced from the
map, Syria has no definite geographical boundaries on any side except the Mediterranean. I t has neither racial, nor linguistic, nor Cornmercial unity. I t has few natural resources, and it has been a cockpit
for a period of time that goes well back into Hittite times, if not
before. The advice given by the prophet to Naaman to wash in Jordan
wes not teken because it was too simple and too obvious. H e was
a Syrian and a prominent soldier ; the Syrian to-day will probably
adopt the same attitude to any simple scheme for remedying the
present state of affairs. The country is now divided into four or five
different administrations, none of which have any natural boundaries ;
and I cannot believe that such a system is more than transitory.
Sooner or later the French will be forced to unify the administration,
to avoid any sort of colnmunal legislation or communal authority,
and revert to the single form of administration which is now enforced
on the one hand in Turkey and on the other hand in Iraq and Palestine. In such a policy we may find peace. (Applause.)
Major POLSON
NEWMAN
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,You have heard to-night a most interesting address from Mr. Woods,
and Borne very appropriate words from Sir Arnold Wilson. There is
lust one point I should like to add, and it is on the question of antiFrench propaganda Since I came back to this country, about two
months ago, I have always been asked why it is we cannot get any
accurate news from Syria, or, on the other hand, why the news from
Syrie is 00 misleading. I can tell you in a few words the reason. A
great deal of the news or reports which come through from Syria are
nothing more or. less than propaganda directed against the
Power. They emanate from the Arab Executive in
Jerusalem,on the one hand, and on the other hand from the SyriaCommittee io Cairo. Both these institutions are strong
of the rebels, and actually go to the length of sending
llterature and newspapers up to the villages of Syria and the Jebel
in order to encourage the rebels to continue the rebellion. A
great deal of this information comes to the ears of foreign corres p o n d e n t 8 ~ who perhaps arrive in Syria for two days and are then
It also finds its way to London and appears in the London
pre'8. A certain anlount is also sent direct from those sources to
Druzel
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London, and finds its way into headlines of certain organs of our
press. At the present moment the news from Syria is not very exciting : it is not the kind of news that makes headlines. I t therefore is
rather apt to be neglected. On the other hand, those reports which
come from the sources I have mentioned are rather fantastic and ere
most certainly exciting. Such reports make fine double-deckers in the
front pages of the newpapers, and help the newspapers to sell. The
consequence is, I am afraid, that a great deal of this stuff has been
dished up to the British public, and the British public a t the preeent
moment, I think, have a very false idea of the true situation in Syria.
I think it is up to us as a co-Mandatory Power with France in the
Near East to try and stand by France in every way we can, most
especially in our press, and to try and help her instead of hindering her.
(Applause.)
Sir GILBERT CLAYTON
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,Nearly everything I thought it possible to mention has already been
said ; but I have had some experience of Syria both in the country end
since the war, when I was a member of the administration of
Palestine, and I should like to emphasize the great difficulties which
confronted-necessarily confronted-whatever
Power took over the
Mandate for that extraordinarily mixed country. Those difficultie~
have perhaps not been solved quite a s quickly or quite as cleverly e8
they should have been. But a t the same time I think we should
avoid destructive criticism, and remember the point which Mr. Wood8
brought forward so clearly, that Syria is of extreme importance to
Great Britain. If you were to serve, as I did, in the administration of
Palestine, you would realize that a, great deal more than you can sitting here in London. Every little thing that happens in Syria-any
little trouble that arises-reacts immediately on Palestine, and vice
versa; and therefore I think it is for the two Mandatory Powers to
keep in very close touch and co-operation. When we first started the
mandatory system there was a good deal of suspicion, a t any rate on
the part of the French, that we were anxious to secure the Mandate for
Syria. I can only say, Thank God we did not. (Hear, hear.) We did
not anyhow, and perhaps there was a certain jealouey, and the French
watched very sharply anything that happened in Palestine that might
react against themselves. When I was there myself there was
brigand affair on rather e serious scale south of Damascus, and there
is no doubt the brigands emanated from Trans-Jordan, which is under
our Mandate. But directly news arrived prompt measures were taken
to put a stop to the trouble, and a force was sent up to the frontier
without delay. None too soon, because the day after they started
down came a delegation from General Weygand to complain. When
the French found what had been done the effect was extremely good,
and the foundation wae laid of a close co-operation which existed all
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the time I was there, and a t any rate until General Weygand left. As
to what happened after his departure 1 a m not Sure. That instance
illustrates how very necessary it is to have co-operation between the
two administrations, and I think, from everything I have
there
seems to be no trace of criticism against the administration of Field
Marshal Lord Plumer and the Palestine Government in this respectThey seem to hare co-operated as far as it was possible to do so, and
that I am sure will lead us in the end to a solution of our mutual
difficulties. (Applause.)
Major SALIBBURY
JONES
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,I cannot help feeling very diffident in getting up and speaking
after such distinguished speakers as have preceded me. At the same
time, as I have spent the last two and a half years attached to B'rench
headquarters, I do not feel that I can very well be present and not say
anything at all. I only want to touch on one point-I shall not be very
long-and this point is the future importance of Syria, which I think
Mr. Charles Woods did touch upon in his extremely interesting lecture,
I think Mr. Charles Woods did remark that we did not many of US
realize exactly what Syria is. H e explained to us what it is, and
I would like to say what in my opinion are the future possibilities of
Syria. Hitherto we have looked upon the main road to the East a s via
the Suez Canal-in the old days it was through Syria. Since the
opening of the Suez Canal two important things have been invented,
one is the nlotor and the second is the aeroplane. Most of you realize
that already there is a very well organized motor service from Beirut to
Baghdad : I do not think all of you realize that every aeroplane flight to
the East by foreigners has passed through Syria, and I think I am
pretty safe in prophesying that the future of Syria from the air point of
view is not inconsiderable.
I would before coming down from this platform like to take this
opportunity, if there are any French people present, or even if there are
not' of mentioning the extreme courtesy which I received under three
High Commissionere, first General Weygand, then General Sarrail, and
Monsieur Jouvenel. (Applause.)
Sirdar IKBAL
ALI S H A H Mr.
: Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,I can only add a fow words from the Moslem point of view to a very
excellent lecture that we have had this afternoon from Mr. Woods.
Years ago, when the Indian Khilafat Delegation was visiting this
Oountry,Mr. Mohamed Ali, its leader, was very jubilant about the fact
that he was received very well in Parie, but the British, he then
were imbued with anti-Islamic sentiments. I differed from him
Onthat point then ae I differ from him in all points always. (Hear,
hear*) The cause of Mr. Mohamed Ali's jubilation has seen a definite
change, for in the Moslem world to-day the French and not the British
of fav011r with the Mohammedms. You might think that I
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am inventing this, but a s one of the speakers this afternoon was alluding
to the bombardment of Damascus, I could not help recalling to mind
the scenes that marked Moslem sentiments a t the time. I happened to
be in the East then. The degree of resentment which was felt throughout
Islamic Asia-almost amounting to a religious fanatical frenzy which
tended to decry everything foreign and Christian-I find difficult
to portray in words. Again, as a proof of the sentiments of the British
people being pro-Moslem, I can refer to the very interesting lecture,
with its unbiassed criticism of a very tangled question, by Mr. Woods
this afternoon. There is one thing above all that I value in the lecturer's
remarks--he take no sides. Mr. Woods lays before us the facts and he
keeps to the best traditions of the Society by giving us an unbi~esed
lecture. One point I should mention. At the end of his lecture he
mentioned that Frenchmen had their difficulties. We all have our
difficulties a t one time and another. I t has been said there were
military men and politicians who made the bungle in Syria. In your
own case you had Kitchener in Egypt-he was a great administrator;
you had a politician in India in Curzon, and he was a brilliant sucC008,
as everybody knows. I cannot understand how your next-door
neighboure cannot produce generals and politicians equally efficient in
this way, and that should be levelled as a criticism against them.
Another point of interest is that it has been suggested that the direct
control by French people of Syria should be encouraged. I t has been
hinted that an Arab king should be placed as a ruler of Syria under the
zgis of the French Government. I t is a most admirable suggestion. I
hold no brief for the Sharif Ali Haidar Pasha, but from all 1 have
heard as to his learning and capacity as a ruler he would be the right
man in the right place; and I think the present difficulties of the
French would entirely disappear if they worked the country through the
agency of one of the Syrians' own kinsmen, as you are doing to-day in
Mesopotamia. I t is a system that has elicited a very great amount of
praise for your administrators and those who work the Mandate in
Mesopotamia to-day. (Applause.)
Ladies and Gentlemen,-At
this late stage I
The LECTURER:
almost hesitate to get up and speak again, but I want to do so for two
reasons. First of all I very much appreciate what the various speakere
have said upon the subjeot of Syria, and upon the subject of my
lecture. I value particularly, if I may venture to say so, the remarks
of Major Salisbury Jones, Sir Gilbert Clayton, and Sirdar Ikbal Ali
Shah. The other reason for which I want to say a word or two ifi
I am sure you realize I have very little idea what I really said during
this lecture, and I am convinced, in ~ p i t eof nice things that have been
said by people who have spoken since, you must have a very small
conception of what I meant to say. Perhaps I should have been
inarticulate in any case, but certainly the diaorganization of the
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lantern slides has made such shortcomings worse than otherwise
have been the case. I wish, therefore, now to refer to three
points upon which I do not seem to have been very clear-first of all
in regard to the American University a t Beirut. When I referred to
the good which I feel that institution has done, I was speaking of the
generalgood throughout the Near and Middle East. Of course it may
be a question of opinion as to whether it is beneficial to educate these
pop10 or not ; but I certainly think that, whatever may be the faults
of America-I know there have been a great many in regard to the
post-war position in the Near East, and I believe the Crane Commission did a great deal of harm in Syria-but
whatever be their
faults there is no doubt that great institutions like the Robert College
at Constantinople and the American University a t Beirut have done a
great deal for the civilization of the people. Whether that civilization
has been used to the best advantage is another question. Second,
there has been a pretty full discussion about the bombardment of
Damascus. Please do not think that I in any way approve of thatWhat I meant was that the French undoubtedly got into a panic, and
I fullyagree with one speaker who followed me, and who said that had
the local situation been properly under French control, the develope r happened. But I did say also that
ments of October would r ~ e \ ~ have
I thought the French were even more blameworthy for allowing the
situation to develop which necessitated the bombardment than for the
bombardment itself. That is not to excuse the bombardment. When
Sir Arnold Wilson suggested I thought the foreign communities should
have been warned and not the natives-I do not say natives in any
diaparaging sense, I mean the local population-that is the last thing I
intended to infer. What I meant to say was that a proper and definite
ultimatum should have been issued to the whole town, and that tile
people should have been clearly led to understand what would happen
if they did not behave properly. I did add, I believe, that the foreign
colnmunities should be warned, because it is usual in those countries
to give notice of important forthcoming events to the various consulates. Had the foreign communities been advised perhaps some of
the difficulties which took place with our own representative, Mr.
Smart, might have been avoided, for I am convinced that he did
everything possible to protect the British, and that he was guilty of no
act0 likely to inflame the situation in Damaecus.
Thirdly, I stated
that Monsieur Ponaot was not a politician. I do not possess his
Personal confidence, and I know no more whether he is a politician than
I know whether Inany of the gentlemen who represent this country
are politicians. Whnt I meant was that he is not a politician
by career; he is a functionary by profession. H e may be a politician
Or
but he does not go out to Syria either a s a soldier or a s the
result of political success. H e is there as a consequence of his
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distinguished work for hie country, a s a man who has held high office
in the French Foreign Office, aud therefore a person from whom
I think we may expect perhaps a great deal more than we have had
before. I would like to join with Major Salisbury Jones in saying
that, whilst I criticized General Sarrail for many things that he did in
Syria, I cannot exaggerate how extremely kind he was to me, and how
greatly he furthered any objects which I had in visiting that oountry.
I thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for your attention under very
dificult circumstances. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN:
Ladies and Gentlemen,-Before we part I know
you would like me to tender on your behalf a, very cordial vote of
thanks to our Lecturer, all the heartier because of the great difficultiee
he has had to contend with, and which we so much regret, and for
which we must offer him the apologies of the Society. (Applause.)

THE ITALIAN RED SEA COLONIES*
BY COMMENDATORE
LUIGI VILLARI
DURINGthe wars of the Risorgimento and a t the time of the unification
of Italy hardly anyone thought of Italian expansion beyond the seas.
Public opinion was so absorbed by the political problems a t home that
economic questions in general, even those directly ~ffectingthe welfare

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held a t the Royal United
Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Thursday, December 16, 1926. Sir
Michael O'Dwyer presided, and a lecture was delivered by commendatore Luigi
Villari on the Italian Colonies on the Red Sea and their connection with Central
Asia.
The CHAIRMAN: A fortnight ago we had a very interesting lecture on French
Syria, and to-day we are going to have a lecture on the Mid-Eastern colonial
possessions of another ally, the Italian Colonies on the Red Sea, and their connection with Central A~ia. We all know that Imperial Rome was the founder
of colonization as we understand it in the West; in fact, most of Europe to-day
is based on the colonies of Imperial Rome. When the Empire of Rome disappeered and Italy was broken up into a series of little States, we find that some
of these city States, like Venice and aenoa, founded eea-empires in the great
trading centres of the Mediterranean and Levant. The advance of the Turkish
Empire prevented their further extendon towards the East ; at the same time
the discovery of the Cape route deflected the whole course of colonization of
Weetern Powers to ocean routes. The reeult wse that all the great colonial
empires establiehed between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries were built
UP by countriee which had frontiers on the Atlantic-Spain, Portugal, France,
Enf3land, and Holland. Those maritime empires practically filled all the weate
places of the world an then known, and one result of that was that when Italy
at last became unified seventy years ago flhe found very little room for colonial
exPanflion. That i~ the problem which the Commendatore will speak to us
to-day. Italy of to-day is tho heiress of the traditions of Imperial Rome,
the founder of so many colonies. Italy ha8 a rapidly growing population ; she
a place in the eun. 8he wants elbow room, and there is a feeling in Italy
amongmany people-and I think it ie shared also by some people in this country
-that in the post-war settlement Italy did not receive the complete f u l f i l ~ ~ ~ e n t
in her a t the orimis of the warthe a@pirationswhich were
that ia another matter. To-day we shall hear from the CommendsOf the Progress made by Italy in her colonies along the Red Sea littoral
rowtion on Aaia, which in our own particular subject. I think all
who know anything of Italian ~ o l ~ n i r a t i oregard
n
it with sympathy and
with benevolent interest. Wherever we have come ecrofle the Italians abroad
we
we have had any difficultiel
found them good neighbourn, and
with them, whether in Jubalsnd or the .Jarabub Oaais in Egypt, we have been
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The
Movement.

ExplO*tiOn

in Africa

of the people, were hardly realized. When in later years the economic
problem inevitably thrust itself on to the attention of the nation,
it was in its internal aspect alone that it was a t first considered.
I t was the emigration movement which first awakened Italy to the
need for expansion in some form or another. During the latter part of
the nineteenth century an ever-increasing stream of Italians, unable to
find sufficiently remunerative work a t home, migrated to foreign lande,
attracted by higher wages and wider opportunities than were afforded
by Italy a t that time. These pioneers showed a great spirit of
enterprise, courage, industry and sobriety, and colonized vest tracte
of the Argentine, Brazil, the United States, Tunisia, etc., to say
nothing of those who made railways, bored tunnels, built roads end
bridges, dug canals, and executed other great public undertakings all
over the world.
But useful a s was this work, public opinion began to regard the
exodus of 80 Inany of the best workers from the country with a certain
anxiety as being no unmixed advantage for Italy and the Italien
people as a whole; many of these emigrants were definitely lost to the
nation, especially those who settled in overseas countries, and by far
the largest part of the profits deriving from their labour went to the
benefit of the country in which they were working.
At the same time another group of men, smaller by far in numbers,
but even more enterprising and courageous, inspired by no thought of
personal gain, were exploring the unknown regions of Africe, and
achieving fame for their country. Cecchi, Camperio, Bottego, and
many others organized expeditions of considerable scientific intereat,
encouraged by the Italian Geographical Society and the 80ciety of
Commercial Exploration in Africa, and not a few of them lost their
lives in the quest of the unknown. The Minister of Foreign Affair0et
that time, Pasquale Stanielao Mancini, took a keen intereet in these
enterprises. But after 1885 exploration was discouraged under the
regime of the Depretie Cabinet, and no further expeditions of importance were undertaken for many years.
The more intelligent part of the Italian people was, however, beginable to settle those difficulties amicably. We therefore are inclined to look with
favour on the development of the colonization policy of Italy in Asia and along
the Red Sea. The Commendatore has special knowledge of this subject becauee
he was attached ae liaison otficer to Sir George Milne in the Near East and in
hlacedonia during the war. After that he wee connected with the Italien
Ellligration Department. Then for J-ears he was working in the Leawe of
Nations, and he has travelled widely in the Near and Middle East, IIe is therefore very competent to inform us of the potentialities of t h i ~new colonial exp8na
sion now active. I n I t a l l to-day everything has received a new vigour. One
consequence is thia new colonial expansion which Italy is carrying out. I will
now ask the Cornmendatore to deliver his lecture. (Applause.)
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to realize the necessity that Italy, like other great countries-and
indeed,owing to her rapidly growing population, more than most of
them-should secure territories suitable for colonization, where her
sons could work and prosper under the national flag and for the benefit
of the nation. I t was found, however, that nearly all the more suitable
torritoriss had been annexed or ear-marked by other Powers. There
remained certain parts of East Africa still available, which were believed to be capable of considerable economic development, and in the
'eighties Italy proceeded to occupy various territories on the Red Sea
coast. The first point occupied had been the Bay of Aeeab, but only
as a coaling station for the Florio-Rubattino Steamship Company in
1869; owing to the objections raised a t the time by Great Britain,
Turkey, and Egypt, it was not formally annexed until 1880. Massaua
and other places were occupied during the following years, and in 1890
these various possessions were unified in a single colony under tbe
name of Colonia Eritrea.
It was hoped and believed a t the time that the new poesession Eritrea.
would prove suitable for Italian colonization by white settlers, and
that at least a part of the stream of Italian emigration would be
deflected thither from the foreign lands which bad hitherto attracted
it. The coastal area and the lowlands generltlly are tropicelly hot,
but on the uplands of the interior the climate is moderate and healthy.
But war with Abyssinia made colonization difficult, and t h e defeat a t
Adua, which the Government of the day eaw fit to leave unavenged,
although the reserves under General Baldissera had victory within
thoir gra~p,put an end to all ideas of settlement by whites. The
exaggerated optimism with which Eritrea, had been regarded in the
e ~ l days
y of the occupation was succeeded by an equally exaggerated
pe8simiem, both being due to lack of knowledge and experience of
colonial affairs and of tropical countries. The colony came to be
looked upon as a bad bargain, which was not evacuated simply on
aocount of the loss of prestige which such evacuation would naturally
involve. Public opinion for many years ceased to take any interest
in Eritrea, and almost tried to forget its very existence. There was
during that period a reaction against all ideas of colonial expansion
thmughout Italy, not only among the Socialists, Republicans, and
Radicals, who were averRe to any policy likely to distract
public attention from home affairs, social reform, and class war, but
even anlong the Conservatives and Moderates of Northern and Central
I t s l ~ who
' saw in colonial expansion notbing more than costly and unproductiveadventures, which absorbed Italy's none too abundant capital
for internal development, and which might involve the country
In
international complications.
The
Minister, Francesco Crispi, was one of the few Italian
'''teamen since Mancini who realized the importance of expansion for
.-
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Italy, but he had come before hi8 time, a t a moment when the nation
wae not educated up to these ideas, and his really great quslitiee snd
far-sighted policy were not appreciated by the mass of hie fellowcitizens, not even by the more intelligent part of them. The defeat at
Adua brought about his fall-many of his opponents actually regarded
it with satisfaction for that reason, so little did they appreciate ih
disastrous effects on the country's prestige-and he retired from office
a broken man.
At the beginning of the present century, when with the general
increase of prosperity and of cultural development the idea of colonial
and economic expansion revived once more, attention wae turned
rather to the possibilities of North Africa than to the almost forgotten
Red Sea colony, or to that part of Somaliland which Italy had recently
occupied, but which was known t o the public chiefly on account of
some not too edifying squabbles between the civil and military
authorities.
The Arcari.
But the Italo-Turkish war of 1911-12, which was tho outcome of
Italy's schemes of expansion in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, provided
unexpected evidence of the utility of Eritrea in a t leaet one reepect.
From the early days of the occupation a considerable number of
Eritrean natives had been enrolled in the Italian army, and indeed the
greet bulk of the Italian garrison consisted of these Aeceri, ae they
are called. They proved excellent and faithful soldiers, even when
engaged in fighting against men of their own or analogous race. The
Italian officers and N . c . 0 . ' ~in command of Ascari unite repidly eucceeded in inspiring in them the utmost devotion snd diecipline. On
the battlefield of Adua, after only a few years of Italian rule, round the
body of every dead Italian officer were found groupe of dead Aacbnt
who had fallen fighting to defend the life of their white cornmsnderBetween 1896 and 1911 the organization of the Aecari was perfecbd
and extended, so that when the Libyan war broke out it was poelible
to employ them in North Africa, where they very greatly dietinguiehd
themselves. After the end of the war some of them were brought to
Rome as a reward, and received a welcome no lees enthusiastio then
that which greeted the home-coming of the white regimente. In the
world war they did not serve in Europe, as Italy did not wilh
employ coloured troops against white foes ; but they continued to Per*
form garrison duties in Eritrea and Libye, a n d afterwards helped to
reconquer the parts of Libya which had been evacuated during the wbrInternal
In the meanwhile the internal development of the colony h d bn
Welopment
or wba. pr-ding
satisfactorily, almost unnoticed by the immense rnajorib ot
Italians. The admid~trationwas improved and simplified, economic
progrees was advancing, a railway was built, the port of Maeseua Pm
vided with modern appliances, and other public works were underbaa
The total import and export trade of the colony hae expanded repid1!
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since the war; the caravan trade, which in 1921 amounted to
45,000,000 lire, had grown to nearly 119,000,000 in 1921, while the
sea-borne trade had grown from 96,000,000 to 323,000,000 in the same
period. The budget of the colony amounted to 34,420,000 for income,
and the same for expenditure, of which 12,000,000 lire were for defence
purposes. The total area of the colony is 119,000 square kilometres;
its population in 1921 was 393,000, of whom 4,283 were Italiens and
398 other Europeans.
The original idea of making of Eritrea a field for white colonizetion has been abandoned, as even its more temperate zone i0 not
wholly suitable for that purpose. The scheme, warmly advocated by
the late Baron Leopoldo Franchetti, of colonizing the uplands with
Italian farmers was maintained as a possibility for the future on the
etatute-book for many years. I t involved a measure of expropriation
of the land belonging to the natives, which was always theoretically
poesible in territories formerly under Turkish law, and a beginning wee
actually made towards its practical execution. But owing to the diecontent it aroused among the natives the colonization scheme was
suspended sine die. Under the present Governor of the colony, signor
Gesperini, the law itself has been altered, and all idea of colonization
by white labour abandoned. The area in question is now reserved
de jure as well as de facto for the natives, to their great satisfaction.
On the other hand, the lowland area, which does not interest the
natives, as its development would require costly and extensive dminage and irrigation works, is to be set aside for exploitation-not
colonization-by whites employing native labour.
The Government has undertaken the drainage and irrigation work81
eepecially in connection with the waters of the river Gash, and the
hydraulic pert of the scheme a t Tessenei has now been carried out.
An agreement hae been concluded with the Anglo-Sudanese Government whereby the Sudan may utilize the waters of the Gash, for
which it pays an annual fee ; the amount collected goes towards the
expen8e8 of the development scheme.
The land thus reclaimed and improved will be divided into coocessions, and granted to private individuals or land companies formed
into a development consortium, after the method generally prscti6ed in
Italy in analogous circumstances.
Cotton has long been regarded as the moat important product
this area, as Italy, like other countries, aims at emancipating herfie''
from being tributary to the United States. The Government began
an experimental plantation of 1,000 hectares with cotton ; the crop
was about nine quintals (a little less than one ton) of raw cotton, corre.
a~ondingto three quintals of fibre per hectare. It is hoped to extend
the cultivation, and eventually to secure a total crop of forty to fifty
thousand quintals of fibre. Besides the Government scheme, there ere
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slso other private cotton-growing undertakings in different parts of the
colony.
One serious difficulty is labour. Eritrea, is not densely populated
(&out 3.3 inhabitants per square kilometre), and up to the present
some 15,000 of the best workers were recruited for the army, whioh
comprised twenty battalions of Ascari, several of them on duty in Libya.
In former times a considerable contingent of recruits came from Abyssinia, proper, the Government of which country encouraged its subjects
to serve under the Italians, so that they should acquire a n advanced
military education. But this no longer occurs in the same measure as
before, so that the recruiting has to be effected in Eritrea alone, and
even here there ere difficulties; owing to the increased prosperity of
the colony, the native population is now less inclined to regard the army
as the most lucrative and dignified profession, and to find more attrection in agricultural pursuits. The Governor has put a limit to the
recruiting of Eritrean Ascari for Libya, all the more so as the two North
African colonies now possess well-organized native forces of their own, so
that only the Ascari needed for Eritrea itself are a t present recruited,
in order to leave more labour available for peaceful development.
Besides cotton, Eritrea produces large crops of oleaginous seeds
(sestlmum, linseed, castor-oil, etc.), which are consumed in considerable
quentitiee abroad. The natives are experts in this kind of cultivation,
which has also the further advantage of being less subject to violent
fluctuations of the market price than cotton. This year, for instance,
owing to the bumper crop in the United States, the price of cotton has
gone down, and does not offer great encouragement to the gritrean
cotton grower. But this is, of course, only a temporary difficulty.
At present it is believed that there is an even greater future for
cotton in Italian Somaliland than in Eritrea. The great irrigation
scheme now being carried out under tbe direction of H.R.H. the Duke
of the Abruzzi is expected to result in a large increase of output.
Among the other agricultural products are, on the eastern slopes,
tobacco, pineapples, bananas (which flourish exceedingly), the American
aloe, indigo, etc. On the high tableland, cereals (besides the 010st3inoua seeds already mentioned), lentils, beans, etc., are grown. The
Commoneat qualities of cereals are wheat, barley, and dura ; the wheat
crop averages eight quintals per hectare, which is a little inferior to
of the lese highly cultivated areas of Italy. Among the fruit trees,
medlars, almonds, and pomegranates are the most important. I n the
valleys only dura and Indian corn are grown, while on the
border, between the rivers Gash and Setit especially, is the
cotton belt. There are forests of durn palms in parts of the country,
and the baobab tree also abounds. The eastern lowlands are tropically hot and very rainless, so that irrigation works on a large scale
be necessary for their development. As I have uaid, works
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of this kind are being oarried out a t present in the western lowltlnds,
where, although the climate is almost as hot a s in the east, the nights
are cooler, and benefit is derived from the rains of the adjoining
upland area.
There are also schemes for creating coffee plantations, and there is
already a promising beginning of such plantations, as there are two
rainy seasons in parts of the colony.
But Eritrea is important not merely in itself. I t is in a, certain
sense a pivot whence Italian commercial influence may radiate outwarda into the various neighbouring territories. Eritrea is the neturel
outlet for the trade both of parts of Abyssinia and of the oppoeite
~ r a b i s ncoast, and a transit market for goods between the two COUOtries. The above-mentioned Foreign Minister, Mancini, under whose
auspices Eritrea was occupied, had grasped these possibilities, but he
was not listened to at the time; since then, although this trade has
been developing'for many years, it i~ only quite recently that its importance and possibilities have been realized by the Italian public.
Parts of Abyssinia are more easily reached from the French colony
of Djibuti or from other points, but a considerable area is more
accessible from Eritrea, and finds its natural outlet through Maeseua,
with its well-equipped port connected by rail with the interior. Itel&tions between Italy and Abyssinia are now quite satisfactory, and even
the little flutter caused by the recent Italo-British agreement concerning
the development of the country, exaggerated by a part of the f o r e i ~
press, died down as soon as the terms of that understanding were
properly explained ; Abyssinia herself, who had sent a protest to the
L e a w e of Nations, ended by withdrawing it.
On the other hand, the trade between Eritrea and the opposite cobfit
of the Red Sea has been increasing in volume during the last few yeare.
Signor Ferdinand0 Martini, who was Governor of Eritrea after Aduh
was the first to establish relations with the Yemen, and many nativefl
of that territory, then under Turkish rule, although in a state of endemic
revolt against the Constantinople Government, entered the Italian
service, and fought with distinction in Somaliland and elsewhere- In
pest times Italian travellers had taken an interest in the cornmeroial
possibilities of the Yemen, beginning with the rnyeterious Bolognae
traveller of the fifteenth century, Lodovico de Varthema, of whom very
little is known, but who seems to have been the first European
explore the country. Another Italian who in more recent times visited
the Yemen was Renao Manzoni, the nephew of the famous man of
letters Alessandro Manzoni ; he lived there for a considerable time and
wrote what is probably the best account of it. A third I t a l i a ~ t, b
trader Giuseppe Caprotti, lived for thirty years a t ~anaa-the only
European then in the town. Through the intervention of a learned
Italian priest, Monsignor Achille Ratti, now better known 8s His
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Holiness Pope Pius XI., and of the Islamic scholar Eugenio Griffini,
Caprotti's
collection of Arabic MSS. was secured for the
Ambrosiana library of Milan.
Trade between Eritrea and the Yemen amounted last year to
60,000,000 lire, and the recent agreement between the latter country,
now an independent kingdom, and Italy consecrates a n existing state
of things, and raises hopes for a future still more important development
of mutual trade relations. Owing to its proximity to the Yemen,
Eritrea tends to become a sort of intermediate market for the exports
from thst State to a large part of the Western world and the Mediterranean lands.
and
Italy's interests in Central Asia proper are not a t present very Italy
Central Asia.
extensive. Although the first European traveller to explore Central
Asia in the Middle Ages was the Venetian Marco Polo, since his day
few Italians have had occasion to visit those mysterious regions, with
the exception of some missionaries in the seventeenth century. I n the
latter years of the nineteenth century and in the first of the twentieth
century there have been several travellers and explorers, of whom the
most distinguished are H.R.H. the Duke of the Abruzzi and Dr.
Filippo de Filippi, whose journeys for the purpose of scientific survey in
the Himalaya are as well known in this country a s in Italy. Dr. de
Filippi is now organizing another Italian scientific expedition
to Palestine with the object of carrying out a geological and hydrographic
survey of the Dead Sea and surrounding- country.
Nor has Italian activity been very conspicuous in the past in Persia.
But during the last two or three years, in view of the impulse given to
the development of the oountry under the new Shah Reza Khan,
various schemes have been made for Italian participation in it. I n the
matter of railway and road construction, drainage and irrigation,
Italians have, through their great experience both a t home and abroad,
become past-masters ; and a syndicate of Italian banks, financial houses,
and menufacturere has been formed in view of extending Italian
activity in those regions.
There has also been a beginning of Italian enterprise in Afghanistan,
and a certain number of Italian traders, engineere, and technical
expert8 have visited the country ; but a s yet things are only in the
preliminary
stage.
I n a general way Italians have been successful in their dealings
with Mohammedan peoples. The large Italian colonies existing in
Turkey have almoet always got on well with the Moslem population,
and in the strenuous years immediately after the Armistice the Italian
Government wae the first to realize the importance of the Turkish
Nationalist movement and to regard it with sympathy and appreciation. If the policy advocated by Italy had been followed by the rest of
Entente a great deal of bloodshed would hare been spared, and the
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prestige of the Western world in Turkey would stand higher than it
does to day.
Under the impetus given by the present Government of Italy,
Italian enterprise is extending to ever new fields in the East ae elsewhere, and Italian trade is penetrating into many parts of the world
where it had been unknown before.
I t is peculiarly satisfactory to be able to say that in all the enter
prises undertaken by Italians in the countries dealt with by me to-day,
where Great Britain has shown such magnificent and useful activity,
there has always been the most cordial co-operation between Italians
and British. Perhaps no two other peoples are destined to collaborate
so closely in the great work of extending European civilization and
European ideas, for the benefit not merely of all Europeans, but also of
the native inhabitants of those lands, and for the happy blending of the
thought of the West with that of the East.
Colonel JACOB
: Sir Michael, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I do not think
I can say anything to improve on the very able lecture given by the
Commendatore except that I have been myself several times to
Eritrea. I have been all over the country, and have been most haspitably entertained on every occasion by the Italians there. Therefore
I was rather surprised to hear the Commendatore say that they were
giving up colonizing Eritrea by Italian colonists, because it seemed to
me, from the little I saw of it, that it has tremendous possibilities in
such direction. Water is to be had anywhere in the colony-at
Asmars on the plateau and various other places-at a very small depth
below the surface. But as the Commendatore says, perhaps it is
advieable for Italian traders to boss," so to speak, the work by
AJbyssinianlabourers. That is perhaps the best idea, in the long run,
and yet I would repeat that I am surprised that the whites do not go
there in still greater numbers. I had the privilege of being conducted
by the Governor over an interesting part of his colony in the direction
of Adua He showed me many of the forts. We had two very
instructive field-days, when the troops were all out, and I wee ~ ~ ~ u c h
struck by the fine discipline and bearing of all the men, both Christian
and Moslem-perhaps preferably the Moslem. I n my " twopennyhalfpenny " book, written in 1923, I have said a good deal about Italy,
and it seems to me their policy is very much the same as was
by Agricola, whom we read of in Tacitus. When Agricola came over
to this country he used to educate the Britons in all Roman arts, and
used to send them over to Rome to be educated. I t seems to me the
Italians are doing the same to-day. I know a, good many ~b~ssiniana
who have been sent over to Rome, been very well educated there, and
gone back to spread Italian culture. As I said in my book, and may flay
again without any undue pride, I have seen a good deal of Italian ooloni*
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sation, end I have always considered them the very beah colonist@next to
otlrselues The French I think highly of, but, of the Italians, I am
inclinedto say they are almost as good US O U ~ S ~ ~ but
V ~ Sthe
, Commendsnot, I trust, mind if I say they are, a t any rate, " No- 2 " ! I
tore
not take up any more time, for I am sure there are several others
rho would like to speak. I knew Signor Caprotti, who was thirty
years at Sanaa. Italian enterprise is marvellous and highly to be
commended,and I only wish that we Britons were equally enterprising.
I thank you for giving me the opportunity of hearing this excellent
lecture given by the Commendatore. (Applause.)
Mr. ENTHOVEN
: Sir Michael, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
feel I a m
rather taking advantage of the audience to-day, because I am not a
member of the Central Asian Society, I regret to say, but only a
member of a somewhat kindred institution, the Royal Asiatic Society.
But perhaps I can excuse my intervening in this discussion on the
ground that I have known Signor Villari since he was a very small boy
indeed, and the Chairman is an old colleague of mine in India. I take
advantage of the opportunity given me to make a few remarks $0 say
just two things: in the first place, I think we are all greatly indebted
to the lecturer for the very complete summary he has given us of the
Italian position in the Red Sea. We have been, I think, most of us
interested in the recent developments. Many of us perhaps have not
followed them very closely since the disastrous events to which he
referred, and which dwell in our memory ; and we are very glad to
know that the prosperity of those dominions seems now to be assured.
I think we are all greatly beholden to the lecturer for the very clear
manner in which he has elucidated the subject. We should hardly
have expected anything else from the son of such a distinguished professor as his father, Pasquale Villari, whose works on Italian history
many of UB know well. (Hear, hear.) Those who read The Times
know also that it is the lecturer's privilege to be to modern Italy what
the late Professor Villari was to the Italy of earlier days. The point I
Want to come to in justification for saying anything a t all is that I
hoped our friend the lecturer would tell us what the ultimate
of Italy in this direction are. I have had recently some personal
of Fascistno in Italy. I am not going to enter on a diecua8ion of that subject b e c ~ u s eit might get out, and I should like the
lecturer not to give me away. But I think we would all like to know
what the ultilnate aims of Italy in Central Asia are. We hear it said
con8tmtl~,
it is repeated by most Italians in the speeches they make,
that Italy is Rome renascent. Now we know that the standards of
Rome were carried by Trajan down to the Persian Gulf-some of us
do not know that there was even a Roman garrison in an
Obecure Part of India. That has been rscertsined comparatively
but I think it is an historic fact. Are we to look forward to
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the prospect of Italy being found one day at the head of the Persian
Gulf, or in this remote part of India, because suoh a development L
likely to lead to complications between two very good friende, the
British Empire and the Kingdom of Italy? The lecturer will,
perhaps, discreetly skate over that very delicate subject; but in his
lecture he has told us that Eritrea is the centre of Italian influence,
and the source of the spread of Italian influence in those regions; and
those of us who are interested in Central Asia, and more partioularly
India and so on, would like to be reassured that we are not going to
see in the end the beginning of a new Roman dominion in the Neer
East. I apologize for having intervened rather hurriedly with no
preparation, but I want particularly to thank the lecturer for hie very
interesting discourse. (Applause.)
Sir GILBERTCLAYTON
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
do not know that there is very much that I can say in addition to the
very excellent paper which we have heard read. I have hed the
opportunity of serving nearly all my life in the area with which the
Commendatore has dealt, and I have had a great deal of communicetion with the Italian authorities in various places, which I muet say
has been of the very pleasantest nature both oficially and pereondlyl
I t is over twenty years ago I was in Eritrea, and I was at that time
serving in the neighbouring province of Kassala, which now belongs to
the Anglo-Egyptian Government. I was invited very kindly by the
Governor in Eritrea to pass through that colony on my way on leave,
and I did so. Nothing could have exceeded the pleasure of that trip,
or the hospitality which I wae shown throughout. That was in the
days of which the Commendatore spoke, not very many years after the
unfortunate defeat a t Adua, a defeat which, as the Commendatore very
truly remarks, would, had a different policy been accepted by the
Government of the day, have been merely a temporary set-back.
However, I did not observe the effects that the Commendatore he8
alluded to, and I should like to say to-night how much I was struck
by the work that the officials and adminietrators of the Italian
Government were doing in Eritrea even then, although, as I fully
believe, they were not enjoying that meed of enthusieetic encouragemerit which they deserved, and which I am glad to say they ~ubsequently received. Nothing could exceed their kindness or, if I may
say 80, the common sense which they seemed to me to bring to the
task before them, and even in those days, when I was a good deJ
Younger than I am now, I was very much struck by their methods
Indeed, at the risk of being thought conceited on behalf of my OWD
nation-mind YOU I was only about thirty-I really thought they were
nearly as good as we. Aleo, I think that anyone who works in the
Red 90s area will see the great influence that Italy is exerting all over
that area. The Commendatore hae said that Eritrea is one of their
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centres, well, they don't confine themselves to their centres, and
whereverI h e ~ found
e
them the Italians have always been foremost in
the finer side of civilization, especially in culture, scientific
00 forth. Take a, country like Egypt, where I served for
research,
yeera, which has few more valuable assets than the Italian colony
in ~
~ And~throughout
~
t that, area 1 believe that Italy, a s we oureelves,is beginning to realize that times are moving ; nations that were
formerlybackward are awakening, and a policy of selfish exploitation
not only is morally improper, but does not, in fact, pay nowadays. I t
is, I think, on the lines which we are trying to follow in those
that we find perhaps keener sympathy from the Italians than
from any other colonizing power. I should like to once again say,
a person who perhaps knows something about those areas, how much
I bave appreciated the Commendatore's paper. lause. use.)
Mr. DONALD
MELLOR: Mr. Chairman, the Commendatore has
given us e splendid lecture. I did not quite catch the name of the
present railhead from Massaua.
: Kerran.
The LECTUREH
Mr. MELLOR
: What ie the kilometrage 3
The LECTURER
: I think about 200 or 300 kilomhtres.
Mr. MELLOR:Thank you. I t was a difficult undertaking, the
reilwey into the interior, and as it gets farther in it will be more difficult still; but we know the Italians are energetic and enterprising, a n d
the dificulties will not stop them if they wish to go ahead with it. H e
also mentioned the hydraulic works. I should like to see the photographs of those works, because we know if there is a nation that has
really first-class experts in hydraulic work, that nation is Italy, and the
experts are her engineers. I should certainly have been very much
interested in seeing some of the photographs of those big engineering
works in Eritrea. I must again congratulate the Comlnendatore on
lecture, and thank him very much for it. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
am sure you will all join
with me in thanking the lecturer very heartily for the most interesting
lecture he has given us, and the admirable series of slides with which
he illustrated it. From the account he has given us of Italian colonial
I think we shall agree that, given elbow-room, it has a
great future before it. It has a great future for this reason, that the
Italians of to-day, perhaps after ourselves-we always put our~elvee
in this society-have a wider outlook than almost any other
nation- That is very natural because, as I said before, they have the
of the great Roman Empire. They have the eeoular tradition
w i d e 8 ~ r erule.
d
The principle of that widespread rule ie summed
P' in
words of one of their great poets : Paraere subjectiu et
dehellare ~uperbos." That was, I think, a eaner, s, more practicable
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idea than the modern one oE self-determination. Anyhow, they heve
that great tradition of rule, and we have had testimony this evening
from British officers who have seen the Italian colonies on the Red sea
how admirably they are carrying out that purpose. Then they have
also, as Commendatore Villari told us in his concluding remarks, the
great cultural tradition, the tradition of Imperial Rome, the mother of
laws, of civil administration. I might give an illustration of that which
may be of interest here : I claim to be one of the few people who hbve
followed up the system of land tenures and taxation from West to
East, and I believe I have succeeded in proving that the system of land
administration which we now follow in India-which we derived from
Akbar-was derived by Akbar from the Persian kings, who derived
it from the Khalif Omar, who derived it from the Byzantine Empire;
and it was derived through the Byzantine Empire from Julius Caesar.
(Applause.) Those of you who know the East will know that the landrevenue system is the pivot of the whole system of administration.
I will give you one proof of i t : Akbsr, when he reorganized the
system in India, said, "The old system which we inherited from
Naushirwan, the Khalif Omar, and othera has degenerated. We muat
go back to two root principles: one is an equitable system OE survey
based on Caesar's yard measure, the kaisari-gaz," the standard of length
which Caesar introduced into old Rome from the pace of a Ramen
soldier, 2 feet 9 inches. That to-day is the basis of all the land measurements in the East, and that survives from Caesar's time. Akbar ~ 1 8 0
went back to the traditional standard of one-third of the produce,
which, after Cresar's land reforms, was taken by the Rornans from the
State land and conquered countries. H e reverted to the t w o root
ideas which had come down from Julius Ctesar through Diocletian and
the Byzantine Empire-that is to say, an accurate system of survey
based on a fixed etandard of length, and a reasonable standard of
assessment. That shows how a great idea emerging from the brain of
a great man can go down through the centuries; twenty centuries
after Caesar we are practically carrying out the principle8 that he
adopted, though fortunstely for India we have been able to reduce the
standard from one-third to about one-eighth of the produce of the land
or it8 value. Finally, besides the secular and the cultural traditions,
Italy, a8 the seat of the Papacy, has a world-wide spiritual influence
and a powerful spiritual tradition. Given all these advent We*
secular, cultural, and spiritual, it is not astonishing to think that I ~ J Y
to-day should look forward to a greet period of colonial expansion;
and we are aaeured that she intends to eecure that expansion not
a t the cost of others by any selfish methods, but by a policy of
operation and friendly association with other Powers, and s friendly
djustment of boundaries. (Hear, hear.) We, as the greatest empire
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of to-day,because we were one of the earliest in the field, must wish well
to our latest competitor in the field of colonial expansion. The Com.
mendatore has shown us how admirably that is being carried out, and
in passing him a hearty vote of thanks we can assure him that we
wish well to the policy which he has explained to us this evening.
(Applause.)

FERMENTS IN THE WORLD OF ISLAM*
BY SIRDAR
IKBAL ALI SHAH

THE lessons of current history seem to have been lost upon those of ue
who still disbelieve in the existence of the challenge of Islam. That a
challenge has been thrown by Islamic Asia to the scientific civilization
of the West is a patent fact to those sons of the Orient and scholare of
the West who have not misread the signs of the times even amongst the

* A meeting of the Central Asien Society was held at the Royal United
Services Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Wednesday, January 19, 1927, Sir
Michael O'Dwyer (Chairman) presiding. A discussion on the a Ferment8 in
t,he World of Islam " was opened by Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah.
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies end Gentlemen,-The subject which we are going to
discuss this afternoon is " Ferments in Islam," and s very competent Islamic
authority, Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah, is going to begin that discussion. He is
eminently qualified to do so because he comes of an old Kabul family. He haea
wide experience of the Near and Middle East, and has elso a great knowledge of
Europe, so he is very well qualified to discuss this question, and has already donee0
frequently in the Press in various periodicals. The subject of " ferment^ in Islam"
is one that must interest particularly the Central Asien Society, because the pert
of the world which we range over is predominently Islamic, and anything that
heppene in one part of Islam, owing to the solidarity of the Islamic religion, has
its effects and reactions in other parts ; therefore anything of importance in the
world of I d a m is bound to affect very considerably the British Empire as the
greatest Islamic Empire in the world et the present day. Of the 250 or 300
million Moslems in the world to-day I think over 100 million are in the British
Empire or its protected or mandated areas. As an indication of how what
happens in one part of the Islamic world has reactions in other parte, I
mention that a few yeere ago e man named Abdul Krim, e deecendent of Yakub
Khan of Afghanistan, started a rebellion against the present Amir. That rebela
lion was put down efter coneiderable resistance, and Abdul Krim ded
fugitive to India. For some time he Was in hiding there, then arreeted in
Gurdaepur, and taken charge of by the British authoritiee. I hope he wee not
eventually handed over to Afghanistan, for he would have had short shrift there.
At the same time, 7,000 miles away, a rebellion against the French wee rained
in Morocco, and the hero of that rebellion or the petriot-eccording to the
point of view from which you regard him-wee a man celled Abdul Krim. The
Mohammedans in India and a large part of Asia rushed at once to the conclueion that the Abdul Krim who had rebelled against the Amir of Afghanistan
was the eame as he who tried to throw off the Spanish end French yoke in
M~rocco. That ehowe how events which happen in one place are cloflel~
scrutinized and sometimee irregularly followed in othere. Another ex8mple
aroee out of the conqueet of the Hijaz by Ibn Saud. The great Wehebi leeder,
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helter-skelterof shifting scenes in the old world. But to fully comprehend the potentiality of this threat, a few details of its historical evolution are necessary, because it is essential to appreciate the point that
this modern movement i~ not synonymous to Pan-Islamism ; for PanIeIamism hsa been greviously misunderstood in Christendom, chiefly,
because it was misused by its modern protagonist Sultan
Abdul Hamid, who gave it an aggressive tone. And although this
has all the soul force of the former thought, yet in conformitywith its limited aspirations it should be non-aggressive. I t is
exactly in this difference that its greatest strength lies. Bewildered by
the fact that modern civilization is marching, phalanx after phalanx,
into its very heart, it gives a clear call to the faithful to muster strong
under the banner of Islam, and revive" ite ancient, but fading, glory.
Aft'er explaining the difference of the two movements, it might
appear paradoxical, but it nevertheless is true, that the parent trunk of
the " modern revivalism " tree is undoubtedly Pan-Islamism ; the new
hae grown out of the old; in the nature of things it could not have
been otherwise. Now let us see how this phenomena evolved itself;
and to do this, one will have to go back a little to the origin of PanIslamism.
The very first indications of Pan-Islamism date back to the declin- ~ b d u i
ing days of the reign of Sultan Abdul Hamid; he perceived a rapid Hamid.
growth of public opinion, not only amongst the Turks, but also in the
Aeiatic race, which threatened his personal power and prestige.
The young Turkish party had passed the embryonic stage, and in the
desert the Pan-Arab movement was rapidly spreading. Observing
after many years, succeeded in expelling the Shersefian family from the Hijaz.
In doing so, no doubt, certain things happened in the holy places which caused a
great deal of disturbance in the Islamic world. The lecturer will probably refer
to that. Taking the case of our own Islamic fellow-subjects in India, there were
two classes of thought most violently opposed. One section looked upon Ibn
Saud as the purifier of the Islamic relidon, as having driven out the Shereefinn
family, whom they considered to be not fit protectors of the holy places. On the
other hand, a large section of I'vfohammedans, both Sunni and Shiah, took
strong exception to the action of Ibn Snud, or a t any r ~ t eto some of I b n
Saud'e followers ; and the Maharaja of Mallmudabad, a leading Mohammedan
notable, sent telegrams all over the world, strongly attacking the conduct of Ibn
l a u d in the holy places, and a ~ k i n gfor the interference of the Powers for the
Pmtection of the Islamic religion. I mention this as showing how closely anything that happens in one Islamic country produces reaction in the others. That
is One of the subjects the lecturer is going to address us about, and by the t h e
be has finished I am sure we shall be in a podtion to carry on the discussion on
lines. I may say that he has kindly consented, as it is a subject which
discussion, to limit his address to thirty-five minutes, so as to give more
time for discussion ; and I trust the many authorities I see here who come from
the various Islamic countries, or who have experience of them, will join in that
d i ~ c ~ ~ i o(n~.p p l a u s) ~ .
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these cross-currents, he quickly organized a scheme of pereonel con.
solidation, harnessed the sympathy of the clergy, and inveigled Syed
Jamaluddin Afghani-a
great scholar and philosopher of my own
country of Afghanistan-into his scheme. The necessity of the strength
of Islam was preached far and wide; propagandists roamed from
Bokhara and Java to Morocco, and exhorted the faithful in the name
of religion to look to Abdul Hamid for moral and political resurrection.
But under the plethora of these events a great movement of " awakening," due to Western impact, had caught the imagination of the
people ; the clergy were fast losing their hold becltuee educeted men
would no longer swallow dogma. Democratic principles in the life of
the people were weighing the scales against the thraldom of autocretio
potentates ; modern conceptions of liberty were driving the effete concep.
tione of the Eastern Governments to the wall. But, whilst all these
enormous forces were a t work, this battle was being fought behind
cloeed doors, for Abdul Hamid was watching.
he PoetForces of economic life had, however, become too great, and the
War Period.
cumbersome structure succumbed to its own weight. A Western wave
passed over Turkey, and the Sultan was swept off the deck. Then the
war came and completely revolutionized the ideas of men, old and
young, Turk or Afghan. Age-long fettera were broken; the world of
1914 ceased to live ; the priests of Islam continued to make desultory
attempts to bring the flock back, but none would return to the old fold,
Westernization had won the day, even in the slumberous Eaet.
Empires rose and fell : Sultans, Khelifas, Shahs, Amirs, and desert
chieftains were dethroned. Social order was completely altered,
with the result that the East became more Western then the Wefit
itself, the pupil had outrun the instructor. The surging tide of
scientific civilization of the West had carried everything before it, it
broke wave after wave upon us in Islamic Asia. And the matter of
great concern was that it did not make us better men, because the
movement, being eesentially foreign to our mentality and outlook on
life, struck us as spectacular, overpoweringly fresh, full of economio
allurements, and we drank of the stream much more than was good for
us. We yelled for Nationalism where no nationhood existed; we
craved after a representative form of Government in a land where
generatione had lived and died under benign autocracy ; we began to
speak of religion but lightly.
Jn diplomatic affairs Islam had been altered materially. The
Nationalist Government in Turkey had led the way, chiefly through
Western impact, and the ideals of French culture were beginning to be
noticed in Angora. I n Persia, the downfall of the Kachar dynasty
proclaimed, in no uncertain manner, that the older order could not be
tolerated ; in Afghanistan likewise, the fact that the third eon of the
late hmir ruled the country, and ruled it well, was sufficient proof of
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the rising public opinion : and, above all., the id- of a Grand League
of Moslem ~ ~ t i ~ ~ the
~ - sympathy
~ i t h and co-operation, s h d l we
of the Russians-was not devoid of potentialities both grave
unwholesome, The ferment amongst the student community of India
and ~~~~t was but the first sign of yet another superwave of Westernization which threatened to further rend asunder the heavy veil of
dogma with which the priests in Asia covered the eyes of the younger
generation, Last, but not the least important, was the question of the
traditional ofice, from tlie responsibilities of which its
~ ( jifat,
h
farmercustodian was sick at heart. The Women Suffrage movement
in Turkey, Egypt, even in India and Persia, were all indications of a
4' revolt ; insurrection at once vigorous and potent against both the
Church and the State. This was, then, the genesis of "awakened
Islam."
But side by side with this movement of modernization a spirit of re- The Recall
t o Ielamic
vivalism has been existing, and to-day it has come to play a very pri,.,eiplee,
significant part. When politicians and worldly men " copied Western
scientificcivilization to the extent that in certain parts of Asia they can
hardly go any further in their effort of mimicry, philosophers of the
Moslem East were strengthening the roots of the cult of the Prophet
of Mecca. They have shown to their deluded co-religionists that
materialism in excess, and at the expense of the soul of religion, will
bring chaos and disruption. The result has been that now there is a
" call back to the Book "-" back to the real essence of Islam," a revival
toning down the revolutionary ideas of the creed.
And, curious to relate, that very western culture which undoubtedly
hd given birth to Pan-Islamism and nationalism amongst the Eastern
races is now despised and abhorred. To Moslems conversant with the
real motives of the neo-Egyptian and neo-Turkish nationalism it is
none other than an earnest effort to withstand materialistic aggression.
A recent endeavour to organize a great League of Moslem Nations is
8 oonvincing proof of their patriotism, spelt in the real terms of Islam's
love of the fatherland of its religion. Moslem countries of the wad,
which still retain their freedom of action and freedom of choice, are
not seemingly nations related in the European sense, but members
the body politic of Al-Islam, very much after the manner of the
UnitedStates of America, with a concrete local basis of cultural traditions, but built over with a multi-coloured and heterogeneous superstructure. The revivalists of Islam have now somewhat disappointed
Europeans who gloated too wildly over the supposed downfall of
the
principle in the renaissant Moslem East, which retain their
love
universal Moslem nationalism, despite their unveiled women
and Occidentd dressed men. If symptomatic of anything st all, the
attemptof the Turks and others to cast off worn-out social customs is
lndicstiveof a new attitude of mind, which judges every secular idea in
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terms not of age, but in those of utility in a world where sentiment ha0
given place to value.
I n this process of regeneration the Wahabi King of Mecce had
helped considerably, for it must be appreciated that whereas his
exploits are pre-eminently associated with the Pan-Arab movement,
yet his suocess has deeper meanings. All through this period of the
ferment of Islam one fact has remained patent-that the Calvinistic tendenoies of the people of Nejd had been kept at a white heat by the
guiding spirit of their devout leader, with the consequence that Ibn
Saud's zealots have not only wrestled the power out of the hands of
the Shariffian family, but also have been called upon to steady a too
liberal interpretion of the book." I b n Saud's cult broke down the
barriers which priestcraft has been increasing with each successive
generation. H e gives a clear call : "Back to the Book," back to the
original faith, shorn of all its reservations and additions of the clergy.
I t is in the effort of putting a period to the ultra-liberalismof Islern
that Ibn Saud'e triumph has proved of incalculable value. Indeed,
the guiding principle of the working of the Grand Moslem Conference
a t Mecca-which I attended in June last-showed very clearly the
thoughts that actuated the efforts of the Wahabi. What he does strive
after is that there should not be any " break-away " from. the true
spirit of Islam. At the outset many had feared that he, as the
guardian of the holy shrines of Islam, might perpetuate m orgy of
iconoclasm ; but recent events in the Hijaz have shown that Ibn Sbud
was fully aware that, by assuming the reins of the Hijaz Government,
he was committing himself to a gigantic enterprise, in which a diaregard of the religious susceptibilities of respective Islamic sects would
detract from his influence, and he marvellously stayed the hands oi
many zealot prone to go to excesses in " driving the liberalism out of
Islam." He is fired by a formidable zeal for cultural reform, both
in the Hijaz and amonget quite a large number of foreign Moslem4
who have learned to value his advice. Nevertheless, he has not been
sleeping on a bed of roses since his accession to the throne of the Hijaz
year ago, as all over the Moslem world frequent voices of dirent,
even of vehement denunciation, have been raised against the advent of
the Wahabi in Mecca.
The Persian Mejlis once postponed its meeting as a mark of resentmerit ; an Indian committee of the clergy, styled Khudam al ~ . r a m b ~ ~
of Lucknow, made no end of noise ; and the affair leading to the retam
of the Holy Carpet of Egypt during the last pilgrimage season not
only brought down the anathema of theologians of Alhazr, but aho
public opinion in Cairo was greatly excited. Feelings a t one time ren
80 high that an Egyptian newspaper proposed that the E g y p t i ~ ~ l
8 h o ~ l dimmediately convene s n All-world Moslem Conferenoe, when &
mandate should be secured to oust Ibn Baud from the IIijaz, and beet
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ahis wmy back to the Nejd if needs be. Campaigns of Mohammed Ali
of 1810 were freely recalled to mind.
In these connections we must, of course, bear in mind t h e crosscurrents of Islamic politics before crediting such anti-Wahabi move.
ments-Persians, for instance ; whilst no one can deny the excellenE
of that country towards Islam, yet the S h i (who
~
redom mi-'
in Persia) were never too enthusiastic about Mecca as compared
to their secular shrines a t Nejaf and Karbela in Iraq.
The good people of Khudam a1 Haramain of India, who have
recruited the support of the Ali Brothers, are not over-particularly
keen to see anybody guard the holy cities of Mecca and Medina except
themselves, and give no cogent reason for it. B u t in respect of an
Arab-Egyptian tension, I have heard it said, both a t Mecca and elsewhere, that when the guardianship of the holy shrines was vested in
the Sultans of Turkey, and the Shariff of Mecca was a vassal of the
house of Osman, the Holy Carpet was sent from Egypt by the order of
the Turkish sovereigns, as not only a privilege of the guardianship, but
also as a prerogative of supremacy over the whole of Arabia. I t was
elleged that, along with other causes, it was King Husain who, upon
the proclamation of his independence, refused to accept a gift which
brought certain implications in its train : and it was frequently " whispered" during the last pilgrimage that this idea might once again
be responsible for disturbing the religious felicities between Egypt and
the Hijaz. Professors of this view seem also to think that the Mahmal
&£fairis not entirely disassociated with the Cairo Moslem Conference of
May last, when King Fuad's name was mentioned in connection with
e resuscitation of the title of the Caliph.
There are now no competent observers of world diplomacy who Revival of
cannot agree that a spirit of revivalism has definitely set in in Islam Islam.
after the first wave of the revolt hes passed. I t has also been shown
that there has been no revolt against the essence of the faith, but
an insurrection against the thraldom of the clergy and the autocracy of
Emtern monarchs. When once these two factors were destroyed,
Islam hag gained its strength, and is fast assuming the solidarity of
former years. And it has been asked whether as such the religion
of the Prophet presents a menace to Christianity.
I venture to answer
this in a negative sense. For when the Christian faith itself is reeling
under the impact of scientific materialism, which constitutes a very
real danger to any system of morality, the Islamic danger to it-if any
-can only be of a secondary significance. And I feel convinced that
the modern conception of exclusive material gain is not bringing the
life of men and women an inch nearer their original creed. So grave
.
has the situation become that in the words of Lord Ernle " in 1850 i t
a C O U r % eact
~ ~to
~ question details of orthodox Christianity ; today# in certain circles, courage is needed for their defence." The
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threat to Christianity is through the mad rush after the materidietm
as divorced from the philosophical, in the same degree as there wee
danger to Islam from scientific civilization, through which it suhred,
and from which it has now emerged refined and strengthened through
the efforts of the Revivalists." Challenge there is in Islam to-day,
but that is a challenge to the materialistic instincts of man, an inetinot
which never sustains peace in the world for long. (Applause.)
Sir ARNOLD
WILSON: Ladies and Gentlemen,-It is not without eome
diffidence that I enter upon this discussion. I t is impossible for anyone to do otherwise than appreciate and sympathize with our Lecturer's
suspicion of what he calls scientific materialistic civilization." We
all feel it, never more than when we are in London, and never less than
when we are in Islamic countries. I have spent some twenty years or
more in Persia, Turkey, Kurdistan, Arabia, and the Persian Gulf-and
have visited others, and my first comment upon our lecturer's views ie
that I am not prepared without very many saving clauses to admit
that there is a conflict between what he calls " materialistic civilization" and Islam. O n the contrary, I think that Islam has gained very
much more that it has lost by adopting certain material and scientific
aids to comfort and economic prosperity, without which education and
progress are impossible. The adoption of railways, motor-cars, telegraphs, wireless, and aeroplanes by Afghanistan, by Iraq, and by Syrie,
for example, has in no way weakened the spirit of Islam, to which 8uch
things are in no way opposed. Where the Arab and Persian differ in
my experience from many Orientals is that they welcome, take to
themselves and apply to their own purposes, any scientific improvement
that they consider likely to assist to make life more comfortable and
to increase their own material welfare ; at the same time they do not
by any means become materialists." If they feel that their culture
and ideals are being endangered, if they even suspect that the basis
of their own social order is threatened, they will a t once throw over all
those advantages. Sheikhs who have been accustomed to travel by
camel and who own ten thousand or fifteen thousand camels have now
invested in motor-cars in which they career across their sncefltral
deserts, but they are no less able to control their own people, snd much
better able to protect their interests. They have adopted end made
their own every successive improvement in means of transport, in
means of printing, and in the amenities of life that the Weat has
offered them.
Had our lecturer been more in touch with recent developments
in Persia, in Afghanistan, and in Iraq, perhaps he might have been
a little lees inclined to assert that our contribution to the Eaflt
been purely materialistic. We have contributed throughout, especi~lb
in late years, something more than materialism." Whatever seeda
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to fruition in Eastern countries to-day have had
in the West, just as some ten Or eleven centuries ago it was
their
to the East that the West looked for light*
The truth is that there has been for the last two Or three thousand
years a constant interchange of spiritual and intellectual gift8 from one
to the other. The great religions have Come from t h e E a s t to the West;
advances in mathematics, in chemistry and medicine, improvements in agriculture and stockbreeding had their origin in the East,
after a time we of the West have given these things back in
full measure developed and applied to fresh uses. There is nothing
more interesting than to study the early origins of, for example, agriculture, which was highly developed in the East before it came to t h e
West, or of astronomy, or of navigation, which were likewise highly
developed by Sumerian and Semitic races ; it is a theme that might be
developed almost indefinitely. The principal fruits of Europe, and
many of the animals we now use most commonly in agriculture, came
originally in far distant days from the East. On the other hand, we
have handed back many end great gifts to the East in things such a s
medical science, the use of steam end electricity, and, above all, a n
ethical outlook which has on the whole made life sweeter for the poor,
and has mitigated human cruelty and curbed human ambition. But it
is still true that Islam has a stability of culture which enables its
adherents to face famine, misery, revolution and death with dignity,
and still retain their finest characteristics. Eastern peoples are not
degraded by misery and poverty as they sometimes are in the West.
I do not, however, think that is due wholly or mainly to Islam, but to
inherited characteristics far older than Islam.
I do not believe in Pan-Islamism either as a possibility in the future
or real movement in the present. I believe Islam is essentially a decentralized religion, and I think it is all to the good that it should
remain so. The flowers that are sown all over the desert cannot be
wiped out by years of drought : but once a tree is destroyed, it cannot
be replanted without difliculty, and will take perhaps two hundred
Years to reach maturity. The flowers will come up again when the
fruitful rain falls. Islam, like the flowers, has scattered its seeds
from innumerable centres. I t has a vitality which it draws
from the national instincts and the habits of each individual race in
it was implanted thirteen or fourteen centuries ago. Though I
not regard Pan- slami ism as a reality, I recognize Islam of to-day ~ E
a'
'
9
' great force. I t is changing its objectives and its outward
manifestationsare being altered, but as our Lecturer remarked, it is no
than it was before, but rather stronger. Finally, if I might
make a suggestion, my own feeling about East and West is that
eOaentiall~
it is 8, difference of longitude rather than latitude. We do
Oat
to be on a higher level than Eastern countries, but we have s
of progress are

J
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common object and with them we are converging towards a common
point ae do the lines of longitude. Our oommon objective ie the
epiritual progress of the human race, the reality of which ie, I think,
demonstrated by the history of the world. W e are moving, however,
elowly, in a eingle direction, and that is progress. (Applause.)
: Sir Michael, Ladiee and Gentlemen,-You have
Colonel JACOB
honoured me, an outsider, by asking me to say a few words.
I put it as a query. I t all depends, it seems to me, on the meaning
you give to the word ferment." If you mean an agitation" or
" excitement," there is nothing particularly agitating Islam to-day any
more than has agitated it since its earliest history. If, however, e
ferment is a l 6 leavening," I think there is to-day a strong leavening in
process.
" Islam," says an eminent Moslem authority, " is independent of
the Caliph," but let ue briefly review the Caliphate.
A1 Shzfa'i said that there were only five orthodox Caliphs-viz.,
Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali, and 'Umar b. 'Abd a1 'Aziz. A1
Shzfa'i may have been biassed. Some assert that the 4th Caliph
'Ali was the last of the Spiritual Caliphs. The Prophet said: "My
successorship will last thirty years; thereafter will come Kings and
Princes." " The rule of the Umayyads was a military deepotiem
maintained in the interests of the Arabs. The 'Abb5sid Dynasty
which followed sought a wider basis-a Moslem Empire as opposed to
an Arab one," so wrote Canon Sell. When the Eastern Caliphate wee
at its close, 'Abdul Rahman III., in AD. 929, assumed in Spain the
title and insignia of the Caliphate. A few years prior to this, the
Fatimite (and Shia) Caliphate had risen in Egypt. This period is
important in Moslem history as marking the existonce of independent
Caliphates-although it was after the 3rd Caliph, 'Uthman's, asasssin&tion, in 35 A.H., that Islam became separated into different parties.
With the rise of the Ottoman Caliphs, Islam found a strong Mofllem
Kiug. The Caliph was one who claimed his right to administer
politically the affairs of the Moslem world. This Turkish Caliphate
has gone. The Turks in later years, or, more accurately, the YofhnY
Turks, wished to effnce the Arab d 6 tang" from their new programme.
Prior to the Great War they were actively intent on altering the
wording of the Iioran to suit the Turanian taste. I n Arabia their
policy was the Ottomanixation of the Peninsula ; in Arab parlance it
was expressed as " tatrik Jazirat s l 'Arab," or the " ~ u r ~ u i s a t i o nof"
this tract. Finally, Turkish secularism and Turkish nationalism hae
prevailed, and has ousted first the Sultan and then the Caliph. The
Turks are thus self-debarred from any voice in Islam's future CaliphThe question to-day-a purely academic one for the Christian world
-ie whether Islam can be politically unified.
1s it not more reaeonable to suppose," asked Macdonald of Hartford, Connecticut (in 1916)~
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the principle of nationality is now uppermost in Islam 1" It-is
the swing of the pendulum back to the Umayyad'g ideal-applied
severallyby each nationwho, in the Ielsmic world of to-day, can unite Islam politically ?'
N~ one being, I believe. King Husein of the Hijnz was not able~~di.,for
have none of him. The Hashimite and Sherifial
House has been eclipsed in the vicinity of the two sacred cities of
Mecca and ~1 Medina. Can Ibn Saud, the conqueror of the H i j w do
the needful? Will his Puritan creed, however pure it may be, please
all sects in Islam ? Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah, whom we welcome in our
midst, in writing to the Press this month, said : " An Anglo-Arab
is the need of the hour. When its results manifest themselves, contentment will prevail from Java to Africa. Islam zuill be
styeqthened, and anti-British propaganda will vanish into thin air."
Yes, I egree that very excellent results might then accrue, but I think,
with Macdonald, that " Islam is fast becoming more of a simple
religion and less of a political system," and that " the Head of Islam
nus st be independent of external entangleme~ttswith non-Moslems." If
the Sirder is looking for a Caliph, he cannot, surely, expect the help of
Great Britain to affect the choice. Will India, will Afghanistan's
ruler, will Persia, or Morocco, or King Fuad of Egypt, or the
Zaidite Imam-a strong man in his Yemen Hills, with a vast horde
of warriors; a man little accounted of to-day, solely because he is so
little known-will he, or any of them, submit to the Caliphate of Ibn
Saud? I have been associated with the Yemen since 1897, and I can
assure you that Imam Yahya will never submit. H e is styled by his
own followers, Amir a1 Muminin " ; and the Turkish Power in the
Yemen from 1873 to 1918 could not force him to abandon the style.
Perhaps the new lord of the Hijaz has no such ambition.
Ibn Saud is not the " Master of Arabia," as his numerous British
protagonists so often affirm. Ibn Sa'ud is wiser than his Western
supporters. He has bitten off as much as he can adequately chew-to
use a vulgarism-and he will be wise to consolidate his rule in the
Hijaz, without becoming entangled in the hills and fastnesses of the
Yemen-a country which withstood successfully the inroad of Turkish
for so many years. Even supposing that Ibn Saud could, and
did, displace the personality of Imam Yahya, do you suppose that
Zaidi warriors would lie low " and permit his pacific penetration of
the Yemen Province? Tho whole country would be in a chaotic
and remain so for all time ; for the creeds of the Wahabis
and of the %aidisare as antagonistic as fire and ice.
Allah," they
eLY,
reconcile the conflicting properties of ice and fire "; but Ibn
No. Even the Prophet himself would find the problem
for the sectarian spirit was to follow his decease, and he had
confront this difficulty. There is no outstanding personality

,,
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to-day strong enough to weld Islam into an integral and political unit,
nor is there any need of this aim, for, if I may venture to say so, Islem
will return to its spiritual source. There Allah is supreme, and has no
need of Prophet or of Caliph. The word " Mohammedan " instead of
"Moslem " is a misnomer. No Arab would adopt this nomencltlture.
I n Arabia the Shahda, or profession of faith, is not, 'a There is no god
save Allah, and Mohammad is Allah's Messenger." The word and "
is omitted a s suggestive of co-ordination between the two totally
distinct affirmations. A Moslem is one who is resigned to Allah.
To revert to the leavening" process and to take two important
Islamic centres. Egypt is instinct with the cult of Europe. Indie is
following hard after the phantom of Western civilization. In India
the juxtaposition of Moslems with Hindus, Buddhists, and Christians,
as well as with cults redolent of Christian influences-these all hbve
left a n indelible impress upon India's Moslems. Even in the Cradle
of Islam" it was left to an old-time Arab to address the worldly
learned men of his day as follows : 0 possessors of learning, your
palaces are Caesarian ; your houses are those of Kasra ; your garments
those of Saul ; your boots are like Goliath's ; your vessels are of
Pharaoh's pattern ; your ships are of Korah ; your banquets resemble
those of the Times of Ignorance; and your religions are Satanicwhere, then, are the things of the Prophet ?"
And yet Islam, shorn of accretions, is a simple religion. Modern
thought may call for a readjustment in interpretation, but the kernel
of Islam remains secure, untouched. I t s essence may be expressed in
the words of the Koran : Surely they who believe, and the Jews, and
the Christians, and the Sabians-whoever believes in Allah and the
Last Day and does good-they have their reward from their Lord.
For them there is no fear, nor shall they grieve." Prohibitions do not
constitute the essence of any religion. I s it not the Sermon on the
Mount" rather than the Decalogue of the Exodus that lightens the
path of the Christian ? So A1 Islam " is an appeal to the spirit that
reside6 in man, and Islam will exist as long as the spirit of Islam
exists in its votaries.
I will close my prolix remarks-you must long since have consigned
me to a Trappist monastery I-by quoting the words of the prophet of
Islam, who said :
"A1 Islam has come into the world as a stranger, and will
return a stranger, as it came. I t will cling to the space between
the two mosques, just as a serpent clings to its hole."
This it will do, irrespective of Ielam's ruler or rulers. These will
ever be in the plural number. I am not apprehensive of any untow&rd
ferments in Islam, which will work out its own salvation, provided We
let it strictly alone.
LORDHEADLEY
said thero was not time enough to s ~ all
y he should
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wiOh about the many aspects of the subject. H e gave a n account of
hie conversion to Islam and his pride in pointing to Islam a s the
religion most free from dogmatic intolerance. H e had lived for some
time in Islamic countrieltsnd had always found the greatest tolerance
among the Moslems ; they had always been ready to listen to the other
eide.
When I was out in India some thirty years ago I remember very
well certain very aanguinary conflicts which took place between the
Sunnis and the Shiahs, the Shiahs being the Persians I think mostly,
and the Sunnis, much the larger numerically, were chiefly in India
where the population is about seventy millions. Then we have the
Wahabis, who have been alluded to in the lecture we have listened to.
The Wahabis came into Mecca two years after I had left. I had the
honour and privilege of going to the Holy City in 1923, when I was the
guest of the then Shareef of Mecca, King Husein, who was my very
kind host. Mecca was full and everything possible was done for the
convenience of the visitors. I went about dressed in ordinary clothes
and never had any interference or trouble of any kind, but was treated
very kindly by all. I am told that when the Wahabis came into
Mecca last year, one of the first things they did was to smash up the
Itookahs, because they said it was wicked to smoke. I remember several
old friends who used to sit on the doorsteps pulling away at their
Izookalzs. I used to try and talk to them, and it is sad to think of them
without any hookahs to comfort them. Other things were done which
tend to show that the Wahabis are rather strict and intolerant people*
They are great sticklers as to the letter, but do not seem to care 80
much about the spirit, it seems to me, though I may be doing them a n
injustice. There is another sect of excellent people I have been with.
1 am very fond of them, but they have an idea that Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad, whose book I have here, was the Promised Messiah, end they
make very stringent rules which seem to me to be rather unfair and
derogatory. For instance, a Inan who is an Ahmadi is not allowed to
httend a funeral and say prayers over the dead body of a man who does
not happen to be an Ahmadi, although he may be a good Moslem ; nor
is a man allowed to say his prayers under the leadership of another
Moslem unless that Moslem happens to he an Ahmadi.
"I would like to say one more word. The Guardian of the Holy
Placee, the Sultan of Turkey, was for long looked upon as the Sheikh of
*slam. He was the Head of the Islamic Faith and the Protector of the
Sacred Places, and why was he 801 Because as Sultan of Turkey he was
the most powerful monarch, and therefore best able by his position and
influence and actual force of a r ~ n sto take charge of the Holy Places.
That I think is very well known. Another thing that is important for
is that he should be a good Moslem and that he should, if possible,
be a SeJ'id- My dear old friend Husein, ex-King of the Hij.2, was a
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very good Moslem, most religious, and I have eaid my prayers withhim
over and over again in Mecca in the Grand Mosque. With regerd to
the fermente, I think a good many of them are likely to be osmed by
the Wahabi influence and the Ahmadi influenoe, and I think it ie e
great pity. I do not know for oertain, but I am told there are nearly
400 sects in the Christian faith, ranging from the Roman Catholic right
away down to the lowest of the Plymouth Brethren. (Laughter.) I do
not think there are more than about half a dozen seots in Islam-so far
as I can make out. That possibly may be taken as a healthy sign ot
the times." (Applause.)
MAULYIEABDUR RAHIMDARD (Imam of the London Mosque):
Worthy Chairman, Sisters and Brothers,-I thank first of all my God
for giving me en opportunity of expressing myself before you, and with
that I also thank the worthy Chairman for calling upon me after all
other friends.
I may say that I do not think, as my friend Sirdar Ikbsl Ali Shah
has suggested, that it is the Western civilization, or the scientifio or
material progress of the Western people, that has been the cause of the
downfall of the Moslems. I do not see any reason for this, and I have
every sympathy with Sir Arnold Wilson. I think he is quite reasonable
in maintaining that it is not their fault. The East, in my opinion,
must rather be thankful to the West for all that they enjoy now in this
repect. Material progress and scientific inventions do not neceeearily
make a people leave religion and degenerate in life spiritually or
morally. I t is, on the other hand, the internal mind : if i t beoomes
corrupt, even prayers cannot help. I t is really one's own self that ie et
fault in such matters. Moslems have left their religion and have forsaken their God absolutely, and so they have degenerated; and this is
in accordance with the prophecies of the Holy Prophet Mohammed
himself. H e had aaid : " A time is coming when my followers will
become corrupt and will be divided into a number of sects, and at that
time there will appear a man from alnongst them who will bring them
back to God." I belong to the movement to which Lord Headley has
referred in his remarks, and our movement stands for the moral and
spiritual regeneration of Islam. I think Lord Headley has been either
mieinformed or has consciouely misrepresented our teachinge. I cannot answer his questions in so short a time, but I may say : " How an
we give our daughters to, or pray behind, the non-Ahmadis who are
aotually stoning us to death for our beliefs 7" H e says ours is like the
Athanasian Creed, while we are the only ones of ell the Riloslem eectel
including perhaps that of Lord Headley and his friends as well, t h ~ do
t
not believe in anything like that. All the orthodox Moslems believe
that those who are not Moslems are going to everlasting perdition.
That is the Athanaian Creed; but the founder of our movement, the
Promieed hfeeeiah, has told us that thie ie unreasonable. God ie love
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rod mom then love ; it is impossible to think, and is incompatible with
Divine memy, thet He would send a man to eternal damnation for his
rotions oovering only sixty or seventy yeare of life. It is unreasonable,
mischievous, and uu-Islamio. Those who do not believe in the proaheta
of God will suffer hbe, but it is not eternal. T h e word used with
r
bell is abad, whioh in the Arabic language would mean a very long
punishment, but it does not meen eternal damnation. There is no
doubt thet ell unbelievers and corrupt minds have to be kept somewhere, here or hereafter, in some hell-you can call it a hospital o r
-but it is not eternal or everlasting.
I am sure Lord Headley, if he belongs to any sect, though I do not
think he does, will h a w to admit that it is one of the beliefs of the
Moslems that those who do not believe in the Holy Prophet
Mohammedare eternally damned. H e may disassooiate himself fro111
this and create his own Islaln as it were, a s he 80metinles tries to do,
but thet will not do. I t is a grievous and painful thing to have to refer
to suoh things. I wish he had kept silent ; but I remember, sotm tinlo
ago, it wee he who suggested that drinking was forbidden by Islam
only for hot countries. I t does not apply to this country. .He went 00
far as to suggest that Moslem prayers required some modification to
suit the Western people. I can show him British people who lrneel
with me, behind me, like a11 Moslems, and do not want any modification at all. I am sure the number of such people is inoreasing and will
increase. He has accusad us of intolerance, so I may be allowed to
say a few words about it. You kuow that we have built a mosque
here, the first mosque in London. I t was I inyself of the Abnladis,
~umblefollower of the Promised hlessiah, who was broadminded
enough to call upon Ibu Saud-who regards others as infidels and is an
infidel himself according to the orthodox hIoslems, Shiah and Sunnito request him to send hie representative to open our mosque.
After that I will say a few words on the subject " Ferments in the
world of Islam." I think it is not a ferlnent only in the world of
IfJ10m9it is a fernlent in the whole world, and this was written in 1805
by the founder of our community. I I e aaya : There is a ferment in
whole world and i11 the lleavons lor the sake of Truth ; and the
people arecoming towards it, oven the freedom-lovingpeople of theWest,"
who are accused of corrupting the Islarnio countrioe. The words are no
true. He was born in 1836 and laid clai~nto being a messenger
reformer in 1X9O. Proin then until now, you know, kingdoms
been consigned to oblivion and the wholo world llss been completely revolutionized. n i s olovement is the only ferment that will
brlnE rollnd tho whole world to union between East and West, and
Islam will be the uniting link. Ielam lneans to be a t peaoe with God
and man- I hope the day is not far off when the E r s t will be united
w'th the West, and I believe Great Britain will take a lead in that.
-
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She has already begun to teke interest in religion ; the very centre of
materialism, as she is accused of being, is taking more interest than
the Turks who are turning mosques into dancing-halls. I hope it will
be Great Britain, according to the prayers of the Promised Messieh,
that will lead the whole world not only in politics, but I should say in
religion as well. I end my words with a prayer that, as the physicel
sun shines and does not set over the British Empire, I pray that the
spiritual sun, when they become Moslems, may as well never set on the
British people. (Applause.)
I have not a long speech to make and I am
The LECTURER:
certainly not going to enter into any religious controversy. I fear that
the title of the lecture has confused many of us. Some thought that I
had come here with a personal message and proposition as to who
should be the next Khalifa; others that I came to tell them what are
the new sections which are springing up every other day among
Islamic people, as Wahabis, Ahmadis, and so on. I am afraid everybody had made up his mind what he was going to say before he hadan
opportunity of listening to what I had to say. As to Wahabism I hold
no brief for it. To attend a pilgrimage or to be a t the Grand Moslem
Conference does not mean that I am a Wahabi or pro-Ibn Saud. A
man can still tell the facts and not be styled as pro- or anti-Wahabi.
Those who were present when Mr. Philby spoke on this platform will
remember I was fresh from Mecca, and said something which we8
different from what I am saying to-day. I have learnt a great
since. The point is that really no constructive criticism has been
levelled against what I had actually made out. I t s point, which is still
somewhat hazy in the minds of most of you, is that materialism,
oppoeed to philoeophy, is entering into conflict with Islamic people.
This point, I am sorry to say, the Maulvie has misunderstood too ; I do
not mean that materialism has shattered the very root of the philosophy
on which Islam is built, but the fact that the Western impact has been
felt all along from China to Morocco is undeniable, and that impact
has given rise to alien symptoms.
I see unmistakable sign8 of it.
This evening questions of theology have been dragged in, but it was no
purpose of mine to introduco any point of comparative theology,
Christian or Islamic. I t was merely conaideration of cultural phenomena which was reeling under the impulse of the Western materialifJm
to-day in Aaia. Then the question regarding the next Khalifa was not
in the scheme of discussion a t all any more than it was my purpose to
say whether Imam Yahys waa going to fight with the Wahabi king.
w e know they might be a t loggerheads, and as to who will win I have
no reason to prophesy, and I have no axe to grind whosoever ia mede
Khalifa. This matter stands as a separate form of discusaioo. But I
think the only real critici~mwhich has been offered to me is by gir
Arnold Wilson and some remarks which Sir Arnold made are valuable-
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I feel that materialism has made a palpable effect on the culture of
the people from which there has been a revolt, and from the revolt we
have emerged. That is the only point. (Applause.)
Genersl Sir Edmund Barrow, as Chairman in Sir Michael O'Dwyer'e
absence, closed the meeting with a hearty vote of thanks t o the lecturer
end speakers.

Some of my remarks on Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah'. lecture to the Central Asian
Society m January 19, 1927, seem to have given offence to Mr. Dard, the I m a m
of the Southfields Mosque. This I regret, but seeing that the title of the lecture
wee LLFBments
in the World of Islam," I think I was well within m y rights in
calling attention to the attitude and aspirations of certain Islamic sects which
have been undeniably productive of no little commotion and ferment.
It will not be denied that the Sunnis and Shiahs, the Wahabis and the
Ahmadis, are recognized sects of Islam, and I took the opportunity of alluding
to certain authorized instructions appearing in a work entitled " Ahmad." The
preeent leader of the Ahmadi movement is His Holiness Hazrat Blirza Blahmud
Ahmad, who is deecribed as Caliph II., in succession I believe to his father,
llirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, India, who was recognized by his followers as
the Promised Messiah and BIahdi.
I have read the "Teachings of Islam" and other works from the pen of
Ahmad of Qadian, who must have been a saintly and beautiful character in
every way, and I hold him in the highest esteem and veneration, especially on
account of his juet appreciation of the marvellous qualities of our Holy Prophet
JIoharnrned, of whom he says : " The grace of God granted the Holy Prophet
suitable opportunities for the display of all sorts of morels such as meekness,
charity, courage, forgiveness, justice, etc., in a highly excellent degree which is
without parallel in history."
Amongst the instructions to the new Ahmadis appearing in the book
"Ahmad " are the following :
1.

" It is the duty of every Ahmadi that he should pray under the leadership

of Ahmadi Imams only."
2. "It has been prohibited that Ahmadis should give their daughters to
marriage to non-Ahmadie, for wives are generally influenced by their
husbande and thus it is making a soul apostate."
3. "Likewise, Ahmadis should not attend the funeral services of nonAhmadie, for it would amount to interceding with God for a man who
has proved himself an enemy by denying and opposing the Promised
Messiah."
4, "Be who does not believe in Mohammed-peace be on his soul I-is an
unbeliever (Kafir), but he who rejects the Mahdi and the Promised
Messiah shall also be deprived of the light of faith. The result is the
mame in both caaee."
To my simple and, I hope, unbiased mind, these declarations are far too
dictahial and can hardly fail to promote dissension, since they must prove
diatukfulto a large proportion of the great Moslem community. Not very long
I informed Mr. Dard that I
not myself subscribe to them a. they
81'0Ured
much of Christian intolerance, and might almost be inspired by the
'pint of the Athanasian Creed which most of us unite in condemnhg.
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I n one place, p. 462, of the book " Ahmad," the Promised Messiah is reported
to heve said :

" Consider then the consequences of not believing in me. I do not say it of

myself, I solemnly declare it as a truth that my rejection implies the
renouncing of the whole of Quran.
Again, my rejection mean0
the rejection of tbe Holy Prophet Mohammed himself, and therefore
before one should venture to reject me one should seriously coneider
whom he is going to reject."

.. .

I do not propose to go into the question of the Messiahship of Mirza Ghulem
Ahmad, but I may be permitted to'point out that the high-handed line now being
taken by the Ahmadis is hardly in accord with the true spirit of Islam which
places toleration very high amongst the virtues to be encouraged. The imove.
tion is entirely from the Ahmadis, who can hardly complain because question8
are asked concerning the new rules. The last excerpt leads me to understand
that all Moslems who fail to recognize the claims of Mirza Ghularn Ahmad ere
to be placed outside the pale and can no longer be regarded as true Mohsmmedans. I look upon this as a very serious matter, for it looks Like an attempt
to bind the consciences of the whole Moslem world to the views of one particuler
sect ; indeed, it reminds one of a slogan used elsewhere-" no salvation outside
the Church."

THE POSITION IN CHINA*
y , CHAIRMAN, Ladies and Gentlemen,-Had I been giving this lecture
a monthago, or even a shorter time ago than that, I should have consideredit desirable to dwell at some length on certain aspects in the
present situation, which I think I can now take more or less for
granted. I should have considered it desirable, for example, to dwell
on the Bolshevist aspect of the situation, to show how Bolshevist
influences began and how they are responsible for a great deal that
has taken place. Similarly I should have considered it necessary to
point out to you the size of our interests in China - the Chairman
mentioned the figure just now - and I should have gone on to
emphasize the imperial aspect of the whole question, arising as it very
well may, though it has not yet, through Hong Kong. However, to an
audience such as this, after all that has been published about Bolshevism, after all that has been published aboub Nationalism and the very
great necessity for distinguishing between the Bolshevistic elements
and the Nationalistic elements, I think that I can occupy your time

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on ~ e d n e s d a y ,
February 9, 1927, at 74, Grosvenor Street, TV., and a lecture was delivered by
Mr. E. Manico Gull on " The Position in China." Sir Michael O'Dwyer presided.
In introducing the lecturer the Chairman said : Ladies and Gentlemen,-It is
my pleasing duty to introduce to you Mr. E. Manico Gull to lecture to us on
"The Position in China." That is a subject on which he can speak with
authority, having lived in that country for twenty years. If there is one subject
that is uppermost in our thoughts to-day it is the situation in China, ; for there
not only is our prestige as an empire a t stake, but also the security of the
hundreds of millions of British capital which have been invested in China for
the development of that country, and, above all, the safety of our British fellowsubjecte, from fifteen to twenty thousand. How the situation has arisen which
menaces those interests it is not for me to say. Anyhow, we know the policy of
the British Government as declared in the King's Speech yesterday. There are
two factore in the situation: one is our policy towards China, which everyone
admits is s just and generous one ; the other is the attitude not of China, for
to-day there is no China, but of the warring Chinese factions, and especially of
the Cantonese or Nationalist movement. How far that movement ie one of
genuine nationdim, how far it irJ R calnouflage for the personal ambitions
play 80 large a part in Chinese politics, how far it is dominated by outside
hostile to Great Britain and the Rritish Empire, I a m not in a position
but 1 am sure our lecturer this evening will enlighten us on all those
points* He has special knowledge of the situation in China, having lived for
Years at Nanking, Shanghai, and Peking, having known many outr~tanding
personalities, including Mr. Chon, and having left China only about
months ago. We are p~rticularlyfortunate in having as lecturer one able
bringus 80 much light and recent inforlnntion on the subject. (Applause.)
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more profitably by dealing with those aspects of the situation with
which Hie Majesty's Government is dealing a t the present time in the
negotiations a t Hankow and Peking. I think if I deal with the points
that are there involved I shall on the one hand give you an insight
into the views and the aims of the Nationalists, and a t the same time
show you the very practical difficulties that exist.
I must warn you, I am afraid, that in the endeavour to put these
points before you I shall be dealing with a subject which is to some
extent a technical subject. I am not going to give you, I am afraid,
anything in the nature of a popular lecture. I want to lay theee
points before you because it is most essential to my mind that the
issues involved in the negotiations a t Hankow and Tientsin should be
clearly understood in England, and I cannot imagine a better audience
before which to lay those points than this one.
As you know, the Government has made certain proposals both at
Hankow and a t Peking, and just by way of refreshing your memories
I may run through those proposals a s published the other dey. As
published they state that our Government are prepared to recognize
the modern Chinese law courts a s the competent courts for caees
brought by British plaintiffs or complainants, and to waive the right
of attendance of a Britiuh assessor a t the hearing of such caees,
H i s Majesty's Government are also prepared to apply, as far a8
practicable, in British courts in China the modern Chinese Civil and
Commercial Codes and duly enacted subordinate legislation, as and
when such laws and regulations are promulgated and enforced. The
Government are also prepared to make British subjects in China lisble
to pay such regular and legal Chinese taxation, not involving ailcrimination against British subjects or British goods as is in fpt
imposed on and paid by Chinese citizens. The Government ere
prepared to discuss and enter into arrangements, according to the
particular circumstances of each port, for the lnodification of the
municipal administrations of British concessions so as to bring them
into line with the administration of the adjacent Chinese areaa. There
are one or two other points, but those are the main ones.
Now in making theee proposals, in making these offers, the aim of
the Government is to reassert certain principles with which our con.
nection with China began, and to bring to a n end where possible the
in~periuman amperio, which through various circurnstancee ha8 been
built up in China; and it has got to do this while a t the same time
protecting the legitimate British interests that have grown up during
the process.
Now the first point I want to make quite clear to you is this, that
according to the original treaties foreigners are not exempted from
taxation. There is nothing in the original treaties which exempt#
foreigners from taxation in China, and yet a s a matter of fact, with the
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exceptionof Customs duties and land taxes foreigners for the most
part do not pay any taxea. Similarly, there is nothing in the treaties to
Chinese subjects from Chinese judicial control, and yet until
quite recently there were a very large number of Chinese who to all
intents and purposes were withdrawn from Chinese judioial control.
The treaties do not state that the Customs duties shall be collected by
foreigners, nor do they provide for the banking of the revenue when
collected in foreign banks, and yet that has for some time past been
and is at present the procedure. So you will see that a good deal has
been built up which is not actually provided for by treaties, and it is
that situation which is partially responsible for the present movement
in China; it is that situation which the Government has now to tackle
and to alter.
Now how comes it that this situation has arisen ? How comes it
that we enjoy in China a number of rights and privileges with which
we did not start, and that we do a large number of things in China for
which we can give no actual treaty warrant ?
Let me take first of all the extensions that have grown up of our
extraterritorial rights. The first mention of those rights was in resolutions issued in pursuance of the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. I n virtue
of thet treaty, as you will all remember, we obtained Hong Kong, and
five ports were opened in China, amongst them the great port of
Shanghai ; not, of course, then a great port at all, but no more than a
mud flat. The resolutions laid down : " Regarding the punishment of
English criminals the English Government will enact the laws necessary to attain that end, and the Consul will be empowered to put them
into force; and regarding the punishment of Chinese criminals, these
will be tried and punished by their own laws." That was developed by
the Treaty of Tientain into the following :

" Chinese

subjects who may be guilty of any criminal act towards 13ritish
subjects shall be arrested and p o i s h e d by t h e Chinese authorities according t o
the laws of China. British subjects who m a y commit a n y crime in China shall
be tried and punished by the Consul, or other public functionary authorized
thereto, according to the laws of Great Britain. Justice shall be equitably and
im~ertiellyadministered on both aides."
" A British eubject having reason to c o ~ n p l s i nof o Chinese nus st proceed to
tho Consulnte and state hia grievance. T h e Consul will inquire into the merits
of the case, and do his utmost to arrange it amicably. I n like manner, if a
Chinese have reason to complain of a British subject, the Consul shall n o 108s
lieten(0 hie complaint, and endeavour to settle it in a friendly manner. If disPut* take place of such a nature t h a t the Consul cannot arrange them 81nicabl~,
then he shall request the assistance of the Chinese authorities, that they may
togetherexamine into the merits of the case and decide it equitably."
" I f criminals, subjects of Chinfi, shall take refuge in H o n g Kong, or on
l a r dthe British ships there, they shall upon due requisition by the Chinese
authorities be searched for, and on proof of their guilt be delivered up. I n like
mnnner, if Chinese offenders take refuge in the houses or on board the vessel.
11
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of British subjects at the open ports, they shall not be harboured or conceded,
but shall be delivered up, on due requisition by the Chinese authorities,addressed
to the British Consul."
" All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person, arising
between British subjects shell be subject to the jurisdiction of the British
authorities."
" The Chinese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon the em.
ployment by British subjects of Chinese subjects in any lawful capacity."
That was the original extraterritorial basis on which our relations
with the Chinese were in the first instance founded. I warned you at
the beginning that I was bound to be a little technical, but wecan pees
on now to the next point, which is to show you how this original baeie
extended, how from having these rights, these rights that I have juet
read (not all of which of course are connected with extraterritoriality
-the right to employ Chinese subjects, for example, is not en extraterritorial right) we came to occupy a position, especially in Shanghai,
which exceeds the authority given to us by treaty. I will take
Shanghai because the story of that port illustrates the process in the
best and clearest way.
Between September, 1853, and 1855 the native city of Shanghai, 0s
you probably remember, was occupied by the Taiping rebels, and in
order to escape from them very large numbers fled into the foreign ere&
of Shanghai, which a t that time was only about 470 acres in extent
(it is now eight and two-thirds square miles, but that was the original
size of it) ; and with this large influx of a Chinese population fleeing
from the wrath and cruelties of the Taipings, it became necessary for
the authorities of the settlement to seek wider powers of government
than they ectually possessed. Accordingly in 1854 a set of land regulations was issued, with the approval of the Chinese on the one side and
of the Diplomatic Body in Peking on the other, and under those regulltions, a s Mr. H. B. Morse says, 6 6 the Government having authority
over the soil and the Governments having authority over the persona
and property of the foreigners delegated to those foreigners the highest
power in all Governments-that of taxing and policing their own Coma
munity." I t was not intended, however, that this power should with.
draw Chinese residents from Chinese control. I t was not intended
that it ehould withdraw them from Chinese fiscal control; on the
contrary, the Chineae-American treaty of 1858 states quite c l e ~ r l ~ :
" Grants of right or interest in any tract of land should in no event be
construed to divest the Chinese authorities of their right of jurisdiction
over persons and property within the said tract of land, except 80
as that right may have been expressly relinquished by treaty. Mr.
Bruce, who was the British Envoy a t the time, dealing with thie
particular point in a communication with the Shanghai settlement, put
the matter very clearly. H e said : " The Chinese Government hu
never formally abandoned its rights over its own subjects, nor hss
1p
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Her Majesty's Government ever claimed, or expressed any desire to
exercise, a protectorate over them. The only case in which, consistently with the principles laid down for the guidance of H e r
Majesty's authorities in this country, the Consul has a right to
interfereis where the Chinese is in the employ of a British firm, and
where there is reason for believing that the arrest of the Chinese
servant is an outrage through him on his employer. . . . Because we
protect Shanghai from falling a prey to a horde of brigands-the
Taipings-it does not follow that we are prepared to interfere with the
natural relation of the Chinese to their own Government." I n virtue
of thet authotitative statement coming down to the Shanghai community from Peking, it was agreed to reach a sort of compromise in
the matter of taxation, and to allow the Chinese authorities to levy in
the settlement a, poll t&x that was being levied in the native city.
Nevertheless, the Shanghai people replied to the views of the Envoy
in Peking, and in their memorial they put the matter this way. They
admitted that according to the strict letter of the treaties Mr. Bruce
was perfectly right ; but they maintained, on the other hand, that
according to the spirit of the treaties he was not. They put the point
in this way-they said : " I t is of very great importance to the future
safety and well-being of this important port that some restriction8 be
placed upon the actions of the local native authorities within the limits
of the foreign settlements"; and if you mill try and picture for a
moment what the condition of things must have been then, with this
very large Chinese population-not
less then than five hundred
thousand-flooding into what was an exceedingly small area, I think
you will agree that the desire of the Shanghai community to protect
themselves from official encroachments on the part of the Chinese was
one which we can quite understand. I t must be remembered that for
precisely the same reason arrangements had been entered into in
regard to Chingkiang, Hankow, and Tientain, where we have concessions. The leases of those concessions stated quite definitely :
"In the allotting of ground to British subjects, in the construction
of roads, ' and in every other matter appertaini~gto the said ground,'
the British Consul shall exercise sole control, and may from time
to time make such regulations as he sees fit." That was the basis laid
the government of the conoessions-the difference between a concession and a settlement being simply this : that in a concession land
lS leased by government to government-by
the Chinese Government
the British Government-whereas in the settlement of Shanghai
and other such places land was taken up by British residents direct
the Chinese owners. Well, the suggested compromise of a poll
tax fell through, and from that time down to the present time the
have not levied taxes in the eettlement other than Customs
and
taxes, the principle being the one which was contained
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in the Shanghai memorial to Peking-namely, that it wee eesentiel to
protect the Government of Shanghai from interference by the Chineee
officiale, and to prevent the growth of a dual adminietration.
How, then, how did the Chinese come to be withdrawn from
judicial control ? The origin ie to be found in exactly the esme
circumetancee -namely, the Taiping rebellion. When all theee
Chinese began to flood into the settlement, nobody quite knew who
wee reepnsible for them. The Chineee authorities were not cerhin,
om own people were not certain ; but aomebody obviouely had to tde
the job in hand. The Shanghai megietrate propoeed that he should be
eupplied with a List of Chinese who had entered foreign employment ss
servente, eo that he might know exactly who wee doing what, and keep
an eye over them. That appeared to the Consule to be a dengerm
thing to let the Chinese o5ciale do, and their answer to the request
was as followe : If the Chinese authorities wish to arreet anyone, r
specific charge demribing the offence muet be made, end if the accueed
claim foreign protection the claim muet then be referred for the
decieion of the Consul concerned." That etrikes me, ati I think it will
etrike you, aa a perfectly legitimate precaution to take in regard to the
requeet which the Chinese o5cials had made. However, the problem
did not etop at that: i t was not as eimple ae that. The Chinese
population was mounting up and up, and eome sort of amurgemwt
had to be arrived a t in regard to the exercise of jurisdiction wet them.
The practice for some time was for all cases to come before e
of
mixed tribunal, and it wee eventually decided to esbablieh e r
e
mixed court, the deputy of the Chinese megietrate taking aqpime
in police cseee, end hearing purely civil caws between Chi-,
whereas, in accordance with the terms of the treaty which I 4
to you at the beginning, in caeca where foreignera were eon-edeither oivil or criminal cwaa-hre
wae to be present an a e ~of ~ ~ r
the nationality of the plaintiff or complainant. In 1869 t h m
tions were modified in order to enable any caae which hd 8
intersst in it to be tried by the Chine- rn.gietrate, with 8
~~r p r e n t That p i t i o n continued from then right UP 1911.
But in 1911, u you will remember, occurred the r s r o l u t i ~
turned the Manchus o£lthe throne of C h i ~ s . The Chinese d d w
of the mixed court fled, incidentally taking with them d l the cdtb@Y
oodd
(heir hand. on. They digappeared and the court ~a left in
ths a t m a t oonfusion. b i n , in oimamstanceg not didm* from
thoee of the Taiping mbellion, -me actad practi-1 method of d
the r n d t i e e that arcme bad b be found, and so, IM 6 b m m
m m t u q it w u determined that the Cooanls ahonld appoint a chimaat*
.ad that that Ghinae magid*
a h d d b. p i d for
time bsiag from municipal fund.. The u ~ g e m e n ru
t in
( e m p o w one : it w u oot intended to continue it. I t w u khoWi$(*
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btbway out of the difficulty a t the time. But the amangement eonyDord for
muoh longer, and it oontinud largely k ~ ~ a t l s e ~a

rsmltof the anti-Mancho revolution all government in China began to
debriomte. y w r after year mattere got worse, civil War8 ~ n f J t a n t l y
#-dsd
one another; and to avoid the dangers of lidng ~ ~ d e r
Cbinew d e larger and larger numbere of Chineee came down to live in
B w a i , just as h g e r and larger numbera of them went to live a t
Tjsn&in.
that ultimately you had thie poeition : you had 8 large
number of Chinese living in Rhanghai, many actually t a k i q 0th foreign
nstionality papers. You had a court which was suppomd to be s
Chinese court, and which was applying the Chineee law, wto8lly
tmotioning under a Chineee magistrate who w u really the nominee of
the hdneuls. It ww a very anomalooe position, but a position which
worked very satisfactorily, the proof of that fsct being the large numbere of Chinem who came to live in Bhangbei to enjoy the protection
which the arrangement gave them. But, es you will me, in two very
important directions, filoal and judicial. the community of 0hsngh.i
hnd travelled a very coneiderable dietance from the original arrangement provided for in the treatiee.
Next to wme to tbe Cnetome, which, ee I eaid at the beginning, are
not by treaty enppoeed to be collected by foreigners, nor ie the revenue
mppoeed to be placed in foreign banke. Here again the origin of the
p r ~ n Cuetome
t
renice and the prewnt Cuetome practice w8.
the
Taiping rebellion of 1863. On the eeventh of bptember, 1853, the
Wive city fell into rebel hands. The Cuetom honse wtu burnt, the
Chinee msgicltrate fled into the settlement, and what wtw to be done
To whom were dutier to be paid 7 The f i r d srrmgement arrived at WM
p y any duties at all, but to give bonds for their payment.
on, when the arrangement proved uneatidaatory, temporav
h b m ~ ~ U M were
J
opened ; but they, it w u very loon psroeived, h d
i n M c i ~ a~tholity
t
to rtln the dmini.tration.
As a way oat 8n
w e m e n t WMJ arrived at with the Chinem authorities whereby three
Imeilp, i n l p s c h were appointed, the a m n ~ m mbeing
t
dated Jane 29,
One of t h n u
~ s o~American, one s Frenchman and the other
a Briti8h mbjwt. The Frenchman and the American very ohortly
dlur*ud@dropped out, lo that yo. were left with a British oubjec(
'Vombb for the oollection of C;uetoma d o t i a ; and then four y e a n
I*
the d~ of trade attached to the Treaty of Tienbin, it wm
mded
that " the wid oBoer, that is (o u y the Ohinme euperintenof t d e i~l l be at liberty uf hir own choice and indepndsotl y of
"WWJtim or nominuion of any B r i t i l .object he may re. fit Lo
in the drnini~t&ion of tbe Custom.."
That ru how tbe
psat ChinMaritime Curtorn8 &l+w origjnaled : it o r i g i o d
of circam~tancer. I t oridn.*ed in and was fint *pplid
dy
Bba%bai ; p d u a l l y it ru exboded to other ports.
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But up to 1911 all that the foreigners did was to collect the
Customs duties : they were not in any sense responsible for the handhng
of the duties. The money was paid in Chinese banks, and foreignere
had nothing to do with that side of the business. All that they
were responsible for was to see that the right duties were collected,
The circumstances of 1911 I have just related to you, and they had an
effect on the Customs similar in a sense to the effect which they had
on the mixed court. Some of the Custom houses fell into the
hands of the revolutionaries. What was to be done with the money
that was being colleoted ? The arrangement arrived at, after various suggestions had been made, was that the duties should be paid into foreign
banks; and one reason why that arrangement was arrived at was
because the Anglo-German loan of 1896 had fallen into default. You
sometimes hear it said that China has never defaulted : it is not true
of that particular loan. She did for a time default, and it was owing to
that default that this arrangement of paying the money into foreign
banks was originally conceived. The agreement was a perfectly formal
one made in 1912, and in 1913 altered to read a s follows : " The banks
chiefly interested-i.e., the Hong kong and Shanghai Bank, the DeutrrchAsiatische Bank and the Russo-Asiatic Bank-shall be custodians of the
Customs funds a t Shanghai ; a t the end of each month, beginning with
January, 1914, the surplus, after a11 payments due each month on
account of loans secured by the Customs revenue and contracted
previous to 1900 have been duly met, shall be divided pro rata amongst
the banks having charge of the indemnity service " (that is to aay, the
Boxer indemnity service) " u p to the amount of the instalments
respectively due to them each month." At the beginning of the Great
War the German bank dropped out.
Now that was in origin a provisional arrangement. I t was an
arrangement arrived a t in order to safeguard the moneys collected by
the Customs, a certain portion of which moneys was earmsrked for the
service of three loans, generally spoken of as the pre-Boxer loans. It
was not intended that the arrangement should be a permanent one, but
as a matter of fact it remained permanent and a, number of 0 t h
developments took place. One was that in July, 1917, the service of the
reorganization loan, in which perhaps a good many are interested,
placed on the Customs and taken from the salt. In the same year, after
the Chinese declaration of war against Germany, the monthly sums
due to Germany as her ehare of the Boxer Indemnity were cancelled and
placed to the service of certain domestic loans, the money being banked
in a foreign bank. Subsequently the Auatrian and Russian indemnity
moneys were treated in the same way, and, futhermore, in 1921 the
Inspector-General of Customs, Sir Francis Aglen, was authorized by the
Chinese Government to apply the surplus-that is to say, the money left
over after foreign loans had been met, and after the Boxer indemnity
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had been met, for the service of domestic obligations. The surplus was
used for the consolidation of certain other Chinese domestic loans.
Well, then, what was the position? You had foreigners collecting
the money under a British Inspector-General ; you had that money
being placed in foreign banks, of which one of the chief was a British
brnk; and, furthermore, you had all that was not necessary to cover
foreign obligations being used for certain domestic loans, nearly all of
them oontracted by the Peking Government, which for a number of
yesrs had been fighting the Southern Government.
The consequences were important, especially from the point of view
of what has recently taken place. AS regards Canton, in 1918 and
1919 the Cantonese put forward a claim to their share of the aur~luathat is to say, of the money not required for foreign obligations* They
threatened to seize the Custom house if their share was not given
to them, a threat which had to be replied to. They were warned
that if they did seize the Custom house certain consequences would
follow. In 1919 an arrangement was arrived a t as between the Cantonese and the Peking Government, whereby the Cantonese got a
share-13.7 per cent.-of the total, and they were paid this share
until May, 1920, when, owing to the existence of rival parties in
Canton, nobody knew who was entitled to receive the proportionThere were three men who claimed it, on one side-Sun-Yat- en, TangShrso-i, and Wu-Ting-fang; but they were all driven out of Canton, and
so the money for the time being was withheld and placed in safe custody
in the hands of the Inspector-General. Later, in 1920, however, the
three men got back to Canton, and they threatened to seize the customs
in Canton. In 1923 they made a fourth threat, and it was necessary for
the Powers to keep, from December, 1923, to April, 1924, a number of
werships in the vicinity of Canton in case the threat should be carried
out. In 1924 there was a fifth threat made. That was the position
in which we were landed in regard to Canton.
Similarly we got into awkward relations with the Central Government- In 1919 the Central Government put forward a request that
when all foreign obligations had been met, any surplus should be autom8tically released without the consent of the Diplomatic Body. I n
lg20 they Put forward the same request, and on both occasions the request Was refused. The basis of the refusal was in part this: the
Df~lomati~
Body said, " If we agree to release all the Customs surplus
'lth0ut any eort of referenoe to us at all, we know what will probably
to that money. We know that it will be spent in armaments
and in civil war, and the fact that we are releasing it in this ready
will get us into trouble with the Southerners." So they declined
to
that automatically and without any reference to them the
should become relessable when there was enough of it to
Then, in 1921, a demand was made by the Chinese Govern-
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m e d to mid the very fund whioh they had agreed the Illprotor.
General rhould UM tor the rervioe of the domertfo losnr, Tb
Diplomatlo Body rupported the Inrpeotor43eneral in not yieldiq b
the attsmpt to get tnoney from him-money which he regard4 u
being pledged for the rewice ot the loano for which he h d msQ blm.
relf rerponrible ; and in ooneequenoe of thie attitude on the p r t of the
Diplomatic Body and on the p u t of Bir Francir Aglen, there nu a p8ct
deal of abuee, not only of him, but of Great Britain. In 1924, w b n
there was a big civil war taking place In North China, the Iarpsotor.
General undertook the ~ r v i c eof oertain Tresrury bille, e step which
had nothing at a11 to do with the Diplomatic Body or with Great
Britain. But the Chineme believed that it had, and the Chinw u e e d the Britirh of quite deliberately taking sides in a dvil wcr
and uring 0ir EFraneir Aglen, who, they raid, war a Britirh agent. They
wwmd the Government of uring him to back one wt of Chlneae
militarirtr againat another. Thur by the end of 1924 and the Wnning of 1
W there wen a very p e a t deal of ill-feeling on the ptt
of the Chinere in regard to our p i t i o n in rerpeot of the Custoarr
service. You had a dirrathfied Mouth and a not prtioularly rstlafSbd
North, end, M you know, it w a ~on May 30, 1926, that the utorm
broke. I t WM in May, 1928, that the riotr took plsae in flbc~&i,
end everything that hm followed riuoe then can be linked up with
that afbir.
Well, I think that in going over there evento I have mhown YOU how,
through force of cirwmstsnwr, ariring Brrt of all through the TaLp(~g
rebellion and tben through the snti-Manoho rebellion, we bed got into a
p i t i o n which WM never originally oontemplted. When regard 16
to the oircurnatan~r,the p i t i o n ir entirely intelli~ible,and
~
practical p i n t of view juatifieble, At the rame time, we b v givm
cat- to the Nationallata in China to r e ~ n what
t
we have done.
It ir out of thir p i t i o n that the Briti~hGovernment
p w n t time trying to get, I t h u made certain ofbra, tbr ofleft
I r d to you at the beginning of thia botun, which will modify tb
paltlon that I have rketohed to you, The qtrsltlon of the C a a W
hu not yet, BO far aa I em aware, come cp, but it 18 pretty ~~n lo
rwotly b n difimw,
oome up. Hir Franslr k b n , s.you know,
and whethem he will be retnntated or not remainr to be w f ~Hut,
.
any cam, even if ha r e r e rainfit.ld. tha whole qoeotiou d th.
oontrol of the Curtomr revenue Ir bound to bs r a i d when sad if (;him
get.
autonomy, or, Lo fmt, ~ e the
b 24 per writ.1- .1
ln
refusing to collect which the Innpector-GeneraL h u been d i m m i d
It i8 not an amy p i t l o o out of which to aegotials thu m t V 1 la
the obriour reawn tbet while tbs Government ia m a t snrioa@ do
fall jurtias to ChinNatloru1i.t reotirneat, and whib ib ifi mar(
enxiour to reitmate the pdnciploa whloh were warted u far b.ck

*
*
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1869 by Mr, Bruoa-principle@ whioh I quotd to you-lt h u , on the
,thr hlod, to boar in mind that, durlog all them yean, there hhu

v n y oon~lder.bbrbbBrlthh lntere~tin BLngh.1 and in 01.
MDmeionrAe t h Chairman pointed out, a very large ourn of money
h jDvwtrd,rod it b sbrolutsly esmntial, while doing the lulleet posulble
ju,th to Ohlnew Nationdiam, not to la( our own people down-our people who have bullt up enterprises that .re of very yrent bod direct
irnport~~noe
to t h l ~country. It Is very nclceemary that they, who built
up thors onterprlme in perfect p o d faith, ahould not be in any aenm
uad5oed merely becauoe through loroe of oirmmatmaes with which
t h y had notblog to do, and with which our own aovernment had
nothing to do-owlng to elreurnntcncen, in fwt, for which the Chinem
thernoelveaesn done be hsld reuponalble-narnely, the dlrorderu whlah
followed tha TaipIoy rebellion, and the diaordore whlch have been for
y e u l p u t bllowi~gthe anti-Manchu rebellion-it h not right that our
p p k , ohould lo any way be let down. (Applause.)
(gown up.

(hll
fJIr ~ I C H ~ U J)ANN
D
: Mr, Chairman, I rhould like to
Firat,
have
the
Marlwhethsr he osn bnawer one or two queaflonfl,
time Currtoma Department, or the Jjritish Chamber@of (;omm@ree,
prepfired say atatiatics M to the extent to whlch the eighteen province^
d China and the threo provincer of Manchuria are really lntereutd in
Brldrh trade? I ask the qwstion becauno I think it hm a bearing on
the rnannsr In which the right of the Chinme to b v y s n y sddltbnrrl
Cuaforna duty ia slwayr linked up with the demsnd for tho abolition
of Ioland Cultom. t r x ~
throughout Chlna. Aa 1 r w n t l y u h ~ d ,
Iodirn opium only want intu half China, and I have alwryu been
hbtful u to how many pravinoca of Chloa Urloiuh goodm really yo
into. Unbw they go into tho whole of China, to nay to tho Chinale
bbrt before we will glve tbsm au addltlonal 2) psr oant. Cumtorn* duly
t h y muat rbolinh the inland (;uatorna Lbutieu t h r q b o u t t b whole of
china, mrna to me to be unjwt,
T h e ir another gwtion : Waa it really newwary to retain the
m i d Court for &hetrial of O b i n w owu at Rhanghal which fell
under forrhn mntrol d u r i n ~t h 1911 revolution? The court w w
men dudnu the two yerra when Yuan-Hhi-Kai bd outab1inh.d
a more or h
a ohhle (~overnmentthroughout China, At thh tlrna the
Ordw@of
the Central Halt Adrnlnlutratlon u d to go into every I'rovlnoe
K*@nyd, and we got replie# even more promptly than we wotlld
in Jndia. After the nupprmuhn of t b outbreck of 1918
Yun-Hhi-~ait r i d to make himlelf Krnperor la January, 1016,
it I@
fair to my t h r ~China v u in r utate of complete dirorder.
think many p o p b muat want to know why it LI that (iteat
Brikdn h u now tmn aingbd out lor thin yrwt dimplay of hortlllty.
la much loroe in the Uerrnu, oontentlun that when the O h l ~ u u
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were encouraged to enter the war, and all German rights in Chins,
were swept away, the foreigners were sapping the foundations of their
own position in China. The Chinese had been able to deal with one set
of foreign devils," and i t was a great temptation to them to go on and
deal with the others. B u t when I left China in November, 1918,
British influence was strong in Peking, and Great Britain was regarded
a s a friendly power. Then came the Treaty of Versailles. Mr. Lloyd
George now says that Great Britain cannot afford to quarrel with four
hundred millions of people with whom she wishes to trade, but it is a
pity he did not think so a t Paris. I n the Versailles Treaty great
injustice was done t o China. The Treaty professed to transfer to the
Japanese the rights and privileges of the Germans in Kiao-chow and
Tsing-tao, but it must have been known that the position which the
Japanese had seized in Kiao-chow and in Shantung differed entirely
from the position the Germane held there. The Germans had mining
and railway rights, but the railway from Tsing-tao to Tsinanfu, the
capital of Shantung, was policed by the Chinese. The Customs were
collected a t Tsing-tao by a, German Commissioner under the Maritime
Customs Department, but only a proportion was given to the development of the port, and the rest was treated a s part of the general
revenue of the Maritime Customs. The Japanese treated the railway
zone a s Japanese territory, and the railway was guarded by Japanese
troops. The Japanese had established themselves there, and there was
good reason to suppose that they intended to exploit the railway
rights and to make themselves the dominant Power in that part of
China. The Chinese were indignant and would not sign the Peace
Treaty. I maintain that that was the turning-point.
We should not, i t is true, have incurred such great unpopularity if
it had not been for hostile Bolshevist and also, I should add, American
propaganda. A great deal is said about Bolshevists in China, but, for
some reason, British correspondents do not say so much about
American propaganda. When the Shameen affair occurred and an
armed mob under the inetigation of the Russians attacked the Foreign
Settlements, the Professors of the Canton Christian College signed a
statement accusing the British of firing on unfortunste Chinese 0tudent9
without provocation ; and I think that only the Principal of the College
he8 had the honeaty to retract that statement. Similarly, when the
so-called Christian General was fulminating threats against Great
Britain an American journelist a t Peking committed himself to the
statement that Feng could defeat any force that Great Britain could
send against him. That was translated and circulated in China, and
did not do us any good.
I think, however, that our Government, and also the people of
shanghai, have been slow to realize that the comfortable state of aflsirB
which existed in China before the war could not be oontinued in the
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changedoonditions of the world, and after China had entered the war
on the side of the Allies. She was urged to join, and did sol and sent
coolies to France, and was entitled therefore to favourable Considerationr ~ disability
~ h ~ which the Chinese have laboured under for years of
not being allowed to collect more that 5 per Cent. export and import
duties
result of our wars. The privileged position they enjoyed
so far &busedby some of the Powers that I understand that, before
the Washington Treaty of 1922, the actual duty which the Maritime
CustomsDepartment was collecting did not exceed S t per cent- ; because
there was any question of revising schedules of values some
interestedPower would object, and SO the thing dragged on. As the
result of the Washington treaty a Revision Commission was appointed,
&ndthe matter adjusted, and the Customs Department now collects the
5 per cent. Still, it is a very low duty. When I was in China I tried
to convince some of my countrymen that it was very unfair to China,
that thousands of foreignera should live there drinking the choicest
wines, and smoking the choicest cigars, and paying a nominal duty
thereon of 5 per cent. ; and that that duty and the land tax paid by
landowners in the Shanghai settlements should be their sole contribution to the finances of a poor country. For China is a poor country ;
you may talk about boundless resources, but there is tremendous
poverty and misery there.
The retention of the Mixed Court also was a source of irritation to
the Chinese. They resented it very much, and certainly during YuanShi-Kai'e time I do not think it was necessary.
In addition to these things I understand that roads have been made
outside the area of Shanghai, and these aleo were objected to by the
Chineee, as they thought the area of the Settlement was being extended
and they did not like it.
These grievances, particularly the Customs duty, were fully
exploited by our enemies, and then came this unfortunate incident of
the shooting of the etudents and other rioters in Shanghai in May, 1925.
That was the spark on the gunpowder.
Now that our enemies have been able to twist the situation against
I cannot gee how any reasonable man can object to what the
Governmentie doing. To attempt to negotiate with Eugene Chan
lind the Nationalists with an excited mob behind them, without a. display force,~ o u l dhave been futile. (Hear, hear.) At the same time
lt is
matter for regret that our people were not more ready to recognize that some change ought to be made in the good old state of thing8
which
had enjoyed for so many years.
The Maritime Customs question Mr. Gull has fully explained, but I
8hou1d like to
if he can tell us how many Chinese are now holding
administrative
~ositionein the Maritime Customs Department. After
dl1 it i8 a Chinese Department, and from the time when the Maritime
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Customs Department began to collect more than was necessary for the
service of the foreign loans and the Boxer Indemnity, it seems to me
that the British Government should spontaneously have raised the
question of whether the time had not come to reorganize that Depsrtment in some way more in consonance with the fact that it is e,
Department of the Chinese Government. I n Sir Robert Hart'e time
not a single Chinese held an administrative appointment in thet
Department : the Chinese were clerks. Any qualified foreigner could be
a Commissioner of Customs, but no Chineso was good enough in Sir
Robert Hart's opinion. I n 1863, when the Department was organized,
this view may have been justified, but not when I was in China. We
collected in the Salt Department, before the country fell into disorder,
a net revenue that actually exceeded that of the Maritime Cuetome;
but there were never more than forty foreigners employed in connection
with it in the whole of China. That revenue was collected by Chineee
bank8 and the money was paid into foreign banks. I t is another
grievance of the Chinese that the Customs revenue is all paid into
foreign banks, and that the Chinese banks have not the handling even
of the ~ u r p l u sover and above the amount required to meet foreign
obligations.
These grievances are not great things in themselves, but they lend
themselves to hostile propaganda ; and I think that is how the very
unfortunate present situation has arisen. Instead of Great Britain
being regarded as the friend of China, as in 1918, she now apparently
is regarded as the enemy, and, if any strong action becomes neceseary,
there is very great danger that the Northern people will combine with
the Southerners in hostility against us. (Applause.)
Major MACLAINE
: There is one question I should like to ask, how
much the other nations are implicated? I s it solely on the part of
Great Britain? What interests have other nations got out there?
The LECTURER
: I think it. will be most convenient to take the laat
question first-z.e., as to the extent to which other nations are interested. Well, they are all very greatly interested, and two of them!
commercially, are more interested than we are. The largest share
of Chinese foreign trade at the present time ie done with Japan, a d
the next Power on the list is the United States. American trade is
bigger now than the United Kingdom trade, though it is of muree
not equal to British Empire trade. All the other Powers have
inhereeta in China, and of course the Japanese interest is very large
indeed and must ultimately be the largest. I t is comrnercisll~the
largest a t the present time, though as regards the actual amount
capital invested in China there is probably more British money than
there ie Japanese, and certainly more than there ie American. From
that point we oan go on to take one question put by 8ir ~ i c h e r dDsne
--namely, that of allowing the Chinese a larger duty than 5 Per cent'
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What has to be borne in mind, I think, is that from the very beginning
of our relations with China, or from very shortly after the first treaties,
had been done in concert with the other Powers. Any
agreement arrived at with one Power has by virtue of the Most
Yavoured Nation clause always applied to the subjects of other
Powers, and it has become the stereotyped custom to move in conjunction. As Sir Richard Dane pointed out, that began to break down
when the Germans were turned out of China. When they and the
Austrianslost their extraterritorial rights a big gap was made in the
DiplomaticBody in Peking, and it became more and more difficult to
maintain any scrt of unity among the foreign Powers. But for a long
time the aim was to maintain unity, and it was only quite recently,
after it was found during the last Tariff Conference in Peking that it
was impossibleto get the Powers to work together, that Great Britain
began to break away, I think it would have been diplomatically an
extremelydifEicult thing for Great Britain to take that step a t an
earlier stage. Now, wiser after all the events that have taken place,
we are probably quite right in thinking that she had better have taken
the etep earlier. But it was not an easy step to take, yet as the result
of .the policy of working together, or trying to do 80, a good many
reforms that are now considered to be desirable have been delayed.
That of increasing the 5 per cent. tariff' was delayed not by Great
Britain, but by France. I t was the refusal of France to ratify the
Washington Treaty that held up the termu of that treaty until Chinese
Nationalism had actually begun its anti-British operations. W e got
the blame for something we had not done. I n regard to the question
connected, in a sense, with tariff revision-namely, the penetration of
British trade into the interior--that is a question which was examined
with some care during the Tariff Conference in Peking, and it was
found impossible to arrive at anything more definite than a sort of
rough percentage. I think it was agreed that not more than from 47 to
48 per cent. of the trade actually went far into the interior. I n respect
of the mixed court it is true that during the years 1913 to 1915 China
had a reasonably stable Government. The effort of the Cantonese to overthrow Yuan- hi-~ai in 1913 was a dismal failure, and for a short time
North China at all events was governed with a more or less firm hand
more or less successfully. Looking back, I think it is probably
correctto say, as Sir Richard Dane has said, that we might have taken
that opportunity of handing back the court. But there was no discontent in the matter at that time. There was no reason to suppose at
lhat time that the Chinese were dissatisfied with the position of the
It Was working very well : a great many reforms had been
introduced. It was a better, a healthier, and more effective institution
than the one whiah had existed before.
In regard to the employment of Chinese in the Cuetoms, I cannot
-
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give any figure a s to the exact number of Chinese who are employed in
the higher posts. Of course, taking the service right through, by far
the larger number of employees, if you count heads, are Chinese,as
Sir Richard Dane, of course, knows. I n the higher adminietrative
posts, on the other hand, the number of Chinese is small. On paper
that looks an inequitable state of affairs, but I must say, although
Sir Richard Dane, as everybody knows, was the organizer of the great
service, the Salt Gabelle, although his knowledge of these matters is
greater than mine-I must express the view that even now to place any
large number of Chinese in control of the higher administrative posts
in the Customs service would be an extremely dangerous step to teke,
If you are to have a, decently and honestly run administration it is
absolutely essential, even to-day, to keep the number of posts in
Chinese hands extremely small.
Sir RICHARDDANE: The Chinese could not deal with foreign
shipping undoubtedly, but there are a large number of statione in
China where Customs are collected practically entirely from Chinese
traders ; and in some of these stations I heard as a fact that the
collections were not even sufficient to pay the salary of a foreign
Commissioner or Deputy-Commissioner of Customs, and remittances
were made for the purpose. Surely in places like that it would pey,
and it would be gratifying to Chinese sentiment, to appoint a Chinese
Commissioner or Deputy-Commissioner,
The LECTURER:The danger is that what you do in one part of
China, especially in matters of that sort, you are almost invariably
asked to do in other parts. If you appoint Chinese Commissioners
even in those unimportant places-and
there are one or two Chinese
Commissioners in them-you
will be met with a request for their
appointment in more important places.
Sir RICHARDDANE: There might have been an arrangement like
the arrangement that the Indian services should be Indianized U P to
50 per cent. Some such arrangement might have been made.
The LECTURER
: Something might have been done to increaee the
number a little, but I think it would have been extremely difficult
do that and yet maintain the efficiency of the service. (Hear, hear.)
One other point Sir Richard Dane made: that was the question of
roads a t Shanghai being built outside the settlement limits. It is true
that those roads were thrust out. There was an extremely energetic
member of the Shanghai Public Works Department who flaw the
necessity of those roads, and whose influence was certainly on the aide
of building them. But I think this has to be remembered, that he hd
very good reason to think that no inconsiderable number of Chineee
living in those neighbourhoods wanted the roade to be built. They
knew that if the roade were thrust out it would mean considerablJ'
increased convenience for themselves, and also increased securit~
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themselves, That is the point. That is what the Chinese have always
got out of Shanghai. That is what they have so very greatly

bppreoisted, and that is why they have flocked to Shanghai in
thousands,and to Tientsin and everywhere else where they could be
sssuredof decent, honest foreign administration. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,--I
a m sure you would all
wish me to thank the lecturer on your behalf for having enlightened
us so much as regards the present state of affairs in China, and how
that position has grown up. After his lecture, and after the interesting
side-lights which Sir Richard Dane has thrown on the subject, I think
we are now in a position to understand the Chinese situation. Sir
Richard has very vividly explained to us the various so-called pinpricks which may have prepared the Nationalist mind of Southern
China and made it favourable ground for foreign Bolshevist influence
to work upon. There is an irony in the present situation. The
lecturer, in a recent article, said that if you want to understand
anything in China you must look a t it from the point of view of topsyturvydom ; you must stand on your head to understand it. There is a
great deal of truth in that. From what we have heard to-night, the
more admirable and eficient our administration in the Chinese settlemeuts and concessions, the greater the difficulties we have raised
for ourselves; that is to say, by the security and the justice that
we have established in Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, and elsewhere,
we have attracted hundreds of thousands of Chinese to come and
live under the British flag. We have employed no con~pulsion;
they have flocked in. We have offered no inducement, but justice
and security. This enormous immigration has caused the difficulties
with the various Chinese Governments, North and South, which
are the crux of the situation to-day. Our very excellence in
administration has been, in a way, the cause of our troubles.
Another serioua cause is our allies. (Laughter.) One expects, a s
a rule, when one is in a tight place, to find support from one's allies.
I am sure the various dietinguished military officers here to-night will
know that is a first principle in the field. Apparently in diplomacy it
is otherwise ; you do not always get support from your allies ; but when
You are in a tight place the difficulty is very often aggravated by the
action of your allies. We have been particularly unfortunate in China
r1*ard8 our allies; I will not specify instanaes, but you will have
gatbered what the situation has been. If we alone had to deal with
the Chinese that situation would not have arisen. Another instance of
the irony of fate in China is that it has fellen to the lot of the British
over and over again to pull the chestnuts out of the fire for
'Omebod~else. We went to war in 1842 over the question of extraterritoriality,when the Chinese attacked our ships, and attempted to
arrest certain British sailors. We fought the war, not on the question
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of opium, but on the doctrine of extraterritoriality, refusing to hand
over British subjects to a barbarous judicial s y ~ t e m and
,
we obtained
in 1842 a treaty in favour of Great Britain. We obtained that concession by force of arms. I n 1844 the United States and France came
along and gained the advantage which we had won in a perfectly
peaceful manner. I n the present troubles we have had again to ttlke
the initiative in protecting our own and other foreign interests. I do
not think we have anything particular to reproach ourselves with
in regard to China. With regard to Japan, we know we were the first
to accept the position of equality, to recognize the jurisdiction of the
Japanese courts, and to do away with the doctrine of extraterritoriality
directly we were satisfied that the Japanese courts were in a position
to ensure justice to British subjects. That is the position which I
take it we have insisted upon in China. As far back as 1902 we
aseured the Chinese that directly they could give us guarantees as to
the proper dispensation of justice we would give up the doctrine of
extraterritoriality, a s we had given it u p in Japan. Here, again, we
were the first to make the offer; the year after the United States,
France, Sweden, and other countries followed suit. We have always
led the way, but to-day the full brunt of all dissatisfaction with exieting arrangements, which has grown up through no fault of ours, is
borne on our shoulders. We can only hope that the Chinese ere
reasonable people, though their mental processes are probably not intelligible to us ; that they will come to the conclusion that all the
evils they are now attributing to us are not due to us, and that they
have been the dupes of malicious propaganda by the Bolsheviks ~ n d
not very friendly propaganda by some of our former allies. I thinh
the lecturer has made the situation extremely clear to us. He told
the lecture would be dry. I do not think it was. H e gave an extremely clear summary of the facts which have brought US to the
present situation. (Applause.) We ere all very grateful to him for
having done so much to enlighten us. 11 is also a great satisfaction to
know that he considers that the steps which have been taken (perhap0
eotnewhat tardily, for a single battalion in Hankow two months ago
might have saved the situation there) by H i s Majesty's Government to
safeguard our interests in China are all that is possible to be done
s t the present time. I now ask you to pass a hearty vote of thanks to
the lecturer. (Applause.)

THE KARA-KORAM HIMALAYAS*
BY B. K. FEATHERSTONE

Mu object in giving you an account of my travels is to show you what
explorationand pioneer work in the Kara-Koram Himalayas entails.
It will also, I hope, answer a question which may unconsciously be a t
the back of some of your minds-namely, " Why has this icy wilderness
been so slow to yield u p its secrets to mankind?" Unfortunately, the
part I played in solving some of its mysteries is very small, but it has
served one purpose, and that is to show us again the difficulties which
must be encountered. No one man can ever hope to explore these
tracts in their entirety, and it is only by constant individual efforts that
we can hope to piece together this pert of the world, in the same way
that we do a jig-saw puzzle. General Bruce once wrote of the KaraKoram Himalayas in these words : Remote and repellent, it is a most
savage and cruel country, and one of the marvels of the world." NO
truer words than these were ever written, and it is only when one
ventures into this frozen wilderness that one can form any idea of their
size and grandeur.
The gar&-KoramHimalayas are situated a t the north-wes~end of
the main Himalayan range. and lie across the direct route between the
plains of Nortbern India and the tablelands of Central Asia. Their
~b~sical
characteristics may be judged from the fact that this area

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held a t the Royal United
Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Wednesda-j7, February 16, 1927, Sir
Michael O'Dwyer in the chair. Mr. B. K. Featherstone gave a n account of his
IouneY in the Kara-Koram Himalayas.
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-As you know, we have been lately
discussing some of the more torrid parts of Asia, the Italian settlement. along
the Red Sea, and the very sunny coast of Oman. W e lllade a recent excursion
the regions of Islnmir movements, which provoked. as you know, another
fement rt our last meeting. To-day we are essaying a higher flight, UP to the
mof of the world in the Kar*-Koram, and Captain Featherstone, the lecturer,
"1' tell YOU about his efforts to explore the hitherto unexplored pas. of the
Weatern Muztagh. I may shy he belonged to that gallant force, the Frontier
which is never content unless it is fighting either m a n or nature: and
whenU P in the Khyber in 1922, having foulld n o Afridis or Orakzais to fight,
he decided to take on the higher Himalayas. H e will tell YOU the results of that
* ~ l l l e i n the lecture which I will now ask him to deliver. (Applause.)
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Traneport

contains, amongst many remarkable peaks and glaciers, the second
highest peak in the world, which is only a few feet lower then ~~~~t
Everest. The first known European actually to cross this range
Sir Francis Younghusband, in 1887, in the course of hie remarkable
journey from Peking to India, since when explorers of all nationalities
have ventured there. Each explorer must choose for himself what his
aim and goal will be. I was attracted by an unexplored pass over this
range which leads into Central Asia. This pass is called the New or
Western Muztagh, and I hoped to be the first European to cross it, and
thus clear up a minor part of exploration. Only three attempts to
cross it are on record : Rudolf Schlagintweit in 1856 and GodwinAusten in 1861 (both these men were driven back by weather conditions) ; then came Sir Francis Younghusband's attempt in 1887, and
he found it impraoticable owing to immense glacier changes. Since
then no further attempts have been made to cross the range by thie
pass, and its summit remains untrodden by any European. Travellers
in this part of the world have not only the forces of Nature-the climrste
and the immense disintegrated masses of rooks and ice-to overoome,
but also the forces of mankind. One of the most important factors in
travelling in the Himalayas is the question of transport, and persuading
porters to travel into these glacial regions is one of the greeteet ail%culties to be overcome. Travellers will always have this to contend
with, but the difficulties will be greatly diminished if one is fortunate in
securing a good shikari, or headman, who will be found to be a tower
of strength. I n this connexion I must mention Subhana, my headman,
whom I was lucky enough to get. Subhana was about fifty years old,
and a native of Kashmir. H e spoke Persian, Tibetan, Turki, and mhnY
hill dialects, and was also widely experienced. I can truthfully flbY
that, but for his ready smile and cheery willingness, and, above all, his
influence over the other natives, I could neither have covered the
distance nor surmounted the difficulties encountered on my journey.
It was in 1922, while stationed in the Khyber Pass with my
regiment, the 54th Sikhs (Frontier Force), now known as the 4th
Battalion (Sikhs) 12th Frontier Force Regiment, that I first r e d of
Sir Francis Younghusband's journey over the Kare-Koram Range, and
oonsequently thought of attempting this 1,000-mile trip. M Y PI"
was to croes t h s New Muztagh Pass and return by the Old Muztqb
Pnse. One of the privileges of officers serving on the ~ 0 r t h - W ~ ~
Frontier s t that time was an extra thirty days, should the exigenoeflof
the Service permit, making in all three months a year. I therefore
seized the opportunity when m y leave a t last fell due, with the result
that, on June 24, towards evening, I set out from the Dsl Gate of
Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir. With me were four native& mdt
after a passage of a few hours in a ~ k i k a mor
, canoe, across the Ancbnr
Lake, we reached Gandarbsl, where we camped for the night- The
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followiog day 1 began the 220-mile march to Skardu, my first
immediate objective. We soon entered tho beautiful Bind Valley,
and in three days arrived a t Baltal, a small village lying a t the
foot of the Zoji La. We left the next day under a cloudy sky,
just before dawn, following a rugged path which in places became
a
ledge, overhanging a precipice of Some hundreds of feet.
During the morning the highest point Was reached--11,578 feet.
Near by lay the skeletons of three men, Serving as a grim reminder of
the perils of Himalayan blizzards. We were soon overtaken by a
blinding snowstorm, but after an hour the weather cleared, the sun
revealinga barren and treeless country. This wilderness is called
Baltistan, and is practically isolated from the outer world during the
winter months. I t is a wild district, with peaks over 28,000 feet high,
and it has glaciers over 30 miles long. Food is scarce, and the Baltis
eke out a miserable existence, but it is astonishing how really cheerful
they are. The next day, in the early hours of a frosty morning, we
resumed our journey, following downward first a tributary of the Indus
end then the main river. The going was rough a t times, and the rockhewn path dwindled away here and there into the face of the cliff.
The Baltis probably rank among some of the best road builders in the
world. Where there is no foothold, they built pawis which are made
by fixing beams of wood into the ledges and crevices of the rocks.
Cross-beams are then laid over them and covered with stones and
beaten earth, thus forming a track, the whole being supported by
struts. After a week's steady going we arrived a t Skardu, the capital
Baltietan.
of Baltietan, on July 6, having covered 234 miles in thirteen days.
We spent two days repacking our stores, and then set out for
Askole by a short cut rarely used by natives. I had great difficulty in
finding porters to carry my baggage, as some of the intervening country
iauninhabited, and the Skoro La, 16,700 feet high, had to be crossed.
On the third day we were heading up the Skoro ravine, fording the
torrent six times in the first four miles, till finally we halted the next
afternoon on a narrow ledge about 15,000 feet high. Here there was
no
to pitch a tent, so I spread out my bedding on the ground. I
had remembered to collect some fuel, so were able to make hot native
tea from melted snow, and turned in early only to awake later to find
a
cold wind and driving snow. At the first glimmer of dawn
I
the ~ e e m i n glifeless
l~
porters, and we were soon cutting steps
a
8lope of frozen snow. A sudden rumbling sound reminded
the danger of avalenohee, and, had we been a few yards further
On, We might have been swept down thoueaods of feet. Small
avalanche~
continued throughout the ascent, but we made the summit
at
Before us stretched a vast snowfield, pierced by enormous
lagged r o ~ k while
~ l beyond lay a glacier glistening in the mid-day sun.
The porters dropped their loads and, forming a circle, offered up s
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fervent prayer of thanksgiving to Allah for having brought them safely
through " hell's road," as they termed it. We loaded up agein and
struggled over the snowfield, sinking in above our knees, and helf.
blinded by the dazzling whiteness, a t length finding a suitable oamping
place a t the end of the glacier. The next afternoon we arrived on the
left bank of the Braldoh River, where my carriers a t first deolinedto
cross the jhzrln, or twig-bridge. These twig-bridged are made solely
from the small branches and twigs of trees twisted together to form
ropes. The span of this bridge is 270 feet, the rope ends being about
80 feet above the water level, and sinking to 40 feet in the middle.
After an hour's delay, I eventually succeeded in persuading my porters
to cross. I n justice to them I should mention that none of them hed
ever crossed one, for they are not used in their part of the country.
With a strong wind blowing, th'eae bridges are apt to sway both
horizontally and vertically, and are decidedly not the kind of bridge I
should choose for everyday use. How these bridges were kept in
repair was a source of some anxiety to me. I was reminded of the
cliff monasteries in Thessaly, some of which oan only be visited by
being hauled up in a basket tied on to the end of rope, and the rope is
never changed until it breaks. I can only say that at ane part of the
bridge there appeared to be only a few twisted strands left.
About half an hour later we were in Askole, where my welcome
was not a t all enthusiastic. Askole is the name given to a group of
seven villages lying 10,000 feet above sea-level. Wrapped in winter
for eight months of the year, it is a kind of world's end on the edge of
a sea of ice, formed by some of the largest glaciers outside the Polr
regions. I t was here that my real difficulties began with the porters,
We must look at it from their point of view, and what is it The
Balti finds that whenever he ventures into this ioy wildernea8, the
intense cold makes him feel miserable, and by going to higher sttitud0s
he gets mountain sickness. Often he sees his oomrades fall in deep
crevssses and killed by avalanohea, all of which mishaps he put0 down
to the evil spirits. The idea of going anywhere with no ostensible
object does not appeal to them. They are superstitious about
mountains, and fully conscious of the dangers. I t is, therefore, not
surprising that the Bsltis are unwilling to travel in these parts, for
Aakole is the last village-beyond
it lies an uninhabited glacial
wilderness.
I shall not easily forget my departure from Askole on July
The women tried to persuade the men not to aocompany me, and only
after hours of incessant arguing were we clear of the villsue. Wo
sighted the Biafo glacier, a mans of ice solne 300 feet thiok, over
thirty-five miles long, and nearly
mile wide. I had never before
seen a Himalayan glacier of any great size, and I must own to feeling
excited a t seeing one of the largest in the world. I had pre~iOusl~
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caught a glimpse of it on my way down from the Skoro La to ~ ~ k ~ l
and instead 01 the usual blue-green or dark ice-colour glacier, as seen
from a distance, no ice of any kind was visible, We finally reached
the Biafo, and found the surface covered with detritus, and brokenup
into a tortuous collection of ridges, depressions, caves, and small running streams, with the ice in places exposed. The porters, eighteen
in all, reached the other side about half-past one, and I tried without
success to make them go further that day. I n order not to waste
time I reconnoitred the Biafo glacier, in particular its snout. The
question of the movement of these enormous masses of ice is one of
great interest, but time will not now permit me to go into this.
I will just show you one or two pictures of this glacier.
The next day sleet fell, and the porters threatened to return.
Eventually, however, we proceeded, and late that night arrived at
Tsok, where the men actually mutinied, throwing down their loads,
and starting to desert. With Subhana and others I intercepted them,
and drove them back, and after I had promised them one of two sheep
I had with me and a day's rest, they agreed to stay. The Baltis,
as I said before, are very superstitious, and in order to appease the
mountain spirit,s they sacrificed the sheep the next day. This had the
desired effect of putting them into a cheerful frame of mind again.
This incident always reminds me of a traveller who, when confronted
with a disinclination on the part of his porters to start on a so-called
unlucky day, brought out a pack of cards to be used for divining purposes, and having himself previously withdrawn the unlucky cards,
succeeded in getting them off. Such is the simplicity of the Balti's
nature. When, however, the journey was resumed, and a short march
had brought us to the Punmah glacier, which leads to the New
Muotagh Pass, discontent was again rife. It was only after a 10%
diecussion that they were persuaded to continue up the Dumulter
glacier.
On the following day the men refused once more to ~dvsllcet
saying that their food had run out. This was untrue, but I perfJuaded
four porters to accompany me up the Punmah glacier 8s far as
Shuehing, which is situated just this side of Chongulter. All attempts
to make them go further were useless, and two days later, with One
Skaenmung. porter, I left for Skeenrnung, which is only ten miles from the summit
of the western Murtagh Paw. The surface of the glacier wag very
uneven, and it was hard-going. I reached a point just opposite skeenmung, a point from which I judged it might be possible to make the
ascent up the pass, and get back tho same day. I was but ten
from the summit, but it was late, snd I had to be back in my
camp before dark. I eat down for a few minutes in this vast
inhabited ice arena, with snowy peake towering above me. To me a
snowy peak is one of the most impressive and overwhelming eights
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in Nature. Finally, there was nothing to be done but to abandon the
&tempt of reaching the summit, so with one last look in the direction
Return t o
of the pass I turned back towards camp, disheartened and beaten on
camp.
the post, so to speak. I could do nothing else, though it was not easy
to give in after travelling same 350 miles and getting within a few
miles of my goal. I had one consolation left me, however, when
I reflected that I had trodden classic ground, and a s the names of
those who had made attempts on the pass occurred to me I felt that
I could say, in all humility, that I had failed in good company.
I reached camp just before dark and decided that another attempt
was impossible, so the following day we made a short march back to
the Dumulter glacier, where my main camp was established, and two
days later I reached Askole again. Returning to Skardu, I took the
Braldoh River route, which is used in preference to the short cut over
the Skoro La. Near to where the Hoh River flows into the Braldoh
we crossed a shwa, or mud stream. This stream was flowing in a
channel 3 yards wide, with perpendicular banks of soft soil, about
10 to 15 feet high, and was very difficult to approach, as the soil gave
way under any pressure. The stream itself consisted of semi-liquid
mud, interspersed with rocks and boulders. I t was uncanny to watch
the resistless way in which the moving mud laid hold of-so to speakthese large rocks, moving them in a much firmer manner than water
would have done. At times the surface of the stream was reduced, due to
the accumulation of mud and rocks causing a temporary block-only,
however, to burst forth later in an overwhelming manner. I t took some
time to cross the shwa, but fortunately the passage was accomplished
without mishap. Subsequently I followed up the Hob River, camping
at Choga Urdar on the edge of the Hoh glacier. Owing to rain and a
heavy miat, little could be seen of either the glacier or the surrounding
country, so I returned to the Braldoh and continued my journey along
the banks of the river. At Shigar a cak, or skin-raft, was placed a t my
disposal, and I was able to avoid walking the lest six miles to
f3kardu a respite all the more welcome because tho way was mostly
over loose sands. The nak consisted of about sixteen goat skins,
inflated and fastened to a wooden framework, six feet square, made of
thick branches lashed together ; the zak wallas, or crew, numbered four,
and steered with poles. I climbed on to the raft, which drifted into
mid-stream. There were dangerous rapids ahead and our speed increased
~teadily. We were soon projected violently into what appeared to be
wall of water, half-submerging the raft and causing it to creak in a
most alarming manner. Once through the rapid, we floated along
quietly and set to work to re-inflate the goat skins, this being done by
through one of the legs. Later we were held up on a sandbank
for an hour and had a ekin torn off by a rock, but we reached Skardu
without further mishap.
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Xt Skardu we replenished our stores, and on August 7 started offfor
Psnamik on the Parkand Road, a place just south of the Here-Kom
Pass. &itthe confluence of the Indus and Shyok rivers, we crossed
a barge, and continued along the right bank of the Shyok for two days,
arriving at Khapula. Following upon a day's rest we set off early in
the morning, but, unexpectedly, it took ue till evening to get over the
the Shyok again by skin-raft. W e started along the riverbank, and
when it became too dark rested in the open until the moon roee, finally
reaching our destination a t sunrise. Not wishing to lose time, after a
belated breakfast, we took fresh porters and made for Prahnu, sixteen
miles away. It wee not till after dark that Prahnu was reached,
after a march of thirty-six miles without resting. We found the
inhabitants hostile, and they refused us a oamping ground, so finding
a suitable place ourselves, we occupied it. While the tents were being
unloaded, a squabble began and things looked eerious, but order wes
soon restored, and the rest of the night, on the whole, was peaceful,
except for a few rocks and etonee which were periodically hurled at ue.
We had some difficulty in getting out of Prahnu, but managed by means
of bribery to get a suficient number of porters to take our beggege to
Turtok, the last village in Baltistan.
The next morning we started on a march of thirty-six milee to
Kharu, across the borderland between Ladekh, or Western Tibet.
Meeting- During the day we met a native band which played in my honour, end
place of
Muham- their music, I understand, has features of interest to students, owing to
madaPiem, the intervals employed, which are said to appeal to some of the nit*
Baddhim,
modern composers, though easily beyond my musical knowledgeand
Hinduinm. Toward sunset on the second day we came to Kharu, and it waa ourioua
M note that the stretch of country which we had traversed sinoe leeving
Turtok was a kind of no man's land-absolutely barren, with no important physical features of any description ; yet the inhabitants of the
two provinces are entirely distinct in race, religion, and customs. We had
left behind Muhammadanism and entered the land of Lemaism. Thie
part of Asia is probable one of the most interesting in the world. It
been pointed out that we are here a t the meeting-place of the great
Asiatic religions, and that from this spot and from none other in Ada
we go eastward to Chins through countriee entirely Buddhist, westward
to Constantinople smong none but Muhammadans, and southwsrd over
h d s where the Hindu religion prevails to the extremity of the Indien
peninsula.
This now brings me to Lamaism, the religion of Western Tibet.
First, what does the word the Lama " meen ? I t is a Tibetan word,
meaning ' I superior one." No traveller could fail to notice the inflaenoe
of the Lamas in every walk of life, with the result that Tibet hen
become the most priest-ridden country in the world. To become
h m a is a lengthy process, taking about twelve years. The ohild
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deaGinedto beoome one remains a t home until he is eight, when he is
writ into a monastery, where he is treated a t first like a school boy, being
taught to read and write. After three years he is admitted as a novitiate,
and reoeives most of the privileges of a monk, such as having a cell of
his own. In twelve years he is eligible for ordination, which cannot take
olace before he is twenty. His education oonsists chiefly of memorizing
saoredwords and prayers of Buddha, which are in many case8 unintelligibleeven to themselves. The monastery itself is called a gonbPot
place or hermitage. The size of these gornpos
which means a
from four Lamas to eight hundred, the largest in western Tibet
being at Himis, The actual site is most important. The building
shouldface east to catch the first rays of the sun, there should be a lake
in front, and a waterfall is a good omen. Once the site is chosen, it is
oonseorated, and this is a gre& ceremony.
I once attended one of the religious servioes, which are held three
times a day, and consist of recitations acco~npaniedby music. Incense
is kept burning throughout, and offerings of meat and flour are made
to the gods which are represented by imagee. I was sitting on a
wooden bench end, judging by the expression on t h e faces of those
taking part, they seemed to be doing their duties in a most perfunctory
meuner. This was confirmed when, a t the eud of the service, one of
the head Lamas came up and asked me if I would like more, as, if so,
they would continue. I declined this offer with thanks. I was politely
informed that the monastery funds were low, so I took the hint which
increased my popularity.
Ladakh, or Western Tibet, contains one of the highest inhabited
regions in the world. No part of it is below 8,000 feet, and a great
number of the inhabitants live a t heights of 12,000 to 15,000 feet. Tile
barren aepect of the country that one sees iu Baltisten is here repeated.
Kharu owes what little ilnportsnoe it hos to its being the first place
Over the h d e r between Baltistan and Ladakh. The houses, generally
of one storey, were irregularly spaced, with here and there a tree.
b m aome of the houses were flying prayer-flags of coloured ootton,
Women, with their peculiar headdress called yirak, gathered on
the flat roofs, some to pray and others to watoh our arrival. The
next
we left for Deskit, where two Lamas welcomed us and kindly
05ereda place for my oamp in the monastery oornpound. A glance a t
the su13geated place showed it to be very dirty ; but not wishing to hurt
the Lambe' feelings, I pitohed my tent there. As soon a s it became
dark, three large dogs, rather like Aleatian wolf-hounds, were let loose
to eneureour eafety. I thought of the stories of the monks of St.
Bernardand the doge kept to rescue travellers in danger on the Alps.
In Our
them anitnals did their work so well that none of ue
dared
to do so wbs the signal for prolonged barking and
blood-ourdlinggrowls,
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We left Deskit the next day, and waded through stretches of flooded
land. After crossing the Shyok River by a fine suspension bridge,
built by the Government to facilitate trade, we joined the Yerkand
Road, where I soon overtook a caravan bound for Kashgar, with whish
I travelled as far a s Panamik. W e had now started on our return
journey, and, after two days, recrossing the Shyok River by the
suspension bridge, we reached Khardung, one of the highest villages in
Ladakh. The next day we set off for Leh, which was twenty-fivemiles
away, with a pass 17,600 feet high t o be crossed. We ascended gradu.
ally for the first eight miles, and then came to a steep part leading
over a, glacier near the summit. Ahead of us was a caravan, and I sew
two ponies slip and fall, sliding down the ice until brought to e stendstill by a projecting rock. This death-trap a t the bottom of the ravine
Was filled with carcases of animals ; above hovered a number of grimlooking birds of prey, probably kites, fresh from feasting on the remains,
I t was not long before we were all suffering from mountain sickness, my
servants being utterly overcome. W e reached the summit, and below
us saw the Indus River winding its way along the valley, and in the
distance the highest peaks of the Kara-Korams showed up clearly. The
descent seemed long and tedious, and only at nine o'clock that night
did we arrive a t Leh.
During the few days I spent in Leh I visited Himie, the well-known
largest monastery in Ladakh, and then continued my journey toSrin&,oer,
241 miles distant. I t was a long and dreary march, including the
crossing of the Fotu L a end Namika La, each pass some 13,000 feet
above sea-level. I remember dietinctly passing through the small
village of Shergol. This village is the farthest western station of
Lamaism in Asia, end it was with a feeling of regret that I left the
land of the Lamas. Even with a short stay in the country, one seee
many good points in the Buddhist cult. Charity and kindness to
all living things are everywhere prominent. Cattle are well treated!
and it is rarely that a life is wantonly taken. There is also genuine
apirit of consideration and politeness which travellers csnnot fail to
notice. And so I left what is to my mind the most fascinating country
in the world. September 5 saw us in Mechoi, and the next morning
we started up the gradual ascent leading to the Zoji La. The floor
had vanished and the pass had a very different appearance from that
which it had presented three months earlier. Beyond it we &grin
passed through the Sind Valley, which had already an autumn
Here all the savage grandeur and the fantastic appearance of the Kars'
Korams were left behind and the eye dwelt with enjoyment On the
change. Bare rocks had given way to verdure, and the mild lit
with its smell of earth and its fruits was welcome. We reached
grinagar on September 10, having corered 1,100 miles in just oVereleven
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weeks at altitudes varying from 5,000 feet to 18,000 feet above sealevel.
There is a saying that there is nothing like experience for teaching,
and this is particularly true of Himalayan travel. You have now
been taken a thouaand miles, and I hope this account will have given
you some idea as to what pioneer work entails. I hope also that it has
given you a general idea of this part of the Himalayas and its inhabitants. There is, however, just one thing I would like to add, and that
is that the Kara-Koram Himalayas form only a Small area of the
Himalayas. About a thousand miles to the east We have an area
whichis the exact opposite of this barren and treeless country I t is
as rich in vegetation, trees, and flowers as the Kara-Korams are barren
and devoid of them. Those who have been to the Kara-Korams, I
think, will share my view that neither photographs nor words can ever
depict the beauty and grandeur of these gigantic mountains, which are
undoubtedly one of the wonders of the world.
Sir GEORGEMACMUNNsaid he would like to know the difference
between the old Muztagh Pass and the new one, and why the old one
was abendoned. Was it ever a much-used route ?
The LECTURER:
There are two passes, the Old or Eastern Muztagh
Pass and the New or Western Muztagh Pass. The Old Muztagh Pass
was the original pass, aud it became disused probably owing to the
changes in the glaciers. Sir Francis Younghusband crossed the Old
Muztagh Pass in 1887 with difficulty, having found the New Muztagh
Pass irnpracticablo. I think the last record of the New Pass being
crossed was by two natives in 1861. These passes cannot be described
as passes in our sense of the word, but merely as a place a t which the
Kara-Icoram range can be crossed.
The New Muztagh Pass lies some seven miles to the west of the Old
Muztagh Pass.
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-No one seems disposed to
carry on the discussion on these wild regions, and it only remains for
"0 to propose on your behalf a, vote of thanks to the lecturer.
(Applause.) We have been very much enlightened by his vivid
description of his intrepid journey, and also by the admirable series
of slides with which he illustrated his experience. One thing that
struck US all, I am sure, was his very modest reference to the difficulties of the journey and his own achievements. That one always
expectsfrom a great explorer, and though he did not quite succeed in
defeatingthe Western Muztagh Pass, he all but succeeded, and it is
c e r t a i u l ~no disgrace to any explorer to have failed in such company
as that of sir Francis Younghueband. All the same, he had a most
Interestingexperience, and he has put that experience a t our disposal.
we were ~articlllarlystruck, I think, by his comparison of the manner
In whichtwo civilizations and two religions, if not three, met on the
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roof of the world, the Baltis on the one side and the Ladakhie on the
other-the Baltis being Muhammadans and the Ladakhis Buddhistsinhabiting the same country, living under the same conditions, but
absolutely different in their outlook on life. We were also much
interested to hear what a, favourable opinion Captain Featheretone
had formed of the Lamas. They did not look particularly prepossessing in the pictures he showed us, but apparently they are very good
fellows at heart. The training for a Lama is a very severe one, taking
twelve years ; but you find full colnpensation afterwards, because you
lord it over the rest of humanity once you have passed the portals and
become a Lama. We all congratulate the lecturer on the lucidity of
his discourse, on his modesty when speaking oE his own aohievements,
and on the beautiful series of slides with which he has explained hia
lecture. (Renewed applause.)

PERSIAN AFFAIRS

THEpkst year has not been marked by any SexlSational O~currencesof
major importance. The coronation of Reza Pehlevi in April was an
imposingaffair, with gorgeous new uniforms, pr0cesSions and plaudits
to order, and no expense spared. The populace waited for hours (with
to watch but the decorations, or the pariah dogs that ran
bewilderedup and down the streets) to see the vassal tribesmen from
all corners of the Guarded Realms go riding by, and to catch e brief but
blessed glimpse of a Cinderella coach, and, within, an unfamiliar
Majesty, hunched, in the royal cloak, beneath the weight of a truly
royal crown The crowds were not enthusiastic beyond the limits of
decorum. Neither were the people impatient : many of them, indeed,
had waited longer outside the bakers' shops, and been rewarded with
not even a flap-jack of clean bread.
The eifects of the 1925 crop failure lasted till midsummer, when,
with the first arrivals of a plentiful harvest, the capital found its bread
supply at last adequate. Transport difficulties were eased by the use
of the motor-lorries hurriedly imported by the Government during the
winter, many of which are still serviceable. The uee of motor transport
on all possible roads throughout the country continues to increase
rapidly, and camels, mules, donkeys, and horse-carts are being diverted
to secondary roads. On the Baghdad-Teheran highway everything is to
be seen fro111 Fords to 10-ton Scammels, and even on the Bushire-Shiraz
road Fords, Chevrolets, and Dodges ply daily, scrambling up and down
the dizzy passes at the risk of their lives. The English touring car,
unfortunately, is very rarely seen, being too fastidious and expensive a
creature for such rough-and-ready usage. The Shimran road to the
SUmmer resort of the capital was well served last year by a fleet of
motor-buses run by the Russians. A European company has now been
given a concession for a similar service in town, though what privileges
the "concession" carries is not clear. The negotiations with the
postal authorities to enable the Junkers Flugzeugwerk A. G. to implement the concession for aeroplane service granted them a year ago are
at last completed, and a weekly air service between Teheran and Baku
~ ' Commence
~ 1
on February 11, to be followed by a service between
Teheran and the Iraq frontier. Meanwhile it is possible to buy from
a through ticket from Pehlevi to London via Moscow and
by sea and reil.
Parliament, which met in duly, after elections of a more or less
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traditional type, was adjourned till mid- August, and thereafter *pent
much time in preliminaries. The achievements of this Sixth Majlils
are not so far noteworthy: it has delved extensively into the murky
past of some of its members, wrangled in full debate over 8 few
hundred pounds more or less in the salary of a few foreign experts,and
shown generally a lack of drive and a disposition to quarrel over
inessentials, with latterly an increasing jealousy of its prerogatives and
much ill-informed criticism of the independent action of the ctlbinet..
The ministers have been men of no remarkable distinction or energy,
if one excepts the peripatetic minister of court, who, after accompanying
the Shah to Meshed, visited Russia and Turkey on a ~onfidenti~l
mission, out of which nothing has openly materialized as yet. In the
present temper of the Majliss it appears difficult to find a cabinet which
would both command a, working majority and be ably led to work,
Muetoufi ul Mamalik, who resigned the premiership on January 29,
rather than face a n interpellation, is a master of urbane inactivity,
noted for the size of his hunting parties in the old days, and the size of
the fortune he has spent here and in Europe. The deputies treat him
with good-humoured respect, knowing that at tbe worst he will not
commit the country to active error. The cabinet has been reformed
under his leadership.
The most unsavoury incident that has occurred since the murder of
the American Consul some years ago was the attempt on the life of
31udarris, the venerable leader of the democratic party. He escaped
with shots in the hand and the arm and is now back in the Majliss Be
a supporter of the Government, but the mysterious elusiveness of his
assailants impelled the public to put the worst interpretation on the
affair, which has now been hushed up.
I t was not to be expected that the first year of the new dynasty
should pass without disturbance or challenge. The rebellion of a
number of the troops quartered in Khurasan caused much une@~inea0
in July, a s it was feared that the Turkornan would take the opportunity
for raiding southwards ; but order was restored on the personal appearence of the Shah in Meahed and the arrest of the army commander
there whose depredations had been partly responsible for the delay in
paying the troopq.
Disaffection throughout the ranks of the army was simmering at
this time, and in the mind of the general public there was a strong
sense of dissatisfaction sod apprehension, as it was felt that financis'
integrity among the officers was not stimulated by conspicuoufl exam^'^.
Of less danger to the country's peace was the reappeerance in
Kurdish field of that pathetically recurring figure+ Baler ed ~ o u l e ~ j
who inspired a local rising that wae foredoomed to failure. Troopg
were despatched to Hamadan and Senneb, largely in motor-care cornmandeered from a11 end eundry, and the trouble quickly fizzled out.
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with Russia have been during the laat year, a s indeed
they are normal\^, Persia's gravest problem in politics and trade. The
disputeover the fishery rights on the Caspian littoral is still unsettled,
and the Russians
the embargo against i ~ l p o r t sfrom Persia
with the
of cotton. Permits for limited quantities of produce
are given spasmodically from time to time, and the Russian trading
agenciespur&ase rice, raisins, m d 80 on, a t intervals, when they are
obtainable at starvation prices, but much of North Persian produce has
rotted unsold. A number of bearer permits have recently been issued
for small
of Persian exports, to supporters and friends of the
Russian legation, and these permits have been transferred to traders
for e consideration. The facts are that Persia has no alternative
rnarket for most of the produce of her northern provinces, that Russia
ie obliged to restrict imports, that she is dissatisfied with Persia
politicslly, and that her trade concerns are largely a t the mercy of
Soviet officials actuated by theory. Meanwhile the sale of Russian
sugar is being pushed in all Persian markets as far south as Kerman
and Duzdab, and on the Kermanshah road the economically curious
eight may be seen of Russian and A.P.O.C. oil passing each other in
opposite directions.
The finances of Persia, under the American administration, have
been further strengthened during the year. Doctor Millspaugh's sixteenth Quarterly Report, to September, 1926, which has just been issued,
chows a remarkable continuance of the drain on the people's capital to
swell the Government purse, mainly, of course, in anticipation of railway
building, for which the receipts from the Sugar and Tea Tax are earIt might be supposed that the accumulation and hoarding of
this latter branch of the revenue a t the rate of a million sterling
annually could not continue for long in a country of Persia's meagre
reeource~,while on the other hand the amount collected over a few
Yeare would not suffice to build more than a small proportion of the
mileage contemplated, and the receipts from traffic could hardly be
to pay the interest on the capital expenditure. I t should be
remarked, however, that this temporary drain on the country's wealth is
set off by about the same amount received in royalties from the AngloPersian Oil Company-an annual windfall of recent growth-and it
therefore be argued that the prosperity of the A.P.O.C., and that
enables Persia to stand the unaccustomed strain of saving for
future capital outlay. A further million sterling annually ie spent in
the
by the A.P.O.C. for wages, provisione, etc., en important
which the finance administration shows a curious reluctance to
Indude in its estimates of the balance of trade.
the recently arrived American railway expert is developing his
PropoRale for a comprehensive survey, increased attention is being given
to the less debatable need of roads, the improvement and upkeep of
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which is partly provided for by yet another port tax on foreign trade,
With the expenditure of a few million sterling on road work under
Russian engineers the transport problem would quickly solve itself for
tbe time being by tl manifold increase in the use of commercial motore.
The road between Baghdad and Tabriz, by way of Rowandul, is being
opened up a s an alternative to the Trebizond and Batoum routes, which
are economically preferable but are sometimes barred. The traffic
between Bushire and Shiraz demands a deviation of route to avoid the
worst passes. The Isfahan-Ahwaz road might make a traveller despair
of its ever being anything better than what it always has been-astony
test of endurance to man and beast. The Dizful-Khurramabad roed is
very slow to develop, and its experimental use as an alternative to
Bagdad has not encouraged traders to desert Iraq.
The American financial advisers are still moderately popular. There
is a general desire among the political classes to curtail the power of
veto possessed by the adminiutrator-general, but it is perhaps well that
the purse-strings should be held yet awhile by a pre-eminently cautious
foreigner who has proved his integrity. Doctor Millspaugh'e scheme
for an agricultural and industrial bank is now before the Majliss. It is
proposed to create the capital for this native bank by the sale of crown
lands and of part of the crown jewels. There is much in the schemeto
recommend it, the main difficulty being that of sound, economical, and
trustworthy administration. I t is worth bearing in mind that theonly
two business organizations of any magnitude which have made good
and have held their own in the country are the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company and the Imperial Bank of Persia-both British.
The native press improves a s time goes on, but there has been lately
a general recrudesceuae of the hysterical jeremiads which used to
issue, many years ago, from the hot brains of idle politicians. The
" Iran " is constructively progressive, and now publishes topical photographs in addition to much reliable matter of practical utilityThe winter has been cold and dry so far, and rain or snow is much
needed for the autumn-sown crops and the summer water supply. The
local form of rinderpest hae taken heavy toll of the cattle, and the
American agricultural expert has devoted much of his attention to
coping with the disease since his arrival last summer. An instance (let
us hope unique) may be given of subordinates' action in a matter of
thia nature. An ofEicial in s o outlying district had made plea8ant
little addition to his salary in illicit fees for inoculetion when this was
voluntary. Later inoculation was made compulsory, and at first Our
friend feared the loss of hie supplementary income. By this time, however, the dire mortality directly attributed to his inoculations h d
become known ; so his luck held, for the cattle-owners theresfher paid
him handsomely to leave their beasts alone.

SOME NOTES ON THE OVERLAND MOTOR
ROUTE TO INDIA

ra

of the increasing interest that is being taken nowadays in
communications in Asia, the following brief notes, based on the
on a recent motor journey from Haifa to railhead
at Dnzhb, may be helpful to thoee contemplating a similar journeyFrom Baife, as far as Baghdad the road is now so well known as to
cell for little comment. When the writer went across in July last t h e
Dernascns route was olosed for political reasons, and the ~ r i ~ o l i - H o r n s Palrnyra route was followed. The coast road from Haifa to Tripoli is
very good going, but from Tripoli to Homs it is thoroughly bad : broken,
with a, rough, rocky surface, which entails a, very heavy strain on
eprings and chassis. Beyond Home the desert itself ie for the rnosf
part excellent going, and one can travel '(all out " for long distanoes.
The etretch from Baghdad to Khanikin similarly presents no difficulties, while the main road from the Persian frontier to Teheran is, or
rather wee, a proper motor road. Constructed by the British military
authorities during the war, it was, when finished, a first-class road.
Like most other things in Persia, it has been totally neglected, and is
now rapidly falling into decay. With the great increase in motor
traffic,particularly with the large number of heavy commercial vehioles
conetantly moving up and down it, the surface has been ruined ; and
whereas a few years ago cars could go a t high speed practically the
whole distance from Teheran to Khanikin, now they have to pick their
way carefully over the bumps.
The journey up to Teheran falls into four easy natural stagesviz. Bqhhdsd to Kermanshah, 223f miles, is the longest, and moet
travellere would find it Inore convenient to rail their car from Baghdad
far a.0 Khaoikin, a matter of 94 miles, end thus avoid the least
pleasant p r t of the journey. The remaining stages-via., Kermanshah
to Hamdm, 1134 miles, Hamadan to Kazvin, 146f miles, and Kazvin
to Teheran, 92% miles-are all e a ~ yone, There is a hotel in each
the halting-places mentioned. That a t Kermanshah has very little
to
it. It is infested with flies, and is situated in the
bazar; but as the traveller would only be staying for the night, this
not worry him very much. The hotel s t H ~ m a d a nis better,
"
lee0 unpleasant atmosphere about it. The Kazvin hotel is
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very unpleasant one, and a single night is the most that anyone would
feel inclined to stay. The rooms all open on to one common verandah,
which in turn looks out over the sarai. The latter is generally full of
cars, and the noise is almost continuous. Here one finds oneself rubbing shoulders with unpleasant-looking Bolsheviks and their equally
unpleasant-looking womenfolk on their way up and down from Enzeli.
The corridor and verandah are filled with a motley collection of local
travellers, whose chief characteristic is their extreme noisiness. The
food leaves a great deal to be desired, and it is advisable to limit one's
demands to a samovar with tea and boiled eggs.
The remaining ninety-two miles into Teheran make an easy and
quite pleasant run. Petrol can be purchased a t a11 the places so far
mentioned. Up to Hamadan end in Teheran the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company's petrol is obtainable, but in Kazvin, as in all other northern
towns, it is not generally stocked, and one has to buy the Russian product. The latter is sold in soft iron tins of one pud, or approximately
four gallons. The quality of the petrol itself is good, but with the
control in Soviet hands, one almost invariably finds a quantity of dirt
and water in the tin, not to mention short measure.
There are several quite efficient repair garages in Teheran, end
a number of shops fairly well stocked with the commoner kinds of
accessories. Prices are very high, however, and it is most advisable to
bring up all the spares one is likely to require from Baghdad. Here it
is as well to mention that English cars are very rare in Persia, and can
almost be counted on the fingers of two hands. Practically all the
cars are American. There are naturally more Fords than anything
else, but the number of Buicks, Oaklands, Hupmobiles, Chevrolots,
and Dodges is increasing rapidly.
The road from Teheran to Tabriz is fairly straightforward going.
The distance is 374 miles, and with a good car one can make Zenjan
the first night, and with an early start reach Tabriz by the evening of
the next. The only really dificult piece of road is that going over the
Kaplan Kuh. The road over the Shibli Pass, where oars had formerly
to be hauled up and let down with ropes, has now been properly constructed, and one can get over quite comfortably. I t is advisable
to carry petrol for the whole journey from Teheran to Tabriz. It Can
be obtained a t Zenjan, but is expensive, and one cannot count on
getting any at Mianeh. There is a great deal of climbing and low-gear
work to be done on this trip, and this should be taken into consideration. In case one should run ehort, it is often possible to obt~inone
tin of petrol at the village of Haji Agha, some thirty-five miles short of
Tabriz, but the price asked for it is exorbitant.
I n Tabriz there is a good garage with an efficient mechanic in
charge. The rates are about 50 per cent. higher than in Teheran*
The road itself is not too bad, though there are a number of river-bede
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to negotiate, and one or two very steep bridges. The greatest trouble
me the countless water cuts, some of them irrigation channels ; others,
in the hills, simply places where the rain has worn away the road.
The latter are in nine cases out of ten a t the foot of a n incline. One
comes coasting gaily down a beautiful gradient with ample impetus to
csrry one well up the next incline on top gear, but one has invariably
to pull up with a jerk to negotiate a broken water crossing, and then
work slowly up a long incline on low gear. If only the Persian
suthorities could be persuaded to lay down Irish bridges a t these
points the trouble would be obviated and the road immeasurably
improved.
The Kazvin-Enzeli road, constructed by the Russians before the
war, is atill in a fairly good state of preservation, though here also the
is rapidly becoming destroyed by the number of heavy Cornrnercial vehicles which daily ply along it. The Russians are good
drivers, but believe in high-speed work. They are apt to come upon
one unawares from round corners, and one has to bear this constantly
in mind in negotiating the very sharp cliff cornere going down the long
Kuen Gorge to Menjil.
Some seven miles beyond Menjil one emerges abruptly from the
bare, wind-swept mountain road into lanes hedged with thick foliage,
snd inches deep in mud, for it rains nearly every day in the year
in Gilan. The chief trouble here are the strings of Russian country
cuts, or fourgons, resembling old English millers' waggons, each with
four horses abreast. In many places the road is barely wide enough
for them to pass. They will naturally choose the inside berth next to
the hillside, and it is good policy to stop the car and let them do the
passing; otherwise it is quite easy to be misled by the thick foliage on
the outside of the road and imagine it is an ordinary ditch, whereas it
is in reality the actual khud-side. The writer made this mistake, and
slipping into what he casually thought was an ordinary roadside ditch,
be found himself hanging at an alarming angle over the side of the
cliff itself. The slightest push would have sent the car hurtling several
hundred feet into the river below, and nothing could be done until half
the inhabitant0 of a neighbouring village had been collected and the
car lifted bodily on to the road again.
All this, however, has nothing to do with the route to India. W e
therefore, return to Teheran and set off atreah.
From Teheran to Ispahan the going is quite straightforward. The
distance is only 287 miles, and this can be done easily in two
a convenient stopping-place being the small village of Dilijan,
lC2miles from Teheran. Here one can doss down for the night in a
Oew hujra belonging to the headman of the village.
The rooms are
perfectly clean, and one can spend a comfortable night there. There
" the usual cltac-khanoh in the village, and quite a good meal can
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be had st short notica The mbin road to Ispahsn formerly n.
via Kwhan, but tha new route vis Dilijan is better going and ie much
shorter.
Petrol can be obtained at Qum, but one mrnnot oount on geUiog it
anywhere else before Ispehen, end it is best fo carry eufficient for the
whole trip from Teheran.
At Ispahsn one can stey quite comfortably s t the Hotel GhmBagh, end the food is quite good. There are one or two garages mn
by Baghdadis. I t is extrmrdinary how the Iraqi has taken the initistive in Persia in everything appertaining to motore. A large proportion
of the taxi-drivers in Teheran are Iraqis. They are to be found in end
about most garages, and they are more in demand than Persians es
private chsuffeurs.
Between Ispahm and Shiraz there is only one troublesome plwe,
and that is just beyond Yezdi Khast, ninety-six miles from Ispahsn.
The road descends and crosses s deep nullah, and the ascent the other
side is so steep, with a sharp bend at its steepest point, that very few
cars with any load in them will reach the top without assistance. The
villagers make capital out of this, and one can always get hdf a dozen
of them to come and push.
A oonvenient halting-place would be Dshbid, 203 milee. Thie
would leave one with euflicient time to spend an hour or two at
Persepolis the following day. Petrol should be carried for the whole
journey to Shiraz. Here there is quite a good repair garage belonging
to an Indian, but very few spares are obtainable.
The road from Shiraz to Kirman via Niriz and Saidabsd wlL8 constructed by the South Persian Rifles during the war, and after their
disbandment and the witbdra,wal of effective protection to trevellerfl,
the latter abandoned the road altogether. I t has remained closed for
some yeara, and the fear of robbers, coupled with the fact that, unlike
all the other main routes in Persia, there is no telegraph line, has m ~ b
people afraid to use it. Caravan and other traffic has, therefore, for
some years past, been oeing the northern and longer route via YeadThe Persian Government is now arranging to police the Niriz r o d
open it for traffic again.
The writer embarked upon it with uomewhat mixed feeling8, Particularly ae no one in Shiraz was able to give him any information
about it, but he met with an agreeable surprise. True, the road w M
devoid of traffic, and for the first time one missed the weloome little
chae-khanehat every few miles' distance ; but once one has pameed the
first seven or eight miles over a, very broken mountain t r ~ klesdiag
from the Shiraz plain the road is excellent, and for the remeini*g
100 miles a0 far as Niriz one can go s t any speed one's mgine ia
capable of.
I t is advisable to make a very early start from Shiraz and main
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Nirie .s early as poseible, 80 as to have plenty of time to negotiate the
BbsmabadPass. I t is desirable to leave Niriz a t Least a clear three
hours before sunset, or, if the car is a Ford, and st all heavily loaded,
spend the night at Niriz, and start for the pass the following morning.
With s good oar the pees can be easily done on a low gear, but s lowpwered car, or one that is heavily loaded, would have difficulty in
getting up some of the gradients. A convenient place to spend the
night would be either Hasanabad, which is nothing but a small, ruined
gendarmerie post, with good water, but rather cold a t night, or Bishneh
village, about twenty-five miles further on, and 137 miles from Shiraz.
It ehould be noted that between Bishneh and Dasht, a matter
of twenty miles, there is a total absence of water. Care should be
trlren in crossing the salt plain beyond Kbairabad to keep strictly to
the tracks. There the road is perfectly solid, but the moment one
leeves the track there is a grave danger of getting bogged in the salt
morass.
If difficulty is experienced in making Kirman before dark, the most
convenient place to spsnd the night is Mashiz, some thirty miles short
of Kirman. There is a road-guard post there, and waiter and supplies
can be obtained.
In Kirman there is one good garage with an excellent native
mechanic. Spare parts are not to be counted on, but petrol and oil
are obtainable.
There now remains the final and most trying stretch of all. The
distance from Kirman to Duzdeb is 317 miles. The nlost convenient
steges ere to make Fshreh, 161 miles, the first day. With luck, and
provided one did not l o ~ etime in the sandy track s t S h u r p z , it might
be poseible to make Duadab the following evening ; though should
(here be any doubt on this score, it would be better to content onedfthe second day with reaching the small telegraph post a t Sipi,
from which one could comfortably reach Duzdab early the following
afternoon,
As this is the least-known portion of the whole journey, it may be
of intereat to give a more detailed description of the track.
From Kirman the going is quite good. Mahoum village, with its
'mall but beautiful Madrasseh, is reached a t twenty miles. There is
then a steady ascent until the top of the rise, 8,000 feet, is reached a t
forty-seven miles. Some six miles further on the road crosses a deep
nu11ab, after which the track remains quite good as far as Dharud
(Tahrud), seventy-four miles, where there is a rest-house belonging to
the Indo-European Telegraph Company. Some twelve milee further
the road leaves the hills and traverses a level plain about twentyfix miles wide. One then crosses a shallow nullah, and at mile 118
reaches Bam.
At Barn there is a telegraph rest-house with a clerk in oharge.
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From Bam the going is quite straightforward as far as the large
village of Wekilabad, 126 miles. Here there are a number of irrigc
tion cuts, but once past them there is no other difficulty until a rather
deep and difficult wadi is reached just short of Fahreh, at mile 160.
The water at Fahreh is very slightly brackish, but is the best for very
many miles around One requires to take a sufficient supply of thia
water for the next stage to Sipi.
Once past Fahreh the going becomes more sandy, and three milee
further on one enters a, perfectly flat plain, the surface of which is
covered with a very fine gravel. The gravel is but a veneer, and below
it is nothing but very fine sand. Some patches are softer then others,
and while, in the harder tracts, the wheels do not sink in more then
3 inches, one may suddenly strike a, softer patch and find the wheels
buried up to the axle. To avoid the softer area one should strike
away left of the telegraph line and keep away from it for about four
miles. One of Nadir Shah's watch-towers can be seen on the horizon,
and this can be taken as the point a t which one rejoins the telegraph
line. The writer got stuck in the sand within half a mile of this tower.
The sand was well up to the axles, and digging only made the wheels
eink in further. The most effective remedy was to spread a couple of
cheap rugs down under the rear wheels and pull out on them. This
method proved quite successful, and was used on subsequent occasions.
One rejoins the telegraph line at mile 168, after which the going is
quite firm and level a s far as Shurgaz, mile 191. Here there is a, smell
telegraph linesman's post and a well of brackish water.
The track now becomes sandy again, and the going heavier. f3ome
sand dunes are passed, and a t mile 194 the Shurgaz river bed in
reached. This is a shallow depression about three-quarters of a mile
wide, and consisting entirely of soft drift sand. The going is heav~
as it possibly can be, and it is doubtful if any laden car with less than
nix wheels could get across it without outside assistance. I t took the
writer one hour and a half to get across in a Dodge car with the rugs
and epades in use, and with three men pushing. This is the pihce
r4sistance of the whole journey, and once the Shurgaz is crossed, there
is nothing ahead to give very much trouble.
The going remains rather sandy for aome miles, and then become@
firmer. At 223 miles Kunarak telegraph-post is passed about threequarters of a mile on the right. The track now riser to the Kunar~k
hille, which are entered aome eight miles further on. At mile 246 the
Afghan Pass is reached. One follows the track, which is very stony,
and resembles a typical North-West Frontier nullah-bed, until the nullah
forks. One follows the left-hand track, which gets rapidly narrower
until there is barely room for a car to pass. The track is no longer
rocky at this point, and a very little pick and shovel work would widen
the track and improve it beyond measure.
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The top of the pass is reached at mile 247, after which the descent
is quite an easy one. The track leads down into the p l ~ i n and
,
nine
miles across it one reaches the small telegraph-post of Sipi. There is
good water, but no provisions whatever are obtainable.
Six miles beyond Sipi the track traverses a belt of hills and then
emerges into a wide plain. The going would be quite good were it not
for very numerous dry watercourses, which check one every few
hundred yards. At mile 313 a telegraph-line branches off left to
Dehaneh Baghi, but must not be followed. Duzdab is reached four
miles further on.
Though it is just possible to take a car by road all the way through
to Quetta, yet with the railway actually working from Duzdab, no
useful purpose would be served by doing so, and the journey is a most
difficult and unpleasant one.
A few general hints to travellers by car in Persia may be usefu1.
First of all, as regards the type of car best suited for the countrJ',
the Americans are, at present, easy favourites. There is a belief, and
one has often heard the opinion stated, that the most suitable car for
Persia is the Ford. This is partly based on the fact that Ford care
were used during the war by the British military authorities, and did
excellent work ; and also because it is perhaps easier to obtain Spare
parts for this make of car than for any other. What is much more
important, however, is the fact of the Ford having such a large clearance and short wheel-base. Nevertheless, there are two serious
disadvantages attaching to the Ford for travelling long distances in
a country like Persia. Firstly, the Ford car is not made for low-gear
work, and in Persia one has a great deal of this to do ; and, secondly,
the engine heats up very rapidly, and the radiator is constantly on the
boil. This in a country where, in many areas, one ha8 to carry all
one's water with one, is in itself a very great disadvantage.
The trouble with British cars is usually their lack of clearance.
There are numbers of British makes of car which would compete very
favourably with the Americans were it not for this one disadvantagelack of sufficient clearance. Apart from the roughness of the track in
some of the hilly areas, where one frequently has to drive over projecting piece8 of rock, there are numerous bridges over irrigation cuts
to be negotiated. Most of these are short, but they are so steep that a
car with a long wheel-base m d ordinary clearance frequently impinges
On the crest of the bridge and sticks there.
In setting out on a trip aoross Persia, it is important to time oneself
80
to avoid the rainy season. Generally speaking, one can travel
quite safely any time after the end of March and before the beginning
The Teheran-Tabriz road remains open generally until
the end
November, after which time, and sometimes earlier, bad
must be expected, and the road remaine practically impassable
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until the epring. The osme conditions epply to Esrt Persia. Onae
the winter rsine have broken, the Kirmrrt-Duzdeb route io turned into
r res of mud, and neither oera nor ccmelr can get acrose it.
It would be ungrateful to complete theee notes without e brief
reference to the British Coneulates in Yereia. Well known for the
kindnese and hoepihliby they invariably extend to travellere, it behover
the latter to appreciate the position of the Coneulebeu. With the
development of motor transport, the number of Britieh trl~vellsnin
Persia ie increasing, and tbere ie a tendency on the pert of e few of
them to regard the British Consuletee a s inetitutions existing speoielly
for their convenienoe. I t ie true that in tnany towne in Pereia there is
otill no hotel ecoomrnodation suitable for Europeene, in whiah oeae the
traveller may find himeelt thrown upon the hospitblity of Hir Majeety'r
Consul. Out of coneideretion for the letter, therefore, and es a metter
of oourtesy, it is deeirrble, where poeeible, to write ahead md inform
the Consul of one'e arrival if it is desired to iuvoke his esrietsnoe.
Most traveller8 find themeelves indebted sooner or lbter bo the
Indo-European Telegraph L)epertrnent for permission to urn thelr reathoueee. These are a, real boon, for in moot oaeee they are sibueted in
the snleller and more out-of-the-way plaoee, where no other eocommodetion ie possible. Yerrnieeion to ocoupy them should be obtained
from the Indo-Nuropeen Telegraph Lhpertmen t in Teheran. The
officials of the Department are elways most obliging, and more then
one traveller on his way through to India has had to thenk them for
sssietrnoe rendered, without which they would probably never have
reached their dertination.
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IN CHINA.Ily M.Abol

~ o l i l l a r d . I~ulldon: Muasrs. (3. Routlcdyc and Bonm.

16s.

M. llonnard wms werely a vi~itorto (Jbina, but he had ruado .owe utudy of
Chlliase history arid literaturn, in a dirawd obaerror, and l i u u ~ a r k u dlitorury
sbillty. Hie book ie tllorefure vary intaremtil~gm d il~struutive.
The deruriptioa whial~hu givua of l'akil y in tho aulllluer and ill tho a l ~ t u ~ r l l l
is exoallent,
HIa love of the Enst all(] liis ndliiiratioti for the nfll1iovelllellt~of anoient
China in ]iteraturo, pllilosopliy, atld art, loc~dhill1 L ) O ~ ~ l ~ t i lillto
l l ~ foxtravlWanuoa
l
Ho lnrllont,g that 110 was ulinblo to rlreet I L I I Y of " tllu @ofit Tlloistic priuetn in
thob magnifloent nloa.stic libnlriaa, wlionu tuil~datrlivnl slluntly ~ l l r ~ l l gduptll@
ll
that few of their fellows onti ovun collcuivo of, to tli0 u l t i l ~ a poillt
t~
wlliull l n a l l ' ~
speculations on the uliivorse have roachod." Aru tl~eroally euoli Taoist prieahs
In China l 1doubt it. I n 1110 C l r i n ~Year
~
Ilook " wo are to13 tllc~t'J1aoielll,
u now praotisod in China, ie a " polytliui~tiu liotclipololi of witchcraft and
demonology," and I Luliuve this to bu oorrec!t. T h e (7llinose aro not grcjat
religious thinlcers. AR all oduc~itutl1,inIi onou said to r l ~ e: ' I 1 do not thin]( tllaf
0 Chineso ouree niucll what iu
to Iiappon to llilil ill t110 next world aH long
as he anrl have IL good ti1110ill t l l i ~oilu."
M. Donnard also, liltu u l u ~ ~ otliur
y
peoplu, ilidulgev in iit~nuoos~ary
enthuelneln about tlie arul~h~ ~ of (1: I \ i l l1~ i . ~ h u rend
y
t h a t the 14:uiporor Hllill
of the Tein dylraety cotletruoted o groat wt~llin tllo tlrlrd u e n t ~ ~ JLU.,
r y and tlloy moo
north of Peking alrd ut s h a ~ l \ ~ t ~ i l ~ ltlio
r a i linngnilic-ont wall wllioli the Milly
Emperore built in tlio rirtoenth century d.11, to ketrp out tlie Manollu Tartl~ra,
bnd
! I I ~ P ~ \ It,lint
I~
u wall of tllin clil~rr~ctor
wan conntruotud b ~ f o r otho
Christian ore lboroae tho wllolo of Nor.t,li t:lillin. l'orson~illy I doubt if tllo
wftll built by tho ICl~lperor H ) l i l l dif'i'ortjd lr~~itorially
ill ohmraatur from Ofllb'0
DY~(!.In Kann~itlrtr wall doon not rlpporlr to hnve ever bneti onytllillg but
erection of 111ud; a~itlin Hlioriei, alollg 1110 border of Moligolia, noutll of t l l ~
Y@llowIliver, ~iiuollof tho etructura wan ulud, though tho gunrd-ponte end
b~rr~cka
wore of brlclc. I<rrriwu all11 HIlullai arc regardud by tho (:liineso nu the
orde of their race.
In a Pnsaago about Conf~roiu~
nlld llin doaign of nociaty M. llo11111~rd
noes
'Iaion@of Chlnn wliioll, axuupt parllapa in period* of o t r o r i ~ailtooratlo rule,
I t seeliis," 110 writcru, "an if tho
doon not over opponr to have oxintad.
prob1e1ll 01 clvllirntion 111~1"over I I I ~ U Iluoro
~
porfuetly ~ o l v e d ,Ilor wit11 ulloh
daterolls nlegnnce, bu(\i~ro t~lildinordorly a~oliiallt,w\lioli oxbtr avorywliuro
held ill elmc~l~
by fual., I ~ r ddi~a~)lloaro(l
nlto((etl~nrla China, and tllsru
nood of oor~straintof anyonu, bucaulro overyoae ~eonlodto be oonvurted."
no oountry i l l tlia world luorn ~ u b j a o tto poriodlo di~turbanooal~tld
ll~heevnlsthen C\lina,
Bonnard, howsvur, l~nonn 0l)aervrnit eyn, and Haw China ~0 it ie with
o ' e a r n ~ ~ ~ -I '- ntnrk
n
(11111111 l1~n(1,l)
~ J l e r tho
e pooplu aru nn u n f a i l i ~obj00t
i~
Inlar-t,
tho aeariory IN for tIin 111t)ntpart dull and unlntarsmtlng, and the
'Ith and ~ l l w r yrenullill frolu ovsr-pup~llntio~i
and overorowding cauls tlie
10rolaner 10 nhllddnr. Tht, followi~iglrru dwaoriptlon. of what hu caw at
Pooohow and CllllngklnR I i i Hxeo]luan :
I HH
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" B u t the smells are worse than anything else. Pails of filth without any
cover stand about everywhere, and the ill-fitting paving-stones expose the drains
into which the filth from every dwelling-house is discharged. The overflow
from these drains spreads itself allnost with an air of pomp into sheets of filth,
breaks out into bubbles, and mixes its disgusting eddies to such an extent that
when I passed a stable, fro111 which there came a strong smell of horse manure.
it struck me as such a pleasant, wholesome smell by contrast that I stood stili
an inetant to breathe it as a corrective. . .
" Hideous maladies take hold of swarms like these, just like brambles
clinging to a wall. One sees swellings, scabs, mottlings, and bright rashes.
Nothing cheerful stands out in the uniformity of the crowd, but now and then
you are suddenly frozen with horror at the poor unbearable face of a begger,a,
face contracted like a closed fist, with merely the remains of an eye or lip
to be seen in it."
When he deals also with modern-day politics M. Bonnard's observations
are very sagacious. I n 1918 the pro-Japanese policy of the Anfu Government
at Peking aroused the indignation of the students, and a number of strikers
attempted to set fire to the house of an unpopular Minister. Students headed
demonstrations to protest against Japanese influence and to constrain the
populace to boycott their goods. When M. Bonnard was in China this agitation
was still continuing, and he was shrewd enough to see its possibilities. "If you
want," he writes, " to know a nation, you had much better begin by studying
the young people. For, thanks to their exuberance and to the fact that they
are not yet rendered discreet by the necessity of retaining employment for the
earning of their bread, they involuntarily reveal the soul of the nation."
.
" We should not allow ourselves to be deflected from the main issues by our
amusement at details, which may be dangerous in so far as they obscure the
profound meaning of the movement. Although in these actions the students
are obviously only feeling the way, it is unmistakable that a new force ie
struggling to the light and becoming conscious of itself, and as each of these
crises makes it more and more conscious of itself the crises naturally recur."
On the question also whether Bolshevis~nwill spread in China M. Bonnard's
observations are very much to the point : <'Those who always deal in the small
change of received ideas will answer that there are too many smallholdere and
cultivators here to admit of the possibility of Communi~lmsucceeding. But the
people who observe for themselves are less decisive. They know what the
peasants have to endure and fear, that they will become desperate at last and
ready to deliver themselves up to any party which promises them a better fateThen, too, the soldiers, who are badly paid and badly disciplined, feel quite as
much discontent as they give rise to, and would easily be swept into any
revolutionary movement. Thus we get the formation of immense mbasefi
of people who nre no longer attached to any solid principle." . .
" Let ue
remember what rebellion in China may mean if we want to understand how
successful Bolshevism or any other form of excess mny become here. As a fire
sweeps through the serried rank^ of the native wooden hovels from one burat
it8 sppalling energy, RO in this race, where there is no effective separ&tion
between individuals, one mad idea inflames countless multitudes simultaneousb.
There are numerous examples of these outbursts of frenzy in Chinese hietory U P
to the Boxer riots, and even since then."
These observations were made in 1!i'20-21. I t is a pity that some of the
people in England, who are suppose11
to interpret China, to the public, were not
-e quelly far-seeing.
R. M. D A N E .

.
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Dan gnanpF
oM Asra~. By Hans Rohde. Stuttgart, Berlin, und Leipaig:
DeutsoheVerlags-Unstalt. 1924.
The author of this remarkable work in two volumes relates in a continuous
narrativethe more recent p h a ~ e sof that great struggle between East and West
which may be said to run through history from the epoch of the Trojan War
onward8. Only the first-namely, the one on the fight for mastership in the
Levantand over Islam-is here dealt with ; the second treats of the problems
of the Far East and the Pacific Ocean.
In the course of a long residence in the Levant Herr Rohde has convinced
himselfof the truth that the history of Asia-and, indeed, world history-is in
our day dominated by the necessity imposed a t all times on Great Britain
of securing and maintaining by sea and land her communications with her
Indian Empire. From this supreme object her foreign policy is never for a
molllent deflected. When she meets with rebuffs she overcomes them, at one
time by force, at another by negotiation and compromise. I n the end she
is ueually successful, and at the conclusion of this volume we are comforted
with the assurance that, after a disastrous interlude marked by the triumphs of
Mustafa ICemal Bey, the Near East has been left again under the influence
mainly of our country. A word of warning, however, is added. The Treaty of
Ltlussnne paid too little attention to Russia and Germany. I n the long run the
virtual exclusion from the settlement of two Powers, surely not uninterested in
Eastern developments, is likely to make itself felt, nor can final equilibrium yet
be said to have been attained in the region under review.
In the period preceding the opening of the Suez Canal, when the Mediterranean was only a lake with a narrow issue at its western extrelnity, Great
Britain's main reliance was necessarily on Turkey, the principal Power interposing between Russia and India. After 1869 Egypt, whence the canal could
be more closely watched, began to talre the place of Turkey, and Great Britain
did not reat satisfied until she had firnlly established herself on the Lower Nile.
acquiesced, now taking largely the place of Great Britain in Turkey.
British sea communications with India were thus seoured. I t remained to keep
within the British orbit the lands forming a bridge between India and
: Afghanistan, Per~ia,Mesopotami~,and Arabia. Although Afghanistan
and Persia have now gained their independence, Herr Rohde shows that Great
Britainhas contrived to retain an influential position in those countries, while
and the Arab lands are admittedly subject to her prevailing
authority.
France is represented as Great Britain's ~rincipnlrival in the Near East, but
the author is led to believe that Great Britain has always at hand a sure ll~3ans
of Overcoming French resistance in Asia. by the simple device of giving France a
free haad against Gernlany in Europe. U g a lllutual understanding of this kind
field wa8 opened for Monsieur Poincarb, to carry out his long-cherished
in the Ruhr in return for concessions at Lausanne. enabline
.. Great
to settle in her own way some of the outstanding questions in the Arab
territories,
On t h i ~and other points on which stress is laid in the book before us no
given to show on what authority the author relies for some of his
cBtegori~al
statements. His 860 pages are unaccompanied by a single note ;
and though the reader is thankful never to be distracted from the even tenor of
a! Perusal by tireson~ereferences at the bottom of the page, he is left under the
'mpresai~n
that, while the writer possessea undoubtedly an accurate knowledge
the successive aituationa he 80 skilfully delineates, some of his conclusion8
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are perhaps derived more from his inner comeiousness than from
definib
d o c u ~ l l e n t a rsource.
~
On the whole the book is flahtering to bhe wlf-eeteemof
the British reader. His country is represated aa the principd k t o r in world
movements, being credited with a degree of intuition, prescience, and umaelving
perseverance in the attainment of her ends which he would hasdly dare to claim
for her. The following passage, taken at random, may serve as an example:
" Lord Salisbury's proposal "-advances made to Germany in 1 8 9 L Uahows
once more the whole vast scope and the far-seeing character of English policy;
how it adopts aims which are perfectly clear and definite, yet never loses aight
of its main object, using each new situation towards the attainment of that
object, s a d shaping all its actions single-mindedly to the gaining and securing
of England's position as a world power."
At home i~ is sometimes said that Great Britain's place in the world has been
gained not so much by her adherence to a fixed and definite plan as by e oertein
suppleness in adopting, when in difEculties, the liue of lead resistence.
However this may be, the book affords very interesting r d n g . There
ie no new revelation, but the known facts are linked up in an illuminating
manner, and an unbroken narrative is presented of the principal evente of
Near Eastern history in recent times.
The author naturally devotes E good deal of space to the incureion of
Germany into Eastern politics after the accession of the Emperor William 11.
In the previous period Bismarck had advisedly abstained from taking a lea*
part in the affairs of the Levant. H e described himself as rather pro-British in
Egypt and pro-Russian in the Straite ; but he refused to be drawn into any
definite line of policy not obviously conducing to the consolidation at home
of the Empire he had created. Herr Rohde deplores the departure eubseqnently
made by Germany from this cautious attitude. Germany, he holds, we8 led to
seek expansion eastwards by aims purely economic, forgetting that a polic~
exclusively economic and unaccompanied by political and military power is
doomed to failure. Her great enterprise, the Bagdad railway, was beyond her
capacity. H e r final discomfitore was lllrgely due to the fact that her only
supporters were two Powers, each rotten to the core-namely, Austria and
Turkey.
NO attempt can here be made to summarize t,he contents of this work, but
attention may perhaps be directed to the dramatic account which it 00n(.im of
the post-war period in the Levant. Great Britain, in military control of the
.Matic territories of the old Turkish Empire, sought at first. to mehe sure
of the land bridge to India, which is regarded by the author as being One of her
chief preoccupations. With this end in view she irnpmed a Treaty on persis
(August, 1919) which amounted virtually to a protectorate. Next she
I'dustafa Kemal with proposals of a similar kind. On these being scornfuu~
rejected, she determined that Turkey must be reduced to impotence. Hen@
the Treaty of 88vres, to be enforced on Turkey by Greece, now in military
possession of the Smyrna region. Behind Greece stood (treat Britain ; behind
Turkey, France. The outcome is too well known. Herr Rohde descfiber it as
a triumph of French over British policy, and he regarda the Treaty of 8bfle0
an a turning-point of history. I t confirmed the East in its determindon
stand u p against the civilization of Europe. Greece was expelled nitbitPornio~
from Asia Minor. Hussia was drawn into a kind of Quadruple blli.lloe
Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan. Revolts broke out in India and E@
The Treaty of SPvres was torn to ~ h r e d
the~ first wedge being thus driven into
the eolid block of the Peace Treaties. The Treaty of Laussnne followed, @
#' '
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h e wanted, but leaving Great Britain, nevertheless, thanks to her
firkey
&ilfulhandling of the Arab factor, in the position once more of the dominant
Power in the Levmt.
MAURICEDE BUNSEN.
DARVISHES,
BY John P. Brown, edited by H. A- Rose- Oxford
University Press. 18s.
silty years have passed since Mr. John P. Brown, at ConstantinoPle9 wrote
theprefaceto his work on the Dervishes, published in the following Year. A
new edition has long been badly needed, and Mr. Ha A- Rose, who has undertaken the task, has accompliehed an excellent piece of work which gives
evidence of much patient research. I t is only those who have made some
bttemptto wade through the mass of traditions, legends, and miracles, with all
their discrepancies, in Persian, Turkish, or Arabic, original or translated, which
be subjectinvolves, who can realize the difficulty of such an undertaking- It is
whether it would not have been better to retain the
original title of the Dervishes, or i f a change was to be lnade to have adopted
that of the Darwiahes.
Many havellers, not only students, especially to Egypt, where perhaps more
visitors than those to any other Mohammedan countries witness the exercises
of the Dervishes (the '' Whirlers " and Howlers"), would be glad to know
more of h e inner life of the fraternities whose tekkiehs they visit. But Brown's
work, with a11 its merits, was the deapair of those who consulted it, owing to its
went of method, its misspellings and repetitions, and the want of a n index,
which were the causes of constant perplexity. The author, as the editor says,
was "unfortunate in the choice of a scholar who saw his book through the
press," and "lacked access to a good library, and other advantages." But
perhaps, as Mr. Rose says, this very deprivation had its advantages, as the work
"is based on information gleaned by laborious inquiries a t first hand." I t was
more eeny, in order to obtain a condensed account of the subject, to turn from
the guide-book to Lane's '' Modern Egyptians," to Lane's I ' Thousand and One
Nights'' (especially the notes to chap. iii.) to the Encycloptedia Britannica, and
toHughe8' " Dictionary of Islam " under the terms Faguir and Sufi. A faqir
(poor) is a man poor in the sight of God, whose mercy he needs ; and under
that term the dictionary gives its inforlnation regarding the Dervish orders.
There are many besides students who would like to have a condensed account
ofthe relations between the Dervishes and Islam, since they are told that the
latter disowns the former, and to learn how they " vindicated to theinselves." to
quote Palgrave, " a sutticient, though not unquestioned, reputation for orthodoxy
much as Becky Sharp established her own disputed reputation by presentation
at Court." Volumes, of course, could be written on the subject.
It
certdn that the mystic orders would come into conflict with the
Ulemal and sometimee with the civil authorities, ~t different times ant1
places,not only because they tended to lead astray their adepts from the
auatare and simple purity of the Muslim creed, but because it transpired that
Mme
the fraternities countenanced practice8 which would sap the foundations
Of moralitJ'.
1%Wm equally certain that the teachings of the Sufis could be
conforln to the inner spirit of Islam. Many devout Mohammedans
"Own
..
'Olned the
of the Sufis : no one Inore eminent than the Imam Ohazztili,
did
much to bring Sufism into line with orthodoxy. In his " Confes'ms9"cs tranulated by Claud Field, he pays the following tribute to the Sufi
: " I learnt from a sure source that the Sufis are the true pioneers on the

rho
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path of God : that there is nothing more beautiful than their life, nor Illore
praiseworthy than their rule of conduct, nor purer than their morality, ~h~
intelligence of thinkers, the wisdom of philosophers, the knowledge of the most
learned doctors of the law, ,would in vain combine their effort8 in order to
modify or improve their doctrine and morals. I t would be impossible, And
what other light could shine on the face of the earth? I n a word, what can
one criticize in them ?"
Ii'hile various orders have been at times subjected to persecution and
attempted suppression, some have enjoyed much favour. Sultans and princes
have given their patronage. Turkish sultans have been affiliated to their
fraternities. Thus Mahmoud 11. joined the Mevlevis. I n Egypt membersof
the Khedive's family have been affiliated to the Mevlevi and Bektashi orders, to
which rich presents have been made by their harems.
The ninety-nine names of the Deity include those of Ex-Ziihir (the c1ear)and
El-Batin (the secret or hidden), Kumbers 75 and 76. I n the distinction
between these two is contained the essence of the difference between orthodoxy
and philosophic Sufism, or dervishism. While Mohammed condemned celibacy,
and would have no monks in Islam, sanction can be found for all the mein
doctrines of the brotherhoods. The Sufi is a Muslim and something more. The
Muslim is " a bird with one wing " ; the Sufi is one with two, by which he can
soar to heights unknown to the former, and unknowable except to those who
have reached them through faculties out of the reach of reason. The esoteric
meanings of tho divinely given Kurhn were known to the Prophet, and handed
down through Ali and other Khalifehs to the mystic sheikhs, whose knowledge
transcends that of the ordinary uninitiated Muslim. There are endleas
differences of opinion among the Ulema. There are Zahir sheikhs and Batin
sheikhs.
The terrn Dervish has come to cover a wide field ; and while some mey be
proud of it, others would reject it. At the one extreme is the Bufi, with hie
lofty ideals. At the other are found the poor but honest" mendicant, but also
a tribe including hypocrites and impostors, who have always been objects of
ridicule, pity, or contempt. I n all countries there are many who merely seek to
lead an idle life, and to evade military service. Many jocose tales have been
told at their expense. The story of the ass's grave, which became the shrine of
a venerated sheikh, duly finds its place, and occupies fifteen pages.
To the average mind probably the word Dervish suggests thoughts of the
hordes of so-called Dervishes of the Sudanese Mahdi, and again of the 8enus8ieh
(Sanusyah) fraternities, of whom no mention seems to be made. A good
account of t h e ~ nis given in Canon Sell's I L Religious Orders of Islam." More
might be said of missionary and propaganda work, which is so largely carried On
by this and other proselytizing orders. To the Christian missionary the Ulerns,
and the Dervishes are often said to bc the chief opponents of reforms. There
seems to be no reference to the division, especially in India, to hi-8hara md
bn-shnra Dervishes: to those who follow the law, and those who are free
thinkers.
There is much valuable information in the editor's introduction, and in hie
notes throughout the volume. To the question whether any of the Turkish
industrial guilds originated in the religious fraternities, no positive reply, he
rays, can be given. The orders have at times given support to the sheikh-"
Islam, when resisting arbitrary acts of rulerr. I t may be added that they
The
aervcd as a refuge for political fugitives, and sheltered the
influence of some fraternities before and after the Ssljuk Turks is mentioned.
TO many it will be new to learn that there is an order, or school, which
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The D~relh,or Treading, in Egypt, in which the Sheikh of the Saadieh
orderrode horse over the prostrate bodies of Dervishes and others, is mentioned
rn if still practised. I t was abolished by the Khedive Tewtik.
There is but little alteration in the text of the original work. Chapter xii. is
not reproduced, notes on the orders by Lane being found in their place elsewhere. The long list of Tekkiehs (TekkBs), or convents in Constantinople,
including Scutari, ie rightly relegated to a n appendix (iii.) where, with the editor's
valuable notes, it occupies twenty-five pages. The list can probably be of little
vdue henceforth, unless it be for the curious who may visit, or search for, the
old haunts.
Wherever the traveller goes in Muslim lands he comes across little domed
tombs of reputed saints. But of these, who forget God, the poet E l Bedri elHejazi, quoted by Lane, says :
"When he " (one of them) '' dies they make for him a, place of visitation, and
strangers and Arabs hurry thither in crowds :
Some of them kias his tomb, and some kiss the threshold of the door, and the
very dust.
Thus do the idolators act towards their images, hoping so to obtain their
favour."
To Mr. Rose much gratitude is due for the welcome appearance of the new
edition, and for the painstaking manner in which he has carried out a very
difficulttask. Indeed, one may well wish that he could have rearranged the
whole work.

THE AO NAGAS. By J. P. Mills, M.A.. Indian Civil Service. (Macmillan
and Co.)
This book is the twelfth volullle of the series of tribal monographs which is
being published by the Governillent of Assail1 in accordance with instructiolls
drawn up early in the celltury for an ethnographic survey of India, and is the
second volulne dealing with this particular tribe. I t is not quite clear why the
Aos should have been twice described, atid we cannot help thinking that had
Mr. Mills's volume beell ready a year or so earlier, that of Dr. IV. C. Smith,
which was published in 1926, would not have been accorded a place in the
series; not that it was not worth publishing, but because Mr. Mills, writing as
he did while living among the Aos and after a long sojourn in the Naga Hills,
has produced so very colnplete an account of the tribe that no other is
necessary.
It is a subject for congratulntioll that the members of the Governor's council,
with whom the provision of funds for the ~ublicationof the series rests, have
sufficientwisdom and foresight to realize that the money thus spent will bring
ln 8 good return. We do not refer to the scientific value of the books, nor
do We Propose in this review to deal, except in passing, with the contenta of
" The A0 Nags. " from no ethnographical standpoint.
Members of this Society
we venture to think, not uninterested in ethnography and anthropology ;
but there are journals that are specially devoted to those subjects, while the
CentralAsian Society is mainly concerned wit11 practical politics, and therefore
with the future of these tribes as members of the British Empire. From this
point of view these monographs are of extreme value. Mr. Henry Balfour,
M.A*, F.R.S.l who contributes a valuable foreword to Mr. Mills's book, speak9 of
thew
"as a means of understanding and evaluating the status and
Potenti8litiesof thew ' unrisen ' peoples, a. prime factor in promoting and facili-
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tating sn enlightened, sympathetic, and just administration," and a who he
had experienoe of dealing with these strange folk will endorse his opinion.
The frequent costly military expeditions have become things d the
end this may safely be aktributed to the policy of which these monographr
the outward and visible sign-namely, the encouraging of 1-1
offiwm to gtdJ
their people cloeely, whereby t h e have come to understand them better,
have also l e m t to influence and to some extent control the tribes beyond the
border by less clumsy and cheaper means. The Assarm Government will therefore, we feel sure, receive a good return for its expenditure, esd we trust will
continue issuing these books until all the tribes in and around its borders have
been dealt with.
I t might be thought that tribes living in close proximity would resemble one
another in social structure, laws, and customs suilhiently to render detailed
studies of each unnecessrtry for purposes of administration, but such is not the
case. The Angamis are the most democratic of communities, and have e very
highly developed system of terraced cultivation, with elaborate lend laws ; while
adjoining them are the Semas, who are governed by chiefs eaeh of whom,
Dr. Hutton tells us, has an almost feudal position as lord of the manor of his
village, and who cultivate on the jhum system. The Angami oeth, if taken
with all proper ceremony, is considered so sacred that false oaths are seldom
taken, and many cases are settled in that way; but a Thado has no such fear,
and will take any oath you demand if he thinks that he will benefit thereby.
I n such a matter as the rules of inheritance there is the greatest difference.
An Angatui can modify the customary disposal of his property by verbal directions, whereas an Ao has no such power-a11
his sons must inherit equally;
while among the Lhotas, though property goes exclusively to male heirs, the
need of the heirs is the primary consideration in the division. The eldest son,
who has married and settled down, will get less than the youngest, who has all
the expenses of getting married and of performing various ceremoniee in front
of him. An eminently sensible system, which is said to work excellently. The
policy of our administration is to interfere a3 little as possible with the system of
government and the customs of the different tribes, and therefore the great
value of these monographs, which can be safely accepted by oficere, new to the
district, as authoritative guides, will easily be reslized.
There are some customs with which it has been necessary to interfere, mch
as head-hunting, and the torturing of animals before sacrificing them, and the
plucking alive of fowls, which used to be part of certain semi-religious @re.
monies; but all Government oficers are agreed on the importance of rnainteining all harmless customs, and here they and the members of the American
Baptist Mission differ.
Dr. Hut,ton end Mr. Mills even regret that it has been necesstlry to *P
head-hunting, and seem almost inclined to think ite prohibition was B midukeMr. Mills writes : " Life for the Ao, now that head-hunting is abolished, me9 be
less strained, but it ia certainly more drab. Much of the spice is gone.
more the thrill of the raid and counter-reid. H e is a poor emt of man who does
not at times feel a longing for risk." Which reminds us of a friend froin whorn
we pnrted out Wipers way, and met years after with (I bank counter between
who, in reply to an enquiry aa to his welfare, said, l 6 Oh I a11 right. T h q kept
my job open for me. It's all right, but d-d
dull. By Jove, Colonel, I often
find myself wishing n, shell would drop at the end of the etreet."
Mr. Mills points out that head-hunting keeps people braced and dert, wbic'
must redound to their good, snd ho explains that this advtantse ig gnsd
at
verg little coat, for in Nsga wars caoualty lists are not long. Tamlo and Nam-
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on opposite sides of the same valley, fought for sixteen years,
smg, two
at the end of which the combined casualties totalled four. " There were raid8
imumerBble,
but neither could catch the other napping, and a n attack i8 never
prelsedhome against an enemy who is ready."
The mame views have been put forward by other writers,* and Dr. W. C.
smith, although once a member of the American Baptist Mission, admits that
bed-hunting had its good points, and critically observes : " Some new avenue
should have been developed for satisfying the desire for recognition, lest they
should beoome disorganized and lose interest in life," and tells us that in the
Philippines the United States Government introduced baseball " aa s. wholemme
8ubstitute." With the same intention no doubt the missionaries in the Naga
Hills have introduced football in their schools, but, unfortunately, they are
doing everything in their power in other ways to deprive the Naga of everything that made life worth living to his forefathers.
The Aoe are fond of singing, and every festival is enlivened by songs. " Not
only are the traditions of the past enshrined in their songs, but any notable
event of the present day is similarly celebrated." The old men are in the habit
of reciting tales of the feats of the great men of the past when the whole village
ie aseembled at theae great festivals, many of which are feasts of merit, to perform which was the ambition of every Ao, for thereby he left a name which
would be sung at future festivals to the honour of his descendents. For these
feetivels elaborate costumes have to be made and intricate dances have to be
learnt. By celebrating these feasts the right to wear cloths of special pattern
8nd to affixcertain ornaments to their houses is gained. These cloths and the
dance costumes are highly artistic, and the carvings on the " lnorungs " (bachelor's houses), though in some respects crude, are highly effective. These home
industries ought surely to be encouraged; they give the people a n interest in
life, they develop their artistic taste, and afford healthy relaxation from the
monotonous round of daily life, yet it is just these features of Nag8 life that the
American missionaries are doing their best to abolish because they are conaidered heathenish ; and Mr. Mills says : " What care the well-oiled youths of
the Impur Miseion Training School for the foolish traditions of their ignorant
heathen forebears? To bury the past is the tendency of the semi-educated
generation which is growing up. Christians never join in the old song8 ; they
are definitely forbidden to do so, I believe."
Dr. Hutton, the Deputy Colnmiesioner in charge of the Naga Hills, suggests
that "the native taste for colour and brilliant efieots which the Naga possesses
8hould be turned to the glory of God instead of being regarded as a n offence
before Him." He would have the insignia of renown in war made badgea of
rank in the congregation; the bright cloths worn aa a reward for the giving
~ f f e m of
t f merit
~
retained by the Christiana for their own acts of social service,
and the deacons and paatore encouraged to wear hornbill feathers and cowrie
LProns 88 b d g a of oflice, and the members of the congregation urged to oome
intheir beat native get-up, and the talexlts of the wood-carvers exerciaed in the
Ommentation of the church instead of the morung."'
Them measures, Dr.
8.38
',
Can hardly di~hohonourthe Deity, " while the villages would not
be deprived of the brilliant festivities which at preaent do ao much, where
Chrietieni~~
ha8 not destroyed them, to brighten the dull monotony of
village life."
Unf0dunet0ly, the rnissioa&es are not content with attending to the souls

' Cf. Rivera, " Essay0 on the Depopulation of Melanesia," q. 101
KindmWard, "In Fartheat Burma," p. 285 ; T. J. MacMahon, in the
Pekr( J ~ Yand August, 1922).
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of their flock, but also aspire to covering their bodies with the garments of
a more civilized cut, but entirely unsuited to the climate and mode of ]ifeand
occupation of e Nage who lives a natural life. Mr. Mills gives three very good
reasons for characterizing this insistence on the adoption of civilized clot~mg
as the greatest of the mistakes made by the missionaries. As regarde the
prohibition of rice beer, we are inclined to doubt the wisdom when we relld that
the common drink of converts is tea-dust and tea-house sweepings boiled up,
diluted with cold water, sugar and milk being rarely added. Sometimes the
white of an egg, frequently past its prime, beaten up, is used instead of milk1
No wonder that Mr. Mills tells us that Ao Christians have ditrcovered substitutes
for the drink of their forefathers, such as opium, distilled liquor, and rectified
spirits of wine, which they said it did them good to sip as medicine " when their
chests hurt."
Was it to obtain scriptural backing for their teaching that the traneletore of
the New Testament into the Ao language have translated o b o s in 1Peter iv. 3,
" excess of wine," as y i zumugo-i.e., drank rice beer ; but the same word
where the context is favourable to its use is translated tzukmenatsu tzu, which
implies the unfermented grape-juice used by them in administering the Sacrament. Another curious mistranslation which Mr. Mills brings to notice ie
James v. 20 : " shall save his soul from death " has been translated by Ao
words which mean " shall save his soul from hell-fire" ; and Mr. Mills tells us
that all Ao Christians firmly believe that their non-Christian brethren are
doomed to burn for ever and ever, a doctrine which a member of the Mission
told Mr. Mills he himself held and taught. To escape this awful fate manyAo6,
when sick or getting old, become converts, and othere change their religion to
escape certain unpleasant consequences of following the customs of their forefathers. Then their eouls yearn for madhu, and they rejoin the non-Chrietima;
later they may change their minds and give up madhu, and be readmitted into
the Baptist Church. Dr. Hutton in a note mentions that an old Ao friend of
hie has done six months each way, turn and turn about, during the lad three
years. A most worthy Ao Vicar of Bray I I n contrast to whom let us quote
the words of e breve Chang Naga, who said to Mr. Mills with reference to the
teaching of the missionaries : " Even if their words are true, am I a cowud
that I should fear to join my father and mother and suffer whatever tormente
they may be suffering ? If they can bear them, cannot I ?" For whom will
the trumpets sound loudest ? For Kingsley7sViking old Wulf, dying unbaptized
in Spain, and our gallant Chang, or for that old Vicar of Bray with hi3 a i l
months turn and turn about.
Mr. Bfills tells us that at the last census in 1921 no lees then 1,180 Per80nq
more then one.eighth of the total of the Christians, returned themeelves ae
" sitters in the middle "-that is, people with no religion at all. They had been
Christians, but had left or been turned out of the Baptist community, and had
as yet not rejoined the faith of their father8. Naturally, when mi8flioneies
acquiesce in these lightning changes of religion, the idea is spreading that
does not matter much whet a man believes, and Christianity is spoken of '"
set of customs," and to many Aoe it can lneen little more. This muat
a moat disastrous effect on the tribe, and Mr. Mills asks what Englsnd would be
like if a large proportion of the population was continually changing from the
creed of Mehomet to that of Christ and back again. One md effect of the
teaching of the American missionaries is a loss of the sense of hnmour, and
Mr. Mills was able to pick out a large number Christian8 without meking One
mistake, in the course of an evening stroll down the village street, by
soleom faces and dowdy appearance. A more ~eriouacharge is that

'
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Christima are inclined to place their individual convenience above the common
good, and that very few Christian Aos were prepared to leave the comforts and
awurity of their homes to face the unknown dangers and hardships of service in
Frwoe with the Naga Labour Corps. A great contrast to the Lushai Christians,
who, led by their Welsh parson, provided a strong contingent.
Having dealt thus faithfully with the missionaries, it behoves us to record
that Mr. Mills reports that Christians are cleaner, more honest, and less vindictive and quarrelsome, save in matters of religion, and after marriage are
stricter than the others, though divorces, some for very trivial reasons, are
pretty frequent.
in an appendix a very interesting account of the lines on
Mr. Milla
the Nags H U ~are run. The area of the district lnust be between three
and four thousand square miles, about half that of lvales, and is just as mountaboos that pr~cipality. The population is sparse, under 200,om i but it is
dividedinto thirteen tribes, each with its own language, customs, and sy8ten1
government. The pop10 live in villages scattered fairly evenly about the d i ~ trict, 80 that the two civil officers responsible for peace and order of the district
have to be constantly on the move, for they must keep in personal touch with
the people as much ss they can. The duties of Deputy Colnmissioner and his
assistant, the subdiviaional oflicer of Mokokchung, are to assess and collect
taxes, settle disputes, and look after the well-being of the area in general. The
Deputy Commissioner has powers equivalent to those of a Sessions JudgeJustice is administered in the spirit of the Indian penal code, but not by its
letter. Chiefs, headmen, councillors, or other heads of communities dispose of
cases if they are not of a very serious nature, but appeal lies to the ~ f f i c e r
in charge of the subdivision. Labour is requisitioned for public purposes, roadmaking, buildings, etc., but is paid for. If the Naga can no longer take his
neighbour's head, neither can his neightiour take his, and this immunity extends
to about two days' journey beyond our frontier, so great is the prestige of the
" Burra Sahib" of Iiohima. The district h ~ been
s
fairly opened up by the construction of good bridle-paths, and the rivers have been bridged. Mr. Mills
describes briefly the difficulties that have been overcome in adjusting the disPubs between Christians and non-Christians, the chief of which has been over
the performance of village duties, payment of village dues, and observance of
communal tabus.
The impression that we gain from studying this appendix is that these two
officersmuat have quite enough work to keep them busy, and that they must be
extren'ely interested in their people to devote enough time to the study of them
and their manners and cur;toms to produce such excellent volumes as Dr. Hutton
and Mr. Mills haye do~le. I t is also clear that the Hills are run on sensible
the Government at Shillong being content with laying down the general
lines of policy without interfering with the local officers in matters of detail,
which is the only sound system with these wild folk, with whom the ruler must
be pereonality, not a mere name.
We havc used the term "wild folk," but
any0ne who studies the account of the laws and customs of the Aos will realize
they nlny not be civilized according to our standards, they are a
very long w n removed
~
from savages ; and it is juat because their present
system
tribal government and internal economy and also their mode of life in
so well suited to their environment that we consider the American
miaaonariesare 80 wrong in their efforts to destroy much that they can never
replace.
,
One reason why our officers are so successful in dealing with " wild tribes"
", we think, because they seem alwaye to get fond of their own particular
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people, and Mr. Mills is no exception. Though he does admit that to like the
Ao o m must know him long and well," he defends them effectively apinst ell
accusations, one of which is lack of courage, in reply to which he poinb out
that they did well in the operations against the Kukis, and sent a big contingent
of volunteers to face utterly unknown dangers of ~ervicelinFrance, who rendered good service in the Naga Labour Corps. I n considering this matter of
coursge, it is well to remember that an Englishman who is killed in bettle
is looked on as a hero, his name is honoured, his descendants mention it with
pride, and no sect teaches that such a death diminishes his chance of happiness
beyond the grave. With the Naga warrior it is very different. Death in battle
ie shameful, and " a man whose head is taken brings shame upon his femily
and misery upon his own spirit, which is earth-bound till the victor dies and
takes it as a slave to the next world." Surely we should all take off our hsta to
all Nagas who under these circumstances go forth to battle, even if they do look
efter their own lives carefully while on a raid.
We trust t h ~ we
t have shown that Mr. Mills's book, and in fact ell thebooks
of this series, contain much that is of interest and value to the general reeder,
especially to those who are interested in the welfare of their fellow-subjects
of King George.
The illustrations are numerous and good, there are two good maps, en index
covering sixty double-columned pages, and the whole is turned out in Mesere.
Macmillan's best style.
J. 9.
LEAVESFROX A VICEROY'S
NOTEBOOK.
By the Marquess Curzon of Kedleston,
K.G. (3Iacmillan and Co.) Price 28s.
This new book by Lord Curzon is rather a revelation. I t is neither profound
in matter nor treatment, nor bulky in size. I t is just a delightful collection of
stories told with a distinct touch of humour. Each chapter is, in fact, s little
story of some incident or event which pleased him. They not only show cherecteristic sidelights on the habits and customs of India, Egypt, and Pereie, but
they reveal somewhat intimately Lord Curzon in bending mood-Lord Curzon
reveals himself, in fact.
The thing that strikes one most in reading the " Viceroy's Notebook" is his
subtle sense of fun. Who would have thought it to look at him, or even C M U ~ ~ Y
to talk to him? The volume is light, and his chapter on the inapproprietenese
of certain hymns, about which he was particularly learned, his delightful doscription of his arrival at the Portuguese State of Goa, and quickly learning e
sentence in Portuguese at the banquet because no one present understood E ~ R
lieh or French, are clever descriptions of scenes he lived.
H e tells a good story and he tells it against himself, such as the holding U P
of a grand function because his sun hat could not be found, and finally being
retrieved from the cook-pot.
1x1India in 1920 I was always hearing of Lord Curzon'a more ~eriouflwork,
especially his restoration of ancient buildings. One day Mr. M d ~ o l mHailel
kindly motored Mr. Hylton Young, M.P. (the former has now attained the
prefix of " Sir " to his name), and myself out to Kutb and the Humsyun'a tornb
near Delhi, where Mr. Hailey explained how Lord Curron had wept aWeY
the dirty corners, the rubbish hsapa, and the human garbage, till then lurkbg in
every corner. He had found new ground plots for this impecunious humanity!
@raped away the black fire smoke from those pink nalla, groan gr&Bfl,end
planted trees. I t was a p e a t work that Curzon did for the antiquities of Indie,
and alwaya with respect and reverence.
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Lavish in many ways, e, Viceroy who demanded regal state, pompous, aweiospi+g, and extravagant in display, he did the funniest little things.
In 1924, after circling the globe, with many side-tracks, I was back in India
dsiting the superb white marble Victoria Museum in Calcutta, so superb outside, a d so void of light and stairways inside. I was shown a picture of one of
the builders of India which Lord Curzon had just sent out to enrich the collection of the fainous makers of that enthralling land of colour and eurprisee.
It was an oil-painting, more importa%t for its subject than for its craftsmanship,
end with it had come the late Viceroy's orders and a sketch denoting exactly on
which wall he thought it should be placed. Curzon possessed a wondrous
memory and was great at details. The picture had just been hung, and his
suggested space had been found quite suitable, then-yes, then came the bill
which accompanied it. The picture and packing and freight had cost a few pounds
and some odd shillings, if I remember rightly, and that wealthy man expected
pagment for this trifling sum. H e often sent things to the museum and he
dways sent the bill-just a strange little idiosyncrasy of the rich I
Lord Curzon, besides being profound and o colossal worker and quibbler for
detail, had wide visions. His brain conceived big subjects, and once i n the
saddle he galloped hard for attainment.
The fine home of the Royal Geographical Society facing Hyde Park owe8
much to this master-mind, and he looked the essence of power, contentment,
attainment, and human success as he received the Fellows at Lowther Lodge
on the opening night.
His book does not mention these funny little sidolights, but, after all, the
inner man is revealed by such things. The book is a n amusing compilation by
an amazing man whose brain could seldom have been idle, and whose work in
many walks of life did much to mould the history of his time ; yet the keynote
MRS. ALECTWEEIJIE.
of this last book is both light and amusing.

BEYONDTHE KHYBERPASS. Lowell Thomas. (Hutchinson.) 18s.
A globe-trotter's boolr on the North-West Frontier of India is nothing new,
and is oft,en well illustrated and written with picturesqueness, but Mr. Lowell
Thomas's "Beyond the Khyber Pass" is something more than that. I t is
8 really glowing and sympathetic account of the frontier, its troops, and its
tribesmen, describing a motor tour fro111 Baluchistan, Dera Ismail Khan, and
the frontier road to Peshawur, and thence up the Iihaiber to Kabul, 8. trip
for which the necessary permits had taken two years' hard work to obtain. The
author is a master of descriptive writing, as he who told the story of Lawrence
in Arabia must needs be. Tank, Iiaamak, the Tochi, Kohat, Peshawur, all Pass
in effectiveand sympathetic review. Perhaps as the journey starts the American
ia a little inclined to gird onconsciously at the lofty position of the British,
~uidingand controlling this immense land ; but long before even Peshawur
is reached his sympathy is very folly given to those who keep watch and ward
and sit on the safety valve. He is surely seized of the romance of the frontier.
" Piffer" coold have illlbibed it more. Listen : " Who shall say in what the
lies ? The grey hilla that jag into the turquoise sky, the little green
~ ~ l l ethe
~ s mournful
,
beauty of the dawns and twilights, the majestic cirque
hill@that girds the fertile plain of Peshawur, the sunlit plain of Kohat as it
out from the pass, the desolate gorges and snowy saltpetre of the river
Bahdur Khel-these things weave a spell, in recollection anyway, that will
"Id the memory when many more beautiful scenes are forgotten." I t is not
Poeaibleto see it clearer than that
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We need not follow Mr. Thomas and his fanatic photographer, Harry Chase,
in their frontier epio. The photographs are extremely well selected, end are
more than typical. Some of the types of Mahsud and Wazir and Afridi me
devilish in their selection of the more ruthless types. Towers, forts, end tombs
are all more than well selected. Speaking of the relief of quitting Wazirietm
the author says : "As we view it from afar, it comes back to us as the very
navel of bedevilment. Surely the men who guard such plague spots on
Britain's 'far flung battle-line ' deserve mu& gratitude from stay-at-home Engmore indeed than they are likely to get." All of which is very
lishmen .
true, except that just for the moment there are few stay-at-home Britons of
mature age, and a good many London bus drivers even have seen the Khaiber
in summer.
The talk of Kabul, still a city of romance to the last two generations, is
especially fascinating, and to show how the traveller has sensed some of true
inwardness of the British position in India, vis-a-vis India itself end Central
Asia-the following amusing dicta of his acquaintance the Faraz Ileshi at his
quarters in Kabul may be quoted :
" My friend the Faraz Bashi was consuming a canteloup and looking over
the hazy purple mountains that rose against the turquoise of approaching
twilight. H e pointed to the crescent moon lately risen over the ruine of the
Balar Hissar. ' The sickle of the true believers shall reap the harveet of faith,'
he said. ' At last Afghanistan is safe. Neither Britain nor Russia would dare
attack us. Persia cannot, for she is too weak. I n the next decade we may be
able to go down to Hindustan and place the yoke of Islam upon the necks
of the fat and infidel rajahs, who dress like women, with pearls in their hair and
bells on their trousers.'
" ' And shall you take India 7' I asked.
" ' Inshallah, if God wills,' said the Faraz Bashi, pouting a big chest. 'For
India needs a master; he will come through the glades of Kaniguram and the
cane-brakes of Bannu and the rose-gardens of Peshawur.'
" ' Does His Majesty approve of the idea of attacking India 7'
" ' Kings keep their own counsel. . . . I h g s know the wisdom of Solomon,
who said there is a time to embrace England and a time to refrain' from
bracing her. .
( 6 So the Afghan waits with the patience of the Oriental for something to
turn up. A revolution in India, for instance, will find him in ~eshawur."
Mr. Lowell Thomas talks very good talk, and it would cheer him to leern
how Yeshawur was held in '57 in just euch a juncture. The whole talk of the
progressive Kabul of to-day and all the foreign Ministers, and of the modern
young Amir and his ambitions, are by no means the least effective portion of
the book.
c). MACMUNN.
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MEMOIRSOF HA LID^ EDIB. (John Murray and Co.) 21s.
The authoress is comparatively unknown to the ~ngliah-readingpublic,
except to those persons who have special knowledge of modern Turkey The
memoirs of Halide Edib Hanourn throw no fresh light on the political events
which took place during the period which she covers, since her e ~ ~ l a n ~ t i o n e ~ ~ ~
criticisma of these events differ in no way from the stereotyped opinionlheld
the modern Turkish nationalist.
However, the book appeals in other ways-firstly, in the charming pen-pictmO
of the life of a young Turkish girl during the time of Abdul Hamid,
secondly, the tracing of the intellectual growth of the modern Turkieh women
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]ibenl ideas, of which the authoress is the most brilliant example. We ses
in her mental development the desire to throw off the yoke of oriental religious
famticismend blind conservatism, which is interpreted i n a n ardent desire for
the progress of her people along the lines of Western culture and civilization.
In all this she shows herself to be a n advanced democrat, yet her conception
of democracy is coupled with a strong nationalism; thus ahe says : " I will
admit that there is a narrow, negative, and destructive nationalism in the
worldwhich he8 deluded itself with the belief that a nation can only grow and
thrive by exterminating and oppressing the peoples under its rule, or by
conquering and suppressing the nations around it. Both are forms of wrongly
understood nationalism which can be called by the name of Chauvinism and
Imperialism." Again she says : " Nationalism used for political purposes is a n
ideal turned into a monstrosity." One can only hope that these words will sink
into the minds of those of Halide Edib's compatriots who are responsible for the
government of Turkey to-day, especially as regards the treatment of the
minorities which still remain in Turkey, and as regards Turkey's relations with
foreign Powers. I n this respect we see the broad spirit of tolerance all
through Halidk Edib's life, especially in her affection for her Greek nurse and
her friendship for the Armenian priest Gournitas. Commenting on the
Exchange of Populations, which formed part of the Treaty of Lausanne, she
8 ~ : 8" Although the younger nationalists tried to disregard religion in tho
national ego, in-practice they have been far from doing so. There are purely
Turkish Orthodox Christians who were exchanged by the Lausanne Treaty
because of their Church difference. And it is strange to think that Riza Nour
Bey, who was one of the Turkish delegates, signed the Treaty, although he is a
strong nationalist, on the basis of origin and language."
The minority question in Turkey is too colllplicated to discuss here, and such
discussion would be out of lace. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the
Turks have had thc greatest provocation from their Greek and Armenian
minorities. However, one cannot help feeling that if Turkish statesmen had
possessed the same breadth of outlook and enlighteninent as Halide Edib
Hanoum, they would haye found Borne other solution to the problem than that
of massacre. The broader
issues between the great Christian Powers,
their divergent interests and even petty jealousies, were responsible for much a8
regards the massacre of the Christians by the Turks and the Turks by the
Christians in retaliation. As regards the petty jealousies between the different
sect8 composing Christendoll1 in Turkey, Halidd Edib Hanoum recounts the
following incident, which is ns shameful as it is ridiculous. Whilst in Jerusalenl,
she entered a church connected with the Virgin. She says : i 6 Those ancient
churches and conrecrnted spots (in ,Jerusalem) had no peace. One felt that all
these many creeda nnd peoples were trying to have them to thoinselves and
were
The Turk
to jump at each other's throats at any moment.
8 1 ~ h ehad a calm, impartial, and quiet look. H e divided theso spots justly
them all, and stood calmly watching, topping bloody quarrels and
Preventitlg bloody riots in holy places." In this particular church she found a
the guardinn of the carpat, marking off tho place of each particular creed.
He was there to .top any brawl8 which might occur between the different
Christian sects. In reply to s question by Halide Edib Hanoum, he said :
would murder each other in an instant if they saw that one crossed the
boundar.Yby much as a hair-breadth. see that window 7 I t was black with
the dirt and cobwebs of ages. None dared touch it. Each asserted the right of
cleaningit- But an attempt to do so on the part of any would have meant a
who'e6a1emsaaacre."
Who washed it at last 7" she asked. H e smiled a s he
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answered. " Enver Pasha came two months ago. H e saw the dirty atatq Lna
he called the heade of the creeds end asked them to wash it. There warn an
instant row as to who should hold the brush and who should carry the water.
Then the Pasha said : 'The Turkish soldiers are the guardians of the plaoe, thay
shall waeh it,' end it wae cleaned in half an hour."
The second half of Halidd Edib's book regarding her educational ectivitiee in
Syria, is even more interesting that the first half. Not only does she give a,
vivid picture of the country through which she passed, but she shows that she
was imbued with the highest motives of charity and toleration of all cleesee and
creeds in the cauae of humanity, apart from which she shows hereelf, by
the results obtained, to have been a first-class organizer and a profound student
of the theory of education.
I n conclusion, one cannot help alluding to t h e present political exile of the
authoress and her husband, Dr. Adnan Bey. No one worked harder and more
loyally than these two people, under the banner of Mustapha Kemd Pasha,
during the Turkish War of Independence. I t is deplorable, in the higher
interests of Turkey, that Dr. Adnan Bey should have been arraigned before the
Turkish Tribunal of Independence in the autumn of last year on a cherge
of conspiracy against the State and against the person of the Ghazi, and that,
although acquitted, he and his wife cannot return to Turkey in safety tlt the
present time. Halidd Edib does not allude to these events in her Memoirs; ehe
tells us of all her sufferings and disappointments, but surely this exile from her
country, which she lives to serve, must be the cruellest of all. I n the epilogue
of her Memoirs she says of the period between the Armistice of Mudros and
the Treaty of Lausanne : How the new era began, and what was the scene
enacted must be told as a separate tale-the tale of one of the greatest epics of
modern Europe." Perhaps Halide Edib will tell us in that volum6 why she
and her husband cannot return to Turkey to carry on the good work they
have begun.
The curious part is that there is no fundamental difference of opinion between then1 and the present rulers of Turkey, but it seems that the latter have
not yet learnt the value of team work, and that there is room for everyone who
is prepared to work, not in the interests of self, but for the common wed.
I t would appear that even among the newest, but ~ e r h a p snot the most
enlightened, republic petty jealousies exist as in every State. Possibly she had
something of this in mind when she wrote on p. 124 : &'
A despot is not real
despot if he is not jealous of every ~ o p u l a rtalent not exclusively ueed for his
'03 a1 pleasure, and permitted to the public only through him."
r7

ANCIENTCITIESO F IRAQBy Dorothy Maokay. (The Bookshop, Byhdad-)
I n her foreword to this little book the author truly remarks that to appreciate
the flat and dusty plains of Iraq it is necessary to have the eye of faith and the
gift of inlagination. Endowed with these the traveller, though at first depressed
by the monotonous expanse of the Iraq landscape, gradually comes to feel the
subtle and mysterious influence which, as the author says, the country exercieea
over all who try to understand it. Nor must the visitor expect to find in the
ruined cities of Iraq the same interest and attraction which he may have felt in
viewing the relics of the past in other parts of the world. The intereat is there*
but it is of another kind. One is impressed, first of all, with the rem~tean'
tiluity of these ruins. According to the chronology at the end of the book*
Kish, the site of which the Oxford and Chicago Expedition is now e x o a v ~ ~ ~ ~ g v
wee the first capital after the Flood.
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Mmy of these ancient cities and peoples are mentioned in the books of the
Old Testament in passages describing the relations between Israel and Judah
end Aesyria.
Who that gazes upon the mounds which alone remsin to mark the site
of the once proud city of Nineveh can fail to call to mind the fiery denunciation
of the prophet Nahum : "Thy shepherds slumber, 0 King of Assyria : thy
nobles shall dwell in the dust : thy people is scattered upon the mountains and
no man gathereth them" ; or who can vieit Babylon without thinking of the
Jewish captivity : " By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yes, we wept,
when we remembered Zion " ?
In perusing this book one is struck, too, by the complete devastation and
obliteration which has overtaken so many powerful nations and cities. Of
Seluoia, the once important capital of Seleucus, the successor of Alexander the
Great, which numbered half a million inhabitants, nothing remains but " 8 few
insignificant mounds, that are little worthy of a visit," to quote the author's
words; while whet remains of the famous seven-staged Tower of Babel lies
at the bottom of a large hole.
The combined efforts of scholars and excavators are gradually bringing t o
light much of the past history of this ancient land which was at one time Considered lost. I t was our countryman, Sir Henry Rawlinson, who gave such an
impetus to cuneiform decipherment by the translation of the celebrated trilingual
inscription of Darius at Behistun in 1851.
What modern excavators are now doing is exemplified in the author's description of the worlr of the joint expedition of the British Museulll and that of
the University of Pennsylvania, who have been able to trace out a skeleton
history of the city of Ur for some three thousand years.
The author page a just tribute to the late Miss Gertrude Bell, who did 80
lnuch to further the cause of archaeological research in Iraq.
The " Hints to intending Visitors " might well include some information as
to the cost of visiting these places, and the book would be improved by a larger
map of the country in place of the existing one, which is on too small
a scale.
It is a sign of the times that this well-produced and printed little volume is
pnblishedby Mr. Maekenzie of the Bookshop, Baghdad, and it is worthy of
lnentionthat he can supply copies of all the works referred to in the bjbliography
at the end of the book,
F. F. R.

THE HIMALAYAN
LETTERS
O F GYPSYDAVYA N D LADYBA. (Cambridge : W'
Hefferand Sons, Ltd.) 16s.
This volume records the wanderings in Ladakh, Beltistan, and the Northlveatern Himalaya of an Anlerican couple, who elect to mask their identity
under the noms de plume of Gypsy Davy and Lady Ba. The journeys, which
apparently extended from August, 1923, to October, 1924, are recorded in the
eomewhatirritating forin of a series of more or less imaginary letters from the
authors to their various friends.
The travellers do not appear to have ever ventured far from the beaten
trwkt
and, a8 a contribution to the geography, natural history, or politics of the
'qiona visited, their book is of negligible value. Those readers, however, who
Poaaeaa sufficientpatience to wade through the considerable masses of irrelevant
:'mall beer" embodied in the "letters " will be rewarded by a number of
ln?sting folk-lore atories and picturesque incidents described with typical
originality and humour.

The authors are very partial to the use of vernacular words-Urdu, Tibetm,
and Turki. These are all explained in a glossary at the end of the volume, but
for the benefit of those who have no acquaintance with the eree in queetion, it
would have been preferable to print all such words in italics in the text. By
way of further elucidation of the authors' travels the volume is ernbelliehed
with four somewhat fantastic sketch-maps in the quasi-medieval style of "here
be divers wylde beestes."
Perhaps the most interesting portion of the book is that describing e winter
and spring spent at Tsam Skang, near Leh.
H.T. M.

LANDPROBLEMS
I N PALESTINE.
By A. Granovsky, with a Foreword by the
Right Hon. J. C. Wedgwood, D.S.O.,M.P. (London : George Routledge
and Sons, Ltd.) 2s. 6d.
Mr. A. Granovsky's collection of essays on L 6 Land Problems in Palestine"
should be read by all who are interested in the question of Zionism. He
emphasizes the mainspring of Zionism, which is " the bringing beck to the soil
of an adequate proportion of the Jewish race," and brings out very clearly the
many difficulties which confront the Zionist organization is their task of placing
"the Jewish Homeland on a solid foundation.
Mr. Granovsky's statement of the problem is above critioiem, but hie eug.
gested solutions are open to much argument, as is evident from a perusal of the
valuable foreword contributed by the Right Hon. J. C. Wedgwood, D.S.O., M.P.
I t must be remembered that the Zionists have not a clean slate on which to
inscribe their policy. Palestine is an old country, and has been for many tenturies under the rule of a reactionary and conservative government, which ha8
intensified the national distaste for change and drastic reform. Steady progesg
and gradual introduction of new policies and modern ideas are better calculated
in the long run to achieve the main object aimed at, rather than sudden and
revolutionary changes, which can only widen the rift between Jew and Arab in
Palestine.
Mr. Granovsky, however, has done valuable service to Zionism by putting
forward so clearly and candidly the problem which has to be solved, and solved
aright, before the primary aim of the movement can be attained.
'I

a. F. C.

Notes on Articles from American and Foreign
Magazines and Newspapers recently added to the
Pamphlet Library.
THE NEJD BOUNDARY.
The A m ~ i c a nGeographical Journal for January, 1927, has a note on the
boundaries of Nejd.
The writer points out that the geographical basis of a grazing society " ha^
been very clearly recognized of late years, more particularly in the Treaty of
Pan between Turkey and the Soviet republics of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and
Georgia in 1921, in the Angora accord between France and Turkey in October,
1921, and in the Treaty of Angora of 1926 between Great Britain and ~ u r k e y .
Further examples are found in the Italo-Egyptian accord of 1925 and the protocol of January, 1924, between Great Britain and France respecting the boundary
between the Anglo-Egyptian Soudan and French Equatorial Africa. Both of
these make detailed arrangements for the regulation of nomadic affairs, the use
of wells, etc. Considerations arising out of the nonladic state have influenced
all the various agreements concluded between the Nejd Sultanate and the contiguous Powers on the subject of boundaries. The first boundary agreement of
May, 1922, between the governments of 'Iraq and Nejd recognized the right of
any tribe to settle in the territory of the other state upon payment of a grazillg
fee, while the protocol appended to the agreement allows for the comlnon use of
wells which are situated near the border, alld demilitarizes such points, forbidding the concentration of troops in their vicinity and the building of forts.
The Bahra agreement of Novenlber 1, 1925, laid down provisioll to regulate
migration and to prevent raiding,'which is rendered liable to severe punis~lment.
Migration is nllowcd only if the requirements of grazing necessitate it, and is
aublectto the permit of the government concerned. A silnilar agreement, the
agreement of November 2, 1925, between the governments of Nejd and
Jordania deals with illigration, raiding, ete., on the same lines. The
of the boundary is, however, the intoresting part of the latter a,weemerit* The crux of the situatioi~was the possession of the Wadi Sirhen and hf.
The Wadi Sirhan extonda northwards from Jauf to Iiaf. The recent conquest by
Ibn Saud of Jauf placed his tribesmen at the entrance to the Wadi, and he contended for the possession of the whole of it. I t happens that the principal TransJordan tribeauae tho Wadi in winter and spring, moving northward to thc Damascue region in the sumluer. An effortwas made to keep I b n Saud out of the Wadi,
for the protection of these tribes, but also because the depression
'"@lJ'
by the Iiuwala nomads, who occupy the region through which
the rout+ from 'Iraq to Syria. Thi. British. corridor between Palestine and
Iraq regarded as of much importance. Tllrougll it runs the Imperial Air
the East. I t is probable that Bn oil pipe-line will be laid from Moaul
and possibly a Baghdad-Heifa railroad may be constructed.
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Kal is an extremely important strategic outpost of the T r ~ ~ s - J o r dwunb
.~
from which Ibn Saud could launch attacks and propagandize at will.
findy
drawn the boundary runs in such a manner ae to include the Hej.2 nilwryin
the Trans-Jordan country, and it also leave8 the four tributary wadie to the
Wadi Sirhen-namely Wadis Bajer, Gherra, Hesa, and Hedrej-in the Trans.
Jordan, but cuts off the more easterly summer grazing grounds of the tribemen,
ewings around Wedi Sirhan and puts in the hands of Ibn Saud a valley upon
whioh he can base attacke upon both the railway and the oountry went.
As regards the actual boundaries of Nejd, the Sultanate includes the formerly
independent kingdom of the Hejaz and the Amirate of Jabal Shammar(Hai1) es
well as parts of E l Hasa Asir and Yemen.
Ite boundary, starting from Jabal Anazan in the Syrian desert (3g0 E.,3a0N,)
runs south-west to a point on the right bank of the Wadi Sirhen, south-westof
Raf, thence along the Wadi to a point 88' E., 30' N., thence westward to the
Gulf of 'Aqaba south of 'Aqaba.
The boundary between 'Iraq and Nejd runs eastward from Jabal Aneean to
a point about 200 miles west of the Euphrates, thence south-eest at about the
same distance from the Euphrates, but with indentations to take in certain w e b
until it reaches the boundary of Kuwait.
The boundaries between Nejd and Kuwait and Nejd and the south were only
roughly laid down some years ago, the former by the Anglo-Turkish convention
of 1918,and the latter in 1914. Recent developments render it unlikely that
either of these could stand now.
I. C.

EN AFGHANISTAN.By Ma Pernot.
R c v u des Deux Nmdes, Jnnuery, 1927.
I n this article &I.Pernot continues the series on the eubject of " Unreet in
the E a ~ t , "which began in the Review of June, 1927. Member0 of the Centrd
Asian Society will find the whole series, and those which are promined $0
follow, well worthy of perusal.
I n this article on Afghanistan the distinguished Frenoh publicbt offersus
plenty to think about. After describing hie journey from Lahore, via Eobd
Peshnwar, through the Khyber Pass to Kabul, where he arrived towudfl
the exid of April. 19.25, in time to witnese the triumphant return to the capid
of the Afghan Army, under the command of Sardor Ali Ahmnd, brother-in-law
of King Amonulla, from its campaign in the south against the rebellion of
b I ~ n g a l sand Jndranis, he gives a detailed nnd intereeting account of the P r o p
and development towards independence and mtability which are now b*ng
achieved under the ambitioue young ruler.
The p u t played by the representatives of the French Republio in this
Progrese are put prominently before us. But one csnnot fail to notice that the
erolueive right to archaological renearoh whioh wae obtained by
Foaoher in 1923 has not succeeded to the eetiafaotion of the writer, O W E ,
epperently, to lack of funde and the abeence of pereonnel.
No mention is made of the good influence which, r e know, i6 eremiad by
the Britiah Minister at Kabul, end as the writer describes Britain in the mme
aategory with the Ruaeim Soviet, ra harbouring deeigne againat the indePn'
dence of the eountry, one munt inevitably conclude that he n e g l ~ d
opportunity for obtaining more up-to.date information on the nubjwt of B
~
Afghan relationshipa.
France, of ~ o u r s c figure8
,
ra the diaintereebd friend of the Afghm
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hi, poplq and it would be interesting to learn more about the school which is
deaoribed ae having been established at Kabul under French pmfesaor~.
On the whole, the article is recommended to the attention of all interested
in the situation on the North-West Frontier of India.

ITALYAND THE ROADTO INDIA.
The Nme Fr& Prssss, Vienna, commenced on January 14 a series of

on "Itelian Expansion in the Red Sea." The writer's contention is
thrt the English have certain fired ideas, and one of these is that no European
power eroept themaelves has any business in Arabia, since Arabia guards the
rord to Indie. He recalls the negotiations between the I m a m Yahya and the
British eince the end of the Turkish domination of the Yemen in 1918, and
speeks of the excellence of the Yemen troops under their Turkish officers, whom
the Imem kept for ~everalyears after the war and only allowed to leave under
pressure from Angora. H e gives the history of the Britiah evacuation of
Hodeide and ,the handing over of that portion of the Red Sea coast to the
Idrisi, e policy which caused the Imam to come down from his hills, fall on the
Sultan of Kuwait, lay desolate Da'la and take Hodeida for himself.
The visit of the English Mission in 1926 is narrated with dramatic vividness,
their failure to secure a treaty is told in detail, the Imam declaring his inability
to sign until a Yemen garrison was in Aden, and he himself occupied the throne
of the Hijez. The Italian Mission, with its gifts of munitions and aeroplanes
it8 flattering titles, wes apparently more successful.
The suthor procoeds to narrate the various Italian activities in the Middle
Emt: the eettlement of large bodies of Italian emigrants in Egypt; the Italian
custodianship of the Terra Santa and their building activities in Palestine ; the
~emieeiontheir representative is said to have got from King Abdullah to settle
a large number of Italian workmen in Transjordan. H e points out that the
c o ~oft the territory ruled by the Zaidite Imam borders on the Straits of Perim,
while Ek'ypt, Palestine, and Transjordan are on the road to India. H e then
draw8 hie own conclusioi~s.

THE SCHOOL O F ORIENTAL STUDIES.
Tag & a o o ~or ORIENTALSTUDIES
celebrated on February 23, 1927, the tenth
anniveraruy of its opening. Lord Dirkenhead, Secretary of State for India,
W&n(l at a luncheon held at the School on this occasion, strongly urged the
need for further funde. He dwelt particularly on the fact that although the
school was the largeat and most important School of Oriental Studies in
the Empire, if not in the ahole of Europe and America, none of its University
cb8im or &aderehips wra endowed. For this reason recognition 88 8 School of
the Unirerait~of London was only precariously granted by the Senate from
year J a r . If teaching and research were to proceed aa they should in en
ltm~pherefrw from the pressure of finmci.1 worry and inadequate resources.
" WM
nece~cuythat this etate of affairs should be remedied. The School
founded in the stress of the war ; and it was impossible then, .s it h t been
~ ~
incel
obtain the full memum of public ~ u p p o r tit deserves. The
need
mch a School of the IJn{rer&,j a8 latimed institution is of ~ 0 -
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beyond question; the need for it as a praotical institution, undertaking the
training i n the languages and manners of the East of sll those who are going
out in any capaaity whatsoever, is no less : the 3,000 etudents who have already
attended its classes and coureee are the proof.
The University Professorships and Readerships that call for endowment we
the Chairs of Arabic, Sanskrit, Persian, Chinese, the History and Culture of
British Dominione in Asia with special reference to India, and the Bantu
languages ; the Readerships in Malay, Bengali, Hindustani, Tamil.
To endow a Chair a sum of 226,000 is required; to endow a Resderehip,
f12,500. These, and tho long list of lectureships, indicate the opportunity there
ia here for public benefaction.
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THE OVERLAND ROUTE FROM CHINA

To most of us no contrast could be greater than that between I n d i a
and Chins, two denaely populated regions of Asia. Their civilizations,
traditions, art, literature, religion, philosophy, architecture, and
language are quite different. It is true that t h e p u n d i t s who b u r r o w
Ameeting of the Central Asian Society WFLSheld on April 28, Sir fifichael
O'Dmyer in the chair.
he CHAIRMAN
: Ladies alld Gentlemen,-The subject of our discussion this
afternoon is the Overland Route between India and China, and Captain ~ i n ~ d o n
Ward is going to enlighten us on that very dificult question. If we had a map
of Asia here it would strike you that the two dominant features in Asia are the
great Chinese Empire on the east and the great sub-continent of India on the
south. They are very close together-in some places separated by only a few
miles-and it is an extraordinary fact that in the past, though so close together,
they had so little connection, either in the way of trade or of the passage of
populations. The reason is this, that both those countries are very densely
populated, prosperous according to the Asiatic standard from a n agricultural
point of view, and both were inclined to look upon themselves in the past as
the only civilized people in the world, and all outsiders as barbarians. The
Chinese regarded all outsiders as " foreign devils," and the ancient inhabitants
of India looked upon all outsiders as what they call mlechas or unclean people.
To preserve this exclusiveness India was assisted by the great mountain wall of
the Himalayas, which was supposed to keep out the foreign and barbarous races.
China had no such natural barrier, and built the Great Wall to keep out the
"foreign devil" by lend. But it was the irony of fate that neither the artificial
W~llof China nor the natural barrier of the Himalayas aucceeded in keeping
theso two great countries secure from foreign invasion. China was invaded time
after time through the Great \Val1 by the Manchus, Tartars, and other conquering races; India was subject to a continuous series of invasions, and it is a
lnost significant fact that no invasion of India, whether by aee, or land, ever
failed until the British came there. After the Britiah blocked the mountain passes
on the north-east and north-west, so lllaking India secure by land ; and having
the C o l ~ ~ a nofd the sea they were able to make it secure from the sea. The
point from which India was invaded from the north-east was through
Burma or that atrip of land between Burma, and Tibet, which our lecturer
is goingto talk to us about this afternoon. There was no doubt a considerable
of Mongol peoplas down into Bengsl and Assam during past ages
that corridor. Captain Kingdon Ward will explain to you why it ia
that great moveinents of population are posaible, at all events in these days,
Owingto the natural difficulties created by mountain, river, forest, and malarial
He has epont some nine years in exploring as a botanist this very
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deeply into these mattera trace, shall we say, Mongolian influencesin
Hindu art, or Hindu influences i n Chinese philosophy; but to the
myopic these are not visible and China and India are as distinct from
one another a s though they were in different continents.
Being all but continuous land masses, their great fertile pleiins
densely populated, both containing very ancient civilizations, the
trading instincts of their peoples highly developed, able to supplement
each other's requirements, and their wise men, one would suppose,
anxious to meet and discuss philosophy, this is the more remarkable;
nor is it due t o lack of trying, a t least on the part of the Chinese.
Yet the measure of their success is plain for all to see. Theveriest
tyro could not confuse a Chinaman, using that word in its widest
application, with a native of India of any race or creed.
I do not, however, propose to go into the history of the intercourse
between India and China. I t will be sufficient to say that in the pest
it has been more intense than it is now. I am speaking of intercourse
by land only. Indeed, owing to climatic changes in Central Asia and
in methods of transport, the centres of world influences have shifted.
The ancient overland routes between China and India no longer exist.
They have been replaced by sea routes.
Nor do I propose to enter upon a discussion of various possible
overland routes and their merits. My object is merely to discuss' the
question of a direct route between India and China and to make a few
remarks upon the route which I myself have followed.
I must here point out that the question of a direct overland route
was a very live issue within recent years, although it may be said to
have been settled by now. This search for a trade route-a short cut
from our Indian markets to the very heart of China, as an alternative
to the sea voyage from Calcutta to Shanghai and the long river and
overland journey into the interior-implied, if it meant anything ete1I1
the shortest and moet direct route, and a glance at any map of Asia
will show in which direction that lies, the Yangtze, which is the great
highway of China, being the obvious goal.
Although the mouth of the Yangtse is so far from India, the upper
Yangtze actually flows within 150 miles of the Indian frontier, and it
was this fact which it was hoped to turn to good account. As we
pushed up on our north-east frontier and laid down a definite line, UP
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fascinating and very difficult country. H e has gone over it again and again.
H e he8 crossed a11 the greet rivere at different points, and he knows the difficulties which beset the varioue routes which are supposed to be open for trade
and the movement of populatione. H e will explain thoee difficulties to Yon
in hie lecture, end illustrate it by a seriee of slides which he collected no I d e r
than last year, when he made his last, vieit to that extreordinerily difficult
to
country between Aeeam and China. I will now aek Captain Kingdon
tell us hie etory. (Applause.)
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to which our administration gradually extended, we approached more
and more closely to the great highway of China, until, as I say, there
remained only this gap of 150 milee in an air line. The problem then
was to bridge that.
Remember, so far as an overland trade route was concerned, it was
this or nothing. For our purpose the historical route, in so far ae it
still exists, from Peking, via Kashgar, the I<arakorum pass, m d Gilgit,
to Leh, is useless ; it has been rendered obsolete by the far eaeier,
quicker, and cheaper method of sea transport. The route via, Lhasls is
equally useless-we want a much shorter route, and one which would
avoid the mighty barrier of the Himalaya. Such direct routes do exist
in the south-but unfortunately they all land you in Burma, not in
India. We wanted to find one further north, but not too far north;
and the head of the Assam valley ran up nicely in the desired direction.
Therefore just as the Yangtze was the link on the China side, so the
Xssam valley was the link on the Indian side.
Now there have always been two great stumbling-blocks to any
traffic in this direction. The facts stated a t the beginning of thispaper
prove that there must have been ; it is safe to say that had this route
been comparatively feasible, it would have been used long ago; and
since there has been so little intercourse between India and China, it is
clear that even the beet routes have been very little used, partly for the
same reasons, a t least for several centuries.
The obstacles are theee :
I n the first place, that 150-mile-wide belt of country is extraordinarily difticult, being not only very mountainous, but infinitely cut
up i ~ t oa cloee succession of deep gorges separated by lofty ridgee,
covered with dense, i~npenetrableforests, and cursed with a vicious
climate and all its attendant evils. Once the plateaux of Tibet on the
one hand, or the plains of India on the other, are left behind, one
becomes involved in this distracting tangle of mountains.
The second obstacle depends on the first. I t is obviously impoesible
for any great civilized community to occupy such a region, and 80 this
belt of country lying between the highlands of Tibet and the lowland,
of India, and separating Mongol and Aryan, is inhabited by tribe0 who
for the most part have always reeiated free passage through their territory. I n thia attitude, often spontaneous and natural enough, they
have generally been encouraged by the Power on the other side of the
barrier, either because they prefer to keep us a t arm's length, or because
they themselves are eager to penetrate it, but in their own time and in
their own way. Moreover-and thia practically clinches the mattereupposing tlheee difficulties were removed, as to some extent they have
been, we should still be faced with the unpleasant discovery that the
Yangtze st thia distance from the sea (nearly 3,000 miles) is not continuously navigable, even for smell country boats.
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~ h u we
s see that just as deserts have to a large extent isolated India
on the one aide, so have jungles kept her free of mainland Asiatic
influences on the other; the north-west frontier may be the gateway
to India, but we must never forget that the north-east frontier is the
tradesmen's entrance. This back door, as we have seen, is further
strengthened by that splendid line of outposts afforded by the independent tribes, and though these tribes are a two-edged weapon, and have
frequently given us trouble, they form a bulwark which it is very much
to our interest to strengthen, and not weaken.

*

*

*

*

*

Apart altogether from the question of trade route, however, the
overlandroute from China to India is full of interest to the traveller ;
and I propose now to leave generalities and to deal in rather more
detail with the actual route I followed. By means of photographa I
shall try to convince you of the great physical difficulties which have to
be overcome on this route, and also of the absorbing interest of the
country to the naturalist.
It will hardly be necessary to remind you that-I will not say the
most beautiful-but the most sublime and indeed terrifyi~gscenery is
to be found in regions remote from human habitations ; and there can
be few places in the world where the scsnery is grander than in the great
mountain ranges of the Chinese Himalaya.
Let us start from the upper Yangtze in Tibet, the nearest point to
India. To north and east of the great mountain barrier which a.~rves
round the north-east frontier of our Indian Empire, the country is
high and dry. There are caravan routes, towns, villages, monasteries ;
there is transport and food. The Tibetan people are civilized and
friendly, although their official attitude to strangers is largely determined for them by an autocratic ruling oligarchy; the same remark
applies to the Chinese.
As we travel westwards, or south-westwards, these conditions change
more and more ; and we can only escape them by keeping to the north
of the Himalaya, or by working so far south that we shall miss India
altogether. There is nothing for it but to go straight ahead. Across
Our path lie these four great rivers, with four great mountain ranges
them from one another.
Here is the Tibetan Yangtze flowing at an altitude of 8,000 feet. I t
lBstill a fine river 3,000 miles from its mouth, but it is subjeoted to
great changes of level, winter and summer, and is interrupted by
enormousrapids from time to time. The Chinese call it the River of
GOMensand." I t is navigable for considerable stretches by Tibetan
skin boats, and as there are no bridges, the Chinese cross it in great
BCOws.
Beyond the Yangtze we have to crose a great range of mountains.
The Passes are over 15,000 feet, but, in spite of the intense cold, they
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are open all the year round, as not much snow falls. No serious
difficulties are encountered so f a r ; there are regular caravan routes,
and transport is easily obtained. I n three or four days after descend.
ing many thousands of feet we reach the Mekong. This river is much
narrower than the Yangtze, and goes bouncing along through a deep
gash in the mountains. I t is quite unnavigable, but being narrow is
crossed by rope bridge-a sufficiently unpleasant contrivance.
Immediately after crossing the Mekong we begin to climb up again,
the mountains being almost as steep as the side of a house.
The next range also is crossed without great difficulty in three
days ; the passes vary between 13,000 and 16,000 feet, and there is
apt to be a, good deal of snow.
Descending into the next trough, where flows the Salween, we
notice e distinct change in the vegetation ; the country becomes more
forested, for the Salween flows a t a lower level than the Mekong, and
has a wetter climate.
Here we encounter the first of the many tribes who inhabit the
enormous rain-drenched jungle-clad enclave a t the headwaters of the
Irrawaddy. The Lutzu are a docile and friendly folk, but sooner or
later we shall encounter the redoubtable Lisu tribe, who also live here.
I dare say the Lisus have been maligned-their worst fault is perhaps
a fondnese for petty larceny-but the fact remains the tribe has et
least one European murder to its credit. I have come up ageinst
them in the Salween valley under awkward circumstances, and avoided
a serious fracas, more perhaps by good luck than anything else : on the
other hand, I had two Lisus with me last year who stood by me during
a crisis and helped to extricate me from an unhappy dilemma.
We now cross the third great barrier, and deecending into the
abysmal depths of the Irrawaddy itself pass into the keeping of the
jungle.
The passes henceforth are the lowest of which we have had PnY
experience so far, not exceeding 14,000 feet, and frequently much
lower ; neverthelees, they are more difficult than anything we hrve
encountered hitherto. The track is often invisible or, indeed, non.
existent, and without knowing the way we could never find it
ourselves. Cliffs have to be scaled, and in places the path is full
unknown terrors.
Here the question of transport ia a question of coolies; no mule Or
pony, even if unburdened, could scale these mountains. Also it ia
better to choose one's time with some care. I n the eummer it rains
perpetually, and though one can of course traverse the prssee then! it
is not a very pleasant experience. On the other hand, for nearly
months, in winter and spring, the passes are completely blocked by
snow. By far the best time then, can one but choose, ie the autumn!
when one may get comparatively fine weather at least part of the
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time. Crossing the pass then we descend to the Irrawaddy, and now
find ourselves thoroughly involved in those difficulties to which our
attention has already been drawn.
The Irrawaddy is not like the other rivers we have crossed.
Instead of flowing in one narrow trough it flows in dozens. I t s basin
at this point is about a hundred miles wide ; the climate is very bad,
with rain all the year round, though more falls in the summer than
at eny other season.
We have to cross no less than four considerable rivers, besides
innumerable small streams, and our best plan is to get out of the
Irrawaddy jungles as quickly as possible. We are in a country which
has recently been in the limelight owing to the Slave Mission sent by
the Government of Burma to release all slaves, whether in administered
country or not, and the killing of a British officer by the most belligerent of the Irrawaddy tribes.
This jungly river basin as a whole is occupied by Kachins and
cognate tribes ; but large areas are almost entirely uninhabited. The
tribal country begins north of the point where the main stream of the
Irrawaddy splits into two branches, an eastern and a western. There
are bridges over the rivers, but they are not pleasant. They may be
either monkey bridges, which involve haulage, or cane foot bridges,
which ere all right when you get used to them.
During the summer t h e l r r a w a d d y jungle is a perfect hell of
leeches, mosquitoes, sand-flies, blister-flies, and other pests. They give
one no peace. For thie reason it is more comfortable to travel here in
the winter.
On the other hand, we have still to get out of the Irrawaddy basin
into that of the Brahmaputra, and the passes are completely Snowed
up in winter, so that one must not leave it until too late.
1 crossed by the Diphuk La, 14,300 feet : but there are passes
further south of 10,000 feet.
The route I followed involved crossing all the headwater streams of
tho eastern Irrawaddy. A better route is one a little further north, by
which only the main stream is crossed, after which, climbing one more
divide, YOU come directly into the valley of the Lohit-Brahmaputra.
The geographical barriers which separate India and China, then,
'peak for themselves. They comprise high enow-clad ranges of
mountins, swift unnavigable rivers, dense jungle, and a troub~esome
climate.
But the dual obstacles to which I have referred cannot be considered apart ; they are lnutually inclusive. Up to a point, the higher
the mountains and the thicker the forest the more obstructive the
As the foreet gets thinner and the country more open the
Po~ulationincreases and becomes more homogeneous, and
an
the human element disappears, individually a t any rate,
.

- .
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though there may be polite organized opposition. On the other hand,
in the worst country there comes a time when the jungle beoomeeso
thick, the mountains 80 steep, and the climate so bad, that there is no
population at all. As an obstacle the human element hag again die.
appeared ; but it may be questioned whether a country without food,
transport, or paths, fenced by impenetrable jungle, anclosed by
precipitous mountains, and cursed with a thoroughly bad climate, is
not more of a deterrent. After all, you may succeed in getting round
a tribesman by making him laugh, or by being in a position to give him
something which, in his simple way, he would sell his soul for : but
without men you are lost. I t was this capital difficulty of no transport
and no food I was up against last year during my expedition to the
headwaters of the Irrawaddy. So serioua did the situation become,
that early in August, just after I had received letters and newspapers
telling me of the general strike, the satne microbe attacked my staff,
who, rather than face the discomforts of the sitcation any longer,
risked the long journey back to comparative civilization, decamping
quietly in the night.
Throughout last summer I was plant-hunting in the neighbourhood
of the Diphuk La, the last pass between me and India. There wee e
small and decadent Tibetan colony in the valley, but for coolies I had
to depend on Nungs and Tarons, the latter an Iehmaalite tribe, lurking
in the uttermost depths of the jungles, and these had to be collected
from afar. They had no food or clothing, but lived principally on roots
dug up in the jungle, their meagre crope having failed for two yeare
owing to the flowering of the bamboos, which had caused such complete
decontrol in the birthrate of jangle rats that they had devoured
everything.
These Tarons were all right in the summer-when I could get
them. I n the winter, when I had to cross the 1rrawaddy-Brahmap~tr~
divide under snow, though willing enough, the trip proved a P ~ Y S ~ C
impossibility for them.
The Tibetans, who would have been equal to the task, mince they
have to cross the Diphuk L a from time to time to get aalt, Were m0st1J'
away. Compared with their fellow-countrymen of the plateau t b q
a rather poor type. The ordinary Tibetan cannot live below
feet, but these people had established a colony in the forest region at
7,000 feet, where they tilled the soil and kept flocks. They Came
the warm, low-lying province of ZayuI, and in olden days Z ~ Y U ~
penal settlement for the criminal classes, so that many of the people
there are connected with the old convict "county familie%" and may
he somewhat degenerate as a r e ~ u l t . Much snow falls in the upper
Seinghku valley in the winter, and it is hardly poeaible to crorE the
Diphuk L a between January and June.
I started on the final lap to Aessm a t the end of 0ctober with
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sixteen Taron coolies, two Lisus, and four Nunga, two of the latter
being my personal staff. Unfortunately, the wkather, which had been
fine for some days, broke just as we started, and rain in the lower
vslley meant snow in the heights. The Seinghku valley is about forty
miles long, and it is about three days' march from the main river
on the Eurma side (the Nam Tamai) to the foot of the pass, and five
merches from there to the Lohit on the Tibetan side through uninhsbited country.
On the last day of October we camped a t the foot of the pass*
A light snow fell during the night, but this melted 80 rapidly next
morningthat right up to the pass the valley was clear. At the
ammit, however, we gazed upon a very different scene. A bitter wind
ass blowing from the plateau to the north, and below U s we could see
nothing but deep snow and bare rocky mountains ; there was not a tree
in sight. The descent on the Tibetan eide is precipitous for a thousand
feet to a glacier lake below, and the snow bad drifted heavily on this
face, so that we plunged into it up to our knees. The Tarom were
half frozen. Arrived at the lake a few of us pushed on to stamp a trail
as quickly ae possible and reach the first fir-trees, where we ~ o u l d
make a fire. But as soon as we were out of sight, the Tarone, now
half deed with cold, threw their loads down in the snow, and bolted
back over the pass into Burma, and of course we never saw them again.
It took us a week to salve the loads-some were abandoned-and
move them down into safety by the hot spring camp, where we had
shot a takin in the summer. Then we pushed on to the Lohit, and
from there engaged more coolies to go back and bring in the loads.
The Lohit, like all the other rivers of this region, flows down due
900th from the Tibetan plateau for some distance, but it then suddenly
and conveniently swings down a t right angles and flows due west
torebch the plains of Assam. Where it flows southwards the climate
Is comparatively dry, although the altitude is only about 4,000 feet.
The rocky flanks of the gorge are covered with pine woods, there is
little cultivation, and the country is inhabited by Tibetans.
*a soon as the river changes direction, however, we find the
vallel' filled with dense forests again, and here dwell the once form'dablebut now friendly h1ishlni tribe, who have in the past proved a
obstacle to penetration ; like the Lisus, they have the
"ltimateargument of murder to their credit.
The lourn0~d o ~ the
n Lohit, though short, is not easy ; i t is only
about bfteen days from Rima to tbe plains of Aesarn, but the going is
good. I found the Mishrnis friendly and helpful, thanks to a
'u"8sion of able political officers on the frontier, and not least to the
PrefJent officer.
I reachedthe plains on December 7, s a d Sadiy a two days later. To
Burn up :
-
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There is no easy direct route from Chins to India. The chief
difticulties are the mountainous nature of the country and its climate,
lack of food and local labour, and the political situation amonget the
more powerful interests behind the tribal belt-Tibetan and Chinese.
The climatic difficulties are best overcome by avoiding the Irrawaddy
enclave altogether. By keeping more to the north, only the Taron or
main stream of the eastern Irrawaddy need be crossed, after which
one descends straight into the gorge of the Lohit.
Threading a way through these mountains, so as to crose the
easiest passes, it may be necessary to a certain extent to march to
and fro up and down the river gorges; but the going here is comparatively easy.
The best route from China to India is probably one which, leaving
the Yangtze a t Pangtzula, crosses the mountains by the Paima L to
Atuntzu, thence to the Mekong via Dong, over the chu-la to the Wi
river, and so to Menkung on the Salween. Thence to Rim&,up the
Rong Thod Chu across the Glei pass to Tawliang on the Lohit, and 80
to Sadiya. This is by no means the route described in the above
paper, but I myself have followed a good bit of it.
General BEYNON
: Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Captain Kingdon Ward,
h d i e s and Gentlemen,-When
I came here today I had not the
slightest intention of saying anything, but I have been fascinated by
what the lecturer said. His photographs and illustrations have brought
back to me a very interesting portion of my life, and I want to congratulate him on the vivid and fascinating way in which he has told
of the life that goes on there. I t was my businese at one time to
take part in an expedition going up not quite so far as he went, but
up more north into Tibet. We were going up into the Arbor country,
and from his description and the photographs he showed us the
country he described was almost identical with that which we encountered. Nominally, they had killed an Englishman or two, but we were
going up more on an expedition to find out whether the Tsangpo, which
we had crossed on the way way up to Lhaaa, really joined or became the
Brahmaputra. I t had not been settled in those days, sod I am not
quite certain that it ha8 been 8urVeyed in these daya I think a few
milea have not been surveyed, but I think that it is practically flettlad
that the Tsangpo we knew was the Brahmaputra which comes dowo
into Bengal. The population there, the Arbor, were very much the
same as the tribesmen Mr. Kingdon Ward describes,
Were
invariably drunk about four o'clock in the afternoon. I t was always
necessary if you wanted to have any business with them to get them
when they were fairly sober in the morning. I t was no good doing
anything after four o'clock, sometimes after twelve. They Were sls0
very good shikarees, as you saw in the picture of the man who shot the
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They had bows and arrows, and, a t the distance of this room,
they wouldplug any one of these lights without the slightest hesitation.
habit of dipping the arrows into dead corpses, which
~h~~ had a
woundsrather deadly, otherwise they were not bad- Another
point he has not mentioned is the fishing. I do not know if the fishing
is good up there, but it was magnificent where we were. I caught a
44-poundrnahseer on a 10-foot trout rod with mahseer tackle, and
never had better sport in my life. Up in the hills were fish 6 feet
long lying by the dozen in the pool. I t was a magnificent fishing
Going back to a more serious question : as to roads, I do not
think there is any difficulty. I do not see the slightest difficulty,
Teaking as a soldier, why you should not rush a force right through
that country if you organized well. I t is a matter of organization and,
as the lecturer said, of food. We ran our paths right up the Brahmaputre, through what looked impossible jungle, and with the pioneer
regiment to work and cutting parties of sappers to help us, we had
a good mule road as far as we went. There is nothing to stop a deterlllined force going anywhere if they have time, and it is only n, matter
of time before we shall have a road from Sadiya through Rima to tlhe
Yengtze. I see no reason why we should not do it. The passes are
nothing. When we went up to Lhasa we had roads over 16,000 and
17,000 feet high. We had a fight a t 16,900 feet. There is nothing to
stop you ; it is only a matter of organization. Just before we were up
there the Chinese had come down and occupied Rima. They had to
go, and, of course, they went. But still they may come again, and we
shall have to stop them. Again, there is another interesting point.
During the rains the jungle we went through was absolutely uninhabited, not only by men, but by animals. The leeches and mosquitoes
are 50 bad that even the tiger, samber, bison, and deer all leave the
lower Terai Jungle and clear out. I n our road-making parties the
guard consisted of one man, who cut down the jungle, mostly
lianas and things like that. Two men behind him widened out the
path a bit, and also removed the leeches from the man in front.
(Laughter.) We lost two Gurkhas who went out shooting. They
were used to the jungle, but they lost their way, and we never
found them alive again. Their bodies were discovered within a
of the post some weeks afterwards.
They had died of
leech-bite8. It is a most fearful country, and I think the way the
lecturerhas gone through it and survived leaves us to congratulate
him On being alive. I congratulate him on his excellent lecture.
(Applause.)
Mr. F. H. SKRINE
: Does the lecturer really think it within the
of possibility that a road can be con~truatedover the terrible
he mentioned ? The last speaker talked about a road. I have
made hundred0 of miles of roads in India : the difficulties even in the
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Plains are bad enough, but Over these passes and through the jungle,
with leeches to poison one, it s e e m to me perfectly impossible, I
like to have the lecturer's opinion. Another question: what is the
distance between the upper navigable reaches of the Yangtze
the
upper reaches of the Brahlnaputra which are navigable, and does
the lecturer think it possible to bridge it by an air service ?
The L E C T ~ R:RGeneral
R
Sir William Beynon mentioned fishing,
T'here is good fishing on some of the headwaters of the Irrsasddy,
and also on the upper Salween ; but not, I think, on the Yangtzeor the
Mekong. But the fish are very small and are either speared or netted,
The water, which comes straight from the melting snow and ioe, is
apparently too oold for lnahseer or any very big fish. As to the
question of a road, Sir William Beynon said that he thought, sperkiog
a s a soldier, it would be perfectly easy to rush a force through that
country to any threatened point. So far I agree, but, speaking as a
financier, it is a question of money. I have no doubt the Indian
Government could find the money, and would find the money, if the
north-east frontier was as vulnerable a point as the north-west. In
that case I am perfectly certain the roads would be made, but I do not
think we are likely to see them made either for the tradeemen or
botanists, unfortunately. (Laughter.) Mr. Skrine has raised the point
in E more precise form as to what the distance is between the heed of
navigation on the Brahmaputra, a t Sadiya, and the Yangtze. Where
the Yangtze is flowing south, 150 miles from the Indian frontier, as I
pointed out, it is not navigable. You have to go a long way further
east to reach a navigable point. Suifu, about 300 miles from Chung.
king, is the head of navigation. Above Suifu there are navigable
stretches, but there are big gorgee also, and it is not navigable for large
Chinese junks. I do not see why s, road should not be made ; it is a
question of expense. The difficulty is not that you cannot mike the
road, but there is no local labour. The expense would be enormoue.
Yon would have to feed all your pioneers, engineers, and road-mdere,
and would have to import labour. The-question of leeches does not
come into the question, beoauae if you make your road wide enough~ou
are leech-free. There is a road which runs from railhead in Burme,
200 miles, whioh is quite easy. I t does not matter about leeoh0b the
road is six feet wide. The leeohes drop on you as you go through the
jungle ; if you are pushing your way through the jungle you get them
down your neck, in your ears, and everywhere ; but if you tnlk0 the
road wide enough, they cannot drop on you. A s regards crossing the
high mountains, if you can hare a road over the Iiarakorum, I do not
eee why you should not heve a road over these great divides.
cannot takes bee-line, but muet align your road to croes thelowe@t~m~~~
and go up and down the valleys until you find u convenient c r 0 8 ~ ~ ~ g place. If you keep well up the Salneen, and go down the Lohit
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I think you osn push a road through-it

would not be a motor road to
start with, There is a mule road already from the Yangtze to Rim%
but it does not go on to India. At the time Sir William Beynon was
speaking of, another expedition pushed UP the Lohit river, and the
pioneersmade a road to Rima. Coming down the Lohit laat Year one
of the most interesting things I struck, and the thing that told me I had
steppedout of the blue over the British frontier was a large boulder
on whichwas carved this legend : " 5th COY.1st K.G.0. Sapper8 and
Miners,1912." It was carved on the Stone, and a s soon a s I had
that I knew I was somewhere within the orbit of the Indian
Empire.
The CHAIRMAN
: We now know a great deal more than we did e n hour
40about the interesting but inhospitable country which the lecturer
has described to us so well by word and illustration, end we can
realize why, in the past, communications between China and India
have been so infrequent and so difficult. I t is now intelligible that
when there was any regular communication between China and India,
it did not pass by the direct road-that is to say, from the north-east of
Assam up to the valley of the Yangtze through that 150 miles of terrible
country. It went round about through Bashmir, Yarkand, Eastern
Tibet, Chinese Turkistan, and so on to Peking. The proof is this : the
one great thing which India exported to China was religion, Buddhism.
If you mark the progress of Buddhism from India to China, you will
find it went by the road I have desoribed-through
the Peshawar
valley, up through Swat, over the Karakorum, through Chinese
Turkestan, and so on past the Great Wall into China proper; and
when the Chinese pilgri~nswanted to investigate the sacred relics of
Buddha, end came to India for that purpose, they did not come by the
short road which the lecturer had described, but chose the enormous
detour of probably 5,000 or 6.000 miles, rather than the 300 or 400
miles of appalling difficulty between the Yangtze and the Tsangpo.
That ahowed how impressed they were with the appalling physical
dl~cultiesof the country which the lecturer this evening finds so
~leaa~nt-diffic~lties
he nlakes so light of. Perhaps it is as well for India
that the intervening country-that 200 miles-should be an effective
bar for either invading forces or great hordes of immigrants. I n fact,
Our north-east frontier is far more secure than the north-west. One
thing atruck me whon talking of Buddhism. A Chinaman is a very
good man at a deal. India exported a very fine religion, Buddhism, to
China ; what did China give in return? China is now trying to make
a Present of Bolehevism. I t is a very significant fact, and bears on
the
in which ideas follow the lines of communication. Bolshevism
'tartea at Moscow and Petrograd, and ran west to east 6,000 miles,
'I1
Russia and Siberia. I t penetrated from Siberia down into
Nongolia, simply because there was no great physical
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obstacle ; ideas penetrate easily, and the Bolshevists are mastere in
the art of propaganda and peaceful penetration. We hope its further
progress down towards the Indian frontier and also down into Burma,
mill be overcome by the tremendous physical barrier which the lecturer
has so vividly described to us tonight. I am sure you will all like to
pass a very hearty vote of thanks to him, and show by your acclamation
how
you appreciate the work he has done and the very admirable
way in which he has described it. (Applause.)

LOST LANDS OF OPHIRX
NOTES ON A LECTURE BY COMMANDER C. CRAUFURD

TARE=thousand years ago the land of Ophir solved for Suleiman a
problem. I n the present day we are faced with the same
problem and the aame solution is at hand. Suleiman's kingdom, with
its new-foundprosperity, was protected to northward and to south by
the trade influences of his building activities. His temple and palace
in their building gave a steady import incentive to his lands. The
kingdom of Suleiman was rapidly becoming the manufacturing centre
snd the horse market of the Middle East.
Palestine imported raw material and exported finished articles.
This kept the trade routes open to north and south.
in
To the eastward lay the restless Bedou folk. Suleiman realized that Pale~tine
the Daye of
the Bedou are weak in their offensive, but they are implacable. Their Suleiman the
sctivities would be a tax to his lands, and eventually warding them off Wisewould drain the trading strength of his kingdom.

* h Meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Wednesday, May 11,
19'27, at the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W. Sir Michael
O'Dwyer (Chairman) presided. A lecture entitled " The Lost Lands of Ophir "
was delivered by Comillander Craufurd, R.N. (ret.).
THE CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-Those of you who have been fairly
const,ant in attendance at our lectures here will, I think, agree with m e t h a t
they combine in n singular degree
- interest, instruction, a n d occasionally even
amusement. In my o i n case it has been m y duty and it has been m y privilege
to be 8 very regular attendant for solne years, and the lectures hnve e n o r m o u s l ~
extended my knowledge of
and also of history. Perhaps that is
because to start with that ]<nowledge was very limited. The lecture we 81-0
going to hear this afterno011 will, I think, fulfil those conditions in a very inerked
degree. The subject is " The Lost Lands of Ophir." Many of u s have vague
recollections of having rend of Ophir in our Bible, but we are very vague as to
where it is located. Solne luay think it is in Arabia, others across t h e Red Sea
in Abyssinia, others locate it in Ceylon or Indin, ond others who have read
"Iiing Solomon's Mines " would place it somewhere in AIashonalend. I t is one
of the unrolved riddles, &nd that riddle we hope to have solved for US this
It is charactoristic of the ltoyal Navy, which goes everywhere nnd
does everything, which is the eyes and ears of our Intelligence Department,
tilhtno secret is hidden froin it ; and C,ollllnnnd~rCraufurd, who spent sixteen
Yenra along the shores of the Red Sea and the Gulf, is going to solve for u s the
"(Idle of the lost lands of ()phir.
Nost People who discover gold mine, even a derelict one, are inclined t o
the secret to themselves ; but the Royal Navy is much more disinterested,
a"d Qmmander Craufurd is going to share his secret with us. I will now ask
him to disclose it. (Applause,)
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Bedou life is simple ; their wants are negligible. I t is almost
hopelese to develop a steady market in their countries. Their life is
unstable ; they know no peace; if they did they would no looger be
Bedouin, but would have become a pastoral people.
For a while Suleiman held his eastern frontier quiet. He traded
with the gold-mines of the Hejaz. Then, as it seemed the surface
outcrops were being cleaned up, that failed-there was no deep surface
working possible for mineral then. So the remedy which would keep
the Bedou employed and active was t o be sought further afield.
Suleiman decided to employ the Bedou in the transport trade. Somewhere to eastward there lay the land of Ophir, with its ruler, Bilkis,
Queen of Sheba.
If Ophir is lost to modern geography the loss is not due to lack of
information. After twenty years' search I had the good fortune to
visit Ophir, finding it where it ought to be, and now, after another
seven years, I can furnish proofs of its identity. Let me hope that
m y proofs will be convincing to you. If not, I shall hope to bring you
further proofs next year.
To continue the story : after long and exasperating negotiations,
Suleiman won his point. The Queen of Sheba consented to visit him.
She brought with her the greatest gifts on record: 33 tons of gold,
bags of jewels, incense, and spices, algum trees, and probably a small
quantity of almug trees, apes, peacocks, and unspecified goods. In
her train she brought 1,000 boys and girls. She was preoeded by
rumour that she had goat's feet, and some said she was a she-devil. I
like to picture her endless caravans winding slowly through the dust of
Edom.

Looking into the Ophir problem we note that the presents of Bilkia
to Suleiman could not possibly have all come from the same country.
King Hiram looked over the merchandise, noted its wholesale markets,
and planned a trading scheme which the mercantile marine of the
present day could not better. H e sent his ships on a merchant cruise
to the wholesale markets, including Ophir.
Trading all the way and without wasting time, they returned to
Ezion Geber and to Tarshish within three years.
P u t the problem on its practical basis of trading and you will find
Ophir. To me the problem proved a patient one. Many lands have
been suggeeted for the land of Ophir.
Fa1.e Ophin.
W e went to China, but we did not find Ophir, though we learned
something to help us.
Africa gave us its Lints, but it did not show us Ophir. The
Persian Gulf showed us how to find the ships of Ezion Geber, but
it could not show us Ophir. We went to the Mediterranean to learn
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&bout the ships of Tarshish. They could not show us the way to
Ophir. We tried South America and the Aztec country. We did not
find Ophir there.
We went to India and Ceylon, for there are strong rumours of
Ophir in those lands. How could Ophir, the capital seaport of the
Ssbb;8an Empire, be outside the Sabbiean lands? Back to the Red
688, and there we learnt what we wanted. W e learnt the locality
of Ezion Geber, We learnt about the ships of Ezion Geber, and so the
way to the true Ophir. Name repetitions have confused investigators.
There may have been many a secondary Ophir, for E l Darfur seems
a very probable repetition of E l Ophir or Ed-Oph'r.
By studying ships from before the Flood to the present-day con- The
of
EzionShips
Geber.
etruction, we find that the ships of Ezion Geber were identical with
the modern Red Sea dhow. We have the ship that Hiram used. We
have the trade winds that Hiram utilized. W e learned the markets
which were touched by Hiram's fleet.
His ships cargoed with incense, spices, gold, jewels, apes, peacocks,
almug trees, pearls, algum trees, and the gold of Ophir. Those were
the lnain cargo items arranged in the order of the markets where
they were obtained.
Now supposing that we are sailing in a dhow 3,000 years ago from
Ezion Geber. We are waiting for the north nlonsoon to set in firm. It
is early in the month of October. The lnonsoon sets in here between the
7th end the 15th of the month ; there have been very small variations.
I ask you particularly to note the name of the port. I t was, I
suggest, A1 Zion Kebir, or the Greater Zion ; but in its more ancient
language the " A1 Zion " was pronounced more mute as Ezion, just as
is often done in the colloquial Bedou Arabic of other words, quite apart
from the classical distinction between solar and lunar lettering. That
clasaicel distinction only came into being somewhere about A.D. 600.
This language debate is not a digression. The mutation of the article
" A1 " has served to hide Ophir for many hundred years.
The fleet would coast down the Hejaz hugging the land, keepiug
always inside the reefs, for thereby they get calmer water. I n the daytime the sea breeze edges the ships towards the land, for it blowe steady
On the starboard quarter, and later in the day it works round more to the
starboard beam. At night they would usually anchor to avoid the coral
~atches~but
weigh before the dawn so as to work a little seaward with
the off-shorebreeze, which is technically termed the land breeze. On
would go, southward always, past ports and harbours hardly known
to lnodern navigation.
They would come to Asir," the dimcult land," and would Pass
lihor-Abu-8-~aba-the port of Saba.
They would come to the borders of the Yemen and on past Khor The Cluiee
Guleifaka,that old S a b b ~ a oport which is poorly represented by the
-
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modern Hodeida. On through Babel-Nandeb, now called the Straits
of Perim, when really it is the door which the wicked djinn opened too
quickly when he lost his temper, and a t last to Aden, the "place of
pleasantnese," where the fleet anchored, though it did not use the
modern anchorage. Aden had then its marble baths carved from the
quarries of Shukra stone, and its constant water supply, presumably
more than two million gallons a day, coursing down from Hareb,
through the wadis, till the flow climbed the hills and found its terminna
at the tanks and their overflow to the sea. The tanks of Tuweila are
modern reconstructions of some of the tanks which were to be found,
The north monsoon is growing stronger and has turned more
northerly. The wind on the port bow blows the dhows down to Punt
and AZthiopia,or in modern parlance, the Somalilands and Abyssinia,
These lands are strong with histories of Bilkis and rumours of Ophir,
Bilkis finished her reign in these lands, and her son by Suleiman
succeeded her. H i s descendants have fulfilled the prophecy that
Suleiman should never lack a reigning prince for descendent. Here
the fleet could get incense, and though we may suggest that Ed-Darfur
is a name repetition of Ed-Ophir, it is not the land of Ophir. The
route now goes past Socotra Island, past Ras Mouni, then round the
eastern extremities of Africa and past Ras Hafoon, the harbour of the
mermaids, which unromantic scientists classify as Dugon.
Sailing south, the dhows would gain an average speed of 8-10 knots
per hour. This brings us to the Sheba lands, made famous by Sir
Rider Haggard. Though there would be jewels there, they would not
be great enough for the main jewels oE the prieetly breastplates.
W e shall not find Ophir, for this Sheba wae merely a name
repetition, and this wae an outlying colony of the Sabbaean Empire.
At the southern terminus the dhows would have to refit and weit
for the change of the monsoon wind.
When the south monsoon sets in, about the month of Nay, they
would set sail with a fair wind for Ceylon and the Nalabar coasts.
Ceylon has been suggested as the land of Ophir. The suggestion is
based on the fact that many of the cargo items can be obtained in
Ceylon. The suggestion is weak, the statement is erroneoue. How
could the city of Ophir be in Ceylon when it was the main seaport of
Arabian Sabbza ?
hpes, peacocka, almug trees (some kind of red wood, either o e d or
~
mahogany), and jewele, though not the finest, would be taken from
Ceylon. Before the monsoon gets too etrong the fleet would mil U P
the Nalabar coast ; part goes on to the Persian Gulf, while part
probably harboured s t Karachi or one of those porte on the Eastern
Ocean.
Opbir
Kishm, an island in the Persian Gulf, has been suggested
becauee there are a few Sabbzan ruins there, but s few sabbrsro
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,ins me not eridence for Ophir, for traces of Sabbzan civilization can
be found all over the Niddle East.
When the south monsoon died away, the fleet could ~ o r ksouthward to Bahrein, where the Sabbrean Empire has also left traces.
Here the pearls could be had.
lnthe Persian ~ u l the
f monsoon changes about Norember 1. 'With
the commencementof the third monsoon the fleet would coast southward along the Trucial coast, past Mascat, round Ras a1 Haddl and
Boothwardalong the coast of Oman. AS One works south along this
caret the Sabbzan traces grow strong and Sabbsan inscriptions
become plentiful.
we are nearing Ophir. I hesitate to tell you the exact locality,
which is astronomicelly fixed to within about 400 yards of latitude and
one mile of longitude. After twenty years of search I look forward to
taking you there myself. Then I can show fullest proofs-geographical,
linguistic, marine technicalities, and archreology.
The fleet we have been picturing has been cruising for some fourtee11
to eighteen months. They are in their third monsoon, and there are
six monsoons to three years. Consequently they reach Ophir with a
month or two to spare for the half time of the cruise.
Digging is sometimes weary work, whether you delre in the earth Ophir.
or through musty volumes. You are richly repaid if you find a jewel
such as Ophir. For that ancient city could awake11 to prosperity the
nhole Jezirat-ul-Xreb-the Island of -4rabie, the peninsula that is
larger than India and less known than the polar regions.
The city is ideally situated. I t has a harbour to north, sheltering
the north monsoon anchorage. I t has a rock headland and anchorage
to shelter shipping fro% the south monsoon. Further, it has a very
rare feature for an Arabian seaport-a river and khor which give
wharfage to the seaport.
with all these advantages, you will ask, Why did the town ever die?
The answer is peculiar to Arabia. As jungle is to India, so is sand to
Arabia. A ribbon of sand cuts across some fertile land, and cuts off
~ommunicationsfrom the outer world; then that land loses its
prosperity
dies. With the seaport of Ophir a thin ribbon of coral
sand has drawn across the harbour mouth ; the city was strangled, and
Prosperity died. I t would be worth our while to cut that cord, for
inland there lays the undeveloped Transvaal of the Niddle East.
journey from Aden ia very simple. Thirty-sin hours from Aden
,
'lee Makal18, the modern Ophir, for it has absorbed the renlnant of
that belonged to the Ophir country. I t is a deep-water port
"lth a very large harbour, and could be developed into e first-class
so soon as it6 trade potentialities are realized.
arrived there s t dawn. The officer of the watch grabbed an
Arab,
full of his own importance, had come to call on us, by his
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cotton waist cloth. I t came off! "Don't do that," said the Arab in
excellent English, l LI am the Port Admiral." H e suggested that we
should go in the motor-car t o call on the Sultan. We had thought,
we were three hundred miles from civilization, but we found a modern
car waiting for us, and though it had a bargeing match with a camel,
it brought us in comfort to the Sultan's palace.
H i s Highness asked us to dinner. After the twenty-third course I
struck, and dinner ended abruptly. W e gained valuable information,
went back to our ship, and proceeded eastward. We found our landmarks. W e knew we were near to Ophir, but a booming surf showed
us that our boats conld never land. A surf boat came off to us.
Abdulla, the Sheikh's son, and his party had come to call on us. He
was much dressed, with the village sword girt too tightly about his
waist. H i s sandals nearly tripped him up, but when he had saluted us
he threw his sandals down into the boat, and with difficulty unbuckled
his swordbelt. Barefoot and a t ease he accompanied ue round the
ship. The wonders of our modern ship left them unimpressed, The
wirelese excited no wonder. The electric fan amused them, but left
them cold. Then Sheikh Hassan, ribdulla'e brother, asked for a glase
of water. We went to the filter and turned on the tap. Here was a
wonder, indeed ! B y the time they had finished playing with the filter
the wardroom was in a flood.

*

*

*

*

*

he Town
'phi=
Located.

w e borrowed the Sheikh's boat for lending, and here I must breek
into Arabic.
" S n l a a m n leikoom Sheikh. Fuilt nl bilacZ el Ophir?"
I t was my beat Arabic and the Sheikh looked puzzled. We broke
Y a h Sidi. Wain a1 bilad edinto Bedou talk, which comee easier.
Ophr ?" (Where is the town of Ophir 1).
" am a1 beled Ophr " (This is the coontry of Ophir), answered the
Sheikh readily.
" L a la nisht nl bilnd mush beled " (I want the town, not the country),
" Ho, d l BilacZ. Hmllz,za. TIShoof" (The tozulz. Over there. Look).
-4nd in those words he sealed a friendship for life.

Modern
Probleme.

To come to modern times and see how the problem6 are dmoflt
unchanged. Palestine of 1927 is closely comparable to Palestine of
that date. I t is not yet the Paleetine of Suleirnan'e third decade, for
a t that time Palestine was the manufacturing and trade centre of the
Middle East. The country was secure to north and south, more so
than a t the present time. o n l y its eastern frontiers were unsettled,
and King Suleiman owned one of the most eBcient armies in the
Middle East. For his father David had been the first ruler to adopt
chain mail for his troops. .Also hie kingdom had the finest homes
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Soleiman had well-equipped garrisons a t his important towns. It is
question Jle if we could afford to give Palestine so certain a military
protectionas it enjoyed in the days of Suleiman. W e must go further
bkck into history for our comparison. I n the days of King David the
country had accumulated its own gold reserve, a n d was a welldeveloped pastoral country. At present Palestine has not regained so
full a development. I t is partially developed, with somewhat insecure
borders to northward and to eastward. I n fact, it is the Palestine of
Ring Saul, and it lies within our power to develop the land t o the
prosperity of Suleiman.
Present-day Palestine is being developed rapidly and with marvellous
efficiency as well as boundless tact. Let us hope its cities will be
rebuilt with local labour and with local material a s in the days of
Suleiman.
Let us hope that its Eastern lands will redevelop with their mineral
resources. With the help of the Ophir lands we may have a Palestine
that includes all Arabia and also the extensive kindgom of Sabbza.
Then we shall see the fulfilment of the dreams of two of the great
rulers of history-namely, Suleiman the Wise and Bilkis the Beautiful.
..-

Sir PERCYCOX: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,--I have
been,asked to enter into the discussion because 1 spent some years in
that part of the world-i.e., in Oman-but I have very little personal
knowledge of the particular place that Commander Craufurd has been
telling us about, although I have just been there. I n any case it is
exceedingly useful, in respect of a problem like this, that those who are
interested onough to endeavour to advance theories or arrive a t conclusions, should come and explain them before others likewise interested*
It gives an opportunity for discussion. But, while I am sorry to offer
de~tructivecriticism, I must query the conclusions that C ~ m m a n d e r
Craufurd hae come to-on several points. As the Chairman h s told
us, this question of the poaition of Ophir has ~ u z z l e dgeographers and
Bible students for many centuries, and it hag been very deeply gone
into by various scholrrs, and several theories have been advanced and
80-called evidence brought to b e ~ to
r prove them. For instance, there
is the theory of the Zimbabwe Ruins in Mashonaland, and other
that it was Malacca, ~ n d i a or
, Ceylon, or the placo Commander
Crbufurd has told us about ; and if you start with one of those theories
you cant I will not say by " manipulation," but by arguing your points
88 YOU BO long, practically make the voyage and the conditions agree
with Your theory, whichever it be ; and finally you arrive a t the Conclusion that you have got the right place. But there is almost always
'Ome flaw in the evidence, and in Commander Craufurd's evidence this
evening I think there are several. One or two details first. The
question of the commodities or animals that were brought from Ophir,
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according to the Bible. I n all probability we cannot, in regard to a
point like this, depend a t all upon the accuracy of tho English version
a s we have i t now. Our version speaks of the " peacock," but it may
just a s well have been some other bright-plumaged bird. It is not
necessarily the peacock of India. It has somewhera been suggested, in
order to suit another theory, that it must have been the parrot. All I
mean is that we cannot safely base an argument on any certainty that
the peacock of the Bible is the peacock a s we know it today.
The place-name referred to by the lecturer-Ezion Geber-seems
very likely, a s he suggests, to be a corruption of Arabic words. It
might be El-Zion El-Kebir (Zion the Great), which would be ordinary
Arabic, and there is a general trend of belief that Ophir was somewhere
in Arabia, because Havilah and Tarshish, the places coupled with it,
are located in that part of the continent of Asia. When, however, we
get down to the particular place referred to by the lecturer, and he
takes up the grammatical point, I must point out that the district in
which A1 Bilsd lies is not called DophYr (Dh~ftir)at all, but Dhilfar
( 3 1 ~ with
~ ) a short t i i l " and a long " 3." There you have a difficulty,
not perhaps an insurmountable one; but if the pronunciations Opbir
and Dophir are correct, then they cannot be identical with Dhi~hr.
B u t of course we may have got the word Ophir wrong too in the Bible
rendering.
Again, in regard to the question involved in the forms " A1 Ophir "
or " Ed-Ophir," I cannot admit that you can have the form " e d "
before a vowel. " Ed-Ophir " would not be possible in my opinion, in
any Arabic, Bedou, or other ; it might be either A1 Ophir or Dophir,
but never Ed-Ophir. That is a point which only tho90 with some
knowledge of Arabic would appreciate.
As regards the voyage involved-there
are no doubt others here
with a knowledge of navigation who would be able to work it out, end
perhaps have done so, I believe you can work it out to fit that district
of DhTlfiir, and the man who has studied this question most in the last
generation, a scholar named Glaser, came to the conclusion thet undoubtedly the Ophir of old was somewhere in the district of Dhzffir.
As regards the ruins a t A1 Bilad, I never examined them myself, but it
was the general impression in circles where I discussed the question
that they are post-Mohammedan, and they need a good deal lnore
thorough examination before it can be accepted that they are any older
than thet. Most of my comment is, I fear, somewhat destructive, hut
I do not apologize to the lecturer for that, because, as I say, the chief
Use of such a paper as we have just heard is to enoourage discus8ion ;
and, if I am destructive, I hope someone will be able to argue on the
other aide. But I think the subject wants more study before we can
accept that we are any further advanced towards the proof of the
identity of Ophir by what we have heard this evening. (Applauee.)
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Major R E I ~:~My ~ Chairman,
,
Ladies and Gentlemen,-I may tell
you that I am not at all cpalified really to join in the disoussion as to
the whereabouts of Ophir. hlthollgh I have spent many years in
~ ~ ~andb I iknow
~ , sonle of the localities that Our lecturer has spoken
about, I cannot claim to have made any study of this particular
leln that he ],as dealt with today, nor have I seen the place to which
he went,nor the particular spot which he described. The part of the
country that I have known is the district which he described a5 having
been at one time such a pleasant place-namely,
Aden-but a s we
know it now has rather a different reputation. w e know the districts
to the interior by repute very well, and we see many of the remains of
the Sabbgjsn civilization in the district of Saba there. We do not
penetrate, unfortunately, from Aden-as many of us a s would lilceowing to the difficulty of present circumstances ; and much a s I should
have liked at times to have made some journeys into the interior and
round about these districts that Commander Craufurd has beell talking
about, I am sorry that I cannot claim to have done them except the
one along the coast.
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-SO
Admiral RICHMOND
far as the winds are concerned that Commander Craufurd has spoken
of, I do not see anything in the monsoon t o upset his theory. I t
is perfectly reasonable to start off from Ezion Geber, go down the Red
Sea, and go down to Zanzibar with the northerly monsoon. I do
not know how long Hiram's dhows would have to wait a t Zanzibar
filling up. I presume they were going to draw something from
Zanzibar ?
The LECTURER
: Yes, gold.
Admiral RICH~TOND
: Then they went across to Ceylon when the
south.west monsoon began. They would probably have to spend some
time there, and they could, working on the monsoons a s we know them
get up to Karachi perfectly well by the following autumn, and
then Colne down again and get to this port of Ophir. I do not quite
the lecturer after he leaves the port. How does he absorb the
remainder of the time if the voyage is to take three years ? H e has
taken fifteen months getting there, and I a m not quite sure how the
time is filled up. I take it that the things named as having
been brought home from the voyage were got from the different places,
the gold from Zanzibar and the birds and stones from Ceylon; but
I do not know what be got from Iiarachi.
The L ~ ~ ~ u RUL)
s that
~ : coast he got the algum tree.
AdmiralRICHMOND
: I do not see how the lecturer identifies either
the "gum tree or the other tree that he mentions. I do not see any
proofs ae to the identity of Ophir with the biblical Ophir on the ground
the tree. But on the general grounds of the voyaging, with the
of eolne slight doubts a s to how the eecond halt of the time
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is to be used up, the theory of the winds is perfectly reaaonable.
It might be wise to have a rather more complete examination ae to
what knowledge there is of these ruins to be able to make sure whether
they are post-Mohammedan ruins or earlier ones. The photographe he
showed us had the appearance of being of more recent date than he
ascribed to them.
The LECTURER
: I will only keep you a minute or two to answer
one or two of the questions that have been put to me. These ruine
might, of course, be post-Moslem or, a s I suggest, very much older.
I am not a qualified arch~ologist,nor am I sufficiently qualified to
express a definite opinion on this subject, but I should point out that
if they are post-Moslem it is rather extraordinary that we could find
no type of writing, even when searching all over those ruins, which
suggested post-Moslem dates. We found no writing a t all. I next
looked for anything that might suggest something to do with any
masonic suggestions, triangles, circles, and so on. But as a matter of
fact we found no writings of any sort, although the ruine aro very
eolid, and we might have expected to find something on them. That, es
a matter of fact, is rather well supported by various traditions among
the Arabs-which I have not got time to go into-about the lack of
artietic skill amongst the Arabs of the days of Bilkis. The other question that we have to look a t rather carefully is how the rest of the time
was spent in that eighteen months' cruise. You will remember on the
way back they had the rest of the north monsoon to carry them down
that southern part of the Arabian coast. Then the south monsoon
carried them up to Jedda, and right up to the head of what we call the
Gulf of Suez, to the modern place Suez, and then the last touch of the
north monsoon would bring them down agein to Ezion Geber. It
would take eighteen months, for thie would be a slower trading trip
than the rest of the voyage because it was over a wealthier stretch
of coast. I do not think there is any other problem I could deal with
a t all satisfactorily in the short time a t my dispoeal.
Sir EDIIUND
BARROW
: Could you give us the answer to the riddle?
The LECTURER
: The answer to the riddle is this: Bilkie had the
true flowers and the artificial ones. When Solomon said to her,
''Pray be aeated," she eat near a window, and the bees coming in
gave the answer. (Laughter and applause.)
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-We have, ae I a~tioipated~
The CHAIR~IAN
listened to a u amusing, instructive, and enlightening leoture, and
to a very interesting discuseion on it. I am not qualified to
anything as regards the geographical questions involved; but it
suddenly dawned on me a s the lecture went on that the Sultan
Shihr and Makalle (whose beautiful capital was shown to
on the
screen), with his sone Abdulla and Hasan, were old friends of mine,
and my acquaintance with them throws some slight and indirect light
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this evening. The old Sultan Was the ruling
on the question
,,hisf of the Arab coast under the political jurisdiction of the Government of Bombay, and was entitled to a salute. I nmde his acquantlnee in Hyderabad, Deccan, where he was known a s the Pirake King
from his swe8hbuckler appearance and breezy manners. I n Hyderabad
this old gentleman was the commander of Arab mercenaries in the
serviceof the Niaams. His ancestors 130 years ago had imported
these Arab levies, and they were the backbone of the Nizam's forces,
fir better than any material that could be found in Southern India*
From the fact that he used to provide these forces, who were the bodygu~rdof the Nizams of Hyderabad, he acquired a very high ~ o s i t i o nin
HyderJad, and was known to have accumulated enorrrlous wealth,
not from his own Ophir on the shores of the Gulf, but from the Nizam's
very well-endowed treasury. I was Resident in H ~ d e r a b a dfrom 1907
to 1909, and this old warrior, Abdulla's father, had claims against the
Nizam'e Government for about one and a half millions arrears of pay
for his Arab leviea. H e was on quite good terms with the Government, but wanted the arrears paid up. The Nizam'e Government
replied that he had been paid over and over again, and that it had
counter-claims against him for about two millions. As British Resident
in Hyderabad I used often to be visited by the Sultan of Shihr and
Nakalla, asking me to bring pressure ou the Nizam's Government and
get them to settle his claim. I used also to get letters from the
Bombay Government saying that the presence of the Sultan of Shihr
and Makalla in his own state was very necessary, and asking me to
bring matters to a settlement. On one occasion when I managed to get
him and the Nizam's Minister together, I said, " Cannot you really come
to some settlement, or let us have a commission on it ?" The Nizam's
Mini9ter repeated that the Sultan had been paid, and in fact overpaid.
He added : " Hyderabad has been to him the gold-mine which he lost
in hi9 own country." (Laughter.) I did not know anything about
Ophir in those days, and I said, Have you gold-mines in your country,
He replied : I believe there was a gold-mine there
of years ago, but it is exhausted." I mention that because
It
that ev0n then the Nizam's Government had this tradition
that the sultan of Shihr and Makalle possessed a gold-mine in his
Own
and the Sultan admitted there was a tradition that a
gold-minehad existed there some thousands of years ago. I think we
grateful t o the lecturer for the very delightful way in which
he
handled a most fascinating subject, and for the sdmirable slides
with which he has illustrated it. I would ask you to pass him a most
of thank8 before we adjourn. (Applause.)

WAZIRISTAN *
BY MAJOR-GENERAL
A . LE G. JACOB, C.B., C.M.G.,
C.I.E., C.B.E., D.S.O.
Our First Contact and Relations with the Inhabitants of Waziristan.

BEFOREdealing with Waziristan a s it is now, I propose to describe
very briefly the country and our relations with its inhabitants from the
time when we first came into contact with them.
To many of you here, who probably know the country as well as I
do, this will not be necessary, but for t-hoae who have not been in those
parts a, reference to past events will make things clearer. We have
here a map of the North-Weet Frontier Province (or a t any rate of the
greater part of it) which it will be ae well to examine carefully.
I t is merely an outline map, and does not show any of the physical
features of the country, but i t gives the names of the various places of
importance and the comrnunicatione, and also part of the Zhob district
of the adjoining province of Baluchistan.
There are two lines marked on the map which are of importance,

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held a t 74, Grosvenor Street,
W. 1, on Wednesday, >lay 25, 1927, Sir filichnel O'Dwyer, Chairman, presiding.
llajor-General A. Le G. Jacob, C.B., etc., delivered a n address on IVaziristan.
The CHAIRMAN,
in his opening remarks, said : L ' Ladies and Gentlemen, this
afternoon we are going to henr something about Waziristan. IVe have heard
much about it in the past; it has generally been a thorn in our flesh. No
invasion of Indie from the north-west ever failed before our time ; every invader
eucceeded in effecting his entrance into India, from the days of Alexander down
to the Afghans in the eighteenth century. I t was only when we came on the
scene that the invasions of India stopped. India is particularly liable to invagion
from two routes : one is the Iihyber in the north-that is held by the Afridisand the other route is through the more southern passes, the Kurram, Tochi, filld
Golllal, all of which lie wholly or partly through Waziristan ; Wexiriatan i9 a
very vital factor in the defence of India. Therefore it is eseential to US to have
a strong position in Waziristan and t o strengthen that position by havillg the
local tribes on our eirle. JVe are very fortunate this evening in having one of
the greatest authorities on the subject to address us. General Jacob, who 11na
kindly agreed to deliver the lecture, belongs to a family which has been known
on the North-Weet Frontier for approxinlately a hundred years, and ha9 given
many dietinguished aoldiers to the Indian r\rlny. H e himeelf has spent ne&r1J'
all his eervice on that frontier except for the four or five years of the a r e a t v s r .
He finished his service by colnmanding in Weziristan,
he will be able to tell
us what a large pert Waziristan plays in the scheme of Indian defence, of the
policy we are adopting now, and whether t h ~ policy
t
is furthering the end in
the defence of British India. I
now ask General Jacob to give
his addreee."
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the ~ ~ i &
Line
l and the Administrative Border, which I will refer to
presently.
The Administrative Border is in the plains, and practically
corresponds
with the foot of the hills.
The country between these two lines is a mass of mountains, not on
the gigantic scale of the Himalayas, but of considerable size, many of
the peeks running up to anything between 10,000 and 12,000 feet in
height,
This chain of nlountaind rune all along the north-west frontier, The TWO
through Baluchistan right d o e n to the sea, some 2,000 miles, and is
inhabited by some 300,000 well-armed tribesmen. The lower hills in
Waziristan, up to a height of 4,000 feet, are very barren and desolate
looking, but the higher hills are well wooded with oak, pine, and
fir trees.
The inhabitants of Waziristan consist of two main tribes, the.
Wazirs, or Darwesh Khel, and the Mahsuds. Although undoubtedly.
having a common ancestor, these two tribes are distinct.
The Wazirs, who are the stronger numerically, inhabit roughly the Waz*s;.
upper part of the Tochi valley, Shawal, and tho country round Wana
Mahsuds..
and Spin, while the blahsuds occupy the centre.
Through this mass of mountains there are five important passes
from Afghanistan into India. Commencing from the north :.
1. The Khyber.
2, The Peiwar Khotal.
3. The Tochi.

4. The Gomal.
5. The Bolan.

The Passes.

The Khyber and the Bolan are the two most important, and have Khyber and
been used by armies for the invasion of India for some thousande of Bolan.
years, and there is now a railway through each of them.
The Peiwar Khotal came into prominence during the second Afghan Peiwar
War, when Lord Roberts advanced by it into Kabul after the rr~aasacreKhotal.
of our envoy, Sir L. Cavagnari, end his escort.
The Tochi has not been used by any ll~odernarmy, either from or The Tochi
into Afghanistan, but it was traversed several times by Mshmud of
Ghazni in his various invasions of India in the eleventh century. I t is
not a very difficult route. I t leads to Ghazni.
The Gomal Pass, which follows the Gomal river, i s fairly easy 00 The Gornal.
far 80 the actual track is concerned, but the country through which it
goes is about the worst on the frontier. This route also leads to
Ghami, but has not been used by armies for some centuries.
Both these passes, especially the Gomal, are used every year
the Ghilzai Powiodahs during their migration into India in the
autumn and their return to Afghanistan in the spring. They move
their wive8 and families and all their camels, sheep, etc.-about
701000human beings, and about the same number of camels, through
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the Gomal Pass alone-and
this migration takes about two months
each way.
Before we came into these parts, the Powindahs had often to fight
their way through the pass.
The Administrative Border and the Durand Line.
When we annexed the Punjab in 1849-1850 we took over all the
countries which had been under the rule of the Sikhs, and, as regards
the frontier, this extended only to the foot of the hills. I n some places,
notably the Bannu district, their rule was only nominal.
Their only method of collecting any revenue from it was by sending
periodically a small army there which looted and destroyed, but it
ended generally in their being chased out of the country by the
exasperated inhabitants without any revenue.
I n the district further south, now the Dera Ismail Khan district,
their rule was less shadowy. Raiding by the tribesmen from the hills
was constant, but the Sikhs only once attempted to enter the hills and
were only too glad to come out again.
After annexation we took over charge and established garrisons and
administered the country right up to the foot of the hills-taking
revenue from the people-and this is, practically speaking, our administrative border now. Although we have garrisons in the hills and in many
places beyond it, we do not administer" or take revenue beyond it.
Most of you know what the Dllrand Line is, but for the benefit of
Dorand
Line.
those who do not, I will explain it very shortly.
The mountains all along the frontier are inhabited by various
tribesmen, such as Mohmaods, Swatis, Bajauris, Afridis, Orakzaie,
Wazirs, Mahsuds, etc., who have always been immensely proud of
their independence, and acknowledged neither the Amir of Afghsnistan
nor the British as their rulers, and who look upon the various phases
of frontier fighting as their normal exietence.
Although all alike in their spirit of independence they are not alike
in their tribal constitution and idiosyncrasies. They are all Pethenu,
and are allied in language and religion to the Afghans, but not in race
a&nity, except, perhaps, the Mohmande.
They have not the faintest race sympathy with India or the ruling
people of India, but all of them would appeal to the Amir of
Afghanistan as adviser and supporter. If he has not been their king,
he has been their religious chief end their political referee.
I t was extremely easy, therefore, for the Amir to stir up theee
tribesmen against us if ever be wished to make himself unpleasant and
to give us trouble.
I n 1893 relations with the Amir had been strained for some time.
Among other reasons he was very sore about our selection of New
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Chaman as the site of the railway terminus on the far side of the
Iihojak. H e considered that we had gone too far down into the plain,
and had violated the Treaty of Gandamak. On the other hand, we
had various complaints against him for aggression, so negotiations
were made for a mission to proceed to Kabul and definitely fix with
the Amir our respective spheres of influence. Sir Mortimer Durand,
a t that time Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, was our
envoy, and after some months succeeded in getting the Amir to sign
the agreement. The line you see on the map was agreed to, and it has
been called the Durand Line after Sir Mortimer Durand. Except in a
few places, which it was impossible for our parties to visit, the whole
of this line has been marked out by pillars.
Expeditions into Waziristan.

I will now mention very briefly the various expeditions which we
have had to carry out from time to time against the tribesmen in
Waziristan. Raiding has always been looked upon by the trans-border
tribesmen as a normal condition of existence, and as a legitimate source
of income. I n this respect, raiding, temptation with these border
people lies all on the side of India. Their own lands are barren and
rough, and cultivation is confined to the narrowest strips of alluviel
soil which may be found alongside their mountain streams. In fact,
their own country is not self-supporting, and up to recent times they
looked to raiding and looting the plainsmen to increase their means of
subsistence. They are born with the instincts of the old Scottish
Border robber in them, and the fat plains of the Punjab were their
traditional hunting grounds. After taking over from the Sikhs, we
very soon came into conflict with both the Mahsuds and Wazirs. The
result was our first expedition against the blahsuds in 1860 under
Firet
Expedition. General Sir Neville Chamberlain. Those were the days of muzzleloaders, and the Mahsuds trusted chiefly to shock tactics, especially
attacks on a camp just before dawn. They made one of these on our
camp a t Palosin, near Jandola, and managed to get in, but were beaten
off with considerable loss on both sides. There was also some severe
fighting a t the Barari Tangi, but our force went through the country,
brought the Mahsuds to terms, and then withdrew from the hillsExcept for occasional raiding, matters remained comparatively quiet
for lome years, but towards the end of the second Afghan War in laa0
of the h h s u d e and Wasirs came out of their hills in strength and sacked
~h~
Tank and the Tank (about nine miles from the nearest hills), and in the ~ p r i n gof laal
Expedition in
1881.
an expedition under General Kennedy started in two columns, one up
the Takki Zam from Tank to Kanigurarn, and the other up the Kbaiaore
valley, with Razmak as its objectivn. There was some desultory
fighting, and various villages and towers were destroyed. The Mah-
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suds and Wazirs came to terms, and the force again retired from the
hills to their cantonments in the plains.
The neat expedition, the third, was in 1894-1895. Shortly after the The
Third
Expedition,
Durand Line had been agreed to the Government of India decided to
form a military post at Wana. The Amir had built a post there shortly of
Occupation
Wana.
before this, but had been obliged to withdraw the garrison in accordante with the Durand agreement.
Wana is some twenty miles from the Durand Line on our side
of it, and its strategical importance had been recognized by both our
political and military authorities for the following reasons :
A military force established a t Waua is in a position1 (a) to stop
Afghan emissarie~and troops from entering that area from Birmal ;
(b'l to dominate the Suleiman Khel and other Ghilzai tribes who enter
our territory every year by the Gomal river route; (c) to check both
Mahsuds and Wazirs from raiding in the Zhob district.
It was decided to occupy the place with a brigade of all arms, and
incidentally to use this force as a support, which was considered essential to the actual demarcation of the Durand Line west of Waziristan.
This brigade arrived at Wana in 1894, and encamped in the open Attack by
Tribesmen,
plain. Here they were attacked by a combination of the Mahsuds and les4.
Wazirs just before dawn. The enemy managed to penetrate the
camp, and a fierce hand-to-hand fight took place in the dark. They
were eventually driven out by the bayonet with heavy loss, and a s soon
as it was light enough to see, the cavalry were let loose, followed by
infantry and guns, and the tribesmen disappeared into the hills.
This led to the expedition of 1894-1895 under General Sir William
Lockhart. Again our troops went right through the country, and the
Maheude came to terms. Then was our opportunity to occupy Mahsud
country, and the Mahsuds were prepared to accept it. There was a t
that time scarcely a single breech-loader in the country, and occupation
could have been followed by gradual disarmament without much difficulty, but again we cleared out.
However, we occupied Wana in Wazir country, and its etrect was
very soon appnrent. Raiding into the Zhob district of Baluchistan
almoet ceased, and it was found possible to reduce the strength of the
garrieons and outlying detachments by nearly one-half.
The force eventually kept a t Wana after the demarcation of the
Durand Line wee one battalion of infantry, one section of mountain
(two guns), and one squadron of cavalry.
Before this occupation of Wana the route through the Goma1 Pass,
lrom Kaluri Kach to Murtaza, had been opened in 1891 by Sir Robert
Bandeman,
-.
A.G.G., Baluchistao.
There was thus communication to Waua through this paes from
'he plains and also communication with Zhoh along the Zhob river
from Khajuri Kacb.
-

'
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About the same time the Tochi valley had been occupied, our moat
advanced post being a t Datta Khel a t the head of the valley.
Attack on
Except for occasional raids the country was more or less quiet for e,
Mabar, 1897.
few years. Then came the treacheroue attack on our troops at Maizar,
about ten miles beyond Datta Khel, in 1897, resulting in the expedition
against the Wazirs, but with very little actual fighting.

The Waziristan Militia Corps.
I n 1900 the Government of India decided to raise two local militia
corps in Waziristan, to take the place eventually of the regular troops
located there. One, the North Waziristan Militia, to be located in the
Tochi valley, and the other, the South Waziristan Militia, at Wana
and along the Gomal route. Local militia had been tried with success
elsewhere along the frontier, notably in the Kurraln valley, but the
position there was very different from that in Waziristan.
The inhabitants of the Icurram valley, the Turis, were only too glad
of our presence and support in their valley, as they were surrounded on
three sides by hostile tribesmen, so they joined the militia freely and
worked with us.
The Kurram
That corps, the Kurram Militia, was in actual fact what it was
Militia
intended to be-a corps locally recruited and for local service, and it
answered admirably. I n Waziristan, on the other hand, it was
extremely risky to enlist Mahsuds in large numbers; we were not
occupying a single yard of their country, and had therefore very little
control over them. Moreover, one of the main duties of the militia
would be to intercept raiders, and most of the raiders were bound to be
Mahsuds. The case of the Wazirs wag slightly different ; we were
occupying a good deal of their country in the Tochi and at Wana, and
we had therefore some hold over them. A good number of them were
enlisted and did well.
We tried the experiment of enlisting Mahsuds at Wana, the headquarters of the South Waziristan Militia, and a t one time we had about
500 of them-about one-third of the strength of the corps-but it Wag
not a success. They got out of hand, made a plan to seize the headquarters post at Wana, which very nearly succeeded, and they i d dentally murdered the commanding officer, so they were all discharged*
With the exception of a small number of Wazirs, the corps eventually
consisted of other border tribesmen such as Afridis, Orakzais, Iihattake,
etc., and was not locally recruited.
Shortly after the raising of these two militia corps had commenced,
the Mahsuds, whose offences in the way of raiding and other outraI3eg
had been mounting up, were fined, as a tribe, a lakh of rupees. They
were given a month in which to pay up, failing which they were to be
blockaded. Needlese to say they didn't pay, and the blockade started

in December,1900. This lasted nearly a year, was not successful in
bringing them to book, and another expedition-the
fourth-was
carried out against them. This was in the winter of 1901-1902, and
we went through their country.
The fighting was not severe, and a lot of destruction of villages and
towns was carried out as before.
Here again was our opportunity to occupy their country, and again
we declined to take it and cleared out. Meanwhile the Mahsuds had
become very much hetter armed. More than one-third of their fighting
uen had breech-loaders by this time.
In 1904 the two Waziristan militia corps relieved most of the regular
troops in Waziristan, and the situation remained more or less quiet
until the outbreak of the Great War.
Our position then in Waziristan was this : We occupied the whole
of the Tochi valley on the north, and the Gomal route up to Wana on
the south side. The east side had always been held by us, but the
west towards the Durand Line was entirely open, and both Mahsuds
and Wazirs had free communication with Afghanistan wheuever they
chose. Not a, single part of Mahsud country was occupied by us.

Enlistment of Mahsuds in the Indian Army.

In the early nineties Mahsuds had been enlisted in one of our
Indian regiments, the 124th Baluchis, up to the strength of one cornpsny-114 men-and about ten years later, in 1903, a company of
Mahsuds was raised in the 130th Baluchis.
Both these experilneuts proved successful, and in 1910 it was
decided to raise two additional companies in the 130th) and three cornpanies in each of the 127th and 129th Baluchis. There were thus a t
the outbreak of the Great War, in 1914, ton companies of Mehsuds
altogether in these four Baluch regiments-about 1,050 men.
Many of these Mahsuds served in France and East Africa during the
Great War and did extremely well.
AS was the case among other traus-border tribesmen enlisted in our
Indian Army, notably the Afridis, disinclination to serve (to put it
mildly) became apparent, and it euded in the discharge of practically
every trans-border Pathan in our Indian Army ; up to then the situation
In waziriatan was more or less normal, but in 1916 and 1917 serious
trouble broke out -and we had few reliable troops with frontier
experience to cope effectually with it. I n 1919 the crash came,
and actively supported by the present Amir of Afghanistan.
When the two Wasiristan militia corps were first raised in 1900-1
to be one of the officers first appointed-it was always
lmPressedupon ue that we should never be left in the lurch, and that
we could alwaye count on support by regular troops in time of trouble.

Retreat from Wana, 1919.
However, in 1919, when real and very serious trouble occurred, no
support mas forthcoming.
The commandant of the South-West Militia a t Wana, Major Russell,
a very gallant officer, received instructions by telegram that he could not
receive any support, and that he could hang on to Wana or clear out
as he thought best. I cannot imagine any officer being placed in a
more unfortunate position. H e could have hung on to Wana for
possibly a month until his supplies gave out-water would not have
been any difficulty, as there was a well in the fort-but by that time
the whole country would have been up and retreat would have been
almost impossible. H e wisely decided to clear out while there was
still time. H e had no transport, and he and his officers and men had
nothing but what they stood up in. He decided to retire quietly during
the night, and his only line of retreat was to Toi Khullah, twenty-eight
miles, and thence into Zhob. Some 200 Afridis of the corps, who
happened to form part of the garrison a t headquarters a t Wana at the
time, turned traitors and fired on the others. So the retirement was
hampered from the very start. To cut a long story short, the unfortunate remnants of the corps, some 300 or 400, eventually straggled
into Fort Sandeman, having had to fight their way down for about
fifty miles before they got clear. Major Russell himself was badly
wounded, and nearly all his Britieh officers were killed.
Effect of Evacuation.
You can imagine the effect of this evacuation of Wana in the
country round.
Afghan emissaries and troops almost a t once came in from the
Birmal direction. The Wazirs joined in with the Mahsuds, and
practically the whole of Waziristan was up.
I have already mentioned the strategical importance of Wan&,and
our abandonment of the place a t once had its effect.
Strong parties of raiders, both &Iahsuds and Wazirs, a t once started
operations in Zhob, and a t one time Fort Sandeman itself, the headquarters of the Zhob district and about a hundred miles from Wane,
was besieged for some days. The troops in these parts had to be
reinforced-to about double their former strength-and all their work
had to be carried out as on aative service in an enemy's country, where
formerly ell had been quiet and comparatively peaceful.
m e were then compelled to carry out operations against the
Nahsuds a t a most inconvenient time. The Great War was just over,
laoet of our regiments in the Indian Army consisted of mere recruits
with no frontier training and experience, and their British offi~ers,
with
a few exceptions, were much the same.
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We o r p i s e a what in former years would have been considered a
very large force, and more than adequate t o deal with the situation,
but beforethe Great War we had many very fine regiments thoroughly
wll trained in frontier warfare, both officers and men, and up to all
the trick6 of the game. Now in 1919 we had to rely on quantity, not
quality, and to add to our difficulties there must have been something
like 2,000 Mahsuds against us, who had been trained by us-about
one-filth or one-sixth of the fighting strength of t h e tribe. Nearly
every Yahsud had a modern rifle and knew how to use it, and he was
on his own ground, with every inch of which he was familiar ; whereas
in the expedition of 1901-1902 our troops, well trained and able to
shoot well, plastered the Mahsuds with lead up to 800 yards every
time they showed themselves, now the boot was on the other leg.
Many of our troops had not even fired a recruits' course with their
rifles, and it was OUT men who got the plastering ; the result was the
biggest butoher's bill on the frontier, our casualties being over 2,000.
Reoccupation.
However, we won in the end, and this time me fortunately did not
clear out of the country. We occupied strongly with troops the line up
the Takki Zam to Ladha, close to Iianiguram, and proper road construction for motor transport was carried out. The South Waziristan
bIilitia was reorganized a t Jandola, and renamed the South Waziristan
Scouts.
I may mention that the withdrawal from Wana also entailed the
evacuation of all the other posts held a t that time by the Southwaziristan Militia and the complete abandonment of the C-hmal Pass,
which we had held for nearly thirty years.
It was a very heavy blow to our prestige, from which we have not
completely recovered. At the same time a s the withdrawal from w a n a
took place, the commandant of the North Waziristan llilitia mas
ordered to abandon Datta Iihel and the other posts in the Tochi
valley above Miram Shah held by the militie, and actually also to
burn them on retirement. Imagine the effect of thia on the local
tribesmen of the country round and on those enlisted in the corps.
could only think one thing-and that was that we were " down
and out." Things were colnparativaly quiet for some time after the
of 1910-1920, chiefly because we were in occupatiou of the
or, at any rate, of part of it-but there was a distinct feeling
unrest owing to the delay in the decision of the Governnlent of
India to whether we intended definitely to remain or to clear out.
Government decided to retain troops in the country ; and
then came the question of the best place for locating these troops in
Order to dominate the Mahsuds.
Razlnak was the place decided upon.
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Razmuk Field Force.
I n the autumn of 1922 the Razmak Field Force was formed from
the troops of t h s Kohat district with orders to occupy Razn~akand
form a strong movable column capable of operating in any direction
from there.
Frontier Roads.
This operation was duly carried out, and the Razmak plateau was
occupied in January, 1923, in a blinding snow-storm ; at the same
time a good metalled road fit for heavy mechanical transport wee constructed, branching off from the existing road up the Tochi at Ishe,
and thence all the way to Razmak.
From Razmak this road has been continued, and now joins up with
the road from Jandola up the Takki Zarn, so that you have a circular
motor road now running from Bannu up the Tochi, right through the
heart of Waziristan, down to Jandola, and then on to Dera Ismail
Khan in one direction, and to Sarwakai to the west.
Razmak itself is an excellent place for a cantonment-6,500 feet in
height and a good climate, about five miles from Makin. The garrison
is a large one, consisting of three pack batteries, one section medium
artillery (6-inch howitzer), one company S. and M., six battalions of
infantry, and one battalion pioneers ; and the movable column from
this force consists of two pack batteries, four battalions infantry, one
battalion pioneers, and one company S. and M. I will now deal with
the present situation and our future policy in Waziristan.
Policy and Present Situation.
The present situation is this.: we have a large force at Razmak
with a strong movable column, which dominates the Mahsuds to a
great extent ; but there are certain sections of the tribe which this
column cannot reach at present without a lot of additional pack transport. I t is equipped with M.T. A.T. carts, and a certain amount of
pack-mule transport, and it can move anywhere along the circular road
and up to Sarwekai, and it can also move to 'CVana when necessary,
it did last year, and in the opposite direction from Razmak into the
Tochi up to Datta Khel. It can also strike a t any tribesmen within
day's march of the metalled road ; but there are two important parts
of the country which it cannot reach without pack transport-i.e-,
camels-and they are ( a ) the Shaktu valley, and ( 6 ) towards I<aniguram
and the Iihaisara valley.
The road itself from Bannu right round through Razmak and
Jandola and thence to Manzai in the one direction, and to Sarwekai in
the other, is strongly held by regulars, scouts, and khassadarg.
The present policy is, in my opinion, thoroughly sound, but it must
be continuous and progressive.

what we have suffered from in the past is a lack of continuity in
our policy, or rather a lack of any policy a t all. W e blew hot and cold
with no practical result SO far a s the pacification of the
country was concerned.
we ehould therefore continue our present policy steadily and progressively, and the next step in our progress Should be the reoccupation
of vans, and the sooner this is done the better.
ona frontier which consists of a chain of mountainous country like
our north-westfrontier, one of the most essential and important things
is good lateral communications, so that troops and supplies can be
movedwithout difficulty where and when required. At present there
is no lateral communication by road between Waziristan and the Zhob
district of Baluchistan, although the two districts are adjoining : there
used to be before we withdrew from Wana.
In this connection there is already a narrow-gauge railway froin
Khanai (about thirty miles north of Quetta) to Hindu Bagh, and I have
reason to believe that an extension of this railway from Hindu Bagh,
down the Zhob valley to Fort Sandeman has now been sanctioned. It
seems natural and obvious therefore that this railway should eventually
be continued down the Gomal valley to Tank, where there is a similar
narrow-gauge railway.
I have already mentioned the strategical importance of Wana and
the effect of its occupation.
Now, since our withdrawal, there is a big gap in our line of about
forty or fifty miles, exposing the Zhob district from the north and
weat, and communication by road has ceased to exist.
The reoccupation of Wana would at once close this gap, and automatically cause a reduction in the number of troops which it is now
found necessary to keep in the Zhob district for its protection. I n
fact that fatal withdrawal in 1919 has put us back thirty years in that
Part of the country.
Our next obvious steps, therefore, it seems to be, should be ( a ) the
Occupationof Wana; (b) construction of a metalled road fit for mechanical
transport from Razmak to Wana ; (c) extension of the road from
Sar~ekaito Wana; (d) a branch from this road to Iihajuri Iiach and
thence to Fort Sandeman.
If the above be carried out, our hold on Waairistan would be complete:
should be held by regulars.
It would not mean any addition to the troops now in the country.
The garrison I recommend is one squadron of cavalry, three battalions
and one pack battery, all from the Manaai Brigade. W e
to any serious building programme yet a t Manaai,
and the troops could be hutted a t Wana just a s easily a s a t Manzai,
and in a far better climate,
The regular troops in Waziristan would then be conoentrated in
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the two most important places for dominating and holding the country
a s regards both blahsuds and Wazirs.
The soundness of our present policy is to my mind apparent. It
has resulted in peace and quiet during the past two years, such as
was unknown before, and if we continue this policy steadily and progressively on the lines suggested, the gradual disarmament of the
tribesmen will most assuredly follow. It is merely a question of
time.
The Maheuds are undoubtedly settling down, and are recognizing
and reconciling themselves to the fact that we mean to stay.
There will be no opposition to our reoccupation of Wana from the
Wana Wazirs, and as regards a road from Razmak to Wana via Kaniguram, the blahsuds are already beginning to ask about contracts
for work on the road, as they are convinced that this is bound to
come.
The civilizing effect of good roads is apt sometimes to be loet
sight of.
What we are doing now in Waziristan is exactly what was done in
the Highlands of Scotland nearly two hundred years ago by General
Wade when he made a road right through them, and the effect will be
the same.
The pity of it is that it was not done thirty years ago when we had
the chance, and when the tribesmen were badly armed. We should
have saved ourselves a vast amount of blood and money.
Sir LOUIS
DANE: General Jacob ended up on the note that he was
very sorry that what they are doing now was not done thirty yeare
ago. I t is almost exactly thirty years since the Yunjab Government,
which was then in charge of the frontier, but without much means of
enforcing its authority, after the Maizar affair proposed to make a road
from Datta Khel through Razmak over the Orehaktarhazai to Wanawhich is more or less what is suggested now. I am afraid that when
we told the C-fovernmentof India that this Shawal was a fine country
with open areas and plenty of trees it rather sounded to them like the
old fool babbling of green fields. The Sandernan policy was to try and
intern a tribe by getting behind them, and this road through a track
which was a sort of no man's land would have cut off the Meh~uds
from Afghanistan. The Waaira were fairly easy to deal witb, but the
hhhsuds were different. Also their country was fairly easy, and that
of tho Wazirs appallingly difficult. I suppose it has taken about three
years of road-makiug to get to Razmak up the gorges.
The LECTUREH
: Oh dear no, about three months.
s i r Lou18 DANE
: The troops, a t any rate, were there a coneiderable
tkne- If the road had been made in 1897 and 1898 it is exceedingly
probable that an enormous amount of money and many lives might

be
have been saved, As to the native levies, those people used
id the first instance khazadars, then levies, then militia, and
,ow they are khasadars again. Well, 8, rose by any other name
and the levy man is very much the same man a s he
lmell as
~t was not for want of telling that this valuable road Was
always
,t made, but unfortunately after the Terah affair we got rather bad
cold feet; everybody was for doing nothing and saving a s much a s
possible. Ultimately this policy led to enormous expenditure afternards, There was a regular Alsatia in the corner a t Gumattee which
gave endless trouble to the frontier officers until we made a rough track
fronl Id& to Thal. A cart road is a n excellent tranquillizer, but a
track for pack traffic is not so good. If you have a pack caravan it is
fairly easy for the raidere to cut up some drivers and then to carry off
the goods on the pack animals; with carts this is not so easy. A railway is best of all, it cannot easily be destroyed, and it gives employment which helps pacify the country. The next best thing is a motor
transport road.
As envoy to Kabul and otherwise I had a good deal to do with the
Durand Line ; one of my instructions was to urge upon His Majesty the
Amir the desirability of his not instigating the tribes to raid our territory, and so get them to colnply with the conditions of their allowances.
It was not a very pleasant thing to have to do ; the reply one always
met was, "You say they are your people, why not go a n d coerce them
yourselves? I have nothing to do with it." I t was a difficult thing to
answer this. Where a tribe was divided the difficulties have heen
greatest. The Waziristan line was not jointly demarcated, but pillars
were put up by British officers only. The hlohrnand border has never
been demarcated. I can tell you an amusing story about this Dlohmand border. When I came home in 1908 the celebrated week-end
expedition against the Zakhe, Khelet in the Iihyber had just taken
place. Lord Morley was exceedingly pleased. H e said, " You see how
enormously successful it was. Everything went off according to order."
dates had been fixed from Whitehall. I said, L L Yes, sir, but I
think it went off SO well because, when the officer went into the Bazar
he did not move out on the day he was expected to. The
knew perfectly well the day he was expected to lnove out ;
came back to their homes, but found the force still in occupation,
and
a nasty knock.'' Lord Morley said, " At any rate it is all
Over
I replied, I am not so certain of that." H e asked,
" What do You mean 1" and I told him he might possibly have trouble
the Mohmands. I left London and went down into the country,
hut
eumlnoned to return because the Dlohlnands had come down
attacked and looted Shabkadar. I found Lord Dlorley very much
d'acOncertedland almost inclined to think I muet have been in Bolne
*'Y
He said to me, Of course you have heard what has
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happened 1" I said, " No," and he told me what the Mohmande
- had
done, adding, How could you possibly have said that would happen
when you saw me a, week ago?" I replied, l L If is what often happen8
on the frontier. I n 1897 the Mohrnands rose first. Then they urged
on the Afridis to rise, and after a week or ten days of indicision-during
which if we had only supported the Khyber Rifles we might not have
had a mar a t all-the Afridie rose, and we were let in for the 1897-1898
aftair. Arguing on that I thought it exceedingly probable the Afridis
would stir up the blohmands-which they have done." I very nearly
lost my appointment a s Lieut.-Governor, but he eventually recognized it was not my fault. I tried then to get hitn to demarcate the
Jlohmand border a s we had to send up a force there. H e very nearly
agreed, but ended up by saying, " I t would be contrary to my life-long
views, and I really cannot do it." It is a thousand pities the Mohmand
border has never been settled. I t will have to be done soon in view of
the changed position of Afghanistan, and it may be a costly affair.
I t is a great pleasure to me and all old frontier officers to hear from
General Jacob that the policy of lateral communications is being
carried out.
Sir HUGH
BARNES
: Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
feel some hesitation in speaking on this subject, as it is twenty yeare
since I left India and nearly tmenty-seven since I left the frontier. But
I presume the principles of frontier management do not chango, and to
me it has been a real pleasure to listen to General Jacob, and to learn
that a t long last the policy has been adopted in Waziristan of occupying
the country between the Mahsuds and the Afghan frontier. 1 say at
long last, because thie was the policy that used to be advocated by sir
Robert Sandeman quite forty-fiveyears ago when I first went to QuettaI distinctly remember him discussing the matter a t Quetta, and putting
a big blue pencil mark round Wane on his map hanging on the wall,
and saying : That is the place to go to if we are to quiet down the
h!h~hsudaand Wamirs " ; and a t a later date he used to say that we ought
to run B road from Kajuri Kach to Datta Khel. His theory Was that,
if YOU can hold the country between the tribesmen and Afghanistan,
they are bound sooner or later to come to terms. I think the ~ o ~
interesting occasion on which I heard him explain hie views officially
mas a t a Conference a t Dera Ismail Khan in 1889. I happened to have
been sent up to Rimla from Quetta to act as Under-BecretarY for a
short time. Towards the end of the season Sir Mortimer nurand, the
Foreign Secretary, fell ill of pleurisy, and when he recovered he had to
take leave, and I had to carry on until his successor arrived. Consequently I had the pleasure of accompanying Lord Lansdowne on his
frontier tour. After visiting Kohat, the Viceregal party went down
Indus in boats accompa,nied by Sir James Lyall, Lieut.-Governor
of the Punjab. We visited Bannu, end finally reached Ders. Ismsi'

t

Jibao, where there was to be a Conference on the subject of opening
the Goma] p&gs,which had been closed for months by the blahsuds.
The questionwas whether there should be an expedition or not. T h e
members of the Conference were Sir Frederick Roberts, the
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ d ~ r - iand
n - CColonel
h i e f , Sandeman, who had been summoned
from Quetta. Sandeman at once put forward the suggestion that the
whole of Waziristan should be included in the Baluchistan Agency, the
Ilaluohiatan boundary being fixed a t the Tochi instead of the Gomal.
Then he said he would undertake to open the Gonlal Pass. Naturally
Sir James Lyall would not hear of anything of the kind. Sandeman
then begged Lord Lansdowne to allow him to go back and complete
his work in Zhob, and he said : " If you will lend me Mr. Bruce, the
Deputy-Commissioner of Dera Ismail Iihan, we will go down the Goma1
from Zhob and open the Pass for traflic." Sir James Lyall was quite
willing to agree to this, and so Sandeman went back to Zhob, collected
several of his Baluch sirdars and levies, summoned the PJaziri Maliks,
and under their escort proceeded with a small military force to march
down the Gomal most successfully-I think aln~ostwithout a shot being
fired. It was a wonderful feat, and it led to tribal levy posts under the
Mahsud 11aliks being established in the PRSS,and for a long time
afterwards the traffic in the Gomal went on all right. Personally, I
have never been an advocate for hauding- TVaziristan over to the
Bduchistan Agency. Baluchistan is quite big enough a s it is, and
obviously Waziristan can be more easily managed from Bannu or De1.a
Ismail than from Quetta or Zhob. But there is no reason why the
Baluchistan systein of tribal management8,and tribal levies, should not
be brought into force, and if that had been done, and if Razlllak Or
Shswal or some neighbouring place had been occupied in those day81
before the Wasirs had become well armed, and before we had trained
them as soldiers by passing the majority of their young men through
our levy corps, I think we should have escaped a great many of the
expeditions which have occurred since.
General Jacob has described the military arrangements that have
now been mode, and I entirely agree with him a0 to the in1portanCe of
the road from ICajuri Iiach to Wan& and thence to the Tochi and
Razmak. It is astonishing to me that the Government, after the length
of time they have been dealing with Waziristan, especially since I i a ~ m a k
ha8 been occupied, have not made the roads long ago.
I remember in
LordMinto's time their construction was under discussion.
It is no use nowadays discussing the old controversy between the
clo~eborder policy of the Punjab and the more liberal tribal policy of
Raluchistanlbut I should like to correct one or two misapprehensions
exist about the latter, for there are still a few people who believe
ln the clo0e border policy.
One misapprehension is found in the
'gumeat that the Baluch are 80 different from the frontier Pethane
arrRnalnents which apply very well to the Baluch, who are not

which

demooratio a a d follow thoir obiefa, are quite uselesc when rppliad to
the denlooratio Pathan. Thoee people who hold that view fsil to
appreciate the diUbrence between Ualuohiatao proper, tha territory
of the Khan of Iihelat, whioh we don't govern, and whet we oall the
adminietered territories of Ualuohietan. These latter are alruoel wholly
Pathan. The Btlluohiatan Agelroy ie eo oalled beoauee whea Sandeman
first wenb up he had to deal with Baluohietan only, but after the Afgh~u
War of 1878-1880 we annexed Piellin and Sibi, whioh inoluded Aohlkari,
Toba, Hurnai, and Thal Chotiali, and we gradually progreeead d o ~ n
into Zhob and to the Sherani country round the Tskht-i-Sulimbn, All
them diatriote are uutirely Patlran. Evou the Quetta dietriot ic largely
populated by liakar l'nthans, 00 that it is rather an aseumption to
euppose that a eyetet~lwhiclh hae euooeeded with the people in theee
Agenoy territoriee ie uot applioable to the Pathane eleewhere. Of
oourse, the uountry is u u o h easier. I t ie not uearly eo diMoult aa the
terrible uountry whioh General Jaoob has shown ue. That everyone
admite.
Another theory ie thnt tlre Ualuohietan levy eystem ie aleo quite
uneuited to the Pathane. People I think generally do not know how
the Baluohietan levy system arose. Exaept myself and Nr. Bruoa, I
euppoee there is nobody alive who oan say. What ooourred wra thie:
Ijefore the Af8han War there were very few levies in 1)uetto
the
uolan. The Baluah and Urahui eirdare in the lialat State had
certain allowanoee, and tlrore was urounted levy oorpe under Nfbjor
hIoaley, known as the Ualuall Uuidee. After the i~nnexetionof l'i~hil]
and other P e t h m dietriute it booame ueceesary to reorganire the levy
eyatenr to euit thelu, and i l l I#:! or lHHY Sir Hobort I.iand@m&n
appointed a Conloli ttee eoueisting of Nr. Bruoe, Y ajar h1osleyl and
ruy~elfto aon~iderthe ulrtter, It so happened that wheu I wm one 0'
s i r Oliver Ht. ,John'e aeaietantr iu Iiandahnr iu IHHO I wan ordered to
make liats of the hfgllrn a y ~ t e mof tribal nlilitia or laviee iu tho Iiandfihhr provinoe. 1 t waH found that the A f ~ h a npraotioe in filmo8t every
villago or tribe waa to piok out tlroir prinoipnl haadnlen or 1ib.n~ and
uive them nil~allallowrnaue to keep up a oertnin number of 1lloullted
men (aowara) or footmen (kno\rn as khasadara) to aat &a eroorte find
polioe their diatriote, h ellla11 liban ~llighthhvu to rllaiutrin only two
aowars, another five, and another twenty. At our 1Juetta oollll~littea
the lirudahar ayetam was oonliderod, m d it was daoided to abolinh
the ~ a l u o l l(luidue and to d i ~ t ~ i b utho
t e svrilv~blemoney in ~ l l o w b l ~ ~ ~ ~
to the pri~~cipal
lihasn and hlalika on tile Afghrn syetem, with v ~ ~ i o ~ '
ialprovoments. Tho ileport.nt point on whioh Sir Hobert s f d O l l l b n
and hfr. Uruoe always inei~tedwam that the money paid to the men
elllpl~yadinumt be diallur~odthrough tho eeleoted headmen or
on whom was plroed respouslbility. When, therefore, 1t in a r ~ u e dthrb
the Baluohietm levy ayeteal ia llob apylioabla to l'rtbrn., it 11 Over'
looked that i b is based on Afghan ollrton~and prnotloe.
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rOllghly ooinoided with tho Admiuietrativu Hordor. Them poete were
under the 0.0. the Cavalry llegiment whioll garrisoned thenl, and Iio
visited them periodioally. I n tlle wintar wllun the l'owiodnh ka8lae
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would daah out from oovor nnd atte~llptto tlriva ol'l tho straggling
rnllllrln townrds their ow11oountry, pi~rsued,of ooorso, by so~llePowindaha, rind I wne told that a good detd wn. to ba luarnt froni n study of
the methodr of both pnrtiua. III Llrore dayw wu amnunled no reponsibllity for the safety of tho ka0lt1,till it orossed our boundary, and it was
ll0ttilie0me years letor that we took ovor tho (4olntl1 and the Powindahe
got 8oft blld relied on us for protootion wllilo pmsi~lgtllro~lgllit.
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b alludod to the a t t ~ o kon Tank by r largo forae of
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"Overnm~llt,md, of course, in onu aanae it \ilas 00, but it0 primary
Objaot wasl I have nlway~undarntood, to ciettle a matter of grave per' ~ ' ' ~ linl~ortrnooto the hlallmuda, who in tlla conduot of their trndiug
Operntion~
with India weru obligsd to use tho b ~ n k e r aor lltuliaha of
n8 their intorslediariau, ancl had got into their debt lu the oourae
themetr.n~rotlonu, na blso had their oustoniera in Tank. With the
oonoivano8 of tile ]attar, ttlerofore, tile Nabsuda organized the raid in
de~troytho baaioh'a books and ao wipe out all reoord of them
h I u ~ hthe aanle ~kotion was taken i,y the mepoya of the regl~
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ments which mutinied in 1857, and if you read the accounts of those
events you will find that the first act of the mutineers was, in most
cases, to burn the baniah's books.
Not only today, but on frequent other occasions, a good deal of
caustic comment has been made on what is called the " Punjab policyo
of evacuating tribal territory after a punitive expedition. I venture to
think that this blame is generally wrongly apportioned. My own
experience, which covers a good many such expeditions, is that the
so-called '' scuttle " was dictated by political exigences in this country.
Either the Sovereign was about to open Parliament, or a Foreign
Potentate about to visit this country and the Government of the day
wished to include in the Speech from the Throne or other proclamation
that "Peace reigns in all parts of the Empire." I t is quite unfair to
put the blame for this inconclusive result on the authorities in India,
either civil or military.
As regards the character of the Mahsud, I believe that he is hated
by all his neighbours as a predatory wild animal, perhaps even es
.vermin, to be shot a t sight if he crossed his own borders into thoir
tierri tory.
I was glad to hear General Jacob acknowledge the usefulness of and
necessity for maintaining pack transport for the maintenance of troops
in frontier warfare. Whatever roads are made for strategical purpose8
and suitable for mechanical transport, there comes a stage in such
operations when for tactical purposes troops have to leave those roads
~ n only
d rough mountain paths are available for their maintenance, and
on these occasions pack transport is indispensable. I n the days when
the Punjab Frontier Force was under the Punjab Government this fact
was fully recognized and " mobility " was that Government's w~chword
in regard to its troops. Every regiment then maintained on regimental
charge a half scale of first line pack transport, and the regimental
haniahs were called upon to maintain transport for the food supply of
half the regiment for seven days. The Punjab Government attached
the greatest importance to the efficiency of this transport, for the
officers were responsible,
purchase and feeding of which
and regiments as a rule took great pride in its efficiency. It was thus
possible for half the strength of each unit of a frontier garrison to move
out a t a moment's notice and maintain itself for a week in case
trouble on the border. With the abolition of this a great blow he8
been etruck a t the efficiency of frontier garrisons.
The LECTURER:
One thing I forgot to mention a t the end of my
lecture. I heard unofficinlly during the last few days on very good
authority, and I think I am justified in saying it is true, that Wane is
going to be reoccupied. (Hear, hear). I understand that the G o ~ 0 ~ ~ merit of India has decided to do it, and I have also been told it will
probably come off before the end of this year.

The CHAIRMAN: Ladies and Gentlemen,-We have had a clear,
concise,and convincing exposition of the problem of Waziristan both
from the Lecturer and also from the many authorities, civil and military,
have contributed to the discussion. I t is very satisfactory to him
to
hie views have met with support on all sides, and that the
-- find
of Waairistan as he has put it is mainly one of communications,
of reoccupyingWana, involving as he says not only a consistent but a
progressivepolicy. We have realized that our failures in the past,
some of them most discreditable, have been due to the lack of any such
consistent policy, and we are glad to learn that the responsibility lies,
not with the civil and military authorities in India, but with higher
authority here in London. Anyhow, we are glad to know that we have
now got on to the right track. Wana is to be reoccupied, the railway
is to be taken up the Zhob valley to Fort Sandeman, and the problem
of Waziristan is being placed on a, sound and permanent basis. All
our trouble in the past
has arisen from the fact that the Rlahsuds and
Wazirs did not know what was a t the back of our minds. W e ourselves
did not know if there was anything there. You can quite understand
the dangerous position in which we placed our military and political
officerson the frontier, the heavy sacrifices we called on them to make,
and the risk they had to run, without any adequate guarantee that we
were pursuing adefinite policy. It was too much to expect of any men.
The loss of the lives of the many gallant officers who were the victims of
fanatical outrage or sacri6ed themselves in the withdrawal of 1919
testify to the appalling results of a want of definite policy. I t is particularly necessary to be watchful a t the present time in Waziristan. You
know that in the last twenty-four hours we have cleared out from
within our borders some of the alien people who have made trouble in
this country. Being cleared out of this country they will redouble
their efforts to stir up trouble for us everywhere in the East.
You may have noticed when Soviet Russia, concluded a treaty- some
years ago with Afghanistan one of the clauses of the treaty was to
have three consular posts along the Indo-Afghan border a t Ghazni,
Kandahar, and I think a t Jellalabad. You know that Russian agencies
even here in London under the eye of authority have been used for hostile
propaganda, and yon can imagine what the Bolshevik consulates in
these three places are meant for. Anything we can do to strengthen
Our own position, and also to get the Wazir and Mahsud tribes
Our
~ i d eby giving them increased opportunities for a livelihood, will enable
uebetter to nleet any menace from that quarter. YOU will all agree
with me that the Lecturer has brought out most clearly the necessity
lor the action that has been taken, and for maintaining a consistent and
Progressive policy. We owe him a debt of gratitude for the admirable
lecture he has given us, and for the delightful lantern slides with which
he has illustrated it, and I will ask you to show your appreciation.
(Loud 8 pplauee.)

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA*
B Y P. J. B R U C E

MR. CHAIRNAN,
Ladies and Gentlemen,-There
are just one or two
words I would like to say by way of preliminary. It was with considerable diffidence that I accepted the invitation with which I was
honoured to address this Society, because you have recently had
lecturing to you such men as Mr. Woodhead, Dr. Morse, and more
recently Mr. Gull, who are experts and were able to speak with very
much greater authority than I can possibly claim. If I have any
claim to speak on a subject like this it is because of my affection and
pride for my own country. 1 do not stand in a white sheet when
I speak with regard to our own country and its relations to China.
I have also a very great admiration for our merchant community in
China, and I want to say in that connection that, living as I have lived
getting on for forty years among the people, so far a s the people themselves are concerned, when they are apart from anything in the way of
deliberate propaganda, they share that admiration of the British commercial community in China. (Hear, hear.) Then I also have, and perhaps that is my strongest claim, a very great admiration and affection
for the Chinese people. (Hear, hear.) I yield to none in my admiration
of their great qualities, qualities that have been manifested time and
again a11 through their history. They are a, great race, and it will yet
emerge that they have qualities sufficient to carry them through even
thie extremely trying period. Now we, in this country, have recently
had considerable difficulties in our relations with China. I want to
emphasize this afternoon that these difficulties are largely, if not
wholly, due to the internal difficulties which China has herself. If
there were none of those internal difficulties I do not think that we

-

* The CHAIRJIAN
(Lieut.-Colonel F. E. Fremantle, B1.P.) : Ladies and Gentlemen,-lve have the very great privilege this evening of listening to a lecture
by Mr. Bruce, who, after having been in China for thirty-six years with the
Baptist IIissionary Society in Shantung, has now come home end has taken
UP the position of Lecturer on the Chinese Language and Literature in the
University of London. Consequently there is nobody who would be better
qualified to tell us of the conditions of that country which is occupying our attention a t the present time-the conditions out of which the present chaos and
disorder have arisen. When ProEessor Bruce was in China he was Preeident of
the Shantung Cniveraity, and that brings in another side of the modern life and
development of China. I will now call on Mr. Bruce to give us the lecture.
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should have any difficulty whatever in adjusting any question that
might arise between US and China. As Mr. Gull pointed out in his
lecture a little while ago, the so-called unequal treaties arose out
of China's internal troubles, mentioning in particular the Taiping
rebellion, and it is so today. These difficulties that we have, and the
desire and plea that the so-called unequal treaties should be revisedshould be annulled, in fact-all arise out of China's internal troubles.
So my subject, although it may appear to be somewhat apart from
what is most in our minds at the present moment, is none the less a n
extremely important subject. The subject is, a s I understand it, the
Republic of China, and I want to deal with it in three parts-first
the collapse of republican government ; then that division bet ween
North and South which is so markedly to the fore just now; and
finally, if I may venture to state them, what I consider to be the
conditions essential to a stable government in China.
First of all, as to the collapse of republican government, the C
h ~ s e .of0the
~
collapse
first thing to be said is that there is no republic in China, and there *,t RepubliGovernnever has been a republic in China if we speak realistically. There can
ment.
was what was something of the semblance of a republic in China,
which lasted for two or three years perhaps, under the President
Yutln Shih-kai, but what we see today is a collapse of even that semblance of republican government, and what I want to do is to inquire
iuto what are the causes of that collapse. I should name three. I do
not mean to suggest that there are no others, but they stand out rather
prominently in my mind as the result of observation through several
years. The first is the ineffectiveness of the Government a t the centre,
the second is militarism in the cbuntry at large, and the third is
financial bankruptcy. Of course, one grows out of the other. They
are not, so to speak, in three different watertight compartments, but
one is related to the other, and the relation is very much that of cause
and effect.
To begin with the ineffectiveness of the Government a t the parliamentary difFicentre. I want in speaking of these causes, if I can, to show how cultiem.
there has been in them all a certain measure of what one might call
inevitableness. We are rather apt to be impatient with the Chineso
people in this their transition stage. I think instead of being impatient we ought to give them all the sympathy that we possibly
Can- To pass from a millenniums-old despotism to ruodorn democratic
government wae a gigantic task. I think a t first most of us who were
friendsof China, and most of the Chinese themselves, were optimisticperhaps too optimistic. I t looked a s if it was done. I t was done
without bloodshed. The treatment of the Manchu d y n a ~ t ywas
honour~bleand dignified. There was so much that was admirable
it that we forgot a t the time that there muet of necessity be
certdn elements of difficultyinherent in the situation, inherent in the
-
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task, altogether inseparable from such a task, and that those element8
of di5culty would in course of time emerge. One of the diffioultie8to
which I refer as inherent in the situation was inexperienoe. Take the
question of illiteracy. I believe I am correct in uaying that something
like 99 per cent. of the population a t that time were illiterate. The
illiteracy was the illiteracy of a n electorate representing four hundred
million people electing a Parliament to represent a vast country. I
should suppose that the number of those who understood anything
whatever about the iesues involved was extremely small, and most
of them were in the maritime provinces in the eastern section of China.
Then take the ignorance of the legislators. I think that the Lower
House of the two Houses of Parliament had something like five hundred
members elected from all parts of China. I suppose that four-fifthsof
them-at any rate, a t least half of them-had never seen the inside of a
deliberative assembly before. I believe that a t that time, apart from
Christian communities and young men educated in foreign countries,
there was hardly anyone that had had any experience whatever of a
deliberative assembly. They would not know what a chairman was,
and would not have the slightest idea of chairtnan law. Now, such
ignorance of necessity reflected itself in the Parliament that was
elected, and so you had a Legislature that was really incompetent.
The only political leaders of the time who knew anything about anything so far as modern politics were concerned were young men
educated in colleges and schools of a Western type, some in Chins, but
most of them in Universities in America, Japan, and Great Britainreturned students, as they were called. So far as experience Was concerned, all that these young leaders had had was in the College
Debating Societies of their respective Universities. Now, imagine a
Parliament assembled under such conditions as those, and can YOU be
surprised a t the ineffectiveness that has obtained ever since at the
centre of government ?
Then, secondly, there were certain defects in the Constitution, or in
the interpretation of the Constitution, which led to considerable difficulties in government. For example, the relation between the President and the Legislature was very imperfectly understood, to gay the
least. No matter what you had on paper, there were certain fixed
ideae in the minds of those who had to handle the Constitution that
were not affected very much by what they saw on paper, and thae
misanderstandings led early to critical relation^ between the President
and the Legislature. I sln speaking now of the time when Yuan (Jhihkai was President. Those relations were chiefly with regard to the
respective functions of the President and Legislature, so far a8 executive
government was concerned. There was a tendenoy on the part
Parliament to demand that every detail of executive government ghould
be submitted to Parliament for its approval ; and with a man like Yuan
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lhih-kai-who was a strong man, a man of the statesman type, a man
who h d a realistic tendency-with a man like that there was bound to
be conaiotwhen he was being held up a t every turn On administrative
details, mbtters of executive government, and particularly xmtters of
foreign policy,which affected vitally the welfare of the country. I n
thin@ of this sort, to yield to a Parliament such a s I have describedigoonnt, inexperienced, and incompetent-was 01 thing that & man of
his typecouldnot brook ; and the eventual result was that he dismissed
the Psrliement and carried on without it. Then, another diflioulty
arising out of the Constitution Wa8 in the relation between the President
end the Premier. Now, we have a republican constitution in the West
in the United States of America, where YOU have a President and
Legislature but no Premier. W e also have a republican oonstihution in
the West in France, where you have a President and Premier. I n
America, where there is no Premier, the President exercises executive
functions such as are exercised by our Premier, in addition to such
functions as ere exercised by our Icing. B u t in Prance the President
does not exercise the functions that are exercised by our Premier, but
only those that are exercised by our Icing-I am speaking, of course,
in general-and in France you have a s Presidents lnen who are strong
enough, who are experienced enough, and wise enough, to keep their
activities within the sphere of those functions. But in China, i f you
have a President such as Yuan Rhih-kai, or any strong President, you
will find that he will not want to be a mere figurehead : he will waut
to exercise functions which would ordinarily be exercised by the
Premia, where you have a Premier. So it was that very early in the
day there came collisions between the President and the Premier.
Later, in 1917, when Li Yuan-hung-l)y no nieans so strong a inan a s
Yuan shih-kai, but a disinterested and good man-was President, there
was very strong difference of opinion between him and Tuan Chi-rui,
then Premier, with regard to China entoring the Great Wnr, and the
resultwas that Li Yuan-hung dismissed tho l'remier. Rut the Premier
a strong militarist, and had many friends among the militarists,
Came to his help, and the upshot was the flight of the P r e ~ i d e n t .
In
l9181after Li Yum-hung had vacated tho Presidential Chair, and the
V1ce-President,Feng Kuo-ohanp, was in his place, again there arose
between the President B'eng and the Premier Tuan in regard to
the policy of the Government in relation to .Japan. Then again, in
1920 the Proddent, Ileu f3hih-chang, under the pressure of the Chihli
party, One of the important parties of t,hat time, had a strong difference
'pinion with Tuan Chi-rui, the same Premier, who was the leader of
the An-Fu Party, which party waa supposed to be in the pay of Japan,
under the control of ,Japan. 90 you find that through all
lhia period no eteady policy was possible : inetead you had intrigues
fo'lowed intrigues, whioh could only result in ineffectiveness. A third
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difficulty arising out of the Constitution was the matter of the quorum,
A quorum seems rather a simple thing ; it is generally put in a corner
of a constitution as a sort of side-thought. But it works very great
havoc sometimes. Now the quorum required by the Constitution of the
Parliament wee a majority-a majority of the members must be present
for any business to be done. I wonder what our obstructioniste in the
House of Commons would do with a weapon like t h a t ? Any Government would be ready to despair if an obstructionist party, simply by
inducing a minority to abstain from attendance, could prevent any
business being carried on. I believe the number in the House of
Commons required for a quorum is forty. True it was that time and
again the Chinese Parliament would meet and no quorum would be
there. You see, it was not a case of two-party government. If there
had been two-party government, then the party in power would represent the majority, and they could command the attendance of the
majority, but there were any number of groups, and it was not difficult
in the then state of affairs, with innumerable intrigues going on, to
secure a t any time that there should not be the necessary quorum to
carry on business. So the Parliament became more and more inefficient,
particularly when some very important matter had to be decided, for
in this case the quorum necessary was as much as three-quarters, and
in some particular instances as much as four-fifths.
Mi~itariem.
The second of the causes of the collapse of the republican government is militarism. Now, what is the origin of militarism, not in the
sense in which we use it in Europe of one country being aggressive in
relation to the surrounding countries, but militarism in the senseof the
rise of certain what you might call satraps, commanders-in-chief of
large armies in various parts of the country, having full power over
those regions, including control of the revenues? The origin of it is a
very simple one. For the protection of the republican Constitution
there needed to be an army-the President's army-and this army was
divided into sections resident in various parts of the country. During
the Presidency of Yuan Shih-kai these sections of the army were under
commanders-in-chief who had grown up under him, had been trained
by him, were subordinates in his army before the collapse of the
Manchu rbgime, and so long ae Yuan Shih-kai lived those eubordinatec
of his mere loyal to him. But after his death the bond was broken,
and thenceforth those commandera-in-chief fought each for himself,
and. as I have intimated, eventually had control of the various region0
of the country, and that control included control of the revenues- They
had political control, and they had financial control, and they had
military control ; and, of course, under those circumstances-it is not
necessary for me to enlarge upon it-under those circumstances it Was
possible for them not only to ignore the Presidential mandates, but
even to overawe the President. Now, that is so far as militarism is
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ooncerned : I do not think I need to take up more of your time on t h a t
this sfternoon, but pass on to others*
The third cause of collapse that I mentioned was financial bankruptcy. difficultiee.
under the Manchus tribute was paid by the provinces to the Central
Government, In the early years that 1 spent in China, a t any time that
you croesedthe Grand Canal, or if YOU went along it any distance, you
find the traffic largely made up of canal boats laden with grain
on their way to Peking. I t was the tribute of the ~ r o v i n c e sthat were
tappedby that canal. But with the revolution of 1911 all that ceased ;
no tribute went to Peking, so far a s I know, after that year. Not only
was there no contribution from the provinces to the Central Government, but the demands of the militariste were all the time increasingdemandsupon the Central Government, and demands which for obvious
reasons could not be ignored by the President a s the residential
mandates were ignored by the militarists. I n 1913 a n effort was made
to meet these financial dificulties. There was what you all r m ~ e ~ ~ b e r
-a Financial Consortium representing the Powers interested in China,
and s reorganization loan was negotiated. But the conditions imposed
by the Consortium resulted in the collapse of those negotiations. The
chief of the conditions that had that result was the demand for a n
audit of the expenditure under the loan. Now, the demand for such a n
audit was a, perfectly natural one on the part of the financial interests
concerned, because experience had already shown that any loan that
was given would most likely go to the militarists, and there would be
no reorganization resulting from it. B u t the demand was very much
resented both by the Central Government in Peking and by the Cantonese party in the South-resented as an indignity to China and an
infringement of China's sovereign rights, and so the negotiations
collapsed ; and thereafter the Powers practically paseed a self-denying
ordinance, and there were no more loans forthcoming. The revenue
therefore remained inadequate to the needs of the Government, and
when you have expenditure a t one figure and revenue a t a considerably
lower figure, you know what the process is. Strikes followed of all
sorts-strikes in the different Ministries in the Government of Peking,
strikes in the colleges and schoole on the part of the profeesorial staffs,
Otrike~
in the armies, going by the name of mutiniee. [A good many of
the military defeats on the part of the varioue armies on one side
Or the other in China were due to the lack of funde to carry on the
conflicts,
is largely the case today so far a s the North is concerned.]
Then there was resort to domestic loans, the result of which was that
the Government sank deeper and deeper into the mire, because the
a loan was raieed there happened what the Consortium had
would happen-the militariste put in their demands for conE'dsnble shares of those loans, and those demands, as I said just now,
be resisted. Now, there were two sequels of all this financial
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Divieion
between
North and
~outh.

stringency : one was increasing military exactions among the people,
and tho other was the growth of an agitation against the unequal
treaties which, 80 far a8 the tariff element was concerned, were held
responsible for the financial inadequacy of the revenues available for
the Government. But the most tragic result was the increased ineffec.
tivenees of the Central Government.
The second main point that I wanted to speak of this afternoon is
the division between North and South. This division that we see today so clearly marked is not a new division : there has been a historical
recurrence of it. One might go back earlier in the history, but I will
only go back as far as the reform era under the last of the Manchu
emperors. When the Emperor Kuang Hsu made his abortive effort et
reforms he was largely guided by a man named Kang Yu-wei, who was
a Cantonese. That was a significant fact because it was typical : ell
those progressive ideas, those new ideas, came from the South. I n 1911,
when the revolution took place, in a moment as it were, but the ontcome of agitation for years under the Cantonese Sun-Yat-sen, at the
very first striking of the signal for revolution the whole of the South
mas on that side. There was a clearly marked division between North
and South geographically along the line of the Yangtse River, and it is
significant that a t that time the halt of the revolutionary party ma8
made a t the Yangtee River a t Hankow, and Yuan Shih-kai, representing the Manchu dynasty, went down to Hankow and was in co~nmand
of the Manchu armies there. Then later, when the revolt against
Yuan Shih-kai toolc place, which led to his virtual downfall, and which
preceded his death by a short time, that revolt was started in Yunnen,
a province in the extreme South of China ; and immediately the whole
of the South and the whole of the West were on that side &gainst
Yuan Shih-kai. Now, this division between North and South hasbeen
somewhat masked for the past few years by two causes : one ia the
weakness of the Centoneae party. The Kuomintang, really the Cmtones0 party, wee proscribed by Yuan Shih-ksi a t the time he dismissed
the Parliament because of its ineffectiveness. After that proscription
there was an interval, and then a Parliament was set up in Canton
composed of a number of the members of the original Parliament
elected by the people of China, which had sat in Peking, and which had
been set aside by Yuan Shih-kai. I n 1021 Sun-Yet-sen, the leader of
the Iiuomintang party, went to Canton, and was elected by that Pt~rliamerit as the President of the Chinese Republic. H e was there, I believe, about a year, and then was ejocted by a man named Chen, and
in 1922 took refuge in Shanghai. From that time the Cantonese pertY
were weak, and remained weak until recently. At times their control
did not extend beyond Canton and the next province, ~ w a n g - Or
~i~
a province to the north, Fu-kien. I t extended a very short diatsnce so
far as actual political control was concerned. At one time Wu Pei-fug
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avowed himself strongly in favour of centralized government, a n d
tried to procure the unity of China by military force, had almost succeeded in extending his control to Canton, when through the desertion
of Feng Yo-hsiang, the Christian general, he came t o grief. The other
cause of the masking of the division between North and South h a s
been the dissension between the Norther11 leaders. First there was
the dissension between the Chihli and An F u parties, represented by
Tsao Kun and Tuan Chi-rui, whom I have referred to before. The dissension issued in civil war, which resulted in the victory of Tsao and the
defeat of Tuan, largely by the action of W u Pei-fu. This was followed
by another civil war between W u Pei-fu and Chang Tso-lin, whose
name you see frequently in the papers a s commander-in-chief of the
tlrmies in Manchuria. Later there came the division between W u
Pei-fu and Feng Yu-hsiang, the Christian general, who deserted W u ,
and so led to his defeat by Chang Tso-lin. Later still there mas
a rupture between Chang Tso-lin and Feng Yu-hsiang, who had allied
their forces to defeat Wu Pei-fu ; and so you had oue after the other
these ruptures and civil wars between the various leaders of the
Northern party. Now, these two things have masked for some years
the division between North and South, but what I want to point out is
that the division remains. I t has a deep root, and has re-emerged in
the lost two or three years. The first sign of i t was a rapid march
from Canton on the part of the Cantonese party u p to the Yangtse and
the collapse of Wu Pei-fu's resistance to that march, due largely to
Russian strategists on the side of the Cantonese and their expert
advice and to treachery on the part of subordinates on the Side of
WU Pei-fu,which I attribute largely to financial causes. B u t again
there has come this halt on the Yangtse: I suppose the time the
Cantonese have spent since they arrived a t the Yangtse is about double
the time that it took them to march up from Canton to the Yangtse*
And 00 we have today the two-party situation crystallized, and it is of
extreme importance if we want to understand the inwardness of all
that is happening in China. I n the first place the North retains very
largely the monsrchicd tradition : leaders iu the North are general5
of the old monarchical rkgime, and their spirit is a monarchical spiritSecondly, the South, we have to remember, before the revolution was
anti-Manchu, anti-dynastic ; and therefore, to say the least, tended to
be anti-wonarchical. So that in the North the spirit and tendency is
Pro-monarchical even though it be in repltblican phraseology, while
l n the south the spirit and tendency is anti-monarchical; and we
have two parties corresponding largely to the parties of the Right
Left in the West. Dare I say, too, that we have Conaerva'lves and Progressives, who tend to emphasize on the one hand
the principle of centralization aud on the other the principle of
local autonomy? They are very like the two parties in the United
~
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States of America-the Democratic party, whose slogan is State
Rights, and the Republican party, who stand for National Government.
But here comes in the paradox of the whole situation: these two
ideals of centralization and of local autonomy, although they are
represented in the concrete by these two parties, the North and the
South, yet, so far a s my experience goes, both exist in every Chinese
breast. I have found Chinese who would become passionately indignant a t the very idea of China splitting up ; they have a paseion
for the unity of China, and a t the same time they would be equally
passionate in their demand for the declaration of the independence
of their own province. Those two ideas are very really and very
genuinely held by the same individuals.
Eaaentials
Now I must pass on to my last point : What are the essentials to
for atability :
stable
government ? First of all, I would say that an absolute eeeential
Provincial
authority.
to stable government is provincial autonomy. I dare to take my etand
with the Cantonese on this particular point. Not by any means on all
points. I do not believe it is possible-this is not any mere theory on
my part, I rather come to it from the practical side-I do not believe
it is possible for any one party to dominate the whole of China. It is
too vaet a country. If the Cantonese win out in this struggle and
become the Government of China in Peking, if they try to dominate
the whole of China on any other principle than that of full provincial
autonomy they will fail. Disintegration is bound to set in. That is
my profound conviction. Provincial autonomy on the same principle
as in the United States of America-where the powers of the Provincial
Government are not delegated by the Central Government, but the
powers of the Central Government are conceded to it by the provincial,
the State Governments-that is the only thing that will work. I believe
myeelf there will never be a stable Government in China until it is
recognized that every province has the right to independence, and only
such rights are given to a Central Government a9 are necessary for
national services. If this is conceded, then the provinces will choose
their own governors. Hitherto the governors of the provinces have
been appointed from Peking ; if that continues we are bound to have a
recurrence of tbe War Lord system. The provinces must have full
powere to appoint their own governors, and the provincial chambers
must have full powers to vote revenues, to vote taxes, and the
of
the army, if any, to be maintained in each province. The second
The powers
essential ie with regard to the Central Government: it should be for
of the
Central
national services only, end those defeats in the Constitution which have
Government.
led to such dificulties in the past should be removed. There should
be no Premier and there ehould be no Parliament in the same Benee as
there hae been hitherto. I do not think China has the men, or
likely for some time to come to have the men of experience and etateamanehip in sufficient number to provide a Parliament in two chambera
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like a thousand members. A small Council-at most
t.a..n- reoresentstives
of each of the different provinces-would be amply
--A
adequate to the services demanded of it.
Then financially-I mention this, but need not take up your time with
it : To the Central Government certain specific sources of revenue, like
Customs, railways, etc., should be assigned, so that the Central Government should not be dependent on the provinces. On the other hand, the
should not be dependent on the Central Chvernment : they
shouldhave ell other revenues in their hands, with full liberty t o raise
loans and to decide upon taxes without the dictation of any other
authority.
~0~ I come to possibilities-sanctions one might call them. There The need of
hancial re is the possibility of a Constitution something like what I have indicated habilitation.
being drawn up. There has been talk on the part of the Cantonese
party of a, People's Conference being called together, and I think it is
not at all unlikely that such a Conference would ~ r o d u c eon paper a
Constitution with provisions such a s these. But the crucial d i ~ c u l t y
is, how is that Constitution to be maintained ? I n the first instance,
as I said just now, military force was depended upon, and if t h a t is
depended upon again we are bound to have a recurrence of all the evils
from which China has suffered. On the other hand, there is the
absence of tradition, the absence of that spirit of loyalty to a Constitution which is our salvation in a country like this. The only possibility
I can see is that of some economic sanction. There must eventually
be financial rehabilitation. China cannot possibly gat that rehabilitation without foreign assistance, and that foreign assistance should be
given on certain conditions-not such conditions a s it was endeavoured
to impose before, impinging on the sovereignty of China, but simply
these: If financial assistance is given in the form of a loan or loans,
instead of one huge reorganization loan, the loan or loans might be
given in instalments only, and given not to one Central Government,
but to all the Governments-the provincial Governments a s well a s the
Central Government. If the loan were given in that way there i s only
One condition that need be laid down-that
is, that the National
Governmentand the provincial Governlnents alike should observe their
Own Constitution. Whatever Constitution it is that they agree to
some register of it should be made and deposited with the
Leagueof Nations, if you like, a s giving some sort of sacredness to it.
The Constitution would, of course, contain within itself provisions for
its Own amendment. If there were such a Constitution, and some sort
register of that kind were made of it, it would be possible for foreign
Or for foreign financial interests to give financial essiatance, on
the One condition that the provisions of that Constitution were observed;
if it Were given, as I say, in instalmenta, and given piecemeal to
the
and to the National Government, I think you would find
of
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that the sanction would work. But that is the suggestion of a novice,
and possibIy has no value in it whatever. (Applause.)
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
General WILLOUGHBY
really have very little excuse for getting up and speaking except that
I h ~ p p e n e dto be in China a t the birth of this rather monstrous thing,
the Chinese Republic. As Dr. Bruce has told us-and it wants stressing
again a t this moment-there is no such thing as a Chinese Rspublic,
I think that nobody who has been closely in touch with the Chinese,
and had much to do with the Chinese for any period of years, can
have other than a feeling of affection for the people. They are really
a very good and sound and kindly race. I t does not seem so from the
news imparted in the papers ; you imagine they are extraordinarily
cruel. But in the main they are extraordinarily sound people, and in
matters of business Chinese integrity and honesty are almost proverbial. (Applause.) I t is continually said that the Chinaman's word
is as good as his bond, and it certainly used to be so. About this
Republic, what Dr. Bruce told us is a thing that one must bear in
mind, that a t the beginning of this Republic there were really no
experienced people to run the show " for them ; they were largely
the products of outside influences, and very largely American influences. I think that the American missions in China-with all due
respect to Dr. Bruce-had a great deal to do with fostering this republican tendency. I am skating over rather thin ice, but all along I have
felt that. (Hear, hear.) A lot of these young men are full of splendid
ideas. They are enthusiastic young idealists, but in most ~ ~ 0 0 of
0 ,
course, they are utterly lacking in balance. I t is a case of VoX et
preteren nihil. As regards action, there is nothing behind it. They
will " take in " Western audiences in a wonderful way. I heard the
other day an educated young Chinaman who spoke most admirably,
but there it was, just words, words ; and I think it is rather a pityagain I am on thin ice-that some of the people who direct the affair0
of our great country are so carried away by the Locarno spirit " that
practical considerations are rather absent from their minds. fhme of
the people at the top have not got any idea of Oriental mentality.
Yesterday I dare say a great many of us read that letter to The time^
from that very incisive writer, Mr. J. 0. P. Bland. I t wag really
rather like a breath of fresh air on the sickly sentiment that obseOseO
so many people. There was a reverend gentleman, with a great experience of China, the Abbi: Hue. Let me quote what he says about
the Chinese : This people yields nothing to reason sod ever~thingto
fear." That is very true, not only of china, but in the Orient generally. One has to be firm and show that one means what one say0.
Our being there has been a benefit alike to China and to our@elveU.
The trade we have built up has been of enormous benefit to the Chinese;
I6
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what these enthusiastic young idealists want to Set up in its place will
of ,-jardB in comparison with the structure we have built UP
be a
effort. I t is tragic, really, to see our treaty rights,
by a
acquiredpainfully over a long period of years, being given away and
Lbsolutelysurrendered without any quid pro qtlo, without any safeguard I know I am rather carried away (laughter), but I just want
to hark back to that point, that I yield to nobody in admiration of the
Chinese people as a whole. I have great affection for the Chinese
people, I was there a good many years, travelled in eighteen of the
provinces,and know the Chinese people very well. I was there a t the
beginning of the revolution, a t Hankow, when the issue was yet on
the knees of the gods; we did not know which way it would go.
I was one of the little deputation (consistling of the vice-consul, the
senior naval officer, and myself) who went over to Wuchang to see
Li Yuan Hung about the shells falling into the Concession a t Hankow.
Passing through the streets of Wuchang, one was conscious of the
sharp line of definition between North and South of which Dr. Bruce
spoke. It was certainly the Yang-tse then. L i Yuan Hung was the
rebel commander, but had become so with the greatest misgivings ;
they had said to him, " You have got to come and command us or we
may be under the painful necessity of depriving you of your head."
He had to go, but went with the greatesb reluctance into the thing.
He afterwards became President of China. H e was a kindly man.
I knew Li Yuan Hung, having inspected his brigade, the 19th Brigade
of the Hankow Division, only the year before. H e recognized me
when I went into the room. There he was now Commander-in-Chief
of the rebels. The result of the interview illustrates the value of
just ststing definitely what you want and what you intend to have
donee It was an extraordinary thing that a t the beginning of the
revolution, while the two sides were fighting across the Yangtse, we, a
handful of foreigners,should interfere with two armies fighting, and say,
" You must do this and must not do the other." We went over into the
camp (as it was called then) to see the Commander-in-Chief, and
8a1d, "YOU are ending a lot of shells into the Concession ; there will
be a Jolly good bill to pay, and of course the fellow who is responsible
firing those shells will have to pay that bill." H e replied : " Fing
ChaW has his batteries hiding behind your walls, and we are
at his batteries on the other side of the Concessions, and
course not at the Concessions."
We went over and saw F6ng
Kuo Chang (the Commander of the Northern forces), whose headquarters was in 8 railway carriage, the next day, and said, " Look
You are not indeed right up under our walls, but you are not so
"fY far from them ; and, anyway, you are rather in the line that will
bring the shells over here ; so we are afraid we must ask you to take
1I' your
away as far as the golf links." And he did. (Laughter
and applause.)
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Mr. E. MANICOGULL:RIr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-l
am very anxious to say one thing, a t all events, and that is the very
-eat gratification I felt in the opening remark of the leoturer in regbra
b
to the opinion which the Chinese have of the British mercantile cornmunity in China. I t so happens that I have been intimately connected
with that community for a period of seven years, and I should not have
liked to get up and claim what Dr. Bruce has asserted. I t is, therefore,
with extreme gratification that I hear outside evidence corroborating
what was my very honest, though my private, opinion. I want to go
on if I may to discuss one or two of the points in the extremely suggestive and able lecture to which we have listened, and which personally I have enjoyed very much. The lecturer itemized a number of
causes a s to the failure of republicanism in China. He mentioned
inexperience and illiteracy, ignorance of the Legislature, and defects in
the Constitution itself. I would like to add what, with all due deference
to him, I would suggest is perhaps a, more fundamental cause of failure,
and that is that the Chinese have not, as far as I understand them, a,
conception of res publicu. The Chinese have a great idea of personel
rights, but they have not developed a conception of the public weal, end
I think that lies right a t the root of the failure of republicanism in
China. Indeed, to say that is almost to express a truism ; but I think
it is a truism that wants expressing. They are interested in the family,
they are interested in the clan, but they are not interested in the big
thing that embodies the farnily and the clan, that stands outside, that
embraces them ; they are not a t present interested in, nor do they fully
realize the conception of the state. I think that what the lecturer said
about the payment of tribute iu an illustration of that. They were
perfectly ready to pay tribute to a personal monarchy, which they
thoroughly understood. As soon as the monarchy disappeared the
tribute ceased, because it was being paid to something which to their
minds was very intangible, which they had not reslized or appreciated.
I should like also to pass on from that point to the question of North
and South. The lecturer is obviously e much greater believer than I
am in that division. Personally I take the view-I submit it with
due deference-that that division is very much more geographical than
anything else. I t is perfectly true that on several ocoasione in Chinese
history the Yang-tse has been the dividing-line. But it ha8 been 1
dividing-line because of ita physical properties, and because of the
military events that have been dominated by thoeo physical characterietice. We must remember that the race from whom the modern
Chinese are descended sprang from north of the Yang-tee, end while
there are great differences in temperament, and oertainly very Pest
linguistic differences between North and South, I do not myself
believe that those difference8 are of such a oharacter that they will
make a real division along the Yang-tse River. I n any event I think
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difficult to base any permanent settlement in
it wouldbe
china upon recognition of the Yang-tee a s a boundary* I t could only,
in my opinion,become a boundary either a s the result of military
which of itself would be a very impermanent f ~ w l d a t i o nfor
settlement,or as the result of negotiation of a most complicated
kind, Bememberingthat, while Shanghai is on the south side of the
Ysng-tae,the trading port of Hankow is on the north, I think it would
be an
difticult boundary to negotiate about, and I do not
think myselfthe Chinese have arrived a t that stage when any negotiations to that end would be likely to be successful. I n regard t o the
lecturer's very suggestive comments a s to the essence of a permanent
in China-he said he was putting the suggestion forward a s
a, novice, and I do not claim to have any very great financial experience
-it seemed to me that he perhaps underrated the necessity for security
when you lend money to anybody. To lend money merely on the
assurance that each province is going to work in accordance with its
Constitution does not appear to me to be the sort of security the
financiers of Europe and America would be likely to accept. I should
like again to express the very great appreciation-perhaps I ought not
to put it that way-the very great pleasure with which I listened to
what the lecturer had to say about the mercantile community in China,
and I should like to add my thanks to those already given him for his
extremely able and suggestive lecture. (Applause.)
Mr. MOON:I should like to ask Dr. Bruce ,whether h e thinks it
would be outside the scope of his lecture to tell us a t what point of
time the Bolshevist influences arose in Southern China, and how long
he anticipates they will continue ?
The Rev. Dr. Moon : Thanks, sir, for your extraordinarily interesting lecture. To us who have only travelled in China it was moat
illuminating to be told the whole history of the Republic from the
beginning. There are one or two things, I think, which tend t o show
that even at the present time China is more united than she seems to
be. 'I'he wonderful postal service continues to this day throughout
the whole of China. We get our letters by Siberia within three
YOU can send a letter from one end of China to the other for
equivalent to one penny, and the postal service continues somewhere
the centre, and I suppose is managed froin Peking. There
are something like twenty-five great managers of the service in the
different
Provinces. They carry on that wonderful postal service to this
a most lnagnificent organization. That shows that somehow
China is not 8 0 divided ae she seems to be.
With regard to the question of the Yang-tee, of course it ia a
great natural divider. I believe that for a t least 1,300 miles
there ie not a single bridge, and the river is quite a mile wide
through the greater part of it^ length. There is another great
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cause of division : the fact that although the pure Mandarin is
the same in all parts of China for the really educated, the different
dialects of China are so extremely different from one another that the
man from the South will not understand the man from the North or
even from a province much nearer. Then I think we might empheeize
what the last speaker said, that the Chinese looks out from a very
narrow point of view-he cannot appreciate the fact of there being
one great empire. H e was taught by his original teachers, and their
teachings have sunk down very deep into his soul, to emphasize the
greatness and importance of the family. Confucius dwelt upon the
family virtues, and the outlook of the ordinary Chinese family emphasizes the great virtues of the family, but does not look broad enough to
see the importance of the whole race or empire. I n that way the
Chinaman is entirely different from the J a p a n e ~ e . The Japanese is
taught by his religion to emphasize the importance of the race and
empire. The great national religions of Japan e~nphaeizethe netionality and the importance of the empire, and every man becomee
intensely patriotic.
: Ladies i n d Gentlemen,-I will do the concluding
The CHAIRMAN
part of the entertainment by expressing the thanks we all feel to
Dr. Bruce for his lecture this evening. I t will be of interest to the
public generally to realize that this evening in the House of Commons
we have a resolution to discuss the question of the Defence Force
going to Shanghai, and one or two of us here may possibly find extra
pabulum anyhow for our thoughts in that discussion this evening.
But it, has been very intereeting and pleasant to us all to have had
from Dr. Bruce the other side of the situation-that is, not the actual
military and diplomatic difficulties at the preeent time, but an attempt
to look into the actual thoughts and conditions of China. For these
are really at the bobtom of the whole trouble.
The more we have been thinking over his words, the more we
realize that we are here in the face of a great uprise of feeling in
a certain very limited section in China, a s a result of the reverberations
of Western education and Western thought. AB General Willo~ghby
said to Us in hie striking remarks, many of the young men of China,
who have come over to this country or gone over to the Amerioan
Univereities, have naturally been enthused by the idea we have a11 felt
one way or another in our time of independence, self-government, and
so forth, and neturally they wish to put their enthusiasms straight into
force. They have made exactly the same m i ~ t a k eae Mr. Gull was saying
some of our statesmen have made and our whole country have often
made in their philanthropic thoughts towards other countries-the
idea that you can euddenly raise a nation to enjoy democratic government. I b ie one of the bitter leeeons that we have learned a8 the
aftermath of the late war, that whereas in the warmth and generoue
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feeliogs of the war we were promising self-government to all nations,
small, we have learned how unhappy nations are who
great
,,lfgovernmentgiven to them when they are not fitted for it- (Hear,
hear,) Nations are happy in s e l f - g ~ ~ e r n m e nonly
t
if they fit them,hes
for it by a long process of education, self-denial, alld strenuous
effort,such as our own and several other nations have gone through,
by which they have reached the right and the ability to govern themselves, The &ibboleth of democracy has never, I think, been more
thoroughlyexposed than by the lecturer this evening. W e can realize
how absurd it is to imagine that a nation, 97 per cent. of them-the
lecturer says 99 per cent.-illiterate, could suddenly spring into having
a, representative assembly.
I think that is one of the many lessons we
have had.
Yet, let us look to the other side. I n our good will, unfortunatelg,
we have introduced the influence, the westernizing influence-whether
we have felt our call to take a share in welco~ningand helping those
who come to this country or, on the other hand, in sending out our
missionaries, doctors, and educational agencies to the East ; in one
way or another we are responsible largely for having thrust these ideas
on the Chinese people, and we cannot be surprised when we see the
result now happening. The result is a development we must study
from outside and watch with the greatest sympathy. I t is full of
natural and right feeling, although it expresses itself in outrages and
clashes which are obviously most inconvenient to us, and capable of a
wrong interpretation.
I remember an incident when I stayed a night with a young officer
of the Customs Service in the Yemen in the closed city of Canton some
twenty-five years ago. His Chinese instructor had, unfortunately, not
been able to come and give him his lesson iu Chinese that evening : he
had told him he would not be able to do so a s he was unfortunately up
for his examination. My friend had said to him : " Your examination I
You told me you were forty years of a g e What is the examination 1"
The reply had been : " I t is the examination for promotion in the
L ~ ~ Y . "Then my friend had asked what were the subjects in whioh
the candidate would be examined, and had been told the examination
be in the classics and the use of tbe bow. My friend had made
,Ome h u ~ ~ r remarks
o ~ s on the value of the classics and the use of the
bow
a test for service etficiency. His teacher with the greatest
politenesshad replied to him : " But have you not promotion examinain the English army, and is it not the fact that the subjects
In whichYou are examined are the Latin and Greek olassics and the
Use of the eword l" (Laughter.)
It
brings one back to the fact that cetoris p a ~ i b a s ,if you really
it, man i~ very much alike all over the world, and the Chinese
'lth
hundred millions of population have the same heights and

tiona

depthe, breadths and lengths of human wit, intelligenoo, and poaibili.
ties. They have oertainly most wonderful virtues and moat wonderful
ignorancee from our point of view ; and, ae we learn lrotn our
people, the generally ignorant are often the most cultivated and intelligent in their own small sphere. Ho in China. But take them out
of their sphere and you have an abnorrrlsl poeition oreated whioh i0
liable to lead to very inoonvenient and incredible reeulte. We hhve to
watch thie evolution from both sides of the two rnein big forcer con.
fronting each other on the Yang-tee; wo must preeerve the utmost
patienco, ae we eee our countrymen preeerving it out there, meintain.
ing en attitude of absolute neutrality and fairneee. We believe If we
etand hy our people in that country, and they etand by the ideale and
tradition8 of tho Uritieh race, we ehall evontuslly see China eolve her
problems in the only way in whioh they oan be solved, eolvin~them
for hereelf, and recognizing arnonget her beet and abiding friende the
country of (Ireat Britain, to which we are all proud to belong,
(Applause.) I wish to eek you to pass a very hearty voto of thankr
to Mr. Uruce for hie extreniely interesting and entertaining leoture,
(Applause. )
The I J ~ C T U: H
I am
~ ~ very
~ H grateful to you for thie vote of thanko,
and also to those who have spoken eo kindly of my effort. Thore ere
one or two questions to which the Chairman has aekod rrle to reply s0
brief y a9 poseihle. (lenerttl Willoughby made relerenoe to the influence
of American miesionariee, and wae very difiiclent about it, en he was
ekating, he said, on thin ioe. Uut ho nood not I Jafraid
~
of rrro, I em
thick-ekinned enough. But it ie true that thero waw a vwry strong
Arnerican influonce s t that tirne : rnoet of tho returned ntudents were
from America. Yuan Hhih-kai was very pro-Uritish and otrongly in
favour of a rnonarohy ; but he had to yield to tho strong tondonoy in
the direction of a republio. Ono thing I would liko to refer to that
(jeneral Willoughhy raid. I am not quite in agree~nontwith, arid I
have not tho same reveretlco for, that reverend gentlealan whorn he
quoted. Ae the result of my own experience, I do not adniit that the
Chineee yield nothing to reafion. My experiunce Is that thoy yitlld
tremendous lot to reaeoo, but their reaeon in not of the ram0 logical
order as oure. They have an exprerrion chiny-12; chin!/ mellU8 feeling,
li mean6 reeeon. They think feolinge ought to be taken into oonridmtion a0 well as renuon, and if you have any disputo with an Individual
Chinese in China, and you ask hirn to talk ching-1%with you he will do
it. Mr. (iull'r references, I think, were extremely appreciative
very kind. I quite agree with hlrn with regard to the lack of a conception of the re8 puhlicn. Why is t h r t ? I t ir heoauae China ha@been
for millenniums under cle~poti~m,
~ n itd i~ not a thiny that ah@ (10
rapidly, to pass from tho p~ychologythat harr Rrown up under that
the peycholoyy that yrowr up under n, dernocrstio regime ; and it Ifi

largsly due to ignorulca too, ttlnt uatllo illiturtroy to w tii~dl 1 roforracl.
I feel thja, that it la growirlg. I t h i t ~ kthure s r u llgllll 0f i t l R I O W ~ ~ I
alror,jy, tho sunlle of rcr l,~~bliurc. With rogord t o btio dlvi~iolil)olwu(jli
fjouth, I would not uug((o8t for t% I I ~ O I I I U I IhhLb
~
t h a t divlriot~
North
T h o diviuiorl
y
tlpUed on a gso(lraphiual baflla. Not by ~ i IIIUUIII.
between North and Boutti iu vury larguly in aooial 11nbit~. Thoru i w 11,
point whloh ia a littlu north of tlio Ymg-tao, ltiantionod in tho paporti
doday-l'Onypu-whiuh I think ia tho dlvi(linu-linu butwoun tho riou
onling people md the tnillst-eutirtu puople, and tliu dilY'urol~ou t)atwuun
rico.wtingpeople and rnillot-sating pooplo ia a vury i ~ n p o r t n n ltlillbrODoe In the matter ol totnperultrlont ; a n d 1 think thln dillbrutrou politlodly ia largely a rnattcrr of tott~poraltlent. 11 in s l r o vory lhrgoly a
matter of hirtory, 'I'iroeo pooplo furthout routh lrevo hnd a greet tlufil
Inore to do with the Wort. 'I'tiero nro nutrtlourr of (:~ritoneuu It1 ( h l i fornia, for inrtanue, a r ~ dtho rultutiori of that rolatlonnhip upon tiio
people o[ Canton ie irnmunro. Ttioro irs a groat dual of that, Wlth
regbrd to seourity, of oourlsa thoro rrlurt Ilo proper llnatiuial ~eour.ity,hub
I dld not ventura to trench upor1 t h a t Bulfl. 1 leave tho flrienolorr t o
do that, Thuro ir ooourity now, ar~tlwo trope it will rotriain In nrpito of
nll thst ia t~appuning. Of uourso I know t h a t urilorru ruourity u ~ r lLo
furnlrhed there oannnt bo flriar~uialtwniatattos. Now rr1rLy I cotruluilu
with the question with ruunrd t o the ICula~ianr: Wticrrr did ttroir lttflaurttro
bagin? My own opirlion in that it t)ogarl with tho collnpao of Hun-YbtHun's powar in Cantorl. T h a t collap~c,I I~olisvn,waw 1.rgclly duo Lo tllu
cenration ol the s t r s ~ of~ rrr~onutary
~~
Irolp thul h l ~ dhitliorto )man ootnlr~g
to him from California, Wibh tho u w ~ ~ a t i oofr ~tllnt wtroatn tio hstl t o
turn to other rouroer, and tlturi wna tho titrio bo lugan t o flirt with the
llolahevik~01 Runtiia. i\a to ttlu quaation iiow long t~tai,intluenoo will
"tlnue, my own opiniot~ i~ that it will oontlnuu a8 lonu a* tho
Cblnrscan tnake any uro of it. (Iraugt~tor.) Not orlo rr~ot~runt
lor~pr.
(Applauwe.)
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I j h l ~ ! r l i w c11,rutrkarr,rly n p ~ ~ l r s n r r ri ln LI1.o i n p r h ~ t 61ornn I ' m b l n m n rfl iha
llspublio" 1
i n f , /,nt il b a n lssjr o o n r i r l o r n d 11,nirnhln lo
m l u r b i t lrrilh 1Ln nambcr r!f iko " J~qwnel" in orrlar i s (li,l)o l h u rli#ourriun
~ ~to Prc8cr.s
' 1
tho conlin~uilycd llra i o a t i ~ r o . .
(Jhc*

NOTE O N THE MAPS OF MONGOLIA
O F THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
O F NATURAL HISTORY
THESEmaps are of considerable interest a t the present moment, interest
not merely of a geographical but rather of a political nature, in view of
the fact that Mongolia has recently been Russia's stepping-stone towards
China in general, and the Christian Marshal Feng-Yu-Hsiang in
particular.
As might have been expected, the maps show little more than a trail
with a small amount of detail on either hand. For a part of the way
the route can be identified on the Russian forty-verst map as following
the recognized caravan tracks from Kalgan towards Kobdo via Sair
Usu and a small portion of them from Kalgan to Urga, now transmogrified by its Bolshevik name of Ulan-Bator (" The Red Warrior ").
The scale is TG,',m,
and the series covers about 15' of longitude
eastwards from 100' east of Greenwich, whilst there are some area
sketches on a scale of .
&
,
.
If there be a criticism to make, it is of a scarcity of place-names,
whilst the English user may find it difficult to underetand some of
the American topographical expressions. At the same time, anyone
familiar with the tantalizing difticulties of pinning down ephemeral
and nebulous place-names
in a nomad country would be loath to press
the first point.
Briefly, the traveller who wanders through Mongolia with the aid
of these maps, whether by motor, by camel, on a horse, or in an
aircraft, will have much cause to be grateful to Dr. Roy Chapman
Andrewe and to Messrs. Roberts, Butler, and Robinson, though hie
gratitude may well have an Oliver Twist flavour to it.
The reproduction is admirably clear.
L. V. 8. BLACKER*

REVIEWS
DER KAMPF U N ASIEN. Vol. 11. By H a n s Rohde. Berlin, Stuttgert, und Leipzig : Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt.
The second volume of this work is of special interest a t the present
time, leading up as it does to the situation as We See it developing
io the Far ~ s s today.
t
I t is divided, like the preceding volume, into
three parts, dealing respectively with the pre-war, war, and post-war
The first part covers the struggle for the upper hand in
Core&, as carried on first between Japan and China, and secondly, after
China had been knocked out in 1894, between Japan and Russia. I t
shows how Japan, victorious in both contests (1894 and 1905), came to
realize that, notwithstanding all that had happened, her true interest
required a friendly settlement with Russia, if only in self-defence
against the rapid advance of the United States towards a commanding
position in the Pacific Ocean. Even before the outbreak of the Great
War Jepan had achieved for herself a prominent place among the cowpeting Powers in that quarter of the globe. How the situation de
veloped is told in considerable detail by Herr Rohde. His inclination,
as in his first volume, is to ascribe all happenings to the spirit of deadly
earnest, to the penetre~tingforesight, to the unwearying persistence of
England. British action in the surrender of Port Hamilton to China
in 1887, in refusing in 1895 to join France, Germany, and Russia when
they deprived Japan of the fruits of her victory over China, and finally
in concluding a definite treaty of alliance with Japan (in 1902), is set
forth with undisguised admiration. The object, of course, as he sees it,
is always to put the British Empire in the most favourable position for
the ultimate destruction of Germany. France and Russia, it seems,
h d been rnantcuvred into a position of mere vassaldom to England for
the achievement of this supreme purpose. Thie indeed was the inner
of the alliance with Japan, wbich contributed so powerfully to
the overthrow of Russia. Russia, by her defeat in 1905, was driven
back into the maze of Bastsrn Europaan politice. England well knew
that this would bring her into antagonism with Austria, and so with
The Entente with France of 1904 was goon completed by
the Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907. If England had had her way the
annexationof Bosnia by Austria in 1908 would have served quite well
*Or the long-desired assault on Germany. But Russia was not yet
ready
War, and England successfully employed the remaining years
1914 by Preserving a state of peace in the Far East. She saw that
a"
disturbances in that quarter would hamper the ultimate
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Allied attack on Germany. V i t h this end always kept in view, she
brought about in 1907 important treaties between Japan on the one
hand and France and Russia on the other, by which the indepen.
deuce and integrity of China was assured. I n the following year the
United States were induced to follow suit by signing with Japan a
treaty to the same effect. These three Far-Eastern treaties, we ere
told on p. 86, "were nothing else than the overseas factors of the
great English plan which aimed a t the encirclement and isolation of
Germany. They were all of English origin. Their conclusion wae eq
undoubted success for English policy, a success all the greater in thee
on 31st August, 1907, the Anglo-Russian understanding had likewise
become a fact."
Apart from such preconceived ideas on the underlying motives of
British policy, the author presents an instructive account of the events
which made the period between 1894 and 1914 so vitally important in
the history of the F a r East.
The second part of the volume under review, the war period, is
taken up largely with the forging ahead of Japan into a position of
scarcely disputed primacy among the Great Powers in the Far Eeet.
Her first forward step wae the seizure from Germany of the Shantung
peninsula, with its important port, Teingtau, and railways, a successful
stroke completed (November 7, 1914) a t a loss of over 10,000 Japanese
lives. She gave her Allies further and very eflective eseistance by
helping with her warships to clear the Pacific of the scattered naval
forces of Germany. Thus she was enabled in a few months to seize
and utilize for her own purposes the numerous German naval, cab16
and wireless stations in the Caroline, Marshall and other island group8
till then under German control. Not satisfied with a commending
position in the ocean, she proceeded to bring defenceless China, into a
relation not far removed from that of a ,Japanese pmtectorate. This
far-reaching stroke of policy she accomplished by forcing upon Chine
her famous twenty-one demands. Most of them were reluctantly
accepted by China in a hatch of treaties signed on May 9, 1915. The
author considers that, taken as a whole, these hard conditions placed
China virtually in a position of subjection to Japan, no leas humiliating
than that which years before Japan had enforoed upon Corea.
The post-war chapters take us on to the Washington Conference
of 1921-22, and ultimately to the conditions in the Far East which
have brought about the great Nationalist challenge oE China to the
Treaty Powers. Japan had emerged from the war unhurt and triumphant. As the result of the twenty-one demande s h e could now do
what she liked with Manchuria. s h e controlled the entire coaet-lina
of China. 9he had obtained a valuable hold on the Chinese mines end
coal-fields. She had extorted almost exclusive privileges for the ~ U P P ~ Y '
of munitions, loans, advisers, and even troopa to China., In Shantung
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@hewas left with more than the rights and advantages ~ r e v i o u s conl~
ceded by China, to the Germans. The German island groups north
of the Equator had fallen into her hands, and there was no one to
dispute her predominance throughout the F a r East, whether by sea
or land.
And yet Japan was not happy. She had grasped more than she
hold. She had been weakened by the downfall of Russia and by
the completeelimination of Germany. NO Power Was left t o lend her
a hand in her growing rivalry with the United States except England,
her ally, And she felt that England could not entirely be reckoned on
for the future. America, since the opening of the Panama canal, mas
aending her rapidly increasing naval forces into the Pacific. ~ a w a i i ,
the Philippines, and Guam were becoming important naval stations,
competing with the Japanese island strongholds.
Herr Rohde emphasizes the growing strain between Japan and the
United States. By the year 1921 breaking point, according to this
German author, had almost been reached, and the issues of peace or
rupture would depend on the action taken by England-a Power which
had shown evident reluctance to take part in the struggle. H e r need
of rest and recuperation had discouraged distaut adventure. Yet now
she was forced to intervene, for in July, 1921, her treaty of alliance
with Japan was to come up for renewal or denunciation. Japan
strongly desired renewal, seeing no other hope of facing America on
equal terms in the impending negotiations. The heir to the throne was
sent to London on a state visit and tempting offers were made. The
Jspanese Alliance had been popular in England, and often helpful. On
the other hand, England could not afford to undergo such a n eclipse in
China as seemed to be implicit in the attitude assumed by Japan
towards that country. England, moreover, was falling more and Inore
under the influence of the Dominions, now uniformly opposed to a
~ro-Japanesepolicy on the part of the Mother Country. The Uuited
States left no stone unturned to attract England to her side, and so to
secure the naval support she needed to turn the scales against Japan.
Under theso rival influences, all fully detailed and discussed by
=err Rohde, England was successful in devising a comprolnise acceptable to both sides. She would neither renew nor terminate the
Japanese Alliance, but would recast it in a new form-and that, namely,
of a three- or four-power in place of a two-power treaty. The difficult
probleln was discussed and in outline settled a t the Imperial
Conferencein London in the summer of 1921. There ware uaeful
conversations with the American Ambassador, and early in July
fell in with the idea. I t was realized that there must be
joint and friendly negotiation between the Powers chiefly concerned
in the solution of the Chinese and other Pacific questions. I n this
'pirit of lnutual co-operation was conceived the fruitful project of the
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Washington Conference, which met accordingly in the autumn of
1921r
The Conference treaties, both those on the limitation of naval
armaments and those relating to China, affected profoundly the
political development of the Far East. They brought about a new
grouping of the Powers, which soon declared itself in negotiations
between Japan and both Russia and China, indicating a strong tendency
on the part of those three Powers to settle Asiatic and chiefly Chinese
questions in a manner excluding Western predominance and even
equality. The United States, on the other hand, lost no opportunity
of asserting the principle of the complete independence and integrity
of China and the open door for all. The author comes to the conclusion that England, as usual, had secured for herself the strongest
position. She remained friends both with Japan and the United
States, each of which Powers needed her support against the other in
their rivalry for the upper hand in the Pacific. She commenced the
construction of a first-class naval base a t Singapore, thus showing
clearly, in Herr Rohde's view, her intention to hold the balance
between the two great Pacific Powers. With the help of the
Dominions she would be in a position henceforth to throw the whole
weight of her naval power in the direction that would beet suit her
policy. I n other words, the peace of the Pacific Ocean rested in her
powerful grasp to keep or to break as she might choose.
The concluding chapters become rather wearisome by their detail,
but the author spares no pains in expounding the numerous tre~ties,
whether concluded before, during, or after the Washington Conference,
by which each of the interested groat Powers sought to secure its own
position. Even before the close of the war the United States had
sought to come to an understanding with Japan. By the LancingIshii notes exchanged on November 2, 1917, they had recognized that
Japan rightly enjoyed special interests in China by reason of P o graphical proximity, but had insisted a t the same time, and Japan
agreed, that the principle of the open door in China must be
maintained. The Washington Treatiee embodied a carefully considered programme of action by which the principal Powers agreed
to bring about the revision of the outworn treaties and tariffs of which
China had eo long complained.
Herr Rohde believes that in the "fight for Asia" Japan and
Russia, notwithstanding temporary divergencies, are destined in the
end to act mainly in concert, as the two great Asiatio Powers.
Between them they can control China and, indeed, the greater part
Asia. They concluded an important treaty on July 3, 1916, eetabli~hing a kind of Monroe Doctrine in favour of Japan in China. Five years
later Japan, as already shown, was compelled to draw in her horn9 at
the Washington Conference. ~ u soon
t
after (July, 19'23) ehe
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%Binin negotiation with Russia a t Tokyo, and the latest treaty
between the two Powers was signed on January 21, 1925. I t amounte
to a full recognition by Japan of the Soviet Government in return for
Soviet recognition of the position secured to Japan in Corea and Port
Arthur by the Treaty of Portsmouth. Japan undertook to evacuate
Northern Saghalien, to join in a revision of old treaties, abstain from
snti-Soviet propaganda in exchange for a corresponding promise by
fisaia, and grant most favoured nation treatment on terms of
reciprocity. In the Japanese Parliament the Government has been
repeatedly urged to complete the Russian Treaty by a comprehensive
treaty with China. By this combination the United States would be
compelled to lean on England, and England, as stated above, would be
brought into the position of tertiz~sgazbdejzs.
This, broadly stated, was the position when China burst into
flame in the summer of 1925. A genuine Chinese Nationalist movement gave Soviet Russia her opportunity to strike a t the British
Empire. How this great conflagration will finally affect the relative
situation of the Great Powers in the Far East cannot yet be determined
with any great degree of confidence. But Herr Rohde believes there
must be a drawing closer yet of the ties between the United States
and England to counteract the claim which he perceives of Russia and
Japan to combine with China in support of the cry of " Asia for the
Asiatics."
In his view the natural alliance, both in Europe and Asia, would
have been one between Russia, Japan, and Germany a s against the
two great sea Powers, England and the United States. This would
have made, he thinks, the Great War impossible ; but Germany, in
her folly, continued to break both with Russia and Japan. Japan,
unless she can come to terms with Russia and China, stands alone
against the probable combination of the United States and England.
Having loat her natural backing-namely, Germany-ahe has sought
for French support, but in vain.
Only the support of a newly
strengthened Germany and of a Russia revived and reawakened can
give Japan the hope of extricating herself from the Anglo-Saxon group
and of recovering her freedom." Japan, he continues, took the firat
etep in this direction by concluding her treaty with Russia (1925),
outlined above. The next one should be a closer union with
Germany, which might result in again bringing Germany on to the
scene
8 World Power. If Russia and Japan need backing they
now turn to Germany. The fight for the control of the Far East
and Pacific Oceau must be fought out, the parties being(1) The block of England and the United States.
(2) Japan, Russia, China, and the oppressed " ~ e o p l eof Asia.
Then ultimately will come the fight for Asia.
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Such, in a condensed form, is the final summing up of this well.
informed, but rather prejudiced, author. It is to be hoped that he will
continue his interesting contribution to the history of Asia.
MAURICE
DE BUNSEN.

DESERT. By " T. E. Lawrence."
1927. 21s.
WITH LAWRENCE
IN ARABIA. B y Lowell-Thomas.
Co. 1926.

REVOLTIN

THE

Jonathan Cape,
Hutchinson and

" M e a n m e n a state m a y s h a k e ;
But 'twere a giant's task to m a k e
Secure the shaken state a g a i n
Unless the k i n d l y Got-$ should guide
F o r m o r t a l h a n d the r u l i n g rein."
PINDAR
: Pyth., iv. 12.

" Revolt

in the Desert" will be read, by some, as the literary
masterpiece to which reviewers, with rare but justified unanimity, have
paid unstinted tribute. Nor will such be disappointed, for it is in all
respects a remarkable work, full of vivid word pictures, which will
make the most stay-at-home reader realize the wild glare and savage
lustre of Arabia Deserta-" a land of iron with a sky of brass," to quote
Disraeli, a crucible in which the Ishmaelites of Arabia have been tried
by fire and have emerged, not free from dross, but more keenly tempered
and more militant than any other race in touch with Europe and the
Mediterranean basin. Other readers again, in the cant phrase of the
book-trade, will study it a s g L a human document ": they will find what
they seek.
" The bird of Minerva," wrote Landor, flies low and picks up its
food under hedges." Lawrence's hermaphrodite deity flies lower than
Landor's bird, and seems to have a preference for the cesspool, but we
must be grateful to be spared, in this edition, more detailed references
to a vice to which Semitic races are by no means prone. TO most
English readers his Epipsychidion on this subject will be incomprehensible, to the remainder, unwelcome.
Those who study this book a s a human document will find little
trace therein of the modesty claimed as an outstanding virtue of
" T.E. Lawrence " (the inverted commas are hie own) by the publisher
and by the innumerable articles of that prince of press-agents,
Lowell-Thomas, with its sixteen posed photographs of its hero in
almost as many costumes (though the same " chefieh " seems to have
done duty for different persons on several occssions), and if the reader's
curiosity carries him further to study Lawrence's published writings in
poet-war years in English and American journals and magazine8 they
will wonder the more a t the genesis of this particular myth, for the
book is permeated by a pardonable vanity of which the following is
random example :

6iA,.l.lenbywas
e u p e alonly to

. . . m o r d y SO emat that the eomprehensio~~
of our Littleness
. . . he was h a r d l ~prepared for an.*ng so odd as m>-self

him

-a little barefooted silk-shirted man offering to hobble the enem>- b5- his
preaching if given stores and arms and a fund of two hundred thousmd
eorereips to conrince and control his con~erts."

This is elmost the only reference in the book to the financial aspect
of the Arab revolt. The Oficial Hiebry when it a p p m will perhaps
tell the world how many hundred thousand sovereigns were needed
mltltly to feed the languid fires of Arab nationalism ; boses of
eovereigns,"to quote Lowell-Thomas (p. 2-49), " gold conscripted from
every part of the Empire, to help arouse enthusiasm in the breasts of
the Bedouin whenever the spirits of those temperamental gentlemen
began to flag." For an idea as to h o this
~ gold was disbursed, see
Lowell-Thomas (p. 312). K e do know, however, that the cessation of
the golden stream that flowed freely from the British Treasury to the
8harifian family, and thence, much less freely, to the Bedawin, was the
eignal for the break-up of the Arab rerolt, so painfully fostered. By
1924, King Husain and his eldest son had been evicted f r o u the Hejaz
by the united voice of the people of Mecca and Jeddah ; Abdullah had
been saved from a like fate a t Amman only by British arms ; Faisal
eurvived, thanks to the grace of God, his own abilities, the support of
the Royal Air Force, and to the efforts in Iraq of a corps of British
advisers, who were able to build on the sound foundations they inherited
from the war and post-war period foundations for which Lawrenoe
and Faisal had no words bad enough.
"Our aim," writes Lawrence, " was a facade rather than e fitted building.
dL

It was run up so furionely well that when I left Damascus on October 4 the
Syrians had their de ffncfo Government which endured for two gears, without
foreign advice
ageinet the will of important elements among the allies."

...

Ie this so? There were at least half a dozen de facto British advisers
with the Arab Government in Syria in 1919, and-a substantial Army of
Occupation with numerous technical departments still heavily subsidized by the British taxpayer, engaged in propping up the asid f a d e
which, had the French not pushed it down, would indubitably hare
collhpeed 8 fewmonths later for lack of Syrian support.
For the estrangement of Anglo-French relations in the Middle East,
doe to not unjustified suspicions on the part of the French of the good
faith of British agents on the spot, suspicions which had very widespread repercussions elsewhere, and for the present deplorable situation
in sI'ri4 Lawrence is, more than any other single person, responsible.
To quote Lowell-Thomas (p. 258) once more : Lawrence's personal
. was straightforward and simple : if Great Britain was not
going to guarantee independence to the Arabs . . he intended to
hie energies and talents to helping his Arab comrades in arms
co"eat France's claims and obtain the rights for. which they had 80

.

.
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valiantly fought." Yet i t is clear from Lowell-Thomas's narrative
(p. 307) that he knew all along the French would never agree to the
Arabs even keeping Damascus," and that " the Allies, once victory a m
assured, would find it difficult . . to fulfil their obligations to the
Hejaz leaders."
Nor does this book, regarded as a work of art, ring true. It was
Sainte-Beuve who said that literature never seems to have more savour
than when it comes from someone who is unaware that he is making
literature. A conscious artistry is too often apparent in its pages-unworthy alike of author and his theme.

.

.

" The women . . came across, straddling their bellies in the billowy walk
which came of carrying burdens on their heads " (p. 134).
" I learned to pick
. the feral smell of English soldiers : that hot pissy
aura of thronged men in woollen clothes : a tart pungency, breath-catching,
ammoniacal : a fervent fermenting naphtha smell " (p. 423).

. .

The author's references to Indian troops, to whom, in the main, in
Iraq, and to a large extent in Syria, the Arabs owe whatever of independence they have obtained, disclose a complete lack of understanding
combined with an intellectual snobbery which would be remarkable were
it not fairly common amongst those Arabian experts whose knowledge
of the East is confined to Western Arabia.

" bly mind felt in the Indian rank and file something puny and confined ; an
air of thinking themselves mean ; almost a, careful, esteemed, subservience, unlike the abrupt wholesomeness of Beduin. The manner of the British officers
toward their men struck horror into my bodyguard .
" (P. 418).

..

Elsewhere (p. 417) he is a t pains to accuse Indian troopers of theft on
the strength of an incident which suggests souvenir-hunting at the
expense of somnolent Arab sentries, rather than any base motive.
The Arab forces seem seldom if ever to have been called on to endure
heavy casualties or to attack unbroken Turkish formations, except
occasional outposts. They excelled, as ever, in harrying retreating
hordes, but the sterner task of defeating the enemy in the field was
reserved to British and Indian battalions, to whose prowess little or no
reference is made in these pages.
Nor does Lawrence approve of negroes.
"Their faces, being clearly different from our own, wore tolerable ; but it
hurt that they should possess exact counterparts of d l our bodiea " (P.83).

As a contribution to history this book is little worth, for the story is
needlessly involved in the telling and the essential facts are obscure : it
is not without significance that Ibn Saud, who today holds almost
Arabia in fee, is barely mentioned in its pages.
The Arab Bureau of Cairo died unregretted in 1920, having
t
to induce His Majesty's Government to adopt a policy which brough
disaster to the people of Syria, disillusionment to the Arabs of palestine,
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ruin to the Hejaz. I t s members and protagonists, amply mirrored
in these pages, q p e a r to constitute a mutual admiration societyb]aost a cult, of which Lawrence is the chief priest and Lowell-Thomas
the press-agent But a prophet is not without honour save in his own
country, md outside Arabia the cult is assured of a long and (if the
price current of the limited edition in the U.S.A. is any indication) a,
profitable life.
It remains to note that the best friends of Lord Lloyd, Sir R.
Nintnte,
Dr. Hogarth, and Jafar Pasha would have difficulty in
--

identifying them from their portraits.
The style of printing is worthy of the publisher, Jonathan Cape,
which is to say that it is very good indeed ; but why has he inflicted
upon the public (p. 7) a gratuitous parade of the author's amiable
eccentricities, couched in the language of the private schoolboy? 1s
this the lrtest development of " Truth in Advertising " ? If SO, its
justification may perhaps be found in one of Pope's letters to his friend
Addison, with which this too lengthy review may suitably be brought
to en end :
"I have often found by esperience, that nature and truth, though never so
lorn ~ n vulgar,
d
are yet pleasing when openly and artlessly represented ; it would
be diverting to me to read the very letters of an infant, could it write its innocent
inconsistencies and tautologies just as it thought them."

A. T. m7.

FIFTY YEARS O F JIADR'AS.
BOOKOF SOUTHINDIA. By J. Chartres Molony (Indian Civil service,
retired). London : Rfethuen. 1926. 'is. 6d. net.
AN 1 ~ ~ 1 CAREER,
. 4 ~
1868-1908. By Sir Phiiip Hutchins, I<.C.S.I. Privately
printed. 1926. (Copies on sale by the League of the Empire, 1249 Belgrave Road, S.W. l. 7s. post free.)
During the last few years several books of interest about Southern India
hove appeared : it would seem that the Madras Civilian, observing the mass of
printed matter in which it is assumed that the India. about which the public
wi8h (0 hear centres round Calcutta or Bonlbay or Delhi or the frontier, has
mid to hiuself : " Seroper ego auditor tantulll?" and seized the pen of reminiscence. l!r. Nolony, who rather prides himself on having spent twent,Y-five
gearsin 1u-h without exploring north of the Vindhyas, proves successfully illat
tl?e people alld places of the Sout11 can give an observant man abundant scope.
Hutchins, though his positioll as melllber of the ~overnor-(3eneral's
enabled him to range from (Joetta to ]3hsmo, from the Iihyber to
ShlllO1l& evidently rates Oot~cnmundand the Nilgiris as far inore delectable than
sil'ln, ~ n dfind8 the 1nosquitoes of Calcutta Inore objectionable than all the
puC1li801 the Tamil lands.
The two books betwecll them span the years from
to 1925, tllough Sir I'hilip left lIadms in 1888 and India in 1893 (seven
ye'rs
111. 1lolony joined the Service), to colnplete at Whitehall the fine
record Of
a celltury given to the service of India.
h'r.*Molon~,rvhase book is full of good stories, possesses to the full that
Y1lSe
humour which carries a. lnan cheerflllly through the troubles and vexalife in a trying climate. His book is elllinently good-tempered9
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and he has the faculty of liking primitive folk, such as Todas and Khonds, md
also seeing tho attractive side of the highly sophisticated Medrasi Br&min.
H i s story is mainly of district work in the ordinary line, but he superintended a,
census, administered that small (and very unconventional) Moslem state, Banganapalle, and filled the rather thankless office of President of the Madras City
Corporation. H i s friendly encounters with Indian lawyers added to the spice of
life. H e nearly paralyzed a valtil who tried to get a decree from a British
court served in a n Indian State by declining to recognize the jurisdiction of
" lny brethren of Madras" because "I a m the High Court of Banganapalle." On
the other hand, he pays tribute to the candour of another vakil, who suggested
that he might "suspend the High Court's decision " and prevent a lawful religious procession in Trichinopoly. " Don't you know that you are talking
nonsense ?" '' I do," replied the lawyer blandly. &'
Why do you do it 3"
" W h y do you charge m e income-tax ?" queried the lawyer, with unabated good
humour. " I've got to earn it somehow or other, haven't I ? " And he can
sympathize with the vaccinator who, called to account for neglecting a particular
village, explained : " Sir, I ~ i s i t e dthis village and esplained the advantages of
vaccination to the inhabitants. But they replied ignorantly by beating me with
a pickaxe !"
On caste a n d religion Mr. Blolony has much to say that is well worth reeding, and also on the reasons which led to the estrangement between the races
which was so marked a few years ago, but now seems to have passed its worst
stage. "I have little patience with the pretence that the Englishman saves
India every morning from plague, pestilence, battle, and anarchy; or thbt,
immolated on the altar of humanitarianism, he spends body and soul in
thankless and ill-requited service. This pretence was intensely irritating to the
Indian." But he thinks that, a Government ought to govern, is outspoken on
the follies of " non-co-operation," and writes frankly yet without offence on the
much-advertised question of Indian melubership of clubs. There is food for
thougllt in his answer to a protest by a newly arrived Englishman against the
refusal of English society to accept on equal terills his Indian friend S . ,educated
and well liked a t a n English University. " I handed to my questioner a card;
it was an invitation to the wedding of S.'s daughter aged j z ' c ?jearu."
If he disdains Simle, Mr. Rlolony has visited the capitals of French and of
Portuguese India, which fen. Englishmen know, and his descriptions of h n d i cherry and Goa are vivid. But a short stay a t H ~ d e r a b a dproduced an impression decidedly more favourable in some respects than those who know that
city intilllately appear t o have received. As regerds the graver political
issues, this book points out that while an older generation of Indian8 sew
tangible improvements introduced by our officers, and realized ~vlmtthese had
done, its grandchildren take such things for grrtnted, which, after all, is humen
nature. Thus a villager in Kurnool, who could remelnber the falnille of 187'1
knew that the introduction of the railway made it in future i~npossiblefor people
to die of hunger simply because p a i l l could not be brought illto the district.
But to his grandson tho railway is just part of the landscape, rind does not affect
his views of the British.
Apart from this, ho~verer,it is interesting to find an Indian civilian of hrr.
blolony's generation observe : I sometilnes think that the high oflicial8
Young days were bigger men, Illore likeable men, t h i l thcir S I I C C ~ R ~ofO ~ ~
For in the second book on our list Ive have the reminiscences of one who paused
though Haileybury, landed in Indin in 1858,saw the Company's rule come to
an end (" Apart from Queen Victoria's ~vonderfuland most beneficent PrOc'ama*
tion, the change seemed to make no sort of difference, and in many part0 the

my
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almost unnoticed "), and, as a member of the Secretary of State's
Council, assentedto the Morley-Minto reforms. When he retired in 1908, after
thirtJ-five years in ~Adia,five years as a Departmental Secretary at the India
Ogce, and ten years as Member of Council there, Sir Philip Hutchins was
laat of the Company's servants to lay down official harness. Now in his
ninetiethyear he enjop the respect and affection of all those who served with or
him. His recoUections of his earlier experiences in India are wonderfully
freshasb, but the book is a model of official discretion as regards political questions,
thoughit throws light on many matters of administrative interest, particularly
the history of Lord Lansdowne's Viceroyalty. Sir Philip was a district and
e secretmiat officer, a High Court judge, and a member of the Executive
Council in Madras, before he passed to the Government of India. H e witnessed
the introlluction of the Indian Penal and Criminal Procedure Codes, without
which it is hard for our contemporaries to visualize the work of an Indian
megistrate. As Home and Revenue Member of the Vicerofs Council he showed
extraordinsry energy in touring to the ends of the Indian Empire to see things
for himself ; in those days quasi-parliamentary duties did not iinprison a
Member at Delhi. He evidently found the India Office restful, but while he is
quite justified (as a former subordinate gladly testifies) in saying that when he
wlls Judicial and Public Secretary he could easily have done all the work of that
department single-handed, he passed to the more serene atmosphere of the
Council just when Lord Curzon went to India and began to overhaul the whole
administrative machinery, and well before Constitutional R,eform schemes engendered despatches. The India Office had plenty to do between 1893 and 1898,
but its anxieties were bestowed nlainly on fiscal, financial, and frontier problems, and the Whitehall counterpart of the Indian Home Department was not
much worried. In fact, this fine cricketer-for at cricket Sir Philip excelledcould see something of the game at Lord's towards the end of the afternoon
without in the least neglecting his work, whereas it has not alwaysbeen easy
a later generation to get to a dinner-party in time. JVhile he was at the
IndiaOfficeSir Philip began his association with the League of the Empire, to
whoseactivities the last chapter of his boolr: is devoted.
M. C. S.
.
--

SIRPRATAPSINGH. By R. B. Van JVart. Oxford University Press.
The Indian States are lands of romance to all who travel or sojourn in the
East, end even to those who can only hope to know India fro111 books. T h e
apell is hard to analyze, but it can be felt without crossing the British border,
In British India there is an atmosphere of Western order and method, e
confornlity to implanted type, an admirable disse~ninationof British institutions
which have taken root find flourish bravely to outward view, and a comparative
secllrit~and peace which mirror the might of the Empire. The beholder may
rightly marvel at these things, but after a time they cease, by their very
fallliliarity,to hold his interest when he has compreheilded the impulse of the
machinery and marked the uniformity of its motions. The airs that blow
from the States bring ~uggestions of primreval and incalculable things, of
forces thst stir in remote depths and inanifeat themselves with seeming caprice,
of imlnemorial custom that is almost ilupervious to new ideas, of prescriptive
r i ~ l l tthat defies the iconoelsst, and of sentiment that is atronger than reason and
h e ~ based
r
than political dogma. At the great Delhi Darbars of 1903 and.
19111 it Waa the presence of the Princes . n d their retinues that gave colour to
the~ictllreand held the thoughts of all who desired to penetrate the screen of
Wesbrndiscipline and culture and discern soruething Q£ the real India that lien.
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behind. The unswerving obedience and implioit devotion which a ruler can
command from his subjects, his responsiveness to their emotions and needs, the
passionate loyalty which he himself displays for the throne and person of the
Ring-Emperor, the pride with which he clings to his ancient rights and
pri~ileges,his readiness to make any personal sacrifice for the honour of his
State and family ; all these things compel admiration and excite attentive
interest.
Among all the ruling houses of India, the Rajputs hold pride of place,
distinguished by their ancient lineage, their gallant past, and their proud, sensitive spirit. Of the Rajput clans, the Rathor is one of the greatest and lnost
famous, providing as it does rulers not only for the parent State of Marwar or
Jodhpur, but also for seven other States in Rajputana and other parts of Indie.
Sir Pratap Singh, the hero of Mr. Van IVart's memoir, was the third son of the
Rathor Prince Takhat Singh. Maharaja of Jodhpur. H e never succeeded to the
rulership, but he governed Jodhpur as Regent during three minority periods, on
the second occasion, in 1911, relinquishing for the purpose his position as
Maharaja of Idar, to which he had been appointed by Lord Curzon in 1902, as
the nearest suitable heir. Sir P., as he was affectionately called in his later
years, was unquestionably one of the nlost remarkable Indians of his time. His
strength of character, courage, and endurance would have singled him out in any
walk of life, but as a member of the great House of Jodhpur, his many exploits,
which Mr. Van Wart relates so vividly, have already ranked his name with those
of legendary heroes of Rajasthan. Who else but Sir Pratap would have wrestled
with a monkey at the age of five, would have killed two panthers on foot
single-handed at nine, would have thrown up a sword to catch it by the sharp
edge when dared to do so, would have ridden in the hot weather 260 iniles in
twenty-one hours, or followed up a wounded tiger armed only with a dagger?
The reviewer remembers seeing Sir Pratap, when nearly seventy, playing in an
inter-statal polo tournament at Abu, growing more and more furious because
none of the opposing side would ride h i ~ noff the ball, and at last falling from
his horse from exhaustion. When he recovered consciousness, he said thnt he
hoped to have died from the fall, since he was growing too old for fast polo.
Sir Pratap's acumen and administrative nbility were considerable, as the
author shows, but in Jodhpur llis forceful personality was his greatest asset.
The reviewer was in Jodhpur in 1911 at the time when Sir Pratap wns appointed
Regent, and well remembers the wliolesome and imnlediate effect of the announcement ; how intrigue subsided, evil livers and boon companions slunk to their dens,
nnd the great city of ,Jodhpur waited, good ns gold and with considerable aPPrehension, for the cotning of the autocrat. From the point of view of efficiency,
an abler and more enlightened administration could easily havo been constructed without Sir Pratap, and on paper there were cogent reasons in favour of
adopting this oourse. but Lord Hardinge wisely decided that all other considerations were outweighed by the importance of enlisting Sir Pratnp's nssistance to
revive the true Rnjput spirit from the temporary eclipse which it had suffered in
the State. The tneaaures which Sir h a t a p took to this end were drastic,
including edicts that all nobles should revert to the habit of riding, eschewing
carriages and cars, and thnt tobacco and alcohol should be taboo. He relased
them to some extent as soon as the lesson had been well learnt. In spite of his
long abeencee from the State, on military and other duty, his authority never
waned and orders passed in his name were never questioned.
The author has collected many good anecdotes of Sir Pratap's downright
saying8 and trenchant criticisms of things that met with his disapproval, which
readere may be left to cull for themselves. Perhap. too much emphasis is laid
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in these stories on Sir Pratap's " little language." The habit of speaking broken
English, hudly intelligible to the uninitiated, grew on him in later years,
possiblybecauss he knew it was expected of him and because it gave him additionallicenee. He had, however, in reality quite a fair knowledge of English,
and
carry on a serious conversation in it when he liked. H e also had a
nmchant for making after-dinner speeches of considerable length, starting in
Englishand lapsing into Hindostani.
The mainspring of his life was his passionate devotion to Jodhpur and its
trbditions, with all that they embodied of Rajput chivalry. A short while
before his death he planned to build a hot-weather abode a t Mount Abu, on
a point whence he could see across the plains to Jaswantpura, the nearest point
of his beloved Jodhpur. He was never really happy in Idar, where he found it
hard to create the environnlent which his spirit needed. The recall to Jodhpur
was the most fortunate thing for him, as well as for the State of which he
became Regent.
Had he lived a few centuries earlier he would probably have been a great
king rnd leader of men. I n modern days he was a Don Quixote whose dreams
came true. He challenged and overturned shams and abuses, and he recreated
in Jodhpurand in Rajputan~,and among the military races of India, much of
the old martial spirit that had beell overlaid and stifled under changed coilditions, In this he performed a service of inestimable value to the Empire.
His character was an inspiration to everyone, whether European or Indian,
who knew him, and in his death he was illourned with true affection and respect
by the highest and the lowest in the land.
Mr. Van Wart has succeeded in producing a book which can be read with
amusement, interest, and profit, even by those who were not privileged to know
Sir Pratap personally, while his many friends may regard it as a worthy and
appropriate memorial of a really great man.
From the point of view of historical accuracy, it may be noticed that, in the
first chapter, Mr. Van Wart adheres to the theory enunciated by Colonel Tod in
his " Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan "-namely, that the Rathors reigned
Kanttuj, and that the Marwar dynasty was founded by migration of members
of the clan to the desert when Iianauj was conquered by Shihabuddin a t the
end of the twelfth century. Modern criticism, however, holds that the ruling
d~nastyof Icanauj belonged, not to the Rathor, but to the Gaharwar clan, and
that the first Rathor settlement in Rajputana must have occurred anterior to the
couquest of Kanauj by the Musulninns. A11 inscription found at Hathundi in
hrwar nmee four Rathor Rnjas who reigned there in the tenth century.
-

- .-

- --

A PAGEANTOF INDIA. Ily Adolf Waley. Constable and Co., Ltd. 1927. 16s.
" He that 110 more lllust say, is listened lllore
Thnn they who111 youth and ease have taught to gloze."
The author of this book was throughout his short life plagued by bodily
He never saw India, but devoted years to studying its history, and
has left behind him this book which begins nnd ends with stanzas from C h a r
Hbayjarn :
" Think, in this battered caravanserai
Whoae doorway8 are alternate night and day,
How Sultan after Sultan with hie pomp
Abode his hour or two and went his way."
WaleJ' i8 mainly concerned with the variouct great Sultans, with the
cOnquu*~r~
and kings of ancient
l u e d i e v ~ lIndia. He tells us of the strong
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attraction which the distant prospect of the plains of India exercised over strealn
after stream of invaders from the mountain barriers of the North-West Frontier,
of the doings of Alexander, Mahmud of Ghazni, T h u r and Bebar, of the desperate
valour of the Rajput chiefs, of the heroism of their women, of the bitter rivalries
of Moghal princes. Some space he gives to philosophers and religious leader8.
But his interest mainly centres in the Inen of action, the warriors. And yet the
futility of constant wars was never more manifest than in these pages. No
Indian dynasty long survived its founder. The longest lived of all was the
hloghal ; and even that, after giving to India four Emperors far superior to the
average Asiatic despot, sank rapidly into impotence and degradation. Even in
the day of its power it was constantly discredited by wars of succession fought
out with extreme ferocity. Little mercy was shown by fathers to sons, or sons
to fathers, and none at all by brothers to brothers. Yet the fruits of victory and
revenge turned speedily to dust and ashes. Occasionally, however, a tragio
story is relieved by episodes of R, different kind which are feelingly described.
" There ie," Mr. Waley writes, " no more moving scene in Indian history than
that which depicts the parting of Shah Jehan from his favourite son, the only
one who had always behaved towards his father with loyalty and affection.
The Emperor held Prince Dara in close embrace as though incapable of letting
him go, but at length he raised his hands in prayer and called the blessing of
Allah and His Prophet down upon the son who was to go and fight for "the
empire. " Dara, overcome with emotion, seemed for the moment speechless, end
making a reverent salaam to his father, prepared to take his departure; but as
he was leaving the Hall of Audience, hie natural buoyancy reasserted itself, and
there issued from his lips in clear tones the words of a proverb, after applied by
members of the house of Timur, and in this instance of ~ropheticmeaning:
Shah Jehan, as though
" Ba Tskht ya Tabut )' (the throne or the tomb).
turned to stone, stood with grief-stricken eyes watching for the last glimpse of
the gallant young figure which he was destined never again to behold in
life " (p. 440).
Mr. TValey has spared no pains to acquire accurate knowledge of a aide
subject. Many passages testify to his care, industry, and the untiring enthusiasm
H. V. L.
which carried him through a heavy task.

CHINAA N D HER POLITICAL
ENTITY. By Mr. Shuhsi Hsii. Hulllphrey Milford.
Oxford University Press. New York. 12s. 6d.
The author's recital of whnt China has suffered in the past century from
foreign nations is, it must be acllnitted, impressive. But the book has evidently
been written to revive American intereet in hIanchuria, and to secure thereby a
counterpoise to the dominating influence which Japan has eecured in that
region. The full account which is given of the attempts made by the Government of the United States to interest itself in Korea in 1882-87 and to obtain
the neutralization of the Manchurian railways in 1907.10, though there was no
permanent political result in either case, is an illustration of the author's objectI t may, however, safely be held that Mr. shuhsi Heii imagines e vain thing
if he counts upon American intervention. The letter which he quotes from
President Wilson to Mr. Reinsch, the American Minister in China, ie instructive
" I have had the feeling that any direct advice to China, or direct intervention on her behalf in the p r e ~ e n tnegotiations, would redly do her more harm
than good, inasmuch as it would very likely provoke the jealouay and excite
the hostility of Japan, which would first be m~nifestedagainst China herself. .
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step
For the presentI am watching the situation very Carefully indeed, ready
in at any point where it is wise to do 80.''
,phis letter is said to have been written in February, 1915, a t a time when
the independenceand integrity of China were seriously threatened by
was leftto Great Britain, the ally of Japan, to incur the odium of deprecating
the
the lnore obnoxiousof the twenty-one demands, while the Chvernment
united States remained aloof, and contented itself, when the Treaties of 1915
had been forced upon China, with a notification to both countries to the
following effect:
" , , , The Governnlent of the United Stat08 has the honour to notify the
Qovernment of the Chinese Republic (or Japan) that it c m n o t recognize
which has been entered into, or which may be entered
agreement or
into, between the Governlnents of China and Japan impairing the rights of the
United States and its citizens in China, the political or territorial integrity of the
Republic of China, or the international policy relative to China, commonly
known as the Open Door Policy."
As the author sadly remarks, the Wilson Administration made it clear in
1915 that " its interest in the Open Door was to enter it rather than to maintain
it." If we may judge from what has happened in the past in China and from
what is happening now, the policy of other American Administrations is not
likely to be materially different.
In fairness also to Japan it must be admitted that, although China has
a better title to the country than any other nation, the three Provinces of
Manchuria are not on the same footing as the eighteen Provinces of China
proper. The Manchu conquerors of China have in their turn been subjugated
by the Chinese ; but to substantiate a clailn to the home of the Manchus China
must be able to show effective occupation. But as the author readily admits,
the Manchus for nearly two centuries tried to prevent the colonization of
hlenchuria by the Chinese.
The account given in the book of the early political relations between Chinn
and the Nuchen Tartars, ICorea and Japan, is interesting. I t is possible, as he
saJ5 that n Japanese attack on Korea in the time of the Tang dynasty was
routed by the Chinese. The successful attack upon Nepal made by the Chinese
in the reign of Kienlung is one of the unexplained military puzzles of history.
But Mr. Shuhsi Hsii's statements to the effect that Jnpan sent periodical
missions of homage to China in the time of the Tang dynasty, and that
Yoshimitsu'~
son was invested bv the Ming Emperor as King of Japan in 1402,
must be read ill the light of the f k t s that the ambassadors sent by Great Britain
to,
in 1792 and 1816 were taken up the Peiho River to Tientsin in boats,
w!th flag8 inscribed " nmbassndors bearing tribute " ; and that China, as the
v'cero~of Canton inforined Captain Elliott in 1837, claimed to stand " a t the
head Of the lands at its remotest borders in no other character than that of
ruler amid ministering servants."
to Mr. Shuhsi Hsii, in the early days of the Manchu (Tsing)
'ynaatY the country east of the Liao River wns formed into a province of
with two prefectures and nine districts. Chinese officials were employed
colonisation of the province commenced. I n 1751, however, the
EmpprOr Kienlung (1786-1785) modified this policy. Chinese were gradually
from all ilnportant nppointments, and measures were taken which, as
the luthor saYs, "snatched Bhengking from the Chinese and gave it to the
M'nchua. After this Shengking ceased to rank with the intramural provinces,
Enme
be associnted with*ICirin and Heilungkiang as a group." An edict
Imed
Kienl~ngin 1776 is quoted : "Shenking and Kirin are the home
20

"'
tnd
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of the dynasty. To permit immigrants to settle down there would greatly
affect the Manchu mode of life. I n Shengking, which is adjacent to shantung
and Chihli, immigrants have during years of peace g r a d u d y gathered. ~t is
not possible to order them to leave without at the same time depriving them of
their means of subsistence, and .thus we have established civil governmente
to accommodate them. As to Kirin, which is not adjacent to Chinese territory,
they ought not to be allowed to stay there. Report has it that new settlements
have gradually been formed in it. Let F u Sen be commissioned to investigate
and settle the matter, and orders be given out that immigrants are for ever
prohibited from entrance."
Kienlung's polioy in the matter of appointments is said to have been relaxed
after his death, and, notwithstanding the prohibition, some Chinese coloniets
established themselves in the vicinity of Changchun, the number of families
(according to a report submitted in 1799) amounting to 3,380, with about
50,000 acres under cultivation. An Imperial edict then issued permitted the
settlers to remain, but added the injunction that " not one more settler was to
be permitted to enter the country."
The Rev. C. Gutzlaff, one of the first missionaries to China, who visited the
Shengking or Fengtien Province about 1830, says in his book "China Opened,"
which was published in 1838, that the Emperor Kanghsi encouraged emigration
to Shengking, which was depopulated when the Manchus swarmed into China,
but t.hat " his successors, less anxious for the welfare of the nation, left the
colonization to take its natural course." The prosperity of the province was
ascribed to the colonists. "On a moderate calculation," as he writes, "the
population has been tripled within the short space of ten years ; for the needy
e d ~ e n t u r e r sfrom Shantung flock there in increasingly large numbers, so that it
may be hoped that within twenty years no spot will be left uncultivated, and
that these thrifty farmers will have found their way into the adjacent province,
Kirin."
I n later years immigration mas facilitated by the opening of Neuchw~ng
as a Treaty Port and by the introduction of steam navigation on the Liao
River; and, according to Mr. Shuhsi Hsii, at the end of the nineteenth century
the population of Manchuria amounted to 14 millions, of which 80 per cent.
were Chinese. Iiienlung's prohibition of immigration into the Northern Provinces waa not, however, finally withdrawn until 1906, when the DowagerEmpress Tau Hsi ordered the replacement of the Military Governor by a Viceroy
at Shengking and the appointment of Civil Governors in G r i n and Hailungkiang, and directed that measures should be taken for the reorga~lizationof the
three provinces. Manchuria, therefore, was not formally recognized as Part of
China until five years before the downfall of the Tsing dynasty.
I t is also necessary to remember that the greater part of ~ a n c h u r i awas
practically lost to China before the Russo-Japanese War. In the seventeenth
century an incuraion of the Russians into Manchuria was checked by the Manchus ; but, when the weakness of China wae disclosed by the war between China
and Great Britain and by the Taiping Rebellion, the Russians lnrrde themaelves
masters of the Primorsk Province. The country was ~racticellyderelict ; andl
by the Treaties of Aigun and Peking in 1858 and 1860, the Russian occupation
was recognized without much opposition from the hlnnchus, whose attention
was fully occupied with the war then in progress between China and Oreat
Britain and France. Several years then elapsed, but the intervention of Russia,
France and Germany after the conclusion of the war between China and Japan
gave Russia an opportunity for strengthening her position in Manchuria. A
loan was guaranteed and an alliance was made with China, and by a mixture of
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cajolery, bdbery, and intimidation a complete stranglehold on the three pror '
The construction of a railway across Manchuria, linking the
wm
primorskProvince with the Trans-Baikal region in Siberia, was arranged for;
port Arthur and Dairen (Dalny) were leased to the Russian Gorerument; a
,,,trd zone north of the leased area was established ; and the construction of a
.ivy (the South Manchurian), linking the ports with the railway running
through Manchuria (the Chinese Eastern), was also arranged for. After the Boxer
Rising the Russians further strengthened their position. The three provinces were
oc~pied
by Russisn troops, and evacuation was only agreed to i n 1902 after pro.
1onged negotiations. Evacuation was begun, but was stopped in 1903, when
Admiral Alexiev was made Imperial Lieutenant of the region under Russian
control, and further evacuation was made dependent upon the fulfilment of
certain demands. These were rejected by the Chinese, but from the nature
of the demands made throughout the negotiations it is clear that the Russians
had no intention of departing, and it is practically certain that in a few years the
rest of Manchuria would have followed the fate of the Primorsk Province, if
Russian ambition had not overreached itself in the attempt to extend Russian
influence to Korea and to exploit the forests on the Yalu River. This brought on
the Russo-Japanese war.
The recent awakening of the national spirit, and their greater capacity to
stand the rigour of the climate, may enable the Chinese to hold what remains to
them in Manchuria ; but it is not possible to feel the saine sympathy with complaints of Japanese aggression in this region as with complaints of Japanese
R. 11. DANE.
aggressiveness in Shantung.

TEE CHINAOF TODAY.By Stephen Iiing-Hall. L. and V. Woolf

: Hogarth

Press. 2s. 6d.
"The China of Today" is a useful contribution to the discussion of the
Chinese problem.
In his reference to the past Mr. Khg-Hall is hardly fair to the Manchu
Qovernment,which, at its best, was a benevolent despotism well-suited to the
l e the lxisgovernlnellt
circumstances of China and, at its worst, was ~ r e f e r t ~ b to
and anarchy which have succeeded it. The Muhammadan rebellions in
l'unnan and in Iiansu and Shensi were certainly suppressed with ruthless
severity, but the slaughter in the Taiping rebellion, to which Mr. King-Hall refers,
whs lllainly caused by the Southern revolutioi~aries,the precursors of the ruftians
who mm-itted the Nanking outrages. Chinese offioials employed by the
~ ~ l l c Government
h u
were certainly corrupt : but it has yet to be seen whether
the ofi~i.18 employed in the new China will be any better than their
predeceeeore.
It is dso an exaggeratioll to say that in China the " State was organized 011 a
sSsteU unknown to Western 1uinds." A Hindu trader, who had spent his life
in Tarkand, aaid to me in 1890 : The Chinese administration is a Copy of
yours": and there were certainly many points of similarity between the
Governments of the British in India and of the Manchu. in China.
Mr. King-Hall, however, appears to be unquestionably right in his view that
China,aro~wdand excited, cannot be treated by foreign nations in the manner
'hrt
c~stomaryin the period of the decline and fall of the Manchu dynasty ;
he rightly acclaims as an act of
the Meruoranduin which was
addressed by H.M. Government to the other interested Foreign Powers in
Christma8 week in 1926, advocating the adoption of a constructive policy in
Chin"ada~ted
to the altered situation of the time and the ebandonmellt of the
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idea that the development of the country can only be secured under foreip
tutelage. Great Britain has suffered much in the past three years from the
attempt to work in concert with the other Powers, and H.M. Government
probably be more successful in its negotiations with the Chinese if it takes ite
own line.
I t is more difficult to follow Mr. King-Hall in his enthusiasm for what he
calls the renaissance in China, or in the view, which he evidently holds, that
salvation can only come from the south. The Government at Peking is con.
temptuously called a " ghostly thing." I n discussing d s o the probable efficacy
of local arrangements he is unwise enough to prophesy. -48, he writes, the
prize of victory will be the privilege of representing that particular area in
dealings with the British. it is fairly certain that all contestants will take every
care to see that British interests are well protected."
I t is certain that Great Britain has gained nothing by the local arrangement
made at Hankow: and a t the present moment the so-called Nationalist Government at Hankow is a more ghostly thing than the Government at Peking.
I t appears to be both unjust and unwise to cold shoulder the Chinese in the
north, who have on the whole treated foreigners well since the time of theBoxer
rising, in a . attempt to conciliate the bitterly anti-foreign politicians and soldiers
in the south. Apart from the Customs end Snlt Revenue organizations, the
Chinese postal and telegraph ~ervice,which Mr. King-Hall rightly praises, hae
been destroyed whenever the Southerners have obtained control. The establishment, with the assistance of foreigners, of this service was one of the achievemente of the Government at Peking.
There is at present no Government of China; and de facto rulers of
particular areas must, as Mr. King-Hall sags, be recognized: but they should
all be treated alike and no favour should be shown.
R. &I. DANE.
THE REVOLT
OF ASIA. The End of the White Man's Dominance. By Upton
Close. G. P. Putnam's Sons, Ltd. 10s. 6d. net.
Pythagorns is reported to have required from those whom he instructed in
philosophy a probationary silence of five years. I t is to be regretted that writere
on Asiatic questions, particularly graduates of Transatlantic universities, do not
impose a similar probationary period upon themselves before putting pen to
paper. The author's qualifications are succinctly indicated by the publishers'
blurb, which describes him as one who really knows," whilst the difference in
outlook of the New York Tirltee and that of London is sufliciently indicated by
the fact that the former has referred to the book as " so timely as to be almost
inepired," adding that "it deserves to be read by every American." It may be
said at once that it cleservee no euch attention either in the Old or the New
World. If any, or indeed most, l 6 white " Inen shared the views or the attitude
of the author, such " dominance " as they at, present exercise in Aeia would have
come to its unregretted end long ago, for, like many writers of the Socialist~omlllunistvariety, he hae only exchanged one set of prejudices for another.
The author eeems to have taken the trouble to meke eoine investigation on
the epot into the affairs of the Far East, but hie acquaintance with the rest of
Asia seems to be restricted to a hasty trip across India through Baghdad
Egypt, during which he has just enough iime to place on record a few obvious
misstatements and a eornewhat larger number of equally obviously iln%inary
interviews with impossible Englishmen, such as a " genial Ycotchrnan," who, at
page 48, refer^ to the inhabitants of India ee "niggera" and indicatee
incidentally in the couree of a convereation that he himself belong0 to sorne
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trade union ; on hia way from Delhi, apparently to Madras,

" across the Indian

Desert he recordsa conversationwith a " cultured young officer of the Education
that Indians should certainly '' get off the street " on
who

Deplrtmen+,,it

grounds that we are a superior race." At Madras and on the Afghan
border he fdls in with military men," from whom he learns of " the largest
,,ntration of tanks in history " which, reinforced by a n air force, will strike
decisively at Kabul " on the next vernal outbreak of the Afghan menace." H e
lesmns, apparently from the same officers, of " a little Sikh lllutiny in the
is told that " Indian troops are no longer trusted to do any job
punjab:
slone,lJ froln which he deduces that India is only a little behind China in the
Revolt, He meets Persian merchants and Persian students in every city fro111
Rangoon on his way to Duzdab, " whose sallow faces darken as they brillg up
the $170,000indemnity they are paying for the death of an American Consul at
the hands of e mob whose religious prejudices he had offended." H e emerges
from Persia, " after a well-earned experience in jolted bones," at Abadan, from
which we cen only deduce that he is the first European to have reached
Mohammerah by car from Duzdab ; but as to this part of his journey and of
his journey and of esperiences throughout Persia the book is silent. At
Mohammereh he meets the " fanatical human sacrifices of the Shiah sect," and
in Iraq hears Arabs everywhere voicing " lazy dissatisfaction with the political
situation under Britain." Ho learns that the Arabs dislike " the Scotch
honeatg " of the administration of the Auqaf, and he is dragged in-by whom is
not stated-" to address boys, whose faces glow as they hear of sister peoples of
Asia struggling for self-assertion. Russia is their inspiration, Turkey their
model, and the Imperial Powers their antipathy."
He leaves "the opportunistically created kingdom " thankfully, but not
without making some insulting remarks to the modernized Arab" in charge of
the Passport Department. After he crosses the Euphrates he proceeds on his
way to Damaacus cautiously, with a11 lights out, for the Druse warriors are
still 8 peril." He notes with regret " the camaraderie which seellls to h a ~ grown
e
UP between the urban Moslems of Damascus and their rulers," and finds much
bitter feeling in Turkey at the rejection by the U.S. Senate of the Lausanile
Treat?.. He insults the Egyptian quarantine officials and gets into trouble, but
revengeshimeelf by describing the Egyptian intellectual ae " vain, crafty, supersensitive, sexually depraved . . the most impossible human being on earth."
The fanaticism of a nlillion inhabitants of Cairo causes him to liken Egypt to " a
luUen
hound watching a man who hns thrashed it for opportunity to bite his
in two while he sleeps," and he here finishes his journey through Asia
thankfllll~
''le8t it bring him more such experiences." His observations col~vince
nrl'
the Revolt that is taking place in every country on the Asiatic seaboard,
"he msures us that close investigation would bring out many more. We do
doubtit, for publicists of this type usually find what they seek. I t is
fortunate forthe public in the United States that they do not lack other and
golidem to world politics, such as Mr. Norman Harris, whose book on
E''mpe
the East " (London : George Allen and Unn~in,Ltd., 203. net) is
the beat antidote for these vapourings.
A. T. W.
- - - - -.
--
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as^^^ ARCADY. By Reginald Le hfay. 10 x 6 t ; pp. xiv +274 ; sixty-three

illustrations and map. Cambridge : Heffer and Son. 1926. 218.
A most interesting book, dealing with one of the lesser-known countries
of
Le M y is to be congrntulated on having written so charming and
'Emwe deaription of Siamese Laos. The author having spent many Years in
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Siam is in a position to speak with authority on his subject, and his book ahowe
evidence of mature judgment, and is not like the average book of travels written
by one who has paid but a brief visit to the places described.
The book is very well illustrated with a large number of excellent photographs, and is one that can be confidently recommended as a thoroughly up-to.
date and accurate description of North-Western Siam.
- -

A HISTORYOF SIAM. By JV. A. R. Wood, C.I.E. 82 x 6 ; pp. 293 ; eleven
illustrations snd map. Fisher Unwin. 1926. 15s.
This is a very notable book, as it is the first that has ever been published in
English dealing with the history of Siam as a connected whole. The author,
having been very many years in Siam, and having an excellent knowledge of
that difficult language, Siamese, has thus been able to study the native Phongsawadsn, or Annals, end to correlate them with the various works extant in European languages dealing with various periods of Siamese history.
The present work deals in detail with the events of Siamese history up
to the end of the reign of Phya Taksin, and there is a very brief summary of the
chief events of the Chakri dynasty given in a supplement at the end of the
volunle.
The author must be congratulated on having produced so excellent a work,
and it is to be hoped that he may at some future date produce a companion
volume dealing with the history of modern Siam in similar detail. Mr. Wood
has been very fortunate to have had the assistance of H.B.H. Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab, who has devoted years of his life to the investigation of hie
country's past history.
The book contains a fair number of excellent illustrations, and can be recommended with confidence t,o those desirous of knowing something about the
history of a little-known Eastern land.
UNTER DER GLUTSONNE
IRANS
: Ihiegserlebnisse der deutschen Expedition
nach Persien und Afganistsn. Oskar von Niedermayer. Munich : Einhornverlag in Dachan. 1926. 8* x 53. Pp. 830. Map and illustrations,
7 Mark.
At a distance of ten years, the main events of the world war begin to assume
a more historical aspect, even to the active participants. The most evenly
balanced minds cnnnot fail to be influenced by skilfully directed propagenda,
the very m.iaon dJe^treof which is to bring the enemy into disrepute and, at the
same time, to glorify the deeds of one's own country, however questionable they
may be. Thus the action of Germany in proclaiming bereelf the champion of
Islam in the waging of the Jehad raised a storm of indignant protest in this
country, but not more so than that caused in Germany by our employment of
coloured troops in France. Germany attempted to take advantage of our embarrnssrnents in Ireland, but not to the same extent, nor with the same succena,
as the Entente powers encouraged the disaffection of the component parts of the
Austrian Empire. Political stratagem is a legitimate weapon of warfare, however much it may be deplored, especially when it concerns the employment of
Eastern nations by one European power against a fellow-white and fellowChristian nation.
The story of the German political expedition to Afghanintan in 1916-16-tola
by its leader, is one of exceptional interest. I t is a story of a difficult
dangerous miesion, well, and in a mertsure .quccesefuIly,accomplished in the feee
of almost superhuman hardahipe and trials. I t is a story of sdventure well snd
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told, which compels the recognition of real sportsmanship for those who
putjc~ated
therein.
In an early passage the author hints a t many accusations which he might
but he states that he has restrained himself
made against his
from indulgingin paat recriminations On the whole, he has kept his res01ve,
very definite accusations of cruelty against British
but in
passages he
officers. On the other hand, the conduct of the German personnel is held to be
beyond reproach,which may be true in the case of the majority, but unfortunately
the records of some, of one in particular, are not without blemishThe initial chapters of the book make very pleasant reading. Accustomed to
of the German military machine, it Comes as a n
think of the great
ageeEblesurprise to find that it was capable of making as human bhnders as
our
organization. The great German expedition to 'Afghanistan
to raise the Jehad in that country against British India merely '' happened " in
it, initial stages. The personnel chosen was most unsuitable and mostly without
any qualifications for such an undertaking. Niedermayer introduces himself
while tding part in skirmishes on the French Front-in the midst of which he
receive0 a telegram asking if he would be prepared to join a foreign expedition.
Having travelled extensively in Persia, Afghanistan, and India before the war,
end having a, thorough knowledge of Persian, he was well suited to be leader of
the expedition, yet his participation was the result of a chance suggestion from
en Embassy official at Constentinople.
The equipment, including machine-guns, 'rifles, a wireless set, etc., was
arranged in Berlin and despatched to Constantinople via Roumania. To facilitate
its passage through this neutral state it was consigned as a travelling circus outfit. The long wireless masts were labelled " circus tent-poles," but the careless
olnisaion to remove the insulators led to detection and the whole equipment was
confiscated. After much delay a, second outfit was got ready in Berlin, and this
tilm extensive bribery assured its safe passage through neutral Roumanirt.
Me~nmhile,the personnel of the expedition was awaiting events, partly at
Constantinople and partly at Aleppo, and as their patience diiginished their
quarrels with the Turks increased in number and intensity. The forward
journey to Baghdad in midwinter, 1914, is a record of delays and disputes
about transport.
On arrival at Baghdad, it was found that the Turks not only had orders to
all active participation in the expedition, but they adopted o definite
policy of obstruction. The commander-in-chief, Suleiman Askeri, claimed that
the Gernlan personnel was at his disposal and the whole equipment was confiacated. Later, however, as a result of pressure from Berlin, ill-natured
'polodes for the " misunderstanding " were tendered, and part of the equipmmt
but apparently no amount of pressure could make a Turk disgorge
8 m~chine-~u~
I
It was decided to despatch an independent party, consisting of waasmusa,
Lenders, and Bohnstorff, direct froill Baghdad to Deshtistan, the hinterland of
BuOhire. After much dificulty they were sent off, travelling first by ship to
Hut-el-hara, then into the territory of the Wali of Pusht-i-Kuh, nnd through
D i z f ~towards
l
their god Borasjun.
Behbehnn disaster befel thein. Lenders,
lheir locf~lpersonnel and equipment were captured, and Wassmusa alone
nucceeded in completing the journey, Bohnntorff being forced to return to
Baghdad.
result of obstruction on the part of the Turks, and delays caused by the
"lieate ~olitifalquestion of Persiall neutrality, it was March 31, 1916, before
Ihe main body atarted for the great adventure, taking the trail t h o u g h
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Khaniqin and Qasri-Shirin for Kermanshah-a trail which three years later
to see the start of another similar expedition with a somewhat similar
namely the British Dunsterforce.
Niedermayer does not state the total strength of his party, but it probably
did not ever exceed 100 Germans and Austrians. At later stages they received
occasional reinforcements from escaped prisoners from Siberia, but on the other
hand they suffered heavy casualties throughout as killed, captured, and died of
disease. Nor does he state the amount of money spent to achieve their ends,
but he maintains that it was only a small fraction of the fabulous sums which he
is usually supposed to have had at his disposal. The caravan for the first stage
of their journey consisted of 150 animals.
Iiermanshah was reached without serious incident, and the expedition found
a strong pro-German sympathy, thanks largely to the zeal of Schiinemann who
had preceded them. The main body proceeded to Ispahan under the command
of Seiler, while Niedermayer visited Teheran to discuss further programme with
the German Embassy. The theoretical neutrality of Persia prevented direct
interference on the part of the British or Russians, and the pro-German sympathy
of the Persian gendarmerie under command of Swedish officers offset the rather
stronger court influence of the Entente powers. All attempts to move the
populace by a Jehad proclamation produced no tangible result.
I n June, Niedermayer rejoined the main body in Ispahan, and on July 1
the first group started on their perilous journey eastward towards the goalAfghanistan. The route taken was through Nain, Anarak, Chehar Deh,
and Birjand. I n the neighbourhood of the last-named place the formidable
British-Russian East Pereian cordon had to be crossed, and, with the exception
of a minor skirmish, this was accomplished safely, thanks to careful planning,
forced night marches, and good luck. The hardships endured as a result of the
natural conditions and the great desert crossings in midsummer with shade
temperatures up to 52" C. (I), and the continual difficulty of driving unwilling,
hired, local charvadnre to undergo the unavoidable fatigues and privations are
vividly described. Good pay and tempting promises are powerful instruments with
the Persian charvndar (mule driver), but in the face of hardships or possible danger
only the personality of a leader can enforce his orders, and abuse is more effective
than fair words. At last the frontiers of friendly Afghanistan were reached,
but not before the forced marches had exacted a heavy toll from both men end
animals. I n three consecutive days after crossing the British cordon 75,90, and
50 kilometres are claimed to have been covered. Once across the frontier, l~owever, the party travelled as honoured guests, and arrived at Kabul on October 2A pleasantly situated house on the outskirts of the town wae allotted to the
expedition, but after a few days' residence they found to their dismay that they
mission does not seem
were in reality prisoners. A hunger strike by a
a very glorious weapon, but at any rate it had the required effect, and certain
demands, such as the services of a doctor, were granted, but not before Niedermayer'e faithful German servant, Jacob, had died of disease. Finally, after
three weeks of monotonous waiting, the Amir p a n t e d the long-sought interview.
During the course of the following months, every endeavour was made
induce the A ~ n i rto declare the Jehad against British India-but in vain. Clever
political negotiativos on the part of the Indian Government, and the fear of
future revenge should he attack England in her moment of weaknesn, kept the
Amir undecided, and the German mission's activities were confined to instigating
tribal raids, organizing the Afghan army, and forming a staff college and courees
of various sorts. Although Niedermayer was thus unsuccessful in hi9 lnain
object, the presence of the mission in Kabul and the continual menace of

on India kept large numbers of troops in India for internal defence which
have been available elsewhere. When the large forces eiuployed
would
in the East Persian cordon, and the lavish expenditure incurred are also conidered, we must grant to Niedermayer a very generous share of success.
Despairing of further achievements in Afghanistan, Niederlnayer deter~nined
to withdrew to Persia, and on May 21, 1916, he left Kabul. When the frontier
was reached he sent the main body under command of Wagner to break through
the cordon near Badshistan, while he himself, travelling in disguise, set out for
Teheran, which he finally reached on July 23, after severe hardships and many
adventures. The further journey to Hamadan proved to be even more arduous.
The carsvan which he had joined was attacked by a robber band and ransacked,
and, at one time, Niedermayer was reduced to begging for food from place to
place.
Meallwhile in Ispahan, Seiler had established German influence both with
the townspeople and with the Bakhtiari and Qashqai tribes with such success
that the British and Russians were forced to withdraw. The charge that Seder
achieved this success by lavish paynlents is denied. The total amount paid out
for political purposes in this period was only 3,500 toman !
In November, 1915, an advance into Afghanistan was ~ l a n n e d ,and under
command of Seiler the expedition started from Ispahan for Pezd and Icerman.
All being fair in such a war, Seiler had no compu~lctionin removing forty mule
loads of silver from the British bank in Yezd and in burning tl million toman in
bank notes. Disaster and hardships dogged this party throughout. Unsuccessful in en attempt to break through the cordon near Neh, the survivors returned
to Kerman, and then made their way through Herat towards Shiraz. On the
way they were attacked by tribesmen and lost several of their number and all
their equipment. Finally they reached Serghun, near Shiraz, where they were
welcomed by the Persian gendarmerie. At last, confident of safety, they laid
d d e their ems-but only to find they had fallen victim to an age-old Persian
trick and were prisoners. The activities of this party thus came to a n ella,
except for a bold escape from prison in Shiraz by Seiler and Fasting, who sue~eededin reaching the Turks at Kermanshah.
BY the end of 1916 the only remaining active member of the original
mission was Wassmuss who, alone and unaided, continued his daring campaign
against the British forces in Bushire. Unfortunately his exploits are not
L3~ribedin any detail as Niedermayer had no direct dealings with him, and the
closes with the rounding up or withdrawal of the various isolated groups of
the miasion in the latter months of 1916.
G . M. LEES.

MOSQUEor THE ROSES. BY Captain Harold Armstrong. 7 1 x 5 . k m d o n

:

The Bodley IFead. 1927. 7s. 6d.
It adds to one's interest in reading this book to know that the author has
special acrluaintance with the Turks. Captain Armstrong was a prisoner
inTurkish hands in the (ireat War. After the Armistice with Turkey he was
em~lo~ed
in Conatantinople in several capacities. For some time he was
A8siltant Military Attach6 at the British Embassy. Later he served in tho
police and was one of the British officers in command of a detachment
in the Turkish gendarmerie.
" The Mosque of the Roses " is a highly coloured romance ; there are spies'
intri@eaand plots, captures and escapes, brigands and gendarmes, and running
"'rough it all the pe,asionato, devoted love of a beautiful Turkish girl for a
Brltiah Army officer.
The author has caught the atmosphere of those years rery vividly, and
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much of his story is based on actual facts that it is of historic interest. During
the four years of Armistice the Turks under Mustapha Kernel had
in
revolt, they had triumphantly driven the Greeks out of Smyrna, and at the
time of this story they were at last brought into conference with their conquerore
in the Great War to settle the terms of peace. I t was a time when Bolshevik
and other sinister influences were making Constantinople a hot-bed of intrigue
and treachery, and the Allies seemed unwilling to assert themselves too
strongly lest they should offend the Turks with whom they were negotiating,
This confusion lent itself admirably to every kind of perilous adventure and
romantic pursuit.
I t may be gathered from this story that Captain Armstrong has no love for
the Turk ; in fact, he expresses this forcibly in describing b b Djemal Bey," the
Governor of Stamboul, in whose face was revealed " the soul of the Turk."
" Through the polish and veneer of everyday politeness and courtesy showed
the brutal, unreasoning, inhuman animal. H e saw lust to torture weaknese
and passionate cruelty asserting itself when there was no danger of reprisal.
H e was looking full into the soul of the Turk, end behind it lay stretched
rich countries, depopulated and stricken with poverty, great cities wantonly
reduced to ruins, and mass cruelty used as a weapon of government.)'
I t is also evident that the author considers the Turks to be like other semicivilized peoples, whose respect for others is based upon fear. He makes it
clear that in dealing with the Turks firn~nessalone meets with success. The
failure of the British general, in the story, to obtain the release of " Captain
Sanford " from prison is entirely attributed to weakness and inability to
appreciate that " a little show, a very little show, of strength" would have
produced a different reeult. Later in the story, on the other hand, when the
British " Minister " adopts a strong line of action with the Turks, "the show of
force acted like magic and almost instantaneously."
The tale i~ remarliably well told throughout. Suspense is admirably
sustained, and the reader's attention always held as one situation, full of
danger and audacity, follows another. 01x1
of the most vivid passages is that
in which the author describes " Captain Sanford's )' experiences with the
brigands. The flnvour of reality is just as intriguing when it concerns the
romance and personality of " Yasmin Hanum," the Turkish girl. There ere in
real life Turkish women such as he describes, who are superlatively feminine,
the product of generations of women whose only interest could be in the
emotions. And there are Turkish women who, like Yasmin Hanum," took
pnrt in the great effort of Ivlustapha Kemrtl. Fired with a passionate love of
their country and a long-standing hatred of the Greeke, they even fought side
by side with the Turkish soldiery. " Yasmin Hanum," however, was perhapa
more a won~anthan a soldier. Her love for the Britiah officer whose life she
saved carried before it her prejudices against him as an Englishman. Nevertheless, her charm and seductiveness were not enough to bridge for long the
inevitable gulf dividing an Englishman and a Turkish girl. " Yaemin Hf~nulll"
remained to the end only a passionate episode in " Captain Sanford's" life.
The author claims that with one exception all the characters in his novel ere
fictitious. I t is felt that the Turkish girl may well be the real one, for he could
scarcely have drawn her character with such sympathetic insight had she
entered into his life. All the characters, however, seem to have some substance
I. B. KEBLE.
of reality, and the whole story is most credible.
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By H. J. Llewellyn Beadnall.

London : Edward

Arnold. 10s. 6dTO geologists " The TVilderness of Sinai " doubtless contains descriptions and
theories of great interest. The journeying8 were undertaken to study the
geologymd the book is mainly devoted to that subject.
In addition, however, it gives a pleasing story of many months of wandering
in en aree hitherto little known even to those whose administrative duties hold
them in Sinai.
The Egma plateau was ssid to hold colossal ibex, interesting rock cisterns
and other delightful things, but it is off the track from or to anywhere and few
officielshave visited it. That the knowledge of it presented in the book would
have been of great value from a military intelligence point of view, as suggested
in the foreword, is perhaps open to doubt. The fact from a military point of
view is that the district is of no interest to those attacking or defending Egypt.
And this negative information could have been supplied by a t least two or three
officialswho had served or travelled in Sinai. Certainly for some considerable
distance south of latitude 29' 30' there has been grent vagueness in the maps of
Sinai, end let us hope that one result of the author's tours will be the ~roduction
by the Egyptian Survey Department of the necessary sheets to fill in the gap
and to complete the topographical map of Sinai.
Throughout the boolr it is refreshing to feel the author's love of the desert
nnd its wildness and loneliness, which would stand to many as forbidding and
hersh, There is also sympathy with the Arabs, tempered with a possibly not
excessive amount of impatience at their slipshod inethods and squabbles.
He suffers with unconcealed annoyance the irlrsome administrative rule that
camels should be hired froill the tribes of the area being surveyed. There are
reaeons for it-namely, that with a small police force of about 150 men working
over an area of roughly 20,000 square miles it is essential to utilize the authority
of sheikhs of tribes and to welcoille their readiness to accept responsibility over
their tribal districts.
To question details in the book : there is a curious mistake on page 5 whore
the author states that the province is administered by the Intelligence Dcpartnlent of the Egyptian Arnly War Office. That is an old pre-war story. Latt'erly
Sinai has been under tho Frontiers Ad~llinistrationof the Egyptian Clovernulent.
On page 9 the population of the region of Sinai is given ns 5,430, but sollle
error muat hnve crept in. This figure perhaps included only the Arabs of
southern Sinai. The numbers for the whole of Sinai are probably nearer 20,000.
On Page 17 Professor I'almer is said to have been betrayed by Mete. Abu Sofia
Of the Deboura section of the Huitat.
I t is true thnt some of Professor Palmer's
calnel men were of this section, but the guide in whom he trustod, and who
made off with the money, was Meteir Abu Snfi11 of the Safaiha, section of the
Lehaiwat.
Page 60. The " Johnl," translated a8 the " old people," probably 111ea~~3
" the
illnorant l 1 or pagan people-i.e., before Rlohnmn~ednntimes.
PafP 86. Colonel J e n n i n p Brainly is mentioned as having written a very
jntere9ting ~ C C O U , , ~of the ned~iinof Northern Sinai. I t should be Mr. W
' .
Jenningr Bra~~llg,
Colonel Jennings 13ramly's brother.
"aW 94. Xumbers of the b u ~ t a r dfound in Sinai breed there, a fact probably
' l n k n O ~to
n the author since his sojourns there were luostly in the winter season.
On Page 36 a de6nition of Arab names for water-eupplies is given. The term
" J1nshaOh,"n~uchused in Sinai, and which applies to shallow water-holes in
find sand, ia omitted. The word " Grit," quoted by the author, is not
'Ornrnonb
used in Binai. No two pereons ever agree in the transliteration of
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Arab names, place names, or names of tribes, but as regards the latter certain
forms have been Illore or less accepted and appeared in edited lists of the tribee
of Sinai and Palestine during the war. Probably the author was unaware of the
existence of this handbook, since he adopts other forms.
The photographs are really excellent and give a wonderful impression of the
variety of country. The book is full of interest and should accompany anyone
intending to .travel in Sinai.
A. C . PARKER.

HISTORY
O F THE GREATWAR: THE CAMPAIGN
I N MESOPOTAMIA,
1914-1918.
Vol. IV. Compiled by Brigadier-General F. J. Moberly, C.B., C.S.I.,
D.S.O. H.11.Stationery Office. 15s. net.
With the publication of this fourth volume, Brigadier-General Moberly brings
to a most successful conclusion his task of recording the stirring events of the
war in Mesopotamia and the operations further east related thereto.
The previous volume had iarried the story of the campaign up to the end of
April, 1917, that is to say, to the series of operations undertaken by General
Maude to consolidate our'position at Baghdad-viz., westward, the occupation of
Falluja, on the Euphrates ; northward, the capture of Samarra, consequent on
the successful operations of Generals Cobbe's and Marshall's Corps up the right
and left banks of the Tigris ; eastward, through Baquba to the Jabil Hamrin,
to get in touch with the Russians, whose effective co-operation, owing to the
Revolution, was becoming increasingly doubtful.
The present volume carries on the narrative from May, 1917, to the Armistice.
Within the restricted limits of a brief review it is impossible to do more than
give the barest outline of the events recorded in a work so crowded with
incident. Suffice it to say that General Moberly's narrative flows evenly along,
the story of the successive operations of the various parts of the expeditionary
force being harmoniously correlated and kept chronologically parallel. Such
digressions as are necessary into matters of high policy or of allied operations
elsewhere which bear on the course of the campaign
are introduced just where
required, and with a nice eense of proportion.
The brief preface touches on the results of the Mesopotamian campaign.
" Our action destroyed German dreams of dominance which constituted a real
menace to the security of our Indian Empire and to our sea communications
east of the Red Sea; it brought about the defeat of Pan-Turkish ambitions in
Caucaaia, Persia, and Central Asia, it aesured the independence of Persia and
Afghanietnn, and it opened to Meeopotamia a prospect of prosperity which she
had not known for hundreds of yeare." I t notices, at the same time, that our
early successes " had led to our underestimating the enemy's capncity and to our
overlooking or disregarding our own inauecient means " which resulted in the
dieeater of Kut. " After the eurrender of Kut it was of advantage to us that,
instead of pressing his good fortune, the enemy despatched an Army Corps to
invade Persia and left us unmolested on the Tigris to rest and reorganize."
During the final phase of the war, dealt with in thie fourth volume, " the detachment of large Turkish forces to the Caucasue at a time when their Hyrian and
hlesopotamian fronts were in urgent need of reinforcement is difficult to underetand from a purely military point of view. I t can only be explained estisfactorily if it is regarded as an attempt to vindicate their national ideal by building
up a new state which would include the ancient home of their race."
There follows a useful chronological summary of the Campaign from the
beginning, and then a table of the contents of the chapters which constitute
Volume IV.
Nine appendices give the dietribution of the Mesopotamia Expeditionary
-
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November, 1917, and March and October, 1918 ; lists of the
serving with the Force at the end of 1917 and 1918; an
,,timate of the Turkish Sixth Army on August 15, 1917 ; an illuminating letter
from Mustaph. Kemal to Enver Pasha, dated September 30, 1917 ; and, finally,
list of the Indian units that served with the Force, with their titlei in 1918
and their present titles (this particular appendix will be of great value and
assistanceto a large number of readers, including even many old officers of the
Indian Army, who nowadays find it hard to recognize under their new numbers
corps they knew of old).
e
Thereafter comes e list of the maps which elucidate the history-viz.,
general map of the whole region, as frontispiece, and twelve others illustrating
the various operations. They are clear and admirably adapted to their purpose.
Seventeen photographs scattered through the book embellish the narrative.
Of these it may perhaps be said that some of the aerial photographs, possibly,
do not quite convey to the lay eye that ruggedness of the regions depicted-cg.,
those of the Fatha Gorge and the battlefield of Sharqat, in contrast to which the
two of the Khan Baghdadi battlefield show illuch more clearly the broken
nature of the terrain.
Turningnow to the body of the book, the opening chapter ~ o m m e n c e swith a n
appreciationof the situation. I t touches on the increasing Russian disorganization ; the formation of the Turkish " Yilderim " Force (including a ~ - ~ r m a n
Aeiatic Corps) ; Indian frontier troubles, the question of Arab levies (regarding
which General Maude writes : " Even if these forces are systematically organized,
I am inclined to think that, owing to lack of time and the inadequacy of means
for training them, their influence for good will a t best be small, whilst they will
always represent potential danger in the area of operations "). The matter of
reinforcements from home and from India is nest touched on, and finally the
unsuccessful attack on Elamadi, in the height of summer, involving 566 casualties,
of which no less than 321 were directly due to heat. "According to the Baghdadie,"says Candler in " The Long Road to Baghdad," " it was the hottest season
in the memory of man. Most things were too hot to touch. The rim of a
tumbler burnt one's hand in a tent. The dust and sand burnt the soles of one's
feet through one's boots."
The following chapter records our reluctant recognition of Russian defection.
The British liaison officer with Caucasus Headquarters telegraphed on
September 30, 1917 : British gold 11lay keep the Russians in Persia, but it will
not make them fight. The old Russian Army is dead, quite dead."
At this tilne our fighting strength in b1esopotamia was 58,887 British and
107,563 Indians. The capture of R,amadi, brilliantly conceived by General
Brooking and resolutely carried out by the troops under his command between
&Pten]ber 27 and 29, 1917, at a cost of close on 1,000 casualties, h l ~ da decisive
effectlo~all~.
About the same time, on our other flank, the seizure of Mandali,
On the Persian border, by General Norton's Seventh Cavalry Brigade "so
affected the supply situation of the Turkish Thirteenth Corps that not only had
the
Infantry Regiment to be withdrawn to Kirkuk from Kifri, but the
Brigade had also to retire to the right bonk of the Diyals." The
ends with an instructive account of increasing tension between Enver
8nd van Falkenhayn regarding the respective claims of the Palestine and
sern~Otami~n
fronts and, generally, also regarding questions of commend and
the German dominance.
XXXIX. describes the occupation, in October, 1917, of the Jab*
Hrurin, General Marshall's Third Corps, an operation dictaGtedby General
Ysde'a delire " to render his right flank more secure, and to deny to the Turks
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this screen for movements against his flank and into Persia." Marshall's weUconceived plans resulted in the attainment of his objective at the cost of o ~ y
thirty-seven casualties. Following on this operation came the advance of
General Cobbe's First Corps up the Tigris to repel a hostile advance down this
line. The actions of Daur and Tikhrit successfully disposed of this threat,
inflicting 1,500 casualties on the Turks, our own being 1,801, of which, however,
the killed numbered 161 only.
About this time a Russian detachment of all arms, numbering solne 1,200,
under Lieut.-Colonel Bicharakoff (an Ossatin Cossack of Vladikavkaz), which had
become isolated at Qasr-i-Shirin from Baratoff's main force, joined us at
Nandali, end was attached to our Third Corps,
On November 16, to the deep regret of the whole force, General Sir Stanley
Nnude died of cholera in Baghdad, after two days' illness. Lieut.-General Sir
William Marshall succeeded him, and General Egerton took the latter's place as
Commander of the Third Corps.
General BIarshall's first move was against the Turlrs beyond the Jebal
Hamrin and along the Diyala. General Egerton's well-planned operations
resulted in a loss to the Turks of some 350 men, two guns, and other war
material, and a considerable strengthening of our right flank. Bicharakoff's
Russians took part in these operations and did good work.
Chapter XL. tells us of the inception of the epic of l b Dunster Force," to
counter the hostile thrust eastward into Persia, laid open by the Russian
collapse. Such a hostile move, if successful, would have completely turned our
right flank and constituted a serious threat to India. On March 12, 1918,
BIarshall's responsibilities mere extended to cover all military measures necessary to check enemy penetration through North-West Persia. Ultimately,
therefore, his widely extended front stretched from Ana on the Euphrates to
distant Krasnovodsk on the eastern shore of the Caspian-ie., a distance in a
straight line of some 750 miles. Operations were, at this time, undertaken on
our left flank, up the Euphrates. General Brooking occupied Hit on March 9,
and the decisive victory of Khan B a g h d ~ d followed
i
on the 26th and 27th. The
bold encircling action of Cassel's cavelry cut off the main body of the enelny end
resulted in wiping out the entire Fiftieth Turkish Division. A pursuit ensued as
far as Ana, where the Turkish stores were blown up.
Chapter XLI.describes the operations in Kurdistan, carried out by Genere1
Egerton's Third Corpe, the object being to drive the Turks well away from the
Persian road, whicli was of vital importance to us. These operatio118 carried
our arllls to Kirkuk, after the successful action of Tuz Khurmatli, and drove the
demoralized remnants of the Turkish Second Division across the Little Zab.
Chapters XLII. and XLIII. record the thrilling adventures of " Dunater
Force " in Persia and Caucasia. I t is a tale of surpassing interest. Have British
eoldiers ever been called upon to fight under circu~llstancesmore discouraging
than those that confronted the gallant handful of our men who strove to hold
Baku against the Turk ? The unreliabilit~of the despicable Armenians ensured
the tragic failure that ensued. The twenty-two local battalions, totalling about
6,000 rifles, had a twelve-mile front to hold. They were "so lacking in
discipline that they wasted much ammunition and left their places in the line
whenever they pleased " I
Political meetings, speeches, and discussions interfered with all work.'' The British troops were too few to do more than hold the
left of the line and the l 1 Dirty Volcano," a vital point in the middle of it*
" During the fighting on August 18 four-fifths of the local troops retired hastily
to Baku, leaving both flanks of the weak North Stafford Company (which wM
holding a vital part of the line) uncovered." Elsewhere we read in a des.cription
I'

of the defenceline, "The above statement does not take into account the disgosit~ong
of a large part of the local forces, as these were never lmown to the
wit?&the orders irsz~edto them " 1 Time and again
British and never
the bmeni.ns left our men in the lurch. Armenian cowardice lost Baku, but
"the
made by the three British battalions, totallling less than 1,000 rifles,
is
of our highest admiration."
The two last chapters tell us of the final triumphant victory of Sharqat, where
dl arms vied with each other in prodigies of valour and endurance, and of the
histice which followed close on the heels of this victory.
The vexed question of whether we had the right to continue our advance into
Mosul after the Armistice came into force is very clearly set at rest. Clauses 7
end 16 of the Armistice terms undoubtedly conferred upon us that right. Space
does not admit of more than merely nlentioning the growth of railway construction, water communications, mechanical transport, the administrative work of
our political oficers under Sir Percy Cox, the affairs of South Yersia, etc., all of
which matters are fully dealt with in this book.
A point which cannot but impress every reader of this history is the record
it discloses of loyal and selfless co-operation, not only between the eeveral
conunanders and parts of the force, but between the several arms-horse, foot,
utillery, and eir.
Tliumph and tragedy are interwoven in the fabric of this work. To the
former, the successive victories froin Ramadi to Sharqat bear eloquent
testhony. The sudden death of our great Commander; the loss of Baku ; the
pitiable fate of a gallant little nation, the Assyrians, whom we encouraged to
withstand the Turk, but could not save when attacked in force and overwhelmed,
are episode8 that strike a, deep note of tragedy.
Before the Great TVar there were many who prophesied that the day of
cavalry was over. The fine work of Holland-Pryor's Sixth Cavalry Brigade a t
Remadi, tlie brilliant achievements of Cassel's and Norton's horsemen (with
their invaluable auxiliary the armoured car) at the battles of Khan Baghdadi
and Sharqat colnpletely refute this suggestion. Moreover, in the neighbouring
theatre of Palestine what would Allenby's operations have been without his
cevalry ?
An instance of fine marching and endurance by an infantry unit lllust be
mentioned. When Cassel's weak force of cavalry was holding the entire enellly
force at Sharqat and mas in desperate need of support on October 28, 1918, the
1/39Ohrhwalis, each man carrying 170 rounds of rifle ammunition and a bomb,
reached General Sanders's position at 9 p.m., after a fine march of thirty-four
They were sent on to the ferry, which they reached at 11 p.m., ready to
croes and join Cassels early next morning.
An oflicial war history lacking, as it must, the ~ e r s o n a lnote is commonly
M aomewhat dry and wearisome reading; but of this work it may
e a f e l ~be mid that the meticulous student of military history and the casual
"*deralike may derive both profit and pleasure from a peruaal of its glowing
Pagee.
11. E. WILLOUGHBY.
--.- --- --
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N O s c o ~JJT LA O a o ~ o r s MARTYR*.Par Raymond Duguet. Preface du
Colonel C. B. Stokes : Jules Tellandier. 13 francs.
Late in the fifth century B.C. the first historical traces of the Kingdom of
Omrgia are to be found. We read that Greek colonists were scattered along the
the Black Sea and carried on active trade with the natives of the hinterIand. Georgia is nle~ltion~d
in Greek writing urider the name of Colchis,
'bough the Colchisns were black immigrants from Egypt, according to
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Herodotus, but according to modern authorities they more probably
from
India, living in the midst of the white, native population, the true natives of
Georgia. I t was to the coast of Georgia that Jason sailed in the Argo and went
in search of the Golden Fleece ; even now the two rivers, the Ingour and the
Rion, contain auriferous sands, and the peasants still wash the sand according to the manner of their ancestors, by taking a shaggy sheepsltin and shaking
it in running water, the heavy grains of gold being left in the folds of the skin.
The Greeks also refer to Georgia as Eastern Iberia, and praise these Iberiane as
people well versed in forging steel, from whom arrowheads and all steel weapons
may be procured. I t may be noted that metal-work is today one of the
industries of Georgia, especinlly in the province of Koutais. Classical reference
to Georgia could be multiplied, but it is sufficient to indicate the ancient heritage
of which Georgians are justly proud.
I n the fourth century of our own era Christianity was proclaimed the State
is to say, five centuries before the conversion of
religion of Georgia-that
Europe.
The twelfth century mas for the Kingdom of Georgia the golden age of her
history, when Queen Tamara, ruled the land from the Black Sea, to the Caspian;
the militarg power of Persia, her aggressive neighbour, was weakened, and the
great Queen extended and consolidated her frontiers and gave to her country
first a sense of security and then a period of peace. The reign of Tamara is also
famous for the national epic by Roustaveli, "The Knight in the Panther's
Skin." However, the next century witnessed Georgia's downfall, when Tamerlane swept through the country with his Mongols, and the gifts of learning were
buried under the invader's pyramid of skulls. Indeed, its geographical position
made the land a prey to the onslaughts of all these militaristic chieftainsMongolian, Persian, or Turkish-and slowly Georgia began to lose both territory
and prestige ; she suffered several invasions and struggled in vain during the
ensuing centuries to maintain her independence, but she was forced finally, in
1785, to mnke a treaty with Russia, by which she becanle an autonomou8
vassal state of that empire; in 1801, however, Russia refused to compromise
any longer and formally annexed the country. But it was not Russian policy to
develop Transcaucasia; she needed the territory as a military outpost to her
own Empire, and as a constant threat to British designs, real or imagined, in
Persia and Afghanistan. Moreover, she needed the oil in Baku. But if Ruesia
did not develop Transcnucasie, neither did she destroy the deep-seated spirit of
nationa.lism which was nurtured on the memories of a past history, and made
its bid for an independent future in 1917. That bid failed.
Monsieur Duguet, in his careful study of post-war Georgia, gives the main
facts of that disappointing attempt to achieve self-determination. Furthermore,
Colonel Stokes, who has written the introduction with all the authority of firsthand knowledge, puts his finger on the we& factor in that
experilnent :
E n fait, le gouvernement ghorgien fit passer l'interht de son parti avant
l'interbt national."
I n 1917 the Bolsheviks seized the power in St. Petersburg and Moscow, and
a state of chaos existed in the Russian Empire. The Transceucasian States
toolr their opportunity and declared themselves independent republics. Georgia
was immediately threatened by Turkey, and appealed for protection to the Allies,
who, however, had other irons in the fire. She turned to Germany, who came
to her assistance and saved her from a Turkish invasion. intending to colonize the
country at the end of the war. When the war ended it was Germany who
to withdraw, and under ~ l i i e docaupetion Transcaucasia had a breathin~-~PaC~
to set its house in order. And then the first greet mistake wae made. The One
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chance of independencewas in the formation of a Confederated state, linking
together Georgia,Armenia, Azerbaijan and the ulountaineer tribes of DagheStan.
lacking. No one had the political vision to perceive it or the
B~~ the leader
strengthand personalily to carry it through. International jealousies Pre.
dominated, and three independent republics were created with the floating
lllountaineertribes outside the circle. The strategical advantages of the
geographicslsituation were therefore lost, and the inevitable attack from Russia
had to be met with a disunited front. I n 1920 the Soviet armies conquered the
three republics piecemeal.
Nor does the history of the political independence of Georgia show a brighter
picture. The Government that came into power at the end of 1918 was a
MenchevikGovernment, whose leaders were linked by inany ties with the rulers
of Soviet Russia. The most elementary statesmanship must have ~erceivedthe
imperative necessity of forming a Government of national union, if the you~lg
State was to develop and prosper. The Mencheviks, however, determined to
experiment in socialistic reform. The application of those principles to the land
problem is of historical interest.
Georgia is a nation of peasants ; it is estimated that 70 to 80 per cent. of its
population make their living fro111 agriculture ; and the iuethods employed are
picturesquely antique. Riding acroas country or down the cart tracks, for there
are only a very few good roads in Georgia, you come on the peasant ploughing
his field, scratching the soil with what looks like a bit of tin fixed on to his
plough. The bigger ploughs are drawn by teams of anilllals ; as many as twentyfour animals drawing one plough is a colnmon sight. The wheat is threshed by
a sledge with a flint fixed on the end of it. Artificial manuring is unknown ; and
even such an elementary principle as the rotation of crops is not generally practised. The necessary rest is given the soil by allowing it to lie fallow, and it is
then used as pasture until fit again for tillage.
The agrarian reform of 1918 was finally carried out on the basis of peasant
proprietorship ; but this solution was not imnlediately reached. The first step of
thenew Government which came into power after the Russian revolution was to
confiscate all land and declarc it to be the property of the State ; the next step
consisted in a decision to leave a maximum of about twenty-fivc acres to the dispossessed landowners, but not to give any indeirinity for the land which had
been confiscated ; the third and last step towards tho solution was taken on
January 23, 1919, when the Georgian Parliament voted a Bill by which all
fulllingland held by the State was to be distributed amongst the peasant populatlon on the basis of private ownership, but at the saille tiilie providing that any
Peegent-holding should not exceed the maxiiliu~nof twenty-five acres allowed
to former landowners. The process of distribution was being carried out at tho
lime of the invasion of Georgia by the Soviet troops. While considering this
evolutionin the agrarian legislation of the Georgian Government, it is interesting
lo remenlber that the men in power hnd beon brought up on collectivist principles,
l h s ~they composed a ravolutionary Government ; and yet thoy had the political
Sense to Porcoive that the agrarian problem, in thoir own country at least, could
be solved along lines opposed to the principles of their social creed,
had tho courage to admit at once the weaknoss of their theory when
into practical politics. However, the evils of wholesale confiscstion
"d state appropriation had already destroyed the chief elemenl of stability in
the
m d the agrarian compromise came too late.
farming proper, the peasant of Western Georgia grows successfully
tobm~o:and in aeveral parts of the country the traveller meets with
V'neysrdS and large fruit farins.
Gori is famous for its apples.
21
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The mineral deposits of the country are still undeveloped, with the exception
of the manganese mines, which are some of the finest in the world. Petrol, cod,
and copper exist, but in unknown quantities.
Roughly midway between the Black Sea and the Caspian lies the city of
Tiflis, a fine town where Oriental disorder and Western civilization meet and jostle
in pleasant amity. Tiflie bears the iinprint of the Russian occupation ; it was
the viceregal capital of Transcaucaeia under the Czarist r6gime, and pOR0e88e8
a European quarter which boasts of all the modern paraphernalia of a Weetern
city. After the Russian revolution it became the capital of Georgia, The main
street is the Golovinsky Pro~pect,which is threaded by a tramway, and po~sesses
a fine opera house where famous Ilusaian singers have made their dbbut.
Excellent blocks of flats, chiefly owned by Armenians, are scattered up and down
the highway. Here are the best restaurants, and here are the shops where
merchandiee, displayed in modern windows, costs twice or three times as much
as the same wares bought in the Oriental market a few hundred yards away.
The etreet is cobbled ; cars, cabs, pedestrians, and the tramway hustle for e
passage.
The Oriental quarter of Tiflis, or the old town, is wedged in the valley of the
Ebiver Kura, built on either bank and linked up with several wooden bridges ;
these bridges are in varying conditions of decay, and have practically fallen into
disuse, except for foot pclssengers. The hills on either side rise sheer above the
clustered houses, and at the end of the valley there are the remains of two mcient
fortresses. The buildings have been constructed on different levels in a, haphazard fashion ; the narrow streets, therefore, for the most part cobbled, are e
seriee of precipitous inclines and declinee. Eastern customs prevail ; whole
streets are given up to merchandise of a single denomination, and one etreet, for
exall~ple,is thus naturally named Silver Street, inhabited by the silversmiths,etc
I t is to this quarter that the caravans of camels make their way, bearing the
wares of the East ; there is trade carried on between Tiflia end Tabriz. It is a
common sight along the single street, which traverses this part of Titlis, to flee
three or four supercilious cemels eyeing with contempt the oily enorta of a Ford
car. They will never understand each other.
In March, 1921, the Bolshevik troops burst in on this rich and pleasant country,
end the Georgian army, after weeks of gallant fighting, was finally overcome,
being driven back to the sea coast. As the Red troops reached Batoum the
Government evacuated in Allied ships and made their way to Constantinople and
Paris. The 8oviets took over control and instituted a reign of terror. The
horrible details of Bolshevik inethoda of repression are given and gmphicall~
described by Monsieur D u q e t . The irony of that Menchevik Government
trusting in the fair prornises of their late associates is clearly underlined. In
May, 1920, the 8oviets recognized the independence of Georgia. During the eucceeding months the Soviets prepared the campaign of occupation, reannexing
firet Azerbaijan and then Armenia, and carrying on at the eame time intensive
propaganda in Georgia behind the screen of their diplomatic representation. Yet
the Georgian Government still hoped that the spiritual bond of aocielietic ideal8
would strengthen the loyalty of Hoviet Russia to her written engagements.
When the moment came f i u ~ s i areannexed this rebellioue province, and the
punitive expedition became a terrorist army of occupation.
Monsieur Duguet's book has a special interest at this moment, since there
ere inany signs that the Bolshevik experiment in Rusaia is coming to
end;
this will mean division in the empire, and undoubtedly the supprwsed
netiondiem of the southern provinces will reeweken, end a eeoond bid tor
freedom and political independence will be made. It eeeme thet GeorlJie ma9
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have, within the next year, her second chance, and her friends are waiting
to see how the game will be played, and what lessons have been learnt from
1920.
The problem is not an easy one. Any Russian Government will consider
~~~~~~~~~~~i~
as a Russian province, and if they will not be prepared to fight
for sentimentthey will be obliged to fight in order to retain a guaranteed supply
of Baku oil. On the other hand, ethnographically Transcaucasia has nothing in
common with Russia ; its inhabitants are not Slavonic and have no sympathy
with the Slevonic mentality. The history of the nineteenth century has sown
see& of resentment, hatred, and distrust of Russian administration. No
or peaceful solution of this problem is possible as long as Russia
occupies Trensceucasia. I t will therefore be the task of politicians, when the
Soviet Empire breaks up, to discover a nzodus vivendi under which Russia
retain0 e first lien on the Baku oil supply and the Transcaucasian peoples retain
political independence, if possible within a confederated union.
The British Government can ill afford to stand aside when this problem shall
deinand immediate consideration. The strip of land between the Black Sea and
the Caspian is a natural buffer State between Russian imperialisin and our
Eastern Empire. If the frontiers of Turkey and Persia were protected by a
friendly confederation of Transcaucasian States, and Russian activity restricted
to her natural territorial limit-the Caucasus rmge-an important step would
have been taken towards the reconstruction of British prestige in the Near East,
if st the same time Downing Street seeks to develop that friendship, which
should surely exist, between ourselves and all Moslem countries.
We have to thank Ivlonsieur Duguet for calling our attention to a problem
which at any moment may become a iilatter of international importance.
J. I<. R.

NOTES
IRAQ
A N D SYRIA.
M. Pernot, writing in the Revue dse Deux Mondes, concludes his series of
articles on the " Unrest in the East." The paper on the Mandated Territoriee
-Iraq and Syria is perhaps the most interesting of the series. M. Pernot was
in Baghdad in 1913 and so is able to judge the progress made bince the Turkish
domination ended.
Coming through the Persian Gulf, he gives an admirable s e r i e ~of short
ketches of the towns he visited-Abadan, but a few years &goan insignificant
village but now a large commercial city, headquarters of the Anglo-Persian
Oil Company, with schools, hospitals, and large and imposing buildings furnished
by them ; Mohammerah, destined to be the rival of Baghdad and Basra once it
becomes the terminus of the Trans-Persian Railway and is linked to Ispahan,
Teheran, and the Caspian by rail ; Basra, with its interminable quays and empty
warehouses, a city of the dead, a corner of the earth into which for some years
thousands of pounds were poured, but now going through a critical period of
poverty and loss of trade.
A leisurely journey brought him in twenty-two hours to Baghdad, where he
deplores the loss of " atmosphere," the transformation into an Anglo-Indian
town. Here he had a long interview with Miss Bell, and discusses at some
length the wisdom or non-wisdom of the British policy; he had, too, an
audience with King Faisal, and gives a short summary of the difficulties of the
King and of the British High Commissioner in passing the Treaty, and he gives,
too, nn elnusing account of a luncheon to which Miss Bell invited him, when hie
fellow-guest, " a high official, a Mr. C.," rubbed in all the faults of the French
~dministrationin Syria but would hear nothing of the mistakes of the British in
Iraq. After Baghdad he went on to Mosul, which he says the French should
never have given up. I n his general criticism he approves of the efforts which
are being made to advance the education of the ~eople-a great number of
sohools have been started, and over 50 per cent. of the revenue is devoted to
education and to the Iraq army-but in other ways he finds the oountry less
advanced. Mosul is run for the benefit of the oil. The Persian trade which had
80 much to do with the prouperity of the country has now been diverted to the
north, owing to the great enmity between Persia and Iraq, an enmity which has
benefited Russia while Mosul has suffered ; and Sir William will cocks'^ great
irrigation schemes, which were to have done 80 much to bring prosperity to the
country, have been shelved for better days--or in nccordancc with some change
of policy.
drought and waa importing instend
Mosul itself had sufrcred from two
of exporting cereals, and the introduction of the rupee and the fever for a ~ e c ~ l a tion had made matters worae, nt any rnte for the tirne being, in a country where
eo many of the smaller transactions were made in Turkish currency.
H e had cherished a great affection for the elow method of crowing the desert
with a caravan, and the quick run in a car has not for him the uame fittr&ction,
while the terrible poverty of the Bedouin, whom he had known in better dayst
shocked him. H e arrived in fiyria while things were a t their worst, and refusen
to speak about it, but reats on the security of an ultimate good understanding.
a10

NOTES
On the whole he concludes that both in Iraq and in Syria there is much to
be done before the Mandatory Powers can claim that they have well fulfilled
their undertakings.
-

~

The following papers have been added to the Library: Revar des Deux
Mondea, VI., noticed above ; " A Picture of China," from June number of the
Rounrl Tnble, which gives an excellent account of the prcsent state of affairs in
that country.
BAPFIN'S GRAVE

A correspondent, writing from the Persian Gulf, says : " I t may interest you
to know that I have found what I feel certain is the grave of Willialll Baffin,
the explorer who gave his name to Raffin Bay. This grave is on Kishrn Island,
neer the town. It has been kept in good repair by former Sheikhs of the island,
and the last repairs were done about fifty years ago. I t is known as the grave
of 'Al Ferangi' or of 'A1 Anglazi.' I found the sea was making encroachments
on one side of this grave, and out of a feeling of pity for this lone Englishman I
left sufficient money to have it built up from the sea. . . .
"As far as tradition goes amongst the older inhabitants of Kishm, this was
the grave of an officer(the word used was Hakim) who had been killed fighting."

MEMBERSwill look forward to the publication of the reports of Sir John Marshal's
and Sir Aurel Stein's excavations in North India, the importance of which are
known to be great ;but to most of us, who have no special Itnowledge, the greater
interest lies in the fact that these results when talcen in conjunctioll with
Mr. Woolley's latest finds at Ur give irrefutable proof of a widespread civilization earlier than any yet known, for although it cannot be dated, it is certainly
earlier than the civilization which spread over the Mediterranean from the Nile
Valley. Mr. Woolley's excavations will be continued next season if sufficient
fundscan be obtained. Any members who care to contribute even small sums
should send thern to the T)irector, British Musoum, by whom they will be
acknowledged. An exhibition of the principal finds of tho last season is now on
in the Assyrian Gallery of the Museunl.

LIBRARY NOTICES
T a Council
~
wish to thank colonel Grey for c L A Literary History of the Arab9 " ;
Colonel J. A . 8tcwnl.t for Bellew's l t Enquiry into the Ethnography of Afghanistan'; and Mr. H. C . Luke for " A Spanish Franciscan's Narrative of a Journey
"t h e e I ~Land,"
l~
for all of which they are very grateful for the library.
following books hnva been received for review :

''Tho Wilderna~s of Sinai," by 13. ,J. 1,lewellyn Beodnall. W'xfl''.
"it 174 pp. 2 mnps and illustrations. (London : Messrs. Edwin
Arnold. 1027. 10s. 6d.)
" A Pageant of Indin," by Adolf Waley. 9" x 6". 666 pp. (London :
Me*arfl.Coi~xt~rblr
and Co. 1927. 16s.)
" Revolt in the Desert," by T.I",. Lawrence.
94" x 6:". 446 pp. Mapa
and illustrntionfl. (I,onclon : Messrs. Jonathnn Cape. 1927. 21s.)
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,4 Spenish Francisoan's Narrative of e, Journey to the Holy Lend,"
translation by H. C. Luke. 83" x 69". vii+ 83 pp. (London:
Palestine Exploration Fund. 1927. 4s. cloth, 2s. 6d. paper.)
" The Northern Hegaz," by Alois Musil, American Geographical Society:
Oriental Explorations, No. 1. lo&' x 7". vii+374 pp. Illustrations.
(New Yorb : Vols. I.-VI. $36.)
" The
China of Today," by Stephen King-Hall. 7&"x5". 45 pp.
(London : Hogarth Press. 1927. 2s. 6d.)
" China in Revolt : How a Civilization became a Nation," by Leang-Li
T'Ang ; preface by Dr. Teai-Yuan Pei, Chancellor of the Univereity
of Peking. vii+176 pp. (London : Noel Douglas. 1927. 78. 6d.)
"The Campaign in Mesopotamia, 1914-1918," Vol. IV., by BrigadierGeneral F. J. Moberly, C.B. 84" x 56". 447 pp. Map. (London :
H.M. Stationery Office. 1927. 158.)
" -4sianic Elements in Greek Civilization," by Sir William Ramsay.
1015' x 76". x + 303 pp. Illustrations. (London : John Murray.
1927. 12s.)
" China and her Political Entity," by Shubsi H'sii, Ph.D. xxiv+438 pp.
(New York : Oxford University Press. 12s. 6d.)
" Prophets, Priests, and Patriarchs," by H. C. Luke. Sketches of the
Sects of Palestine and Syria. B$'x 5%. 129 pp. (London : Faith
Press. 1927. 6s.)
" Tibet, Past and Present," by Sir Charles Hell, K.C.I.E., C.M.G. 88'' x 5f'.
326 pp. Maps and illustrations. (Oxford : Humphrey Milford,
Oxford University Press. 1927. Cheap edition, 10s.)
" Le Congrbs du Khalifat (Cairo, May 13-19, 1926); Le Congrba du
Monde Musulmane Mecca (June 7 to July 5, 1926)," from the Revue
d s Monde Mt~sulmnne. 10'' x 64". 219 pp. (Paris. 1926. 25 frfl-)
" T h e British in China nnd F a r Enstern Trade," by C. A. Middleton
Smith. 9"x 6". 295 pp. (London : Messrs. Constable and Co1927. 10s. 6d.)
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THE TATAR DOMINATION OF ASIA.*
BY LIEUT.-GENERAL
SIR GEORGE MACMUNN, K.C.B.
have
llb~
~gome knowledge of Asia, whether personal or otherwise, but especially those who have been there, have been attracted a t
gome time or other to the mystery of the almond-eyed man. A feeling
is bound to arise in those who think of such things, that the whole of
Asia is permeated or tainted with a people, or traces of a people, who
seem different in every way from the rest of the world. The ~ h ~ s i ognomy, the language, the habits, and the humanities of these races
are entirely apart from Aryan, Semite, or Hamite. The various
nomenclatures in use to describe this great race are perplexing. We
may call them Turanian, which is the term in more scientific use,
which is but the Persian word for desert dwellers, used to describe
the nomad Tatars who swept over Persia a s over the rest of Asia.
In the earlier days of Moslem domination we hear often of the eternal
conflict between the lords of Iran and the lords of Turan. W e may
call them Tatar, which should be spelt without the r in the first
syllable, and is apparently Chinese for barbarian " ; or we may call
them Turk or Turki, which is said to be derived from " Tu-kuen," a,
helmet, the name given to a hill in China, near which the first Turkish
settlement was founded in A.D. 420. But, on the other hand, early
Europeans will speak of Turca and Tyrcae earlier still. I n Chinese
history the Huns or early Tatars seem to have been called the
"Hsiang-nu," and we have mention of them a s early as 2300 B.c., and
certainly by 1400 u.c. So we can realize what a long a n d terrible
thing this domination has been. I propose to conform to the more
modern custom and to use the name Tatar to describe the UgroAltaic, Tartar, Turkish or Mongol races; and Turanian to include
both %tar and the descended races such a s Dravidian, wherever
altuated- The term Mongolo-Turkish is another all-embracing term
which is used by scientific writers.
Now, I want to draw your attention to the fact that this strange
people, in addition to overrunning a large part of Eastern Europe,
ruled, dominated, and controlled the whole of Asia from the
BOs~horus
to the Pacific. Only laat year did the lest of the four
great Tatar dynasties disappear-that of the Khajar Empire of Persia.
The
of C o n s t a ~ t i n o ~ lthe
e , Shah ol Persia, the Mogul Empire
gg

* The Anniversary Tneture, given

Chair.

on June 8, Sir Miohael O'Dwyer in the
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of Delhi, the Tatar Emperor a t Peking, a t one time divided Asib
between them more or less intimately and completely, and now the
last of these emperors or sultans has faded from off the screen of
history. Three out of four have done so in the last twelve years,
while the Mogul Empire itself nominally endured till 1857.
I will now ask you to speculate with me on the origin of these
Tatar peoples, so different from the rest of the world that they would
seem to have sprung from some entirely different source. Those who
probe further into the ape theories hold that the Tatar, or yellow man,
comes from the ourang-outang, the Caucasian from the chimpanzee,
and the negro from the gorilla, while searching yet for those who
come from the baboon, the fourth of the anthropoid apes. I am not
competent to take you far into that theory, but I may say, as of some
interest, that the chimpanzee is apt to sit with legs and arms folded,
as do the Mongoloids, and as the statues of the Buddha are shown,
while the descendants of the chimpanzee baito on their hunkers, as
does their putative ancestor, and place their hands on their knee like
the statues of the Pharaohs. I n dementia praecox the white race
always sit thus, and the yellow race with folded feet and arms.
Leaving the anthropoids to those who have deeper knowledge, I
would ask you to come back with me for a moment to that m o ~ t
wonderful of all histories and genealogies-in fact, the only extant
history of early man-those remarkable opening chapters of the Book
of Genesis, and I want to introduce you to a, remarlrable theory as to
the origin of the Tatar peoples-those of the almond eye and the
Mongol fold.
The opening chapters of Genesis go, as you know, a t great length
into the ethnological divisions, and it seems to me that we h ~ v eread
our chapters but carelessly. I t is the fashion to say that Genesis
claims to tell us the story of the beginning of man, and then to point
out how futile such an account must be in view of the universally
accepted modern doctrine of evolution from inferior species over
countless Eons of time. But there is something wrong t o begin with
in our conception, for Genesis distinctly tells us that there were other
people in the land, whom the children of Adam and Eve married. ~ I Y
interest in the study of Genesis was very much heightened by the fact
that for three years of the War I was ~ns~ector-General
of communications in Meeopotamia, and travelled in my steamer 25,000 miles on the
Tigris and Euphrates, and I was Commander-in-Chief for another Year
after the War. My spare time was devoted to studying everything I
could lay hande on that dealt with ancient history and geography, and,
egged on by Sir William Wilcocks to apply the facts of the theodolite
to the story of Genesis, I visited innumerable sites. I t is not suitable
to develop these in my lecture tonight, but I want to point to One Or
two facts to emphasize the extraordinary accuracy of that narrative in
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where it can be checked, and to deduct from that the
those
poaai~ility
that it may be as accurate in the portions that we cannot
check, though I would admit we have not always understood them
dght. That accuracy is germane to the point 1 a m leading UP to a s
of the Tatar or Mon,~oloidraces. 1like, myself, to think
to the
that the story of Eden is not the story of the first man, but possibly
the story of the man who had been evolved, a s were the beasts,
through
ages of development, a t last arriving a t that stage
the Creator judged that ho might now receive a soul and become
hon;o sapiens. If that were the story of Eden, and if the Creator had
an experiment in trying to make some of those beings a race
&part,and failed, we have a story over which scientists and fundamentalists may lie down together, and one which immediately solves
the puzzle of those other contemporaucous human beings Genesis
tells of, and of the " daughters of men," ~ n also
d all those people who111
Cain feared should have a blood feud with him.
I will, if I may, just quote two instances to show how accurate
Genesis can be in its details. Now, in our endeavour to settle revenue
problems in Iraq during the days of the mar, we soon came upon a,
curious condition of land tenure whereby a man who owns land does
not necessarily own the trees thereon. And we see to this day that to
own land and trees a man must have a ntiryi sc~wizadao well a s a tap?&
sanwad. But this explains an apparently redundant account in
Genesis, where we are told that Abraham, when he bought the field
of Yachpelah as his burial-place, sought not only the land thereof, but
the trees thereon as zuell. This was in reality a most essential thing
to do, and shows that the custom has remained unchanged to this day
in those lands. The othor point, as an accurate description of detail,
is still Inore remarkable. I n the account of the Deluge we are told
that the " gate6 of heaven opened and the fountains of the deep came
Now, the gates of heaven we can all accept a s a picturesque
description of heavy rain and melting snow. W e have accepted that.
and not probed deeper into the nleaning of the fountains of the deep."
The fountains of the deep, however, is an expression often used in the
O1dTestalnentfor the sea. Now, to this day, a t the same time as the
s'3aBon1the south-west shr~malblows the sea water of the Persian
right up over the low desert flats that lie between the ShattalArab and the higher ground right and left of tho river for sixty or
event^ miles inland. And this wall of sea water coming up meets
Ihe floodwaters co~ningdown, and baqks tbe latter up so that they
run off till the wind ceases to prevail. Now, what more
"Ourate
ref~rencocould be made to the spring conditions which 8 0
hampered ua in trying to relieve Icut-that is to Bay, that the gates
Of heaven Opened and the fountains of the deep came up ?
It most accurately describes the physical situation today. 1have
UPS"
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given you these two instances to emphasize my point that everything
told in Genesis refers to some historic happening, though we may not
yet have got the inwardness of the story right. Now we come to the
point regarding the Tatar races, to which I have been working up.
Cain is a man that we hear a good deal of-the names of his children
and descendants, and how they were nomads and tinkers, and would
be so for all time; and we are given the name of the cities of hie
descendants, a mighty people. Then suddenly the story ends with
Chapter IV. Never again is there any mention of Cain and hie
descendants. Chapter S.gives a remarkable account of the races of
the world, accurate in many respects to this day, but never a word of
the descendants of Cain. Never a word in the whole of Holy Writ
(except, perhaps, an obscure allusion in Isaiah) to any descendants of
Cain a t one time so often referred to, and never a mention of the Tatar
races or of China. Cain and the Mongoloid races are taboo, in spite
of the fact tbat the early inhabitants of the Euphrates country, the
Sumerians, were, from their carvings, obviously Mongoloids. Now,
it has been suggested that the almond eye, this " Mongol fold," e
twitch of the skin and not the shape of the skull, is the mark that
God put on Cain for men to know him by, and that his descendante
aro those Mongoloid race8 who never are mentioned after Chapter IV.
in this most wonderful early history of the rest of the races of the
world. Out into the land of Nod and out of the recorded history
went those races marked with the brand which was to give protection
and also to carry a curse. I venture to give you this idea as a most
romantic one, and one which, I thinlr, the more you ponder over it,
the more will appear to you to account for many queer things.
The Chinese, you know, have a tradition of Western origin which
brought them to the Hoang-Ho, their putative matrix.
You will remember how Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews told us that
when next he goes out it will be to study the human settlements in
Southern Mongolia with an ethnographis t and an anthropologist added
to his otherwise complete staff. H e may greatly add to our very scanty
knowledge of Tatars, Turks, and Turanians.
EARLY TIMES
I n early times-times which a little while ago we shollld have called
prehistoric, but which research and discovery are bringing within the
domain of recorded history-the Turanien peoples occupied a part of
Northern and part of Eastern Asia, and had penetrated into Southern
Tibet, Bengal, and had even mingled with Negritic races to form such
people na the Dravidian and Kolarian races in India, the Bengali as well
a s the races of the inner Himalays and the Tibetan plateaus. They are
even to be found in the Valley of the Euphrates, where we find them 8s
the Akkado-Sumerians of the earliest days of Ur. And wo find them
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separatedby the peculiar trait of the Mongol fold, and the high Cheekbones, fiatfaces,lank hair, and earless faces, a s well a s by a language that
is quite differentin its type from the Aryan or Caucasian or white races,
howeverwe like to call them. I am not competent to talk to you of the
curious monosyllabic and agglutinative languages, which all have a
similarity, and which in the main are talked by all the true Turanians
from the Bosphorus to the Pacific, and which is to be seen in its
constructionin Burmese, Shan, Kachin, Chinese, etc. There is no
lmguage which is so universally spoken a s is Turki proper and its
immediatelyallied varieties. An excellent example has been quoted of
how this agglutinative built-up Turkish language is constructed. I t is
that such an expression as un-get-at-able-ness would be a typical Turki
form. It is interesting to look a t our maps of Asia and to see the same
words in use for mountain and river in China, in Tibet, in Turkestan,
and right cp to the borders of Europe in Anatolia.
I but mention this curious language to emphasize the fact that these
Turanians seem to be of a different order of beings from the rest of the
world-these putative descendants of Cain, whatever the story of Cain
may really stand for in historic value, a curious race, capable of great
cruelty and the most implicit obedience, in many ways a slave people. If
you tookan ordinary Turkish battalion of pure Anatolian Turks, and said,
" Here are two hundred Armenian babies, take care of them, be good to
them," the grinning Turk would nurse and pet them ; but if you said,
"Bayonet them," bayoneted heartily they would be. The great waves of
Turlrish and Tatar invasions have been the occasions all through history
of themoet devastating massacres. Those who know the jolly, grinning
little Gurkhas of our Army know how horribly barbaric they would be
if their officers did not restrain them sternly.
In studying the countries over which the Tatars spread, it is important t~ remember that Turkestan, as we now know it, the various inore
western Turkestrtns of which Bokhara and Samarkand are the centre,
did not become Turkish till about A.D. 400. Before that the people were
Iranians and the country was known a s Iranistan, the country over
which the Macedonian influence extended, and which Alexander coni
on his Fay to India, leaving bebind him the province of Bactria.
Now G~ECO-~actrian
control and influence lasted many centuries here a s
lnthe south of Western Asia ; indeed, one finds, 600 and 700 years after,
the Persian dynasties using tho Greek characters for many oficial
purP08e80 Just a8 the Romans were longer in Britain than the British
been in India, so the Macedonia11 control existed in what we now
T~rkestmbefore the Turks came there, and many of the ruins and
are pre-Tatar in origin. With the civilizing of Afghanistan
progress^ and should the Central Asian aoviets encourage it, there ia
'fnmensearch~ologicalresearch to be done in the Valley of the 0x118.
But the knowledge we shall get will not be of the Tatar story.

influences
In
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One great fact stands out, that these curious Turanian races, impellea
by various causes, one of wbich we know as the smothering of habitable
areas by rotting sandhills, a phenomenon which we can see any day we
like on British cornlands in the Indus Valley, and probably by great
prolificness such a s we have seen in Egypt in the last twenty yebra
where the population has doubled, moved westwards, and swept into
many parts of Western and Southern Asia and into'the middle of
France. And we know that these waves have continued up to quite
modern times, and are historical facts from the days of Attila the Hun
t o thoee of Urtogrul and Othman in the fifteenth century. But it is
most interesting to see how these hordes of Twtars have acted as it
were for the chastisement of effete and degenerate Western races.
Historians tell us that the appearance of the barbarian Tatar hordes,
with their accompanying massacres and cruelties, have been the signel
for a regeneration and a revival of their own better cults in the peoples
over whom they swept, always supposing they left any, for in Seistan
and in Babylonia the ruins that they left and the lands they laid
waste have remained so to this day-nothing but the haunt of the
dragon and the bittern.
Those of you who have marched or flown over the old brown battlefields of Mesopotamia know the long lines of deserted Babylonian canals
and village mounds, mostly as yet unexplored, which mark the trackof
Hulagu and his Turlts.
No doubt if we explored the prophecies to this end we should find
many that alluded to the Scourge of God," as Attila has been called.
And there are some who think that the horses of Togomar" are the
Tatar hordes.

THE H U N S A N D EARLY HISTORY
I n the third century n.c. we find that a great Tatar or Turauianm
people, known to history as the Huns, dominated the whole of
Northern Asia from the Volga to Iiorea, and conquered Chine, so far
back ae 219 n.c. But they spread and conquered to the west as well
a s to the east, for they were in Hungary in A.D. 370 and for centuries
made the Danube Valley their European centre, and under their
great leader, Attila, overran the greater part of Europe, and were
not stemmed till they got to the Marne, where they were defeated in
A.D. 451 by Aclius a t Chalons-sur-Marne, ae another enemy was
stemmed in 1914 by Joffre and French, For this Tatar hand lay heavy
in Europe. Half Russia is Tatar to this day, and the Letts end the
Finns and the East Prussiane ehow their Mongol origin very clearly.
When the German Emperor cleimad rnlationehip with the Turks of
jesterday he spoke for Prussia only too truly. We do not always
realize that thoee Prussian characteristics eo disliked by their German
fellow-subject0 are due to the presence in their blood of thia savage*
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c,llo"s Tatar or Mongol blood, SO essentially different from the Aryans
of the true Germanic races.
Attila died in 453, and the H u n power i n Europe waned, but for
generfitiong they remained in East Europe. Gradually the various
htrr divisions became more marked under the names and groups we
now know them by, now one group, now another, gaining ascendancy,
snd for the time giving a new title to confederacies of the Dame
old peoples.
It would be quite impossible in the space of an hour's talk to take
through the history of the Tatar waves, but I can do no more than r u n
through the more famous ones, with a few of the leading dates.
550. The Great Wall or parts of it are built to keep the
Ttlters out of China, though they had, of course, in earlier days overrun
it for hundreds of years and peopled it.
421-430 A.D. The settlement of the Tu-Iiueh or Turks in Western
China is recorded, and in 567 the Turks of China sent an embassy to the
Emperor Justin. For the next few hundred years there are records of
wtlrs between the Chinese and the Turks.
400 A.D. The Tatars conquer and settle in Turkestan.
714 A,D. The Tatars of Turkestan abandon their somewhat indefinite
p?!anism and adopt Islarn, and under its influence become a more
clvllized and enduring power. A branch of the Tatars, the Urghurs,
conquer territory to the north of Turkestan and embrace Islarn in the
year 1000 A.D.
1050 A.D. -4nother great section of Turks, the Seljuks, under Togrul,
sweep into Persia and Iraq, restore the power of the Caliphate, which
before long they usurp.
1206-1227 A.D. The Mongols as such come on the scene, and under
Jhen~hir,or Chingiz Khan, not only conquer China, but spread far
into both Russia and Central Europe, bringing more than t h e usual
fire and sword.
B.e.

Jagatai, eon of Jhengis Iihan, succeeded to the rule of those
tribes and provinces who called themselves Turk a s distinct from
Mongol. Baber, who conquered India in the sixteenth century, was a
Jagathi Turk, and the name Mogul was probably adopted for the
prestige that it carried. H e did, however, claim descent through his
mother from Jhengiz Khan.

THE E I G H T E E N T H CENTURY

In the eighteenth century we see the four great Tatar thrones controlling practically the whole of Aeia--the Sultau of Turkey, the Shah of
Perah at Teheran, the Mogul a t Delhi, the Emperor of China a t PekingAt the beginning of that century Russia had not begun her absorption
the Ichanatetee. Great Britain was but the tenant of coastwise settlements of the Mogul. The Mogul Ernpire wae still that astonishing
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mighty Empire which dazzled the imagination of the West. China
was still China. Almost the whole of Asia, in one sense or another,
definitely or indefinitely owned the sway of these four Tatar potentateen
The seeds of decay, however, were already at work in the great empire
of Akhbar ; the component parts were too diverse, as we know so well
today, for anything but a first-class rule to keep together. The Mogul
Empire toppled by its own weight. The Great Mogul was a puppet
when Maratha, and Afghan fought for the body a t Panipat, one of those
recurring battles on that great field. This one, known as the " Battle by
the Black Mango Tree," broke the rising Maratha power for many
years, and the most interesting item about it now is that curious
message which passed through the underground channels of the financiers, the first news of the disaster :
" Two pearls have been dissolved, twenty-seven gold muhurs have
been lost, and the silver and copper callnot be cast up."
The Mogul Emperor, you will remember, endured in name till the
last flicker, when he was replaced on his puppet throne by the mutinoue
Btngal Army. Till then to many Eastern minds we ruled India under
the fi~nranof the Great Mogul. I won'ti dwell further on this story
of Tatar dominion in India, except to tell you an interesting little story
of the kind which so appeals to me. I was riding near Delhi, with an
officer who had been on the Central Asian steppes. We passed some
flccks of sheep, with their shepherds. All over the world shepherds
retain the touch with long gone ways. I believe, in Sussex even, the
sheep are still counted up on the downs with the British, viz., Celtic,
numerals. The shepherds on Salisbury Plain link back with many a
bjgone tradition. As we passed the flocks the shepherds were gathering the sheep.
" Hullo !" said my companion, " those men are calling
with the Central Asian sheep call, the cry of the steppes." ~ccostingone
who was near, a wild-looking creature, he said, " What tribe are you?"
" Mogul,'' said the man, Mogul." I t was the remnant of more or
less unadulterated Mogul settlements who had come in with the
conquerors. For ever oince Delhi was a kingdom it has been Tatar~
with one short exception, as I have explained.

T E E TWENTIETEI CENTURY
Firat of the four Tatar dynasties to fade from the screen was that of
the Mogul or more properly of the Jagrtai Turks, which lost its last
vestige of power in 1867. The other three tyrannies remained much
longer, ~ n the
d next to follow the Mogul was the Manchu, which dieappeared in 1912. I t has always interested me to notice, as evidence
of the affinity of these two Tstar empires, when I look at those miniatures you get a t Delhi copied from originals of the llogul Empress Nur
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yabal,l u ~ n t a zMahal, and even that little cat of the Mutiny tragedy,
that they wear headdresses and clothes of very definitely Tatar Pekinese
type.
His Majestyof Peking was soon followed by his cousin of Rome, for the
soltan of Rome, of the City and Empire of Conetantine, has now disappeared.* The fourth Turkish throne endured till last year in the
Bhapeof the Turkish Shah of Persia, the last, for the present a t any
rate, of the Dynasty of the Khajjar Turks. Reza Shah, a s we know, is
pure Aryan. So end the four great Turkish Dynasties which shared
Asiafrom the Bosphorus to the Pacific, the descendants in one form or
another of Attila, of Hulagu, of Ertagrul and Jhengiz Khan, of Timur
the Lame, and of Babur. Mighty and relentless in their day beyond
belief and now none so poor to do them reverence, I present this
reflection to you as one of extreme interest, mingled a s I like to mingle
it with some memory of Cain and that mysterious brand that was t o
aeparate him and his descendants from the rest of mankind.

TURKISH CONDITIONS OF TODAY
It is interesting in endeavouring to see what the future of the Tatars
may be, to turn to the Pan-Turk cult of the more theoretical Turks of
Turkey in Asia or Turkey in Europe. One Tekin Alp, a pre-war writer,
said to be Albert Cohen, a Jew, wrote vehemeniily on Pan-Turk revival-i.e. political union of all the Turkish- peeking peoples, a t any
rate outside of China. Pan-Turk journals T Z L T ~ ~and
S ~ IPa?t-Tz~rkisntus
LZLS
were his platform. During the War the Young Turk party f ~ u n dthat
Islam had failed them. The Jilzad, the Holy War which the Sultan
had called on the Sheikh Ul Islam to proclaim, had failed to rally
Islam to the cause of the Caliph. They deliberately let the Turkish
Empire go so far as its non-Tatar elements went, and preached a union
of the Tatar races. The League of the Grey Wolf from whom the
original Turk is said to come was the platform. Prussio. with her
'latar strain was behind it also, and the fear that it might take serious
form involved Great Britain in far-flung operations in 1917-18. The
co~tlyexpedition from Quetta to form the North Persian cordon was
to stop the Pan-Turkish propaganda from penetrating to the Tatar
districts on the Afghan side of the Oxus, and incidentally to give antiBolshevist elements in Transcaspia, a, chance and prevent the Tatars of
TrmfJcas~ia
and the Oxus being swept in. Further, our operations in
Persia and on the Caspian Sea, the enterprise known familiarly
the "Hush Hush Push," which eventually found us trying to
Organize Tatar elements a t Baku, were all part of the same fear.
"110
hands01110 Turks of Europe are but E u r o p e a n I\loslems. The real Turk
of Anatolio iq pure Mongolian.
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Pan-Turkism or Pan-Turanianism failed then to save Turkey from
defeat.
We now have before us the interesting racial sideof the modern Turks'
propaganda and policy, the Turk and nothing-but-the-Turk, just as old
Paul Icruger used to murmur gruflly, " The Taal and nothing-but-the.
Taal." Turkish policy or thought aims a t letting the non-Turks go. The
loss of the Arab countriee is a good riddance. They have expelled their
Greeks and other non-Turks, though the Greeks had been in the land
when the Turks were on the Steppes. They aim, as did Tekin Alp, at
bringing into their fold the other Turki and Tatar races. What is to be
the future no one can tell. Muetapha Kemal has thrown Islam overboard, and as the Tatar races seem not to hold strongly by any religion
it rnay serve their purpose to have done so. I t has been said in many
quarters that Mustapha Kemal is a h1oslem of Jewish descent, and but
another instance of the evil influence of the Jew. ~ ; tI understand
that that is not so. Mustapha is a Turk, though, like so many of the
more educated and better-class Turks who have so long married with
the non-Turkish women, he may have little of the Tatar in his veins. His
name is good Turkish, for Naffar Mustapha is the Turkish equivalent
of Thomas Atkins. &!ustapha aims, too, no doubt a t reviving a Turkish
Empire of Tatar peoples.
Ten years ago it was estimated that there were only eight million
real Turks speaking Turkish in the Turkish Empire, out of a total of
27 millions speaking Turki, exclusive of tho Chinese Empire. They are
situated somewhat as follows :
The Tatars of Kazan on the V o l g ~(1,600,000) included some of the
Great a u s ~ i a n son the west and the Finnish tribes.
Tetars of the Crimea, 200,000.
Tatars of Western Siberia, 50,000.
Tatars of the Caucasus, Baku, etc., 2,000,000.
The Turkish-speaking peoples of Persia, including Azerbaijan.
The Tatare of the Caucasus and the Turks of Azerbaijan were once
united as Turkish subjects.
The Turkish Khanates of Afghanistan, Cis-Oxus, only annexed to
that kingdom in 1850-59.
The Tatars of Central Asia, 13,000,000, of whom 12,000,000 were
in Russia.
I t is to bring the greater part of these within the Turkish Empire
OF the future that Pan-Turanianism dreams. You are aware how on
the borders OF Afghanistan Ruasia has formed on Trans-Oxus four small
racial soviets, of which three ere Tatar (Usbeg, Turcoman, and Icirghiz,
etc.) and one is Persian. Similar peoples live under Afghan rule cisOxus, and it is understood to be Russia's aim to make these folk
demand union with their kinsmen Trans-Oxus. This offers the more
immediate possibility of trouble.
I n hlongolia there is a slightly Russianized soviet, and it is im-
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pmible to say with China in her insolvable travail what the Tatar
future there may be. Outside China the question is easier to see
future for, though it is quite impossible to say what will be the
future of the Tatar races or how they will respond to the more extended
Western ideas which are permeating them. Old Imperial Russia,
however much we might dislike her a s neighbour, was a distinctly
influence, and Russian Turkestan and the Trans-Oxus
provinces were kept in admirable order. With Russia in her present
condition, a Turkish Empire, republican or monarchical, might be preferable to a Russian soviet as a neighbour. The Tatar races are there
if someone can organize and pull then1 together.
Now, that is the story of Tatar dominion in Asia and its future so
fir as I can present it you in the space of a short lecture, and if I have
been able to picture to you the romantic and rather weird side as well
as the historical and political side, I may have enabled you to watch
events with the greater interest.

Mr. GIBB: I am afraid it would be rather presumptuous for a
junior member of the Society to analyze Sir George MacMunn's
lecture, especia,llyin the presence of Sir Denison Ross, who has studied
the whole problem more than I. The lecturer has pointed out that
first of all this Tatar problem is one of the biggest problems in the
history of the world, and a problem which almost certaiilly no 01.10
person can ever encompass : it touches the livee of so many people fit
so many different points. Consequently, practically no one is able to
do more than fasten on one small corner, try to find out what happened i u that little corner and then apply his knowledge, and realize
by studying that one aspect the general aspect of the problelm. I n
studying, as bas been rather forced on me during the last four years,
the influence and tho methods of the Mongol branch of the Tatars
during the first of the expansions, under Jenghiz Khan, one does find
certain things which probably are true of all Mongol expansions.
First of all that expansion began in a very small way. There was
&:reat deal of military ability ou the part of the leaders ; no one can
~i;s@ibly
call in question the strategic genius of Jenglliz Khan and his
great gellerals. But the way was ~ n a d eeasy for all that, because they
came up against enemies who, in spite of a t any rate an appearance of
I)Ower,were really powerless to meet their attacks. This was certainly
tile Cage with Jet~ghizI<han, when his Tatars invaded on the one hand
Chinaand on the other Turkestan. I t was certainly the case with his
S"ccessor~lwho carried the invasion of China a little deeper, and invaded Persia and Russia. In every case they found a statu of internal
a " a r c h ~ , more or less cnmouflsged i t rnay be by temporary unifications
tetl~poraryleaders. I cannot give from memory the exact facts
E u s r i ~ which
,
was tho most striking instance; but in the two
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hundred years before the Tatars there were about 243 states, all more
or less ephemeral, and 293 princelets, who disputed the soil of Russia
in something like eighty-three civil wars. I t was obvious that in such
a case the Mongols, who were united, and had a very strict military
discipline and generals of extraordinary strategic genius, could sweep
everything before them; and once a movement like that is started,
then one may say without irreverence that it is only chance that stops
it. I t was certainly chance that stopped the Mongol irruption into
Europe by the death of the then Great Khan. A very important point
is the effect of these Mongol invasions on the countries which they
conquered. There seems no doubt that they did find effdte civilizations,
and that those effete civilizations were unable to withstand them.
They caused a break in the history of each of those countriee-a break
in the history of China, in that of Persia, and in that of Russia-tmd
things after that were never the same. But they were unlike the
Huns in Europe, who also caused a break in history. When the
Huns' wave of invasion had passed away, it left a Europe split up
into innumerable fragments, a condition from which it has never
recovered to this day. The effect of the Mongol Empire was to
restore something like unity to what had been previously split up into
fragments. One finds after the Mongol period Persia is reunited under
one central government; China ie reunited, and has never been disunited since until our own day- .; and Russia is united as it never has
been united before under the leadership of one dynasty. The questiou
naturally arises, how much of this benefit is due to the Rfongols?
Was it something which they brought that resulted in unification,
some element which they introduced? Or was it that they left behind
them something much more resembling a desert, that tho breach which
they had made with the past was so violent that it left the population
stunned, and so a t the mercy of the first strong man ? The Mongola,
whatever they were, were not civilizers, and yet thoy seem to have
done a great deal for civilization in Asia. That is the problem which
the Mongol Empire and which the Tatar Empire everywhore raised.
They adapted themselves to civilizetione, but were not civilizers and
never civilized. How wae it done? What were the moral forces
which these conquests managed to arouse amongst those they conquered ? (A~plause.)
Sir DENISON
Ross: I feel I oannot possibly add anything to Mr.
Gibb's remarks. I should only like to make one point that bears out
what he said. I think there was every chance of Islam qua Orthodox
Islam going to pieces had it not been for the Seljuks. This tribe
of Turks, when they came in contaot with Islam, were converted,
though not vory quickly converted, and when they came across Asia
they came a s Mussulmans, and \yore alwaya most strictly orthodox;
that i8 a very curious point today. The Turk knows no half-measures,
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he has but little imagination, so if he is a M ~ s s u l m a nhe is a n
orthodox and thoroughgoing Mussulman, and when he abandons
lalam
he is just as thoroughgoing, a s is shown by his adoption of the
gAjas Code in place of the Koranic law. The fact which is more or
leas ignoredis that the Iulamic world might have gone to pieces but for
the fact that these totally indifferent but highly ~ r t h o a o xSeljuka Came
bolstered up the Khalifate. Thus we Owe to a people who are
neither ertistic nor religious the fact that there was a n Islam to oppose
to the Crusaders and Christian influences. The Turks have been in
times led to a very natural feeling, not of imperial unity, but of
rloid unity-a unity of all the tribes speaking Turkish from Lake
Bsikal down to Albania. I t is a natural thing that where pan-1slam
failed, Pan-Turanianism should become the cry. It must be always
that the Turks were without any consciousness oE this
nbtiontll or racial unity until the year 1897, when a French novelist,
who merely meant to write a, popular book, pointed out a s the result of
recent discoveries in Central Asia that the Turks were the same all
through. He told of the decipherment of ancient Turkish inscriptions
dating back to the seventh century, where the language was so little
changed that you could, by the help of a nlodern dictionary, make out
most of the inscription. Thus it was a Frenchman a t the end of the
nineteenth century who produced this racial consciousness amongst
the Turks. The movement has had very little time to develop, but i t
is a c~nsciousne~~
they all enjoy, and it is getting now both a setback
and an encouragement from the Russian policy. Those four Russian
republics of which the lecturer has spoken are now developing, and in
all of those republics a very curious thing is happening. These are
Tatat-8 of Central Asia ; they speak dialects that have never before
been put into writing or literature; and now for the first time in
history each province of those republics is cultivating its own dialect.
I have in my possession little books of kindergarten, short stories for
children, little rhymes, and so on, written down in those dialects,
hitherto no one except lunatic scholars like myself has ever
thought of recording. I t is for someone who knows more about
politicsthan I do to judge whether that is going to lend cohesion
theTurki8h tribes or keep them apart. Whether the Russians are
doing it to encourage a Pan-Turkish movement, or to encourage each
man to cultivate his own dialect so a s to prevent any such movement,
it i8 curious that, although they are not actually inventing languages,
they are making current and publishing newspapers in languages that
before been reduced to writing.
The C 1 l * l ~ :uI~inight
~
say just a word before I thank the lecturer
On your behalf for the very interesting lecture he has given us. H e
the old Khans of Tartary and the various empires whioh the
established a11 over Asia and over part of Europe living entities
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before us. The outstanding feature of it all was this : that the impact
of the Tatar invasions was borne by Eastern Europe and particularly
Russia, and now the reaction is proceeding from Russia back again to
the Tatar countries. As Sir Denison Ross explained to us, it will
be most interesting to see whether the movement which has takeg
place in these new republics, started or supported by Soviet Russia,
will succeed in bringing together the various fragments of the great
Tatar race or will split them up still further. I t is very curious, but it
is apparently as the result of a considered policy that Moscow has set
itself to encourage this new language movement, and has sent out
professors and savants into these republics to help to establish the
dialects and prepare the dictionaries and other paraphernalia for
linguistic progress. One thing that Sir Denison Ross said does not
square with my own experience. H e said the Turks were not imaginetive, which is quite true, and that when they embraced Islam they
embraced and adhered to it in its orthodox form. That is also true;
not having the subtle mind of the Persians, they did not develop the
various heresies which were associated with Islam in Persia. But
what I want to say is that the Turks were orthodox, not so much from
devotion to Islam, as from want of the imagination and intellectuel
subtlety which helped to develop the heretical views which were found
in such profusion over Persia.
During the War a, tremendous number of Mohammedans from
Northern India went to fight the Turks in Mesopotamia and Palestine.
I encouraged them to go. There bad been some talk about a Jehad,
but it fizzled out, and they went like men. When they came back I said
to some of them : What do you think of the Turk 1" They replied :
" As a soldier he is all right ; he is not quite so good as we are, but
still there is nothing wrong with him." I asked : " What do you think
of him as a Mufisultnan ?" Then they spat on the ground, and said :
" Toba, toba.
I4e is not a Mussulman a t all. H e does uot go in for
either prayer or fasting." (Laughter.) That rather accorded with
own experience. I remem her coming across the Tratar ~ohammed&ne
of the Volga, Crimea, and Central Asia thirty years ago when Iel&m
wae really more potent and more orthodox than today. Coming from
India and travelling down the Volga, at Nijni Novgorod and Kazan
and in the Caucasus I waa struck with the extraordinary laxity of the
Tatar Mohammedans a s compared with the Indians. In the refreahmeat cars, when they sat down to dinner, there was no hesitation
in drinking any wine that wae forthcoming. I remember seeing
big Tatar merchant in one evening between Elamarkand and the
Caspian put down a t dinner four great bottles of beer. ~ p ~ a r e n ~ l y
he considered that beer was not covered by the ~rohibitionin the
Koran.
One thing that struck me when Sir George was speaking was
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the eatrsordinary tenacity of ideas among the people of India. Ho
told us of Jagatai, the youngest son of Jenghiz Khan. All over
Northern India where the Moguls ruled, the Moguls are spoken of
today not as Moguls, but as Jagatais. You ask about a n old ruin o r
inscription: What period does that date from ?" and they say, " I t .
belongsto the time of the Jagatais." Jagatai flourished apparently
early in the thirteenth centulsy, and today in the twentieth century
these people in Northern India still speak of the Jagatai dynasty,
associating the various Mohammedan invasions of India with Jagatai
and his descendants. That helps to illustrate what Sir George has
very happily told us of the characteristics of this Tatttr race. They
were conquerors rather than civilizers. They had very little culture,
and I think their religion was very skin-deep. At the same time, they
have left their ma.rk on the world in more senses than one. One
hietorian, I t,hink,said that wherever the hoof of the Tatar horse fell the
grass ceased to grow. That is a poetic exaggeration because, as Sir
Denison Ross and Mr. Gibb told us, they also had the faculty, wherever
they imposed their rule on people, of leaving the country rather bet,ter
than they found it ; to some extent they gave it cohesion, whether
that cohesion was due to the resistauce of those they attacked or, as in
India, due to their own powers of organization. The Mogul Empire
as certainly the first organized empire India ever knew. I t did more
to consolidate the country and establish au administrative systeln than
anything that happened there before the British appeared upon the
6centr.

We are very much indebted to Sir George for the delightful lecture
he has given to us. I t is a worthy close to our year's activities,
and I ill ask you all to show by acclamation your approval of what
he has said and told us this evening. (Applauae.)

EDUCATION IN IRAQ,
BY AGNES CON WAY
IN the words of the last Report on the Administration of Iraq, presented to the Council of the League of Nations for the year 1925, the
task allotted to education in that country is to bridge the chasm
between a backward and illiterate population on the one side and
an advanced form of government on the other. How backward the
conditions still are, according to any European standard, is shown by
the fact that one Government secondary school in Baghdad, with
a boarding section, is sufficient to meet the demand for secondary
education for boys in the capital, and that the total attendance at the
five Government secondary schools in the whole of Iraq is 562 pupils.
The Turks, in spite of a comprehensive scheme on paper, made no
provision whatsoever for secondary education in Iraq, and imposed
teaching in Turkish in the primary schools with the object of deArabizing the population. As a result every mature educated Iraqi
today has received his training in Turkey or Syria, and the tradition
of the Conetantinople military school is shown by the way the Arab
boys in the Iraq schools still spring to attention and salute on the
entrance of a visitor.
The various poet-war regimes in Iraq have thus had to create
an educational system from the beginning. This must be moulded
to suit the needs of an Arab country with a large minority of Kurds,
whose language is unwritten, as well as an important Jewish and
Christian population, previously entirely catered for by voluntary cornmunity schools. Arabic has been made the official language of instruction, except in the Mosul, Kirkuk, and Suleirnani areae, where there are
four Assyrian, thirteen Turkish, and six Kurdish schools. In a country
where every small boy has herded the sheep and goats, driven the
donkeys, or done some small job in the bazaar from time irnmemoriel,
anything like universal compulsory education is unthinkable. Even
with a system of free primary education, only the boys of well-to-do
townsmen and villagers can be enticed to a Government school.
Fifteen thousand boys attend the 300 Koran echools kept in the
centres of population by the mullahs or Moslem priests, who take the
ohildren as young as they can get them, pick up what they can in
fees, and teach them to read and recite different parts of the I(oran.
As they are all at different stages of proficiency, claes teaching is
impossible, and the share of individual attention that each pupil gets
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is

small, There is no equipment whatever except Copier

K~~~~ ; the rooms in the private houses of the mullahs where the

children are herded together on the floor are tiny, dark, and unventithe rasping sound of the shrill voices of the whole school
lated,
reciting differentportions a t the same time is deafening. Never shall
1 forgetthe pandemonium in one of these 6~h00lSin the Shiah Holy
city of Karbala,
the children are mostly Persian. Some o f t h e
Koranschool infants may pass on to the Government ~chools,but the
majority get no other teaching whatever. And even these schools do
not exist for the Bedouin tribes in the desert, whose nomadic life prohibits any system of formal education.
that alm08t
It should therefore be a matter for congrat~lat~ion
40,000 children in Iraq are attending organized schools, and that these
schools are becoming more efficient and better staffed year by year.
The chief difficulty hitherto has lain in the dearth of adequately
trained teachers. The one Teachers' Training College in Baghdad
for primary and elementary schools throughout Iraq has 307 pupils,
who are taught and boarded free of expense for two or three years,
according as to whether they are to teach in a primary school of four
or six classes, the latter being confined to the towns. They come from
all parts of Iraq, where in theory they have completed a six years'
course of primary education, which is planned to begin a t seven yews
of age. The most striking fact about the college is the varying age of
the pupils who share in the same classes. This was explained to me
8s due to the gradual improvement in the standard of the local schoole
since the war. The clever boy, who in 1920 a t the age of seven was
able to begin his education at a newly organized village school, is ready
today at thirteen to enter the training college; whereas youths, who
under the Turkish rkgime had had no chance of an Arab education,
began to go to school after the war, and into the training college a t the
of twenty or upwards. f i r the time being, therefore, the material
fn the training college is bound to improve, s o d the superiority in
intelligence of the lowest class in the school is very marked indeed.
Plnong the youngest training college boys some loohed remarkably
lntelligent,although the curriculum a t present is not such as to inspire
enthueia9m-The need to turn out teechors quickly who are sufficieutly
to teach in the primary schools, and supplant the 300 odd
O1dfaehioned
lnen who have had no training a t all, is so great that the
pupi1 is drilled and redrilled in the primary school curriculum to the
exclusiOn of everything else. As he has had no secondary education,
and hie primary education may be scanty according to the varying
the local school, he pyobably lesves the training college able
O n f ~ i l n ~ a rone
t definite, prescribed course of instruction. This de6c1ency
correct itself in time, as the boys are better
It the moment considerable friction is ceuaed by the arrogance of the
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young trained teacher, who thinks he knows everything when he leaves
the college, and is obliged to serve in a village school under an old.
fashioned headmaster of long service and no training, ~~t these
headmasters are being replaced as rapidly as circumstances will
allow.
Until the standard of primary education throughout the country
can be raised, the question of secondary education is of minor importance. At present the demaud for it is comparatively small, and
the teachers for the five schools have all to be imported from Syria or
Egypt. This in a country which, in common with the rest of the East,
is passing through a stage of exalted nationalist feeling causes much
heart-burning. A class a t the training college for the further teaching
of primary school teachers will gradually furnish the necessary supply
for the secondary schools. The American Mission School at Basrah in
its upper classes gives an excellent secondary education, and is a force
for good unique among the schools of the country. English is taught
in the fifth and sixth years of the primary schools, and throughout the
four years of the secondary school syllabus. I n the secondary school
a t Baghdad the command of English idiom and synonyms possessed
by the boys is astonishing. The school textbooks, however, leave
much to be desired. I t was curious to hear an Arab boy read an oldfashioned, prosy paragraph from his reader about Henry I. and the
TT1hzte Ship, a snippet which can have meant nothing whatever to him,
a s English history is not included in the curriculum. I was told that
suitable English textbooks for the use of Mesopotamian Arabs have
not yet been written. The oleographs of French country life which
decorate the walls of all the Government schools in Baghdad also
seemed to me singularly unsuitable, but had been bought up in large
quantities when the French exchange was a t its lowest.
Throughout all types of schools the class teaching I saw was orel,
and removed to the utterrr~ostextreme in method from the Dalton
system. The boys do no preparation out of class, and there was
no sign of any independent work. Tho Arab memory is said to be
more retentive than the Europeau, and this trait, combined with an
entire absence of self-consciousness, made every boy show off extremely
well. They gave specimen hits of lessons, acted dialogues, and trsnsposed long paragraphs in English into their own wording on the spur
of the moment with aplomb and facility. The youngest class of the
primary school, just beginning to learn Arabic reading and writing.
was full of eagerness and entbusiasnl under the hands of a skilful and
exuberant graduate of the training college. The active, wide-awake
personalities of these young teachers contrasted favourably with the
lifeless-looking mullahs brought in to teach religion in the genoroua
space allotted to the subject in the Government school time-teb1es
The children were learning by rote the reasons for fasting in the month
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one advantage was

" t o rest the intestines," ignoring
factthat they ate at night instead of by day. The Arabic language
ia taught thoroughly, and the Jewish and Christian schools, which
either become Government schools since the war or are stateaided, have been obliged to conform to the standard required in
~ ~ ~ Drawing
b i ~ , and modelling are taught, and the pupils in the
training
were turning out attractive painted potteryyet there is no medical inspection in the S C ~ O O ~;Sand it is to be
hoped that the day may not be far distant when the ophthalmia so
prevalentamong the children of the country may be ameliorated by
regularadvice and attention from the school centre.
A large framedphotograph of King Feisal in BOYScout uniform hangs
in every Government school. There should be a great sphere for the
Boy Scout movement in Iraq, where as yet outdoor sports are almost
non-existent. But the last report to the League of Nations states that
the movement is lapsing into formalism, and might end altogether
save for the momentum given by drums and a uniform. No tradition
of discipline has yet been evolved among the boarders a t the Government schools in Baghdad, and the boys consider themselves a t liberty
to appeal against the decisions of their Principal to the Minister of
Education. The Iraq Minister has under him a Syrian DirectorGeneral, with whom he is not always on good terms; and there is a n
English Inspector-General with the power of an adviser. The Minister
has generally been a member of the Shiah community, although there
is 8 smaller field of choice of educated men among Shiahs than Sunnis.
In the Government of Ja4far Pasha, the Minister of Education was the
only member of the Cabinet who wore Arab dress-a trifle in itself, but
sufficientto mark his comparatively conservative tendencies.
The beginning of Moslem female education in Iraq since the war
have even more far-reaching effects than the education of boys.
*bout four thousand girls in the whole of Iraq are now attending
primary schools, and there are girls' secondary schools in Baghdad,
fdosul1 Basrah, and Amarah. An American headmistress experienced
ln the Near East has been appointed to the school a t Baghdad, and
already revolutionized the physical condition of the children.
are, at least, no longer verminous, a s were those from the most
well-to.dohomes when they came ; and the spectacle of the whole
BchoO1 drilling with a certain freedom of movement, in clean washing
frocks made by the girls themselves in school hours, presented a
appearance that augurs well for their future. A
beginninghas even been nlade to introduce games, and the girls play
baaket-ball twice a week. The standard of book-learning is naturally
enough
low, and it is still difficult to find a sufficient number
girl8 in Baghdad qualified to attend a secondary school a t all. No
can enter the school without notice long enough to
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enable all the girls to put on their abbas and veils, and until a female
inspector is appointed it will be difficult to judge of the standard
attained. The teachers a t present are in the nature of thinga Syrian
or Turkish, but the upper forms of the school are beginning to act a~
training classes for schoolmistresses ; and a boarding section is in
process of being built to enable the cleverest girls from the country to
train for teaching. Night classes for mothers have been started at this
soh001 and in other centres in Baghdad, and the time may not be far
distant when the staff in the girls' schools will be able to concentrate
on teaching rather than on welfare work. At present a great deal
of attention is paid to lessons in hygiene and the care of children, and
also to kindergarten teaching, where the apparatus is supplied on a
generous scale. Girls after their marriage sometimes continue to
attend school. The essential incentive for their education is provided
by the attitude of the Iraqi young man, who is no longer content with
an illiterate and dirty wife chosen for him by his mother. At the
American University of Beyrout, where there are nineteen women and
over a thousand male students from different Oriental countries, the
womon experience none of the difficulties that confront them still
a t Cambridge, but are pushed forward on to committees by enthueiaetio
men anxious to encourage them in every possible way.
I t is too soon to consider the prospects of an Iraq University.
Even technical education is in its infancy, though there are over 200
boys in Government Technical Schools. The first Medical School in
Iraq will probably be opened next year. A Law School, which
existed under the Turkish rhgime, is confined to graduates from
secondary schools, supports itself on fees and gives a four years'
training in the law and kindred subjects. But Iraqis desiring higher
education etill for the most part turn to Beyrout, which has been
brought within thirty hours of Baghdad by the cross-desert motor
route. There are fourteen Government scholars at the University
being trained as teachers.
The only institution in Iraq dignified by the name of a Univereity
is the A1 el Bait, a Moslem foundation built by the Ministry of
Awqaf (Pious Bequests) from its own funds. The first instvlment
of what is already by far the finest educational building in Iraq
was opened by King Feisal, to whom the scheme is largely due, in
1924, and houses the Faculty of Religion in twenty-seven rooma and a
great hall. The complete scheme contemplates the construction of 8
mosque and other buildings in which to house the various faculties of
a Moslem University. The aim of the Theological School is to collect
under one roof the higher religious classes a t present conducted in the
mosques and Medresahe of Baghdad, and introduce something of 8
corporate spirit among the students. The Faculty a t present consist8
of fifty students and eighteen teachers, all specisliste in some hspect of
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Sonni theology. One of the large lecture rooms is used as a mosque, and
thereis still a considerable amount of unoccupied space, the Government Engineering School has been allowed to lodge on the top floor.
Bere boys are prepared for posts under the Government in irrigation,
gurvey8, and public works. The laboratories have as yet had no
water laid on, but excellent work is being done in the Surveying
Department. It is too early to prophesy the outcome of this
university scheme, which has been conceived on grandiose lines.
The time can be envisaged when a sufficient number of boys will be
eciucated to fill the clerical profeseion. The need of imparting some
technical ability to a large portion of the remainder is imperative, and
skill of hand is not natural to tho Iraqi. The primary and technical
schools are not as yet solving this problem, which is one of first-class
importance. The tribesmen are untouched by formal education and
live as in the days of Abraham.
How can he get wisdom that
holdeth the plough, and that glorieth in the goad, that driveth oxen,
and is occupied in their labours, and whose talk is of bullocks ?" With
this question the report of 1923-24 ends.

RAILWAYS IN PERSIA
TRANS-PERSIAN RAILWAY

THEREis no abatement in the deep interest which the Persian people,
in following the known aspiration of His Majesty Reza Shah, heve
shown in the construction of railways in their country since his
accession. At first little discussed and perhaps less understood by the
general public, H i s Majesty's enthusiasm has proved infectious until
now the subject is regarded as one of paramount national importarice.
I t is recalled that before the War a British syndicate, known as
the Persian Railways Syndicate, obtained a concession to conduct
surveys from the Persian Gulf, but had only completed them as far as
Shustar and Dizful when the Great War stayed their activities.
Little further was then heard of railways in Persia until, after the
occupation of Baghdad by the British, a single line, with the object of
assisting the British troops pressing through Persia to the Caspian
See, was h i d from Baghdad towards the Persian frontier and had its
terminus a t Kureta (near to Kasr-i-Shirin) within the borders of
Persia.
I n consequence of the disorderly state :f Southern Persia, the
ancient trade route from Bushire into the interior of the country had
been abandoned by Persian merchants after the occupation of
Baghdad, and merchandise for Western, Central, and Northern Persia
followed the route taken by the Army.
No onerous transit conditions were imposed by the British authorities in Iraq, and, as soon as the railway was working to Kuretu,
Persian merchants found it an expeditioue route and had prominently
brought before them in a practical manner the advantages of railways.
The constrl~ctionof this piece of lifie, ending abruptly just within
the frontier of Persia, seemed to many to decide the route of the first
important railway in the country. The Persian Railways Syndicate
then sent out its engineers to continue the survey towards ~ermanshah
and Hamadan, having Teheran e s the objective, with possibly a branch
to Enzeli (now Pehlevi) on the Caspian Sea.
The survey to Teheran was duly completed, and it is believed the
results of the Syndicate's labours are in the hands of the Persia*
Government.
Shortly after the accession to power of Rezs Shah it became
increaeingly clear that public opinion was opposed to a railway which
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traveree another country before reaching its own, and a n allPersis,route caught the fancy of Parliament, Press, and Public. Of the
Persian Gulf ports, Bushire was unsuitable owing to its open roadatea,d, and the dificult passes to be negotiated before the plains, 4,000
feet above sea-level, were reached. Bander Abbas also had a n open
roadstead, and the country between there and Teheran, through
Herman and Yezd, was largely desert and very sparsely populated.
Rlohammerah, at the mouth of the Karun River, had the advantage of
being accessible to ocean-going ships and of offering a shorter land
journey to the capital. The district through which it would pass on
its way, either through Khuramabad or u p the Diz Valley, to
Sultanabad and Teheran, is amongst the most fertile of the country.
A large party of American engineers, headed by Mr. Poland, who
reached Teheran in December last, has been engaged by the Persian
Government to survey all possible routes, and the advantages of
Mohammerah as the terminus of an all-Persia route were found to be
strong. Unfortunately, it has two disadvantages which may, in the
opinion of the Persian people, outweigh all that engineers have found
in its favour. These are, firstly, its proximity to the Iraq frontier and,
secondly, by reason of the water boundary between the two countries
having, by an agreement concluded shortly before the W a r between
Turkey and Persia, been fixed at low-water mark on the Persian shore.
Search was then made, beyond the waters of the Shat-el-Arab, for a
port where a near neighbour would have less opportunity of lnaking
tha at~~~osphere
oppressive should relations a t any time become
strained.
Bandar Dilam, almost oppositDeto Kuweit, with its open and windswept roadstead, is probably out of the question.
There is another inlet, however, which has received attention, though
unknown to any not intimately acquainted with the Persian Gulf.
Khor Musa, midway between Pao and Bushire, is referred to. It is
guarded by extensive mud flats, and although the construction of a
co~nmercialharbour is said to be possible, the expense would be very
considerable, perhaps prohibitive. Entrance to the Khor is said to be
dilficultowing to the low-lying coast line. There is a bar a t the entrance,
giving a clearnnco in the channel for four miles %cross of some 26 feet
at high tide, which in itself is a lesser obetacle than existed a t Fao before
the Anglo-Persian Oil Company decided in favour of financing the
dredging of the bar there. The width of deep water a t the anchorage
however, only 150 feet a t low and 300 a t high tide. This would not
accon~modateeven the mail-boats.
Here, too, the southerly gales blow very strongly a t times and
lnundate a considerable area of the low-lying lends surrounding the
inlet. There is prectically no population in the district and an absence
of sweet water.
-

-

-

RAILWAYS I N PERSIA
These few items will give some idea of the difficulties to be faoed if
Khor Musa is the final decision.
I n the early part of the year it was stated that His Majesty the
Shah was pressing for the survey work to advance more rapidly, and
on August 1 the Teheran Press announced that surveys were proceeding in Mohammerah, Khor Mum, Bandar Gas, Sabzavar, Nishapur, and
Aatarabad, and would take two years to complete; also that construction from the south on the one hand and from Bandar Gaz on the
other was expected to commence on August 24. I n the August 8
edition of the same paper, tenders were celled for railway material, and
it was mentioned that in due course the invitation would appear in
European and Americ~ln newspapers. I t is understood that Khor
Musa has practically been decided upon as the Gulf terminus, but there
is still uncertainty whether Pehlevi or Bandar Gaz shall form the
northern end of the railway. As political considerations would seem
to have prevailed in the choice of Khor Musa, so Bandar Gaz may be
selected rather than Pehlevi.
As regards the financial side, it is known that for many months the
proceeds of the sugar and tea monopoly, estimated to produce mme
61,400,000 per annum, have been c laced on one side to meet initial
expenditure. Should the Government decide to raise a foreign loen, it
has this and its Anglo-Persian oil royalty, producing together perhap0
two million sterling per annum, to offer as security.
I t is a t least questionable whether the sugar and tea monopolies
will produce as much a s soven million Tomans revenue during the
second and following years. The natural tendency of extra iiaxation
would be to decrease consumption for a period a t any rate.
NORTH-WEST PERSIA
While national interest is centred in thie Trans-Persian Railway it
will be remembered that apart from the final section of the one
from India (between ?dirjawa and Duzdab) the only important railroad
a t present operating is one of gome eighty miles in length, from !hbriz
to Julfa on the Ruseian frontier, with a branch line from Sofian to Lake
Urumiah, a distance of about thirty miles. The line is the property
of the Persian Government.
EASTERN PERSIA
I t may also be recalled that during the War the Indian Government
extended the Quetta-Nuehki Railway from Nuahki to l)uzd~b,thirty
miles within the Persian border.
Some two years sgo Major Hell (American Provincial Director of
Finances in IChorasan) drew up a report for the Persian Government
dealing with the question of their extending thie railway from
to Nearstabad (the capital of the province) a, distance of gome one
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hundred thirty-five miles, where it would t a p a corn-growing area.
instead of s, standard or metre gauge line it was understood the
Governmentproposed to put down a Decauville Railway, the estimated
cost of conBtructionbeing one million Tomans (£200,000). The lowest
estimatefor a standard gauge with light rails was said to be half a lac
ofrupeesper mile, with anything up to two lacs over the difficult ground,
or, say, not less thau £600,000 for the one hundred and thirty-five miles.
On this basis the above estimate for a light railway would appear
too low.
No further action having been taken by the Persian Government,
the North-Western Railway of India recently ofYered to build the
extension themselves, but the Persian Government is said definitely to
have refused the offer. This is in keeping with their known desire that
railweys in Persia should be Persian in every sense and free from any
outside control.
If correctly reported, the decision of the Persian Government would
seem to be short-sighted, as the benefits accruing to Persia from such
an extension are obvious. Surely there should be means of so arranging
the terms upon which the North-Western would construct the line,
that Persia's ownership thereof would be unquestioned.

THE AMERICAN FINANCIAL MISSION
TO PERSIA
ITis with feelings of regret untinged by any traces of schade.rfTeude that
members of the Central Asian Society, and indeed a far wider public in
this country, have learned of Dr. A. C. Millspaugh's resignation of his
post of Administrator-General of Persian Finances and of his departure
from Persia.
I t is understood that the immediate cause of his resignation was
his inability to accept a modification, rather than a reduction, of his
powers.
T h s facts, as set forth by the Persian Minister in London in a
communiquk, are as follows :
"Five years sgo a, law was passed appointing Dr. Millspaugh
Administrator-General of the Finances of Persia, giving hiin full and
cornplete power in every branch of Persia's financial administration.
An anomalous situation, however, arose. The provisions of the law
were found to embarrass the Persian Minister of Finance, who alone-not Dr. Millspaugh-is reponsible to Parliament.
" T h e new contract, which Dr. Millspaugh has rejected, does not
really curtail his powers to any appreciable extent. I t s aim is to make
the position of the Minister of Finance, and indeed the collective
responsibility of the whole Cabinet, in accordance with the law, more
clear. Persia, of her own accord, without any outside pressure, gave
his powers to Dr. Millspaugh.
" It is added that Persia's chief obligation-viz.,
the 5 per cent.
sterling loan-was floated by the Imperial Bank of Persia in 1911, ten
years before Dr. Nillspaugh's appointment."
The correspondent of The Tinres adds, incorrectly and somewhat
unworthily, that Dr. Millspaugh's recent refusal to increase the salary
payable to members of the Majlis by $20 has not increa~ed hi8
popularity in that assembly.
Such a modification as that indicated in the Persian
communiquk does not seem, a t this distance, to be really vital-everything in such matters depends on the spirit animating the parties to
the contract, and the personal factors involved, and we may safely
assume that Doctor Millspeugh was forced by his knowledge of these
factors to conclude that, whatever the form, the intention animating
those who ineisted on the modification was such ae to make it ueelese
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him to remain. I t is reassuring t o learn that his resignation does
J indve
the departure of the other members of his Mission, and t h a t
the departmental activities with which they have been so creditably
s8sociatedsince the end of 1922 will not be curtailed, but will be contioued under the supervision of the Prime Minister, who has temporarily
asgl~rned
charge of the functions of the Administrator-General. B u t the
pneral impression created abroad by Dr. Millspaugh's resignation is
bound to be unfavourable to Persia. I n quarters hostile alike to Persia
and Great Britain the idea is being sedulously fostered t h a t Great Britain
decided " not to support " Dr. Millspaugh, which, it is further assumed,
was equivalent to opposing him. This idea is, of course, entirely
wrong; so far as it has been possible for H.M.'s Representatives in
Tehran to exercise their influence in a question so pre-eminently
domestic, it has been uniformly exercised in support of Dr. Millspaugh
and his assistants, as he and they have repeatedly testified both in
public and in private.
But there were obvious limitations to the exercise of such influence,
which, if generally
known, would, and in fact sometimes did, lay open
Dr. Millspaugh and his coadjutors to the charge of being mere puppets
of the British Legation, as in fact Soviet newspapers frequently
described them. Had such a charge been generally believed, i t would
have been fatal to his influence with the Majlis. Rut, apart from such
charges and counter-charges, British interests will suffer from his
departure, though perhaps less than from his retention, as the Persian
Government appears to have desired, as a figure-head, rather than as a
power and a reality, as has happened too ofteri to European officials in
high officein Chine of recent years. For responsibility without the
authority necessary for its exercise is a, bad form of administration a t all
times, and nowhere more so than in countries such a s Persia, where the
central is often the sole effective authority.
The Shah and the Cabinet have taken a bold and a perilous stel? in
dispensing with the official head of a Mission on whom only five years
ago the Majlis unani~noualyconferred such plenary powers. But all
may yet be well if the Minister of Finance and the Cabinet as a whole
rise to a sense of the new responsibilities that they have assumed,
and can make the fullest and wisest use of the remaining members of
the American Mission. The opponents of Dr. Millspaugh in Persia
include in their ranks powerful personages whose motives in seeking t o
limithis powers were not always identicel with their country's good.
have scored s notable success in the first round and will not be
to follow up the advantage they have gained. Public opinion and
the influence of the Majlis alone can hold them in check, and for this,
for no other reason, students of current affairs in Persia will watch
evente of the next few months in Tehran with more than usual
Interest,
for

the

NOTE

TRANSJORDANIA

WHENthe misguided Turks were routed in the Near East, and some
projects of the ex-Kaiser were by implication frustrated, a new chapter
of surprises was opened for these historic lands. The region east oE
the Jordan, now called Transjordania, attracts but little attention;
but for those who knew it when nominally under the paternal government of the Turk its prospects are of considerable interest. Happily
for itself it has come under the British Mandate, and its security and
well-being are being established. I t has naturally been a cause of
surprise that two comparatively small regions, separated by the
Jordan, should not be united under one Government, as an outcome
of the redistribution of territories. The reasons need not be recepitulated here.
At a meeting of the Society in June, 1924, Mr. Philby gave an interesting and amusing account of the early years of Transjordania. He
referred to the promises made to King Hussein in 1916, and to the
Zionists in 1917, and showed how by a compromise-which may or
may not be regarded a s final -the problem that had been created had
been solved by dividing off Transjordania from Palestine, as a sort
of sub-mandate. H e believed, by the way, that the advent of the Jews
to Palestine would be advantageous to the Arabs, as well as to themselves, having regard to their record in Syria, Mesopotamia, and
Yemen, it being advisable to encourage the Jews and Arabs to come to
an agreement in their mutual interests. Few, if any, will not concur
in thie opinion, and this is what we have been sincerely trying to do.
From 1918 to 1920, when Faisal, son of King Hussein, lost the throne
of Syria, Transjordania was part of that country. Then for come
months there was a sort of interregnum, I n April, 1921, Abdalleh wee
made ruler of the country, Palestine providing political o5aers. But
very shortly unfortunate incidents occurred, which presented dificulties, and in the autumn of 1921 Colonel Lawrence was sent out
by Mr. Churchill to investigate and report. Having arranged matterg,
Mr. Philby was, by his advice, sent out to assume the rBle of adviser
to the Emir Abdallah. I n October, 1922, the Emir was invited to
London, with his Prime Bilinister, Ali Riza Rikabi Pasha, to discuf~s
matters, the outcome being that in May, 1933, the Emir was informed
through the High Commissioner in Palestine, 9ir Herbert Samuel~
that H.M. Government, subject to the approval of the League of
Nations, recognized the independence of Abdallah, provided that the
administration should be conducted on democratic and constitutional
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lines," ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ jindependence
~ ~ d a n was
' s thus conditionally confirmed,
the rdministration being subject to the control of the High Commissiooer of paleatine. Lord Plumer is therefore reeponsible for its
good government, At the outset the experiment was not successful.
AbdJlab's rule was arbitrary and extravagant, and by no means in
accordancewith British principles of administration. Misgovernment
led, in September, 1923, to a revolt of the Adwan tribe, which was
by the Royal Air Force. Wnances fell into disorder, irregularities increased, and it became obvious that a radical change was
called for. During a visit from King Hussein it was suggested that
his eldest son, Ali, should take over the Emirate from Abdallah, but
this Ali declined to do. During these early years of the regime Mr.
Philby regarded Palestine as having aimed a t bringing Transjordania
more and more L'into its orbit."
In 1934 Lieut.-Colonel Cox, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.F.A., was appointed
to be Chief British Administrator. H e was eminently qualified to
undertake the duties of an onerous post, possessing, a s he did, a
thorough knowledge of Arabs, in addition to an acquaintance with
Arabic, end having already successfully administered several districts
in Palestine, in all of which he gained the confidence and esteem of all
comm~nities. The chaotic state into which matters had drifted has
now been brought into order, and progress is proceeding in all departments of the administration. Cordial relations exist with the Emir.
The prompt punishment or dismissal of oflicials and others who have
been found guilty of misconduct has been a wholesome lesson, and
the people have learnt that the pasha and the fellah have now equal
rights before the law. Various useful measures have been tenacted,
including one for the protection of the fellahi~tfrom unfair dealings by
merchants.
Foreign relations are of great importance. At a meeting of the
Society, when Mr. Charles Woods read a paper on Syria, Sir Gilbert
Clsyton laid stress on the need of genuine co-operation between the two
Mandatory Administrations in Syria and Palestine. They should, he
$aid, keep in close touch. Obviously Syria is of great importance to
Britain. Similarly, Major Mccallum, in a paper on the French in
Syria, in 1925, said, 6 6 Of one thing I am certain, and that is that a s
long as France and Great Britain remain charged by the League of
Nations with their present Mandates in the Middle Baat, difficulties
will go on increasing unless France and Britain work together loyally
and frankly in those countrioa." Co-operation between Transjordania
and Syria has been equally needed, and appears to have been fully
maintained by tact and goodwill on both sides. There have been
incidents from time to time within the frontiers -permanent or
provisional-of both regions, which might have tended to cause unb i e n d l ~feeling. In Transjordania, a s in Palestine, after 1920, feelings
'
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of hostility against the French were aroused, and the hostile element
endeavoured a s f a r as possible, especially after the bombardment of
Damascus, to foster this hostility.
Having regard to the age-long habits of the Bedouin, it was inevitable
that there should be occasional raids and acts of brigandege over the
respective borders ; but the vaiious difficulties, as they arose, have been
dealt with satisfactorily, and matters settled in a spirit of conciliation,
either by payment of " blood-money " or otherwise. Possible
of
friction have thus been removed by prompt and judicious action, The
Arab tribes, moreover, have been learning to their cost that camel
looting is a dangerous game, and that brigandage and other irregularities will not be tolerated in the settled regions ; and the desert tribes,
for increasing distances into the desert, are being brought under
control.
There has been no little trouble in connection with the Druie
" revolt."
Many Druses have by degrees come to settle in the Azrak
oasis, situate to the east of Amman, where regione have had to be
placed under martial law. Colonel Cox has evidently done all that was
possible to control both the fighting and the refugee Ilruses, and to aid
the French officers who have offered to deal quite fairly with them in
the negotiation of conditions for return to their own country. They
have now apparently been cleared out of the Azrak region, and have
for the most part come to terms with the French, who must have
appreciated the help given from Transjordania. I t is to be hoped that,
if good faith is kept in Syria, all trouble from that source should be tlt
an end.
Then as regards the Wahabis, until recently serious trouble might
a t any moment have broken out, although in 1923 a Wahabi force
which almost reached Amman was heavily defeated. For the present
it would seem that hostilities are not to be feared, since Ibn Ss'ud and
his followers have more serious matters to deal with. The future
of the Wahabis is of course of much interest ; and views differ much
both in Moslem and non-Moslem countries. Some predict (as does Mr.
Philby) that their increasing power will become permanent, end lead to
the consolidation of a unified Arab Empire ; while others doubt the
ebility of Ibn Sndudor his successors to accomplish the realization of
such a dream. To those who seek to take a long view the future of all
Middle East regions cannot but seem obscure.
As regards Transjordania in particular, the outlook appears to be
very hopeful one. Relations with the Emir Abdallah are all thstcould
be desired. There are signs of progress in all directions, and the
highest credit is due to Colonel Cox, whose guiding h m d has brought
about e n abiding truat in British aims and policy. The people
keenly alive to a new feeling of public security, with all that it implies
R. L.N . Me
for the advancement of trade and prosperity.

REPORT OF THE INDIAN SANDHURST
COMMITTEE
Better an army of asses led by a lion, than an army of lions led by an ass.''
-Old Persian Proverb.

1. THE Committee was appointed in June, 1925, to enquire and report:
(a) By what means it may be possible to improve upon the present
for the King's Commission both in regard
supply of Indian candidates
...
to number and quality.
(b) Whether it is desirable and practicable to establish a military
collene in India to train Indians for the commis~ionedranks of the
1udik Army.
(c) If the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, how soon should t h e
scheme be initiated, and what steps should be taken to carry it out.
(a) Whether, if a military college is established in India, it should
supersede or be eupplemented by Sandhurst and Woolwich so far a s
the training of Indians for the commissioned ranks of the Indian Army
is aoncerned.

2. The Committee consisted of Lieut.-General Sir Andrew Skeen,
Chief of the General Staff in India, as Chairman, one British member of
the Indian Civil Service, twelve Indian gentlemen of position and
authority, and as Secretary a Major in the Indian Army.
3. The Committee held their first meeting a t Simla, on August 12,
1925.
A Bub-Committee visited educational institutions of all kinds in
England, and toured France, Canada, and the United States. A
eeoond Sub-committee visited the Indian Universities.
The final report wae considered and passed early in 1926.
4. Before 1918 Indians were not eligible to hold the King's Commieflion-that is, the commission which is held by the British officer
of the British and Indian Armies.
In 1905 a special form of King's Commission in His Majesty's
native Indian land forces was instituted for those Indian gentlemen
who pafleed succeestully through the full course of the Imperial Cadet
Corp8, but this commission carried only the power of command over
Indian troopa, and the holders of it, as they could not rise above t h e
Po8ition of company oficere in a regimental unit, had no effeotive
career open to them.
In 1918 Indians were declared eligible on equal terms with British
1°uthflto receive the Kingpa Commi~eionin His Majesty's land forces.
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which carried with it the power of command over British as well as
Indian troops.
At present ten vacancies yearly are allotted to Indiana at the
Royal Military College, Sandhurst.
5. As a result of their deliberations the Committee recommended
that :
" The scope of the employment of Indians in the higher ranks of
the Army in India should be greatly extended, and facilities should be
provided in India to train them for the King's commissioned rank. A
substantial and progressive scheme of Indianization should be adopted,
and, subject to the present standard of efficiency being maintained,
should be carried out.
Such a scheme should provide for
(a) Measures doubling the number of vacancies of Indians at
Sandhurst until an Indian military college on the lines of Sandhurst
is established.
(b) Indians should be eligible to be employed as King's commissioned officers in the artillery, engineers, signal, tank, and air arms of
the Army in India.
(c) That in 1933 a military college with an establishment at the
start of 100 cadets doing a three years' course should be created in
India on the model of Sandhurst.
(d) That 20 vacancies should continue to be reserved for Indians
st Sandhurst after the opening of the Indian Military College.
Under the scheme proposed half tho total cadre of officers in the
Indian Army should be Indians in 1952..
6. These, put briefly, are the main recommendations of the Committee, and the means to obtain these ends, which are cefrefully thought out and elaborated, include subsidiary recommendations
regarding education, age limits, publicity, methods of examination and
selection, guardianship of Sandhurst cadets, and grant of commissions
to certain classes who do not obtain commissions via Sandhurst or the
Indian Military College.
7. Having decided that an Indian military oollege is necessary, the
proposals for its inception are as follows :

( a ) I n 1928 the number of vacancies for Indians a t Sandhurst be
increased from 10 to 20.
( b ) A further increase of 4 vacancies a t Sandhurst per annum up to
1933, making the total number of vacancies in that year 38.
(c)The establishment in 1933 of an Indian Sandhurst with
capacity for 100 cadets, to which in that year and each of the following years 33 cadets are admitted for a three years' course of training.
( d ) When the Indian Sandhurst is established, Indian boys, who
prefer it, continue to be eligible for admission to Sandhurst ; but the
number of vacancies a t Sandhurst for Indians is then reduced to
20 per annum.
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number of Indian boys admitted annually to the Indian
Sendhurat increases by 12 every three years, and on the assumption
that all cadets are successful, both a t Sandhurst and the Indian Sandburst, the number of Indians commissioned increase correspondingly
until, in 1945, half the number of officers recruited annually for the
Indian Army consists of Indians.
if) By 1952 half the total cadre of officers in the Indian Army are
8, Shortly after follows a statement to which particular attention
be given, I t runs : " We have not attempted to Carry the scheme
beyondthe point at which 50 per cent. of the total cadre consists of
Indians, and we make no recommendation as to what rates of recruitment of British and Indian officers respectively should be after that
attempt to forecast the time
pointhas been reached. Agailt, we do
the Indian
zuhelzit may be possible to dispense with the British element
Amty. We also, for the present, assume, generally, the em2@!l~~e~zt
India of a quota of British troo21s."
So now we know that the ultimate aim of the gentlemen composing
the Indien Sandhurst Committee is the total elimination of British
officersand men from the Imperial Army in India.
9. The Committee, having thus boldly stated their objective, then
consider the details by which the objective may be obteined.
They begin by stating that the first term of reference-i.e.,
" by
what means it may be possible to improve upon the present supply of
Indian candidates both in regard to number and quality "-implies that
the number of Indian candidates who seek the King's Commission in
the Indian Army, and possess the requisite qualifications for service in
that capacity, is at present conspicuously small ; the proposition so
stated reflects a condition of affairs far from satisfactory, which might
have been avoided, but which actually exists ; that the profession
opened to Indians by the decision of 1918 is unfamiliar and arduous ;
and that some special concessions will be necessary, a t any rate in the
first instance, to induce suitable candidates to come forward. The age
limit has already been raised one year in order to compensate for the
later educational development of the average Indian boy, due largely
to
having to learn his lessons in a foreign language.
The present method of selecting candidates for Indian com,
missions is by selection, not by open competitive examioation, special
being made for candidates from communities which
recruits-i.c., from classes with a military tradition-these
candidates being permitted to sit for the competitive entrance
which consists of a written test, a medical test, and an
Or'
exnmination. 0, the combined results of the three tests the final
is nlade by Ilis 13xcellency the Viceroy for recornluendation
to the Secretary of State for India for admission to Sandhurst.
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11. Since 1918, 83 vacancies a t Sandhurst have been reserved for
Indian cadets, and for these vacancies only 243 boys have competed
in India, and 16 Indian boys educated in England have been admitted
to Sandhurst. The percentage of failures passing out of Sandhurst is
approximately 30 per cent., whilst that of British boys is approximately
3 per cent.
These figures speak for themselves, and the Committee consider
that the system which exists today has resulted in failure. The
system is defective and must be attacked.
The causes of failure are ascribed to the fact that until eight years
ago Indians were wholly excluded from positions of high responsibility
i n the Army, that there is on the part of Indians great and widespread
ignorance of the possibilities of a career in the higher ranks of the
Army, and to this may be added defects in the educational system in
India.
Whereas the British boy of seven or eight years of age proceeds to
s preparatory eohool and thence to a public school where he receives
an education in which a great deal of attention is paid to character
training and assumption of authority, thereby developing the power of
leadership and spirit of initiative, these advantages are not provided in
the o r d i n ~ r yschools and colleges of India, and consequently the Indian
boy is in present circumstances handicapped in a sphere where general
aptitude for dealing with and controlling men are of equal importanoe
with purely intellectual attainments.
TO counteract these disabilities it is desirable that education should
be commenced a t an earlier age, and that methods of education should
be reformed.
With which pious hope, knowing the product of Indian schoole and
colleges, cordial agreement can be given.
12. The Committee also advocate that the present method of selection should be radically altered, and recommend primarily, as a general
principle, that the basis of selection should be wider, and the method of
applying for permission to sit for the entrance examination should be a8
aimple as possible. They propose to allow applicants to deal direoh
with a single authority a t headquarters of the Government of Indih
which authority alone should have power to refuse permission to attend
the examination. Any bop who has passed the matriculation or
equivalent standard should be digible to apply to sit for the entrsnce
examination after forwarding a certificate from the headmaster of his
school or college, or tutor, that he is educationally, socially, morally,
a n d physically ~ o i t a b l eto hold the Xing's Commission, the applioation
to be backed by references to two gentlemen of position and stsoding
who have known him for at least three years.
To anyone with any knowledge of India the value of this certificate
can be accurately gauged.
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The central authority would as a rule consult these two gentlemen
such enquiries as it thinlcs fit. If the candidate be found
or
@a facie suitable, he. after passing a military medical test in the
of his home, is eligible to present himself for the entrance
Before proceeding let us examine these tests-they boil down to a
certificatethat the applicant is educationally, socially, morally, and
physicallysuitable to hold His Majesty's Commission a s an officer and
gentleman ; and who is the judge of his suitability ?-hie schoolmaster,
not necessarily the responsible head of a college of repute, but the
haadmaster of his school or even his tutor! The value of such a
certificate is absurd ; it is not worth discussion.
13. Having been permitted to attend, the entrance examination will
consist of two parts: (a) a written teet on the model of the existing
entrance examination to Sandhurst; ( b ) an interview before a board
consisting of two military officers of the Indian Army, one eduoationalist, one non-official membor nominated by H.E. the Viceroy.
The final nomination to be made by H.E. the Viceroy on the
combined result of these two tests.
The vacancies announced for competition should be allotted to the
candidate standing highest in order i f merit.
Though it is not stated clearly, it appeare as if H.E. the Viceroy can
disqualify such candidates as he may think unsuitable, although they
may have passed the test of the written examination and of the
interview. The reservation that the vacancies should be allotted to
those standing highest seems unnecessary-to whom else should they
be allotted ?
14, Besidee those candidates selected a s above, a oertain number of
vacancies, not exceeding 20 per oent., should be reserved for candidates
nominated by H.E. the Commander-in-Chief from amongst those who
have qualified in the two tests but have not passed sufficiently high to
Recure one of the vacancies open to competition.
15. The Committee admit that under their proposals there is a
possibility of the examination being swamped by obviously unsuitable
Competitors, and therefore they propose, a s a preliminary, that the
candidate should appear before a local advisory board in the vicinity
of his own home, this board to consist of officials, non-officid8, and
military officers.
This board should have no power to reject a candidate, but should
merely tell him and the central authority in writing whether they
c~n~ider
him suitable or unsuitable.
But even if the verdict of this preliminary board is adverse to the
~bndidatehe can ignore it and still pursue his application before the
centralauthority ; of what use, therefore, is this preliminary board ?
youth swelling with his own importanoe or urged on by the
'
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ambition of his parents will ignore the preliminary verdict, and the
central examinations will be swamped with obviou81y undesirable
candidates backed by a pundit's certificate that he is e d ~ ~ a t i ~ ~ ~ l ~
socially, morally, and physically suitable to hold His Majesty's Cornmission.
16. Now follows a recommendation full of class prejudice and an
attempt to oust the sons of the one class which can produce the boys
likely to make good officers. " I n saying that the basis of selection
should be wide, we mean inter alia that the preference for soldieTs1sons,
as n class, which is the featzwe of the present system of selection, should
in future become the exception rather than the rz~le.
"
And yet this very Committee, when discussing the reasons for the
failure of the system existing today in regard to the recruitment of
Indians a s King's commissioned oficers, acknowledge that " the root
cause-plain to see-consists in the fact that until eight years ago
Indians were wholly excluded from positions of high responsibility in
the Army, and the potency of this cause mill be at once appreciated
when it is remembered that in the United Kingdom the great mejority
of Army officers are drawn from families with traditions of military
service rand military distinction extending through many generations."
They acknowledge that the majority of British officers are of the socalled military class, yet they would have the majority of the Indian
officers drawn from the Indian classes which are not enlisted in the
Indian Army a t all. These have no tradition of military service of any
kind, and yet this Committee propose that they should be given equal
chances for commission in the Army with those who have natural and
inherited martial instincts. And yet again in another place the
Committee state : I t is not our purpose or design that the number of
Indian King's commissioned oficere in the Army should be hcreased
without reference to considerations of efficiency; we recognize that there
can be only one standard of efficiency-namely, the highest."
17. The Committee then consider the question of cost of education
West
and training, and after comparing the expenses of a student
Point, St. Cyr, and Kingaton with that of a boy a t S.ndhurst,
recommend that the fees a t an Indian military college should not exceed
an amount which can be paid without hardships by parents of theclasa
which will provide most of the cadets-the upper and middle
The rate fined should include all expenses in connection with the
college course.
Certain suggestions regarding scholarships are also put forward.
18. The Committee recommend the abolition of the "eight unitg
system." They state that the main reason given them for the adoption
of this scheme was a desire to provide a means of testing the worth of
the Indian Kiog'e commissioned officers. In time of crisis, it is
argued, it [night be that if Indian officers were mixed with British
05cera any ahortcominga they possessed might be concealed, whilst if
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put to the test by themselves they would have t o stand or
fsll bg their own merits.
r ~ committee
h ~
object to this system on the grounds that to confine
to these units is an invidious form of segregation, that
Indian
have family connections with particular units,
Indianarho now
and it is natural and laudable that they should wish to continue the
family traditions as in the case of British officers.
This last reason is one with which the British officer will readily
agree, but the Committee continue and state that there are objections
of a more concrete character. I n the first place the test a s formulated
is, we think, an unfair one and too severe to impose
by the
the first generation of Indian Icing's commissioned officers who
already have sufficient disadvantages of other kinds to overcome,"
which being put bluntly implies that the Committee do not think
that the Indian officers should be put in a position where their
capabilities may be properly tested. And this is the considered
opinion of a body of Indian gentlemen of position and authority. I t
is to be hoped that they are unjust to their fellow-countrymen.
There is, however, another really practical reason why the " eight
units system " cannot be continued, and that is, that when all the
bppointments of company officers in the eight units haye been filled by
Indians-and this at the present rate of progress will be the case in the
next two years-no further Indian officers can be posted to these units
except to replace an unexpected casualty, until the senior company
oflicere qualify, by length of service and merit, for selection as company
commanders. This will mean an interval of some years, during which
even the present intake of Indian officers from Sandhurst would have
to be posted to other Indian units.
19. The Case for an Indian Sandhurst.-It may be admittled that
euficient Indians cannot be educated a t Sandhurst, a s that institution
cnnnot admit more than possibly 5 per cent. of Indians until the effect
of these numbers on the personality of the institution has been tested
actual experience, and that being so it is clearly advisable that
India should cease to rely solely on Sandhurst for the training of
Indian officers,and therefore it is deeirable that an Indian military
should be started now and be functioning fully rather than it
be improvised hastily when war makes the supply of trained
in large numbers imperative.
This is a really sound and efficient reason for an Indian military
college.
It ie recommended that the course a t the Indian military college
should laat three years, of which the first year should be devoted
to academic study and the last two years mainly to military
training,in order to give the cadets who are drawn from the ordinary
Indian schools a better opportunity of developing in character and
physique,find also that the academic standard attainable a t the end of
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the course should be so framed as to secure specific recognition from
the universities, and to enable cadets, who for one reason or another
are found unfit for commissions in the Army, to continue their educetion a t a university without interruption and on a level with their
contemporaries in age.
Thus a boy, who may have been granted a scholarship at the
Military College, finding the "profession thus opened to him to be
unfamiliar and arduous," may a t the end of three years' training grata
fully retire and continue his education in a state of life less exacting
and strenuous. I t will be interesting to see how many of thoee
Indians who do not belong to the so-called martial class " will accept s
commission a t the end of their three years' training. This scheme of
training a t the Indian Military College is allowed to be defective in one
important point-it does not provide, save to a very limited extent, for
that association between British and Indian boys who are preparing
for a career in the Indian Army, which is a valuable feature of the
present system-and it is therefore recommended that to complete their
preparation the Indian cadets, having been commissioned, should be
attached to a cavalry or infantry unit in the United Kingdom for a
period of one year.
And so now we have the young Indian King's commissioned officer
fully trained and launched on his career, and he must be, to have stood
the test, a man, to quote Lord Gough, of "go and guts." We wieh
him good luck and success in the finest profession a man can enter.
20. Having examined the details of the report, it can be undoubtedly
described a s comprehensive, carefully thought out, and, in most of its
deductions, perfectly sound. The ~ c h e m eapplied
,
to a homogeneous end
united nation, could be accepted and tried with every hope of a brilliant
success-but is India a homogeneous and united nation? I t is not a
nation, but a conglomeration of warring tribes-it cannot b e called
united, as is shown by the bitterness of its racial and religious
quarrels. Above all, is this class for which thie scheme is particularly
framed, this class with no military traditions, and which 80 far
shown no particular wish to enter the arduous and exacting profeeeion
of a soldier, likely to produce efficient officers ?
I t may be that the middle-class youth may come forward in ~ufficient
numbers and of proper social, moral, and physical qualities to enter
the Military College, but will he "stick it "? After the first enthusiaem
has worn 08, and the dull monotony of arduoua training, combined with
a strict discipline to which the Indian boy is utterly unaccuetomedj
begins to pall, only those who are real soldiers at heart will carry on to
the end of the college course. Even after he has obtained his Come
mission he is not free, his desires must be subordinated to the will Of
his seniors, he must keep himself continually and adequately phydicJ1y
fit, and he will find himself handioapped socially. However popul" he
may be among his brother officers, and however equally they msY treat
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ground and in the mess, there will always be the
When one man's womenkind are debarred from social
with the womenkind of his comrades, can there be equality
These difficulties may be overcome in time, but
of socislintercourse
they are difficultieswhich will have to be faced by the first generation
of
Indian officers. Apart from these minor Social inequalities,
has the Indian the power to rule with just impartiality the intriguing
clans with which the Indian ranks are filled. During the
and
War the writer was diecussing this question of commissions to Indian
officerswith an Indian, the son of a distinguished Indian frontier
eoldier,who had himself attained high rank in the Civil Service, and
who upheld that Indians should be given commissioned rank. H e was
asked if, as the colonel of a battalion, he had t o choose for promotion
to non-commissioned rank between a man of his own clan and another
tribesman who had a better claim what his selection would be." H e
replied unhesitatingly that his clensman would be selected-w hat other
course was possible ? otherwise he would lose the support of his clansmen. Until the Indian can learn that efficiency is the eole test for
promotion he cannot hold the scales of justice equally.
The Indian may demand equal terms with British youths t o secure
the King's Commission, which carries with it the power of oommand
over British as well as Indian troops. The power of command may be
given, perhaps, but the power to command can only be obtained by
character strengthened by training, and the Committee agrees that this
power is wanting, that the Indian is handicapped especially in a sphere
where physical consideration and genuine aptitude for dealing with and
controlling men are of equal importance with purely intellectual conaiderations. The Committee themselves give as their objections to the
Present "eight, units system " that the test of standing alone and being
ludgea 011 their own merits is an unfair one, and too severe to impose
upon the first generation of Indian officers. Will the second generation
of the unmilitary classes be more efficient? And in the meantime is
authority and power to command both British and Indian troops to be
granted to inefficient8? The Committee themselves recognize that in
the Army there can only be one standard of efficiency-namely, the
highest-and yet they propose that by 1952 half the total cadre of
officersof the Indian Army shall be Indians, and these will be Indians
the first generation. The lives of soldiers cannot be jeopardized
becb~Se
an untried claus of men think they may, in time, acquire the
Power to command and control men, even if not in the first generation,
then perhaps in the second. The enemy will see to it that there is no
generation.
. 21s AS stated, the scheme is good on paper, the only fault is that it
la too hurried; the boys who will make good and eficient officere do
'Ot at Present exist in sutficient numbers in the educsted middle clasees
who do
belong to the so-called martial classes.

him on the
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The Committee themselves acknowledge that in the United Kingdom
the majority of officers are drawn from families with traditions of
military service and military distinctions extending through many
generations, and yet they propose to replace them with thosewho have
no military traditions, who are handicapped from their earliest youth
by the nature of their education, who have not had opportunities of
aoquiring training of character by means of games and the throwing of
responsibility by school discipline on the shoulders of boys. This
replacement is to be carried through so hurriedly, that within the next
twenty-five years half the cadre of officers in the Indian Army will be
Indians ; and though the Committee are modest enough to decline to
prophesy the date by which the British officer can be eliminated
entirely from the Indian Army, they even go further, and suggest that
the time will come when even the use of British troops in India can be
dispensed with. Have the proposers ever studied history? Have they
pondered upon the result of the evacuation of Britain by the Roman
legions and the disastrous result to the unwarlike British ? Whet will
be the position of Pandit Motilal Nehru and Mr. Sinnah as the last
British soldier leaves Bombay. W e know the opinion of a distinguished
Rajput Maharajah, soldier and statesman. Will the Amir of Afghanistan restrain his clans because Captain K. K. Bannerjee, barrister-atlaw, argues convincingly against the immorality of might versus right?
Doubtless these gentlemen know that this disaster is unlikely to happen
during their lives, and the scheme for " gold braid on the breeks " of
their followers will secure them present votes which well outweigh
future disasters.
You may tinker with the Civil Service and place inefficients in
important posts, When they fail they only hurt their own reputation0,
and the result of their errors may in time be corrected or concealed.
Not so with the Army : want of knowledge, lack of authority or stamina,
and the resulting disaster cannot be concealed or evaded ; not only the
commander is involved, but the lives of his men are sacrificed, and the
country's freedom threatened.
Undoubtedly in India there are boys with military instincts and
traditions who will make very fine officers after proper training, the
sons of the fighting clans of the Punjab, or of the Rejput l?hakurs:
these are the classes from whom the future leaders of the Indian Army
should be looked for, not from amonost
o
the sons of successful barristers
and merchants.
The time may corns when the Indian youth of the middle class may
come forward in sufficient numbers and be fit to command, but not
now, and not for many years. The end of this century may see it, the
next century should, but in the meantime the British Empire cannot
be endangered to satisfy the political aspirations of the leaders of the
National Indian Congress.

A STORY OF STRUGGLE A N D INTRIGUE
IN CENTRAL ASIA
A BOOK entitled " Sturm iiber Asien, Erlebnisse eines diplomatischen
Geheimagenten " (Storm over Asia : Experiences of a Secret Diplomatic Agent), by one Wilhelm Filchner, was published in Berlin
in 1924. It was briefly reviewed in the Central Asian Society JOURNAL
the same year (Vol. xi., Part iv.).
The writer traces the course of political
developments in Central
Asia from the end of the last century until 1923, with special regard to
the relations of Great Britain, Russia, and China with Tibet. While
much has been written on this subject by British writers, the fact that
the author of this book is a German, who takes the Russian standpoint, gives it a peculiar interest.
The author -prefaces his story by observations on the political
ewhkening of the peoples of Asia as a result of the War, and declares
that, though the downfall of Czarist Russia has greatly strengthened
England's position in Asia, the end of the W a r and the formation
of the League of Nations has led to a renewal of Anglo-Russian rivalry,
which will henceforth be centred in Tibet.
The secret dip!omatic agent whose experiences form the theme
of the narrative is a certain Zerempil, who, like his master, Aguan
Dorji, was a Buriat of Urga. Aguan Dorji is well known to the Foreign
Department of the Government of India e s Dorjiev, an active agent of
Russian policy in Asia. The history of this latter is reviewed by the
writer. After education in Buddhist theology, he attained high rank
as a Lama,; was employed by the Russian Foreign Office and Intelligence Service as long ago as 1885 ; visited all the capitals of Europe,
and became an accoroplished diplomat. When the present Dalai
Lama came into power a t the age of eighteen, it was contrived that
Aguan Dorji should become his tutor. H e gained his pupil's entire
coufiden,ce,and was made chief Minister a t Lhasa in charge of foreign
and financial affairs. In 1900, a t the age of fifty-seven, he was received
by the Czar at Livadia in the Crimes, as emissary of the Dalai Lama.
Again, in June, 1901, he visited Peterhof as head of a Tibetan
Mission,
Zerempil, the hero of the story, came under the influence of Aguan
Dorli at an early age, when serving his novitiate a t the Gandan
monastery near Urga, and some years later was recommended by hi8
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mentor to the Russian official8 who were concerned with the political
and military problems of Asia as e likely agent for their purposes,
Hence it came about that Zerempil was taken to the Russian Foreign
Office in St. Petersburg, then trained in the Indian Section of the
General Staff for exploration and intelligence work. As he proved
capable and trustworthy, he was sent on secret missions to remote
parts of Asia, visiting Calcutta and Peshawar among other places. In
January, 1900, a t the age of thirty, he was again in Peteraburg, and
was put under the orders of Colonel Alexander Nikolaevitch Orlov for
a special and important task. Indications are given of the elaborate
precautions taken by the Russian General Staff to ensure the secrecy
of their operations. Colonel Orlov took up residence in the Hotel
Europa in the assumed character of a merchant named Bogdanovitch.
Here Zerempil, who was ordered to avoid all open relations with military officials, would come secretly to obtain his instructions. In June
he started on .his mission, travelling disguised as an employee of a
Chinese firm of tea merchants in Liang Chao Fu, under the assumed
name of Trubchaninov. Zerempil's first destination was Tashkent,
where he was to report himself to the Chief of the Staff of the
Governor-General of Turkestan. H e was informed that the general
purport of his mission concerned the Anglo-Indian position along the
frontier of Afghanistan, and he was ordered to proceed to Pamirski
Post to receive detailed instructions. The account of the journey is
given in the form of extracts from Zerempil's diary. He was fitted
out with a riding horse, eight pack.horses with ten bales of pressed
tea, and an escort of four Jigits.
From railhead a t Andijan the party marched by Osh, crossed the
Alai Mountains, over the Kizil Art Pass to Karakul Lake, and the Ak
Baital Pass to Pamirski Post, which was reached on June 28, 1900.
At Pamirski Post, which is described as the outpost for intelligence
work to India and Afghanistan, Zerempil found two officers, Lieutenant
Ivolgin in command of the post, and another, who was referred to
as Professor Stunghvitch, a short, keen-featured man, who was in
reality the Chief of the Indian Section of the Russian General Staff, on
a tour of inspection of the Russian outposts on the northern frontier of
India.
While Zerempil is put to study the map of the frontier, this colonel
is represented as giving to the commsndant an appreciatio~of the
political situation in Asia somewhat as follows :
Our General Staff and Foreign Office have certain aims in Manchuria which we hope to achieve all the sooner now that the
Boxer rising has entered upon a phase that will roba ably l e d to
international concerted action against China. From this conoerted
action Russia as well as the United States of America will stand
Nine days ago the German Ambassador in Peking was murdered
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insurgents, The European Powers and Japan are planning cornbined punitive action against the Boxers, who naturally oppose the
policy of the European and Japanese " parasites."
make use of this opportunity to strengthen her position
~~~~i~
in Manchuria, In Central Asia the Indian question engages our
attention, and our chief aitn is to drive our old rival,
England, out of her Indian possessions. Before we Can attain this
end we must occupy the outworks of India. India is like a fortress,
by the sea on two sides, and by a mountain rampart on
the third, Beyond this natural rampart stretches a glacis of varying extent : it comprises Siam, Tibet, Pamir, Afghanistan, Persia, and
Bsluchistan. We Russians must get a firm footing upon this glacis
before we can advance to the attack on the main Indian position.
Englandhas long been aware of the menace of our advance, and takes
every opportunity to thwart it by est~blishingfriendly relations with
the peoples of the glacis regions.
For our Turkestan troops the north and west parts of the glacis
are, of course, the most important ; and the strategic lines of approach,
especially the railways. England knows the advantage that Russia
has in the Trans-Caspian railway-Krasnovodsk-Merv-Bokhara-Samarkand-Tashkent-Kokand-Andijan-soon to be joined up to the OrenburgTaahkent line. Two main lines of advance lead to the Afghan frontier
from this railway.
First, the railway from Merv to Khushk, where railway material is
ready for an extension to Heret, which can be done in three weeks.
Secondly, the railway now under construction from Katta Kurgan to
Karehi, whence the Afghan frontier can be reached by four roads :
Kerki to Maimana ;
Kilif to Mazari Sharif ;
Icilif to Pattar Hissar ;
Hisser to Feizabad.
The English are well aware of the strength of our position. They
reckon with the fact that we can occupy Herat before they could
Occupy Kandahar. They know aleo that the seizure of Herat would
lay Open to us the way to Kandahar and Kabul. They also know that
it would be very risky for an Anglo-Indian force of any considerable
to oppose a united Russo-Afghan army with the difficult
Sulimanrange in its rear. The tribe. west of the Indus are in great
hostile to the British, so that the Indian Government would
have to bring these tribes into subjection. The British, conscious
Of their unfavourable strategical situation, are striving to improve
broaden their base in the South Afghanistan and Persian frontier
"gion8a. To this end the Quetta-Nushki railway is to be begun in
*"guet, 1902, and work has already been begun upon the extension
towards Kandahar of the strategic railway Ruk-Shikapur-Sibi-Quetta-
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Chaman, one of the greatest mountain railways in the world. England
would by these means be enabled to move large forces into Southem
Afghanistan from her base on the Indus.
I t must be remarked that Nushki is only 230 kilometres from the
Persian frontier, and the most likely line for railway connection between
India and Persia, by Quetta-Nushki-Seistan, might lead on to junction
with the Baghdad railway; also to the English constructing without
much diBculty a railway by Kerman, Yezd, Kashan, to Teheran. The
Quetta-Nushki line would thus form the first part of a railway that
would bring the English on to the flank of the Russian line of advance
against India. Russia would have to overtrump such a move by a
strategic railway through Persia t o the Persian Gulf from Aahqabad,
though its construction would be extremely difficult and costly, as the
line would cross all the mountain ranges of Western Persia at right
angles. England meanwhile is determined at all costs to maintain her
supremacy in Southern Persia. 9 s England is thus strategically
superior in the South Afghanistan-Baluchistan zone, we must find
means t o get the upper hand in other parts, especially with regard to
the main approaches from India to Afghanistan; from Peshawar by
the Khyber Pass to Kabul, and from Thal by the Kurram to Kabul.
Measures have already been taken against the line Peshawar-chitralFaizabad-Hissar. As regards the routes to Kashmir, by the Khorabohrt, Killik, and Mintaka Passes towards Gilgit, we will do nothing,
partly because they are by nature impracticable for troops in any force,
also because we want to keep them clear for our agents.
W e have successfully hampered the Quetta railway construction
project, and are now taking similar measures with regard to the Khyber
and Iiurraln roads. Steps have also been taken to win over the tribes
of Swat and Bajaur.
Operations against the Indian-Afghan frontier south of and including
the Peshawar-Kabul line are assigned to the 2nd Army Corpe in
Aehqabad ; all the north to the 1st Army Corps in Tashkent. From the
latter place special instructions have been sent to Parnireki Post, and
these are now supplemented by a charge from the General Staff to you
as Commandant to facilitate for one of our best agents named Zerempil
the crossing of the Indian frontier south of the Pemirs, and help him
in every way to perform his task, which is in cloee relation to previous
instructions.
On completion of this review of the situation Zerempil was called
in and his npecial task explained to him, together with a statement of
the general scheme of which it formed a part. The most secret details
were omitted, not for lack of confidence in Zerempil, but lest by any
chance through his capture the English might gain possession of them.
The task now given to Zerempil was to march via Kizil Rabat to
the Russo-Afghan frontier, and along it to the Bijik Pass. To this
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poiot a Cossack escort would be provided.

Then through Chinese
territory to the Mintaka Pass, and by Misgar, Hunza, and Gilgit to
fiehbwbr,From the last Russian outpost, Istik, a trusted guide would
ficcompan~him to the Indian frontier, where he would be met by other
He was warned to be cautious on the Karachukkur route, ae
there reere Indian relay posts a t Gilgit, Tashkurgan, and Kashgar. -4
certhioSher Mahomed was named as an agent in Gilgit who would
help with transport to Peshawar. On arrival in Peshawar, Zerempil
to deliver at a given address explosives and pamphlets which were
hidden in the bales of tea. The explosives were for use in the rising
of the tribes of Swat and Bajaur. Further detailed instructions were
to be obtained from ono William Jones, agent of the Russian General
Staff in Peshawar. All necessary papers for the journey in the assumed
character were made out in the name of Li, in the service of the Chinese
tea merchants Fei of Suchow. Zerempil's arrival in Peshawar was
timed for the end of August, 1900, so that the rising in Bajaur and
Swet could be brought about a t the end of September, and would
coincide with another Russian undertaking against Chitral by the
Baroghil Pass, the Yarkand River, and Mastuj.
An account of the journey is then given, again in the form of
extracts from Zerempil's diary. H e describes crossing the Kieil Rabat
and Bijik Pesses, and being conducted by a friendly Hunza tribesman
acroee the Indian frontier. The author then remarks that the courage
endurance that such a task involves remains necessarily unknown
to the public in general, and only very few persons were aware that
two short notices which appeared in The Times a t the end of October,
lgO1,were closely connected with Zerempil's enterprise. One was
lrom
: " 'The rising of the tribes of Bajallr and Swat has been
8uppressed."
The other from Peshawar : 6 1 A magazine in the Chitral military
area has blown up, probably from spontaneous combustion."
The writer now goes on to tell of very strained relatione between
Enghnd and Russia resulting from the capture by the British of certain
secret agents of Russia who were concerned in the above-mentioned
rieing, one of them a man of Hunza who had long been wanted, and
who admitted to being a Russian spy. The conflict was sharp in
Parliament and in the Press. A note states that in the spring of 1901
Ruesia. had 30,000 men at Rhushk and 20,000 a t Tashkent. Russia, of
COurNe, denied her agents, and, far from yielding anything, increased
her activity and espionage. The Indian Government was compelled to
take counter measures, sending 6' Pundits " on secret service to Russian
and Chime Turkeatan, and taking other precautions.
It was now too that Russia began to actively concern herself with
Indo-Tibethn frontier as another vulnerable point, knowing through
25
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the Indian branch of the General Staff that relations between the
British Government and Tibet were very strained. The problem was
very different from that of India's north-western frontier with the
Russians in touch on the Parnir. Tibet was separated from Russian
Siberia by the Gobi desert, while India immediately bordered upon the
populous part of Tibet with Lhasa the capital, though the great obstacle
of the Himalayas stood between. The British, having developed trade
routes over the passes, had means of access which gave them a, great
advantage over the Russians. Nevertheless the Operatione Department
of the Russian General Staff was not to be deterred from making
trouble on this frontier too. I t was decided to strengthen the Tibetan
Government against the British by supplying them with arms. Again
the energetic Colonel Orlov, of the Russian General Staff, was selected
for the duty of transporting arms from Urga to Lhasa. Two caravans
were organized; the larger, with 200 camel loads of rifles, was conducted
by Colonel Orlov himself, with some officers of the espionage bureau of
the General Staff. I t was declared to be a scientific expedition, and
marched from Urga through the Gobi, by Tsaidam and the Tong La to
Lhasa.
Another caravan was entrusted to Zeretnpil, to proceed from Urge,
via Kuku Nor, Tosson Nor, and Oring Nor to Lhasa. His party
numbered forty, including twenty Cossacks, and they had fifty-five
horses and 200 yaks laden with rifles and ammunition and small
mountain guns. Zerempil travelled under an assumed name as a
Nongol merchant.
I n his account of the difficulties and hardships of the long march
the author evidently strays from the path of history into the region of
romance. H e describes a series of adventures with the sensationalism
of a film producer. I n all of these Zerempil is the hero, especially as
a sportsman with the rifle, although an orthodox Buddhist of highpriestly rank ! I n the end he reaches Lhasa with a depleted caravan
on November 12, 1902, where Orlov had arrived before him.
Here Zeretnpil found his old master Aguan Dorji as War Minister
actively engaged in organizing for war with the British, and arranging
for the transport of arms to Nepal. Under his orders Zerempil started
a factory of Martini Henry rifles, jingals, etc. TO the activities of thee0
two men is ascribed the development of a situation which at length led to
armed intervention by the Government of India to re-establish their
waning influence in Tibet. I t is recalled that the Indian Foreign
Department had maintained almost unbroken touch since 1866 with
affairs in Lhasa and Tibet by the sending of agents sucll as pundits
A. K. and Nain Singh, by Montgomery'a reports, and other flources.
Latterly the Government of India had been kept well informed about
Russian aima, and knew that the agent of their active Tibetan ~
~
he
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Aguan Dorji, was a formidable opponent.
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the Dalai L~~~ had persuaded the Tibetan Government to refuse to
the agreement between Great Britain and China regulating
commercialrelations with Tibet, and he was chiefly instrm.mtal in
aonoludi% secret treaty between Russia and Tibet. I n addition to
this, certain Englishmen who entered Tibet were held prisonersfrom
of India to the Dalsi Lama in
~
~
t
t
~the Government
~
~
1900 and 1901 were at Aguan Dorji's instance returned unopened. The
journeys of this latter to Livadia end Peterhof, together with his
personalinfluence over the Dalai Lama, must be regarded a s closely
connectedwith the acquisition by Russia of complete escendancy in
Tibet to the exclusion of Great Britain. I n 1902 England made strong
to the Government of China, knowing that they would
not willingly acquiesce in such interference with their authority over
llibet. This step, however, had no real effect. I t became known that
a secret treaty had been concluded between Russia and Tibet, and the
Raja of Nepal informed the Government of India that the Dalai Lama
had called upon him for armed support in action against them. Under
such circumstances a declaration was made by the British Foreign
Secrotary in Parliament on February 18, 1903, a s follows :
" Lhasa is situated close to the northern frontier of India, and more
than 1,600 miles from the Asiatic dominions of Russia. The sudden
interest of Russia in these regions immediately bordering on British
territory cannot fail to exercise a disturbing influence upon the
inhebitants of that territory, or to create the impression that British
influence was giving way to the advance of Russian influence in regions
where the latter had hitherto been unknown. Our Government has
even been informed of the conclusion of an agreement by Russia for the
establishment of a protectorate over Tibet."
This warning had no effect in checking the activity of Russia
through Aguan Dorji, but to preserve an appearance of right the
Russian Ambassador on April 8 made a communication to Lord
Lansdowne denying the existence of any agreement about Tibet or any
lotention on the part of Russia of interfering with Tibet, but declaring
that the Russian Government could not remain indifferent to a serioue
dlsturban~e
of the existing situation in that country, and iu the event
ouch disturbance might be compelled to take such stops as they
hhouglltfit to defend her interestu.
Lord Lanedowne replied to the effect that the proximity of Tibet to
India made it unavoidable that the Government of India should
exercise eotne influence in that country, and that while there was no
thought of annexation, Great Britain would stand by her treaty rightg.
sequel to this declaration the British Mission under Colonel
Younghusbandcrossed the frontier to Khamba Jong in July, 1903, for
the purpose of coming to an understanding with the Dalai Lama.
The
ia told of the evasions and prevarications with which the
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Mission was met by both Tibetans and Chinese, until in November,
1903, the Government of India decided that nothing could be effected
otherwise than by a resort to force. The brigade under General
hlacdonald was therefore mobilized to occupy the Chumbi Valley,
with Colonel Younghusband in political charge. The Russian
Ambassador in London was notified of this decision by Lord
Lansdowne on November 7, and a t the same time informed that the
action rendered inevitable by the attitude of the Tibetans was not to
lead to a prolonged occupation of their territory or interference in their
affairs.
The formal ground for the despatch of the expedition was the nonfulfilment of the treaty concluded between Great Britain and China in
Calcutta in 1890, especially as regarded the clauses that required a11
fortifications between the Indian frontier and Gyantse to be demolished,
and that forbade the transfer of any Tibetan territory to a foreign
Power without the consent of Great Britain.
Russia, taken aback by the unexpected action of Great Britain, could
only meet i h by violent protests through her Ambassador in London.
Lord Lensdowne's reply was prompt and to the effect that it was
strange that such protests should come from a Power which had
repeatedly annexed the territory of its neighbours on the lightest
excuses, and that if Russia had a right to complain of England invading
Tibetan territory to obtain satisfaction for flagrant breaches of good
faith, how much more would England be justified in complaining of
Russia's aggressions in Manchuria, Turkestan, and Persia 1
The Britieh Government was able to act with a11 the more confidence
in the knowledge that the increasing acuteness of the Manchurian tGnd
Korean questions must soon involve Russia in conflict with Japan, and
effectually divert the former from opposition to the British in Tibet.
The Russian Government, being unable to actively support the
Tibetans herself, gave urgent instructions to Aguan Dorji to organize
defensive measures against the British from Lhasa. H e sent Zerempil
to Phari with orders to arrange for getting information and to put any
difficulties he could in the way of the British advance. On December 18, 1903, Zerempil reported that British forces had crossed the
frontier by the Jelap L a on the 11th and 12th and were advancing on
Yatung. On the 19th Phari was evacuated under Zerempil's direction
before the advancing enemy.
0 n ' ~ a n u a r8,~ 1904, the Tibetan advanced guard a s s driven back
from Tuna. I t was Zerempil who sent a deputation on January 23 to
the British Commander a t Phari demanding hie withdrawal, and
warning him of what awaited him if he ventured upon further
advance. Hie emissaries reported the British entrenched at phari'
awaiting reinforcements and more clement weather. The resumption
of the British advance a t the end of March was followed by the defeat
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of Zerempil'e troops at Guru with a 108s of 300 killed. Their failure
is &ributed to their being armed with muzzle-loaders, flintlocks, spears,
swords and shields, bows and arrows; the troops armed with modern
rifles being kept back at Gyantse Jong for the defence of the main
aosition at Tsechen, covering the junction of roads to Shigatee on the
hand,
Lhasa on the other. Zerempil is now represented a s
preparing this main position for defence. It is described a s a Strong
positionon a ridge 600 yards long crowned by the Fort, with the village
and the Tsechen monastery beyond. On April 11
behind in the
the British Commander sent a demand to the Chinese General Ma in
command
of the troops to surrender. On his refusal, t h e English are
said to have seized him as a, hostage, whereupon, contrary to Zerem~il's
will, the poeition was surrendered.
The story goes on to relate that on May 3 two-thirds of the British
force with all the guns and machine-guns marched away from Chang
Le, the British camp south of Tsechen, to seize the Kharo Pass on the
road to Lhasa. Zerempil seized the opportunity to attack the weak
relneinder at Chang L a on May 5, compelling them to retreat to the socalled " Citadel," where they resisted desperately " to escape threatened
annihilation, falling into the hands of the Tibetans and being cut to
pieces." While the British recalled some of their troops from the
Khero Pass, Zerempil received reinforcements from Shigatse. In
response to his call to a holy war to defend the sacred city of Lhasa,
supports poured in from all parts, especially from Kam, and Mongol9
from the north.
Thus strengthened Zerempil attacked Gyantse on May 3, and made
attempts to raid the British communications. Although unsuccessful
in these attempts, Zerempil is represented as defending the Jong with
7,000 Tibetan~against Macdonald's attack on June 28.
After a sanguinary conflict Zerempil sued for an armistice till the
30th. A graphic account is given of the renewal of the attack, aud the
prolonged defence by the Tibetans, until on July 6 the explosion of the
magazine in the Fort put an end to the defence.
Zerempil, gathering what troops he could, hastened to Lhasa t o
stand by the Tlalsi Lama and prevent his falling into the hands of the
British. In the Po-ta-la, l L the Vatican of the Dalai Lama," everything Was ready for his flight via Tengri Nor to Urga. When General
llacdonald at the head of the British troops entered Lhasa on August 3
the Dalai h m a bad fled, accompanied by Aguan Dorji, the arch-enemy
the British, and Zerempil. Pursuit was useless, for elaborate precautionshad been taken to ensure secrecy as to the direction taken.
atteln~twould have to be made in considerable force owing to the
of the Lamas and the people.
ha there wae no one with whom to negotiate, the British Commander was in a dilemma. At length, on August 20, Tipa Rimpoche
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was induced to come from Kaldan and endeavour to set up a provisional Government.
The Tashi Lama was to be the head, with Tipa Rimpoche and the
Chinese Amban as members.
The Tashi Lama, though a respected religious leader, was quite
inexperienced in political matters. Tipa Rimpoche was a trusted
Minister of the Dalai Lama, who had entrusted him with the great
seal of State, but with strict injunctions that under no circumstances
was he to use it. The Amban was a man without any great standing
or influence. Macdonald (instead of Younghusband) is represented as
negotiating with these three, and finding no difficulty in imposing his
will upon them. The result was a new treaty entirely to the advantage
of the British. The conditions need not be recapitulated here. The
writer sarcastically remarks that the signing of this " Treaty of Peace
and Friendship " made Tibet the vassal of England.
The Chinese Government protested, recalled the incapable Amban,
declared the Dalai Lama dethroned, and transferred the direction of
the mundane affairs of Tibet to the Tashi Lema and his officials. The
British Expedition started on the return march to Indiaon September 23,
1904. This chapter concludes with remarks upon the greatly enhanced
prestige of Great Britain in the eyes of Asiatics as a result of the
occupation of Lhasa, and upon the shifting of the political centre of
Central Asia from the Pamir to Tibet.

(To be continued.)
NOTE AFTER G O I N G TO PRESS.-In connection with the foregoing story, special
interest attaches to a message from the British Resident in Sikkim which appeared
in The Tinzes on August 30, and has now been confirmed in The Times of
September 20. I t reports the murder in J u n e of this ygar by Lamas in Eastern
Tibet of a party of missionaries who were within ten marches of Lhasa, on their
way from \Vestern Khansu to seek safety in India. The names are given as Mr.
Mathewson, of the China Inland Mission, an American named Plyrner, and a
German .scientist named Filchner. There seems to be no doubt that this last
was the author of the story of Zerempil. Reference to the Berlin " Who's Who"
shows Wilhelm Filchner to have been born in 1877; attached to the Great
General Staff as a, Captain ; retired from the arlny and became a traveller and
explorer ; visited the Panlirs in 1900 ; led a German-Tibet expedition in 1903, an
Antarctic expedition in 1910-12; was to have accompanied Amundeen on his
North Polar Expedition, but was prevented by the outbretlk of the war. The
record begins again in 1920 with the enunleration of Filchner's worke, including
~lleppingof North-East Tibet and parts of China.

THE STORY OF SYED AHMED, MOSSTROOPER, FREEBOOTER, SAINT,
AND CRESCENTADER.
BORNin the district of Rai Bareh in the sacred month of Muharram
1201 a,=, or 1786 A.D., Syed Ahmed began life a s a horse-soldier i n the
service of Amir Khan Pindari, afterwards Nawab of !Conk- Early in
the
century the strong administration of Ranjit Singh made
it difficultfor bandits to pursue their trade, and about 1815 Syed
Ahmed gave up a robber's life and went to study the sacred law under
Shah Abdul Azis, at Delhi. After three years' training he Sk~rted
forth as a preacher, and at Rampur he obtained a n enthusiastic following among the descendants of those very Rohillas who " ~ d h nCompany" fifty years before had lent troops to destroy. Syed Ahmed
boldly attacked the abuses which had crept into the Islamic faith,
and preached a return to the pure and simple puritanical religion of
Mohammed. In A.D. 1819 he returned to Delhi, where he met one
Maulvi Ismail, a nephew of Shah Abdul Aziz, who was noted for his
learning, knowledge of philosophy, mathematics, and the traditions,
and who had written a treatise in Arabic on logic. The Maulvi came
of a family well known for literary accomplishments and religious
enlightenment, and which traced its descent from Omar, the second
Khalif. Greatly troubled by the abuses and innovations which had
crept into the doctrines of the true faith amongst his co-religionists in
India, he started preaching in the grand mosque a t Delhi on the unity
of God, and against idolatry. At the same time he wrote the Takwiyabal-Imen, a clever treatise. Syed Ahmed appears to have had a
wonderful influence over Ismail, who with his cousin, Abdul Hai,
became not only the devoted followers, but the trusted lieutenants and
companions of the Syed during the remainder of a life full of adventure
and incident,
On the advice of Shah Abdul Azie, having made numerous
proselytes at Delhi, the three friends decided to go on a preaching tour,
and then to proceed on the pilgrimage to Mecca. They started in A.D.
1820,and journeyed slowly s o u t h w ~ r d sgathering
,
a number of followere
On the way, the Syed being treated with extraordinary reverence, and his
'piritual dignity becoming firmly established. At Patna the movement
such large proportions that a long stay was necesesry in order
some aysternatic form of government. Four Khalifs or
vlce-regentswere appointed a s well as s high priest, and having formed
a permanent centre at Patna, they moved on to Calcutta, making con369
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verts and appointing representatives a t . every place of importaoae,
Success was immediate in the capital, and finding it was impossible to go
through the ceremony of initiation by the separate laying on of hands,
the Syed's turban was unrolled and everybody who even touched it
became a disciple.
I n 1882 the Syed with his most intimate companions embarked at
Clalcutta to proceed on the pilgrimage to Necca, and having completed
the necessary ceremonies visited Medina.
I t was doubtless while on thie pilgrimage that the religious fervour
of the old moss-trooper, fanned by association with the burning seal of
the Wahabie, was turned into the fighting spirit of the Crescentader.
From 1811 to 1818 there was a bitter struggle between the Arab
Puritans and Pasha Mahomet Ali of Egypt, and when the Wehabi
leader had perforce to surrender under promise of honourable treatment
for himself and followers, he was sent to Constantinople, where the
Sultan had them beheaded after cruel torture and insults. There is no
doubt that long before Syed Ahmed first went to Delhi there had been
much heart-searching and questioning over tho events in Arabia, and
the news of the great reform preached by Abdul Wahab.
? I t is not dificult to understand how profoundly a man of the Syed's
temperament must have been affected by close association in Arabia
and Turkey with the new movement, and his strong sympathiea
awakened with the endeavour to make the purged Faith triumphant.
H e evidently saw that it wae only through the hardier and more
martial races of the North that he could hope to resist the two
heretical powers who Rere dividing up Hindustan, and so prevent the
eclipse of the Mohammedan Empire.
I t must have been a bitter blow to his hopes when he failed to get
whole-hearted support from Afghanista,n proper in his endeavour
against the Sikhs, and from India only meagre subscriptions, with, for
S U O a~ great project, only an infinitesimal number of recruits. Still,
will be shown, he was able to create an unprecedented religious
enthusiasm amongst the wild border tribes, which, however, cooled
down when he failed to recognize the difficulties of administration.
From Medina the Hajjis proceeded to Constantinople, where it
appears they were very successful, being received with great distinction
and adding not only largely to the number of their disciples, but
accumulating presents worth some eight or nine 1dd-m of rupees*
After four years' travel tho party returned to India.
Again settling a t Delhi, the Syed lodged in the ~kbar-*badiMaglid,
while Maulvi Ismail used his great eloquence and learning in proaohing. They made periodical tours throughout the country preaching
Jihiid (religious war) and finding many converts among the religious
enthusiasts and bigots mattered over Hindustan, who Were anxiouefor
the preservation of their religion in its pristine integrity. ~
l

~
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amongst the learned and influential accepted the Maulvi'a teaching as well as amongst the poor and ignorant, still the principal oppon e n t ~of the new movement were the regular orthodox Maulvis and
the Khedims of the various tombs of the Mohammedan sainta.
At last the local authorities got alarmed and prohibited publio
meetings, thus causing a decided check and preventing further progress
in India for some time.
About 1827 the leaders proceeded to Peshawar vie Jesalmir, Sind,
and Ksbul, receiving considerable pecuniary aid from the Chief of
Tonk and other men of note, while many small parties moved up in
diaguise from India to join the standard, a s well a s numbers of
Afghans.
The Syed with his host now settled in Yuaufzai, published a
manifesto under the seal of Amir-al-Muminin declaring war against the
Sikhs, end while describing all their great cruelties, oppressions, and
insulting tyranny to the Faith, called on all Muslims to join his
standard. The proclamation was sent thoughout India and with a
rousing cell amongst all the frontier tribes. Ranjit Singh, the " Lion of
the Punjab," was not unprepared, and his best generals were with a n
entrenched army at Attock. The Ghazis surrounded the Sikh force,
and reduced it to such straitened circumstances that the leader,
Budh Singh, determined to attack, but he first sent word to the Durani
Sardara to keep aloof, warning them of the fate they might expect
at the hands of Ranjit Singh, who was now approaching. The
Durani~,with their usual treachery, deserted a t the commencement of
the battle, thue causing the Pathans to lose heart and put up a Poor
fight against the excited Sikh troops, who slew a large number.
The Prophet, with the remnant of his fanatics, retired into the
mountains of Swat, from where he made continual raids; but the
&than8 still believing in his miraculous power, he waa enabled in 8.
few months to return to Yusufeai. Yar Muhammed, Governor of
PeEhawar, supposedly a t the instigation of the Sikh ruler, attempted to
poisou the Syed, and this so enraged the highlanders that they flocked
again to his standard and enabled him to inflict a, severe defeat on the
Durani8 at Zaida. I n the attack Yar Muharnrned, the Governor,
"ortally wounded.
peahawar waa only saved by the presence of General Ventura with
a large force, and the Syed thorefore turned his ahtention to amb*
which on the flight of the Chief, he occupied and strengthened- H i s
influencenow apread far and wide, even to Kaehrnir, and the discontentedfrom every State in Northern India flocked to join him. The
Durani% having received help from Kabul, again attacked
but
8 8overe defeat at Hoti Marden, fled to Peahawor, clo8ing
the ferries behind them. Following them up, the 9yed entered into
with the Sardare, and as a result Peshawar was handed
w

.
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over to him. Leaving a representative in the city he retired to
Panjtar, and avoiding all stately pretensions outwardly lived the lifeof
a religious recluse, devoted to prayer and fasting. Meanwhile he had
himself proclaimed Khalif and minted coins with the inscription:
" Ahmed the Just, Defender of the F a i t h ; the glitter of whose sword
destroys the infidels." I t is a t this point that the Syed, appsrantly
intoxicated by his success, made his big mistake, which showed that
though he mas a great religious leader he had little political acumen.
Like so many others of hie countrymen he failed to understand the
Pathan psychology, and not content with levying heavy taxes and
having his spies and agents everywhere to see that the strict rules and
codes of his puritanical reforms were obeyed, he, ignoring the Pathan
code of honour, ordered them to cease taking a bride price for their
daughters, and also to give damsels to his down-country Indian
followers. This was more than the Pathans could stomach, and they
determined to throw off the now burdensome yoke. A wonderful
conspiracy was formed, and the word went round: "Let every man
kill his sacrifice a t the hour of prayer on . . . day." The plot was
entirely successful, and a t a given signal the bonfires were lighted in
the hills, and all of the Syed agents, of whatever degree, to the number
of several thousands, were murdered.
Assisted by a few faithful followers the Syed was able to escape to
the Pakli Valley. His reign was over, and his wonderful ascendancy
of a short duration ended as far a s the Pathans were concerned, though
Hindustanis still flocked to him in his new settlement. I n 1831 a
Sikh force attacked him and but few escaped. The Syed, Maulvi
Ismail, and the survivors of the great massacre among his immediate
following were all elain.
A small remnant under Mir Wali Mohal, the Syed's nephew, who
had been away in Kashmir, settled a t Sittanah on the Indue ; sometimes
they were decreased to a handful by disagreement and desertion, and at
others ewollen to large numbers by recruits from India in periods of
unrest or political tension. With varying fortune thia small colony has
lasted to the present day, always seditious and a focus for trouble*
joining in every frontier rising by furnishing a quota of fanatical
snordsmen. Indeed, during and after the Mutiny, more especially in
the Ambela campaign in 1863, the colony has been a distinct factor In
every anti-British movement on the border.
ALIF SHARNAM.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING
THE Anniversary Meeting of the Central Asian Society was held a t
the RoyalUnited Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Wednesday,
June 8, Sir Michael O'Dwyer (Chairman of Council) presiding.
The annual report was read by Major-General Sir William Beynon,
the HONORARY
SECRETARY
: Sir Michael, Ladies and Gentlemen-Under
Rule 35 the yearly report has to be made at the Anniversary Meeting, and
I propose to give you a very short resume of the work that has been
done during the last year. At the last meeting Sir Raleigh Egerton gave
a valuable and succinct account of the origin and work of the Society
from its inception up to last year, and I think I may truthfully say that
the work of the last year hae been carried on with equal successand that now the Society has become virile, vigorous, and to a
certain extent influential. We have a t the present moment over 1,000
membere. We have had our losses during the year. I am sorry to say
we have lost five members by death-Field-Marshal
Sir Arthur
Barrett, Sir James Walker, General Beresford Lovet, Dr. Perry, and
Mr. Waley-and apart from these losses there have been twenty-three
mmbers who have resigned.
Twelve papers have been read before the Society, covering practically the whole of Asia from Syria to China, and we have even overflowed our borders and crossed the Red Sea into the Italian Colonies.
We have collected dinosaur eggs in Central Asia, we have hunted bugs
and butterflies on the confines of Assam, and we have explored unknown
PafJeeein the Karakorum. Wo have searched for apes and peacocks in
the loat lands of Ophir. We hape studied the modern conditions of
placefJlike China, Iraq, and Syria, and we have had a discussion on the
ferment in the world of Islam. I take it the Society would like to record
its thank8 to those gentlemen who have interested and instructed us
with the results of their explorations and researches. (Hear, hear.)
The ohangee on the Council are as follows : Sir Michael O'Dwyer,
under Rule 16, retires a t the end of this session ; his successor is
by the Council, and Field-Marshal Viscount Allenby has been
in place of Sir Michael O'Dwyer. Two Vice-Presidents retire in
rotation-General Sir Reginald Wiogate and the Rt. HOD.Sir Maurice
Bunsen. In their places the Council have elected Lieut.-General Sir
George Machlunn and Vice-Admiral Sir Herbert Richmond. According
regulations there ought to be eight Vice-Presidents ; there ie still
One place to be filled, which the Council a t present do not propose to
fill, there are certain names to be considered.
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I regret to say that both the Honorary Secretaries, Major-General
Sir William Thomson and Mr. Stephenson, retire. The Societyis very
much indebted to these gentlemen for all that they have done for it, and
their loss is a serious one. They have kept a high standard for the
lectures and the Joz~rnal,and have greatly strengthened the membership ; Mr. Stephenson, in addition to the help he has given otherwise,
has got us about 400 members off his own bat, and Sir William
Thomson has worked with an untiring energy during his term of office,
and has given much time and thought to the welfare of the Society,
Luckily they are not retiring altogether, and have promised to give
their assistance and advice to the new Honorary Secretaries. You are
ssked to elect today two new Honorary Secretaries to fill their plsces;
the Council have nominated myself and Mr. H. Charles Woods.
I regret to say we are also losing our Honorary Librdan,
Mrs. Frazer, who has been appointed Secretary of the Royal Asiatic
Society, an appointment on which we must render her our heartiest
congratulations. I should like to take this opportunity of thanking her
for all that she has done for us. The post of Honorary Librarian entaile
a good deal of thoroughly uninteresting and unseen work, and the
Council are very much indebted to her for the great help she has given
to them.
Three members of the Council retire in rotation-Mr. Rose, Lieut.General Sir George MacMunn, and Vice-Admiral Sir Herbert Richmond.
Their places will be filled a t this meeting by your election, but the
Council propose for your consideration the Rt. Ron. Sir Maurice de
Bunsen, Sir Michael O'Dwyer, and Mr. Stephenson. There is one
further vacancy, caused by the retirement of Sir Arnold Wilson, which
it is proposed to fill later on.
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-The Honorary Secretary
The CHAIRMAN
hae given you such a very clear rbsumb of our work during the last year,
and of the proposals which now await your consideration, that it ia
needless for me to add anything. We are fortunate in having secured
for Chairman of Council the distinguished soldier ~ield-Marshd
Viscount Allenby, one who has done so much to place Western Asis
on its present footing by clearing the Turks out of Egypt, PhleStine,
and Syria. On behalf of the Society I entirely endorse what the
Honorary Secretary ha8 said with regard to the services of General sir
William Thomnon and Mr. Stephenson, and Mrs. Frazer. ~ e n e r s *
Thornson, during hie period as Honorary Secretary, was indefatigable
in every sphere of activity, and we are glad that Mr. Stephenson is
now with your approval being appointed to our Council. Mrs. Frazer
has done much for the library and in getting books for review in
the Journal. We regret the retirement of ~ieut.-ColonelSir *r*old
Wilson, which is due to preseure of other work. H e ha8 done a great
deal to bring new members into our Society and assist in our dig-
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cug8ions,He has assured us of his contiilued interest in our Society,
we hope at a future date perhaps to secure him on the Council
again, The most satisfactory feature of all is that since the
Anniversary Meeting last year the number of our members has
risen from 891 to 1,041. Four or five years ago it seerued impossible
we ehould attain the thousand limit and get into four figures: now
we are well past it, and we are convinced that the progress which
has taken place in the past year will be maintained in the coming
year. On the whole, I think the Society has every reason to be
proud of its progress and its success, and of the admirable series
of lectures by which we have increased the knowledge of the world
ae regards Central A~ie.
The Chairman then asked the meetillg for its approval of the names
brought before them-i.e., Field-hfarshal Viscount Allenby a s Chairman
of the Council ; Major-General Sir William Beynon and Mr. H. Charles
Woods as Honorary Secretaries ; Mr. Wratislaw as Honorary Librarian ;
the Right Ron. Sir Maurice de Bunsen, Sir Michael O'Dwyer, and
Mr. Stephenson as members of the Council-all of which were elected
unanimously.
The following alterations in the Rules were then proposed :
"That the lest sentence of Rule 16 be omitted and the words ' a s
such' be omitted from the preceding sentence."
That a new Rule, in the place of Rule 5, be proposed :
"The Council may recommend for election a t the Anniversary
Meeting ae Honorary Members persons distinguished for their services
in, or their knowledge of, the countries in Asia in which the members
of the Society are interested. Such Honorary Members shall never
exceed ten in number, nor shall more than two be elected in any one
year. Such members shall have all the privileges of ordinary members
and shall be eligible for election to any of the Society's offices or as
members of the Council."
That the following addition to Rule 8 be made :
"always provided that it shall be in the Council's power to remit
arrears of subscription andlor to reinstate defaulters to membership
~houldsuch remission or reinstatement appear to be a n expedient or
justifiable.
An objection was raised by Field-Marshal Sir Claud Jacob to the
laat sentence of the proposed new Rule ( 5 ) , and it was finally passed as
follows :
"The Council may recommend for election a t the Anniversary
?ieeting as Honorary Members persons distinguished for their services
In, or their knowledge of, the countries in Asia in which the members
of the society are interested. Such Honorary Members shall never
exceed ten in number nor shall more than two be elected in any ant,
Year. such members shall have all the privileges of ordinary members.
The alterations and additions to the Rules as stated above were
then put to the Meeting and passed nem. con.

THE ANNUAL DINNER
S P E E C H E S BY LORD P L U M E R AND SIR F. AGLEN
THE Annual Dinner of the Society was held a t the Hotel Cecil on
July 6, 1927, under the chairmanship of the President, Viscount Peel.
Over two hundred were present, and the toast list was contributed to
by the President, Field-Marshal Lord Plumer, Major-General Sir Neill
&lalcolrn, Sir Frances Aglen, and Lord Thomson.
Field-Marshal Lord PLUMER,proposing the toast of the Society,
said he was glad to have the opportunity to express appreciation of the
work it was doing in making people better acquainted with what was
happening in the countries coming within its circle-and that circle he
understood was very wide. A speaker holding the responsible position
he had the honour to occupy was naturally expected to say something
of Palestine and Transjordania ; but, honestly, he did not think he
could tell them more than they all knew-namely, that both countries
had made satisfactory progress under British administration. But he
would like to pay his tribute to the admirable way in which the
administration had been conducted by British officials since the time
Great Britain took over the responsibilities of the mandate. In
Palestine progress had been very rapid, and in the last few years
abnormally so. W e had now come to one of those periods when it was
necessary to take stock of the situation, to review what had been done,
and to consolidate the progress made as a means to further advance in
the future. I n Transjordania the progress had been necessarily
somewhat slower, but it had been steady, and he hoped it would
be continuous. Certainly it would be continuous provided it we8
firmly established on the basis of public security.
But because he could speak quite freely of the progress that had
been made it did not follow that those who were connected with the
administration were so unseeing or so self-satisfied as to imagine that
they did not desire or need help. They did need help, of a kind he was
going to auk the Society to give-namely, to support the younger
members of the administration. H e was sure that all who had reached
his time of life, or were approaching it, would agree with him when he
said that the best way in which they could serve the country was by
endeavouring to train the younger men not merely to follow their
footsteps but to do better work than they had ever been able to do.
I n his opinion the best method of getting the best out of these young
men war not by criticism, but by encouragement. Criticism W.8 quite
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were at the top, or a t the head of departments : it
good for all
slways stimulating and was frequently helpful. Most of them a t
the top drew salaries which were apparently rather liberal, and must
expectthat the taxpayer would feel a t liberty to express doubts whether
he was getting value for his money ; and they must not complain if a t
times they were called upon to play the part of the image in the game
known 8s Aunt Sally ; they must regard liability to such knocks as
etteohed to their salaries. (Laughter.) But the younger men did not
draw salaries which could be called excessive, and they had no
entertainmentallowance. H e knew that a t times they x e r e apt to be
discouraged. They were young men, and not infrequently they had
very young wives. He had no hesitation in saying that this was a
great advantage, not only to the officials themselves, but also to the
country they served. No one knew better than he did what a n asset
en English lady could be in Eastern countries. These young rnen and
women naturally looked to enjoy the society of their contemporaries,
and to have the recreations and amusements suitable to their age;
but many of them were living in localities where there were few,
if any, opportunities of so doing and very little chance for the
amusements they wished to take. When they saw that the older
men and some of their contemporaries were having a good time under
more favourable conditions they were apt to feel doubts whether
they had chosen wisely in adopting careers which kept them in SO
much isolation.
He hoped the members of the Society would help in this matter.
He epoke in the presence of rnen whose names were household words
in the East, whose utterances were read with respect and attentionmen who generally counted. Some of them visited countries such as
Palestine and Transjordnnia, and the more of thein who went there
the better pleased he and his colleagues would be. They mould
naturally discuss the situation, the problems of the country, and the
conditions of life with those who were a t the head of the administration.
He would ask them, however, to go further afield and to make a point
of becolning acquainted with the younger officials, especially those who
were in outlying districts away from the seat of government. H e would
ask the visitors to discuss with these young officers their problems and
conditions of life, to show that they realized the difficulties with which
they were faced and the discomforts they were bearing, and to make
the111 feel that they were doing work for Government of real importance.
(Cheers.)
He would ark further, that when these young people came on leave.
members of the Society would endeavour to show them some hospitalityHe did not mean public functions, but private entertainments, such
week-ends in the country, joilling shooting and fishing pirties,
dinners in London with a play to follow. They would feel
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that some of those to whose opinions they attached great
were
interested in them and saw that they were doing their part in sustaining
the Empire. (Cheers.) H e hoped the members would not think that
in making this appeal he was abusing his privilege in being asked to
propose the toast of this Society. H e felt that they ~ l ought
l
to
a t this juncture of our history that it was of the utmost importance
that they should leave no stone unturned to attract to the Goverllrnent
service, especially to service overseas, young men of high character and
ability, and that when me had got them we should do our utmost to
retain them. With Lord Peel a s President and with Lord Allenby as
their new Chairman, the Society, he was confident, would continue to
do well. They were particularly grateful to Lord Peel for the successful
efforts he had made to bring into closer touch members of both Houses
of Parliament with those who were working for the Empire overseas.
His service in this respect was invaluable. (Cheers.)
who was received with loud cheers, said that their
The CHAIRMAN,
interest in Lord Ylumer was not so much in him as a great soldier and
leader of victorious armies, not so much even a s a Governor of Malta,
but it arose from the great task which he was now discharging es
Governor-General and High Commissioner for Palestine. Ho was
there endeavouring to bring together and unite, as they had never been
united in the past, two great branches of the Semitic races-the Arab
and the Jew. The effort was one which would have attracted and
delighted Lord Beaconsfield, and he would have made it the opportunity
to mrite a new chapter in the varied history of Tancred. There was
one aim which Lord Plumer had not yet succeeded in reaching, though
he would no doubt do so, and that was to bring Arab and Jew together
in a, friendly test a t cricket.
As Lord Plumer had most justly observed, they did not confine their
attention to Central Asia, but surveyed practically all the countries of
that Continent. If they would excuse the arrogance of the phrase, he
would claim that the Society was the Light of Asia. (Laughter and
cheers.) H e had sometimes regretted that there was no corresponding
Society to theirs established in Asia for the purpose of st,udying the
affairs and people of Europe. There would be some advantages in
having an opposite member to theirs with whom to exchange information and intelligence. They were a clearing house for all information
that came from Asia, and it was gleaned from the most various eourcesfrom soldiers, administratore, travellers, officials and men of bueines8,
who studied in the conduct of their affairs the social, economic, religious
and political aspects of the various countries of Asia, and came and
poured out before them with profuse generosity the knowledge and Information they had acquired. They were non-party, for it wee more
easy to be non-party or non-political in the affairs of other countries
than to be non-political in the discussion of the problems of their Own
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land, BY WBJ of illustrating the wide range of the work of the
Sooiety, Lord Peel mentioned the titles of the papers read in recent
months.
~h~ English people were sometimes charged by foreign publicists
being insular, He had never understood how that charge had
been brought against them unless it Was by Way of paradox, bf3cause
re had the largest commitments outside these Islands and were most
jntereetedin the affairs of other countries. But if they had covered
wide field in the quarter of a century of their existence he felt that the
demandsof the future upon them would be greater still. They had all
heard the ancient and discredited phrase about thettunchanging East."
N~ one believed in that doctrine any longer. Indeed, one distinguished
member of the Society, klr. Spender, travelled through the East a year
or two ego and wrote a book under the title of " The Changing East."
He (Lord Peel) submitted to them that there was nothing so dangerous
in practical affairs as a man with very strong opinions and wholly
obsolete information (cheers and laughter). The Society steadily
sought to give further information upon the changing East. I t studied
the question of the grafting of Western ideas aud iustitutions upon the
Eest, and watched with interest the extent to which the political
institutions to which we had been accustoilled for centuries were
adapted to the use of the countries of Asia.
They welcomed the presence that evening of Lieut.-Colonel A. C.
Yate, who had rendered so much and so many services to the Society
through a great number of years in the past as Honorary Seoretary.
He also wished to convey the thanks of the Society to Mr. Stephenson,
who was retiring from the Honorary Secretaryship after six years of
valuable work. He had performed the remarkable feat of bringing in
by his own efforts one hundred new members in a single year.
The first response for the guests, a toast he had the pleasure to
Propose, would come from Sir Francis Aglen, whose knowledge of
Chinese sffairs was unrivalled. As far back a s thirty years ago he was
Commissioner of Tientsin, and for many years past be had had charge
the Maritime Custo~nsas Inspector-General. H e noticed that the
honoursbestowed upon Sir Francis included the Imperial Order of the
Double Dragon, which struck him as entitling Sir Francis to veneration,
not only a8 head of the Customs but a s obviously a great Chinese
mandarin (laughter). I t was to be hoped that in the leisure Sir
now had ha wo~ildwrite a book on tho Chinese problem. I t
be the more valuable it it gave clues to names and identities.
It was unfortunate for those who tried to master the names of the
Generala who were leading large armies that very often when once
had mastered a name as that of the general directing a particular
"my
found the same name appearing as that of a general of some
Opposingforce- Whether it was a oese of rapid oonversion to the other
96
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side or of the generals wearing the same name, he could not alwEys
Say- The other guest to reply to the toast was Lord Thornson,
spoke as a guest although he was a member of the Society. H~ would
couple those names with the toast. (Cheers.)
Major-General Sir NEILL MALCOLM
said that a t short notioe he had
been asked to take the place of Lord Allenby in recommending the
toast to the acceptance of the company. H e desired to say something on the position of Chinese in the British Empire, since they
were to have a speech from a distinguished guest so intimately
aoquainted with A i r s in China itself. There was now sitting at
Honolulu a Commission on Pacific Relations, organized by Americans,
which for the first time was attended by a British delegation to represent the British point of view on the various political and other subjects which were brought forward. The delegation was headed by
Sir Frederick Whyte, and it was some satisfaction to feel that for
the first time the British point of view would be duly presented. We
had many relations with the Chinese, and the consideration of our
point of view could scarcely fail to affect the attitude of the American
and other delegates a t the Conference. H e was thinking of our reletions not with the Chinese in their own conntry, but with those who
left China and went to live under the British flag. Many were settled
in British Malaya, and many in a country with which he had the
honour to be Inore closely associated, Borneo. H e had returned from
Borueo only ten days ago. H e found that the Chinese were flocking
there in vast numbers, the immigration including the settlement of
many of them in British North Borneo. The native population in the
neutral territories both of Malaya and Borneo was small in numbers;
there was plenty of room for immigration, and the adequate supply of
labour would largely depend upon the immigrants from Java or from
China. There was no doubt that the prosperity of those countries
would largely hinge upon Chinese labour and Chinese enterprise. He
was happy to find that British officials were dealing with the problem
in a way which officials of no other nation could equal. In handling
the inanifold problems of Asia there was no nation in the world which
could deal so successfully with the Asiatic as the British, and he hoped
that past success in this respect would be repeated in the matter of the
assimilation in Borneo of the Chinese immigrant. There were not
educated natives to fall back upon, and for the supply of subordinate
officials i t was necessary to employ the Chinese. There were Chinese
district officers and assistants working in the closest co-operation with
British offioials in the administration and development of the countrys
The bringing together under the British flag of so many Chinese was
one of the subjects which the Society might profitably study.
Sir FRANCIS
AOLEN said that when some two months ago he
aocepted the invitation of the Chairman and the Council to attend the
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dinner, an honour which he very highly appreciated, the date
was still, comparatively speaking, so far distant that even the intimetion he received that he would be entrusted with replying to the toast
of the guests did not mar the pleasure of anticipation with whiah
he looked forward to the entertainment. H e reasoned that he would
h f i a time to study the affairs of Central Asia, a subject on which he
was, and remained, profoundly ignorant, and to learn something about
the activities of the Society ; while to reply adequately on behalf of
fellow guests for an evening's enjoyment of this kind would require
only the full heart and the general sense of repletion aud Eonteut
which he was sure would be shared by all his fellow guests. (Cheers.)
Since he received the invitation, however, certain things had happened.
He was informed by some of his friends that he would be expected to
say something about that part of Asia which was more particularly his
own subject. At the time Chinese affairs were very prominently before
the public, and as one of the latest arrivals from that troubled country
he felt that it might be possible a t least to say something that would be
interesting to that assembly. But now China had receded into the
background, and was struggling, not with complete success, to keep its
place on the front page. There was an apparent lull out there ; one of
those periods so typical of recent civil wars in the country when regrouping was taking place, and personal gains and losses were being
counted up. To all intents and purposes China was again off the slate.
The man in the street probably thought that somehow or other we had
muddled through again, and weary officials in the Foreign Office were
no doubt heaving sighs of relief.
Tile Tinzes correspondent in Peking, a worthy successor of the
famous Dr. Morrison, in one of his recent dispatches expressed the
opinion that it would take an astrologer to determine what was going
to happen in China, and that was true. If he had been asked one
question more than another since arriving in thie country it was
whether or not China was going to settle down and things become
mm.d again. I t was difficult to answer this question ; but his
opinion was that the troubles in China had only just begun. China,
8s they knew, had a very long history, and there had been l m n y
changes of government in the course of two thousand years. Practicallll with every change there had been a period of chaoe and 'upheaval
in the country, and it had taken thirty, forty, or even fifty years before
China had settled down to a new period of peace. H e did not wish to
sugga~tthatwe had fifty years of chaos ahead, but he thought it would
be a mistake for anyone in this country to withdraw attention from
affairsmerely because they had receded into the background.
gave the public what it wanted, aud it was left to societies
' U C ~ as the Central Asian Society and kindred bodiee to focus opinion
On
Was still an unsolved problem.
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To all well-wishers of that great country and its vast population of
patient, industrious, and inarticulate toilers, who in certain areas had
suffered all the horrors of civil war, it must he deeply deplorable that
a t present there seemed to be no prospect of any definite cessation
of armed strife. The lull that was now taking place could hardly fail
to be the prelude of further events in which this country would be
deeply involved. Meanwhile, if stock were taken of the position, there
were some gleams of light on an otherwise dark and lowering horizon,
I n the first place the Nationalist movement could be said to hove
followea very faithfully the course predicted by himself and others
ab the result of conversations with intelligent and well-informed
Chinese many months ago. Telegraphing to his secretary in London
towards the close of last year, before any of the more recent and startling events had taken place, he stated that Chinese opinion in close
touch with the Southern movement was convinced that Shanghai
would be occupied in spite of what appeared to be an overwhelming
array of force for its defence ; that the movement would not be stayed
then, and that the advance of troops would go on until the Yellow
River was reached. There would then be a period of apparent inaction
before the final goal, Peking, was reached.
I n China itself certain facts had asserted themselves with dominsnt
force over theories which in so intricate a problem had naturally taken
on many complications. One fact was that Chinese nationalism, which
in its reaction on foreign interests was merely the expression of the
sometimes latent, but always permanent, anti-foreign sentiment of the
Chinese people, had some driving force behind it which enabled it
to progress in spite of errors which seemed to be catastrophic in their
consequence. Another fact was that a considerable section of intelligent
Chinese was awakening with alarm to the result of allowing Chinese
foreign policy to be directed by aliens, who had entirely misunderstood
and abused the confidence which the Chinese had always reposed in
their foreign employees, so long as they did not overstep the mark by
endeavouring to wrest the control of policy from hand8 where it
properly belonged. The reaction against Communist activity in China
did not necessarily mean any rupture with Soviet Russia, nor any abatement of the virulent campaign against this country. I t merely meant
that tools had turned in the hands of those who thought they could
use them with safety to their own immediate interests, and this action
had produced far-reaching consequences, quite sufficiently obvious to
alarm a people so intelligent a s the Chinese.
Another fact was that in the present stage of upheaval in China the
pronounoement of policies on the part of this country was premature
and did nothing to restore British prestige, or protect ~ r i t i s hinterest@
The patience end courage displayed by our countrymen in China were
worthy of the greatest admiration and support. (Loud cheers.) The
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nektive policy of patience and conciliation, coupled with the imperative
British lives, had- led to armed intervention, of
duty of
the end was not yet in sight. Another fact obtruding with ever
force on people in this country was that a policy of complete
lurrenderof all the British enterprises created in China would have
the
disastrous effect on even larger interests in other parts of
Asis and would be opposed to the best interests of the Chinese people
themselveg. (Cheers.) Further, the drive of the Southern Nationalist
movementto the north was bringing China face to'faco with ~ r o b l e ~ n s
affeotingthe interests of her great neighbour in the F a r East.
He did not take a pessimistic view of the situation. H e thought
that if the Government were kept up to the mark by public opinion
(m opinion which the Society could do much to influence) i t would
be able to deal with the situation adequately and sooner or later
we should win through. (Cheers.) I t was to be hoped that the
Society would continue to educate public opinion on the subject by
the publication of papers by various authorities containing the full and
ueeful informfition to which they were a,ccustomed in its publications.
said that he knew little of Central Asia, but
Lord THOMSON
ironically added that it was a terrible mistake, as he had discovered, to
know too much of a thing, as it made one cautious in the expression of
opinions. He could only bring to bear upon the subjects with which the
Society dealt a general knowledge of affairs and some observation and
reading. He had been reading recently a book which set forth the
view that the white man had lost his domination in the East largely
by having taken there Western education, conducted mainly on
religious and philanthropic lines. The young men of Asia, reading
Burke, Mill, Voltaire, a.nd Tolstoi, asked how it was that we of the
West preached equality and paid lower wages to the Asiatic 'labourer.
It was also suggested in the book to which he referred that another
stme of the loss of d~rninat~ioo
wae that we had given the Asiatic the
benefits of modern science and mechanical inventions, from the spindle
to the machine-gun, and with the aeroplane to follow. Another factor
in the change was the wider range of Asian influence. Central Asis
might be their special pigeon in that Society, but Asia now extended
from Moscow to Canton, from Tokio to Conslantinople. On Asia's
lrlngesthere were warlike people with recently acquired independence,
ideas would permeate in time tho whole Continent.
In
ways this was a tragedy. Probably the Cantonese had
never been ruled 80 well and justly as by Sir Harry Parkes betwoen
18'' and 1860. He said this by way of illustration of what had been
accOmpliehedby the European in Asia. But it was no good crying
Over
milk. On the other hand, apathy in these new conditions
be
To say, as one frioud of his did, 6 6 God always provides
way
the British Empire," would not do as a slogan. I t was
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merely an excuse for laziness and inefficiency, an expression of that
false kind of faith which made a person profess to believe what he or
she really doubted. God had been good to us in the pest, but He only
helped those who helped themselves. I t seemed to him that they had
to recognize that a new era was dawning, however slowly, in Central
Asia, an era in which competition would be keen, in which trade could
not depend on political advantages, in which industries sluggiehly
administered must inevitably disappear. But if in this new era we
displayed the qualities which built up our Empire-enterprise, courage,
love of justice-there was, he was convinced, something in the British
which so appealed to Orientals that it would enable us to substitute for
political domination an enlightened Imperialism, to turn vassals into
affiliated nations and suspicious neighbours in the East into allies,
bound to us with the steel hoops of friendship and respect. That was
the ideal which he submitted they should keep before them, if they
were to show that they were inapired by the example of those who had
built up the Empire in the past. (Cheers.)

REVIEWS
MoTea~INDIA.By Katherine Mayo. m on don: Jonathan cape*
30,Bedford Square. 10s. 6d.
N~ book on India in recent years has aroused wider interest Or
more bitter controversy than " Mother India." The writer) an
American lady, tells us that it was dissatisfaction with the average
American's ignorance of things Indian-their only knowledge being
that Mr. Gllndhi lives there, also tigers "-that sent her to India to see
what a volunteer could observe of common things in daily human Ma'61should like it to be accepted," she says, .' that I am neither a n idle
busybody nor s political agent, but merely e n ordinary American
citizen seeking test facts to lay before my own people."
Whatever view one may take of her conclusions-and eome of them
are indignantly rejected by Indian political leaders, who regard them
as a serious obstacle to their political pretensions-no one can deny
that her investigations have been wide, a t least in Hindu India, and
that she has set herself with characteristic American thoroughness t o
get down to bed-rock facts. The result is a formidable indictment of
the Hindu social system: the ohild marriages, leading to unmentionable brutalities ; the childbirths carried out by dirty, ignorant
without any precautions against septic poisoning or ~ u e r p e r afever,
l
and
causing appalling infant mortality ; the ban on remarriage of widows,
even child-widows, that condemns over twenty million women t o a
miserable existence ; the shocking neglect of female children ; t h e
domestic tyranny of the husband, whom the wife is taught to regard
as her god; the arrogance of the Brahmins and their claim to the
monopoly of knowledge ; the grievous lot of the sixty million " untouchablu3 "; the barriers to the spread of primary education, due to the
of female teachers because, in the words of the Indian head of
the Y.M.C.A., " the social conditions are such that no single woman
can undertake the task of teaching "; the callous disregard of the conventionsof decency and elementary sanitary rules, which makes India
the home of epidemics that kill otT or enfeeble her own peoples and
make her a menace to the rest of the world-these are some of the
main
in the indictment, and they are supported by a msss of
ev'dence~
oral and documentary, chiefly from Indian sourcee. Miss
'yo,
however, claims that her object is not to give pain to sensitive
Indians1but to point out the evils and thereby encourage the Indian
themeelves-for the initiative must come from them-to devise
the remedies, and fit themselvee for the place in the civilised world
16
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which they claim. So far, however, her book has aroused in India
not a recognition of the evils but a passionate repudiation of their
existence.
An Indian Member of the Legislative Assembly has given notice 01
a resolution recommending the Government to prevent the circulation
of the book in India ; the Mayor of Calcutta on September 4 presided at
a, protest meeting in the Town Hall a t which heated speeches were made
against the author; and, most significant of all, several prominent
Hindus in London-including the High Commissioner, the Members of
the India Council, ex-Members of the Govornment of India and of the
Provincial Governments-in August addressed a long letter to TheTi~nes,
attacking Miss Mayo's generalizations as " wild and mischievous," and
" warning the British public against what strikes us as being a
singularly mischievous book." The Times having refused to publish
this letter, it was cabled to India, and appeared in the Leader of
Allahabad, from which it is quoted in the Pioneer Mail of August 26.
One would attach more weight to this protest if the signatories had
not stated : I t has never been our lot to read the book which indulges
in such wholesale and indiscriminate vilification of Indian civilization
and Indian character."
The author is no doubt quite capable of defending her own position,
and the attacks on the book-will ensure for it a wider circulation. In
the course of her Indian enquiries she was not so much striking new
ground as extending the investigations she had recently made of
similar conditions in the Philippines, the result of which are embodied
in that remarkable book, ('The Isles of Fear."
Indeed, in Chapter XIV. she gives an instructive comparison of how
the United States and Great Britain have respectively handled the
educational and other problems in the Philippines and in India. Her
conclusion (p. 181, under the heading We both meant well," i9 as
follows :
" Schools and Universities in the Philippines and in India have
continued to pour the phraees of Western political-social history into
Asiatic minds. Asiatic memories have caught and held the phrases,
supplying strange meanings from their alien inheritance. The result
in each case has been identical. ' All the teaching we have received has
made us clerks or -platform orators,' said Mr. Gandhi."
Doubtless her Philippine experience gave Miss Mayo an invaluable
start in her study of Indian conditions. But as her generalizations
have been attacked by Indians of weight and influence, it is perhaps
only fair to hear how she arrived a t them :

"1 made long sorties in the open country from the North-West
Frontier to Madras, sometimes accompanying a, IIiatrict Co~nrnissioner
on his tours of chequered duty, aornetilnes 'sitting in ' ah village
council of peasants, or a t Indian Municipal Board meetiogs. or at Court
Seseions. . . . Everywhere I talked with health officers, both Indian
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,a British, going out with them, t o observe their tasks and their ways
of handling them. I visited hospitals of many sorts and localities. . . .
I went =ith English nurses in bazars and courtyards and inner
apd over city roofs. I saw as well the homes of the rich.
I studied the handling of confinements, the care of children and of the
~ick,the care and protection of food, and the values placed upon
c]eanliness. .
I visited agricultural stations and cattle-farms, and
looked into the general management of cattle aud crops. . . . I saw
the schools, and discussed with teachers and pupils their a i n ~ sand
experience. The sittings of the variolie legislatures, all-India and
provincial, repaid attendance by the light they shed upon the miudquality of the elements represented. I sought and found private
opportunity to question eminent Indians-princes, politicians, administrators, religious leaders; and the frankness of their talk, as to the
physical and mental status and conditions of the peoples of India,
thrown out upon tho background of my personal observation, proved
an asset of the first value."

..

The book shows what an immense amount of information on all
those topics she accutnulated, and how clearly she has summarized and
presented it. I t is perhaps open to the criticism that she has dwelt
too exclusively on the evil side of the Hindu social system (she
exempts Islemic India from her adverse criticisms) and has not given
prominence to its brighter aspects : the placid-if someti~nespatheticcontentment of the home-life ; the mutual attachment and support of
the member8 of the Hindu joint family; the simple pleasures of the
pilgrimage, and of the gathering8 a t the sacred tank, or temple ; the
generous, if undiscriminating, almsgiving. Her impressions of Hinduism were, neturally enough, coloured by the lurid first experience of
Kali's temple at ~ a l c u t t a L asight whichhauses a sense of loathing even
to the hardened end callous Anglo-Indian that it takes years to effaceBut no one can read this book carefully without realizing that
the writer is faithfully describing things as she saw them, and is lnovod
throughout by a lively hatred of cruelty and oppression-whether to
man or beast-and a sincere desire to alleviate them-to
help the
under-dog. Nor is she slow to recognize the good work which Indians
-butl alas I too few-are doing in this direction. H e r quick insight
has singled out the most prominent-e.g.,
in the Panjab she shows
us the Sirdar of Kot (p. 196) as the model landlord, who takes
no interest in Swaraj politics, but devotes himself to the betterment of
his people; also Sir Ganga Ram (now, alas l deed), who has done so
much splendid practical work for social reform (p. 881, and who, in a
vigorous pamphlet published last year, went quite a s far as Misn Mayo
In denouncing child marriage and the ban on widow marriage, and in
that social and economic reform must come before and not after
political reform,
What a hutnorous but instructive contrast to these two is ~ f f o r d e d
by the wealthy Calcutta lawyer (p. 19s) who said to the author :
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Take my own ville.ge (four hours by rail from Calcutta), where for
centuries the head of my family has been chief. When I, who am
now head, left it seventeen years ago, it contained some 1,800 inhabitants. When I revisited it, which I d i d for the first time a few loeeks
sl?zcc, I found that the population had dwindled to fewer than 600
persons. I was horrified. My question therefore is plain : What have
the B r i t i s h been doing i n the last hundred years that my village shoztld
be like t l ~ i s2"
Miss Mayo's caustic comment is : l 1 H e could see no one to blame
but a Government which has 500,000 such villages to care for, and
which can but work through human hands and human intelligence."
On another occasion (p. 267) Miss Mayo took up the subject of
vilification of the British Government with one of the most notable
Indian Members of the Legislative Assembly, saying: l 1 Your fellow
legislators of the Opposition impugn the honesty of the Government;
they accuse it of trying to set Hindus and Muhammadans by the ears
on the principle of 'divide and rule' ; they allege that it tramples
Indian interests underfoot, that it treats Indians themselves with disrespect, and that it sucks or cripples the resources of the country for
its own selfish interests."
" Yes," he replied, &' they say all that and more."
l 1 Do they mean it ?" I asked.
l 6 Not a man in the House believes
"How could they ?" he said.
anything of the sort."
Anyone who has a n acquaintance with Indian politicians will
readily recognize the two types described above. They stand for what
is a t the root of most of India's difficulties, whether social, economic,
or political : intellectual dishonesty, self-deception, and the tendency
to blame others for what they themselves are responsible.
That brings us back to the main argument of this notable book :
" What this country (India) euffera from is want of initiative, want
of enterprise, and want of hard, sustained work," mourns Sir chunantal
Jetalvad.
" We rightly charge the English rulers for our helple~snessand
lack of initiative aud originality," says Mr. Gandhi.
Miss Mayo (p. 2 4 ) replies :
" NOWit is precisely a t this point and in a spirit of hearty sYmpathy with the suffering peoples that I venture my main generality.
I t is this : The British adlninistration of India, be it good, bad, Or
indifferent, has nothing whatever to do with the conditions above
indicated. Inertia, helplessness, lack of initiative and originality,
lack of staying power and of sustained loyalty, weakness of life-vigour
itself-all are traits that truly characterize che Indian not only
today but of long-past history. All, furthermore, will continue to
characterize him, in increasing degree, until he admits their causes and
"
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with his oran two hands uproots them. His soul and body are indeed
in Rlavery. But he himself wields and hugs his chains, and
defends them. No agency but a new spirit within his
with
own breast ,stan net him free. And his arraignments of outside
past, present, or to come, serve only to deceive his own
to put off the day of his deliverance."
mind,
None of us enjoys having his, or her, defects pointed out. But the
process is a salutary and even a helpful one when those criticized have
shot their eyes to their defects, and if the object is to indicate a
remedy. Let us hope that, instead of arraigning Miss Mayo a s a mischievous and hostile critic, her Indian readers will realize that her
book is an honest and valuable survey of existing evils, which it is for
them to grapple with and eradicate. One hopeful sign is that Mrs.
Naidu, one of the most prominent women in Indian pubiic life, and
President of thtl National Congress last year, has publicly testified
that much of the indictment is true, and that those who have the
interests of India at heart should set themselves to reform the abuses.
Moreover within the last few weeks an influential Brahman of Madras,
that stronghold of Social Die-hards, has publicly announced hie conversion to the policy of raising the age of consent, while the Maharaja
of Icashmir has just enacted a law prohibiting the marriage of girle
under fourteen and of boys under eighteen. Miss Mayo's work is
&]readybearing fruit.

M. F. O'DWYER.

THE ISLAMIC
WORLDSINCE

PEACESETTLEMENT. BY AToynbee, Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1925-26.
THE

J.

This book constitutes the first volume of the Survey of International
Affairsfor 1925, but deals in point of fact with events up to the end of
19261 and has been prepared on the same lines as previous volumes of
the same series by Professor Toynbee. If the Royal Institute of
International Affairs had no other achievement to its credit than the
endowment, through the generosity of Sir Daniel Stevenson, of the
Directorship of Studies, which carries with it the post of author of this
bnnual '' Survey," it would have alnply justified its existence. Professor
Toyobee has succeeded, where others, perticularly in the U.S.A.1 have
in writing a hiatory of current events which is not only a
good prkcis, and, as such, valuable alike to officials, to the
busines~Community, hnd to studects, but is also, a s intended by Sir
panie1stevenson, an excellent example of the teaching of history
'"ternationally, and, as far as practicable, without bias."
"Ranbe," said Lord Acton, a taught historians to be critical, to be
cO'ourless,to I)e new," and he concluded
fine declaration of helief
'lth
the statement that we could be more impersonal, disinterested,
dust than the historians of former ages, and that it was in our
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power " to learn from undisguised and genuine records to look with
remorse upon the past, and to the future with the assured hope of
better things, bearing this in mind, that, if we lower our standard in
history, we cannot uphold it in Church or State."
Lord Acton would surely have hailed Professor Toynbee's " Survey"
a s a landmark in the writing of contemporary history ; to this expression
of belief the present reviewer can only add his conviction that the
' L Survey," and especially this volume, should be placed, at the public
expense, in every British Consulate and Legation abroad, and that
banks and commercial firms with connections abroad would do well to
ensure that it finds a -place on the shelves and in the hands of those
responsible for reaching decisions from time to time on matters of policy.
A few criticisms naturally suggest themselves from a careful peruse1
of this masterly summary. I n the first place, the absence of bias, or
rather its conscientious elimination, inevitably tends to make the author'a
style somewhat pedestrian. " I t is a matter of common knawledge,"
said Mr. Baldwin, in the early months of the present year, in the
House of Commons, in connection with Mr. Churchill's " World Crisis,'
" that if there be a certain amount of bias in a history it is far better
reading." " Bias," argues Professor J. L. Morison, " is natural : let
the historian be honest about it and seek to express rather than repress
his natural inclinations." *
A comparison between Professor Toynbee's book, written in conjunction with Mr. Kirkwood, on " Turkey," in 1926, and the present
work, shows that, making due allowance for the disadvantages attaching
to the dual authorship of the former work, he has followed the advice
of the Psalmist, and in the volume under review has kept his mouth
with a bridle," doubtless with the assistance of those collaborators to
whom he pays generous tribute in the preface. His earlier work on
Turkey, written after n. brief visit to the country, was (like other works
in the " Modern World Eleries," edited by the Right Hon. H. A. L. Fisher)
marred by special pleading and by a tendency to ignore or to gloes over
discreditable aspects of Turkish polity-a defect from which the present
volume is notably free, though one could wish that greater emphasis
had been laid on the deep racial and cultural differences between the
Kurdish and Turkish races, differences which the militant regime of
Mustafs Kemal, the unwisdom of which Professor Toynbee rightly
stresses, have suppressed for the moment, s s did Cromwell in Ireland,
with, in all probability, the same ultimate results.
The section on Persia is perhaps the least satisfactory in the volume,
0 wing, no doubt, to the difficulty of obtainir~greliable first-hand information as to the trend of events. I t should, for example, have been
stated that the United States Senate have refused to ratify the

* " History," October, 1926. BtLllefinof In.9titrlte of Hintorical ~ i f a e a ~ ~ ~
for Novelllber, 1926. Tinles Litcrnry Slrpplcntcnt, April 28, 1927.
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,nouncement of the United States Government that the monetary
reparationpaid by Persia to cover the cost of conveying Major Imbrie's
would be held as a trust lond, of which the
body home on e
incomewould be devoted to the education in the U.S.A. of Persian
students, The economic and financial services of the American
FinancialMission, under Dr. A. C. Millspaugh, would probably not be
conaideredby most Persians or Europeans in a position to form a
judgmentto merit Professor Toynbee's unstinted laudation, and there
is a notable omission of any reference to the continued tension betwoen
Persia,and Russia during the period under review, for which the foreign
and economic policies of the U.S.S.R. are wholly responsible.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, some reference should surely
have been made to the intrinsically important and very interesting
political developments of the last seven years in the Principality of
Oman, where the Sultan, with the alssistance of a British financial
adviser, with the rank and authority of a W ~ z i ror Minister, has
succeeded in restoring more than a semblance of authority, and in
pacifying the violent disorders which characterized the war period.
Bahrain, too, deserves, in a work of this comprehensive character, more
than the single sentence devoted to its affairs, and the outposts of the
Ielamic world generally scarcely receive the recognition which is their
due. For information regarding them the best authority is still that of
Professor L. Massignon, whose Annuaire du Monde Musulmane "
deserves, not less than Dr. Nalliuo's Oriente Moderno," a place on
Professor Toynbee's table.
The system of transliteratiou employed is serviceable, and has been
need consistently and with scholarly accuracy, but surely the predominant sect in Persia (and for that matter in Iraq) is more correctly
A. T. W.
written " Shi'ah," not Shi'i."

CHINAIN TURMOIL.By Louis Magrath King (H.11. Consular Service,
China, retired). London : Messrs. Heath, Cranton. 10s. 6d.
I commend everything that Mr. King writes about China, and
particularly this series of studies in Chinese personality, to that not
inconsiderable number of Europeans who have interests in China, but
little more than an extra-territorial interest in " things Chinese." One
is not 80 much inlpressed with Mr. King's heroes possessing specially
Chinese characteristics as with the fact that his Tupane, Generals, or
bandit chiefs and polit,icinns, and Europe returned " Nationalists
differ little, if at all, from their prototypes in character, ambitions,
greed, or ignoble or gallant qualities which one might find in any age
in China or anywhere else in Asia, or for that matter, in medieval
times in Europe. Mr. King's book should be presented to every young
Britibh oficial or n ~ n - o & ~toi ~read
l
on his first voyage out to China
Or an~whereelse in the Far East.
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General Sir Neil1 Malcolm, a t the Central Asian Society,s dinner,
held on July 61 most appropriately stressed the need for underatanding
that the Chinese with whom we work, whether as merchants or
officials, have a s many good points-if we will only take the trouble,
as indeed it is our duty, to find out-as the obvious weaknesses too
frequently and loosely ascribed to him by writers of fiction, cinems
stunters, and that inevitable proportion of intolerant foreignera
" Eastern experiences " are so largely and lightly concentrated on club
bar lounging and a gay life.
Mr. King's special pleadings-and
his delightfully sympathetic
insight and knowledge of the friends he writes about surely justify the
means-show in a hearty manner that his characters are just men first
and Chinese afterwards. This sort of knowledge, with no illusions,
comes a t first hand to our Consuls in China and to British officials in
the Customs and Salt Departments, but even here one finds too many
who join in with their merchant contemporaries in particular praise of
their ozon compredore, or writer," or " No. 1 Boy," as someone
exceptional ; just as perhaps in India we are still too often told that
" my Subadar Major," or " my Head Baboo" is exceptional-is a
white man.
Of recent years two or three of our largest and leading British
business organizations are operating in China-north, south, east, and
west-on entirely novel lines, and judging from results one would wish
that all British business had realized the value of, and need for, this
new business policy forty years ago. This new policy, so eminently
suited to the requiren~enteof an ever expanding market and changed
conditions, is direct dealing, as far as possible without that picturesque
and expensive, and too often intriguing intermediary, the " old style"
Compradore. Not only this, but many British firms are now learning
to " deal direct " with the local Chinese official. This again relieves
the Consul from being referred to on all possible and often petty
occasions, and being damned for a pro-Chinese if he does not entirely
concur with the '(rights " claimed by his aggrieved national. This
" new policy
emphasizes and demands the need for a real working
knowledge of the vernacular, and it is good to know of many young
business men who have gone out to China since the war, who,
encoz~ragec2by thcir employers, have attained a linguistic proficiency
unheard of in the days when the " old hands " were young. How
many of the old hands " of the China ports can speak or read any
sort of Chinese correctly, even grammatically, leaving aside
question of pronunciation? And yet they have spent all their lives in
China no longer and with no less incentive than any of our Consular
officials, who undoubtedly speak and read Chinem very much more
efficiently than the average working soldier or civilian in 1ndis speaks
or writes Hindustani. Mr. King's cameos are of real men, and the
"
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and felicity of his style indicate that in Chinr, a s in other parts
we still have men working a s officials who have the will
the
the best of things and the best of their own abilities, and of
to
the
and characters of those they work with. The pleasingly
,&ire way in which Mr. King almost invariably confounded his Chinese
friends,were they soldiers or scholars, with counter-quotations from
their own masters, provides just the right appeal to the young students
of 1 6 things Chinese," and the necessary stimulus and encouragement to
"get there," a~ Mr. King does every time.
And yet there is nothing humdrum or even conventional about any
of ML King's types. They " belong to all types save one-the weak."
They are," writes Mr. King with characteristic enthusiasm, " themselves part of the upheaval in the midst of which they are working
out their own and their country's destinies," or in some cases, as Mr.
King a little grudgingly admits, " wolves preying upon the herd." Mr.
King's book embodies in a most presentable form his impressions and
experiences during a long and varied career. H e was Acting Consul a t
Chungking, mas twice Acting Consul-General a t Chengtu, and was five
gears as H.M.'s Consul at Tachienlu, on the Chinese frontier of Tibet.
K.
pigout.

w.

CHINAi~ REVOLT.By T'ang Leang-li. London : Noel Douglas. 79.6d.
Mr. T'rtng Leang-li, a graduate of London University, presents an

indictment of Western policy in China in his book entitled " China
in Revolt.') His indictment is full of force and energy, often immoderate, but the author makes no pretence a t being impartial, or
proclaiming '(the truth, Lhe whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
He adopts the r61e of an ardent advocate for China, and he claims that
his aim is to present to the West the attitude which the Chinese
intelligenteia adopts towards certain aspects of Western civilization a8
seen in China." The author is quite frank in declaring that his book
is of the nature of propaganda, and there is no doubt that it is written
from the point of view of one who has the welfare of his own country
earnestly at heart. The book is written in easy style and in excellent
Engli~h,and provides a handy and exhaustive textbook of Chinese
grievances against Western civilization. I t is well worth perusal and
etuny, even if it be only to show us what a, Chinese gentleman thinks
of us. It is, however, more than that and represents largely the views
--mieguided and erroneous in many rospects, if you like-which occupy
the mind0 of Young China today.
The book is divided into four parts: China in Peace; China in
Chains; China in Revolt ; China a Nation. The author sums up in a
c O O ~ ] ~ ~ i o ~ - ~as
h i na eGreat
,
Power.
The firat part givee an outline of Chine a s she was before contact
with the West, and is intended by the author to convey the essence of
#
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Chinese civilization rather than the actual state of ancient China.
his concise narrative, Mr. T'ang points out that the family is the most
important social institution, and that it is the family and not the
individual which is the political and social unit in China. The family
in based upon the cult of the ancestors, and in this way a, link is
established with the supernatural. The Chinese are perhaps the most
tolerant of all peoples in the matter of religions, and the experience of
the reviewer is that the ordinary man in the street will neither
persecute nor vilify one of an alien creed unless the latter should
transgress or attempt to upset existing social customs. I t would be
difficult for even the most devoted admirer of the Chinese to describe
them a s a religious people-although they may be roused at times to
an extreme pitch of fanaticism. I n actual life the ordinary native
does not concern himself about Heaven and a hereafter, although he
does not deny the existence of either. H e is a busy and industrious
man, and he interprets religion a s a way of looking a t life ; he expecte
that his neighbour will do his duty towards him in the same way as he
does his to his neighbour. H e is a striking contrast to the native of
India, in whose daily life religion and ceremonial observances play so
dominant a part. Politically, the Chinese individual is a true democrat,
and there can be no doubt that the governing classes were-and even
still are-checked
by the gentry who were the spokesmen of the inarticulate masses. The Chinese Government, within these limits, wae
a nominal autocracy based upon conquest, but an autocraoy limited by
the right of the people to rebellion.
I n P a r t 11. Mr. T'ang traces China's contact with the West from a
date as remote as 2697 B.c., and he discusses the iniquities of the
foreign trader and missionary in the sixteenth century and onwards.
H e has nothing good to relate of them except a, well-merited tribute to
the secular work of the Jesuits. From the foreign trader it is but a
step to a n attack upon England for the opium " war in 1840. There
is no critic more dispassionate or more accurate in his statement of the
international relations of the Chinese Empire than Mr. Morse, and he
says a t the close of Chapter IX. of his work : a The war came when it
did because the Chinese had precipitated a crisis by a vigorous campaign against opium, but it was not fought to uphold the trade in
opium, and it was only the beginning of a struggle which lasted for
twenty years, and which was to decide the national and commercial
relation8 which were to exist between the East and West."
I n the second chapter Mr. T'ang makes a fierce onslaught against
the International Settlement a t Shanghai and its " foreign oli@rchy."
The author appears to have ovgrlooked the circumstances which contributed to the original growth and development of the tlettlement-that
is to say, the disordered state of the country during the Taiping
rebellion. I n 1853 the Taiping rebels devastated the country for
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around Shanghai, and many thousands of refugees
hundredsof
foundthere under the foreign flag the protection denied them under
their own flag, The rebel soldiers menaced the Settlement also, and
were driven back by the foreign naval forces which were safeguarding
foreign lives and property and, incidentally, those also of the Chinese
refugeesin the foreign Settlement. I t became necessary to devise some
methodfor the supervision of these refugees, and this was found in the
MixedCourt which was originally established with Chinese consent and
assistance. Mr. T'ang complains that when the Republican Revolution
tookplace in 1911 the consular body of Shanghai took over the Mixed
Court, and, in direct violation OJ China's treaty rights, appointed their
own judges. B e omits to mention, however, that conditions in the
native city of Shanghai were chaotic a t the time of the revolution, and
that it was force of circumstances arising from events in China, over
which foreigners had no control, which compelled a n extension of
foreign control over the Mixed Court ; this question has, however,
been recently adjusted by joint consent of the Chinese and foreign
authorities. Again, the reference to the Maritime Customs is most
misleading. As a matter of fact, the Custom House a t Shanghai had
been closed by fowe rnajez~1.eof the Taiping rebellion, and, in order to
enable trade to continue, a temporary expedient was tried whereby
duties were paid into the Consulates of the foreign Powers concerned
(at that time France, America, and England). The expedient was
irksome and did not work satisfactorily, and the three Consuls came
to an agreement with the Chinese taotai, under which a Board of
three inspectors was nominated (one of each nationality). The Rules
of 'Trade drawn up four years later by foreign and Chinese representatives laid down a uniform Custonls system under the Chinese
Government, with liberty to the latter to utilize foreign assistance by
the employment of foreign employees independently of foreign suggestion or uomination. It may fairly be said that the foreign Customs,
generally known as the Chinese Maritime Customs, dated its birth
from July, 1854. The origin of the establishment was not due to any
stipulation made between China and the foreign Powers, but to
c1rcumstance8 over which neither China nor the foreign Powere had
control-viz., the Taiping rebellion, which raged over the country
a decade, brought the Chinese Government to the brink of destrucand cost China twenty million lives. The Service, as Mr. T'ang
admit, is a krery eficient machine, nud, without doubt, a big asset
lor China a0 regards national prestige and credit both a t home and
abroad.
The references to the police of the International Settlement
both unfair and incorrect. Mr. T ' m g delarea that a local tradition has
grown up and the very term police " has become one of contempt.
It would be more correct to ascribe any feeling of contempt in the
27
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Chinese mind for the term " police" to the traditiond suspicion and
fear the Chinese have had for their own police in past ages, 6' The
rats under the altar," as the district police were nicknamed, were a
byword among the people for all that was bad in the shape of extortion
and blackmail.
Mr. T'ang gives us his views on the missionary problem in
Chapter 3, and he is unsparing in his denunciations of them as politicel
agents and misinterpreters of the spirit of China. I t is probable that
many of the obstacles which have lain in the missionary path have been
due to the fact that their presence and work in China have been
authorized by treaty, and it is probable that they would have met with
far less suspicion if they had stood on their own feet without the
support of treaties and consuls. There are few foreigners living in
China today who will assert that the convert is superior in theconduct
of his life to the so-called " heathen," and there are many who prefer
to have dealings with the latter rather than with the former. Whatever
may be the opinion as to the human products of missionary teaching,
there can be no question that the medical missions have relieved
countless thousands from pain, suffering, and disease, in a civilized land
which is strangely destitute of dispensaries, hospitals, and surgeons.
Chapter 4 deals with international loans as "an instrument of
subjugation." The author states that the international loans concluded
by China had a political origin. As a matter of fact, the origin wasnot
political but financial. It may justly be said that national loans-as
distinct from international loans-did not exist in China before the end
of the nineteenth century. This was not in any way due to sentiment,
but to the fact that the Emperore of China had found that the State
treasury, of which the Emperor was custodian, was adequate for all
ordinary requirements and that the revenue for extraordinary expenditure could be readily raised either by additional taxes on trade, or by
means of a forced levy, or by the sales of titles and dignities ; in earlier
days, expenditure was also met by the issue of enormous amounts of
irredeemable Government paper. The first attempt to raise a national
loan dates from 1894 in the shape of the "merchants' " loan, in order
to meet the extraordinary war expenses of the Sino-Japanese warThe loan partook more of the nature of a forced levy than a voluntsr~
ubscription, and the flotation had to be stopped when only a fraction
of the amount required had been subscribed. The next attempt wag
made in 1898 when the first instalment of the war indemnity to J&pan
had to be paid. The result was again a bitter disappointruent, in 8pite
of the fact tbat titles were offered to eubscribers of 10,000 tmls (gay
£2,000) and upwards. The whole history of these and subsequent attempts
s t floating national loans reveals the fact that only those managed
and paid by the foreign (British) inspector-General of the Chinese
Maritime Customs have met with success. I t seems clear, therefore'
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that the Chinese Government had recourse to international loans solely
for the finmcial reason that it could not raise them in China itself. I t
is, of course, regrettable that foreign politics entered largely into the
dotation of some of the international loans, but a large share of
the blame in this respect is attributable to the vacillation a n d cupidity
of the Chinese Court and Government officials. Let us glance for a
moment at the nature of the British loans to China. I t will be found
that, speaking generally, they are secured on the Maritime Customs
end
the Salt Gabelle, railway loans being secured in general on the
earningsof the railways. But the fact that these securities mere given
does not mean that either the British Government or the British
financiers concerned entertained for s single moment the extravagant
idea, that the securities would be seized and administered for their
benefit in case of default in payment. The securities were required and
given because they were considered to be then the best available, and
this procedure was an ordinary business precaution. The amount of
Cbina's foreign indebtedness today is probably not less than 160 million
sterling; the amount would be much larger had not China exhausted
her available securities and her credit. The will to borrow abroad
exists, but nobody will lend. Although China has defaulted on nearly
every loan whichis not secured on the Maritime Customs or the Salt
Gabelle, it is safe to say that, given
a tolerably stable central Government and a comparatively honest finaucisl administration, the total
indebtedness both as regards native and foreign creditors (the former
amount is also very large) could be successfully carried without serious
inconvenience to the Chinese people.
Mr. T'ang opens Psrt 111. of his book by declaring that " extraterritoriality is a standing disgrace to Chinese pride and a symbol of
China's national humiliation and degradation in the family of nations."
If we trace the causes which led to extra-territoriality, w e s h a l l find
them in the contemptuous refusal of China to accord to foreign Powers
equnlity of commercial and diplomatic treatment. Mr. T'ang quotes
from an early Chinese writer as follows : " These barbariaus are like
wild beasts and ought not to be treated as civilized men. To try to
apply to them the great principles of reason would only lead to confusion. Tho ancient kings well understood this, and accordingly ruled
barbarians only by craft or violeuce. And this is the right way of
ruling them." He declares that thie is tho view of the European
traditionally held in Chins, and he naively adds that in this background
it is, therefore, quite natural that China imposed rigid restrictions on
foreign intercourse. hfr, T'ang has omitted a reference to the imperial
"mandate " aent by the Emperor Icienluog in reply to the friendly
letter from King George, s h i c h was presented to him by the King's
Envoy, Lord Naoartney, at the close of the eighteenth century. The
reply refuses the King's request for an exchange of accredited
Ministera, and begins as follows :
-
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You, 0 King, live beyond the confines of many seas ; nevertheless,
impelled by your humble desire to partake of the benefits of civilization,
you have despatched a mission respectfully bearing your memorial. . .
I have perused your memorial : the earnest terms in which it is couched
reveal a respectful humility on your part, which is highly praiseworthy.
" I n con8ideration of the fact that your Ambassador and hia deputy
have come a long Way with your memorial and tribute, 1 have shown
them high favour and have allowed them to be introduced into my
Presence- To manifest my indulgence, I have entertained them at
a banquet and made them numerous gifts.
" Swaying the wide world, I have but one aim in view, namely, to
maintain a perfect governance and to fulfil the duties of * the State.
Strange and costly objects do not interest me. If I have commanded
that the tribute offerings sent by you, 0 King, are to be accepted, this
was solely in consideration for the spirit which prompted you to
despatch them from afar. Our dynasty's majestic virtue has penetrated into every country under heaven, and kings of all nations have
offered their costly tribute by land and sea. As your Ambassador can
see for himself, we possess all things. I set no value on objects strange
or ingenious and have no use for your country's manufactures."
The reply is in the form of a superior addressing an inferior, from
the lord of the Middle Kingdom, which is fringed in the dim distance
by small islands inhabited by barbarians. The tone of arrogance and
self-complacency displayed by the Emperor is reflected throughout the
relations of Chinese officials with foreigners in the early days. Is it
surprising, then, that, when the inevitable trial of strength came and
China was worsted, foreign Powers found it necessary to provide safeguards in the shape of extraterritoriality? British policy towards
China has followed the general line of trade and not political aggrandizement or territorial acquisition. Trade on fair and equal terms
coupled with security for life and property-these sum up in their
entirety British policy and aims in China. I t is a simple point to
grasp, and it would save the Chinese innumerable diEculties if they
would only realize the truth of it and act accordingly. Let us glance
for a moment a t the position of foreign merchants who were ~errnitted
to trade a t Canton early in the nineteenth century. They were forbidden to buy and eel1 goods in the open market, but were compelled to
trade through tbe medium of the Cohong, an officially recognized monopoly. They were only allowed to reside in the Factory district, &
confined space on the river front. They were not ~ermittedto eW%3e
Chinese servants (but this rule was generally relaxed), to bring omen
or arms into the factories, to use seden-chairs, or to enter into any
direct relations with local Chinese officials. They might not row for
pleasure on the river, nor could they enter the city, and only on three
"
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dge in the month were they permitted, under the escort of an interpreter, to take the air a t the flower-garden6 across the river. They
held collectivelyresponsible for the misdeeds of individuals. The
loobiChinese oficisla would not recognize, or have any dealings with,
foreign officialsentrusted with the protection of their interests.
The fact is that China was ignorant of the international canons
by the West, and, moreover, had no desire whatsoever to come
into the family of nations. Should China, therefore, be required to
accordsuch equality of commercial and diplomatic treatment a s was
kOerslly accepted in Europe ? The question was not debated in a
school of philosophy, and was answered in the affirmative by the
foreign Governments concerned. The reviewer has full sympathy with
the desire for the abolition of extraterritoriality, and he would ~ o i nout
t
that theBritish Government as long ago as 1902 agreed to relinquish
the privilege of extraterritoriality if and when China put her house
in order. Young China of today must realize that the clock cannot be
put back ; the foreigner has come to China for trade and has come to
stay. Face this fact, put the house in order, and extraterritoriality
will disappear. The house is not in order yet, and the task before
China is a, heavy one ; but constructive work begun in this direction
will certainly gain British sympathy in a very practical form.
The reviewer has not the space to deal with the large number
of the author's assertions with which he is unable to agree, but he
takes the opportunity to admit that, in his opinion, China was hardly
treated at Versailles in the matter of Shautung. England's hands had
been fettered in this respect by the turn of events a t a most critical
~ ~ o u ~ in
e nthe
t Great War. Nevertheless, a n injustice was done to
China which required reparation. I t was through English initiative
that the scope of the Washington Conference was widened so that
political questions as regards the Pacific might be entered upon. The
breadth of the Conference was thus enlarged beyond the original plan,
with the result that a sa,tisfactory agreement was arrived e t between
China and Japan regarding the rendition of Shantung. Although the
negotiationof this agreement was confined to the two Powers concern~d,nevertheless America and England stood by in readiness to
either Party if occasion should have required it.
T'ang is an ardent member of the Iiuomin Tang or Nationalist
and defines their programme as based upon the three principles
~)emocracy,and Socialism. The elaboration of these
principlesshows that they are intended to stir Chinese society to
lt9 very
to ~ a ynothing of their influence upon international
'"ations of China. Mr. T'ang ansumes the ultimate triumph of his
partya If hifi assulllption should be correct, then the task before them
Is indeed
The reviewer, however, does not doubt that responeibilit~will bring with it a fuller realization of the difficulties to
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be overcome, and will be followed by moderation and a modification
of the details of the programme. The primary need for China is a
central ~ o v e r h m e n t and
,
the first task of that Government should be to
establish order as far as it can throughout the land. Public financial
corruption strikes a t the root of all permanent authority in Chinaeven-handed justice. I t is remarkable that public corruption should
be universal in China, inasmuch as the Chinese individual in his
private dealings is perfectly honest in money matters. Perhaps the
explanation may be found in the inheritance from many centuries
when the Court set the example of regarding public money es fair
prize for anyone to pocket who might have the opportunity. The
Chinese Republic is still young, a mere stripling of sixteen years, and
it may be too harsh a judgment to pass upon it at this stege that
official corruption under the Republic is not a whit less than under its
predecessor, the Manchu dynasty. The latter was rotten, and the
Republic was proclaimed a t a time when there were no Republicans in
Chine. The reviewer is a sincere well-wisher of the Chinese people,
and has enjoyed an experience of many years in China, during which
time he has been in friendly relations with all classes of the Chinese.
His opinion, which is shared by many others of greater knowledge and
undergtanding, is that the Chinese people are sober and industrious as
a race, and are highly endowed with judgment, good sense, and tenacity
of purpose. Moreover, the ideals of their intellectual life are not
inferior to those in the Western world, and he would indeedobe sorry
to see a replacement of the one for the other. I t is also very noticeable
that the private and community life of the Chinese is conducted with
tact and consideration. These do not exhaust the Chinese good qualities by any means, but if we reverse the picture it must be owned
that the Chinese in common with other peoples have their national
shortcomings.
Mr. T'ang and his friends are not always in the right, and while
they may, if they wish to do so, throw stones at Englishmen with
a certain amount of reason, they should also remember that much
bigger stones could be thrown back at them with equal justice.
As regards the assistance given to the Nationalist Party by the
Soviets, the time has already arrived when the Chinese intelligentsia,
irrespective of party, have discovered for themselves that the weds
of Bolshevism planted by Soviet hands produce only tares, and ere
poisoning the land. The discovery haa been made in good time, and ie
a credit to Chinese common sense ; but the eradication of the mischief
already accomplished will add yet another to the heavy tasks which lie
before any Government which establiehes itself in China.
E. C. W.
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Mr. Luke's latest book consists of a series of articles in which he
debis with the various sects of Palestine and Syria I n a prologue
entitled A Jerusalem Miscellany " the author depicts in a humorous
vein the wranglings and rivalries of the inhabitants of the Holy City,
which appear to form such a prominent part of their existence. I t is
gratifying to read, however, of the moderating influence exercised by the
Church of England in Jerusalem among these emulous communities.
An interesting- account is given of the Easter and Christmas festivals,
which are celebrated with such zeal that the Government find it difficult
to keep the peace. I t is, perhaps, fitting that the Orthodox Church, the
aged
- tree beneath whose shade the rest of Christendom has sprung,"
to quote Dean Stanley, should hold a prominent position in the land
which saw the birth of Christianity ; but it is rather surprising to find
Holy Week associated with a Moslem festival. The writer of Deuteronomy, in describing the death of Moses, stated that no man knoweth
his sepulchre to this day" ; but the Moslems appear to have discovered
its whereabouts at a spot near Jericho, and the author gives an entertaini~gaccount of their pilgrimage to the shrine of Nebi Musa. This
annual festival in honour of the Jewish Lawgiver
is doubtless due more
to political than religious motives, as Mr. Luke suggests. A learned
chapter on the Christian Communities of the Holy Sepulchre is followed
by an account of the Samaritans, that last remnant of an obscure
Jewish sect, which for centuries has looked upon Mount Gerixem a s the
one lawful place appointed for the worship of God.
In Chapter V. the author discusses the influenceof Palestine and Syria
on the world of Islam, though he does not bring out the effect on the
Arabs of contact with a civilization superior to their own, and through
h
and Byzantine thought and
which they became acquainted ~ i t Greek
culture. I n his chapter on The Old Man of the Mountains," the
author writes of the Arab invaders' determination to convert the world
to Islam "; but the impelling lnotive was much more conquest and the
spoils of war. The story of Hasan Sabah and the assassins, that
strange sect that combined the cult of piety and murder, is well told.
Assas~inationfor political ends was not, however, a new phenomenon
in Islam.
-40epilogue, which does not seem very appropriate to the rest of the
work, deals with the relations between the Moslems and the rayahs of
the Ottoman Empire. I t seems rather premature to assume that the
Turkish Republic is divorced from the faith and hierarchy of Islam,"
and 'beeking its inspiration in the Kremlin rather than the Koran.".
Although the Turks have adopted a European code-the Code 8uisse
---a9 the basis of their law, the Government has decreed that lilam is
etill the State religion of Turkey, but an Islam brought more into keeping
f

f
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with the evolution of ideas. Also the Turks and Russians are hereditary
foes, and it is unlikely that the present rapprochement will last long or
become very intimate. I t is probably true that the lot of the Christian
reyahs was not so bad a s it was painted, nor so much worse than that
of the Anatolian peasantry. Aubrey Herbert said of the Armenians
that they 4 4 were seduced by Europe and flattered to suicide." We msy
not go as far a s that, but it is undoubtedly true that Western eympathizers, by raising false hopes, helped towards the ruin of these
unfortunate people. Mr. Luke's scholarly and entertaining volume
ehould find many readers.
F. F. R.

ASIANICELEMENTS
IN GREEKCIVILIZATION.Gifford Lectures, Edinburgh, 1915-16. By Sir William Ramsay, D.C.L., etc. (John
Murray and Co.) 12s. 6d.
I t is one of the penalties of a great reputation that the reader comes to
expect very much of the author, and the title of this book suggests
that we may find in it what perhaps only Sir William Ramsay could
give us1 a real treatise on the effect of Anatolian influence on the
Greek stock there, and through it, on Hellenism a t large and on the
civilization that has been taught by it. The scholar who has made
Anatolia his own particular field, and who, after half a century on the
spot (in the course of which he has done work on the Pauline problem
that has made Christendom his permanent debtor), has now a detailed
knowledge of the land and people that no other man has, might give us
such a book-but he has not done it yet.
I n this work, which consists of two courses of lectures remodelled
till the lectures seem to have evaporated out of them, we have, it
were, Sir William Ramsay in his armchair discoursing " of shoes and
ships and sealing-wax " (and if only one read carriages " instead of
" oebbages," one might continue the quotation without serious injustice)
and of many things Asipnie and Greek that do not seem to have muoh
conneotion with one another.
Constantly, he throws out, a s it were, remarks that ere interesting
and suggestive-as one would naturally expect from him-about things
Greek and Anatolian. Thus, " the Anatolian mind." he say%" is today
what it has been from the beginning," a remark that a t once shows
his experience of his subject and his sense of the continuity of history.
The old blood is still there, and though there has been muoh immigration, yet-as in Hellns over the water-physical desoent is only one
the factors th.t go to make a nations1 type. The land makes the
character of its eons, and the desoendant of the immigrant becomee a
child of the soil.
s i r William Ramsay is clear that the Ionian Greek of Anatolis (the
Ywan of the Old Testament) is kin to the Hellen " of Greece, but
not the same as him. Of one stock, each has been affected by incolnere
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from a dij&rent hinterland, and though the ambition of the Hellen
throughthe centuries has always been to control the Anatolian Greek,
hi0 attempts have always brought disaster, and now et last, destruction,
on his kinsman. The Greek is a trader, not a ruler ; unable a t times
to govern himself, he fails to govern others. Yet the Anatolian, from
Homer down, has always influenced the Greek of Greece, and in
out instanoes of that influence, Sir William Murray diacourses
st large, de omnibus rebus et qsibssdam aliis, but always with interest.
We read of Epimenides and his Athenian reforms ; of the symbolism
(surely rather far-fetched) which saw Nemesis in one mountain and the
scales of Juetice in the twin peaks of mother. Then, via the two
vultures that were not vultures that sate on the trees by Trov, we are
led by Troy itself to the question whether Diana of the Ephesians, that
Anatolian Greet Mother, was not really depioted a s a queen bee; and
so to Smyrna and Hipponax, who appears, not a s a writer of savage
satires, but as the compiler of a prosaic and accurate road-book ! The
position of women, the wheat trade, the local cart, the Kabiri," all
come in. There is a deal of fine confused feeling in the lectures, but it
is something short of the treatise that the name of Ramsay led us to
hope for.
W . A. W.

THE LETTERS
OF GERTRUDE
BELL.London : Messrs. Ernest Benn, Ltd.
1927. Price £2 2s.

" In the days of

labour snd nights of rest
DIay the love of Allah lllake you blest."

The rising of tbe Arab star and the methods of its followers are fair
subject for controversy; a review of the intimate letters of the remarkable English lady who followed the rising should deal with the enthusiasms aroused. Never before had our amazing ventures in the Ehst
thrown up such a character. Just a slip of an English lasses,and a
Yorkshire lass at that, who gets bitten of the East for the first time in
fTuil=anearly thirty years ago. Seized all of a sudden by the rolllance
and mystery of the present and past, by the glory of the deaert and
the beauty of the spoken word, Miss Bell sets herself to learn Arabic
and to travel in the I~evautand in the desert.
Her personal letters t,hroogb the years are ohiefly written to her
father-delightful, affectionate, intimate letters--and they extend from
those
of Eastern yearnings, happily for her, to the day of her death
in the little palm-girt rose-garden on the banks of the Tigris, whence in
1926, the spirit in the quiet of night returned to the God who
gRve it. And to Inany that little garden and the eager, sympathetic
who lived there is a very precious memory.
Those letters which d e ~ with
l
her many journeys before the War
her gradually gaining knowledge of people, countries, and
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language, and the grip of the E a s t fastening on her. The journeys
into the desert were many and with varied purpose-travel for traVelps
sake, the desert for the joy of it, travel for antiquarian study, travel
to gain knowledge of tribes and customs and the language of the
Bedouin, which is so different from the elaborate grammarian's language
of the learned in the cities. Here is travel :
"1 have three soldiers-Ali, Musa, Muhammad . . one Ahrned
white-robed and perched on a camel" is provided for a night ride in
the hot season. '' Ahmed said, ' Oh, lady, the light rises.' I looked,
and the east was beginning to pale; I felt as if I had been sitting on
m y camel a lifetime. The light came quickly across the furrows, and
we rode on till five."
The years of preparation were to be put to unthought-of uses when
the War broke out and Turkey cast her bread on the waters. The nonTurkish subjects of Turkey had been in unrest for years. If the Arabs
sided with their masters the Red Sea would be unfit for Allied shipping,
and mines would come by rail to within an easy camel or even lorry
drive of the Imperial ways. Now was the time to develop that ancient
British sympathy with Arab aspirations and detach the Arab interests
from those of Turkey. The Arab Bureau was formed in Cairo to deal
with the subject as a whole. By the nature of things Arab matters
were dealt with piecemeal by those departments and Governments who
had touch with Arab countries-India for the Persian Gulf and Aden
hinterland, the Red Sea littoral divided between India and the Foreign
Ofice. The Colonial Office and the Foreign Office also had a hand in
other parts. If Arab national feeling as a whole was to be stimulated,
it must be treated as a whole and by one Government and one department. This was the aim and object among those enthusiastic believers
in the rather uncertain Arab character and race, the noble Arab in the
desert, and the like. Who more suitable than Gertrude Bell to join
this Bureau? And to Cairo she took her knowledge and her enthusiasms.
Very soon she was sent on to Sir Percy Lake's force in Mesopotamia,
to which Sir Percy Cox was chief political officer, to arrange for the
co-ordination of policy and explain what the Bureau was aiming at.
But Mesopotamia, especially the desert, the chiefs of Hail and
Rhiadh, Ibn Rashid and Ibn Saud, Baghdad and Mosul, was especially
her own province, in which her detailed knowledge could be of most
uee, and she found herself retained and acting in the military intelligence office and also in the political office. I t was not perhaps always
an easy time, for it wag well known that she was an intimate friend of
many prominent people ; and it wag also known that Rrititrh statesmen
were far more likely to take their ideas from informal correspondents
rather than the responsible officials on the spot, and Miss Bell got the
credit of much for which she was not responsible. As an enthusiastic
believer in s policy, however, which no one had yet adopted for
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,,,, she no doubt, when

opportunity offered, did impress her own
dews on some of her privileged correspondents. The letters of this
period to her friends and to her father being ordinary wartime cor~s~ondenee
are reticent, and have no comments on the earlier situation
in Mesopotamia. She arrived there just before the fall of Kut. H e r
knowledge was amply employed in both offices, but especially in that
power of getting inside the feelings of influential and h i g h g a d e
inhabitants on the situation generally. Thus she writes in these
eerly days :
I've been doing very interesting work for Sir Percy (Cox). Today
there strolled in a whole bank of Sheikhs from the Euphrates to present
their respects to him, and, incidentally, they always call on me."
And again :
I drove straight into our camp, picked up General Tidswell, who is
in command, and made him take me round the town; and there we
met the Sheikh of Khamisiyeh, who is a friend of mine, and on a
pressing invitation went to his house. . . . H e had a guest, Sheikh
Hamunod, of the Dhafir, one of our friendly Bedouin, and we sat for a,
while listening to the latest desert news, which I translated for the
General."
But when Sir Stanley Maude had captured Baghdad, Gertrude was
sent for to join Sir Percy Cox, and it was then that the real value of
her sympathetic attitude and knowledge came, and she was able to get
into touch with points of view which no political officer could have
acquired. For we were iu a very difficult position vis-h-vis the people.
Turkish administration had disappeared, and all machinery which in an
occupied country is usually available to control it. We had to carry
on, and we had to prepare for whatever policy-a liberal one we knewwould eventually come to pass. These were difficulties that came to
a head soon after the War, during the long peace wrangle, which
entirely spoilt the atmosphere in the Levant and Syria, ending in a
widespread and entirely unnecessary tribal revolt.
The most interesting part of the letters comes when the Iihatqb*,
free of the trarumels of wartime secrecy, can write much more freely.
and does so with the enthusiasm which was such a feature of her
work. Writing in '22 to her father we have it all :
"Today I rode through the dairy farm . . . and back by the
garden0 bordering on the Tigris. Man and beast were rejoicing in the
abundance of green.
~y ~ o d I've
, never seen the like I' I stopped to
say to the shepherds ; and they, I t is the mercy of God and your
Presence, Kketwi.' How I love their darling phrases ! You know,
father, it's chocking how the East has wound itself round my heart,
till I don't know which is me and ~ h i c his it. I never lose the charln
it. . . I'm more a citizen of Bagdad than many e Bagdadi born."
are many sidelights on the difficulty of deciding how to rule the
and the eventual declaration for end election of Sharif Feieal :
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a It's not all slnooth yet. .
. W e get reports about the Lower
Euphrates tribes preparing monster petitions in favour of a republio,
and of the Shiah Alim Mujtahids being all against Faisal."

Among the troubles of the time was the bitter hostility of the
Shiahs, for it must be remembered that the country south of Baghdad
is almost all Shiah, while the north and Faisal are Sunnis, and the
great Shiah religious centres and shrines are all in Iraq. At the
present moment the acute enmity and the difficulty, not only of
balancing parties, but getting the two to work together for the good
of the whole, is vory great. The letters are full of the difficulties, and
Miss Bell tells of a dramatic visit to some of the religious swells
of Shiahdom a t Kadhimain, close to Baghdad. I t will be remembered
that eventually it was necessary to deport some of them.
With Sharif Faisal crowned and on his throne the troubles were by
no means over, and from 1922 to 1926 it is one long intrigue, and the
prolonged discussion and doubt over Mosul did not make it easier.
She is an enthusiastic admirer of the kingly Faisal, and writes:

.

" Faisal has hitched his waggon to the stars.
. . At the bottom
of his mind he trusts us, and believes that one or two of us would go to
the stakes for him. . . . I feel as if I and all of us were playing the
most magical tunes on their heart strings, drawn taut by the desperate
case in which they find themselves. Can they eucceed in setting up
reasonable government? Can they save themselves from chaos?
Their one cry is, ' Help us I' "

And this is the woman whom those who knew little of her called
unwomanly. Why, she is the most supersensitive enthusiast that ever
was! But many months have rolled by since 1922, and slowly what
she longed for and helped to strive for has come to pass. A Government in being has held its own for four years and more, childish at
times, grave and earnest a t others, but always an anxiety itself, not
only by reaaon of the two bitter 'religious factions of which Miss Bell
tell8 SO much, but of that uncertainty of the Arab character which,
the old Sheikh said, " keeps us from staying in Eden." fivery year
the devoted advance and assistance of n i g h Con~missionersand
advisers see, however, a more complete personnel being evolved to
carry on the Government. How it all has been done is told in what i n
a valuable portion of the Letters "-viz.,
two retrospects by sir
Percy COXand Sir Henry Dobbs of their own tenure. To these retrospects the letters themselves contribute charmingly the appropriate
atmosphere.
The last year or so, when much of her original work and help was
over, hIiss Bell threw herself delightedly into her position as Honorary
Director of Antiquities, and the forming of a museum which would
Prevent the best finds leaving the country, and the drafting of the

neoesaary laws to control excavation.
authority.

*

*

*

She was herself no mean

*

*

And then in the hot weather of last year it rang to evensong, and
the brave soul passed about the time, perhaps, that the Mz~ezzinin the
mosque hard by called to early prayer.
Bismillah ul ralznzan o ul ~ a l ~ i m .
G. F. M.
- - --- .

Sue*&.

Coleridge Kennard.

London : The Richards Press, 1927.

10s. 6d.
This is a remarkable book, embodying the spirit of Persia better than
sny writer since Professor Browne, who would have read it with intense
enjoyment. The author, a member of the Diplomatic Service, spent
five years in Iran and was taken captive by the country. H e studied
deeply, learned the Persian point of view, and became so deeply permeated with the atmosphere and feeling of Persia that what he writes
rings true.
In this book he gives an account of a journey that he made across
Persia, passing through Isfahan, Yezd, and Icerman to the Lut, the
great desert of Persia, which derives its name from the Patriarch Lot.
This great waste he crossed to British Baluchistan, travelling with a
camel caravan. Here he is a t his best, and I have never read such
dmirable descriptions of the primitive tribesmen, of the scenery, of their
bitter, hard life and of its reaction on t,heir outlook and mentality.
Iforeover, he collected and translated some of the poems which were
recited during the long night marches or during the cool evenings. To
take an example, I would invite the attention of the reader to the
Poem beginning : 0 thou that knowest naught of Love-sleep on."
Ofquite another stamp is the dialogue between a Baluch and a maiden
of the desert:

" 0 child of springtime, linger a moment !"
" No, I cannot linger here."

" 1 will be a hare in the fields and hide in a hollonr."
" Then I will be a hunting falcon and pick you up in my claws."
" I will be an unconscious child sleeping in a cradle.'.
"Then I will be death and enfold you in my arms."
The author's love for the weird music of the desert is shown in his
description of a man who played in an inepired manner and said : " We
should die here without music."
Upon reaching law and order on the British side of the frontier,
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Kennard feels stifled and sneers a t the hospitality he received from
British officsrs, who hardly merited this treatment. Apart from this
defect, the book will deeply appeal to men who have lived, as I have
done, among these primitive people, sharing their hardship0 and
enjoyments. I t will also, unless I am mistaken, appeal to a much
wider audience.
P. M. SYKES.
The review Syria for 1927 (Paris : Paul Geuthner, 13, Rue Jacob
VIe) contains an interesting article by the Rev. PBre Poidebard entitled
" Les Routes Anciennes en Haute-Djezireh," summarizing observations
made by the writer on foot and from the air regarding ancient trade
routes between the Tigris and Euphrates, particularly along the
Iihabur.
He has succeeded in identifying, by the position of mounds, wells,
and ruined bridge heads, thirteen ancient caravan tracka, and three
cross-roads or trivials, as they were once called even in England.
Seen from the air, the regular lines of mounds placed at fairly regular
intervals along the routes were most impressive, and in what appeared,
on the ground, to be a, meaningless distribution of deserted thpks was
a t once shown, from the air, to be a carefully constructed series of
road posts.

~Wemberso ~ z l yare ~~.espo~zsible
for their statements in the " Jountal."

BOOK NOTICES
THE attention of members of the Central Asian Society is drawn t o the
leafletcirculated herewith regarding the " Survey of Iraq Fauna,"
by members of the Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force between
1915 and 1919. The book, which is being sold a t a reduced price
f,,
5, consists of a collection of reprints of articles printed in the
Journal of the Bombay Xatuml History Society between 1920 and
1922, dealing successively with : " Mammals," by Major Cheesman ;
Snakes," by Mr. Boulanger ; " Orthoptera," by Messrs. Buxton,
Evens, and Uvarov ; " Hymenoptera," by Mr. Morice ; " Fresh-Water
Crustacee," by Mr. Gurney ; " Butterflies," by Mr. Peile ; " Myriapods"
by Mr. Brolemctnn ; " Birds," by Messrs. Ticehurst, Buxton, and
Cheesman ; " Isopoda," by Mr. Omer-Cooper.
There is probably no country in the Middle East for which so
complete a natural history handbook has been published a t such a low
price within the compass of a single volume. Publication collectively
mas made possible by a financial guarantee given to the Bombay
Natural History Society by ono or two public-spirited individuals,
end it is in order to reduce the amount of their liability, which is
considerable, that members of the Society are urged to purchase
copies if they have not already done so. The book is published by
the Times of Mesopotamia Printing and Publishing Company (Mesopotamia), Ltd., Basrah, and is obtainable fro111 them or from Messrs. Dulau
end Company, Ltd., Margaret Street, Cavendish Square, W. 1.
The following books have been received for review :
"Antiquities of Indian Tibet," by A. H. Francke, Ph.D. P a r t (Volume) 11.
The Chronicles of Ladakh and Minor Chronicles. 12" x gar'. 310 pp.
Texts and translations wit11 notes nnd maps. Edited with Foreword
(Calcutta : Superintendent, Government
by F. IV. Thomas.
Printing, India. 1926. Bs. 80, or 45s.)
" Ur Excavations." by H. R. Hall and C. L. IVoolley. Vol. I., Al-'Ubaid.
1 3 4 " 93".
~
244 pp. lsviii plates. (Oxford University Press. 1927.)
" hlother Indin," by I<ntherine Mayo. 392 pp. 8p x 5AN. (London :
Jonnthrtn Cape. 1927. 7s. 6d., paper; 10s. 6d., cloth.)
I t Suhiil," by Coloridge I<ennnrd.
8" x 6". 231 pp. (London : The
Richmond Press. 1927. 10s. 6d.)
" The Islrttrric World since tho l'eace Settlement." by A. J. T o p b e e
94'' x 65". 61 1 pp. Map. (Oxford University Press.
London :
Hulnphrey AIilford. £1 1s.)
" A4ral)in before I~l~llrnmmnd,"
bS do L. OILenry. Trribner's Oriental Series.
8'"
z x 5:". 234 pp. a maps.
(1,ondon : Kegan Paul, Trench,
lriibner. 1027. 103. 6~1.)
" Indian Stntea and tllc G o v ~ m l n o n tof Indin," by Pnnnikhar.
8f"x 52".
169 pp. ( [ J o n d o :~ ~hlnrtin Hopkinson. 10s. 6d.)
" Letters of Gcrtnldu I'eil," edited by Lad J Hell. 2 volumes. 791 PP.
(I~ondon: Ernest Uenn. 192'7. £2 2s.)
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